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~ECTION 1 

INTRODUCTORY 

In this part, I propose to deal with the second term of reference, which is 
numbered as (b) in the notification viz., adequacy of the action taken by 
the various authorities before, during and .immediately after the disaster to 
~vert the same or to mitigate the consequences thereof. The phraseology 
ot clause (b) relat:ng to the s.econd term of reference is very wide. 
Adequacy of the action by the various authorities has to be considered 
-firstly in the context of averting the disaster. This action naturally would 
come before the.. occurrence of the disaster. Again, the adequacy of. the 
action taken by the various authorities has to be considered in relation to the. 
steps take)] to mitigate the .consequences of the disaster. The action in 
this connection would naturally follow -the disaster.. The adequacy of such 
action, however, has to be considered with reference to the time limit that is 

· implicit in the expression " immediately after " contained in cla1,1se {b) of 
fhe notifio.:a tion. The expression . " various authorities" implies that more · 
than one department is concerned in taking action either for a vertmg the 
disaster or mitigating the. consequences thereof. It is possible to imagine 
that the action for averting the' disaster before the same occurred could be 
t:iken b} a certain set of authorities only. In this particular case. the 
action for averting the disaster before its occurrence, could ·be tal::en mainly 
by the irrigation authorities and the civil, revenue and police .aulhorities 
would render such assistance as has been asked for by the imgation 
authorities. or as is called for by the circumstances prevailing. On the other 
hand, so far as the action taken immediately after the disaster for mitigating 
the consequences is concerned, .such action could be taken mainly by the 
civil, revenue and police authorities (who will hereafter be called civil 
authorities for the sake of brevity and which expression will include -civic 
authorities, i.e. authorities of the Poona Municipal Corporation) and the 
rvle of the .irrigation authorities would be confined to giving information 
aud guidance aoout the . possible consequences of the breach of the dam. 
Whatever action llJe irrigation authorities would take would be in the 
nature of co-operation with . the civil authorities. 

·Any judgment about the adequacy of the action taken by the appropriate 
authorities pre-supposes that there is a norm or a standard to which stJch 
action must conform. In other words, the first question to be ·considered 
is what action ought to have been taken by the appropriate authorities. 
After ·having arrived at a satisfactory standard of action, we can proceed 
fo consider the sufficiency or insufficiency, the adequacy or inadequacy of 
_the action actually taken by the appropriate authorities. When I r.m 
referring tc a norm or a standard of action, I have not in view any rigid 
or hide-bound norm. The standard will_ depend upon the circumstances 
prevailin~ in a given situation. · Whatever the difficulties in clcvising 
a standard or a norm, it is quite clear that unless we have any such _norm 
or standard before our mind's eye, it would not be possible for us to assess 
the adequacy or inadequacy of the· action taken by the appropriate 
authorities. Just as the question as to what ought to have been d0ne has. 
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t'' be .:ousidered, in the same way, the question as to what couid have b~:en. 
done in the circumstances has also relevance in assessing the merits _of t.'Je 
action actually taken. In brief, the frame of reference so far as thiS part 
is concerned, is wide and elastic and various aspects will have to be ta~en 
into account before passing a verdict or, to use a more appropr!ate 
expression, a. "value judgment,; on the action taken by the appropnate 
authorities. · 

- . We have then to consider the meaning of the. word "disaster". Evi~ntly, 
the word "disaster" is comprehensi:ve to include several phenomena such as 
tbe ·breach of tbe dams, the consequent .heavy. floods and the damage done 
tp the life and property. both movable and immovable. 

· It has been strenuously argued by the . advocate on behalf of . the civil 
authorities which argument has been supported by Mr. Rege, Counsel for 
the Commission, at any ·rate So far as Divisional · Commissioner; Mohite, 
is concerned, that none of the authorities; viz., revenue, police and civic, 
was under imy iegal obligation 'to take any action in regard ·to the ilo0d~, 
which cascaded the city of Poona on the· 12th July 1961, and, therefore, 
this Commission ·has no jutisdictiori· to inquire 'into the adequacy of the 
action taken by these authorities. I do not propose to enter into. a discus· 
sion abotitthe legar position pertaining to these various authOrities, because 
that is evidently beyond the scope of a fact-finding Commission. I would 
make a passing reference to the legal position of tbe Divisional . Commis· 
sioner, because in answer to questions in cross-examination,· Mohite con· 
tended that his role was that of an adviser or co-ordinator, though he had 
not put forward any such· _plea in ·his written statement. I do •not how· 
ever •. propose to embark' .upon any ~is:CUssioll about the legal_ or consti· 
tutional liability of the o,ther civil authorities. · If the civil authorities ·hold 
the view that .there was no ·legal liability.· on .. .their part for taking any 
action in regard to floods, then, they should have been better advised if 
they had brought .. that position before the Government so that .the Govern· 
ment would either have nqt appointed any Commission or having appointed 
the same would have. appropriately .restriCted the scope of enquiry. · At 
any rate, the Government might not have referred the second term of 
reference regarding the adequacy' of the action to .the Commission or would 
[lave withdrawn that term .from the purview of the inquiry .. It it only in 
the course of the written arguments that this· pqint has been. raised and for 
reasons explained above, .J do not propose to offer any comments on the 
sub!llissions made on behalf of the civil authorities in that regard. · 

It has also been contended by the Commission's Counsel as also the 
advocate on behalf of the. Civil authorities. that the Commission has no 

- po~e; to conside: the adequ11cy of the actio11 titken f:ly .each of the officers 
!fld~v~dually. ~t ~S. true that this is nQt an inquiry against any . particular 
mdivJdual or mdividual~. But, . when .'\Ve are. talking about the " action", 
we are not concerned With action in the abstract but we are concerned witli 
t~e co~cr~t~ action that has !Jeen taken. Naturally, the action may f?e 
e1t~er tndiVI~ua~ .or collective. In . taking . a particular action or set o( 
1\Ct~ons one ~ndiVIdual .~ay be concerned or may be responsible, while in 
takmg another set of acti()Ds, more than one person may be responsible. Action 
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ii~iUmL.'J. Iiteans _acti~n by. humaii agency. We have therefore: to consider 
th~ question~ what_ action each o( the authorities ought to have takea In 
this c~~ile:!wn, I _would emphasize the_ expression "action by the various 
authonues . _used m clause (b) of the notification. The: word "authori
ties " might have been used- ii:_ the sense of departments or branches of 
the administration such as, for instance, the revenue, police and municipal 
authorities. Even if ,this is so, still the action of an 1ndividual vis-a-vis the 
administrative branch to which lie belongs will also have to be considered. 
It is· the action of the individual or individuals as also the- action of the 

/ario~s.departments which is the subject-matter of scrutiny hi this_ inquizy 
and It IS Idle to contend that the commission has no power to consider 
the individual action. Without' considering the adequacy of tlie ·individual 
action, it is irilpo_ssible to pass any verdiCt upon the adequacy of the action 
taken by the various authorities. If the Commission has no · power to 
judge the_ sufficiency or adequacy of individual action, it must 
follow, as a logiclll cor;ollazy, that the ~ommission' has no power' to deal 
with the sufficiency or adequacy of the action taken at the · instance 
of the yarious authorities. In this coimection, it may be pointed out that 

_ the CommissiQp. did not start this inquiry ·against· any authorities or dffi.cers 
of the Government as ·such. The public notice that- was issued by the 
Bavdekar Co!llll1ission called .ripon all persons acquainted with the- subjeCt·· 
matter of the_ inquiry before ·the Commission and wishing· to 'give ~xpert 
or other evidence to forward to the Commission a ·_siatemenf of the evidence 
which they wish, to give relating to the, matter referred. to the· Commission. 
This Commiss1on enlarged the scope of the public ·notice by addirig the words 
'' including concerned officers of the- Government and public authorities". 
The relevant part of the public notice issued by this Commission :runs thus : . -

"·All persons incJuding- concerned omcers ,~f Govermnent and public 
authorities acquainted _with the ; subject-matter, of the Inquiry _before the 
Commission and wishing to. give expert or other evidence shall forward to 
the Commission a statement "of. the .evidence which they wish to give 

. relating to the following matters ...... _:._. .. _. .... » 

- it will thus be seen that the. public' notica merely called upon persons . 
acquainted with the subject-matter. of the inquh-y ·to submit statements on 
matters on which they wish to give evidence. This was not a notice calling 
upon any officers of the Government or any public auth9rities to submit 
explanations or to face inquiry on certain charges. It may. be pointed out 
that none of the authorities (the irrigation or the civil) had submitted any 
statements before the Bavdekar Commission; probably because the words 
used in the public notire which was issued were general, viz., all persons 
acquainted with the subject-matter of the inquiry. etc. That is the reason 
why this Commission thought it necessary to add the words " including con
cerned officers of Government and public authorities". The addition of 
these words, however. did not. change the complexion of the public notice. 
The notice will continue to be a notice calling upon persons acquainted 
with the subject-matter of the inquiry to submit their statements as 
a preliminary to giving evidence,, No action against any authorities was
contemplated or could be contemplated. Nor any particular department wa•J 
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named :iri the notice. It is, however, significant to n~te that applications 
were submitted on behalf of the named irrigation officers and their subordi
nates as also specific civil officers and their subordinates stating that th~:se 
officers were prepared to file written statements and to give evidence before 
ihe- Commission and requesting that they should be permitted ·to appear 
through their respective senior counsel and advocates. Ex. 11 is the 
application for the twelve named irrigation officers and it is stated ·that 
Mr. H. R. Gokhale, senior Counsel, would appear on their behalf and also 
on behalf of their subordinates. This application was made on 12th J anu

, ary 1962. Ex. 12 is the application made on behalf of S. P. Mohite, 
Divisional Commissioner, Poona, Majeedullah, D.LG., Poona . Range, 
V. Prabhakar, Collector, M. S. Heble, D.S.P., Poona, S. B. Kulkarni, 
Municipal Commissioner, Poona, and their subordinates. Permission has 
been asked by these officers and their subordinates to appear through 
Mr. E. B. Ghasvala. This appliCation was made on 28th December 1961. 
The Commission passed an order on 12th January 1962 (Ex. 15) allowing 
these officers to appear through their respective counsel and advocates. I am 
unable to understand why these officers appeared before the Commission 
through their counsel and advocate, if their contention is that the Commission 
has no power to inquire into the conduct of the individual officers. Repre
sentations could have been sought on behalf of the different 
departments such as, for instance, Irrigation Department. Police Department, 
Revenue Department and Poona Municipal Corporation -or generally on 
behalf of Government. The ground on which representation was allowed to 
these officers was that they were interested persons and as such, it was 
necessary to allow them to appear through lawyers to put up their case 
before the Commission. At no time in the course of the proceedings was 
it contended that the conduct of the individual officers was not open to 
scrutiny by the Commission and for the first time in the course of the written 
arguments the question has been raised by the Commission's counsel and 
the advocate on behalf of the civil authorities. While it is true that this is 
not an inquiry-on any specific charges against individual officers, it is idle to. 
contend that the Commission cannot inquire into the adequacy of the steps 
~ken by the individual officers. If their ll.rgument is accepted then the 

· mquiry would be a futile farce. · 
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SECTION -2 

Ac_I'ION TAKEN BY THE IRRIGATION AUTHORITIES FOR AVERTINGTHE DISASTER 
OF THE . BREACH OF THE DAMS. 

So far as the action for averting the collapse of j:he dams is concerned, 
it is principally the irrigation ·officers whose conduct requires scrutiny. Ol 
course, the civil authorities can render help, as has been done in the presen1 
case,, to the efforts made by the irrigation authorities to save the dams 
from disaster. The main responsibility, however, rests upon the irrigation 
authorities. We have, therefore, to consider; first of all; what was the 
condition of the Panshet dam on the eve of the disaster ; which circijm· 
stances caused danger to the dam and what attempts were made to avert 
that danger. · · . 

So far as the condition of the dam is concerned, it is undisputed that 
there were various components, which were incomplete. This aspect has 
been dealt with exhaustively in th.e first part, and only a brief reference 
will pe sufficient for understanding the trend o_f the discussion to. follow. 
The inco'mplete components were :-

t1) The designed height of the dam was RL.· 2080. This height 'was 
no.t reached in the temporary waste weir section and the height at that 
part of the dam wa~ RL. 2075. Uncompacted earth was heaped on 
this part with a view to raise the height and thus increase the free-board. 

(2) Pitching was incomplete on the upstream face of the temporary 
waste weir section. 
' (3) The downstream retaining wall was not complete. 

(4) The floor of the conduit remained unconcreted and therefore was 
rough. There were two steps inside the conduit which made the flow 
tu~bulent and caused a hydraulic jump. 

(5) · !lie approach bridge leading to the tower remained incomplete with 
the result that the hoists could not be installed for opera.tion. 

(6) As the hoists could not be operated, it became necessary to lower 
the service gates after leaving a two-feet opening through which it was . 
estimated that a supercritical flow of one thousand cusecs would pass., 

- One of .the gates had to btl kept suspended by big ropes tied to sleepers 
kept in the .tower. 

Heavy rains started from the 9th July 1961. The rainfall on the 9th , 
July was eight inches and on· the 10th July, it was four and a half inches. 
The spillway channel started flowing from the 10th July. Heavy rains 
and strong winds were causing severe wave wash. The action of the waves 
was particularly severe along the embankment from chainag~_.l200 to· · 
chainage 700. Bhagwat and Sakhalkar, Deputy Engineer and Sub-Divisional 
Officer respectively, in charge of the construction work, . collected the 
available labour and started fixing up the corrugated shee:ts and murum 
bags on the upstream slope of the Panshet dam. This was oetween 
l0-00 a.m. and 12-00 noon on the lOth July. At about12::00 noon Bhagwat 
informed Bhalerao, Executive Engineer, in charge of the construction, abouC 
~he appearance of the wave wash and the action taken· by them. Bhalera() 
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aske4 ~em to continue the work of dumping the sheets._ and murum bags._ 
Bhalerao accompanied- by Pause reached the Panshet dam at 2-00 p.m. 
T)le bags placed on the slopes were effective ~ chec~g th~ erosion: and 
as ·such i:he work was continued. S. V. Desai, Supenntendmg Engmeer, 

-Deccan Irrigation Circle, No. 2, was informed about it. He 'Tirrived at the 
_. dam sii:e at 5-30 p.m. In the company of Bhalerao, Desai insp~ted ~e 
·dam. The work of laying bags on the upstream slop was showmg good 
·results and it was, therefore, decided to continue the same. Desai also 
:_decided that information about the wave wash should be conveyed to 
Maneiikar, Additional Chief Engineer in charge of the Khadakwasla 
Project. Desai left the dam site at about 8:00 p.m. 

1 Another development, viz., a flow at the downstream side over the 
i conduit was· noticed at about 6-30 p.m. by Mrigesh, Wireman and Gopal, 
:chowkidar. Gopal reported it first to Sakhalkar and then to Bhagwat. All the 
three then went to the site. By the time, the party went to the site, the electric 
light went off. Lights were repaired in about half an hour and Bhagwat could 
notice the flow of water coming through the rock-toe over the left side 
trench-filling of 'the conduit: Bhagwat reported this fact to Bhalerao. The 
latter instructed Bhagwat to keep a watch over the flow and give reports 
about the same. : Bhagwat and the party were watching this development 
upto. 10-00 p.m. The flow was continuous but -did not either increase or 
decrease .. · The colour of the flow was the same as that of the lake water. 
Bhalerao 'did not go to the spot to observe this flow and he says that he 
thought it unnecessary to go_ to the spot as Bhagwat bad given him the 
necessary information in all its details and be wanted time to think over 
the ·cause of the flow and devise remedial measures. Bhalerao called Panse, 
Plant Engineer; and Sakhalkar for discussion with ·a view to find out the 
possible cause of this flow. He asked Pause to go to the spot and observe 
the flow, his object being to get confirmation of the information given by 
Bhagwat. Panse ~eported to Bhalerao that the flow was about five to ten 
cusecs and was op, the left side of the conduit. According to Bhalerao, 
nothing could have been done to prevent the flow as the percolation \\(as 
through the rock,toe- and drains could not be constructed at the place of 
percolation. . He did not think it necessary to report the matter to Desai 
on phone as h~ wanted to ascertain the nature of the flow, its duration and 
also he wanted to find out the -cause of the flow. Accordiiig to him, mere 
report[ng about the phenomenon of the flow would in no way have h§ped 
anyone in the matter. It would be seen from evidence that the report about 
th!l flow of water at the downstream end through the rock -toe was not 
received by Bhalerao till the departure of Desai and, therefore: that fact 
could not be communicated to Desai· while he was on the site. This fact 
was not reported on phone to Desai by Bhalerao, because Bhalerao felt. that 
simply reporting about the phenomenon of the flow would not help anyone 
and that he wanted to ascertain the cause of the flow. Bhalerao, however 
was not in a position to ascertain the cause of the flow. , According to bm;, 
no action: could be taken for preventing that flow. . The location of this 
flow was about six feet or so above ·the conduit and to its left side. 

-At 'ab:-Jut S-30 p:m. Panse, Plant Engineer, noticed that the conduit was 
running almost full-bore and occasionally, there was a gap of six inches 
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from the top.. At about 6-30 p.m. it. was noticed by Patwardhan, Sub
Divisional Officer, that the flow inside the conduit was intermittently full 
and occasionally the water was flowing at about six or nine inches below 
the crowri. This phen6menon,was reported to Bhalerao on the night of the 
lOth July. But, it appears that Bhalerao did not understand the significance 
of it and that phenomenon simply.appears to have puzzled him. He discussed 
'the significance of the same with the Superintending Engineers, Khursale 
and Desai, on the 11th morning. • 

These were all the disturbing features that made their appearance on the 
lOth July 1961. It has b,een argued on behalf of the civil authorities that 
although percolation through the rock-toe at .the downstream end of the 
conduit had made its appearance and was observed by some of the irrrigation 
officers prior to the departure of Desai, still Desai's attention has not been 
drawn to that phenomenon. In the first place, there is no evidence to show 
that report ot that phenomenon was conveyed to Bhalerao prior to Desai's 
departure. Had it been conveyed to Bhalerao, there can be no doubt that 
he would have apprised Desai about the same. There was no point in 
keeping that information back from Desai. Bhalerao has explained as to 
why he did not convey that information to Desai on phone on that night 
and which aspect of the matter has already been adverted to. B6alerao 
wanted time to consider the source on the cause of the percolation 
and that seems to be the main. reason why he did not think it 
necessary to convey the same on that very night. There is no reason 
to" reject Bhalerao's statement viz., that there were no means of 
controlling the flow of water through the rqck-toe. No action, therefore, 
could pe devised in respect of the same. So far as the wave action is 
concerned, that was broughtunder the control before the evening of the 
lOth .Iuly. As regards the flow . of water through the conduit, information 
appears to ,have, been carried to Bhalerao sometime in the night ·of the 
10th July .. and"Bhl!lerao. himself has stated (tQ which aspect of the matter 
l will presently re.fer) that even after discussion with Desai and Khursale, 
lie col.ll<fnot conne.ct this phenomenon with .the mal-functioning of the 
conduit; noi: could be conclude that this may be due to abnormal hydraplic 
conditions. , Assm:ning that h.e was a~ll' to connect the abnormal flow condi· 
tlons with· presinirisati6n of the conduit, even then it is quite clear that 
nothing could be done by the construction engineers to prevent its 
happening. 

It has further· been argued on behalf of the civil authorities that it was· 
the duty pf the. irrigation officers to apprise the civil authorities as to what 
was taking place at Panshet on the 9th and lOth July 1961. It is suggested 
that the irrigation ofijcers. were either negligent or deliberately withheld the 
information as to ,the actual condition prevailing at the dam on the 9th and 
lOth July. In this connection, reliance is placed ()n a letter {Ex. 722) 
written by Manerikar to Desai on the 7th July 1961. Since considerable 
arguments are. based on the contents of this letter, it would be worthwhile 
to cite the ·whole Jette): : 

,"A.; y~~ are aware, the flood pattern in the Mutha river at 
.Po.onajl\ liqqle to be ali.ered dlJe tp tjle ~onstruc;tio11 o{ the Panshet dam. 
1t is n'ecessarjr that a flood warning ·system is set up at Panshet whereby 
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timely inf~rmation of discharge likely to go over the __ Panshet spillwa:( !s 
telephoned t~ Khadak:wasla and Poona for the information of _the ClV•C 

authorities. · 
. It is necessary to have regular observation of lake gauges at_ Panshet 
and also a table indicating the discharge at each gauge .readmg after 
commeneement of spillway. 

You may please let me know the actio_n p~oposc:d. You_ may also.~eep 
the Superintending Eng:neer, Deccan Imgat1on Cu-cle (I) mformed. 

Before considering the significance of this letter, it is necessary to remember 
that the spillway, which is also called permanent waste weir, had not started· 
flowing on the day the letter was written on the 7th July. The spillway 
actually started flowing with effect from the lOth July 1961. Let me now first 
o[ all try to understand the idea underlying this letter by referring to the 
words used and their. plain meaning. The first sentence refers to the flood 
pattern in the Mutha river being Iial:le to be altered as a result or the 
·construction of the Panshet dam. What it means is that the behaviour of the 
entire run off of the catchment area, which used directly to flow into the 
· Khadakwaslli reservoir before the construction of the Pansbet dam would be 
changed. The Panshet reservoir, first of al( would absorb the run off of the 
catchment area, and what would flow into the reservoir of the Khadakwasla 
.is the flow that would pass through Panshet spillway. The second sentence, 
therefore, says that a flood warning system should be set up at P.artshet so 

· that· timely information of the discbarge of the flow through the spillway is 
telephoned to Khadakwasla and Poona for the information of the c·vic 
authorities. I will deal with the meaning · of the expression " civil 
authorities" a little later. In the second paragraph of Ex. 722, it is 
pointed out that it is necessary to have regular observation of lake gauges 
at Panshet and also a table indicating the discharge at each gauge readino
after the commencement of the spillway. In the third paragraph of the said 
letter, the Superintending Engineer, D. I. C. No. 2, has been asked to inform 
the Additional Chief Engineer about the action taken by the former. 
S. '!· Desai while referring to the above letter has stated as follows in his 
wr1tten statement at Ex. 773 :- · 

, " As _the work was being interrupted due to rains, the following 
precauuons were taken : 

. The :"dditional _Chief Engineer had issued a circular giving detailed 
mstruct10ns regardmg keeping a round-the-clock watch at the dam site 
!he E~ecuti_ve Engineer ha_d reported that he has complied with th; 
m~tructions and the followmg arrangements made :· 

(a) Flood-lighting of the dam was done. '. 
(b) Staff to inspect the dam round-the-clock was allo~ted .. 
(c). A batch of about 75 labourers was kept ready for emergency 

work. 

(d) Rain-coats and gum-boots were· purc.hased and kept ready ~ 
enable people to work even in rains. 0 

. - (e) About 5000 emp_ty cement bags :"'ere collected and l::ept readv. , 
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(f) Records of rain -and water level in lake were maintained for 
regular intervals. - ' 

For regulating the discharge through the sluice, the susp~nded gat~ was. 
kept with a 2 ft. opening. · · · · 

Arrangements to take rainfall and lake levels readings were made and 
these were being communicated to the Executive Engineer, Poona Irri
gation Division to enable him to get an idea about the likely floods at the 
old Khadakwasla dam. He was also supplied with a chan giving the 
calculated discharge from .the permanent waste weir for different 
depths." 

It was suggested to Desai in his cross-examination on behalf of the civil 
authorities that instructions and lmangemellts referred to in the said circular 
and mentioned in his written statement were taken because of the incom
pleteness of the work of the various components of the dam. Desai 
repelled that suggestion and stated that the precautions and .the arrangements 
were part or the monsoon arrangements and were expected to be taken at 
all· dams, complete or incomplete. He added that the staff to inspect the 
dam is necessary for watching how a newly constructed dam behaves .. 
Manerikar, in his written statement at Ex. 664 stated that he had issued 
instructions in the letter (Ex. 722) dated the 7th . July 1961 to set up 
a warning system at the Panshet dam to enable timely information being 
sent to Khadakwasla and Poona regarding the spillway discharges from 
Panshet for the information of the officers and civic authorities in Poona. 
In answer to questions in the cross-examination on behalf of the · ciyil 
authorities, Manerikar stated that on the 7th July when he wr0te 
the letter at Ex .. 722, he had no emergency in his contemplation. 
Bhalerao, in his evidence, stated that he had no occasion 
to see the · letter at Ex. 722. He, however, · admitted having 
made several arrangements as mentioned by bini in his written 
statement at Ex.· 233. Bhalerao . asserted that arrangements were made to 
communicate the water level in the Panshet reservoir to Nagarkar, Execu
tive Engineer, Poona Irrigation Division. He also assetted, that he was 

· not concerned with giving information to the civil authorities about the 
lake 'levels. On the basis of the letter at Ex. 722 and the statements con
tained in the written statements of Desai and Bhalerao, it was argued 
that the engineers had some misgivings about the proper behavour of the 
Panshet dam from the commencement, and, therefore, extreme precautions 
were taken for that, purpose. Neither the contents of 'Ex. 722 nor the 
evidence referred to above lend suppott to this farfetched· conClusion. The 
emphasis is on the need of conveying information about the likely discharge 
through the Pansbet spillway. It was a well-established practice that the 
gauge readings of the Khadakwasla dam should 'be conveyed by the 
Executive Engineer, Poona Irrigation Division, to the Collector. The 
object of .the emergency arrangements proposed by Manerikar was to 
enable the Executive Engineer, Poona Irrigation Division, to watch how 
much water would be received into the Khadakwasla reservoir through 
the spillway of the Panshet dam. Thereafter the Executive Engineer, Poona 
Irrigation Division, would. convey that information to the Collector. 
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fu thi~ co~e~tio~. r~fer~n~e may be mad~ to two le~ers_ cExs •. 3_0~ and 310) 
written by Nagarkar, Executive Engineer, Poona Irngation DIVISI~n, to the 

·Collector of Poona on 1st July 1961 and lOth July 1961 resl?ectively. In 
his letter at Ex. 304, Nagarkar stated that the _level of wa~er :n Mula and 
Mutha rivers. was likely to rise a~ a result of mcessant rams m tlie catch· 
ment area ~f Khadakwasla and Panshet dams. He stated that the 
Khadakwasia waste weir (spillway) had already starte~ flowing and, there
fore, all the hundred g~tes of this w11;ste weir . were k~pt .. open. He also 
pofnted out that the leve~ of water might contmue to nse m case the heavy 
spell of rains did not abate. He, therefore, requested tlle Collector to make 
all arrangements as usual in case an emergency occurred. In Ex. 310, 
Nagarkar stated th~t the lake at Panshet was full and was likely to spill 
as there had been more tllan eight inches of rainfall in the catchment 
area. He 'also pointed out that the level of Khadakwasla lake had risen . 
by one foot ill. spite of the fact that all the gates had been kept open. The 
level in the morning pf lOth July 1961 stood at 30·50. He finally warned 
that the level of water in the river was likely to increase. Copies of this 
letter were sent to. the D. S. P., Poona City and Rural and the Municipal 
Corporation. There is, therefore, no substance in the argument advan· 
ced on behalf of the civil-authorities that although the letter at Ex. 72 con
templat¢ giving of warning about the floods and conveying iRformation 
in regard to the. sam~ to the civic authorities, no such information had been 
conveyed by .the iirigation officers to the civic authorities. As pointed 
out above, as the water from the spiljway of_ Panshet was ultimately to pour 
into the Khadakwasla reservoir, so far as the civic authorities are concerned; 
the Only o!Ih;:er who could giv() correct information and correct warning was 
the. Exec!ltive E,ngirieer, Poomi Irrigation Division.. The inrormation con
tell)plated,fega~ding the discharge passing thrpugh the Panshet spillway 
would convey: no meaning to the civic authorities in Poona. It is only the 

. gauge readings at Khadakwasla which could give some idea to the civic or 
cil!il authorities about the. possible danger of heavy floods or even the possible 
danger- to t,he, Khadakwasla dam. As a matter of fact, Nagarkar did CDn· 
. tinue to convey the necessary information by Exs. 303, 304 and 310 to the 
civil auth_orities till the lOth· .J;u!y 1961. 

-
The endorsement on Ex. 304, which is in the handwriting of Danda

v~~ote, Deputy Chitnis of the Collector reads thus :-

."On. phone informed Treasury A. K. Dhond about this. He said be 
will comm~nicate the l!lessage to M. Informed Home Inspector, D. S. P., 
Rural. In,ormed H. C., D. S. P. City, to communicated to D. S. P." 

The endorse~ent on Ex. 310 ·:is to the effect. thilt information about ihe 
contents of_ thi~ letter should be given to the Maml~tdars, Poona City, Dhond 
and Havel!._ An argument lias_been based ori the circumstances that the 
C:ollector took prompt action ·on the basis of the 'information re~eived by 
him at ¥xs. '304 and_p~ an~. ~e are asked to consider whether he would 
have .failed to take. Similar ·actiOn if'_he had received information on the 
mo~nmg of t!Je Hth July t?at the Pal).shet dain_was in danger and heavy 
.fl?o~s _;vere expecte_d. . ~ will d:al with . this point at a later stage of this 
discussion. My object m referrmg to these letters ·at this'stage is to. p6int 
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out that there is .no substance in the .grievance made that proper information, 
as contemplatea by' Manerikar's letter (Ex. 722), was not conveyed to 
.the civil authorities by the irrigation officers. It is true that the new deve· 
lopments that were taking place at Pan~het from the morning till ¢e evening 
of the lOth July, such as the appearance of flow Through the rock-toe ; the 
flow through the conduit which ·was intermittently touching the crown and 
leaving space of six or nine inches from the roof and the wave wash, were 
not reported to the civil authorities· on .the lOtli July. The reason for this 
appears· to be that the engineers ¢emselves were thinking over these develop· 
ments and were trying to find· out their causes. They were also taking_su"h 
sieps as they considered possible in the circumstances of. the case. Informa· · 
tion was given to the Collector in the early hours of the mof!ling of the lltb 

.. July about 'the condition 'of the Panshet Dam. There is considerable contro· 
versy as to 'the exact nature and scoppe of information thaf was ·giveri to 
the Collectpr on the morning of the 11th July and, therefore. that ·question · 
will have to be considered separately and fully. For the time being, it is 
sufficient to. say that the fact that information· was not conveyed to the Civil 
authorities about the ·strange happenings at Panshet on the rught qf the lOth 
July, is no ground for liolding that the irrigation officers were lack in the 
performance of their duties. Before closing the narration about the happen· . 

- ings of the lOth July, it is necessary to refer to two other events. The Superin· 
tending Engineer, Deccan Irrigation Circle No. 2, had· -M-itten a letter to the 
Collector on lOth July 1961 for the installation of a wireless set at Panshet. 
The contents of that letter have come out in the evidence of Pharate, Resident 

-J?eputy Collector . (Ex. 862). They are asfollows :-. 

~·One wireless· set was badly needed at Panshet lake for obtaining 
information about the lake levels, flood ' discharge and · rainfall at 
Panshet .and also the condition. ol' the . newly'. constructed earthen dam. 
Existing telephoniC arrangement was not working properly and frequently 

. went. out of oi(jer due to_ rainy . weather. It is therefore requesed to 
· spare one wireless • set immediately and to hand it over· to the 

. Executive Engineer, Khadakwasla Dam Division. " 

This letter was received in the Collector's office on the 11th. July. 
Immediately thereafter Pbarate wrote a letter to Nabar, Superintendent of 
Police, Wireless, to do the needful. Before however Pharate wrote this 
letter, Desai and Khursale had approached the Colfector in the early hours 
of the morning of the!llth July and requested for installation of a wireless 
set immediately. The Collector telephoned to Nabar to do the needun · 

· immediately and Nabar promised that the set would come on air by about 
.3-00 p.m. on that day. It is clear that Desai did not envisage any 
emergency, when he wrote the letter on the 1Qth July. On the lOth of 
July the letter was written mainly because the information in regard to 
water flowing over the waste weir of Panshet and the consequent discharge 
in Khadakwasla catchment had to be communicated in pursuance of the 
instructions contained in Ex. 722. Therefore, the installation of 
wireless station was really a part of arrangement under Ex. 722 and 
does not appear to be because of heavy rains and wave action which had 
come to Desai's notice on the JOth. So far as the morning of :the 11th 

. · · · . I, I 
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July is co~cerned, when Desai made an oral requ:st to th_e Collector, . the 
matter had assumed urgency. But, this aspect will be diScussed a little 
later. 

The' second ·event is that after receiving information fr~m Bhalerao at 
about 2-30 or 3-00 p.m. on, the lOth July about strong wmds an? heavy 

' wave wash. Desai left Poona fer Panshet at 4-00 p.m. He not_Iced the 
action of the waves on the upstream face of the dam. He also not1ced that 
the· upstream face was being protected by mu~m bags and corrugated 
iCon sheets. At about 7-30 p.m be received a message that the !~vel of 
water in the spillway was rising and that _the ro~d Jeadi_ng _to. Po~na 
inight be cut off, For this reason and aTho With a ~Jew to g1ve mt1mat1on 
to Manerikar Desai left Panshet for Poona sometime at about 7-30 or 
8-00 p.m. D;~ reacl_led Poona at about 9-30 or 10-00 p.m. As Manerikar 
did not have a telephone at his residence he rang up Padhye at about 
10-15 p.m. Desai told Padhye about the wave action and the protective 
measures taken in that respect. Padhye replied that that was the best that 
could be done in the circumstances of the case. He added that he would 
be informing the Additional Chief Engineer next morning about it. A good 
deal of comment has been made about Desai not having informed Padhye 
anything about the turbulent tl.ow in the conduit nor anything about the 
percolation through the rock-toe at the downstream end of the conduit. All 
this argument is based on wrong assumptions. So far as appearance of the 

. percolation through the rock-toe is concc:rned, although it was noticed at 
6·30 p.m. by- the watchman. Bbagwat went to the spot at 7-30 p.m. after 
receiving report from chowkidar, on the lOth July. There is nothing to 
suggest that this was brought to the notice of Desai before he left for Poona. 
So far as turbulent flow in the conduit is concerned, even Bhalerao learnt 
about it at night and it is nobody's case that he conveyed it to Desai during 
the. course of the night. 
. The advocate on behalf of the civil authorities has complained that no infor· 
mation about the developments taking place at Panshet on the lOth July was 
conveyed to the civil authorities on that day. It is true trouble started llrew
ing at Panshet on the lOth and three disturbing developments came to notice 
till the evening. · The first was severe wave action as a result of strong winds 
and heavy rains, Protective . measures were taken for checking the erosion 

· that wa~ taking place as a. result of wave wash by putting corrugated iron 
sheets and. also murnms bags on the upstrem slope of the dam. These 
remedial measures proved successful and by about evening, the upstream 
slope was protected against the corrosive action of the waves. The second 
was that water started flowing from the rock toe at the downstream and 
from a location six feet higher than the extrados of the arch. · The flow was
constant and never grew in intensity from the commencement till th~ .actual 
collapse of the· dam. The flow was estimated to be of the order of five to 
ten cusecs and the colour of that flow was almost the same as the colour 
of w;tter in the reservcir. On the lOth July, at any rate, Bhalerao did not 
consider this phenomenon as a serious development. He felt that since 
the. leak was coming on the lower level, the water from the higher level 
~ight ha~e pe:colated from_t~at side. He has added that although this was 
b1s tentative VIew. he was g1Vmg thought to the question as to wheth~r there 
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were other probable causes to which the leak: would be attributed. Accord
ing to him, this was the reason why he instructed Bhagwat to note me quan
tity of flow and also to note its colour. Bhalerao has asserted that since the 
flow was not increasing in its intensity and had remained constant and also 
its colour and consistency were not changing, he came to the conclusion 
that that would not cause danger to the dam. The question to be consi
dered, so far as action taken for preventing the collapse of the dam is 
concerned, is Mt as to whether the view tentat,ively formed by Bhalerao was 
'correct or not. As pointed out in the first parf of this report, even today 
there is difference of opinion as to the real cause or source of this flow. Even: 
Dr. K. L. Rao, who has advanced the theory of a special type of piping, has 
conceded that this flow could not be necessarily connected with the lake 
water and that water might have passed out of the cracked conduit The 
protagonists of the other theories viz., cavitation vibration theory as also 

. pressurisation theory, have suggested that the flow, which appeared through 
the downstream rock -toe, must be attributed to the water passing through the 
conduit which spurted out through the openings of the joints after the mortar 
got fatigued. On the other hand, the Institution of Engineers have suggested 
that rain water must have passed through the natural crevices of the rock, 

· which is quite a usual feature of the rock in the deccan tract, and this water 
must have got accumulated on one side and made its appearance through 
the downstream·rock-toe. Whatever that may be, there is.complete unanimity: 
among the expert engirieers, who have advanced rival theories as explanatio.n 

• for.the failure of the Panshet dam, that the flow of water through the down
stream rock-toe was not the cause of the failure of the dam nor has it in any 
way contributed t.owards -its failure. In my view, Bhalerao was perfectly 
justified .in formirig a tentative view that rain water from the higher level 
might have percolated through the layers. of the embankment and passed 
through the lower level. The circumstance that the colour of water of .the 
flow was the same as the colour of water in the reservoir shows that the 
flow was not carryirig any, soil from the embankment. The further circums
tance which was equally important was that for several hours together the 
quantity of the flow continued to remairi the same. It is true that according. 
to Manerikar, the more disturbing phenomenon among the two that were 
.reported to him on the 11th July viz., subsidence and percolation, he 
·regarded the latter as more dangerous and he has given his own reasons for 
holding that view, viz., that he felt that this was due to piping. It is known· 
even to a tiro in engineering that piping is a dangerous phenomenon. 
Manerikar was not on .the spot and had not the benefit of personal observa
tion.. It is not at all unnatural that on the basis of the report received by 
him his prima facie impression was that the flow might be due to ·piping 
action. He did not consider subsidence as a serious development, because 
according to him, that may be a differential settlement or ordinary settle· 
ment, which takes place to a certain extent in the case of every earthen dam. 
I will advert to this aspect of Manerikar's evidence a little later. For the 
time being, the point that I am emphasisirig is that, Bhalerao's assessment 
about the flow through the downstream. side could not in any way be 
regarded as wrong or unjustified, nor could it be said that it was due to 



July is co~cemed, when Desai made an oral request to ~e Collector, _the 
matter had assumed urgency. But, this aspect will be discussed a little 
litter. 

The· second ·event is that after receiving information fr~m Bhalerao at 
about 2-30 or 3-00 p.m. on, the lOth July about strong wmds an~ heavy 

' wave wash, Desai left Poona fer Panshet at 4-00 p.m. He not_Iced the 
action of the waves on the upstream face of the dam. He also noticed that 
the' upstream face was being protected by mu11p1 bags and corrugated 
ifon sheets. At about 7-30 p.m he received a message that the !~vel of 
water in the spillway was rising and that _the ro~d leadi;llg :o . Po~na 
inight be cut off. For this reason and aTho With a ~Iew to give mtimatiOn 
to Manerikar Desai left Panshet for Poena sometinle at about 7-30 or 
8-00 p.m. D;sa;i reacQ.ed Poona at about 9-30 or 10-00 p.m. As Manerikar 
did not have a telephone at his residence he rang up Padhye at about 
10-15 p.m. Desai told Padhye about the wave action and the protective 
measures taken in that respect Padhye replied that that was the best that 
could be done in the circumstances of the case. He added that he would 
be inf!>rming the Additional Chief Engineer next morning about it. A good 
deal of comment has been made about Desai not having informed Padhye 
anything about the turbulent flow in the conduit nor anything about the 
percolation through the rock:toe at the downstream end of the conduit. All 

- !his argument is based on wrong assumptions. So far as appearance of the 
_ percolation through the rock-toe is conc\lrned, although it was noticed at 

6-30 p.m. by- the watchman, Bhagwat went to the spot at 7-30 p.m. after 
receiving report from chowkiilar, on the 1Oth July. There is nothing to 
suggest that this was brought to the notice of Desai before he left for Poona. 
So far as turbulent flow in the conduit is concerned, even Bhalerao learnt 
about it at night and it is nobody's case that he conveyed it to Desai during 
the. course of the night. 
. The advocate on behalf of the civil authorities has complained that no infor
mation.about the developments taking place at Panshet on the lOth July was 
conveyed to the ~ivil authorities on that day. It is true trouble started brew
ing at Panshet on the lOth and. three disturbing developments came to hotice 
till the evening. ' The first was severe wave action as a result of strong winds 
and heavy rains. Protective measures were taken for. checking the erosion 

· that wa~ taking place as a. result of wave wash by puttir).g corrugated iron 
sheets and. also murums bags on the upstrem slope of the dam. These 
remediaL ~easures proved successful and by about evening, the upstream 
slope was protected against the corrosive action of the waves. The second 
was that water started flowing from the rock toe at the downstream and 
from a location six feet higher than the extrados of the arch. : The flow was· 
constant and never grew in_ intensity from the commencement till the .actual 
collapse of the' dam. The flow was estimated to be of the order of five to 
ten cusecs and the colour of that flow was- almost the same as the colour 
of w;tter in the reservoir. On the lOth July, at any rate, Bhalerao dld not 
consider this phenomenon as a seriqus development. He felt that since 
the l~ak was coming on the lower level, the water from the higher level 
~ight ha~e pe~olated from_t~at side. He has added that although this was 
Ius tentative VIew, he was givmg thought to the question as to whether there 
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were other probable causes to which the leak would be attributed. Accord
ing to him, this was the reason why he instructed Bhagwat to note the quan
tity of flow and also to note its colour. Bhalerao has asserted that since the 
flow was not increasing in its intensity and had remained constant and also 
its colour and consistency were not changing, he came to the conclusion 
that that would not cause danger to the dam. The question to be consi
dered, so far as action taken for preventing the collapse of the dam is 
concerned, is not as to whether the view tentatively formed by Bhalerao was 
'correct or not.' As pointed out in the first parf of this report, even today 
there is difference of opinion as to the real cause or source of this flow. Even 
Dr. K. L. Rao, who has advanced the theory of a special type of piping, has 
conceded that this flow could riot be necessariiy connected with the lake 
w.ater and that water might have passed out of the cracked conduit. The 
protagonists of the other theories viz., cavitation vibration theory as also 

_ pressurisation theory, have suggested that the flow, which appeared through 
the downstream rock-toe, must be attributed to the water passing through the 
conduit wb,ich spurted out through the openings of the joints after the mortar 
got fatigued. On the other hand, the Institution of Engineers have suggested 
that rain water must have passed through the natural crevices of the rock, 

· which is quite a usual feature of the rock in the deccan tract, and this water 
must have got accumulated on one side and made its appearance through 
the downstream·rock-toe. Whatever that may be, there is.complete unanimity: 
among the expert engineers, who have advanced rival theories as explanatiOJl 

- for_the failure of the Panshet dam, that the flow of water through the down
stream rock-toe was not the cause of the failure of the dam nor has it in any 
way contributed ~owards -its. failure. In my view, Bhalerao was perfectly 
justified .in forming a tentative .view that rain water from the higher level 
might have percolated through the layers of the embankment and passed 
through the lower level. The circumstance that the colour of water of _the 
flow was the same as the colour of water in the reservoir shows that the 
flow was not carrying any, soil from the embankment. The further circums
tance which was equally important was that for several hours together the 
quantity of the flow continued to remain the same. It is true that according 
to Manerikar, the more disturbing phenomenon among the two that were 
.reported to him on the 11th July viz., subsidence and percolation, he 
·regarded the latter as more dangerous and he has given his own reasons for 
holding that view, viz., that he felt that this was due to piping. It is known· 
even to a tiro in engineering that piping is a dangerous phenomenon. 
Manerikar was not on .the spot and had not the benefit of personal observa
tion.. It is not at all unnatural that on the basis of the report received by 
him his prima facie impression was that the flow ·might be due to 'piping 
action. He did not consider subsidence as a serious development, because 
according to him, that may be a differential settlement or ordinary settle
ment, which takes place to a certain extent in the case of every earthen dam. 
"I will advert to this aspect of Manerikar's evidence a little later. For the 
time being, the point that I am emphasising is that, Bhalerao's assessment 
about the flow through the downstream. side could not in any way be 
regarded as wrong or unjustified nor could it be said that it was due to 
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complacence. He was also right in not reporting about ~is {lheno~en~n 
io Desai durin"" the' course of the night, as bas been explatned by bun m 
his- ·evidence. It is equally clear that no remedies could be· devised for 
Stopping this kind of flow and in any case it was necessary to observe the 
phenomenon for a longer time to ascertain its real cause. The third pheno· 
.inenon is the circumstance that water was flowing intetmittently full through 
the conduit and occasionally a gap of six or nine inches was left in the 
progress ·or flow. The interpretation of this phenomenon was equally 

, aillicult and Bha!erao has frankly admitted that he could not attribute it to 
the mal[unctioning of the conduit at least on the lOth July when he thought 
()Ver the matter, after he received the report about this occun-ence; Nobody 
expected that there would be a pressurised flow, because an opening of two 
feet was left in· each of the gates and the flow of water that would pass 
through these openings was estimated to ·be not more than_ one thousand 
cusees. It was also ·assumed that the flow would be supercritical and the 
fact that the floor of the conduit ·was not concreted would result in hydraulic 

1 jump or in a pressurised flow. was not realised an<t perhaps, could not be 
! realised except by one who- has specialised knowledge in hydraulics. · Ther~ 

\
' is, therefore, IIO w~nder that Bhalerao ignored this inc!den1. It is further 
_clear that no remedtal measures could be found for makmg the flow regular. 
I will consider a little later about the appreciation formed by Bhalerao. 

_Desai and Khursale when they went to the downstream end of the conduit 
and saw themselves the flow and the resulting noise. At that stage, I will 
'bring· out the further implications of the appreciation made by the engineers 
regarding this peculiar flow phenomenon. It has been· emphasised -in the 
arguments on behalf' of the civil authorities that Bhalerao felt that the flow 
'would not cause danger to the dam.' I see no point in this emphasis, because 
.it is nobody's case that the engineers felt on the ·lOth July 1bat the dam 
was~ danger. · · · 
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DEVELOPMENTS ON THE liTH JULY AT PANSHET .AND Tim ACTION TAKEN 
BY THB IRRIGATION AUTHORIT,IBS BOTH·IN'RBSPECT'OF:AVERTING rHa 

·DANGER. AND;jilVING .\VARNING._TO THE ClYlL AUl'HORlTIESJJ /• 

Things were fast moving to a climax at the Panshet dam. At· aboub 
2-00 a.m. on the night between tlidO.th and' lith July' '1"901, a serious develop· 
rilent took place·.and that· wl\S··observance' of 3:-<Sudden 'settlement behind 
the tower· of the dam. ' :rt appears that overseer Kulkarni· Was .t1ie first to 
observe the sinking of the'dam"at abou.t 2-00 a.m.· He gave a report about 
it on the phone to Bhalerao;'who· WaS -staying iri the Rest House at Panshet 
on that night. Within a short time, Overseer Katgeri and Eleetrical Super• 
viser Mungi came 'to the .Resto House ·and·: repw:ted ·the occurrence , to 
Blialerao personally. Overseer· Ktilkami ilfso .:repo~ta Bhagwat about 
this. Bhagwat immediately-ran down tO the colony ,".<ilnd;~·woke. up tho 
labourers as per Bbalerao's .instructions. .Bhalerao instiucted that all avail· 

-able labour ·should be. collected ·and murum bags dumped in· the sunken 
portion to keep· the embanklilenJ; .sufficiently higher than the water level. 
Panse • also rushed. out to collect the .staff and tor make other IIIl'Bngeinents. 

·A little later, Panse and Bhagwat reported to .Bhalerao: that two transverse 
·cracks had appeared on the embankment • and· that' the· situation was 
dangerous, According. to Bhalerao, the. news about· .the •. subsisdence was 
a m~tter of serious concern. :The report•.received· by Bhalerao was that 
a portion of the embankment about thirty feet iri length had sunk and 
there were cracks on the c'aSing. · Bhalerao asked ·Panse tO go ta· Poon!l 
and iinform Desai; • Accordingly, Panse left Panshet at .about: 3-30 a.m• 
to give a personal report to Desai. Bhalerao made attempts to contact the 
signall.:r at· Khadakwasla to give a message .about the dangerous situation 
so that from there it would. go to the authoritieS !in. Poona. There was 
a special telephonic and telegraphic s,Ystem of c· communication between 
·Panshet and Khadakwasla. A similar system was:.in existence between 

'Khadakwasla' and Poomi. The signaller's .room at· Panshet was located 
hear the office buildings .of the Deputy Engineers. .There· was a telephone 
register kept at the signaller's .office at Panshet . The canal telegraphs ·at 
Khadakwasla a'nd Panshet were never tised and only- canal telephone· was 
iD use. Bhalerao succeeded in contacting the signaller at Khadakwasla oli 
.the 'phone at about 4-00 a.m;, on the 11th' July. :Immediately he aSked 
lhe signaller to· send a message to Desai tha,t the Panshet dam. was in 

.danger;· Deputy Engineer, Phadke, had gone with Panse upto the ropeway, 
Pause, feeling that he· ·'might take long - time befoi:e reaching Poona, 
instructed Phadke to ask Bhalerao to send a message to Khadakwasla that 
the Patishet dani was iri danger. Phadke met Bhalera'o while the hitter 
was· sitting· in the signaller's tooin. · He ·conveyed Pause·~ message to' him. 
6halerao· added ·the' ·words "heavy ·floods · expected" aff,er the words 
'' Pansliet ·dam 1in danger '' 'in this message. This · message was put ouf 
from· Pat~.sbet to Khadakwasla on' tlie phone. On his way to· Poona, Panse 1 
halted at Khadakwasla and phoned back to Panshet to get more informa•l' 
tioJ? from· Bhaleraa;_. · ·Frol;D aboilt'$·30 a.m. ·on. the 11th !tily;'the wor~- of'. I 
laymg._murum bags·and 01Ldrums:over·-the :sunken: portion. was. lltarted. 
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Bhalerao gave this information to Panse. · Panse reached Poona Itt about 
7-30 a.m. and explained the situation prevailing at the site to Desai. The 
message tb.at ~ sent from Khadakwasljl on tb.e wireless telegraphy aJ. the 
instance of Bhalerao is one of the most important and' controversial docu
ment in the• case. Itis at Ex~ 375(1) [this is equal to Ex. 385(1)] and it reads 
thus: 
. "Panshet dam in da~ger. Heavy flo~ds expected!' 

. The addresses as me_11.tioned in. Ex. 375(1) are, tb.~ Superintending Engineer, 
-Deccan Irrigation Circle No. l, and Superintending Engineer, Deccan lrriga" 

tion Cir4e .No. 2 .and the informees :pientioned are. the.Exeeutive Engineer, 
Khadakw¥la Dazq ,:p~vi§iolh Poona and Exe~;u,tive. Engineer" l'oona Iqiga~ 
ti,on Diyision. . . ·, •. ~ . 

:It haa ·been poiritediJoutcuu behalf of..tlie civil~authorities.that ·ralthough 
subSidence was notibedvat 2-oo· a.m. . .still4he· actua1! remedial- measureS te. 
8Uicking of .mll11lilni>a~nahdJ oil' drums were 'll.ot ·started before 5-30 a.m. 
·It is\. thereforei-contendetMhaiLtlle engineer were carrying on their work 'i'li 
a ·leisurely:way which·'indicates'ihat tb.eyr were ncit much worried about this 
new:development;:•. The.second contentiotr•which has be'en·urged not only 
on behalf.of the civil authorities but also by. the Commission's Counsel is 
that Bhalerao. waSc nor·at Panshet during •the night between\ lite lOth··and 
Hth July and at best he might have ·made his appearance sometime after 
5-30 a.m. <>n:•the llth·July. So· far as the first point is concerned. it is 
neeessal:y to remember that all the available labour was· working throughout 
the day on the lOth July and had gone ~o rest during tlie night; They had 
to be recalled after being awakened at an odd hour. It was raining all 
through. Bhagwat broke down and therefore was. not of much use. Panse 
was sent tO Poona and thus was not . availabl.~ to Bhalerao. Bhalerao, 
therefore, had to give personal instructions to the labourers after theY were 
. collected by Panse and himself as to how the work was to be carried out 
at the dam. 1i was" also necessary for · Bhalemo' to make arrangements 
that eriough materiaL ·such .as drums and empty bags were made 
available for carrying· "on - the · work. Bhalerao . · has further 
~xplained that the· electric lights also · failed · and, therefore, he had 
to see tb.at the lights· were put in order as early as possible. After all the' 
arrangements were made and ·enough persons assembled, Bhalerao personally 
led the party to the place where sinking was taking place. This was at 
about 5-00 a.m. Could it be said in the circumstances. ·narrated by 
.Bhalerao that Bhalerao was either negligent or did not take the. matter of 
subsidence seriously merely because. he was not in a position to start the 
work of bag stacking before 5-30 a.m. ·or so? Bhalerao was riot aff:l)r all 
omnipotent. He had to collect nien and material, which was bound to take 
time particularly when the arrangements were to be 'made during night time. 
The labour was already eJthausted after ·day's work and was· taking rest. 
It is not easy to rouse them from their slumber arid collect thetn for work. 
Nor was it easy to collect the necessary ina.terial' such as dmms. and empty 
cement bags. ·In between, the electric· lights failed which must have inter
rupted the making of necessary arrangements. It is, therefore, not correct 
t~ say .that .Bhalerao.either showed· any· indifference or remissness ... lit any 
case; there TS no bas1s for the· argument >that' rthe · delay• in starting the' work 
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was due to the fact that Bhalerao did .not regard the situation as serious. 
'Bhalerao has specifically asserted that:he regarded the condition of the dain 
as- dangerous and that the dam was .likely to ' be overtopped. It must; 
further be noted that the report was that there was sudden sinking to a depth 
of four I five feet in a portion, of ·the embankmen~ tlUrty feet in length. 
Further, Bhalerao's assessment of .the situatio!l can be g!!.thered !rom ilie 
message sent by -him to Desai, :viz., that t:he. dam was in cJanger. · 

~ · s() far· itS Ui,~i§ecoiicPpoili~ vii;! tliiit-:Shalei:ao must lnof 'lraVii' been a:t 
Piihshet on 1fi!d1ight· between th?IOlli and llt!l·-l'uly is "cinlcenied. itis signi• 
ficant' to note that iiot o,nly Bbalerao but several witnesses have come ·before 
the· Commission· ·and 'deposed 1h'11t ·Bhaleraq 'liad' remained at . the dam site 
and carried on his actiVities from ih& Rest· House which' have been detailed 
above.'- It' is ·also significant'· to ilote lliat no questioh1 Wlls ;asked W' the 
Commission's counsel nor even-by Mt; Murildkai: dri behalf of the Civil atith<Y
rities, sugge_sting that Bhruei'ao 'was not' at''Panshet on ·the night between 
the lOth and lltlr July. ·The Comri:J.issiori's counsel eross-examined Bhalerao 
as to how -it was that the Executive Engineer, Khadakwasla: Dam Division~ 
was described as ·informee''in the ·message"'at" Exhffiif1'375(l): · Bhalerao 
asserted that' he had given no instrUctions to·the 'wireless operator, as he was 
_not directly available to hiin on the phone,' saying that the copy of the 
message should be sent to the Superintending Engineer, D I. Q. No. 1 and 
also another copy to the Exeetitive Engineer, Khadafwasla Dam Division. 
According to Bhalerao; the· Wireless ·operator must have sent copies to the 
S. E., :P. I. C. No. 1 'and another to him for ,information on his own. He 
added that .it may be that the operator did · so on instructions from the 
signaller or on his ovm. It is extremely uruair on the part of the Commis· 
sion's counsel to urge, in the course of the written arguments, that Bhale1ao 
was not present ·during- tlie night between the lOth and llJh July without 
putting a specific suggestion to him in that respect. Not only the Commis
sion's counsel did not make that suggestion to Bhalerao but even Mr. Murud· 
kar has failed to make such a suggestion: ·The entire cross=-examination of 
Mr. Murudkar relateSto the failure of Bhalerao and the irrigatlO'h authorities 
to produce the telephone register at the 'signaller's' office at Pimshet. I will 
presently deal with this aspect of the matter. In the meantime, it may be 
pointed out that no question was asked . to any of the seven witnesses, wlio 
have testified to the presence of Bhalerao at the dlini site during the· night 
between the lOth and 11th July and also the activities carried on by hiin. 

I will now deal with the circumstances as to how the name of the Executive 
Engineer, Khadakwasla. Dam Division, came to be mserted as an informee. 
Bhal~rao explained that the wireless operator was not directly available to 
him on the phone and tha~ he left the message with the signaller. Bhalerao 
.has ·suggested that it may be due to the mistake either of the· signaller or 
of .the wireless ooerator that the .name of the Executive Engineer, Khadak
:wa$Ia Dam Division, came to be. mentioned as the informee in the message. 
There is no reason why this explanation shourd not be accepted .. It is 
necessary to remember that the originator of the message was the Executive 
Engineer at Pansbet, i.e, Bhaleiao ·himself. The, sender has been described 
l!S the Ex~il!ive .Engineer at Paiish~i' in. ~x . .37-50) •.. Jt. is true .,that .the 
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telephone register in the signaller's ollice would have· ~own _light upon 
this question. Un.fortu'nately, however, the telepb.on~ register. was not pro
duced and tb.e question was raised, for the first tune, dunng the cross• 
examination of Bhalerao, which took place on the 29th !~~e 1962 •. ~o 
application was made at any_ time on . behalf of ~e ctvll authonties 
requesting the Commission to get ~e ~elephone reg1s~r produced .. Even 
·on the 29th. June 1962 no such appltcatlon'-Oral or wrJtten-was made by 
Mr. Murudkar. It has been argued that the Commission. should. have 
called for the telephone register on its own and in not domg so. tt has 
shown partiality to the irrigation authorities. The arg11ment and the charge, 
on which it is based, are both .fantastic. I agree that it would have been 
much better if the irrigation authori.ties had produced the telephone register 
at Panshet. It is, however, possible that they felt that the document was 
IJDimportant They could not possibly anticipate any controversy being 
raised about Bhalerao's presence or absence at the dam site. The only 
,purpose, which the telephone registel," could possibly have served, is to show 
whether the names of tiJ.e addressees and informee, to whom the mt~ssage 
·was to bli communicated, were mentioned. One thing, however, is certain 
and it is this that the sender of the message [Ex. 375 (1)] was no other 
person than the Executive Engineer at Panshet. In view of the fact that 
tb.e presence of Bhalerao a~ the da~ site on the night between the 10!)1 and 
11th July has been testified by as many as seven witnesses and further in 
view of the fact that no question was asked to any of the!IL including 
,Bhalerao as to whether he was present at the dam site on that night, it is 
wholly unnecessary to embark upon the inquiry which, in any _event, w~uld 
not destroy the positive evidence, particularly when the same went 
unchallenged. 

In order to lend support to an argument based on the entry in 
Ex. 375(1) showing that a copy of the message was to · be sent to the 
Executive Engineer, Khadakwasla Dam Division~ reliance ·is placed on the 
circumstance that Bhalerao did not visit the dam between the time of 
departure of Desai and 5-00 a.m. ·on the lith July. Bhalerao has admitted 
that he could have walked down to the place to see the flow condition himself 
along with Bhagwat. He has. however, added that that would have taken 
,about ;m hour or so. He has explained that be did not think it necessary 
to go to the spot because Bhagwat had given necessary information in full 
deJail and that he wanted time to think over tb.e cause of the same and 
decide about the remedial measures. He has further explained that he 
'called Panse and Sakbalkar for discussion with a· view to find out the 
possible source. Bhalerao had asked Panse and Bhagwat to convey infor· 
mation regarding the developments at the dam and Bhalerao was getting 
information on the phone through the whole of the night. It is, therefore. 
clear that Bhalerao did not go to the dam before he heard the news about 
the subsidence, because .he felt that it was unnecessary to see the condition 
of flow through .the' rock-toe for himself ;uid that he had asked Panse and 
Bhagwat to keep a watch with a view to ascertain whether the volume of 
lhe flow increased o:t: whether the colour of water became muddy, which 
factors. were very essential for determining as to whether this was a ease 
c•f piping. There we~ many other things also to be looked after ~y Bhale!'llil 
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on that. nighl. Once we. hold that the circwnstance as; to whether Bhalerao · 
went to the~ dam site to. see the flow condition .for himself or not on the 
night of the lOth _July is neither here nor there, .then, the support sought 
to- be lent fro!ll tliat circumstance to an essenti;illy weak argument a bout 
Bhalerao's absence at.the dam site on the night between the lOth and-lith 

· July totters, and, if I may say so, falls to the ground. Anyway, as pointed out 
above, that circumstance has no significance whatsoever in the present case, 

. partiCularly when the presence of Bhalerao at the dam site is supported by· 
the other. overwhelming evidence. · · 

I will !).OW pass on to one of the most important points in the ca~e; viz., 
whether the mes$age at Ex. 375(1) or its substance was communicated to 
Pl;ilbhakar, Collectot of Poona, in the early hours of the morning of the 
lith July. It is common ground that Khursale_ and Desai, Superintending 
Engineer, D. I. C., 1 and 2, respectively and Nagarkar, Executive Engineer, 
.Poona Irrigation Division, went to Prabhakar's bungalow in the morning at 
about 6·30 a.m. on the 11th July and had a talk with. him. It is the case for 
the three engineers that they conveyed the substance of the message, viz., 
that the Panshe~ dam was in danger and that heavy floods were expected, 
to the Collector ; that thereupon the Collector , said that he had received 
a similar message and that he had decided to give warnings for evacuation 
wiU!in a belt of half a mile on both sides of the Mutha river. On the other 

'hand, Prabhakar contends that all that the engineers. told him on that 
morning was . that there were heayy rains in the catchment area of the 
Panshet dam on the 9th and lOthluly and that the lake was full.. Prabhakar 

· added that he was also told that there was a strong breeze causing high 
waves in the lake which might splash water ov~r the dam. Prabhakar h'as . 
attributed the above statements to Desai. Prabhakar also states that Desai 
told him that the three engineers were proceeding to Panshet to study the 
situation on the spot.· These ar~ the two rival versions about the talk that 
took place in the meeting between Prabhakar on one side and the three · 
engineers on the other in the early hours of the morning of the 11th July. 
It is not disputed that the three engineers had received the message at 
Ex. 375(1). The message itself was. addressed to the Superintending 
Engineer, D. I. C., )I. Nagarkar's name did appear in the message as an 
informee. Nagarkar, in his written statement (Ex. 302), has explained, how 
he received that message, as foltows :-

"It was at about 4-30 a.m. on Tuesday the 11th July 1961 that 
I received a phone. message from Shri Deshpande, Maistry. that Panshet 
dam w;lll in danger. I instructed him to contact Panshet and obtain 
further details. 

I immediately contacted Shri S. V. Desai, S. E., D. I. C. (2) on . 
phone. We decided to inform Shri Khursale, S. E., D. I. C. (1)._ 

Thereafter; the police wireless operator. Bhamburda wireless station 
·phoned me ·and enquired of me about the telephone number of Shri Desai. 
I asked him whether he wanted to ring up Shri Desai to communicate the 
message about Panshet dam. He answered in the affirmative. I gave . 
him telephone number of Shri Desai and asked him to communicate. the 
message to all authorities especially the· Collector and the District Superin• · 

· tendent of Police also," 
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Na:garkar.· then: went~ .to. Khursale's· bungalow· where' De.sai . had · a~dy · 
come. It was- decided that all the three should contact the Collector of 

-Po.ona- and keep him informed. about the danger to the .Panshet"dam. _In. 
answer tO· questions in . cross-examination by the Commission's counsel, 
Nagarkar stated (Ex. 301)- : 

· ·" He (Deshpande, M~stry) · told me • that he had rec~ived a message· 
·from Theurkar, Canal Signaller at Khadakwasla.; .•........... I instructed• 
him to contact ·pansh~ authorities ·and obtain better particulars. I con
tacted Mr. Desai, S. E., between 4-30 a.m. and ·s-oo a.m. on the phone. 
Desai had not received any message till then regarding the co_ndition of 
the Panshet dam. I went to -Khursale's bouse at 6-00 a.m. By that 
time; Desai also bad arrived there .................................. Tbe wireless 

-station at Kbadakwasla was established ilt my instance. and that is why 
the police wireless operat9r phoned up to me asking Desai's number: .. 
; .................... ; ...... : .... 1 asked the police operator to communicate 
the message to the Authorities such as the Collector and the D. S. P., 
because I tho:ugbt that there should be an official commuriication as the 
commlll!ication was relating to an emergency." 

The only point that was raised by Mr. Ghaswala, on behalf of the civil 
authorities, in the cross-eJtamination was as to whether Nagarkar had made 
any record of conversation that took place between him, Desai and Kbursale 
on one side· and Prabhakar on the other, and Nagarkar stated that he- did _ 
not make a record of such conversation: He also admitted that, so far as · 
he was concerned,_the first record of the conversation was contained in the 
written statement (Ex. 302) which was prepared from memory. It is· 
significant tq note that it was not suggested to Nagarkar by Mr. Ghaswala 
that what he was telling about wireless operator having been. instructed to 
communicate the infonnation to the Collector and the District Superintendent 
of Police was a lie and an invention. ·For the first time in the written 
arguments it has_ been . vehemently argued (see the· written arguments 
submitted by Mr. Muruakar on behalf of the civil authorities) that Nagarkar · 
has invented the stoiy that he .informed ·the wireless operator to convey 
that message to the civil authorities such as the Collector and the District 

_ Superintendent of Police1 · ·. · · · · · · ; · · · · · 

. KIIu~ale and' Desai in their writt~~. statemen~ (Exs. 4.73. an( 773 respec
tively) as also ,in their depositions ., (Exs .. 472 an4 '772) have 
supported N_agarkar'on the point. that ~lie three engineers to!d·-the Coilector 
that they ha~. _r~eived· a"message ·sayii!g that the 'Panshet dam was in 
danger and ·heavy· floods were exiiecielt'·to·· which ifii Cb!Iectol:"' rep1i6d 
that he too had received a similar message and that h~ · · was . 'making 
arral!gements to alert the people within a belt of half a mile on botli sides 
of the Mu~ river. It is true that Prabhakar was not specifically questioned 
by the Semor Advocate on· Record as· to whether he had received the 
message or the substance 'thereof at Ex, 375(1) before his meeting with 
Khursale, Desai and Nagarkar.·' It is contended on behalf of the civil 

-authorities that this was an important omission, which indicated that the 
Senior Advocate on Record was not serious in fixing the knowledge of th~ 

·message at Ex. 375(1) upon the Collector. There is no substance in this 
arg~mt>nt. The Collector has put fo_rward a specific version as to the talk. 
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that. tootc place; b~tween him. o.n one side and. the• three engineers on the 
other and according ta:Jhim, the three. engineers.merely•;talk:ed; about heavy 
rains, strong winds and high waves. This itself indicated :that Prabhakar: 
;was pleading that he had nei.ther received . the message· at Ex. 375(1) 
nor was the substance of the same . communicated to . him. by. anyone.: 
including the three engineer~. , Mr. Phadke, OJl behalf .pf .the Citize11's 

. Committee, however, cross-examined Prabha~ar on th~ point and this is. 
what Prabhakar has to say (Ex. 4?1).:. . ., . 

. :"When M/s .. Desai, Khursale,and>Nagaikar saw me in the momilJg 
at 6-30•a.m. on the 11th, they did not mention to me that a wireless 
message was received from Bhalerao to . say ' Panshet dam in danger, 
heavy floods expected.' Nor did they make any mention of this in the 

• afternoon.'~; . · ., ;" · . . . .. . · ·' .· . 
Whether the question" is~ put by the· Colil1Ilissibn's counsel or any other 
advoca~e is a Dlattei: · of little consequenee. · . It is sufitciem that a question 
was pu,t to Prabhakar and. his answer elicited in that ~;espect. As a· matter 
of fact, as pointed out above; there was no need for asking any question 
to Prabhakar ·on this point in view· of a specific case made out by him 
in his written statement (Ex.· 422): ' · · ·· · · 

I will now consider the question as to which of these two rival versions 
is more probable and which is corroborated by, other evidelrce and. the 
circumstances of the case. When admitte9Jy the engitieeis .liad received the. 
message that the Panshet dam was in danger ant~ tha~ heavy flpods were 
expected, it is· difficult to believe that they would withhold that vital infor
mation from the CoJlector particularly when they had gone to tlie; Collector's 
bungalow in the early, hours of the morning of the 11th July for conveying 
the·· information regardil!g the. condition .of· the Panshet dam. The. engi
neers bad two objects_,_}n their mind .and that is why they went to the 
C()llector in 'the early hours of the mor!ling whicl'croused the Collector's 
curiosity who questioned them by asking as to v.;hat brought tfiem at that 
earlt hour. The ·first was to apprise . the Collector about the ·condition-of 
the Panshet dam .and the . second was to expedite installation of a wireless 
set at Panshet: . Although the idea of installation· of · a wireles~ set .. was.' 
mooted earlier :and a letter .. was ~Ht~il oil ,the l!}tq: .)'uly itself, requesting 
the Collector to have'a' wifeless set'installed at Panshet as early as possiole;_ 
the urgency to that question,. was, added . by the grave nev.;s that the l.'an.shet 
dani being· jti ·aariger haviil.g _been rec.eived by the engineers on that !llOming. 
(Nagarka~ really wail ted wireless· mobile van to gq tq Panshet). It is from 
that point -of view',tliat'botij the pbjects could' be said· to be -interlinked. 
It is· implicit 1n the first object of conveying information about the serious 
condition of the dam, that the Collector also should convey warnings to alert 
people of the impending danger, viz., heavy floods. · Now, having gone 
to the Collector to apprise him ·about the condition of the Pansliet dam, 
does it stand to reason and commonsen,~( to say' that the engineers did not 
disclose the substance of the message received by them to the Collector ? 
That itself shows that the story -put forward by the COllector is inherently 
improbable. When a story; which does not stand to the test of proba
bility and· commonsense and which is inherently unnatural, is put forward, 
such a story has got to be- rejected and is alwa}'s rejeeted in· a court of la'Y 



imspective of . whethet the. person; setting up such a story is highly ~laced 
· or not. No explilnatj.on has even_ been attempted as to wny tll!l engmeers 

shoUld withhold this. vital information .from- the. Collector. · · 
Apart from· the inttfusic 'naturalness and metit of 'the conversation put 

· ra"rward on behalf of the three engineers, there· is abundant documentarY
evidence- to ·corroborate· their versioiL D. S. ··P: Heble says in his deposi·' 
tion (EX! 535) that he1 did not receive .the message at Ex. 375 (1) nor was 
the substance of the same communicated to him by anyone. It is clear from 
the statement <if Sawant ., (Ex. 1249/17) tha~ the V. H. F. Station at 
Vishrambag· was receiving messages from Khadakwasla. · If that is so then 
the D. S .. P.'s office must be presumed to have received the message· at 
Ex. 375(1). Heble• states in his · deposition that he. ha!i a talk with the 
District Magistrate, later, when he told him @eble asked him as to 

· whether lie had communicated the substance of the message at Ex. }75(1) · 
to the D. S. P. Rural] thatsince he himself had not received the message, 
there was 'no question of communicating the same to the D. S. P., Rural 

. qr anyone else. G. S. Joshi, J:>oljce Inspector, Local Intelligence Branch, 
Rural. Poona. was holding thp .charge of Home Inspector on the 11th July 
1961; Krishnaswamy, the then D. S. P. Rural, was out of Poona and was. 
expected .to camp ~t Dhond ·on the 11th· July.· According to G. S. Joshi. 
Prabhakar ·telephoned to him saying that the Panshet dam was in danger 
and asking him to take the necessary precautions. This is what Joshi 
says in his evidence (Ex. 842) : · ' · ·. · 

''On the 11th July 1961 .in the morning at about 7-30 a.m. r'received 
a telephone fro)ll the. District Magistrate, Poona, Mr. Prabhakar, saying 
that the Panshet dam iLin danger and asking me to take precauti(/ns. 
On receipt of this message, I informed the Police Sub-Inspector, Havelt. 
to go upto Panshet from Haveli' and alert the people on 1he banks of 
the river. I also telephoned to Dhond Police Station and. asked the 
Sub-Inspector to send parties of policemen to the villages on the banks 
of the Mutha river. I informed · both of them that I had received a 
message from the Collector saying, that the Panshet dam was in danger." 

While communicating the message to the P. S. I. Dhond, Joshi informed 
the' p; S. I. that the message should be communicated to the D. S. P .. 
RuraL _Ex. 845 is a~ extract of .the weekly diary of Joshi, Police Inspector, 
which f!!ns thus : · ~ " · . 

"Received a telephone from the D •. M •. Poona in the morning that 
Panshet dam is in danger. and ,floods are likely ·to come. ACCordingly, 
immediately infol'!ll P. S~ 0.; Haveli to send S. I. to inform people accord· 
ingfy' to the. villagers residing on the banks. of the Mut.ha river in their 
jurisdiction. Similarly,. gave .instructions '·on telephone . to II P. S. 1 .• 
Dhond to . ..p.lert the men on tll,e banks of Bhima as Hoods to Mutha are 

- likely. · .' .. , · - .. , ·· , - . . · . . . · . . . . 
Informed· P. S. L, Indapur likewise. Attended office. Informed P. s, I.;, 

Loni-Kalbhor t9 do the,.needfuJ, ·~ · . · .. , · 1 · . . , 

This entrY fully supports ·the• ;evidence of- G •. S.,.Joshi and negatives the-· 
stand taken by the Coll~ctor. It is _in:tpossible to imagine that Joshi would 
think o~- m~king a false and imaginary entry in-,the weekly diary because 
at the. ti_me when he_ mad~ th,~ . r ,entry ~e w_a§ i_l} no way)' i~teiested ~.ne. ~ay, 
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oi the o.ther.. This is not. merely· a case, of making a false entry, . This. is 
a, case of imagining .and inventing things,.· that is to ~y. creating ~omething 
<JUt of nothmg. ·The entry specmcally. says_ that Joshi received a telephone 
from the-District Magistrate on .that· morning. It; further -says that the 
message conveyed by :the District Magistrate stated. that the Panshe.t dam 
was in danger and floods were likely 'to.-come. The idea conveyed by Llle 
words of the message 'Panshet .dam is in danger: . could. not possibly have 
been .spun out by Joshi out of his imagination.. lt is, therefore, clea( that 
Joshi did receive this message from somebody. This entry evidently echoes 
the message o~ Bhalerao·at Ex. 375(0. Assuming that Joshi_ got this in(or· 

· mation from somebody, it is difficult to understand why he should have 
s£l!_ted in the weekly diary (E.x. 845) that the . informa~on emanated from the, 
District Magistrate, n0r is there ~y reasqn wjly he should· suppress the 
name of the person from whom he,had got tltat message. It is an admitted 
fact that .he did convey information to the P. S. Is., Haveli, Dhond, Indapur 
a11d .Lonikalbhor •. The action taken by J,oshi !!lso corroborates the. entry, 
viz., that the P., S. Is. of the stations mentioned. above were informed by 
him. Of course, there is dispute as to the nature of information conveyed 
by Joshi to the various Poliee Stations, .and I, will presently discuss the 
nature and significance of the information conveyed· by Joshi to the various 
Police-Stations as disclosed in''the reports submitted by the Police Officers. 

· Before doing so, it is necessary to refer to another near contemporaneous 
tecord and that is the report submitted ,by the D. S. P. Rural to the I. G. P. 
on the ~lst July 1961 (Ex. 844). The report begins with the following 
sentence:-

" On 11th July 1961 at about 07 ·30 hrs. the Collector, Poona, informed 
the P.I., L.I.B., Poona Rural stating that Panshet dam was in danger . ., 
It further states : 

"Acting on this information, the P.I. alerted the Haveli Police Station, 
• Lonika!bhor Police Station. Dhond and 'Indapur Police Stations. wh!ch 

are situated alongside the downstream of the Mutha river. The Haveli 
· Police Station, in particular, was directed to take prompt measures · to 

remove the villagers to places. of safety. Similar instructions were also 
given to the other Police Stations. " _ • 

This part of the report obviously is based upon the entries in the weekly 
diary {Ex. 845) and the contemporaneous records in the form of diaries 
of the various Police Stations and the reports submitted· by the police 
officers, to which reference would be made presently. • • ' 

It is argUed :on behalf of the civil authorities that it is ridiculous · to 
suggest that the Collector himself would speak to the Home Inspector and 
that if at all the Collector wanted to convey so~e information to the Home 
Inspector, Rural. he would have askea his subordlDates to do so. In answer 
to questions in cross-examination by Mr. Murudkar, Joshi has. explained 
the position aSfollows (Ex. 842) ·: '- - '- ' 

- "On many occ~sions. prior _to tJ!e morning of .the 11th July 1961, the 
District Magistrate, Poona, had. rung me up for various matters. When· 
ever the D. S. P. Rural, Poona;'was not in the· headquarters, the District 

~Magistrate's 'telephone· used ti> be taken up bY me. I cannot name 
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. a particular- occasion, bec:use the. District Magistrate used to ring me 
up very often whenever my D. S. P. was not in_Poo~. When .the D. S. P~ 
is in Poona, .the District Magistrate. would nng him . up a~ on such 
occasions his subordinate in the Collector's office- would -nng me up. 
Generally Mr. Dandavate used to Ting me up. Between 1st July , ~961 
and llth July 1961, Dandavate b~d rung me up o~ many occasions. 
There were several purposes for which he.· ~ould r~g me up: for 
instance if no report is received by the DIStrict MagiS!rate, be will ask 
me about it. " ·. 

When· we remember that at the relevant time Joshi was not only· officiating. 
as the Police Inspector, L.LB., bu~ was also holding the charge of the 
Home Inspector Rural, then it becomes apparent as to why Jhe Collector 
had no other alternative but to contact the Home Inspector, when he knew 
that the D. S. P. himself was out of Poona. There was, therefore; nothing 
urmatura! in the District Magistrate conveying the information to the Home 
Inspector of the D. S. P. Rliral on the morning of the lith July about the 
danger to the Pansbet d(Uil. 

Let us now examine the various messages that were sent by Josb,i to the 
Police Stations at Haveli, Dhond, lndapur and Lonikalbbor. Ex. &46 is. 
an extract from the weekly diary maintained by C. W. Sulladmath, P.S.I .• 
Haveli Police Station; It runs thus : • · 

"As per phone message received from H. P. I., Poona Rural, left Poona 
in a government vehicle along with Policemen at about' 8-30 hrs. and went 
upto Panshet dam at about 12 hrs. Distance by road 25 miles, alerting 

· the villagers of the following riverside villages of the danger and likeli· 
hood of Panshet dam being breached owing to heavy rains." 

Then the names of the nine villages have been mentioned, which include 
Nanded. The P .Sl. then described his impressions about the condition. of 
the Panshet dam which he visited in the course of his itinerary that morning. 
He says: · · 

" The waste weir water of Panshet dam was .gushing out in full making 
approach to the dam almost impossible. 1 then walked on· foot about 
a mile in mire and water and crossed along with P.I. Wireless with the 

- help of a .. cradle rung along. a stee\ wire tied across the bed o( waste weir 
and. pulled either side by means of ropes. We_ then went.ii\ a jeep to the 
Panshet_dam with a view to· contact. the Ex~tive Engineer. S.hri Bhale· 
rao, fo\ taking instructions fot~.the P.J. :Wireless for .installing the wireless. 
It was a terrific sight with a·vast expansepf "Yater,hel!lby tbedam leaving 

1 only a'Qout 15-20 feet to reach.t<>: .the top of ,the.~am, all the time raining 
in torrents and gusty wind blowing. . When we went half way on the da,m, 
we came to know that Shri Bhalerao was at the Travellers'· Bungalo\f. " ~ 

He then described· his activities in the several villages viz., Vithalwadi. 
. Nanded, Khadakwasla, etc. The fact that the Police Sub-Inspector went

straight to the Panshet dam defying bad whether and bad communications 
is indicative of the serious view that he .had taken on receiving .the news 
from Joshi. Home Inspector. · The entries of. P.S.I. Sulladmath in Exhi· 
bit 846 receive f~er corrobora~on from the entries in the Patrol_ Book 
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(Ex: 847) tnailttained by · Head Constable, Dhanwate of '.the , Khadak· 
wasla · Outpost and also' the entries in the. note' book (Ex. 848) main· 
tained by Police . Constable Sampatrao Patankar. Ex. .847 speaks of 

' a1message having been received regarding the danger to the Panshet dam. 
It also mentions tnat the Head Constable went to the wireless station and 
made inquiries with ~huida. He was informed that Shukla had asked the 
Poona· wrreless station to convey the information about the danger to the 
dam to the Collector and the D.S.P. Sampatrao Patarikar at Ex. 848 
states that he . went to Sulladmath to give warning about the danger to the 
villages on the banks of 'the -riverJ 'The evidence of the above police "officers 
finds complete corroboration from the statement of Martand Eknath Ghule 
(Ex. 1169), who was the Surpanch of the village Nanded in Haveli 
Taluka. 1t may be recalled that Nanded was one of the villages to which 
visit was paid by P.S.l. Sulladmath that morning (lith July). The relevant 
portion oi Ghule's statement runs thus : 

"On reading news on the morning of 11th July 1961 in a newspaper: 
I went to the road with a view to go to Panshet. By that time, P. S. I. 
Haveli came there in a car. He told me !hat conditions · at Panshet 

. indicated that the dam would breach. He asked me whether I had given 
warnings to the people of .the village. I told him that I had given such 
warnings and that I was thinking of visiting the Panshet dam. The P. S, I. • 
then took me in his car to the dam. On the way, the P, S. I. went 
on giving warnings to the leaders of each. of the villages on the banks of 
the river. " · 

He then describes the condition of the ·dam as he witnessed it and says : 
" I was convinced that the dam would not endure and would immedi· 

ately breach, from the conditions which I noticed at the site. Therefore, 
I returned immediately and gave an idea to the people regarding the 
danger to the dam and actually evacuated the people to safer place in the 
night." . . 

He then states that being convinced of the danger to the dam, all :the 
· villagers left the village and stayed for the whole night on a hillock near 

Dalviwadi. · This is the evidence so far as 'the activities of P. S. I. of 
· Haveli Talnka is concerned, which activities were based on the informatibn 

received from Home Inspector Joshi. 

I will ~ow come to the evidence relating to the information conveyed 
to the Police Station at Lonikalbhor; Ex. 849 is a copy of the letter 
viritt~n by' Home Inspector J oshii to the P. S. I., Lonikalbhor on 11th 
July 1961. · The letter ·runs thus : ' · · · · · · 

•• As water in the Panshet: dam has increased to a great extent, there 
is a possibility of the floods in the river. Therefore, people living in· 
villages on the banks of :the river should be alerted and measures lllken 
for protecting them from the floods. " 

Ex. 850 is the report submitted by V. K. Deshpande, II Police Sub· 
·Inspector, Dhond, on 12th July 1961 to the Police Inspector, L. I. B .• Poona 

Rural. The P. S. I. mentions in that report of his having received a t"le· 
_phone. about the. subject "Regarding the- phone received on lith July 1961 
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er of ~flood water"; Ex. 851 is 
for alerting people as ther~;asd :n~e ,Beat Head Constable on 11th ~uly 
a. memo, sent by P · S. I. on • . ease of water in the Panshet U3;ID· 

. 1961. This memo also speaks 0~ m~. ary of Dbond Police Station, whicll 
Ex. 852 is an ex,tract fr9~ the sta~on P:nshet dam. On the basis of these 
also speaks of Increase m water m bich reference will be made hereafter. 
documents and also some others, to w . that tb.e only information that he 
it was suggested to :Home. Inss;ct?r J~~ of water in lhe Panshet lake and 
had conveyed was r?g~dmg thee ll!:C~ . floods in tb.e Bhlma river. Joshi 
the consequent possibility of re emg . k and therefore, 
explamed that these documents relate to th~ acuon . ta en ·ved by the 

the~ needffi uott s~~~~ :~ti~ ~:!s:~o:f~iC:a:~ ::~er. There 
vanous o cers o · h' h h s what was the· 
is ·however an imjlortant piece of evidence, W iC s _ow 
~format;o; received at Dhond Police Station and that IS _an extract from 

. the Patrol Book (Ex. 853) of :Bead Constable, Dhond. This_ extract clear~y 
mentioned both the. facts, viz., that the Panshet dam was likely to breach 
and that water was likely to increase. · 

1 wiil now turn to the evidence relating to the information conveyed to 
the Police Station at Indapur. Ex. 854 is 11 copy of the telegram. sent by 
Home Inspector Joshi to the Police Sub-Inspector, Indapur, which runs, 
thus: · ( 

. "Heavy floods expected to Bhima river, Alert men on the bank. 
Take necessary precautions." · · 

This telegram, no doubt, does not mention . specifically tha}: there. was 
danger to the P<:~nshet da!D, but it is implicit that there was dang~r to the 
dam because without breach of either of the two dams, it was unlikely that 
heavy fioods would pome to the Bhima river. 

There is another important piece of evidence, which supports Joshi's 
version that what he conveyed to the various Police Stations was that, 
Panshet dam was in danger and floods were expected, and that is the trunk 
telephone register, which is at Ex. 859. Mr. Murudkar ·cross-examined 
Joshi as to whether the police station's at Haveli and Dhond maintained 
telephone: register and Joshi stated that these police stations must be 
maintaining telephone registers. He also admitted that the telephones made 
by him to Haveli and Dhond Police Stations were on trunk. This cross
examination of Joshi took place on the 24th . July 1962 and. it remained 
incomr~lete. The cross-examination was resumed on the 25th - July ·by 
Mr. :Murudkar. 1n answer to the question. put by him., Joshi stated (Ex. 842) : 

/ "I deny the Sllggestion put to me that even in my phone message to 
Dhond and Haveli, l did not speak about the danger to the Panshet 

· da.ra. I did speak a~out the danger t~ the Panshet dam in these messages. 
I deny the suggestion that I on,ly mformed the Dhond Police Station 
. that there was a likelihood of increase of water. I did mention that 
there was danger to the dam. " · · . . 

"I?e w~tness ~en s~ted that he had brought the trunk telephone register of 
h1s residence m which the messages be gave .to- Dhond Police Station have 



been· noted. The witness was then allowed to produ~e the register 
(Ex. 859). The entry dated 11th July 1961 at 8·15 a.m., reads thus : 

"Infor~ed second . Sub-Inspector, Dhond, Shri Deshpande to send 
men and inform the VIllagers on the banks of Bhima to be alert as floods 
are expected, Panshet dam being in ,dangei:. 

(Signed) G. S. JOSID, 

lF/. 

Joshi explained that the trunk telephone register was u~der water and that 
is whY_ m~d had s~uck ~o it. He also explained that it is not the practice 
to mamtam a .regtster m regard, to the telephones received: Then the 

· cross-examination proceeded ·on other points, to which a reference will 
be made -hereafter. It has been strenuously contended by Mr. Murudkar _ 
that it was wrong on the part of the Commission to have • a"dmitted the 
telephone register produced by Joshi in the course of his cross·examina· 
tion. The advocate bas gone to the extent of saying that this leniency · 
shown in the matter of allowing production at that late stage indicated that 
the Commission was anxious to clutch at any piece of evidence, which is 
unfavourable to the civil authorities. There is no substance in these allega
tions and .these allegations only indicate the desperateness to·which the civil 
authorities· have been driven as a result of the. uncompromising position 
taken up .by them.. As stated above, Joshi's evidence stands corroborated 
from the entries in his·weekly .diary (Ex. 845) to which no exception has 
been taken or could be .taken on behalf of the civil authorities. His evidence 
also receives 'support froin the other documents discussed above .... There was, 
therefore, no need for the Commission' to admit any other document. which 
would ·serve the purpose .of supporting Joshi's evidence. Joshi bas not 
submitted. any written statement to the· Commission. The documents. 
however, were produced before the Commission by Shri Heble who bas 
signed the forwarding letter for District Superintendent of Police (Rural). 
For the first time, in the cross-examination of Joshi on the 25th July 1962 
Mr. Murudkar tried to suggest that in his telephone messages to Dhond and 
Haveli, Joshi did not mention anything·about the danger to the Panshet dam. 

· I have already referred to the · overwhelming evidence relating to the 
message sent by loshi to the .Haveli Police Station and the action taken by 
J'olice Sub-Inspector, Sulladmath on the basis thereof. The suggestion. 
therefore, that in the phone message· to Haveli. there was no. reference to 
the danger to the Panshet dam must be -considered to be utt~rly desperate. 
J osbi asserted that be did speak about the danger to the Panshet dam in 
his phone messages both to Haveli and Dhond.. It was at that stage and 
in order. to repel the · unwarranted and •. if I may say so, irresponsible 
suggestion made in the course of the cross-examination, that Joshi stated that 
he bad brought the telephone register maintained at his residence in which 
the messag~ to _the Dho~d P~li~e S_ta~ion. had been 1:1oted. The object in 
lidmitting this d6cument was to demonstrate how the suggestion made by 
11ie advocate Oil behalf of the civil authorities' was false and irresponsible. 
it bas nothing t<Y ao with the truth or· falsity of Joshi's' evidence which was 
amply ·con:Ooorat&r ·bf the'· entries itr ihe · weeldy ·diary' (Ex. · 845) ana 
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the other documentary evidence referred, to a~ve. It is eq?ally sign;fica~! 
that no question ·was asked to Joshi challengmg the genumenesds ? f 

h 
· te at Ex 859 In orde"""n lay down a foun atJon or telep one regis r · · ,..,._ Co · · 

an argument that the register was not genuine an~ that the mm1ssiO~ 
was W!ong in accepting a suspicious piece of evidence at. a _late stage, 1t 
was necessary to ask questions to the witness clearly hmtmg that the 
register had been fabricated by him in order to su~port the s~tements 
m&de by him. Having failed in making. a~y suggestJOn challengmg, ev.en 
·remotely; the genuineness of Ex. 859, 1t 1s strange that now an ~n~re 
tirade has been let loose upon not only Joshi b~t also the Comm1ss1on 
for having admitted the telephone register. .-The entry and _ 
the register containing the same was closely exammed by me, by 
Mr. Murudkar, by the Commission's counsel a~d by_ Mr. Phadke, on 
behalf of the Citizens' Committee. The manner m which the entry was 
made and .. the circumstance that mud was sticking to the covering page 
and tO the ·page containing the entry and also to some other pag~s clearly 

'show th~ the entry was made before the floods and that the reg~ster was 
actually in flood watet. Mud had StUI. k to the portion of the page at 
which the entry ends. The water marks as also mud is seen on both 
corners of this page and near abeut the entry, which unmistakably show 

1 that the entry was -positively made prior to floods. Realising he futility 
of impugning the genuineness· and authenticity of the telephone register 
Mr. Murudkar did not pursue the matter. in his cross-examination. It is 
very easy. after· the end of the proceedings, to make unfounded allegations 
and cast aspersions against the Commission. Had it been hinted that 
'the do.cument was suspicious or had a,ny objection been raised for its 
admissibility at that. stage, I would certainly have considered the question 
and would not have straightway proceeded to exhibit the document. Not 
a word of protest was uttered when the document was admitted in evidence 
and exhibited. The attitude adopted by the civil authorities can be 
'tlescribed as " Those who are not with us are agairist us". If Joshi, who 
is also a member of the Police Department says something which runs 
counter to the theory put forward by the Collector and the District 
Superintendent of Police, then Joshi must be damned as a liar. If 
Chaturvedi, former District Superintendent of Police, Poona, to whose 
evidence I will have occasion to refer hereafter, says something about 
1958 floods, which runs counter to the case put forward on behalf of the 
civil authorities, then pour fire and brim stone on him. The civil authori
tie~ have gone even to the extent of hinting that Chaturvedi has given false 
ev1den<;e,. because h~ happens to be a . Deputy Secretary of the Police 
CommiSSIOn, of which Mr. Bakhle, Senior Advocate on Record "is one 
among oth~r ~em~rs .. I will ~ilate upon this question at the appropriate 
stage of th1s d1scussmn. Suffice 1t to say that the attack against Joshi is most 
unwan;anted and the attack against the Commission for having admitted 

. the telephOne register is cowardly. 

· . It has been contended on behalf of the civil authorities that the Commis
Sion ought to have examined the Station Officer at Haveli and Police. Sub
I?spectors o~ Dhond and Indapur. No request was made to the Commis
Sion at any time by the advocate appearing .on behalf of-the; civil authorities 
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that. these ofli~rs should be examined. The advocate has used a highly 
.Objectionable expression by saying that these witnesses have been kept 
back .. ·, Such expression may be permissible in respect of parties who are 
putting up- specific cases and bringing witnesses in their -support. The 
Coinmission has · no• case to prove. . It is only exploring various possibi· 
lities. The Commission . would examine such witnesses as the Commission 
thinks would throw light upon the questions in inquiry. It is Ute duty of 
the interested parties to suggest to the Commission that particular witnesses 
should be examined: 'Having .failed to make such a request, it is not •open 
to the .advocate to 'tum round a:nd "Say 'that· .the· witnesses have been keiJt 
back. I do not think that any useful purpose would have been served by . 
examining· :the. aforesaid· witnes~, particularly wlien the document,. to which 
they were. parties, have come on record and. have been exhibited, and 
we have to draw inference• with reference to all the documents. and the. 
explanations offered by Home Inspector Joshi iii respect of the same . 
. The advgc~tp ;representing_ the civil authorities, in the course of h~ 
WI"it.ten·. argument; has , gone ·tq the length of saying that Joshi is a got. 
up witi!,esS. Not oillY' the expression_. is objectionable but . it is base· 

. less and absurd. 'No suggestion •. whatsoever was made, white. Joshi was 
in ~he witness box, that he was giving tutor~ or false evidence. ' ,;. specific 
question was ;tsked to Heble in the course of his evidence as to whether 
he wantea to suggest that the entry .in the weekly diary (Ex. 845) of 
;Home Inspector Joshi was fictitious or a piece of fabrication. Heble 
states (Ex. 535) :. ' · 

'' I wil1 consider the entry. in the weekly diary of the Home Inspector 
as incorrect but ItOt either fabrication ·Or fictitious." 

It was impossible to call that entry as 'a piece of fabrication, JJecause refe. 
renee to the same had been made in .the report of Krishnaswamy, the then 
D. S. P., Poona Rural, as far back as 31st July 1961. It is difficult to 
understand what Heble means by saying that the entry is incorrect It 
speaks of a telephone message having: been received from :the Collector 
and also gives the substa.. .: ~.-.-that message. The statement that the 
message was received from the Collector ·would be either true- or false: 
There is no third alternative such as incorrectness or inaccuracy. Could 
Joshi spin out the name of the District Magistrate (Collector) as being the 
·source· of the message from out of his own imagination? If so, why 
should· he do so.? These are important questions, to which no answer 

· ·has been provided in the prolific and laborious arguments advanced on 
behalf of the civil authorities. If Joshi had received a 'message from 
another so1,1rce, why should he suppress that source and attribute it to the 
District Magistrate. As regards the substance of the message also, it is 
-difficult to imagine that Joshi would create the contents of the-message 
out of his imagination: The genuineness of the weekly diary can be 
established by making reference to the entry in Exhibit 845 of the 12th • 
July 1961. That entry states that Joshi received a telephone in the_ 
.morning at 7.-20 ·a.m. from tile D. M., Poona that Panshet dam had burst 

· .and requesting ·-him· to ·make arrangements to stop the traffic· 'from Khadak· 
.wasla to Panshet, It is. significant thai this statement has not been 
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: ehilllenged in his cross-examination. After -reWrding the w_ork ~at J?shi 
did on thfY morning of the 12th July 1961, he refe~ to hJS havmg seen 
some persons standing in the-window of- the Inte_mattonal Book Stall. He 
shouted to them asking them to break the ventilator a~ _come out. He 
also requested .the men standing .on the et~ ~f that buildmg to take. the 
people trapped in the window and save then ~v~s. · The~e statements .have 
been fully corroborated by .the evidence of Doot, Propnetor of the .Inter· 
na_tional Book Depot (Ex. 881) . .It .is· true .that Dixit does not refer -
to Joshi by uame, probably because ·he must not have seen him_ and 
recognised him. The followi.ug statements made by Dixit are very elo-
quent (Ex. 88U ·: -- ' 

•• The people 'who were standing on: the terrace of the building infront 
of. our building saw us' standing in that precarious position. ' They' 

·shouted to the 'people' standing on the terrace of our building telling'' 
them that we were trappped." · . 

'The· reports of three policemen viZ .•. Police Con~table, M. B. Vanshiv 
[Ex .. 1243 (15)], and Head Constables R .. __ D .. "Kulkarni and D. B. Patil 
'[Ex._l243 (23. and 24)] fully corrobbrate the entries made by Joshi on 
the 12th July 1961, in. his weekly. diary (Ex. 845). All the three cons
~bles. l!ave qJ.entioned the_. name of Home Inspector Joshi as hav:ng _been 
trapped in the building ca1led Dutta Nivas. When the entries in the weekly 
diary of 12th July 1961, have nQt _been challenged and when .. we actually find 
that they have been corroborated by the evidence of respectable citizens and 
the reports of three. C'?nstables, how_ can .it b!l suggestced that the entrie~ made 
on the previous day.i·\l·· l~th July 1961. a~e _ineorret;f, which i~ an euphemistic 
way of saying that th'ey · are· . 'fal~e ? In ariswer to' questions by the 
Commission's counsel, Heble .stated that the message at ·.Ex. 375(1). was 
not received by him nor was the substance thereof communicated to him by 

·anyone from Vishrambagwada Cpntr\)1 Room .. or by the District Magistrate. 
He added (Ex. 535) ; . , · . _ . . . . · · · · , 

- '.'A few days after the floods; I had a talk with the District Magistrate 
lJ.nd he told me that this message was not communicated to the D. S. P. 
Rural by him. I have made no note anywhere of this talk with the Dis· 
trict Magistrate." · · · · : · · · · . < 

:As tbls ;tatement was volunteered. by Heble a;ll~ appeared to be som~what ... 
unusual, the Commission wanted. to give Heble an opportunity to explain the 

· conte~t an? the ba<_:k~ound i!l which he came to have a talk with Prabhakar 
?n thts pomt This IS sufficient. to .prove that the COmmission was holding 
t~e scales. ~ven and did not want to. catch ariy party unawares; . Heble in 
,hts deposition (Ex. 535) says : . . ' · · 

"Mr. K~shnaswamy was the D. S: P. (Rural) on the 11th and I2ih Jut 
: 1961. ·Krtshnaswamy,I understando;had submitted a'report to the r. G. ·l. 
. about the floods_. ~e D. I. G. apposed, me of the fact that Krishnaswam · 
· had _referred tn ·hiS report dated 16th (31st) to the fact' that the' D J 

had· mformed- ~orne Inspector· Joshi of ·Poona Rural b. " " h. · · _. 
· -~..:·-d · f Bha a out avmg· . . ··~~..... a message. rom lerao Qn the moinin of··th· . . . . . .. 

, .. Panshet dam· was in datl2et>'and ·Ilea'"' ft .od. _g.. e. 11th July_ that 
• · • J o S' w.ere. expected. This inay 
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be in the mo.nth of Septembllr 1961 and, m any case, after the submission 
of the record to the Commission. The D. I. G. asked me as to whether 
I had also received a similar message from the D. M. on the lith. 
I replied in the negative. It must be on the ~arne day that I approached 
the D. M. and asked him as to whether he had informed Home Inspector 
Joshi as to why · he did not inform tne about it. The D. M. plainly 
told me that he himself had received no such message from· Bhalerao, and 
therefore, there~was no question of his informing Home Inspector Joshi 
or, anyone about the, same. " 

(The passage is not continuous but comprises statements at different places.) 
He was then asked to state whether he considered the report to be 

a fabrication and I have already referred to the answer given by Heble. 
Although this may be a satisfactory explanation about the occasion for the 
talk between Heble and Prabhakar, still that does not explain the entry 
that has been made by Joshi in his weekly diary on the lith July (Ex, 845}. 
It is· impossible ·to characterise the entry as fictitious or even incorrect. 

it has been argued that if the Collector had really received the message 
at Ex. 375 (1) or its substance, he would not have failed to take appropria!e 
action on that basis. This really begs the question. In this com1ection. 
it is pointed out that Prabhakar had taken action on the letters received 
by him,. viz., Exs. 303, 304 and 310. In answer to questions by 
Mr. Ghaswala, on behalf of the civil authorities, Prabhakar made a village 

· statement saying (Ex. 421) : 
"I took action on Exs. 303, 304 and 310." 

·Ex. 303 is a letter written by Nagarkar to Prabhakar on 30th June 1961 
requesting for installation of a wireless set at Khadakwasla in anticipation 
of the sanction from the I.G.P. At paragraph (5) of the letter (Ex. 303) 
it is stated : · · 

" It is presumed that necessary arrangements regarding precautions 
·during floods are made by the Municipal and Police authorities in case 
of emer11:ency. " 

Below Ex. 303, Prabhakan made the following endorsemept (Ex. 303-A) : _ 
-"Advice 
D.C." 

in regard to paragraph 4 of Ex. 3,03 the endorsement reads : 
"I agree. Write to S.P., Wireless accordingly." 

Opposite paragraph (5) he has made a mark 'X • and the endorsement is 
regarding ' X ' ) : · 

" Ale!): municipality and police." 
. From this endorsement, it can be concluded that Prabhakar did take neces
sary action as suggested in Ex.- 303, but the a.ction' was of a formal character. 
The position, however, relating to Exs. 304 and 310, stands on a different 
footing. Ex. 304 is a letter written by Nagarkar dated 1st 1July 1961 to the 
Collector mentioning the level of water in the Khadakwasla reservoir oa 
1st July 1961 and stating that all' the 100 gates were kept open and was 
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let down into the river Mutha. It is further requested in that letter th~t 
all arrangements lie made as usual. in case the emergency ~c~urs. On thiS 
letter, the Collector has only put his ini~als. DeP.~ty Chitnis, Danda~ate, 
has made certain- endors~ments. In Jus depos~tton .he ?~s adnutte~ 
that the endorsement below Ex. 304 is in his han~w.ntmg. So. tf 
-any action was taken, it was taken by the Deputy Cbttnis on Ex. 304 .. 
Ex 310 ts a letter written by Nagarkar to the Collector on lOth July 1961 
and it states that the lake . at Panshet was full and it was likely to spill 
over and that the level in the Khadakwasla lake had risen by one f.>ot 
inspite of the fact that all that gates were kept open. The only endorse· 
ment thdt has been made by the Collector in this respect is " Also inform 
Mr .. Haveli ". The other endorsements in the margin and the endorsement 
below the lett~r have been made by Dandavate and that is what he has 
stated in his ·deposition. The action required to be taken on the basis 
of Ex. 303 was of a formal and routine character. But, Exs. 304 am! 310 
teveal a more serious state of affairs and it was necessary to give some 
thought. to the action to be taken on these letters .. Evidently, the Collector, 
himself Ms not applied his miild to the action to be taken on Exs. 304 
and 310 and left the matter entirely into the hands of the Deputy Chitnis. 
'fhe- rhetorical argument, therefore. that if Prabhakar took prompt action · 
•m Exs. 303, 304 and 310. would he not have taken action· on the )Jiessage 
of Bhalerao that the dam was in danger, if he had received any such message 
from any quarters, loses all its significance. Again it is inaccurate to bay 
that the Collector took no action whatsoever on the receipt of the mess~tge 
at Ex. 375(1). He did inform G. S. Joshi, Home Inspector. ·Rural. He·· 

'must also have infonned Heble about it. The following sentence in Jadbav 
Inspector's report Ex. 556, .indicates that the Home Inspector (City) had 
conveyed the message to Jadhav :-

"With reference to the above subject, I submit dtat on 11th July 1961 
at 6·45 hours information was received from H.P.I. to the effect dtat due 
to heavy rains.Panshet dam is,overf\owing etc.," - · 

The inference, therefore, that can legitimately be drawn is that, natwithstand· 
ing the infonnation re_garding the gravity of the situation, dte Collector and 
D.S.P. ·for re~sons whi~h dtey must explain took no steps ·at least in the City 
area .. As will be _pomted out later, even after receiving news about dte 
alannmg dev~lopments at Panshet from the engineers in the afternoon at 
1:30 !Ill that _th~ Collector did was to take the ~ngineers to Mohite, Divi
sJ.onal C~~mJSSIOn:r, and diSCUSS. the matter With him about Securing the 
~1d of n:tihtary engmeers for carrymg on the work of revetment at the sink- . 
mg .P~rtJon of the dam. . He had not even thought of convening a meeting for 
dev1smg steps for meetmg the fl?od situation 'arising out· of the possible 
breach of ·the dams. Not only th1s, on his own admission, he had not con"
~eyed the message even .t~ _the D.S.P. and the Municipal Commissioner and 
~~ .was only afte~ the DlVIs!onal Commissioner communicated his own de~i
sJon _f~r- convenm~ ~ meetmg that Prabhakar infonned the D.S.P. and the 
Mumc1pal Commissioner that a meeting would be held 1·n th D' · · 1 C ' . • Q • . . e lV!SlODa 

ommJssJoner s ffice. It lS quite clear from the evidence tliat left to him-
self: _Prabhakar would never have convened a meeting of the officers for , 
<.levtsmB ways and means for meetin<> the flood situa. ti. ·on I• 18• th f 

., · • , , e~eore, ·. 
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idle to cqntend that, merely because Prabhakar did not take proper actioJt 
. in the morning on the basis of Bhalerao's message, the conclusion that musti 

be drawn is that he must -not have received any such message. This is 
- a tyi>ical case of the fallacy_ of. 'non sequitur' and it is needless to pursue 
. the matter furtl,ter. . . . _ "' 

Another argument, which is equally fallacious. tha.t has been streneously 
urged on behalf of the civil authorities is that, could Prabhakar have failed 
to inform about B.halerao's message to the Divisional Commissioner, Mohite, 
the Municipal Commissioner, S. B. Kulkarni and .the D.I.G.; Poona Range, 
Majeedullah, in the meeting held at the Divisional Commissioner's .bungalow' 
at 9-00 a.m. on lith July 1961 for the purpose of establishing a cultural 
centre at POO!!a was attended by !;he aforesaid officers. Actually, Prabha
kar's failure to mention .the message to any of his colleagues is a point 
against him and requires explanation at his hands. It is not possible to 
ascertain whether Prabhakar referred to the receipt of any message from, 
Bhalerao to his colleagues who were assembled in 'the Divisional Commis-~ 
sioner's bungalow for the meeting of the cultural .centre. · Some non-official' 
outsiders also attended this meeting. It is, therefore, quite- possible tha( 
Prabhakar would not ,have discussed any question relating to official matters' 
including Bhalerao's message before such a gathering. There is no evidence 
either that Prabhakar mentioned to the gathering that the three engineers 
met him in the early hours of the morning and gave him information, which 
Prabhakar says was given to him by them, regarding the condition of the 
Panshet Dam. In any case, Prabhakar's failure to mention that fact Cl\nnot 
be made the basis for founding an argument, viz., that since he did not do 

·so, it must be concluded that he did not receive Bhalerao's message or itS 
substance at all. In the course of subsequent discussion regarding the action' 
in the evening of the 11th July by Prabhakar, I will point out what type of 
man Prabhakar is. He is one of those officers who would deal with any 
question in a cavalier fashion and would make a claim, pretence or boast ( 
without any justification for the same. To anticipate. Prabhakar has put 
forward a tall claim that the arrangements made by him were sufficient even 
to meet the emergency arising from the breach of the Khadakwasla dam 
although such breach was never in contemplation. He also told Damry, who 
was telling him on phone that arrangements for the evacuation should be 
many times more than the number 6,500 which appeared to have been taken 
as the standard, that he had made all the arrangements and that they were · 
sufficient for' any emergency. It is also conceivable that Prabhakar men- · 
tioned the substance of the message received by him from Bhalerao to his, 
superior, viz., Mohite, not in the course of the meeting but in an aside. It l 
is equally conceivable that Mohite asked Prabhakar not to J!lake too much l 
fuss about it and refrain from doing anything which might create a panic. I 
I will discuss the theory which holds considerable facination for officers with 
bureaucratic tradition that alarming news should not, as far as possible, be 
published for fear of panic, at a later stage of this discussion. .. ' 

There is a~ other and more· important indication to show that the Collector 
h!!d rec.;)ived or had learnt about Bhalerao's message. At 06-07 hours c;m_ 
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thCI' 11th July, one J. M. Kale, the operator at Khadakwasla sent a me$sage 
Ex. 377, to Poona, t~ the followillg effect :-

" Reference Signal from Ex. Engilleer, Panshet. Panshet d;~m i~ 
danger. Heavy flood expected. Wireles$ station o! ~~.asia 1s 
under the level of dam. Please solicit orders regardmg shifpng. 

The contents of this message were passed on to Police Wireless .Inspector, 
Datar, on phone. The Superintendent of. Police, ~ireless, Poona, was 
mentioned as the informee in Ex. 377. It 1s an admitted fact that Nabar 
received this message and gave reply [Ex. 385(4)] to the same at 06-45 hours. 
It reads thus : 

" Ref. my signal .of yesterday regarding installation of wireless ~tation 
at Panshet dam. The station must cpme on air by 10-00 hours today at 
Pans!:iet. Dam is already is in danger. Collector, Poona, has pressed for 
the station immediately." 

Police Wireless Ins_pector, Datar, was the addressee of j;hi.s message and fue 
• CQntents of the -message were passed on to him on the phone •a.nd also 

cleared on the channel Nabar has admitted that he had a. talk with the 
Collector at 6-30 a.m. before sending the message at Ex. 385( 4). Of course, 
he says that at tha,t time he (Nabar) had not received Bhalerao's message 
[Ex. 375(1)] or rather the message at Ex. 377 sent by the operator. 
According to Nabar, at 6-45 a.m. on ,the llfu July, he telephoned to,the 
operator on duty at the Poona Headquarters Wireless Station and enquired 
whether a wireless station at Panshet had been installed. The operator 
told hjm (Nabar) that a message had been received .from the Executive 
Engineer,Khadakwasla, saying that the Panshet dam was in danger. Nabar 
seems to suggest that he had not received tha message Ex. 377 till 6-45 am. 
·when he rang up the operator at the Headquarters to enquire whether wire-
. less station was installed. This is highly inlprobab!e. The message :was 

received round about 06-07 hours and it is impossible to believe that the 
message was not transmitted to the Wireless Superintendent who was 
named as informee in the message for 38 minutes. Nabar had a talk with 
the Collector at 6-30 a.m. and Nabar admits that he put out the message 
at Ex. 385(4) after his .talk with the Collector Nabar has the audacity .to 
say that .the Collector did not tell him, at that time, th:it he (Cellector) had 
received a message saying that the .Panshet dam was in danger and that 
heavy .floods were expected. He adds that at that time he had not received 

· the message saying .that the Panshet dam was in danger. No explanation 
has been offered as to how it is that Nabar did not receive a copy of the 
message at Ex. 377, which was received round, about 06-07 hour before 
6-45 a.m. In the ordinary course, this message ought to have been received 

. by Nabar within a few minutes after 06-07 hours, when the message was sent 
out. Nabar is positive about the. time when the talk with the Collector
took,J>lace and .. he says that that took place at 6-30 a.m. and he sen.t out the 
message to the telephone operator at 6-40 a.m. It is difficult to understand 
ho,w Naj>ar is positive about the time of his talk with the Collector. The 
lnore impo.rtant point to be noticed is that the. contents of Ex. 385( 4) com
pletely believe Nabar's statement that he had not received the message at 
Ex. 377 bef~re 6-30 a.m. or even before 6-45 a.m. or that the Collector did 
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not tell him that. he (Collector) had receive(! a message sa;ing that the 
Panshet dam was m danger. I would emphasize the following sentences in 

. the message at Ex. 385(4) :- · 

" The station must come on air' by 10-00 hours today at Panshet. 
Dam is already in danger.· Collector, Poona, has pressed ·for the station 

immediately." · 

If these three sentences are read together, it is quite cleat that the Collector 
W<lS pressing for installing the station immediately, because he knew and 
told Nabar that the dam was in danger. It is an admitted fact that 
Prabhakar rang up Nabar and urged on him the need ot the immediate 
installation of a; wi[eless station at Panshet, while the two Superintending 
Engineers and Nagark;ar were still sitting in his bungalow in the morning of 
the 11th .fuly. It was suggested by Mr: H. R. Gokhale, counsel for the 
irrigation ~fficers. in Prabhakar's cross-examination that, from ijle context 
of the sentepces appearing in Ex. 385(4) it was clear that he had told Nabar 
that the dam was already in danger. It will be. worthwhile to cite the 
question and Prabhakar's answer thereto (Ex. 421) : 

~· Q. Does it not appear from the context that you had told Nabar 
_ that the dam was already in danger ? 

A. It does not appear .so. In any case, I distinctly remember that 
I did not inform Nabar ·that there was danger to the dam." . 

·We do not want Prabhakar's comments on the interpretation of the plain 
language· used in Ex. · 385(4). Anyone who reads the sentences in their 
context will reach one conclusion and only one viz., that the Collector did 
press upon Nabar the immediate need of installation of a wireless set, 
because the Panshet dam was in danger and he told him so. Jt is mainly 
because of this plain meaning of the words used in Ex. 385(4) that 
I must reject Nabar's evidence, when he says that he was not informed by 
Prabhakar that the Panshet dam was in danger but that he learnt about it 
not from Ex. 377 but in the course of his reply message put out by him 
at 6-45 a.m. [Ex. 385(4)}. Another strange argument that has been put 
forward on behalf of the civil authorities is that none of the three engineers 
viz., Khursale, . Desai and Nagarkar, has stated that any of them heard 
Prabhakar telling Nabar that he had received a message stating that the 
Panshet dam was in danger. It is not necessary for the witnesses to affirm 
or deny every fact that has been stated by another witness or witnesses. 
The non-mention may be due to various. factors, such a~ want, of questioning 
etc. If the rule were to be that every positive must be met by negative and 
eYery negative by positive. then the proceedings would never come to an · 
end. Even in a court of law. nQ such rule prevails and so far as the inquiry 
by a Commission js concerned, it has to proceed o.n broad lines and not 
on technical rules relating the need of affirmations or denials. 

';I'he conclusions that emerge from the above discussion are :-

• (1) The Collector must have got the message at Exhibit 375(1) or in any 
case the substance was communicated to him by the engineers ~on the 
morning of the 1 i th. ' 
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(1) Collect6r g!!Ve information in regard to the same to 'Rome 
- J.ilspectot Joshi. 

_ (3) He must also have conveyed the information t; the D. S. P.,.Poona. 
;,:';'_ (4) For some in .concei~able reasons, no steps were taken so 'far as the 

City of Poona is concerned, on the basis· of the said message. 
(5) The operator who put out the message at Ex. 377 seems to have 

. realised that the Panshet dam would. breach causing heavy floods. That 
· is why . he requested for orders [or ·shifting the location of the wireless 
statioi\ at Khadakwasla. Would not .a similar realisation dawn on the 

· Collector on receipt of the message at Ex. 375(1) ? This topic will 
be .discussed in' the succeeding section. 
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SECTION 4 

DID THE CoLLECTOR TELL THE ENGINEERS ON THE MORNING OF THl! 11TH 
- JULY THAT HE WOULD ALERT PEOPLE WITHIN A BELT OF HALF . 

A MILE ON !JOm SIDES OF THE MUTHA RIVER ? • 

That takes me to the second part of the talk be_tween Prabhakar on 
one side and Khursale, Desai and Nagarkar on the other. Desai. in his 
written statement (Ex. 773), says : 

-" The Collector was informed by me of the message rrom Panshet and 
I requested him to make arrangements to alert people. He .said tha.t 
he also had received a message and that he was making arrangements 
to alert people between Panshet ana Poona and down below and in 
Poona city for half a mile on either side of the_ river." 

Similarly,- Khursale, in his written statement (Ex. 473), says : 
"We three then went to the Collector at abou.~6-30 a.m. Shri Pesai 

told him about the message. and requested hini to alert the people. The 
Collector told us that he had also received the same message and 
accordingly, he would alert the people in the city and• the river-side
villages from Panshet to Dhond in a strip of half a mile -un either side' 
of the river." · 
Nagarkar . has not specifically alluded to this part of the talk, because 

he says that while the talk was going on he put out a telephone call to 
Ghaisas,. S. D. 0., Mutha Canals Divi~ion and gave him instructions that 
he should immediately proceed to the Khadakwasla dam and arrange to I 
post men at both ends of the dam. It is contended for the civil-autlio
rities that Prabhakar did not say anything of the kind viz., that he would) 
alert people within a belt of half a mile on either ·side of the Mutba river 
between Panshet and Dhond and that it is-impossible that the Collector· 
would say anything of that kind. It is pointeil out that when· the engineers 
themselves have been. expressing their inability to make a proper estimate 

about the extent of the floods, it is impossible to believe that the Collector, 
,without having any data or basis for estimating the extent of .the floods, 
would suddenly tell the . engineers that he would give warnings within 
a belt. of half a mile. on either side of the river. The argument appears 
attractive and, therefore, has to be considered carefully. · 

In appreciatiitg this line of reasoning, it is necessary to remember first 
of all the real significance of Bhalerao's message stating that Panshet dam 
was in danger and iliat heavy floods were expected: The message is ~riptic. 
It does not mention the reasons which caused apprehension in th-e mind of 
Bhalerao abput the safety of tbe darn. Desai was not even aware of the 
two disquieting features that had aeveloped-one in the evening of the 
lOth and the other after 2-00 a.lll. on the 11th July, viz., percolation through 
the downstream rock-toe above the conduit, and subsidence. Considerable 
argument has been built on behalf of the civil authorities regarding Desai 
not coming to know of either of these two developments. I will discuss this 
aspect at a later stage. For the time being, I_ am pointing out that the' 
message of Bhalerao, criptic as it was, was portentous and was, sufficient 

' -
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- · 1 · · the minds of tkose who heard about it. Bhalerao has, 
to cause a arm m th e that Panshet 
de osed that his first idea was merely to convey e messag . 
da~ was in danger. On second thought, he felt the need of addmg the 
words "heavy floods expected". If the two sentences are read t~gether, 
then it becomes clear tha.t according to Bhalerao Panshet dam woula be 
breached and heavy floods would be caused .conseque~t upon the breach 
of the dam. Evidently, Bhalerao was coimectmg the y1eld of hea:'Y .floods 
to the danger to the dam. It is, therefore, clear tha.t he was thinkmg of 
heaVy floods arising out of the breach of the dam. It was not necessary 
to .know the nature of the trouble brewing at Panshet to understand the 
meaning and significance of the message. In this background, let me refer 
to the evidence of Khursale and Desai no this point and thereafter that 

- of the Collector. In answer to questions in cross-examination, Khursale 
·stated ; 

" None ·of us knew before we went to the Collector that the latter 
also b'ld received similar information. We went to him before 6-30 a.m. 
As we were going to him and as his house was at a distance of about 
one furlong, I thought that the message equid be communicated in person 
to hinl and not on phone. We went to him with two-fold object : 
(I) that the Panshet dam was in danger and that heavy floods were 
expected, and (2) that we would be going to the Panshet dam and would 
give a report on return. The first object also included the object of 
infor:ning the Collector that. he should warn the people against heavy 
fiood>. Shri Desai told him about the message and requested him to 
alert the people. The Collector told us that he had also received tlie 
same message and accordingly, he would alert the people in the city 
and the river-side villages from Panshet to. Dhond in a strip of half · 
a mile .on either side of the river ........................... : ..............•........• 
It was mentioned to the Collector, in the course of the talk, that breach 
of the dam may occur. There was no talk about the extent of the 
fiood. When the Collector told us that' he would alert the p~ple in 
the dty and the river-side villages between Panshet and , Dhond in 
a strip of half a mile, we were satisfied that this was .an adequate 
measure, as an extreme step in . view of an apprehended breach. It was 
a ma':ter of ~uess th~t the .extent of flood water would spread in a strip 
of half a mile on e1the~ . s1de of the river. I had roughly an idea as 
to w?at ar~ or locaht!es would be within the limit of' half a mile 
on ~.ther s1de of the river in . the city of Poona. This strip of half 
~- mile would cover more than low lying areas on the banks of the 
r1ver. ~ W"dS not f~miliar with the areas of the Poona City, so I cannot 

· tel.l '~~K'h areas wdl actually fall within the the above limit. Obviollsly 
this .me would go bey~nd Jangli Maharaj Road, which was l!lerted. 
We accepted the suggestion and confirmed it." 

_Desai has stated in his cross-examination (Ex. 772) : 
"W ( e myself, Khursale and Nagarkar) wanted to convey 

the message and give an idea of the consequences of that 
:~~:e~~en I. c~n~eyed the message, he (Collector) told me that 

. . y recetve e message saying that the Panshet dam was in 
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. danger and heavy floods were expected. None of us enquired from him 
about the s~urce of the message. The words of t:J?.e message viz., there 
was danger to the Panshet dam and heavy floods were expected were 
clear. The words "heavy floods ex~ected" imply the possibility ~f .the 
breach o~ the _dam. The Collector ,dtdcnot ask for any clarification from 
us on thts J?OIDt, b~ause apparently it was n~t necessary; He said· that 
he w_ould ~tve warnmg to the people residing in a. limit of half a mile 

· on etther Sid~ o( the bank of the Mutha river from Panshet right up to 
: Dhond. I said that that would be all. right." 

(Note.-The quotation is not continuous, but comprises sentences at different 
. places.) 

These answers were elicited in cross-examination. In answer to questions 
by Mr. Gha~wala, Desai stated : . 

"I could not ·make out from the message what was the danger to the 
dam. I did .then know the nature and extent of floods. But the ·words 
"heavy floods" in the message implied a possible breach of the dam." 

In answer to further questions, Desai stated : 
" By danger to the dam, we understood that there was a possibility of 

' the dam breaching and lioods consequent thereup~n would be heavy. 
We, therefore, felt it imperative to alert the civil authorities about the 
incoming of floods so that they could take necessary action. The other 
matter we considered was to go and devise remedial measures. · The 
questioa o.f urgency of sending a mobile wireless van to Panshet was not 
discussed. I deny the .suggestion put to me that when we went to the 
Collector, we were assuming that .the Panshet dam had already breached. 
Had the dam breached, the message would have clearly stated that. " 

It is surprising that Mr. Gbaswala, on behalf of the civil authorities, should 
. put forward a suggestion that the engineers were proceeding on the footing 

that the Panshet dam had already . breached. By putting forward such 
a suggestion. Mr. Ghaswala was accepting the position that according to the. 
engineers, the situation was very grave. At a later stage of cross-examina
tion, Desai stated : · 

" When I conveyed the message, the Collector told me that he ha.d 
already· received that message. The Collector himself told us that he 
was going to alert the people living within the limits of half a mile on 
either side of the river. The Collect~r immediately said that he would 
alert the people. Therefore. there was no question of my telling him 
to d<:> so." 

Nagarkar has also stated that Desai told the Collector that the people in 
Poena city should be alerted as also the people living betwee~ Panshet and 
Dhond. It is, therefore. clear that the Collector was appnsed of the 
gravity of the situation. The possibility of the dam breaching was hinted 
and he was warned that heavy floods would be released. He was also 
warned that is was necessary to alert the people living on the banks of the 
Mutha river from Panshet to Dhond including people in the city of Poona. 
If this position is accepted, then the ques~on that would naturally a~ise is, 
to what areas the. warnings were to be gtven. The case for Desai and 
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. . lf ro osed -to give warnings to the 

Khiu:sale 'is that the Collector Jllmse bo~ ~des of the river and therefore, 
areas. within a belt of half ; : e ~fscussion about the extent of floods 
there was no need 0~ any U e~ is · necessary to remember that the., 

. etc. Before proceedmg ~ufe~ t f denying that Bhalerao's message was 
Collector has ~one to h e e~ t do that position for reasons discussed 
conveyed to htm: I . ave reJeC e n there must be some reason as to why 
above. If tha~ VIeW !s correct,fthe th. position 'that Bhalerao's message 
th Collector JS runmng away rom e . · th n 

e · d t him The reason for this escapist attitude IS at, o ce 
was conveye o · d t h'm then it would · 
it. is conceded that such a message was _conveye o I • -i and 
inevitably follow that the question of alertmg peop!e would_ com~ u~d b 
also the uestion of the limits of the areas to which wam1~gs s o . e 

· B~ denying the first part, the Collector has shown guilty conscious-
~~~n~n his part about the grave implications of the m~ssage. ~urth~r
:more once we come to the conclusion that the Collector IS not ~sclosmg 
the truth when he says that he did not receive the message,_ then, It ~ou~d 
be difficult to give any credence . to the second part of his _story .. It IS 
true that the manner in which the limit of four furlongs on e~ther s1de o~ 
the river is alleged to have been mentioned by the Colle~tor IS s~mewhat 
abrupt. .But, tht( questjon inevitably arose, because Desai emphasised the 
need 'of giving warnings to the people. It may be, there · was som~ 
discussion between the engineers on one side and the Collector on the 
other. It may also be that in the course of the discussion·the belt of ~alf 
a mile on either side of the river was" arrived at to err on the safer· Side. . 
It may as well be that ·the engineers do nof7 fully remember the context of 
the ·discussion. Even assuming that the subject about the belt of half 
a mile was brought up by the Collector on his own, I cannot see why that 
should be regarded as unnatural. When the question of alrting the people 
arose, the Collector, as the administrative head of the district and .th( 
person in charge of the lives and properties of the people, had the respon
sibility of taking some decision, rough and ready as in may be. It was not 
necessary for the Collector to make calculations nor was it possible for 
him to do so regarding the extent of floods. As a man of commonsense and 
as an administrator he would make rough and tumble estimate and ask _the 
engineers 'whether it would be enough if warnings were given to the areas 
within a belt of half a mile on either side o~ the river. The contention · 
that the engineers themselves had expressed their inability to assess the 
extent of floods will be considered subsequently in all its implications. At 
this stage, it is necessary to observe that when the engineers 
stated that they were not in a position to calculate the extent 
, of the floods: they were talking as tecbni~ians and engineers. They 
were. not talkmg as laymen. When the question of calculation arose they 
would shy away from it as enormous difficulties would present themselves · 
and .~e ·need of making assumptions would also stare in their face. ·No 
admmtstrator is bound by these inhibitions. He has to make some guess 
a?d take· so11_1e risk a~d in doing so, he would always try to err on the safer 
Side .. As will be pomted out later, during the . floods of 1958, s.· E., 
Maydeo, also was reluctant to make an estimate of the extent of floods 
as a result of the bre~ch of Khadakwasla dam. Mone; the then Collector 
pressed Maydeo to gtve some rough estimate. It was thereafter Maydeo 



·mad~ an attempt at formulating an estimate regarding extent of floods. 
This shows that the administrator considers it to be1 his primary responsi

. bility to give warning to areas which are expected to be affected by floods. 
· ~he Co~ector mu~t have heard that the _fio?ds of •1958, rwhich were the 
h1ghest m recent times, had spread to a 1Im1t of a furlong and a half on 

·either side of the river. These floods were caused by. heavy rains and 
·breach of the dam did not play any part in that. On the 11th July 1961, 
on the basis of Bhalerao's message, the Collector was envisaging .the -
possibility of the breach of the Panshet dam. In these circumstances, if 
as a man of commonsense he jumped from one furlong to four futlongs, 
I cannot see how there is anything unnatural or improbable about .it. 
That the Collector did not actually inform Joshi, Home .Inspector, Rural, 
or the Mamlatdar that warnings should be given within a belt 1>f four fur-

. longs on either side of the river is again neither here, nor there. His sub
sequent inaction or want of adequate action, which itself requires 
explanation, cannot be turned into a matter of advantage for the CC!llector. 

There appears to me to be another reason as to why the Collector and the 
·District Supetintendent of Police, Poona City, are shying away from Bhalerao's 
'message and that is that, practically no action was taken by . the District. 
Superintendent of Police, ill the city of Poona although some action was 
taken by the Home Inspector, Rural, on receipt of .the message 'from the. 

_District Magistrate (Collector), 

There is ,some indication that Kekre, Home Inspector of the District 
.. Superintendent of Police, Poona City, had come to know about the danger 
'to the Panshet dam before 6-45 a.m. on the 11th July. Exhibit 556 is the 
report submitted by R. K. Jadhav, Police Inspector, Faraskhana Police 

'·Station, to the District Superintendent o~ Police, Poona, City, on 1st August 
-1961. . The report begilis with the following sentence :-

,,With reference to the ;tbove subject (work done by police personnel 
on flood day and onward), I submit that on 11th July 1961 at 6-45 hours 
an information was received from H. P. I., to the effect that due to heavy . 
, rains Panshet dam is overflowing and that water is being released 
through safety gates due to which the river passing through Poona may 
overflow, As _such all available men of police station be kept in :readi· 

.. ness' at' their chowkies ... 

The expression "Panshet dam is overflowing" is highly significant. 
Although the words " Panshet dam is in danger" are not used, still the 
words used here viz .• Panshet dam is overflowing, do indicate danger to the 
.Panshet dam.,. Further, the words " the river passing through Poona may 
overflow" are also significant. Jadhav was not examined and his report 
was admitted in evidence without proof. Mr. Phadke, on behalf of the 
Citizens' Committee, cross-examined Kekre on this point and Kekre made 
the following statements (Ex. 871) :- . 

;, On the rooming of the 11th, I had information to the effect that due 
to heavy rains, the waste weir channel was overflowing and that water. 
was being released through the regular conduit. I conveyed this infor
mation to Inspectors Jadhav, Risaldar and the Inspector of Deccan 
GYmJdlana Police Station. I did not give information to Inspector ' 
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- Jadha~ that, 'due to heavy rains, Panshet dam was ?Ve~llowin~ and wa.ter 
was being released ·through safety gates du~ to . w~c~ the· nver passmg 
through Poona might overflow. My attention IS mv1ted to 0e . above 

·statement contained in Jadhav's report at Ex. 556. I mamtam that 
Jadhav had written wrong words about the information, I gave. " 

Evidently, Kekre is denying having used the wo~ds attributed to ~i!li' . by 
Jadhav in his. report at Ex. 55~. because he bas understood the Implica
tion of those words which is that, it did convey an idea about the danger 
tQ the Panshet dam: If Kekre had information with him indicating danger 
to the dam, then, he must explain the source. Evidently, that source would 
be the District Superintendent of Police, Poona City. It is necessary to 
remember that the message sent by Bhalerao was· received at the wireless 
Headquarters, Bhamburda and Vishrambagwada. The operator, is for 
certain purposes, subordinate to t!Ie District Superintendent of Police. When 
the .operator conveyed t!Ie message on t!Ie phone to the Superintending 
Engineers, Deccan Irrigation Circles Nos. 1 and 2, Superintendent of Police, 
Wireless {Nabar) and the Collector does it stand to reason to suppose that 
he did not convey it on phone to the District Superintendent of Police, 
Peoria City, or at any rate to his Home Inspector ? After tlie Home Inspectox 
learnt about this message, would ·he not have conveyed the same to the 
District Superintendent of Poljce ? · I am, therefore, inclined to the view 
that both the Collector and the District Superintendent of Police are anxious 
to suppress the message of Bhalerao, because they want to cover up their 
I inaction for the whole of the morning and major part of the afternoon of 
the 11th July l961. A suggestion was put by Mr. Phadke to Kekre in his 
i:ross-exa~inatioJY s~ting that the police officers in the city were aware on 
the mommg o[ the 11th July that the situation at Panshet dam was serious. 
Though this suggestion was denied by Kekre, his action in informing the , 
thr~ Police Inspectors and in particular, Inspector Jadhav, about the over
flowmg 6f the Panshet dam, is clearly indicative of his having beea aware 
of Bhalerao's message. 

The upshot of the above discussion is : 

. (l) Th.e Collector realised that the datu would breach and· heavy tloods 
- could anse as a result of such breach. . ' 

(2) Du~ing the floods of l95S· which was due to natural causes such as 
· heavy; rams, water had spread to an extent of one or one and half 

furlong. The Collector would proceed on an empirical basis and surmise 
th~t the floods caused by breach of Panshet dam would spread wider and 
m1gbt cover four furlongs on either side. . 

(3) Collector got this estimate confirmed by th · . 
discussion. e engmeers at the, 
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SECTION 5 

WHAT WAS THE APPRAISAL OF THE ENGINEERS OF THE SITUATION AT PANSHBT 
ON THE MORNING OF THE 11TH JULY 1961 ? 

After their talk with the Collector in the ·early hours of the morning of the 
11th July, Khursale and Desai left for Panshet to see the situation at the. 
dam site for themselves. Before, that, they had a talk with .Panse. Panse
told them about the subsidence. He did not, however, mention the percola
tion coming through the downstream and of the rock-toe above the conduit. 
The meeting of the two engineers with Panse took place after their interview 
with the Collector. It is !Jlus clear that the two engineers came to know 
about the alarming development of subsidence of a portion of the emban~
ment after their meeting with the Collector. Panse has admitted that in the 
course of his meeting, he did not mention to the two engineers that percola
tion was noticed at the downstream end of the rock -toe above the conduit. 
Panse (Ex. 223) was cross-examined by the Commission's counsel and he 
admitted that he only conveyed the message that the embankment had sunk 
in a· portion of about thirty feet in length and about seven feet in depth. 
He explained that it did not occur to him then to give information about the 
leak. Some argument is sought to be built on account of Panse's non
mention of an.important phenomenon such as, appearance of the leak, and 
it is pointed_ out that Panse, who had come to Poona to give information 
about the latest position at Panshet at the instance of Bhalerao, would not 
withhold the vital information unless he had instructions to do so from 
Bhalerao. There is no substance in this argument at all. Khursale and 
Desai were to proceed to Panshet that very morning and they would have 
seen for themselves that there was a leakage. There was, therefore, no 
point in suppressing the information from these two engineers for a short 
period of a few hours. It is nobody's case that any information was given· 
by the two engineers to the Collector after their discussion with Panse. - So, 
Panse's failure to mention one of the two facts has no significance in the case· 
at all and Panse's frank admission that it was through oversight that he 
failed to do so appears to "be natural ancf therefore will have to oe accepted. 
Panse must have been in a perturbed state of mind and this may account for 
his failure to mention the fact about the occurrence of leakage. Nor.. do 
I think that it was in any way necessary for Khursale and Desai to convey 
information about the subsidence to the Collector after their falk with Panse. 
Sufficient information was already given to the Collector about the alarm
ing situation at Panshet and the two engineers had promised that after their 
reconnaissance they would go back and report the matter to the Collector. 
The Collector, therefore, would not have been any the wiser by learning 
about the subsidence nor about percolation. He already knew that the 1.hm 
was in danger. 

After their discussion with Panse, Desai telephoned to Padhye at Bombay 
and informed him about the serious situation at Panshet. He added that he 
would be going to Panshet immediately and would report again after 
coming back from Panshet. Since Desai was not informed by Panse about 
percolation, Padhye asked Desai to look out for percolation or a leak ai the 
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. Kh 1 ha not stated anything about this telephoruc 
downstream end. ursa e s · · · · · b Mr Ghaswala 
ta)k; In answer to ' questionS' in .. e~:oss-exanunauon y . • 
Khursale stated (Ex. 4 72) : 

" When Panse told us that the dam was sinking, we ~e':' t?at ~e 
· We did realise that If smkmg d1d 

situation was senous. .. .. · .. · ............ · · f 
t stop ·the dam would be overtopped. We knew that overtoppmg o _an 

no •hen dam was dangerous. Bag-stacking was not a remedy for savmg 
ear.,., . . . . f b d the dani. It was a remedy for mamtammg a ree· oar ............ _ ...... : .. · 1 

At that st~ge, _we did not contem_plate any other remedy ~xcept s~c~mg 
the bags. We did not think of any remedy then. of preve~tmg thr. smking. 
Even if the bag-stacking operations were contmued unmterruptedly for 
a long period of time, it would not be of much. use so long as the~ process 

· of sinking had not stopped. After the talk w1th Panse, we left ,or Pan
shet. We did not consider it necessary to send a second message to the 
Collector after discussions with Panse, because we wanted to inform the
Collector about the details of situation after our return from Panshet." · 

(The quotation is not continuous). 
No -question was a~ked to Khursale about the telephonic talk between Desai 

· and' Padhye. Padhye, in his written statement (Ex. 131) has supp~rted 
Desai's statement. The message· to·Padhye· was really meant for Manenkar, 
Additional Cfiief Engineer, and Padhye. did communicate the substance of 
the message received by him from Desai to Manerikar at about 9-15 a.m. 
on .the lith July. Manerikar, in his cross-examinatiop (Ex. 663), stated 
that since settlement had taken place in a portion of the dam, he did not 

. consider the news as alarming. He added that· the extent of. settlement was. 
not indicated. He further added that he regarded that settlement as being 
due to differential settlement in the temporary waste weir. He also added 
that Padhyl) did not indicate tbat he considered the development as alarming. 
It would thus be see!) that there is divergence of opinion with regard to the 
effect of subsidence. In Khursale's view sinking of the dam even at a small 

·.portion was a dangerous phenomenon and bag-stacking was .no remedy for 
. the malady of subsidence as such. By stacking the bags, the engineers could 

try to build up a free-board, which was being reduced as a result of sinking. 
Khursale was a man on the spot and had seen the situation for himself, 
a little later after Desai sent a message to Manerikar. Manerikar was not 
apprised about the extent of sinking. Manerikar and Padhye apparently 
felt that subsidence may be ordinary or natural subsidence or due to differen
tial s?ttlement. The ~iews of the engineers would depend upon the data 
.supphed to them. Relymg on the divergent views expressed by the engineers, 
It has been c?ntended for the civil authorities that the engineers themselves 
were not ~kmg the matter seriously, that they never felt that the si-tuation 
was ~Ianrung and that Manerikar has frankly admitted that on receipt of 
Desai~ message conveyed to him by Padhye· that there was settlement in 
a portion of the dam. he did not consider the situation as alarmillY.. I am 
unable to. underst~nd what relevance this argument has with the qu~stion as 
to wha~ mformation. was con~eyed to the Collector in the morning. It is 
nobod~ s case that either Desai or Khilrsale went back to the Collector and 
told hun . that they themselv11s did not considef th\l situation as alarming 
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and that the settlement might be a differential settlement. Manerikar has 
stated that on receipt of Desai's message through Padhye he did not consi
der the situation as alarlning. He has admitted that the extent of settlement 
was not indicated and all that he was told was that there was some settlement. 
It appears that Manerikar himself drew an inference that it must be in a small 
portion, and, therefore, he regarded it as being due to differential settlement. 
As a matter of fact, Manerikar and Padhye should have got more particulars 
about the situation from Desai in the morning, and, therefore, their apprecia
tion without obtaining details of the situation could not be of any avail to 
the civil authorities. · 

Anyway, we are not concerned with Manerikar's or Padhye's apprecia
tion of the situation, because they do not come into the picture, so far as 
conveying information to the civil authorities is concerned. Again, their 
appreciation has · no relation.,.. whatsoever, to the appreciation of 
Desai and Khursale. It is clear that the appreciation of Manerikar 
and· Padhye is not based on the appreciation of Khursale • and 
Desai. They had formed their views on their own assumptions and inclina
tions. Manerikar· and Padhye attached more importance to percolation, 
because percolation may be due to piping. which is by itself a da~gerous 

· phenomenon. Bhalerao, Khursale and. Desai attached greater importance to 
subsidence, particularly because the subsidence was continudus and was 
going on for twenty-four hours inspite of the attempts of bag-stacking on 
the sinking portion on ·a large scale. Khursale has clearly stated that bag
stacking was no· remedy to subsidence at all and, at best, it may help in 
maintaining a free-board. This appreciation of the situation by the engineers 
on the spot is in no way. affected by the vi~ws formulated PY. Manerikar and 
Padhye from a distance and on insufficient data. 
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SECI'ION 6 

VISIT OF M/s. KHURSALE AND DESAI TO PANSHET AT 10-30 A.M. ON 11TH 
JULY 1961 AND THEIR APPRECIATION OF THE PANSHET SITUATION 

After their talk with Panse, Khursale and Desai left for Pansh_et at 
about 8-30 a.m. and reached there at about 10-30 a.m. The two engmeers 
accompanied by Bhalerao visited the place where the settlement was 
taking place. Desai in his written statement (Ex. 773) stated ~:1 

"It was noticed that a ,portion above the conduit had settled in the 
upstream casing zone and murum bags were being laid in that portion. 
Also oil drums filled with wa~er were placed on the sides. A length 
of about 25 ft. to 30 ft. which had settled down and was being kept 
above water level by putting in· murum bags to a level of 4 ft. or so 
above the water level which was at 2067 ..................................... . 
The work was being done round the clock by about 200 people drawn 
from all categories including fitters etc. 

The downstream toe on the condUit side was also inspected by going 
down to the slope on the right side. It was seen that a flow of about 
live cusecs was running down the lef.t bank edge of the conduit through 

·the rock-toe. The water was observed to be of the same colour as in the 
Jake. The conduit was seen practically running full only about six 
inches to nine inches at the cro\'?D was seen clear. Prooali1e causes' of 
~uch a leak were discussed with the field officers present there, viz .• 
Bhalerao, Sakhalkar and Bhagwat. Mr. Khursale expressed that such 
a leik is not a ¥Ood sign, but no defip.ite conclusion could be arrived at." 

At a later stage of his written statement, Desai, say~ : 

"The consequences of a breach in the dam were also discussed. It 
was opined· that if the breach restricted itself to the temporary waste 
weir channel, where it was sinking, the discharge likely to pass down 

·would be of the order of the 1958 floods, but if the breach spread over 
a: longer length, a very much higher flood would occur - the,extent 
depending on the length of the breach and the time it takes to cover 
that, and it will not be possible to forecast the same. The possibility 
of the old K)ladakwasla dam being in danger in case of the breach was 
also Pnvisaged. Mr. Khursale SUI!gested that we should· not Jose time 
and (ry to get army help as quick as possible. So, we decided to JlO . -
back to Poena immediately. " · 

In answer to questions by Mr. Phadke, Desai stated : 

"We were sure that subsidence, which was taking place was not 
a norm'il settlemen.t. which might take phice as a re.~ult of I~ke having 

. be~n filled up quJc~ly. ................................. We were unable to 
arTJVe at any conclusiOn about the nossible oriein of the flow .............. .. 
.. ..... -.................. We were convinced that there wer f t · b · e no means o 
s oppmg su stdence. We had _just a stray hope that subsidence mav 
~ome to. an end as a result of mtemal rearrangement or by providenti~l 
mterventton. " 
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In his cross-examination Mr. Ghaswala put forward a specific theory by 
way of suggestion to Desai, viz., that he and Khursale had reached the· 
conclusion ·that subsidence was due to leakage, and the witness denied that 
suggestion. I do not understand the meaning of the theory that subsidence 
was due to leakage. Ordinarily, the theory would mean that leakage was 
dae to piping and in the process of flow of water from the reservoir to 
the downstream through the pipe,, the flow was carrying the embankroent 
material, which resulted in subsidence. In other words, the counsel . was 
.propounding the theory of vthat is technically known as piping. Once 
Mr. Ghaswala concedes, as appears to be the case from his suggestion put 
to Desai. that the engineers had arrived at the conclusion that a rtpe was 
formed through and through the embankment, then it is clear that the dam · 
was doomed, and even an ordinary engineer, fresh from University, knows 
that nothing can saye an earth dam once a pipe. is .formea. By putting 
forward such· a suggestion Mr. Ghaswala has not realised that he was 

. weakening his own defenc~ that according to the engineers there war. no 
danger to the \>al!shet. dam .and that was exactly what they conveyed to 
the civil iiuthot ities in the afternoon of the lith July (according to their 
case). · 

Proceeding further. I may refer to one or two more passages in the 
evidence of Desai. In answer to questions by Mr. Ghaswala, Desai stated 
(Ex. 772): · 

_ " We were not able to ascertain the cause of the subsidence nor the 
· cause of leakage. Since we did not know the cause of subsidence and the 

cause of leakage, we could not devise any remedy for stoppage of the 
same. We, therefore, depended upon intervention of the nature for 
helping us to save the i:lam. The bag-stacking operation was in the nature 
of .a palliative. Our object was to gain time, so that in ·the meantime 

• nature may intervene." 
These answers would clearly indicate that according to Desai, the situation· 
at Panshet was hopeless and the engineers were depending upon providen
tial intervention· to save the dam. Khursale's views were similar in this 
regard. In his written statement (Ex. 473) at paragraph 5(d) itself, Khursale 
has stated : · 

" I told Desai and Bhalerao that this leakage was very dangerous. The 
laying of murum bags has to continue non-stop in the hope .that the sink
ing may stop and the leakage may reduce by some chance." 

, In answer to question by Mr. Phadke, Khursa!e stated : 
"The process of subside!lce was continuous but was slow from 

morning to evening on the 11th. The hope of saving the dam would 
arise only if the subsidence stopped completely., The hope of saving, the 
dam was more in the nature of a chance. We had some hope that smk~ 
ing would stop because there was not much distress on the rear side. 
Any leakage through the dam is itself dangerous. . .................... ;·; .... . 
Percolation may be due to seepage or piping or some unknown cause. . .. . 
. . ; ........ The phenomenon of sinking coupled with the fact that ~he top of 
the dam at the sinking portion was at a lower level than the designed one 
was more s~:ri<>us . than the discharge of water." 
H 4782-4 
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. Khursale thereafter referred to an incident which too~ place while he was 
· in' charge of Tungabhadra dam, which was a composite dam-masonry on 
· the upstream side and earthen on the downstream side. Khursale stated : 

" The sinking of the Tungabhadra ~a~ went on _for ab?ut five or six 
hours and then came to an end. Tl].e smkmg was gomg on m the .earthem 
portion of the dam. The sinking was in . the shape of a w~II whic.h we~t 
on deepening. Water used to surge up m that we1I. Tliis wa~ mexph
cable. All of a sudden, sinking came to an end. It was discovered 
later that the· steel plate in the pipe below the sinking portion had gone 
·and that was the reason why the dam was sinking." 

It was as a result of this experience that Khursale was 'depending upon the 
. happening of a chance eve~t and Desai was probably infected by the sa~e , 
spirit. In answer to questions by Mr. Ghaswala, :r<;hursale ma~"; the posi
tion about his'view and Desai's view clear regardmg the position of the 
Panshet dam : 

" On the whole, our appraisal ·was that the situation was more serious 
than what was· reported to us till then. We did not then think that the 
situation was beyond remedy. We felt that there was some slight hope 

1 of saving the dam, if the sinking could be stopped. We did not visualise 
any remedy to stop the sinking. We hoped that God may help us and 

· crown our efforts with success. Having seen the situation, I fel.t that by . 
some chanc~ sinking may stop and the dam may be saved. I am not 
prepared to use the word ' miracle ' in that connection." 
Bhalerao (Ex. 232) in ans~er to questions by the Commission stated as 

follows : 

"Till the lith morning we were hoping that the dam may be saved. 
The hope could not be regarded as unreasonable because sometimes the 
structures behave in a peculiar way and the mal-functioning stops all of 
a sudden. I had a discussion with Mr. Khursale and he cited the instance 

_of a composite dam (up masonry with earth backing) on Tungabhadra 
river. · ................................................... By the evening of the .11th, 
I realised that it would not be possible to save th.e dam. I reached the 
conclusion because the subsidence never stopped, and it was a continuous 
process. Desai and Khursale also had reached the conclusion in the 
morning of the 11th that if the process of subsidence was cOntinuous and 
"~Vent on for·some more hours, say, till the evening, then the dam may not 
be saved. In the course of our discussion in the morning itself,· we had 
come to the conclusion that the efforts that we were making may not be 
crowned. with success~ .......................................... ,. I did not think 
·it ~eces.sary to highlight the aspect about tbe hopelessness of the situation 
or Imm~nence of danger to the dam in any of the messages, because that 
conclusiOn was reached in a meeting attended to by the ,superiors." 

Incidentally, this cross-examination by the Commission will demonstrate the 
utter falsity of the remarks made repeatedly in the written arguments on 
behalf of the civil authorities that my cross-examination was always 
in!e?~ed for the be~efit of the irrigation authorities ·and was meant for 
eltc1ting ~atters, wh1ch were unfavourable to the ciVil authorities. ·This is 
8 sm~ll lhgress!Pil, Th~ pQints, which emerge from the evidenc~ Q~ tl)_es.~ 
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tlu'ee .irrigation officers at the end of the survey undertaken by them after. 
10-00 a.m. on the 11th July, are that they had reached. definite conclusion 
that-

(1) the subsidence was continuously going on, 
. (2) the attempt at bag-stacking was only having a m~rginal success to 
the extent of keepirig a precarious free-board, ·and ' • 

(3) they could not devise any remedy for stopping the subsidence, and 
- laying down the bags was' just an improvisation so that time could be 

gained and something or the other might happen (call it miracle, call it 
chance or call it supernatural intervention), which alone could possibly 

_:save the dam. · ' ' -

i_t has b~n 'bontended on behalf of the civil authorities that the irriga
tion officers have improved upon their versjons in their written sumnrents 
in regard to the appraisal of the situation made by them as a result of their 
morning visit to the Panshet dam. I have carefully gone through the 
relevant parts of the written statements and the depositions and I find that, 
except for minor variations, the position taken up by these officers in 
their depos:tions is substantially the same as they had taken up in their 
written statements. It is significant that in his written statement (Ex. 
473) at paragraph (5), Khursale did mention that the situation was very 
·dangerous and that the only hope was that the sinking might stop and 
leakage might reduce by SOI!l.e chance. Reliance on an element of chance 
is not a matter introduced for the first time in the course of the inquiry.· 
It is necessary to remember that this idea of chance intervention or super
natural intervention was Khursale's idea which suggested itself to him by 
his previous experience at Tungalihadra dam. We cannot interpret a word 
liere and a word there in the written statements as if they are words ot 
a statute and shear them out of their context. For instance, a good deal 
of argument has been built up on the basis of the following statement
made by Bhalerao in his written statement (Ex. 233) : 

" Remedial measures to prevent overtopping were also discussed. 
The S. E., D. I. C., I. (Shri Khursale), said that preventing overtopping 

' by putting as many murnm bags as possible was the only way to prevent 
the disaster." 

This. sentence does not necessarily mean that by putting murum bags 
overtopping would be prevented. The idea meant to be conveyea in this 
sentence is that the only possible· way of preventing overtopping was laying 
down of murum bags in large quantity. Arguments can fie and are 
usually advanced in a court of law in lioth ways. If the versions of the 
witnesses are identical, then it is contended that this is a sure sign of tutor
ing. On the other hand, if there are variations, it is argued that there are 
discrepancies and therefore the versions are' unnatural. Sucn inconsistent 
arguments have been advanced on behalf of the civil authorities in their 
written arguments as the occasion demanded. When witnesses are setting 
out versions of what took place some months back in the form of written 
statements, they might omit to mention the details either because they felt 
that the written statements would become unduly prolific or because they 
dld not remem~r all full d(lt;iils vividly. In the course of close questioning. 

H 4782-4q 
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the witnesses may remember a few more thlngs and we have to take tlie 
overall picture into consideration and appreciate the evidence from the poin.t 
of view of broad probabilities and not with reference to some minot 
d'iscrepancies here and there. Anyone who goes through the written statements 
and depositions of. these three irrigation officers will be convinced that. the 

- variations, if at all, are on very small. points and they are. o6viously of 
an inslgnific;ant character. 

There is. another aspect arising out of the visit of the engineers to the 
Pall$het dam and the discussions held between them, which has considerable 
bearing upon what these Engineers told the Collector ana the Divisional 

-commissi?ner in the afternoon and I will now advert to that aspect. That 
~~pect relates to the' question as to whether the Engineers made any assess-

. I)lent about the extent of .floods. · 
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SECTI0~:7 . , 
. DID THB BNGINBERS FORM ANY ESTIMATE ABOUT THB EliTBNT OF ~LOODS 

CONSEQUENT UPON THE BREACH OF tHE DAM ? 

_ ·J?Jlsai,_ iq his written statement (Ex. 773) stated : 
. "The consequences of . the breach .in the dam were· also discussed. 

It was opined that if the breach restricted itself to the T. W. W. channel 
. where it was sinking, the discharge likely to pass down would be of the orde; 

· of 1958 floods. But, if the breach spread over a longer length, a very much 
higher flood would occur, the extent depending on the length of the breach 
and ·the time it takes to cover· that, and it will not be possible to forecast 
the same. The possibility of the old Khadakwasla dam being in danger 
.in case of the bre~ch was also envisaged. Shri Khursale suggested that we 

, should not lose tune and try to get army help as quick· as possible: So, 
. we decided. to go back to Poona immediately. " 

Reliance is placed on behalf of the civil authorities on the expression 
" it will not be possible to forecast the same " and it is argued that this 
indicates that the engineers always held the view that it was not possible 
to form any estimate about the extent of floods. I will discuss this . question 
.at some length while dealing with the talks that took place between Desai 
and Khursale on one side and Mohite and Prabhakar on the other. For the 
time being, it is sufficient to observe that reading as a whole, the sentence does 
not postulate the utter impossibility of making_any forecast but it only mentions 
the various difficulties, and the assumptions required to be made in making 
an estimate. In .any case, it is clear that the engineers did say that in case 
the breach spreads over a .longer. length, a .very much higher flood than the 
flood of 1958 would occur. In answer to questions by Mr. Ghaswala, Desai .• 
stated: 

" WinJe I and Khursale were returning from Panshet to Pooria on the 
. ,morning of the 11th in a car, we were discussing among ourselves the possible 

distance to which the flood water may travel in .the city of Poona 
on account of the breach of the Panshet dam. We arrived at the conclu- · 
sion that whatever was discussed with .the Collector in the morning viz., 
'that the distance will be half a mile on either side of the river, was fairly 
correct. We did not calculate the height to which the flood water would 
rise nor the localities which may be submerged by the flood water. The 
figure of four furlongs on either side of the river was a matter of guess and 
was not based on any calculations·. I do not know whether the flood water 
of 1958 reached beyond the limit of four furlongs on either side of the river. 
It was roughly at that distance on either side. " 

Desai had made a clear distinction between an estimate based on calculations 
and :rough estimate or intelligent estimate. While according to him an estimate 
based on calculations depended upon serveral assumptions, a rough guess 
could be ventured and the Collector's decision to warn localities within a 
belt of four furlongs on either side of the river was practical and based on 
sound commonsense. Through the whole of the arguments, the learned 
advocate on behalf of the .civil authorities has failed to make a distinction 
between the .two positions viz., an approximately correct estimate based on 
calculations and a rough and ready estimate base\! on previous experience 
and sound commonsense. , . 

Khursale, in his written statement (Ex. 473) at paragraph 5 (e) has stated : 
" If the settlement continues and the dam overtops, I added, there would 

. be breach, . causing incalculable disaster in Poona. The Khadakwasla dam 
may also breach and add to .the disaster. After some mental calculations, 
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1 fi rth t ld them that if perchance: the breach were to be restricted in the 
outlet ~~rrlon where the earth . was sinking and where there :w~s a deep 
rock cut, the flood would be abou~ the sa~e a; in 19~~' . But, if It spreads 
out, it would cause incalculable disaster m . oona.. . . . 

· This has reference to the talk that took place between_ the eng~neers !nter se 
in the course of their visit to the Panshet dam. In answer. to .questions by 
the Commission's counsel, Khursale stated (Ex. 472) : 
· "The me~tal calculations .to which 1 have referred in paragraph 5 (e), of 
· my written statement (Ex. 473) are as follows : " . 
Then, Khursale gives the formula, which it is not necessary to quote here. 
He has further .stated : 

··' The .above figiire gives the flood discharge coming from Panshat down 
to Poona .....••.............. After giving him (Padhye) the water level 
and other details at Panshet, I asked h!m (Pa~ye) to calculate the flood 
discharge. I did not mention the calculatiOns which I had made. Although 
I had made my own calculations, I wanted to have tJ;tem checked by Pa~ye. 
I did not think it necessary to give my own calculations although the object 

.was to have my calculations yerified. ~e (Padhye) told me that he W!>uld 
let me know. I did oot ask either Desai or Bhalerao to make calculations. 
I asked Padhye because he was a man from the C. D. 0. and was expected to 

. know better. I did not mention the·formula eith11r to Desai or Bhalerao. 
I have however mentioned the results of the calculations ................ . 
My calculations were restricted to the quantity of discharge on the assump

. tion that the breach would be restricted. I had visualised that Khadakwa.sla 
dam would breach. If Khadakwasla dam breached, then my calculations 

· . would be upset." 

In the written argiiments submitted on behalf of the civil authorities, only the 
last three sentences have been quoted and a good deal of argiiment is built on 
the basis of these three sentences shorn from their context. It has been con
tended that if Khursale proceeded to make calculations without taking the 
possibility of the Khadakwasla dam breaching into account, then it means 

·.that he did not envisage that possibility; if he did not envisage that possibility, 
then it follows that he did not and could not tell the Divisional Commissioner 
and the Collector in the afternoon that the Khadakwasla dam was sure· to 
,breach on the breach of the Panshet dam. This whole argiiment is based on a 
\nisconception. What Khursale stated was that the formula applied by him 
was only based upon the breach of the Panshet dam and it is obvious that any 
such formula could not work, if some other factor such as the breach of the 
Khadakwasla dam would come into the picture. The answer has reference 
to the formula and has nothing to do with the possibility of the Khadakwasla 
.dam breaching or not breaching, and Khursale 's statement that the calculations 
would be upset in case of the breach of the Khadakwasla dam has no relevance 
whatsoever in considering whether, as a matter· of fact, the engineers told the 
Divisional Commissioner and the Collector that the Khadakwasla dam being 
a weak and old dam, was likely· to breach in the event of the breach of 
the Panshet dam. In answer to questions by Mr. Ghaswala, Khursale 
stated: . 

· " The extent of the floods depends upon the extent of the breach in the dam 
and several other factors. It was not possible to estimate the extent of the 
floods to near correction. I had made mental calculations about the extent -
of the floods on the assumption that the breach was restricted on the outlet 

· portion: All of us agree~ that if the breach spreads, near ·approximate 
(calculatJ ons were not poss1ble." 
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~ In the written- arguments submitted on behalf of the civil authorities . only 
'he last two. sentences ID;tve. been quoted and unfortunately, they havC: been 
quoted wrongly.. The Citation probably depends. .upon the first version as 
typed by the typist. On the very first day of hearing, it was noticed that the 
typists were not in a position to type the depositions accurately.' . The following 
procedure was, therefore, adopted for finalising the draft. The witness was to 
correct the first draft before putting his signature and then the Commission 
again would go through it and correct the inaccuracies. The corrected draft 
(with corrections made in the witness's hand) was placed in the inspection set 
which was available to all the advo.cates for corrections of first copies given 
to them for the convenience of their reading and preparation. This arrange
ment was agreed to by all the advocates. In the absence of such understanding, 
the advocates would not get copies when they needed them most, as copies 
of corrected depositions wpuld become available after a lapse of some days .. 
Accordingly, Khursale corrected the sentence and the corrected sentence is 
quoted by me above. The sentence, as cited, in the written arguments runs as 
follows:-

" I had made mental calculations about the extent of the floods on the 
assumption that if the breach was restricted on the outlet portion, all of ua 
agreed that the breach would be so, mere apprpximate calculations were 
possible." 

As it is, the sentence or the sentences makes no meaning. Although copies 
of the first version of the depositions were given to the counsel ahd advocates 
so as to enable them to prepare for cross-examination next day, they were 
specifically told that they should get their <;opies corrected after going through 
the. 01;iginal which was corrected by the witness as also .by the Commission. 
It is extremely unfair on the part of the lawyers representing the civil 
authorities (o cite a passage from an uncorrected version of the deposition, 
which was handed over to them as a matter of convenience. Basing them
selves on this wrong version, a good deal of argument has been advanced 
on behalf of the civil authorities. It is impossible that any engineer would 
say that the breach of an earthen dam would restrict itself to a small portion, 
in the present case, the outlet portion. The greater likelihocd is that the 
breach would spread wider so far as an earth dam is concerned. In any case, 
no engineer would say that near approximate calculations were not possible 
even when the breach restricted itself to the outlet portion. But, it is not 
necessary to proceed on hypothetical· considerations. The version of Khur
sale's statement, which is corrected by him and which is authoritative, must 

. from the basis of any argument and discussion in that respect. It is clear 
from the deposition of Khursale that it was not possible to estimate the extent 
of floods to near correct calculations. That again makes it clear that when 
an engineer talks of calculations, he talks of approximately correct or near 
correct calculations or estimates of the extent of the floods. • 

The upshot of the abpve discussion is that the engineers had reached the 
following conclusions.:-

. (I) If the subsidence continued, say, till the evening of the lith, then the 
dam was doomed. 

(2) Bag-stacking operations should be continued uninterruptedly and 
the help of the -army should be secured for continuing that work in the 
hope that some chance occurrence would take place ard the subsi<fence 
came to an end. 

(3) If the Panshet d'lm breached and the breach restricted itself to the 
outlet portion, then the floods would be of the or~er of the floo~ of 1958. 
But, if the breach widened, then there would be mcalculable disaster. 
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·. (4) In any case, ~h~ rough and ~eady_ device adopted by the_ Collector 
. of giving warning within a belt ofha~a JDJle on both Sides of the over would 
.. be sufficient to cover any eventuality. · ' · 

. ·Before leaving this topic, it is necessary to refer to the arguments _advanced 
· on behalf of the 'civil authorities that Bhalerao_ was. shown a special favour 
by the Commissipn by reason of the fact that his evidence was first recordeq . 
on 15th March 1962 and postponed to 29~ .June 1962. B~alerao Wli;S 
examined fust on 15th Mar<;h 1962 on the distmct understanding that ~s 
evidence would be restricted to te-chnical aspects of the matter and that his 
evidence relating to the events of the lOth, 11th and 12th July 1961 would be. 
postponed till at any rate, the wireless messages were brought on record. 
It may be noted that after the examination of the wireless operators ll;nd 
some other evidence, a new theory was pr?pounded by Dr. K. L: Rao relating 
to piping. Dr. Katti had propounded his own !heo.ry of relative settle~ent 
of sides prisms, as a result of!mproper·compaction 10 the T. W. W. section. 
Mr. H. R. Gokhale, counsel for the irrigation officers, requested that Bhalerap 
should be examined after Katti's and Dr. Rao's evidence was over, because 
Bhalerao·would be in a position to meet the points made by Katti·and Dr. Rao. 
The convenience of the Assessors also had to be considered and it 
was necessary ·to examine as many expert witnesses as possible in their 
presence. That' is why Bhalerao's deposition was resumed after the deposition 
of Dr. Rao. It is true that Desai was attending the Commission's sittings, 
but, he was examined as a last witness. This arrangement was not made 
.by the Commission but by the Commission's counsel. It may be mentioned 
that the Commission was not following. the technicalities observed in a court 
.of law. · Ordinarily, in a court of law, when one witness is being examined, 
the witness, who is to follow, is not allowed to sit in the court during 
the examination of the previoris witness. In the present case, no such restric
tion was in!posed on any witness and not only irrigation officers but the civil 
authorities were also allowed to sit in the hall throughout, while the evidence 
of important witnesses on their side was going on. For instance, Mohite, 
Heble and other civil .authorities were present during Prabhakar's evidence, 
Heble and others were present during Mohite's evidence and so on. 
S. B. Kulkarni was present when Darp was 'giving evidence and was in fact 
examined immediately after Darp. Though Darp stated in his evidence 
that Ex. 643 was the Commissioner's document, Kulkarni, who immediately 
thereafter was examined, ·stated that Ex. 643 was really drafted by' Darp. 
Again Rajput, G. G. Joshi and the watchman were present when the evidence 
of ~apt. Mu~ and Karle, despatch rider was going on.. Kekre was present 
whi\e the _evidence of .C:hand was going on. He had also remained present 
~arlier ~hi!e the depos!tlon of the Collector was going on. (He was involved 
m the mCJdent o~ taking note~): Various witn~sses were actually permitted 
.to take note~ while the depositions of some Witnesses were going on. For 
. example, while the deposition of the Collector was going on, both Mohite · 
and Heble took notes whenever they were present .. The Commission did 
not believe in the theory of any witness being taken unawares. . The evidence 
·of each of these witnesses lasted for more than one day and, jn most cases, 

. more tl;lan three or four days. Even if a witness is not allowed to sit iii the 
h~Il ~uring t~?-e examination of the· other witness in whom he is interested, 

: Still, If the e:-nde~ce goes on for more than a day, the copy of the deposition 
would g? I?. his hands. There was, therefore, no point in observing 
th~ techmca_litles of all witnesses being driven. out while another witness was 
bemg exanuned. There is, therefore, rio substance in the contention that 

. ·the fact t~at Bhalerao's evidence was postponed to a longer date or the fact 
that Desai, though attending the Commission's sittings; was examined last 
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on behalf of the irrigation officers, smacks of favouritism. No objection 
was taken at any time, nor was any point made about the above arrangement 
and it is very unfair on the part of the lawyers on behalf of the civil authorities 
to make a grievance for the first time in the course of their written arguments. 

The strangest' of the argument advanced on behalf of the civil authorities 
is that, according to· them; the reference to the incident of Tungabhadra dam 
made by Khursale in his deposition, is indicative of the fact that the engineers 
were not worried about the situation. The reference to the sudden stoppage 
of the subsidence in the case of Tungabhadra dam has been made in the context 
of -chance occurrences taking place through' providential dispensation. 
Chance occurrences are chance occurrences and there is no regularity 
or repetition about them. That the same occurrences might repeat in the 
case of the Panshet dam was just a hope against despair and it is extra
ordinary that giving expression to such a hope is made the basis of an argument 

, that the engineers were complacent about the Panshet situation. - _ 
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SECTION 8-

~lNG BETWEEN DESAI AND :KiroRsALE WITH ,THE _CoLLEGfOR AT_1 ,P.M • 

. : · · ON liT~ JULY 1961 AFJ.'ER THEIR RETURN FROM PANSHET · 

I will now turn to the most crucial meeting that took place between Desai 
and Khursale on one side and the Collector on the other at about 1-09 P·.~· 
The engineers had promised to make a report to. the ~ollector after therr VISit 
to the Panshet dam; to apprise him of the latest s1tua~on as .o~served by them. 
It is the case for Desai and. Khursale that after paym~ a VIS!~ to the Pan~het 
dam; the two went straight to the Co~ector's office .with therr cloth~s so~ed 
and mud sticking to ,the gumboots m order to 1mpres~ up~n his mmd 
the extreme gravity of the si~uation at Panshet a~d reques~g him to secure 

-military assistance for contmwng t~e bag-stackmg operations. _There .are 
-divergent versions as to what the engmeers told the Collector at this meeting. 
I will first of all set out the version of the two engineers and then refer to the 
Collector's version. Khursale, in his written statement (Ex. 473) at 
paragraph (7), states : 

" I told the Collector that-
(a) the situation at Panshet was not only dangerous but grave. 

·(b) a portion of the dam is sinking, which is being raised by murum 
bags. For this purpose, the help of 400 army men to work in two shifts 
is requested as the local labourers are exhausted. 

_ (c) we are trying to save the dam and God may help us to succeed. 
But, if we fail, the dam may get overtopped and breached. 

(d) the Collector enquired as to what would happen if the Panshet dam 
' breached. I told him that by sheer luck, if the breach is restricted to the 

outlet where the dam is now sinking and where there is a deep rocky cut, 
the flood would be of the order of 1958. But, if the breach spreads out 
which was more likely, it would be disastrous beyond imagination. The 
Collector also asked whether the Khadakwasla dam was strong enough. · 
I told him that the dam is known to be weak, that there was a fear of its 
breach in 1958 itself and it would certainly breach if Panshet were to 
breach. We then proceeded to meet the Commissioner to fix up the army 
help." 

. Incidentally, I may point out that the sentence in the above passage " But. 
if the breach spread~ out, which was more likely, it would be disastrous beyond 
imagination " supports the view put forward by me about the correct version 
of Khursale's deposition so far as the possibility of the extent of the breach 
is concerned. In answer to questions by Mr. Phadke, Khursale stated : 

" We did tell the Collector that the breach in the dam was imminent 
meaning that the breach was very likely, and the Collector conveyed the sam~ 
·to the Commissioner." 

Khursale's answers to the questions put by Mr. Ghaswala are important and 
therefore deserve full citation : · -

"_I have full recollections that I used the words " not only dangerous 
b~t grave." in rela~on to the situation at Panshet, in the course of my talk 
With the Collector m the afternoon of the 11th. These words are used in 
sub~ paragraph (a), paragraph 7 of my written statement (Ex. 473). At 
sub-paragraphs (b) and (c), I have given the gist of what I told the Collector 
and they do not reprodu~e my wor~s exactly. I am not in a position to give 
the words exactly. I did tell the Collector that overtopping may occur 
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any time. These words do not appear in paragraph (7) in which. I llave 
set out the substance of my talk with the Collector. The same meaning 
however is conveyed by the words used· by me at sub-paragraph (c) of 
paragraph 7. 'But if we fail, the dam may get overtopped and breached.' 
We were trying to save thed~m by taking a chance of stacking bags. I did 
convey to the Collector t4at if our efforts· fail, tb,e dam was certain to over
top and breach. The sentence in sub-paragraph (c) ' But, if we fail the 
dam may get overtopped and breached ' is correct. In those tense mom'ents 
we did not weigh any words that we used. We, however, conveyed th~ 
idea to him. We conveyed the idea. by words similar to those used in para
·graph (7) of my written statement. I feel that we adequately conveyed 
the idea to the Collector that the breach of the dam was a certainty in 
case our efforts fail and that the Collector properly understood what we 
said. I did also teii the Coiiector that if by chance sinking stopped, then 

· only the dam would be saved." · 

It would be noticed that Khursale was subjected to severe cross-examination 
by the learned counsel for the civil authorities, and Khursale has come out 
unscathed in this wordy duel. Desai has fnlly supported Khursale on all the 
points both in his written statement and deposition. Desai, in his written 
statement (Ex. 773), has added one point and it is this :-

" Shri Khursale said that it (Khadakwasla dam) was already knowq 
to be weak and plans for strengthening the same were under consideration 
and it would breach if Panshet gives way.'' 

In answer to questions by Mr. Phadke, Desai stated (Ex. 772) : 
" Mr. Khursale, after giving him (Collector) a detailed description of 

the development at Panshet, told him that the dam was sinking and that it 
may be overtopped. He added that it was only miracle that would save the 
dam. The Collector asked Khursale about the Khadakwasla dam in case of 
the breach of the Panshet dam. Khursale told him that the dam was known 
to be a weak dam and that it would naturally breach when it receives 
the water from the Panshet dam. The Collector did not ask me about the . 
rise of the waterlevel in the city of Poona. He, however, asked me about the 
extent of floods in the City of Poona. We told him that the floods would be 
much more bigger than the floods of 1958.'' 

Later on, in the course of the same cross-examination, Desai stated : 

" Panshet dam is an earthen dam.. There was no guarantee that the 
breach would remain confined to the conduit portion only, once the dam 
was overtopped. For the purpose of devising precautionary measures, 
it would have been wise to assume that the breach would be very 
wide· ..................... ·'· .. ···" 

Mr. Ghaswala, in the course of his cross-examination asked Desai to say 
whether he had omitted anything of importance from the account given by 
him in his written statement regarding the talk that took place between l<.hursale 
and himself on one side and th<: Collector on the other, and Desai stated that 
nothing of importance was omitted. Desai further stated that the Collector 
did not ask them as to what they meant by saying that it would be very 
disastrous. · 

It would thus be seen that both Desai and Khursale have emphasised that 
they did tell the Collector that the breach of the Panshet dam was not likely 
to be confined to a small portion but was likely to spread and that Khadakwasla 
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. . . b b - ached in case the water from Pan-

dam being a weak dam was likely to e re ir- This is in broad outline, the 
shet cascaded into the_Khadakbw,l~~~o that took place between them on 
·version of the two engmeers a ou 
one side and the Collector on t!J.e other. . . . . 
. · th . f Prabhakar Collector of Poona. In his 

, . I will now refer to . e. versiOn. o .. h (6) ~ stated : 
. written statement (Ex. 422) at paragrap . ' . 

a1 ) inti ed me that the waste we!! of Panshet 
" They (Des~ ~n~ K:~~d ~hat th~ had to go to the dam site by a rope. = :tJc~t:d b~n ~et up across the waste weir portion and then on foot. 

·. through rain and slush." 

At paragraph (7) of the written statement, he says : . . 
• " The en : neers furtb.er informed me that there had been e1ght mches of 
rain on tg:, 9th, 4! inches on the lOth and H inches .on t~e lith at 
Panshet dam and that strong breeze and heavY waves persisted., 

At paragraph (S}, he says : 
. '"They (De;ai and Khursale) also informed me that a portion ofthe_d~m 
near the outlet doors had been sinking and the water level !it tile subs1ding 
portion was three feet below the top of the dam at that portion and at otll~r 
places along the darn, it was six feet below the top of_ t~e dam .. The engi
neers said that in order to raise the level of the subSJdmg portiOn:; lab~ur 
available at Panshet hid been employed to fill in emp~Y. cement. bags Wlth 
sand, rubble, stones, etc., and to sta~k them on ~he subs1ding portiOn. They 
further said that this work was gomg on continuously for almost twenty-

. four hours, the labour was getting physically exhausted and that more labour 
was not available at Panshet." . 

At paragraph (9), he says : . 
"They (Desai and Khursale) desired that as the labour that was working 

continuously for about twenty-four hours was exhausted, it was necessary 
that ffiilitary assistance be. immediately obtained to continue bag-stacking 
on the subsiding portion of the. dam. " 

A_t paragraph (10), he says : 
"·In order to obtain military assistance I tried at once to contact 

Shri Mohite, Commissioner, Poona Division, at his office on the telephone 
but I was told that he was attending a meeting at t)le Agriculture College, 
Poona. I, therefore, tried to contact the Commissioner .at the Agriculture 
College, but was informed that he had just left for his office. I immediately / 
took Shri Desai and Shri Khursale in their jeep station wagon to the 
Co~sioner'~ office." 

' . 
It is necessary to make ourselves clear as to which of these two versions is 

correct, because it is common ground that it was Prabhakar, who gave 
a complete ~ccount to Mohite. about ~e tal~s which he (Prabhakar) had with 
the two engmeers and the engmeers did not mterrupt or add anything to what 
Pra~hakar told M~hit~. l_t is significant to note tha~ reading Prabhakar's 
vers10n, as set out m his wntten statement (Ex. 422), it JS clear that there is no 
reference whatsoever, to _the .appreh~nsion of the engi~eers about the safety 
~f the dam. If t,he vers10n _set out m Prabhakar's wntten statement is true 
1t means that the ace9u~t g1ven by the t~o . en~ineers to Prabhakar was of . 

. a formal character and 1t only stressed the ms1gmficant details except the fact . 
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that the dam was sinking at the portion near the outlet doors and the water 
level at the subsiding portion was three feet below the top of the dam, Let 
us have a close look at these details, which, according to Prabhakar were 
emphasis<d by the two engineers :- ' 

(1) The waste weir had started flowing. 

(2) The engineers had to cross the waste weir channel by a ropeway. 
(3) There had. been heavy rains from the 9th July onwards and the rain 

on the 11th was H inches and strong breeze and heavy waves persisted. 
(4) The portion near the outlet doors was sinking and the water level 

, at the subsiding portion was three feet below the top of the dam. 
· · (5) Bag-stacking operations were continuously going on for twenty-four 
hours .. 

(6) Labour was getting physically exhausted. 
(7} Army assistance was necessary. 
. -

It would thus. be s~en that,. acFording to the Collector, the only important . 
. matter to which his attentiOn was drawn that the dam was sinking at 
the portion near the outlet doors and the water level at the subsiding portion· 
was three feet below the top of the dam, It is impossible for a layman to draw 
the conclusion from the above account that there was any danger to the dam 
much less that there was imminent danger to it. I will show, in the course of 
subsequent. discussion, that the conclusion which the Divisional Commissioner, 
Mohite, drew was that, there was imminent danger of breach of the dam. 
I cannot understand why the engineers should repeat what they had stated to 
Prabhakar at their morning meeting. Even, according to Prabhakar, in their 
first visit· to him on the morning of the II th July, the fact that the spillway was 
flowing and the fact about the quantum of rains on the 9th and I Oth 
July, were mentioned by the engineers to him: There was no point in repeating 
the same facts.. Again, it is difficult to imagine that the engineers would fail 
to convey their appraisal about the dam, whether there was any danger, whether 
the danger was imminent or there was no danger at all. Assuming that the 
engineers did not themselves volunteer their opinion on this point, is 
it possible that the Collector would not ask them a further question as to what 
was their opinion about the future of the dam or whether according to them 
the da~p. was in danger ? In this connection, it is necessary to remember the 
finding, which I have already recorded on the basis of the overwhelming 
evidence, that the Collector was already apprised of the substance of Bhalerao's 
message which stated that the dam was in danger and that heavy floods were 
expec_ted. The Collector would never have remained satisfied with the dreary 
and drab account, which the engineers were supposed to have conveyed to 
him in the afternoon meeting, particularly when he knew that the engineers 
had paid a personal visit to the dam and inspected the situation for 
themselv.es. · 

·Some comment has been made on behalf of the civil 11uthorities in their 
written ·arguments that Prabhal<ar was not subjected to cross-examination 
either by Mr. Bakhale, Senior Advocate on Record or by the Commission 
on the above version given by him. It is, .however, conceded that .on 
this point Prabhakar's evidence was challenged both by Mr. Phadke, on behalf 
of the Citizens' Committee and Mr. H. R. Gokhale, on behalf of the Irrigation 
officers in his cross-examination .. It is not as if Prabhakar's. version in the 
written statement (Ex. 422) has gone unchallenged. It is immaterial as to who 
ch;illen!les .tbe version in the cross-examination. Neither the Commission's 
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counsel nor the Commission is a party t?· the case and is no.t, therefore, bounel 
to ask uestions ·on each and every point.. The w~ole.wntten arguments on 
b h lf ~f the civil authorities ~re strewn with such rrrelevant and unnecessary 
c~m~ents upon the Commission's Senior Advocate on Record, an~ !he 
Commission itself. It is, however, nece8sary to remember t~at the CommiSsiOn 
did ask Prabhakar as to whether Desai o~ Khursale told ~m that the Panshet 
dam was in danger and Prabhakar repudiated that suggestion._ 

In ans~er to questions l>y Mr. Phadke, Prabhakar, in his cross-examination, 
statetl (Ex. 421) : 

" Mi s Desai and Khursale did not appear to be uneasy about the situation 
at Panshet dam whe.n they me~ me at I p.m. after their return f~om Panshet 
visit.. They did say that the local labour had been workmg f?r f~ 
twenty-four hours and were getting exhausted .. The labour .was w.orkmg m 
laying down the sand bags on the sinking portion. J!ley ~Id ~ot mform II!e 
since when the sinking of the dam had begun nor did I mqUire of them m 

. regard to the same. " 

Weighing the two' ri~~~. versions in the scales. of _judicial appr~ciation and 
considering the probabilities of. the case, I am mclined to the VIew that ~e 
version set up by the engineers Is.more natural and probable than the version 
set up by the Collector. The ~nginee:s had paid a. special visit to the da~ 
with a view to make on-the-spot rnspect10n and acqurunt themselves of the posi
tion prevailing there. They had al.ready before them ~e message of Bhalerao 
which showed that the dam was m danger of breaching. They had further 
come to know from Panse that subsidence was taking place in a portion of 
thirty feet length of the dam, i.e. temporary waste weir section of the dam. 
It is in the background of this knowledge that they paid a visit to the dam. 
They saw for themselves the subsidence and the attempt at bag-stacking with 
a view to keep the level of the dam above the level of the water. In other 
words, they saw for themselves. that a serious race was going on between the 
rate of sinking and the rate of stacking the bags. They had also noticed that 
a precarious free-board was being artificially maintained. This in itself was 
a serious situation. The cause of subsidence could not be ascertained. This 
must naturally have added to the anxiety of the engineers. In addition to the 
phenomenon of subsidence, there were two other disturbing phenomena. One 
was percolation of water which was estimated to be of the order of five to ten 
cusecs from the downstream end of the conduit. This could be attributed to 
piping. At that time, it was impossible to rule out piping. Even today as 
would be clear from the discussion on the subject of the failure in the first· 
part, Dr. K. L. Rao, an eminent engineer, has put forward a theory that this · 
may be a case pf piping though of a special type. Finally, the conduit was 
flowing intermittently full and when it did not touch the roof of the conduit 
on~y a gap ?f six to nine inche~ was left. The. water was going out in spurt~ 
filling ~h~ tail-end of t~e ~ondm.t. When ~e discharge was coming· out of the 
condui!, 1t created a hissmg neuse. There IS also some evidence to show that 
the nOise resembl~ a thud or, at any rate, the noise similar to the bursting 
of a bal~oon. !s It~re~sonable to assume that the engineers, who had observed 
t~ese. highly disqmetmg features, .would still remain complacent about the 
situation at the dam, even assilmmg that they had not succeeded in tracing 
the causes of anyone of these phenomena ? On the other hand, their failure 
to trace the causes of these phenomena would add to the burden of their anxiety 
11nd woul~ make !~em extr~mely hopeless. It is precisely because the engineers 
were not m a positlo,n to dmgn<?se th.e tr_ouble an~ locate the seat of the disease 
~hat they d~pended upon provldentl;tl mtervenhon to come to their succour. 
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It is with the knowledge derived after their inspection of the dam and their 
inability to find O!lt the real causes that they returned from the Panshet dam 
to apprise the Collector of the situation. About one thing, however, they 
were certain and that was, the necessity of continuing the bag-stacking 
operations uninterruptedly. Although they were convinced that by themselves 
these operations would not be crowned with success and that the efforts~only 
aimed at building !IP a free board so that by some chance the subsidence or 
,sinking would stop, they were unable to devise any means for stopping the 
subsidence as such and it was clear that unless the subsidence would come to 
an end, the remedy of heaping the murum bags by itself would be of no avail. 
It might help only if the subsidence came to an end in an accidental fashion. 
They-knew that if the subsidence, which had gone on almost continuously for 
twenty-four ·hours, persisted, a time would come when the rate of bag-stacking 
and thus building up a freeboard would be outstripped by the rate of sinking 
and the dam would be- overtopped. Since, however, they were convinced 
that bag-statking· must continue and since the local labour was completely 
exhausted, they felt the need of securing the army help and one of the objects, 
which impelled them to approach the Collector soon after their visit to the 
dam, was to impress upon him the need of securing army help. I feel no 
hesitation in rejecting the version put forward on behalf of the Collector, which 
attributes a drab, unimaginative and un-understanding. narration of facts 
prevailing at the Panshet dam to the engineers. There was no reason why 
the engineers, should withhold certain facts from the Collector, nor was tb.ere 
any reason as to why they should emphasise only the need of securing army 
help. When the engineers suggested that army help should be secured, the 
Collector stated that they should approach the Divisional Commissioner, 
Mohite. That is how the two enginers and the Collector went to meet Mohite 
in his office at about 1-30 p.m. or so. What transpired at the Divisional Com
missioner's m.:eting will also throw light upon the question as to what had 
transpired between the Collector and the two engineers, when the latter met 
him in the former's office at about 1-30 p.m. As pointed out above, it was the 
Collector who constituted himself the spokesman for the engineer's with the 
Divisionai Commissioner and who, in the first instance, narrated the accpunt as 
placed before him (Collector) by the two engineers. 
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SECTION9 

M£E . WEEN urn CoLLECTOR, PRABHAKAR AND TWO SuPERINTENDING 
~~~!l=RS DESAI AND K.HuRSALE ON ONE SIDE AND THE DIVISIONAL 
CoMMISSIO~ER MOffiTE ON THBOTIIER AT ABOUT 1-30 P.M. ON THE IlTH 

- JULY IN THE LATTER'S OFFICE . 

· Although dive~gent accounts have been_ given. as to what took place in this 
meeting, there is unanimity on the followmg pomts. :- . -

(l) It was Prabhakar who conveyed ~report to Mohite. abo:ut the -happen
ings at Panshet as depicted to him earlier by the two engmeers and also the 
reason, which impelled Desai and Khursale to a;Pproach Prab!J.akar and as 
to why he (Prabhakar) had brought the two engmeers to Mohite. 

(2) A talk took place between Mohite and Brig. ·Bedi, Commander, 
· Poona• Sub Area, in which the former reques~ed for army help and at the 
suggestion of Brig. Bedi wrote a letter, which IS at Ex. 94, and 

(3) A talk took place on trunk telepJ:tone first between Desai and Manerikar 
and then Prabhakar and Manerikar. · . . - ' . . -
As stated above, there is considerable divergence about the account, which 

Prabhakar admittedly gave to the Divisional Commissioner on the basis 
of the reporfreceived· by. him from the two ·engineers. The version of the 
two engineers as given in their written. statements (Exs. 773 and 473) 
is' somewhat criptic, In his ~tten statement (Ex. 773) Desat stated : • 

" The Collector informed the Commissioner that a certain portion of the 
Panshet dam was sinking and th'lt the dam was in danger of a breach. All 
labourers on the work have been working for more than twenty-four 
hours and hence are exhausted and that the help of the army is needed to . 
carry on the work.-................... , .... The Collector informed the 
Commissioner that he had already made arrangements to alert people 
and that he had 100 trucks ready for evacuation. The Commissioner 
told the Collector that many more can be collected from the Agriculture 
Department and the P. W. D." · · . 

... 
Mr. Gh'!Swala, in his cross-examination,' asked Desai to recount the substance 
of the account given by the Collector to. the Commissioner. This gave an • 
opportunity to Desai to elaborate the details and he stated (Ex. 772) : 

".I am asked to recount the substance of the account given by the Collector 
to the Commissioner about the happening at Panshet as based on our con
ve~sa~ion V.:ith him (Collector). I will attempt to recall as much as possible. 
It IS like this : 

·' ' 
'There is a message that the Panshet dam is in danger and two engineers 

had been to me (Collector) in the morning. Thereafter, they visited the 
Panshet ~am, came back and reported that the Panshet dam is sinking , 
at a port10n and the local people. there were trying to raise the level of the 
embankment. The local labour IS already exhausted as it has been working 
for nearly twenty-four hours wit~ out interruption. More local labour was 
not .a~ailable. The bag-stacking operation has .gone to be continued 
and It IS, ~herefore, requ~sted by the engineers that army help should be 
made available for- carrymg- on the , work of bag-stackin 0 eration 
~hursale has tol.d me (Collector) that the Khadakwasla da7n. ~as als~ 
hkely to breach In case the Panshet d3.m breached. . I, therefore, request 
you to secure the help of the anny offi~ers by approaching Brig. Bedi.' " 
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: The :Version given by.Khui:sate in hiS written· statement (Ex.!J73) is nof as 
criptic as that of 'Desai, "nor iS .it exhau5uve.and·full. Khursale, m his Written 

.,statementat.Paragrapho(&),statedi> .. ·. :_ '·· ·t~ d ;,_,. !cl'<n:. : •. 1. .... 

'· • '·'When·we met. the Co.mmissioner,: the · Collector told him that the Panshet 
.,_,<fam was·'in danger' as •it was'sinking'andii: ~reach in the dam was• likely. 
· : Efforts ·Were being made. to save _.the dam' from this imminent danger for 
J, which 'the· engineers ·-need army 'help; ~ .•. ;:.l.-.L' .. ': ... The ·collector 
· · fuformed 'the Commissioner' in our'presence ·tha:t he ·had•werte<L the people 

and that he had arranged about 100 trucks for evacuation, if and when 
necessary,: The Commissmuer added that a good :number ,of trucks of. the 
Agricultura:I Department ·as ·also· of the .P.W.D .. -would be ,available, .. ·if 

·.required,, The·Colleetorfurther told the Commissioner that he would meet 
· , him again at 4-00 p.m. to plan furthe{arrangements·in connection with the 

-evacuation.','···· 1 -l t-. .,. .j ·. • ·J _-:-:· 1
• :i.'. :'-~" ~ .. 1 . . -.· _ · ·. 

it' is. significanrthat · Khursale was ·not _cros8-exainihed ·by Mr .. Ghasvia:Ia in 
regard to the version put up by him in his: written ·statement regarding the 
account given by the Collector to the Commissioner.· ·The only point that was 
raised in cross-examination was regarding the arrangement of ·100 trucks, 
which the Collector, according to Khursale, told tJi:e··Conimissioner as having 
been made by him. ' Khursale stated that he knew abolit it only from the Collec-
tor and he had not learnt about it from any_ one else. · . ·: !1. · 

. It is signifi~nt that the account ~veO: by Prabh~kar in 'iiis written statement 
(Ex. 422) is much more criptic than even the account given by Desai in his. 
written statement- (Ex. 773) .. Prabhakar. ,at pa.t:agraph (11). of his written 
statement (Ex •. 422) says this:·.. ..,. .:-; . 

" We met the Commissioner at his ~ffice at aboutl-15 p.m. a:nd I informed 
· him of the situation at the Panshet dam as .narrated to me by Shri Desai and 
· Shri J(hursille and requested him to make arrangements for military assis-

tance for the work of-raising the subsiding portion·ofthe dam." 
It will at once be seen that Prabhakar

1 
did D,Ot.set PUt the aecoun( of his talk 

with the Commissioner. He only stated that hdnform~.d the . Commissioner 
of the situation as narrated to· him by ,Desai_ and -Khur~ale. :I. will have to_ 
makC< detaikd comments about the. various _admissions·, made .. by ~rabhakar 
on. this point as.also ,on the point as to what accqunt was giv~n to him by the 
two .engineers earlier. In the meantime,' it is necessary Jo advert to what 
Mohite has tosay or{ this .point 'in his written stateinen\ (Ex .. 517), At 
paragraph (2) of his written statement, Mohite purports td give an exhaustive 
account of what Parbhakar told him,. and it is as follows·:""'- . 

''! . . ' t ' ~ • ! '-. ' I ~ • 

"At, about 1-15 p.m. on_llth July 1961, I had returned to the Council 
Hall from a meeting in the Agriculture College, Poona. . Immediately after 
I reached my office, Shri Prabhakar, Collector, Shr.i S. V. Desai, Superin
tending Engineer, D. 1 .. C. II, and Shri Khursale, .S.uperintending Engineer, 
D. I. C. I; came to my office. Shri Prabhakar informed that Sarvashri 
Desai and Khursale had gone to the Panshet dam that morning, that they 
had returned at about 1-00 p.m. from Panshet and that for some time he 
had been trying to contac~ me on the phone at the Agriculture College. 
But,- on being informed that I had left the College, they had come to my 
office, Shri Prabhakar informed me that the engineers had told him that 
there had been eight inches of rain on the 9th, 4i inches on the 1Oth and 
It inches on. the· 11th at the Panshet dam. and that i1 strong breeze 
persisted there which was ·causing heavy waves dashing against the dam. 
He further said that a portion of the dam near the outlet .doors had been 
sinking and the water level at the sinking portion was three feet below the 

B 4782.:...5 - . .. . . . . . ' - .. .. - . , .. . . ' 
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. top of the dam and at .other- places it wa8 ~ix'_feef !~~ ~~~&~~:: . 
·an~ tliat in order to~d ee Ie~:;ra~ds:~gJ empty ~ement ~ags .wit b. • 

_ available at Panshet _ end t· the sam,e onJ~e. sinking po~Oll• He 
_ sand, l'l!bble, stones, ;;;:·• ~ P!l k or'bag-siacking had been gomg on for 
. further info)'llled me · t W~:U lo ed was getting physically ex.hauste~. 

almost 24 ho~ and,th:t~goJkble ~t ~anshet, 1he llngineers cons1dere~ It 
A$ more labour.~~- !1. · · • tali bC. btained to contil);ue the, bag-stacking 
necessary thatmilital'Y as!>IS : ce · ;0 

·. · . _ ,, , . ; . : L. 
k: , _: ' . . -- ' 'i !~J-, ' ' . .. •.• 

wor · · ;;; .. · · · ' ~t ·u be oticed•tllat the ~ersion given by Mohite 
Pausidi~g h~ ~bakfoma:~~;15 ror!talistic··and full of insignificant 'det~ls 
reg~. nga!lna. rtana &t . and ,.;tat· m· atters The ·only imnortant · matenal 
omitting UI!po ·· · '' ·· • • 'ki · · rti 

· lied by Prabhaka.do Mohite was- that the clam -Was. sm n~ at a po on 
· ~~: the outlet doors and that the water level at tha~ portion was thr_ee 
feet below: ~he· top i oft t,he dam. , Perllaps1 : another I!Ilpo~nt. matenal 
supplied by I>rabhakar :was to say that the. w~rk ~f ~ag-stacking had ?een 

o.in ·on for almost twenty-four hours. But,. Jts Slgroficance :would ;110t bo 
~~ by a layman;,nnless .fw:ther qu~stions are asked by Mohite and 
elucidation sought from fue engineers~ Tbis pa.rt, of ili.e account shows that 
the process of sinking :was almost e<>ntinuously going on for .twenty-four hours 
and had not abated and,. notwithstanding th~ (~ ~the w?rk of bag-stack-: 
ing was going on for twenty-four hours, there was only. a ~fferenc~ of three 
feet between the level of water and the· top ·. 00" the smking port10n. No 
elucidation wati sought for by Mohit~< from 1 any of the engineers a~· the 
significance and corelation Of these two events., viz., the fact of subsidence 
and the fact that bag-stacking operations· were going on for twenty:f~ hours 
and yet the level of water was just three f~ below the top of the s1nking por
tion. Unless some inquizy is made on this point. or ~nless ,the en gin~ them
selves pointblank told the Coilllllission!)!' that. the dam was in danger or unless 
Prabhakar told him.so, it was difficult for anyone to draw the conclusion that 
the. situation at Panshet '!Vas fraught with danger. It is significant that in 
this account',, Prabhal<:ar again does not mention the fact of having reOOi:ved 
Bhalerao's message ~ying .that the Panshet dam WM in danger and heavy 
fi~ods werif ~Pfl?~Cfl· ' In any; ~e, it is clear t!m~ there is no, indication !n 
this account, ·whicb, ga.ve any hin~ to the Comwss1oner that tlie dam was m 
danger. Iw¥J'tefer·to the'·an:swers ·given'by Mohite in :his cross-examination 
and will show how these answers stand in compte& cOntradiction with the 
answers given ox Prabhakar so far as fue firit -'point is coneemi:d. · ·. 

•• · ; , • I-. I • . -- . '<J! , j ' 

Before, howeveJ', referring to the poshio~ taken, up- by th~e two highly 
placed officers, viz., the Divisional Commission!)!' and the ColleCtor in answer 
to questions in cross-examination,' it would be useful to refer to a~ important 

. cont~poraneous document (Ex. 94); _ln·order t<> understand the significimoo 
of tlus contemporaneous document, It Is necessary to narrate a few more facts · 
and refer to the othet evidence including that of Brig. Bedi. · Commander, 
Poona Sl!b Area. After Mohite heard the account given by Prabhakar: he 
~ convmced of the n«ti. of requisitioning the help of the army-for carrYing 
on th.e work ~f. bag-stacking. Mohite, therefore, telephoned to Brig. Bedi. 
At t¥s stage, 1t .1s necessary. to remember that the talk on the pnone between 
Mohite and Bedi t~ok place m the presence uf Prnbhakar, Khursale and Desai. 
In. answ~ to questions by Mr. Phadke on behalf of the Citizen's Committee 
Bng. Bedi stated (Ex. 93) : . ' . · · . • 

" I di~ apprehend danger ta' the dam. (ThiS' has ri:ference to the ~onal 
reconn)ssance of the dam made by him after the receipt of Mohite's 
~s~b~ I ~h ~~ informed by M?~te about the imminence of 

o t e • My -personal VISit confirmed the apprehension 
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. expressed in Mohite's·let~r·(EJQ. 94).1~:1 £allnot:say,ho\V·giavc then~ 

. · to the dam was, myself bemg a layman, ·: The :very fact that help of the army
was requisitioned shows· .that the situation .at! the dam-was:;desperate. :1. 

Earlier, in' answer to questions by tfie·COmmission's eounsel,.Bedi stated': 
"I was told that the breach of the dam was imminent." :"' , ... : 1: :.: 

This evid;ntly ha~ refer~nce, to: 'Nhat Mohite. h~d· told' ·~"ott the pllone. 
Prabhakar s. attention. ~s, · ilierefi.o.re, ·drawn· by. . the·. Con'nniSSion_ to th,ese! !\yo 
statements ~;ide b~ Bedi and he was. asked to state whether he was :fjiepat'ed 
to 'Say that these statements made by 'Bedi on· oath ·are incorrect'~' Pfalihakar 
replied that he was not prepared to .say. that these.statements we're•iiicorrect 
because he. did ;DOt remember the exact words ' of· the·· conviltsation: 

. .To a further .question as to whetl;ler Mohite did not ·utter soine such 'words 'to 
mean that the breach of the dam was imminent, Pnib.hakar 'agliiri' replied that 
he did 'bot- remember what words Mohite· used; nor'.eould he 'say~ whether 
Mohite used the words having the meaning suggested iii ·thti-ljuestion;": Molilte 
was' crbss-examined qp: this point by the· Commission's t:ounsel and 1iis ~epi)'; 
was somewhat vague. Molilte says (Ex.:516)-. ,., " :· • · ,, . : • · . . . , 

- '· " I rllight have.lold .Bedi' '<m 'the Plione. that tho. breaeli oflthe • Panshei . 
, dam was imminent.":-- . ; -! ... ' -~L! · .. · :..'~·:· '/ ... _: r1 j-r ·.; ·-._.., .:1~-: .,._ ~ .

1 

That. means . that Mohite. Viit~a~/-~epepted' b'a$8 tot_il .Bedi ,hii.. ~¢phon~-, 
that the breach o( the dam was !Jl!Illlilent: .. :At auy rate, he Wll$ not prepared· 
to d~ny that he did not tell Bedi that the breach was imminent.. . We have the 
positive word of Brig. Bedi that he was told by· Mohite. that .the breach of 
the dam was iinminent, In view of the .evasive' replies.given by,Mohite and 
Prabhakar, tli7re. is no reason.'!hy,we sho~~ not, accept ,Brig; Bedi:S'.words 
aStfll~,. ',Tl :~. ·; , .~ ,:, __ .·, ·r-;..'il• _-. <, ··,• 1 ~) J 

~n this bac)<:ground, let us I\O:W turn to the_ wording .of ~e lett!;r· (Ex. 94), 
It runs thus :-.-' . . · · .. ' ... , ., .,. , · ... · · , · · ". . . · · · , 

·"Apropos to our telephone,conversation a ljttlewhile ago; I write this to 
request you to give an assistan~ of military persoi!llel (or. ~topping:.ag. 

· imminent breach· in the newly-constructed Paushet. dam; 20 miles west o( 
., J;>oona beyond Khadak}Vasla dam.;. T,he ~a~e .. of-..york~s to fillup e~P~16 
· CCII).ent bags with Stones and dUilJ.p thelll. In th~ porti,on of, the dam which IS 

· ~inking due to heavy rains in· tha~ area., _.Any (orce.up ~. 4,0,0 Jaw~n~dw~uld 
<be required so tb.at they .cau cat:ry· 9qt ~e ,y.ror.~ :<;gnti,nuously ynth sb,ifts, 
·,.ifnecessary .. ·! i,;: .,._.1::.. -,;,.; orq,.. b:-.'!. -: :·.<' ·,; '-'?.:: .. ~-· I 

·Our engineers have ·been at the:work.contiliuo~ly.for tht: ·last 2~rhourS; 
and owing to .shortage of labour;· they :need-.uutside help unmediately to 
prevent the ·breach. ·,Shri S.·<V. Desai.. Superintending Engineer., Deccaa 
Irrigation Circle H,.J>Qona, is the officer in· charge pf these operations on our 
side. His telephone numbers are: . · ' · · ... .. ,. 

Office : 3407: 
Residence : · 7332. 

With kind regards; · 

Brig. A. S. Bedi, .. . . 
· Commdr., Poona Sub Area, 

Poona. ' 
Copy with compliments to SIJti S. 

· I>. I, C. (ll), for fuformatio~ 

Yours sin~re!Y, 
(Signed) S. P. MOHITE. . . 

V. D.esai. Superini~nding · Engineer, 

. (Signed) 11-7. . ' 
Commissioner, · 

1 
, Poona J?ivi~~on. !' 
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-!an- e .em toyed in·-•this 1letter fully· supportS,' Bedi's- ~ta~ent, 
~~ Mo~:had t!td him that the ~reach of the ~anshet daD_l- was m~ent; 
An~ysis of the contents of Ex. 94 yxeld:~e followmg ~esults .. - - , ; · • 

(1) Reference is made to thedelephomo conversa~on ·between Hng. Bedi 
andMohite. · · · :.-:·~_<-c.·;. "·•,;: '~ ~ ...... / J!- J • J •• 

(2) Br~ of the Panshet dam ,was inlplinent. . :. , . ' - . -.
. (3) Request was made to give a~ce of t4e military for stoppmg that 

breach. .. . . · . , . -- · . ;• ' . ·. ,. · 
. (4) A fo~ up ~o 400 J'awans _would be reqwredto carry on the :work 

co(Jfo:S~n:U~ts~d labour ~ho havd,li~'woridng continuously foJ; 
the last twenty-four hours are exhausted. . .. .. , . · . i - · 

(6) They need outside help immediatelY to. prevent the ~reach, 
(7) Shri s .. y. Desai, S, E., D. I. C. (II), 1S the officer m charge of these 

operations, on the civilian side. . . . . . - . . _ . . - _ . · . 
The plain meaning of the words used in this ~etter leads t<l, only ~>ne concl~on; 
viz that Mohite was convinced on the basiS of the account given to him by 
P~bhakar that the breach of_the dam was imminen~. A go~d deal of qu~bbJ!ng 
has been resorted to both by Mohite and Prabhakar m their cross-exammatton 
which is based on the words " stopping an imminent breach." used in the first 
paragraph ayd the words " to· prevent the breach " used in the second para

-graph of Ex. 94.. It was urged by th~e two officers that the engineers told 
them that if military assistance was given, the breach, though imminent in the · 
a bsenece of such assistance, could be stopped or prevented. Such an intetpre
tation does violence not only to the plain words used in the letter but also 
to the ordinary ·coliiJllonsense~ Nobody ·could guarantee, much less· the 

- engineers, that military assistance would turn the come~ and prevent the breach 
of the dam. ·Military assistance eould not be regarded, at any rate, by the 
engineers as the waving of magic wand, so that the dam could be restored ta 
its full health. All that the engineers could assure the Commissioner and the 
Collector was that with the help of the military personnel, the bag-stacking 
operations would be continued, which was the only possible way of staving 
off the disaster. I will presently discuss the replies given by these two distin
guished officers in answer to questions in their cross-examination and will 
show how they had to have recourse to hair-splitting and prevarication in order 
to _justify their preposterous interp~etation. · In the meantime, the intetpre
tation sought to be placed upon this Jetter and also upon the talk that took 
place between Prabhakar, who acted as the spokesman of the engineers and 
the Commissioner reminds me of the famous words used by Sir W~ston 
Churchill in one of his orations during the Second World War while appealing 
the U~d States for ~elp : . " Give us the tools and we will finish the job ". 
The engmeers are credited W1th the confidence which these words echo " Give 
us the _army pers~nnel and '!'e will save the dam". That would be the plain 
rendenng of the mterpretation of the talk between . the engineers on one side 
and the Collector and the Commissioner on the other as put by Mohite and 
Prabhakar. ' 

·Let us n?w ~ to the answers given by Prabhakar and Mohite in their 
~oss-exammation so far as the account giyen to Prabhakar by the two engineers 
IS c~ncerned a~d also the account of his talks with the two engineers 'ven 
by him to ~ohite, and how.these two officers reacted to the information ~ven 
by the engmeers. · At the very early' stage of his crosS-examination Prabhak 
took up a very. uncompromising position. In answer to q~estions f 
Mr. ~allile, Seruor Advocate. on Re~ord, Prabhakar stated (Ex. 421) : y 

. I knew before the meeting that a. portion of the dam was sub 'd" . 
I do not agree that the Panshet dam was in danger at that time," SI mg. 
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ln answer to questions by the Commission, Prabhakar stated : 
. ~· It is correct to say that I was not told by anyone nor did I realise on 
the 11th that the Panshet dam was in d<tnger. Neither Mr. Desai nor 
Mr. Khursale told me .o~ the 11th ~hat the Pansh~t dam was in danger 
• ...... ~ •••.• , • Comnuss1oner .Mohite rang up Bng. Bedi and talked to 
him_o!l phon~; I was able.to ~ear what Mohite told Brig. Bedi. After 
recelVlng Bedi s reply, Mohite dictated a letter in our presence and he gave 
.a copy of that letter to Mr.- Desai in my presence.~' . . 

It is worthwhile to cite, in full, the questions and answers that were exchanged 
between the Commission and. Prabhakar (Ex; 421) : · . . 

" Q. Is it not true that Mohite told Bedi that breach of the dam was 
. imminent ? , . ' . . . . ·. . . 

A. I say that all that Mohite told Bedi was that the breach of the dam 
would be imminent, if the bag·s.tacking operations were not 

. continued uninterruptedly. I am certain that Mohite did not 
tell him in a pointblank manner that the breach of the· dam was 
imminent.· · · 

Q. Can you· tell me·. how. d:d. Mohite gather the impression that the 
breach of the dam ·was imminent 1 ' · 

A. He gathered that impression from what I told him; All that I told 
him was that a portion of the·dam was sinking, that the lo~l 

·labour was. exh:~.usted and therefore the engineers were seeking 
· militarY assistance. That was all that I told him. 

Q. · Did you gather the impression that the breach of the dam was 
imminent .? · · · · · • . . . 

A. No. Not ordinarily. · 
(Note.~The. witness volunteei-s that if the bag-stacking work was not 

c.ontinued 11ninterruptedly and assistance was not given, then the 
dam might breach.). . . . . .. . . . . 

Q. I ·suppose, you know the distinction between the breach .of the dam 
b~ing imminent and. breach being a possibility ? . 

A. I know the distinction between the two. .Neither Desai nor Khursale 
· told me or the DivisioMI Commissioner that the breach of the 

d'lm was imminent.'' .. · 
Prabhakar's attention :was then dra\vn to the. wording of the Iettei- (Ex. 94} 

· and, in particular, to the first' ·sentence and he was asked to .state whether that 
sentence indicated :that the words " imminent breach'' were used by Mohite 
in his conversation with Brig. Bedi on phone. Prabhakar gave the following 
reply :-"-· . . · · . '· · · · · · . · 

· " I do not think that they (the words) give any such indication. I still 
maintain that the words 'imminent·breach in the newly-constructed Panshet 
dam' have no reference to the state of affiairs as then exi~ting." · 

Furth!lf ·questions and answers are again worth reproducing :..:.. . . 
"Q. What do you understand then by the words 'imminent breach in the 

newly-constructed Panshet dam' 'l · ' · · 
A. I cannot give any other answer except. the one that~ have already 

.. given, that. if assistance w~ not ~ven, the dam IlllFt ~reacJ; 
Q. Does it not mean that you s1mply 1gnored the word nnmment or 

treated it as redundant 1 · ·: . . · · 
A. I did not treat it .as redundant nor did I ignore it. I understood it 

to connote what !.have stated already."· .. . , 
. It would at once be clear from the replies ·given· by Prabliakar that he found 

himself in a tight corner by reason of the wordS use~ by Mo!llte in J?x. 94 and 
· was making !l desparate endeavour to get out of 1t. While the JnteUcctual 
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. t. 'which Prabhiitcir had taken reco~; may .. be admired,. it ·is 

a~b~tJc! " . -tha . p bhakar's attempt in. explafuing away the words ••. _ ..•• 
9~te. eVIdent. . . ~ •. ra disin noous and unconvincing. Ptabhakar's exeroJse 
-.IIJ!-nunent breach .lS. ge this. · 1 does not-stop here .. He has shown 
J!l· mfellectual ~aSll;lfil ~~kin fohis interpretation in answer to. further 
dogge.d d~te:::a~':: ~ i!:h-, Jokhale,. on behalf of the Irrigation officers. 
-questlon9.J? 0 . and- will illustrate the above comment :-The followmg questions answers . . . . . . 

"Q Does not this clause (ilrst setenoe in Ex. 94 ). ·. mdicate that if outside 
: . help was. not giv~n. the dam would breach ? · . 

A. I say .that if outside help wabs nohit;imrilediately available, there was'a 
poSsibility of- the dam • reac n~. . . · · 

Q. Would you agree with. the suggestlobn thaht' iff ?~ts~e helpoulWd!lS L~vot 
' :rilade iririnediarely available, the rcac o ~e ._m w = e 

- · become il)llriinent ? · · · , ' . . · 
A:·. I ~y that the dam might ~reach if outside help_ was not availb~e imme

" ·diately.- I felt that'· as soon as the reqUISite help was g~ve~, the 
. danger to th!l . d,am would recede. .If the ·work was continued 

,: · ,. ·uninterruptedly thuing the night; I ass~ed that tJu: danger would 
..1!... ,, ~ • > ' • -

, ·,-: ~aPF,·: ~· ; . 1 · ,, • . 

)Agaln, .at a lateJ: stage, Prabhakar stated :. · . . 

\
. · -: f~J did not feel that tlie :-situil:~oli \vas distU.rbing so long ~ the work of 

stacking the bags was c()ntmued. ' · _ · . · · _ · . . . 
ii: wiil'b~ evic'!~lit froni 1the'abdile that frOili the'iliiminen_ce or- the. breach, 
Pcabhakar went to the likelihood of the breach and from likelihood of 
the breach he went over to the roere possibility of the breach_ and · finally 
concluded ·by sayhig that he' did nqt feel that the situation was' disturbing so 
long as- the work .·or stacking the bags was·' continu~d.: -ThiS i_s splitting the 
hair with vengeance.· When Prabhakar was• continuously hai'J?ing . upon 
the'dis'tinction between immin-ence· of breach, likelihood of breach and possi
bility of breach, while giving replies to Mr.' Gokhale~s questions, I made 
a huniourous:.remarksaying that Ptabhakar hails fromSouth,lndia which il! 
-famous: for dialecticians, such as Shankara, Madhwa and_ Rainanuja; I added, 
quoting an observation made by C. R. Das·in ·one of his speeches which 
,I attenqed as a schdol-going boy" wherein Das said, with reference to the conten
:tion raised by C. Rajagopalachari for .not deviating from the programme of 
,n()n-co-op~ation 9halked out, .by Mahatma. Gandhi, that.,.. The Cold South 
ln<li311logjc is not gqing to_ ,solve any prqblem, because life.is superior to logic.'' -
'It is clear even to a man of ordinary intellignce that these remaks were not 
-intended. to deride Pr11bhakar in I!JlY way much -less to ·ridicule the fact that 
Prabhak,ar hails from South India. For making criticism against theConunis-
. sion, 'on behalf of the civil authorities, reliance lias been placed on an extract 
from the issue of Daily Sakal of Poona; dated 11th April 1962. The report in 
Sakal is ~either accurate n~!' f~ll an.d. evi~ently t:l).e reporter did not understand 
·tile meanmg of the word · dial~tiCian· • The reporter has translated those 
words to mean that the Sou~ Indians are known for the tenacity of their views. 
·I cannot understand why relian~-was placed on the report of the Sakal, when, 
as a matter of fact, the observations were made by me in the presence of 
-~~·H .. R.• ·gokhale and also,Mr. Ghaswala .. My object ill usin the word 

.. d~alectic!an and C. R. _Das_s passage abo~t 'Sou(h Indian logic ~as not to, 
-ndicule e1ther Prabhaka_r or the Ian~ from which he hails, but was to relieve the 
_boredc;>m of the proceeding by. ~aking that remark which was not only not 
_offenSive but free from any malice. Humourous remarks are not unknown in 
:a court of law and volumes have bee~ w?tten about humour in courts. .Such 
.bumP.ut. !las, to ·be. -~so~ed t~ for .re_lieVIng boredom, partipularcy ~rising out of 
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. a prolonged hearyng of a compllca.ied case: . Any one who feels that he has been 

.slandered: by bemg compare.d ~WI~h t.he- ~ntellc:ctual giants of the south, ViZ. 
Shankara; Madhwa and Ramanuja, lS e1ther 1gnorant of Indian traditions or 

-.is. blinded l?Y anger;- passion _or prejudice. Even .Prabhakar did not take that 
remark _as, m any way, offenstve. It may be mentioned that Mr. Ghaswala was 

.·..responstble for_ more. than·one humourous remarks; As regards the remarks 
ma~e. ~r me, yu:., I remember to ha':e ~;ad an ~dvertisement in Marathi paper 
saymg there IS one panacea for all ills ,, ( ~<r . ~<: 1(fl <:tmfJ'lf \1'11<£ ) 

· while referring to Prabhakar's attempt at repeating the same answer to all the 
. questions, viz., ~hat the.re ~as a.poss,ibility of breach if bag-stacking operations · 
were not continued, 1t · 1s ·_eVIdent that the same was ·also not intended 
to be taken seriously, although it contained· a ·substratum of truth. Even 

. Prabhakar <lid not take it seriously,;. as is ~leaF from the reply given by him 
that th~ adveriiseme~t relatf:d to. "Aspro'\ .• Or4ztarily, ·r would have treated 
the comments offenstve as they are made on behalf of the civil authorities 

. with.the contelllpt .th~t. they deserve ... Bq~ ~inc_e they are giv~n great promi: 
nence and have been fisted by way oflllustratmg tl).e c~rge agau'lst the.COmmis

·• sion that it (Commission) was harsh'upqn.the .civil autl!orities, I have made 
the.above obseryations .. Before concluding, I may point .out "that the cross

. examination 'of 1~he civil. authorities assumed severity at !IIY hand al).d. also at 
·the hands of. the other advocates, b~~ause they· wef(l s~eakihg, on material 
points, co11trary td their;.pwn..admissio':ls· .in, their, 0wp. ~pn~emporal?eous or 

,. near contemponp:teous dqco~ent(. .This has already beeli illustrated by the 
replies given. by, ·Prabhaka"r WI¢ reference to the statements made by Mohite 

· in the letter (Ex:: 94). a:nd this will be ani ply illustrated in the' cdtirse of the dis
pussion, w~ch is to come hereafter. I am concludin~ this paragraph about 
Prabhakar by referring to one or two answ!fr;; givel) by bi)l;l tO the questio11s 

. put by. Mr. Phad{<e .;-
: ·· .. ~'{'did nqt 'ga't~er:the' 1rnpre8s.ion f(J?m,;the' talk' I. and. tli~ 'tomlinssioner: 

had with Messrs .. Desai and .. Khurs.ale mJhe Commissioner's office that the 
night' of the lith. was· critical froin; the point of view .of .the safety of thel 
dam .... Gimerally, ID.Y impre~sion was. that i( the help.: o( 200 military, 

. . engine~Cs (Jawans), WaS giv~n,.fo~ th,e. niW1t, .the situa~01luWOUJd be; Safe, f 

. _, and .s, ilice 'the,. help W\(S, ~ven,::~~'' felt ,that ,evecy,thfug ,,-..y9uJd,,IJer all.
right. ',: . . . - .. 

•• . ·. ·~·;'•'· • ·: ·,·~~ J,---•· ,(~ ·.:[-; :J>'FL'':!IC r1, ':· 1_1· ~··· ,_,I."Jolli ~-(~:;1-·· '· '"·.~ 
The ~omplacenc)r in!Iicate~ m . the a~ove rep!¥ IS staggen_ng and mde~d 

·pathetic. T':wiW'be refernhg 'hereafter to: certam• answers gtven by Mohite 
which, in effect; boil down td the follo~ing position :'- ' ' .. 

1f the army help ·is giverl and ihe bag-stilcking· operations ·are continued 
·for the night of the II th~ there would be no· danger of the breach of the dam 

. and if the night passed of(without liJ!-l': untoward incident, then the danger 
would be averted. · 

That means that there was neighter any danger to the dam duriDg the night· 
· nor any danger would remain a~ter ,the .dawn of the next day and the. dan~er 
· would arise olilf if military assistance was not rendered. One can JIDagm~ 
·what _precautions could have been taken by the civil authorities, who he!~ 
· this view. , We are told, that, :notwithstanding the conviction .of the civil 
authorities to the· above effect; they proceeded to take precautions on such 

· a large. scale thaf they would be sufficie~t not only in. C?Se of the br~ach pf 
the Panshet dam·15ut also of the breach of the·Khadakwasla dam, which, on 

· their owrl. showing, was never in ~eir contemplation. This, aspect .of the' 
matter will be ·discussed fully at a later stage. In the meantime. I wiJ.I iefer 
. to Mohite~s- evidence· on the>· same point. 
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· · b th c mmission's counsel Mohite· summarised 
, In a~swer 'to ·quesnonsd· yfi· 0~ th~ account given t~ him by Prabhakar, 

. the . pmnts, . that ~me~ge r . , _ . _ . . . . . 
as follows (Ex. 5 6) • -. th 9th and lOth and some rains on the 

•! (1) There were heavy rams on . ~ _ . . _ . 

. . 11fzj Hea:,; ~a~e w~sh,-i.~. ~~ dashing against the upstream face of the 
dam as a result of strong breeze~- · . · · · _ . . . 

(3} There ;was sinldrig near or ' opposite .the tower. · . . . -
(4) Ba -stacking operation was going on for nearly 24 hours with a View 

to keep /te level of the sinking portion of the dam above the !eve~ of water. 
(5) Local labour was exhausted and, no m?~e labour. was a~ailable. · 
(6) Hence. the need of assist.aJ).ce from military engmeers. . . · : 

He admitted thaf he did not make_ any en9Ui~es either from Prabhakar or 
· from the engineers. about . , the . nature of. siclting· . He then proceeded to 

. sa:(: .. I did not. get the. hn:pressioli' that the proce~ of sinking was continuing 
· ·for 24 hours not did I ·get the impression that the sinking had started 24 

hqurs back. ' I igree, t!Iat sinking. must have started 24 .hours before and · 
, .. _that ba'g-stacking pperation mus~ _ha~e _·been u~dertaken _ ~ecause of !he 
· ·sinking. I ·would also agree that sinking was gomg on .durmg the penod 
·of 24 hours but l ca:tmPt say_ whether it was· continuously going on or 

I ·, whethe!,' it WaS 'spasmpc:Ik . -~:had asked ,Mr. Desai to. &iVe ~ perso!lal 
·' eritical appreciatio~ ofthe position of the dam ... In my opilllO!!, ~ questi?n 

'. · included the question all.out the pature of the process. of sinking and 1ts 
."':effl.lCt upon ~e d~~ ';', ,;._. . · "· , . 

At a later 'sta'ge,' Mciliite 'stated : · . . 
. "I agree that. the main ailment was that a portiori-ofthe dam had started 

· sinking. I never Ialew that Jhe'sinking wlis continuous. I can, however, 
agree that the sinking 'was co~tinuing:. l"tom the information given to. me 
by Mr. Desai, ·my impression was: that the dangei to the dam at Panshet 

· by sinking would be got over by continuous piling of bags filled with murum 
or)and on the sunken portion.' I also got the impression that the engineers 
themselves would have tackled the sitliation, if the l<>cal labour had not been 
exhausted. According to me, their main need was to make the· military 

... help availa~le to enable fu,em to continu,e t)Ie bag-stacking lllliuterruptedly." 

i Questi~~s 'we~ ~ ask~d about the ilnpres~ion, which- Mohite gathered from 
, the account given to him by Prabhakar and he (Mohite) plainly admitted that 

·l he gathered the impression thit the breach of the Panshet dam was imminent 

1 This :mswer C?mpletely destroys the st~e. which has been sought to ~ 
labonously .bud~ up by Prabhakar by 9.wb)>ling over the words and by trying 

· to equate unnunence of breach to likelihood and possibility of breach 
Mohite was ?-o~ly questioned by .the Co~ssi?n with reference to the wording 
of Ex. 94,_ VIZ., smking was. due to heavy rams m that area, and Mohite stated 
that he did not reme_mber v.:hether P~bl!-akar. used those words.. He added 
that he ga_thered the Impression that siJiki.ng was due to heavy rains from the 

, acc~unt given by Prab~_,abo'!-t the rainfall o!l the 9th, 10th and lith. and 
persistenc:e of str?ng wmd .and Wgh waves. He was then: asked to state as to 
why he did not ~s~uss the ques.tion !~Jld ask for' elucidation from the engineers 
as to w~ether Sinkinfi could be attnbuted to 'heav}r .rains and Mohlte' epl 
wa& ~;'PIC:U of the _attl~de he was 114opfu,tg. _ t'f~hite. sayl,; ' , · . 

8 
r . Y 

. ~ did not thjnk _It n«;cessary to enquire from the.'engineers as to whether 
}:mkinthg co~li~ be !fue. to he'lvy rains. My job :was purely to get a~sistance 
rom e IDI tary engineers. ~blu!.k!lr ~;ould: also. have ~ured the milit~.ry , 
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assistance. When the· engineersc came . t~- me for -military . assistance 
alo~g with Prabhakar, I felt that my main concern was to secure military 
assistance. " 

Then he was asked to say whether he tried to understand the nature of sinking 
and its possi.ble e!Iects. upon the ~ to which. he replied that, he did try to 

. unders~~d It by ·B:Skin~ a. question, to Desai about his (Desai's) oritical 
appreciation of the situation at the Panshet dam. It was pointed out to Mohite 

. that the question asked by him related. -to the extent of floods and not to the 
nature of t~e sinking proce~s and _its J!OSsi.ble _effects. Mohite replied that he 
asked Desai 11 general question which, m his VIew, covered 1111 things about the 
situation at the da!I4 .It would be seen from the admissions which Mohite 
had. to lllll:ke under- the 1mpact of cross-examination _that· he did gather 
the wpression that the breach of· the Panshet dam was Inlnlinent from the . 
account given to him by Prabbakar. · At the same time, it is clear that Mohite 

·did not try to apply his mind with a view to understanding the real nature of 
the ailment of the Panshet dam. He has tried to dodge the issue by saying 
that his main concern was to secure military assistance and that he was not 
concerned with the real appreciation of the situation of the Panshet dam. At l 
this stage, it may_ be pointed out that neither Prabhakar npr Mohite -thought 

1 
it fit to pay a visit to th' Panshet d1m at any time on the 11th July 1961. It· 
is necessary to remember, in. this context, that Brig. Bed~ \\hose responsibility 
was to supply army. personnel, thought it necessa.ey. to pay a personal visit 
to the Panshet dam and to· see things for himself. Brig. Bedi has given two 
reasons: as to why he thought· of going to the Panshet d'lm. One was 
that he wanted to know the locality. in :which his inen were to operate and the 
second was th'lt he wanted to see the situation at Panshet dam for himself. -
It may be mentioned that during the floods of 1958, Chaturvedi, the then D.S.p., 

. paid a visit to Kh~d1kwasla d[lni"to see the situation for himself. It is note
. worthy that the Police Sub-lnspector,' Haveli and Sir Panch, Nanded, thought 

it fit to pay_ visit-to Panshet dim, on the morning of the lith, after hearing 
· from Home Inspector Joshi that' the dam .was in dmger. It is interesting to 
' see the effect that· w'as prcduced on Bedi's tnind by reason of his personal 
~ reconnaissance of the dam. He says that the iliformation received from Mohite, 
·viz., that the breach was imminent,:. was confirmed as .a result 9f his 

on-the-spot inspection; He also -came•to .the conclusion th!lt the situation was 
grave. He says (Ex. 93) : · '· · ._ , 

. "I tried to impress upon the mind of Col. Braganza, when he came to the 
dam site in the evening of the 11th, that a grave situation would develop 
in case the Panshet dam breached. My attention is invited to the sentence 
in my written statement to the ~o!IoWing eff~ct (Ex. 9~-A) :- '. · . _ 

' I also impressed· upon him the possible tgraVIty of the situation and 
· · · ·ordered him notto spare any efforts in ensuring the reinforcement required.' 
The words •. gravity of the situation ' have reference to the possible breach 
of the d tm ......••. I d:d apptelierd d1nger to the d1m. I was already 
informed by Mohite about the iJ!Imine~ce of the bre!lch of the ~1~. My 
personal visit confirmed the apprehensiOn expressed m Mr. Mohite s letter 
(Ex. 94). I cannot say how grave the danger to the dam w~! ~yself being 
a ·layman. .The very fact that. the help of the army was reqUISitioned shows 
ihat the situation at the df£m was desperate. " _ -

-After · referring to the infcirmatlori 'given to hiiil by Mone; the then Collector 
of Poona:· that the Khadakwltsla dam might give in as a result of heavy floods 
in the m~nth of July 1958, Bedi stated : · · · · . . . . 

"At that time (1958), there "'!IS. no Panshet da!fi, and It was clear to me 
that the gravity of the danger, m case of the failure of the PlUlShet dam, 

··'to the safety: of the Khadakwasla dam was greater now." · ' · 
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'l am 'sur~ that if Mohlte ·or Prabhaka_r or both had cared t? pay· a visi~ to· !he 
·dam site they would also have been 1m pressed by the graVlty of the Situation 

ilin'g there Questions were asked to both Prabhakar and Mohite .as preva . . hink. . rth hil t . "t t ·to why either or both of tliem did not t It wo w e o pay a VlSI o 
the Panshet dam on the lith July, Prabhakar stated (E~ 421) : , 

... l did not visit the panshet dam on tlie 11th, after receiving ~he news 
that a portion of the dam was sinking, because I am not a .~echnical man 

' and I felt that my--presence was more necessary at Poona. · 
1

The ex:U~e that Prabhakar w~ not~ ~echmC!'-lman do;s not ~t~nd to reason, 
because Brig. Bedi himself was not a techmcal man an~ he has ~tated that 

·he is a layman. The second reason given by Prabhakar; VIZ., that his tn:esence 
was more necessary at Pooila, · also does not stand, because, admittedly, 

· Prabbakar did not 'Dlove his little finger during the period between the first 
·visit of the engineers at his residence and the meeting in the Divisional 
CommiSsioner's office ili..the evening. · 

, , ~ 1 • :1 , , . , . • • . · • , •; · r • • • • :. • ' •. , 

I,et us now se¢ v,rhat Mohite has to ~a yon this pomt. Jn answer to questlo!J.s 
·by Mr. Phadke, Mohite stated (Ex, 516): .. 

. ·'' I: came to know ·wit hiD a week after the · disastec that Brig. · Bedi had 
paid a visit tb the dam .1on the evening ,of the lith,. I did not think 
it necessary. to visit the dam on the 11th. : 1 did not ask the Collector to 
visit the dam and see the situation for himself. · I· do not· remember if any 

. suggestion was mooted, after my talk with Prabhakar and the engineers, 
that some< responsible civil officers should pay, a visit to. the dam and see the 
situatioi:tforihimself.". · I:·••·· . · ;': · , ., ·• •I r .. · · b , . 

• ,. ~ • • • , · 1 r 1, , i ~ . ···: • · . ; , . ;~ ,· · · 1 ·i , .' 1• · . ' i · , · · ; . · . t, , : _ ·f __ ,- r , , : ,. "' · 

i Now,,if Brig ... Bedi,, who.~oyas, not concerned· in .deyisipg. any precautionary 
Jmeasures,-though~it necessary-to pay~ visit to the dam; I cannot understand · 
I why Mohite should. think it, unnecessary to vi~it the .dam. 1 . .As pointed, out 
above( those .. who . paid !visit to thC< , dam hli.d. learnt a good deal about 
the Situation .prevailing there, • Col. Braganza, in .his written statement 
(Ex. ?.94),.has. suppo~ed Brig, Beqi liy saying :, : . · ;. . , .. ,. . · . 

, He. (Bng. B~di)' ~~;gain stressed the gravity of the situation on .me. and 
· I prolll!sed to• g~ve ·him·a',.report .. after my personal .reconnaissance on.the 

same mght." : , · . . . . . . , : . · 

. in iliii sa~~. w~y, 'in his ~vid~ri~e 1 
(Ex. 2~3> ·ill answer to \uestions by 

the Co~ss10n s counsel, Braganza says : · ·'' · " 
• " (But) Brig. Bedi h.ad, expressed his opinio~, vii., that the situation was 

· . grave. I myself thought that the situation was: grave." , · 

· · One Manohar Dattatraya. ~Uli, Photographer ~f the Purnima Photo Studio, 
. Deccan. Gymkhana,. had ~!Sited the .dam along with Gokhale reporter of 
~e ~dian Exp!eS~· and hiS statetne!lt has been brought. on' record. It is at f' 10_18. Puh has . stated th!lt he to!d his friends, Thakur and Enalikar 
~poP;illY Sakal, w~o. asked_ him ,~bout the conditions seen by.Puli on the 

""I told_them that the dam'w~uld,not.Surviv~ and that there.~as dang~r." 
· There is another indication ·about the · · ; • . · · 

'tng{~i~~~ri~e pt~~~~:: !c;;~~;: ~~:~~~~i~!~i~ie ~\p:h!h;~. 
• • 0 .0 • B~ganza, ~ommandant of the Bomba E ·' · .e e ep ~me 
·, m b~ :~tten s!~tement (Ex, 294), says : y . ng~neer Group. Braganza, 

r~g. Bedi ffilp.ressed me with the urgency and. the gravity of the work." 
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.At paragraph- (5),' while referring to thd talk, which he Juid with Bed( after 
the latter had mad~ personal reconnaissance, Braganza says : . · ' : 

" ~e ~edi) again stressed the g~avity of the situation on me and I promised 
to give him a report after lllY.P!frs~nal reconnaissance the same•night." · 

~s clearly shows th~t -B~g,- Bedi ;ererred. to _the gravity of the situa: 
tlon.ofthe Panshet d~ m hi~.telepho~c talk With Braganza and this impression 
was formed by Bedi on heanng Mohite's talk on the phone. · · .. 

I will now tum to Mohite's appreciation ofthe situation ·at Panshet and his 
explanation ab~ut the use of the words. "imminent breach " in Ex. 94. In , 
ans":7r to questions by; the Commission's counsel, Mohite stated (Ex. 516). :' 

From my talk With Prabhakar which I had in the presence of Desai and 
Khursale, I gathered· ·.the impression that the breach· of the Panshet dam 
was imminent. · Still, I maintain that the situation at Panshet was not serious. 
~y-~ imm~ent ';I. mean thre~tening or impending. The breach was impend" 
mg. · I l!llght haye told Bedi on the phone that the breach of the Panshet 
dam was imminent.'~ · · ·' · 

. A little later, the Conuriissiori asked the' following· question· to Mohite :--' 
'·' Q. · Do. you no.t ,thirik th11t, as an highly placed officer, it was your duty 

; (o have a ·.com~ct .llppraisal of the situation at Panshet, so that 
: you pOilld ~~vise W?Per ways and ttle~ to s~op the danger ? " • 

'· Mohite's answer. wasr: · ,, ; . , . . . . . . .. -: ,, .. , . 
''A. The material giveq t().-me _by Pral?hakar · W!\S sufficient: to approach 
' · . t}).e military ,for_a~sistaqce,:' . . . ... . .. . . • 

In .answerAoJ further questions, he stated that, to. secure , the- militarY 
assistance was his· main concern;, He admitted that Prabhakar could also have 
secured military-assistance.c -In answer-to questions by Mr. Phadke, Mohite. 
stated-:· .· . -!;:: ., ;•,!· 1 1-.. • , • · •• ·• 

· . " I· gailiered from· the information given to me by the Collector, who had 
come to my office at about JcfS p.m.· ·along with the two engineers; that there 
·was. sinking in a portion·of the'dam and that the danger to the dam had 
arisen because of sinking apd·other factors, sllch'as·heavy rain, breeze, etC: 
I gat)lered the iinpression from my talk with the engineers tl!anhey hoped to 
'save'the dam if militai:y assistance was made available to thein.- ..•.. ; .. 

• ; '). ~ • ' j . J ' ; • ' • : • l ,.., . :' . • . ' f. ' • : 
~······~.-.~.·~~r·..,··.:.···.'~····j·:~.··.·~. . .. ·. . . . '. i 
· .I say that the possibility: of the breach of . tlle Panshet dam was remote 

in. view .ofthe fact that the military assistance was made available and .the· 
opinion expressed by !vf~. Desai: · . . .. · . · · 
· . Mr. D~siri said th11t he ·hoped to maintain the level of the dam abovr;: 
the_ level of the water with the assistance. of the military engineers made 
·available, because that would enable them to continue the work of s~ck~g 
bags uninterruptedly. We took ilie _hope exp!essed by Mr. Desru at Its 
face value, but proceeded to take precautionary measures on . the · 

· assumption that the dam might breach. · . . 
· By imminent. breach; I do not mean iliat th_e breach nnght occur at any 
time. I do riot accept the interpretation of the word ' imminent' suggested · 
to n:e, viz.~ thaf the preach is . near hand; ~· , , 

At little la;ter, he s~ted : • . . .·. . · , · · . . · · · · . . 
, . ·'.':The; words ~.imminent -breach ';whi~h I have used m the letter at Ex. 94 

indicate my Jlllderstanding of the Situation at .Panshet as gathered frpm 
the account giveri to me _by the Collector. I did not gather that the b~ld· 

: ing up of height of.ilie sinki.ng portion of ilie embankment ~as a race agamst 
time."· · · -~ · · ,, · 

•:.J .••. ,, 
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Mohite ~s told that sinking was golng OJ1.and the work of bag-stackfn~ was
1 

· · .- tw ty .. "our hours He was also told that .as a result of these gomg·on .or en .,, · · · d d h th 
ba -stacking operations, an artificial freecboard- was mamtaine . a!l t at. e 
1 g 1 f t was only three feet below .. the ·level of. the .artifictally ra1~d 

. ev~ ~:n~ In'View of this information, it. was clearly the duty of Mohite, ilie ~ost experienced administrative (Jfficer m Poona, to try to .underst~nd 
th · gnificance of these developments. He could not take a wooden VJew ot :e.matter. He ought'to' have applied his mind to the 9ues~on and if he 
had don:e so, he would certainly ·have understood that the Sltuapon was grave 
and that there was no guarantee that the dam would ~e saved merely b~ con
tinuing the bag-stacking operations. Although Mohite says that he did not 
lhink that the situation was .grave, he di~ tell B.edi that the b!eac~ of the 
dam was imminent and.Bedi gathered the IDlpresston that ~e s~tuation was 
.grave. Mohite also used the expression ''i~ent breach '. m his letter (E~. 
94) written to Bedi on 11th July 1961. Mohit7, therefore,. has ~a~e. a fr!intic 
attempt to get out of.the difficulty created for him by the expresston unmment 
breach'. At one stage, Mohite. admittc:d that by 'imminent', ~e m~ant 
threatening or impendiJ:!g~ H~ also admttted .th!it the breach was Impending. 
Hs; further admitted that ~e ffi:!ght have ~old Bedi on ~be phon~ that the breac~ 
of the Panshet dam was tmmment. · He, however, tried to wnggle out of this 
position by saying that be did not mean by ' imminent breach ' that the breach 
might occur at any time,' nor was he prepared to accept the' interpretation of 
the word • imminent ' suggested t~ him, viz., that the breach was near at hand. 
Havirig·aceepted thatthe word ·• imminent' meant threatening or impending, 
Mohite should have admitted unhesitatingly the suggestion made to him, 
viz., ·that the .breach was near at hand; Referring to .the. Concise Oxford 
Dictionary, we find the following meaning given to the word ' imminent ' 
viz;, impending, soon to happen. The words used. by .Mohite clearly indicate 
that the breach was impending or was an event soon to happen. No amount 
of verbal jugglery could :extricate Mohite from, ~e position that, according 
to the estimate formed by hi,m at. that time, the breach was impending and would 
occur at any mome11t. No.r .iS'.:there .any .substance in Mohite's con
tention that rendering of military assistance would tum the comer. Military 
·assistance was just for continuation of the work that was being .done by the 
local labour ~QI twenty-f~ur hour~. The.:qumber that was, engaged at.Panshet 
before securmg the mtlitary ass1stance was also · about two hundred. If 
two hundr~d labourers, afte~ having \forked. fo~ a very long time, had not 
succeede~ m stopping the. sub~ideD.<:C, there wa8 no guarantee that the mili
tary engmeers won!d succeed m domg so. Of course, the disaster 'might be 
averted for some time and actually it was· postponed by about twelve hours 
on account of the efforts· made by the military persoD.nel; · 

I will now briefly refer to the ~ call t<;> Manerikar. by Desai and the talk 
that t?ok.J>lace between M.anenkar and Desai in the. first instance and 
¥al!-enkar and Prab~akar .. ~n the seco~d. This incident has not inuch 
Sigmfi.cance, because tt .has tn no. w~y mfiuenced the subsequent course of 
~ve?ts. At the same time, . ~ons1dera~!e·· emphasis .is being laid upon this 
JDCJdent, on behalf ,of the. CIVil authonties, With a view to show that Desai 
never felt that the situation was. serlous as woUld be clear from what he 
co~veyed to Manet:ikar: ~erefore, it is -necessary to discuss the- same in 
bne~. P~bhak~li· tn his wnt!en .stat~ent (Ex. 422)' has stated: · ,[ ~.\ 

Sb.r! pes3.1 spoke to Shri Manenkar on the phone and a rised hlm of 
the. pos1tion at Panshet dam and the arrangements made to p~ · d · ·litary. 
asSistance there. · After Shri Desai spo'ke to· Shri Manerik ej tnt .· 
~hri Manerikar·and requested him·to·have·the General Offi~ Cspoke. !1 
mg, Maharashtra and Gujarat area, Bombay, personally approached~~~h 
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- .•. th7. SeCretary to the'. Governme'!-t, Home Depafunenf, Bombay, so thadhe 
.. - lllllitarY ass1stan~e a1ready obtamed lo~ally from the Sub-Area Commander 
• could be formalised. Mter I had finished my talk with Shi:i Manerikar 

_ · Sh!j pesf!i again talked to ~hri Mane:rikar,r who told him that he would bJ 
. ·arnvmg m Poona that evemng by1he•Deccan Queen,~· . . 

It is _noteworthy that Prabhakar ~oes not refer_· -to the substance . nor· the • 
detai~s of ~e talk bet\yeen Desai an~ . Manenkar. He merely says thai 
De.sai appnsed Manenkar of •the pos1tion at Panshet dam .. Mohite, in his 
wntten stat~ment (Ex. 517), at paragraph (5) has also used s1milar language. 
When ~o~t~ was a~ked ~ _que~tion b:,: th7 Commission t!> say as to whether 
Manenkar s Jm~endmg VISit did not m_dica~ tha~ t!Je S!tuation. a,~ Panshet 
was grave, Mohite repelled that .suggestion. Desai, m his written statemenl 
(Ex. 773) stated : . _ , . . . . . _, . _ . ,_ . _ . 

: "• The Additional Chief Engineer was contacted by me on trunk from the 
Commissioner's office only and informed of the situation. at Palishet and 
the steps taken by us to meet the same. " 

It will· thus be seen that the statements of all these three officers are in identical 
terms. The .. statement, which is of a general character,. obviously implies 
.that all the necessary information relating to the situation at Panshet was 
conveyed by Desai to Manerikar. In answer to questions by Mr. Phadke, 
Desai stated(Ex. 772): - . · . :- . . · 
· "I told Manerikar (on phone) a.ll that I had personally seen at the dam 

site and apprised him of the 'developments. ·I also gave :him a gist of the 
talk that we haO. with the Collector and -the Commissioner. I .did 
tell Manerikar that the earthen top of the etnbankment was already under 
water and the free-board of four feet was built up by the sand bags.". . . 

N~thing could have more vividly brought hom~ to Manerikar, and to 
Prabhakar and Mohite, who were also listening to the talk, the gravity of the 
situation at Panshet. Manerikar fully supports Desai's version on the point, 
At paragraph (12) of his written statement (Ex. 664), Manerikar says : 

"At about 14.00 hrs. on the 11th Juiy 1961, Shri Desai, S.E.; D.I.C.(II); 
phoned to me at Bombay saying that the top of the daiU above the conduit 

~portion had sunk leaving a free-board of a foot or two and that the work 
of restoration by means of murum-filled bags was bei~g done by all the 

• available men. at the site. He also . mentioned of· some . percolation 
of water from above the extrados of the conduit arch, over which a rock-
toe had been provided. .. : . ........ :'} ..... : .: : ... ' .... : ... ..... ; he' 
bad contacted the Collector of'Poona,"and 'the,Commissioner, Poona 
Division and acquainted them with the 'abnormal 'Situation and requested 
that the help of the army (sappers) should be arranged for at once to continue 

_ the job vigorously." · · · ' · · 
It is si~cant that Desai specifically told Manerikar, in the ·presence ofMohite 
and Prabhakar· that he bad acquainted them, (Prabhakar and Mohite) with 
the abnormal situation. There is no contradiction to this part of Manerikar's 
. statement either by Mohite or. by Prabhakar. In answer to questions by 
the Commission's counsel, Manerikar stated (Ex. 663) : , · 

" Desai· had toid me that the difference in the level of water and the top 
of the dam was about a foot or two and that empty cement bags were being 
stacked to make the deficiency good. At that time, it did strike me that 
the situation at Panshet was alarming. · I had also a talk with Prabhakar 
on the phone. This took place ~ediately after pesai's ta;lk with ~e. 

_ ]. did not convey to him my appreciation of the Situation, -nor did I tell_ him 
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. . d' to me from the ~porcreceiv~d; ~~ situatio~ at,.Panshet 

~-~J·:r:n:.gPrap~kar: also ,did not.tell, m~,,~t, thc.sit~tlon was 
'dangerous~:·. .·.· '.,' · · ,· 'i·" '''· · ~ ·· •·· ··· '·: • 

Whell uesti~ned as to whether he did not col!si~er. to be his ~uty! as a Senior 
En 'ne~r to convey'to Prabhakar his apprec1at1on •of the Situal!on and te!l W: clea;ly that the situation at. Panshet was dangerous. or a,l~rmmg, M~enr 
kar's reply was : . . , · ... " · . I . • ' . : · • • •• ·. · · 
· ·· 'l 1 did not think it necessar:y to· co~vey' my own ImpresSions, because 

1 knew that the two S. Es. had met him personally and l presumed· ~! 
. they had conveyed all that was· necessary to be conYe~ed to the Colle .. cto~. 
Manerlkaf explained that. the phenom~o~ ~f perco!ation ~ppel).red to him 
to· be alarming; ·because he connected It :With;· what IS techrucally known. as, 
piping. It was not neeessary fo~ Manenka~ to reply upon the presumptiOn, 
because· Desai ·himself: told· him (Manenk~r) :to the face of the !WO 
civil ;authorities, that he acquainted .theDI.·With ·the .abnormal character; of 
the situation. · •·' · • · '1 ··. ' · 

' Manerikar wrote· a letter to· the Home Secretary for finalising the army 
help in pursuance of Ptabhak;!r's suggestion to him, and that letter is at Ex. 721 
and is dated lith July 1961. .It .runs thus: · . 1 ·•• • · J . · 

: •"·This is to corifirm my request made to you ort'telephone this afternoon 
to request the Bombay. Area to lend the necessary assistance on requisition 
from.the Poona Sub-area in the matter of emergency work at Panshet dam 
which is in danger due to settlement. I understand from the Superintending 

'Engineer, Deccan Irrigation Circle No. II, and the Collector of Poona, that 
. ·the assistance of the Poona Sub-area has already been requested. " · . 

·This conte~p,oraneo~ d:ocument fully supports the 'contentiori put forward 
{)h behalf of the Irrigation Officers, viz., that· the engineers had acquainted 
•Prabhakar and Mohite about the seriousness and gravity 'of the situation and 
the fac.t that the dam was iri imminent danger of breach. In the face of this 

. overwhelming evidence, it is idle to harp upon small points, viz., that percolation 
was not. reported to. Manerikar earlier and that on hearin_gabout ,subsidence, 
"Manerikan did not feel that, the. situation was alarming, .because. 'subsidence 
might b~ ·due to differential settlement .. f have discussed these questions at 
some length in ~e earlier pa~agraphs and It is n?t necessary to rep~at that has 
been stated earlier. Suffi. ce. It to,s.ay that .Desru's talk .. · . oil the.~. runk t. elephone. 
with Manerikar il!, the presence of Mohite and . Pra'bhakar'. and the ·letter · 
(Ex. 721) written by ~anerikar. to the Home Sei:retary corroborate the story 
put f9rwar~ ·by Desru and,Khursale .about the. talk they had with the Collector 
m the !first mstance- and .the .talk between .the. Collector and the Coinm.issioner 
at a later stage. . · .. · · · · · · ~ ' ... · · · · · 
'' ' - ' ' . ' • '. ' ;.• t , • _\ r:, , _ I' , : ' J I • 

1 will now dea! with a point, which has .been· rliis~d by Mohite and supported 
,~Y Prab~~ar, VIZ., !:hat after the t~ t? Ml!D.erikar was booked and befot.e 
It matena~s:d, Mohite asked Desru to giVe. his personal . critical appreciation 
of the positi~n at. Panshetdam, as, accordmg to Mohite; this was necessary 
to asses~ the .situation and make necessary arrangements to meet any emergency, 
should ~t ar~e. Let me quote Mohite himself on this point. At paragraph 
(4) of his wntten statement (Ex. 517), Mohite has stated:: · · ' . 

' ' " Shri D~ai replied that they had been· already-'Wbrking at' the Panshet 
dam to rruse the level of the sinking portion of the dam and that 
tl:i~y hoped to s~ve .. the ' dam with the help of the 200 
milit_ary. personnel, bc:~g sent there; because it would enable them to 
continue th~ work of rrusmg the level uninterruptedly; Shri Desai further 
stated that if they were able to keep the level of ~e sinldng portion above 
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11ie waterJ~el throughoutthe-night of the.llthAvhic:h they hopecl toda;· 
the • dam cwould be: csaved, :} explained to Shri; Desai. that ;even, J' 
they hoped to save the dam, ·1~ woul~ be necessary. to make arrangements 
to meet any emergency ·.that.nnght ar1se and, .therefore, I asked Shri Desai 
what would happen if Panshet dam brea_ ch_ ed.. · Shri. · Desaiseplied .that if 
.Pansh~t da~ breachedr there would ,he heavy .floods .. I .fUrther inquired' 
of Shn Desa~·as to. what he meant by,.heavy .floods] and Shri·Desairepiied 

. that it was difficult to ~ay:,. ·hut the floods would• be greater than the 1958 
•.floods .•. '! then asked~ to what extent the floods would be heavier than 
th~ !958 floods, but Shri De~ai expressed his ,inability to. indica,te, more 
specifically, the.·extent of the .likely: floods •. I:asked Shri Desai how much. 
time it would' take for the floods to rea.ch Poona from Panshet in the ·event 
of a breach taking place and Shri.Desai replied that it: would take about two 
to two-and-half hour~; i I .then asked. Shri Desai as to. what would happen 

. to Khadakwasla dam 1f the Panshet dam breached" Shri Khursale explained 
that when an earthen dam was overtopped there .was likelihood of it being 
breached, but a masonry dam,.lik~:,,Khadakwasla dam, ceven .if overtopped, 
would not normally be breached. '' : · . • . . . , . . . . . . . . . . 

The following points e_rilerg~ on an analysis~oftlie case put forward by Mohite 
at paragraph (4) of his wntten statement (Ex~'517) ~· · . •. '' "· · ·· · · 
. . (1) Th~ Panshet'd8.n:i, \voUid be saved ifthe'h,elp of200 niiiitarypersonnel 

was·supplied at Panshet; 'because with theit'"help, 'they'(engineers) ·hoped' 
to keep the level of the sinking portion above the water level throughout 
thenightofthellthJuly; · · ·. ·.·· •· : .. ~ ·:: 1 '·•'' '' · • · 1 

(2) It was Mohite; who' raistid' the question· as to· what might happen; if 
the Panshet dam breached, because he felt that it wotild 'be necessary to 
make arrangements to.!heet any emergency that might arise. ·. ·. · 
· (3)Desai, in the first place, replied that if fhe Panshet dam breached, there 
would be heavy floods: · · ·. . . ·· · · : . · · · ·, · · · · 

· '· (4) Mohite asked Desai what he meant by'heavy·floo<js. . . . . 
_ (5) Desai replied that it was difficult to answer the question, bnt, the jloods' 
• would be greatei:ihan the floods of 1958. . . , . 

(6) Mohite then asked him to what extent the floods would be heavier 
than the fl~ods of1958 •. : _. · , ..... '·' -:·. , . ,. , . • . , · , .. : . 

. (7) De~a1 exp,essed _his mab11ity to. m<Ucat!i more spe"iJi~Y the extent 
ofthelike]yfloods. ,._ ..... , ... , .. · • "·· . · 

., , .(8) In aris'\yer to ,a further questions put~y Mohite~D.esm.repiJed that'the 

. f19ods would. take about two ,to. two-and,p.a!f J:to~ ~o rel!<;h P.9ona from· 
Panshet .. ·· , · ... · · . . . . . . .· .. .. . 

(9) On Mohite's asking Desai ,as to what would happen t? the Khadak~ 
wasla dam in ease the Panshet dam breached, Khutsale explamed that when 
an earthem dam was overtopped, there was ·likelihood of its breaching, but 
the Khadakwasla dam, ·which was· a masonry dam:, ·woula' not normally 
breach even if it was overtopped.· · · · · ·. ' ' 
It would thus be seen 'that Mohite wanted tQ devise precautionary measures 

although he was assured that the dam was safe and that in any case Desai was 
hopeful of keeping the level of sinking_ portion above the water !~vel tl}rough 
the night of the J1 th July with the assistance of two hundre~ milit.ary Jawans 

,and if he succeeded in doin~ tha~, the dam was safe. If this version 1s t~e, 
then there was no forewarnmg at all. Where was th~n the need ofproceedmg 
to forearm 1 Why should Mohite think of devisin~ measures to meet a~ emer; 
gency, which was not only remote but was most unlikely to happen, partl~ularly 

· because he knew that the army assistance was secured and two hundred Jawans 
Were to proceed to Panshet ? . Jn these _circumstances, it is difficult to under· 
stand why Mohite proceeded on the footing .. that the Pa!Jsh~t dam would breach. 
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ma he not lcriow thai by d,evisin~rl!.eas~ en~ 'tli\) basiS::o~·a.wrong' assu~ption, 
li ld nly succeed •in creating pamc wbtchf ascadnnmstrators are.·always 
r:n~00r sa~g, shonld' ~e avoide_d ?· -The ,matter does -not rest there .. 1 When 
Mohite asked a: question to Desat about the consequences of the breach of the 
:Piuishet 'dam:;D_esai merely ga':e a reply that there .. woul4 b'e h~vy floods, a!J.d 
it-· was only after a second questton was put by Mohite tluit Desat .came out w1th 
the l-eply that' the floods wonld be greater•than the fl~ods ofl958, ·. ~o a f~er 
question by Mohite as td ~ow much greater, Des~ ~xpres~ed h1s l!labtlity to 
fudica:te the extent of the likely floods.- -The questions, which M()hite says he 
asked to Desai, clearly in~icate that_ Mohite knew about the extent of the floods 
of 1958; Without knowmg the e~tent of 1958 floods; he would ·never have 
raised the questjon, how much !ll'eater ~e floods of 196l: would be than- the 
floods of 1958. 'Further, Mohite'S' a~etyto know about the_. f~te -of.the 
Khadakwas1a dani ·in case of the breach •of the Panshet .damps equally 
significant. This questionhclearty·! indicates · ~at·. Mohi~e was a\vate that 
Khadakwasla dam was a weak datn. Othei'Wlse, there IS no Teason as ·to 
why he shonld have.ask~~ that question._ Unless a l~yman ~s some bac~
ground about the condition of the Khadakwasla dam, which was· a sohd 
masonrydatn (from the point of view_ of a!aymatt),_ he would not raise the 
question ·about the future; of that datn •.. The; mere fact that large quantity of 
water would be released,. as a result of_the breach of an earthen .dam, would 
not. endanger the safety of a -lllliSonry datn, so, fat as a layman is concerned._ 

. I wiii trY to apply the normal judid~ 'taste fo~ apprei:Iatfug the correctness 
of this-version presently. In the meatttime, I may obs~rve that it is noteworthy 
that the question about the possible consequences of the breach of the Panshet . 
dam was raised by Mohite, the highest administratj.ve officer in .Poona. _That 
shows that the administrative officer is conscious of. his_ own- responsibilities 
in trying to make some assessment of the 'floods so as to enable him to devise 
appropriate measures. If Prabhakar tried to do it in the morning of the 11th, 
when_ he was told by the engineers that the Pattshet dam was in danger, that 
must be viewed as a very proper attd necessary step to be taken by the admini-
strativ~ headof the district. . . 1 , . _. · , - . _ 

- pe~.ai attd Khm:sa~e do !JOt refer to any .such talk having been raised by the 
DIVISIOnal Comnuss1one~ m the course of their afternoon meeting with him. 
That .means that, according to them, no such talk took place. According to 
Desat attd If-b~sale, some talk took place between them on one side and the' 
Coll~or on ~e other ~bou~ the extent ~f.t~e floods, etd.;:when they met him 
!It hts office pnor to therr gomg to the DIV1s10nal Commissioner's office. -This 
IS what Khursale says at paragraph 7(d) of his written statement (Ex. 473) : 

" The Collector 7nquired its to what would happe~ if the Pattshet datn 
-. breached. I told~ that by s~eer luck, if the b~each is restricted to the out· 
. let where the dam ts now smking and where there is a ,deep rocky cut; the 

flood woul~ be of the order o~ 1958. But, if the breacli spreads out, which 
• was more likely, tt would be disastrous beyond imagination. The Collector 

also asked whether the Khadakwasla dam was strong enough I told him 
that th~ Khada~wasla da!ll is known to be weak, that there wa~ a fear of its 
~each m 1958 Itself and It would certa~uly breach, if Panshet were to breach. 

e then proceeded to meet the Commtssioner to fix up the army help." 

i~d~~kt~~~ ~~::,~sj~t lffeth~o:::hion's co~se1, Khursale stated that he 
the order of 1958 but if the breach w~ r~Tcted, the floods would be of 
much bigger than fue floods of 195 sprea WI_ er, then the floods would b~ 
-to Khursale challenging the truth \· t: questifonhisappe_ars to have been asked 

0 - Part o eVIdence. : . , 
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Desai, in his written statement {Ex. 773) stated : . . 
. " .••.•..••.... · .•.• ; •...•.•...... otherwise the dam mar get overtopped 

and breach. The. Collector thereupon asked as to what ·would happen 
if the ~m breache.d ... ~~rsale replied that if the breach confines to the out
Jet portton where 1t IS smking, the floods may be of 1958 order. But; if the 
b~each spreads to longer lengths, which is more likely; it would be very 
dtsastrous. • · 

The Collector asked whether the old Khadakwasla dam was safe . 
Shri' ~ursale said that it was already known to be weak and p~ns for 

strengtherung the same were ·under consideration and it would breach ·if 
Panshet gives way." . · · . · .. · 

The <!nlY ~nswer that was elicited in his cross·examinati~n by· Mr. Phadke· 
on .. thts pomt was whether the Collector asked Desai about the rise of water 
level in the city of Poona on the breach of the Panshet dam and Desai said that 
he (C?llector) did not ask him about the water level but he only asked him 
-(Desat): about the extents of floods in the city of Poona and the Collector 
was told that the floods would be much .bigger than the floods .of 1958. The 
cross-examination of Desai by Mr. Ghaswala was confined to· askiDg the witness 
whether he has omitted anything of inlportance in his written statemen~ and the · 
witness stated that he has not done so. No questions were ~kedci:o Khursale 
by Mr. Ghaswala putting forward Mohite's version to hi)ll .. and. asking him 
wheth!)r any such talk took place, nor was that version··put. to· Desai. It was 
left to Mr. Phadke to elicit the following from .Desai {Ex. 772) ;- . 

. " The Divisional Commissioner also did not ask me about· the extent of 
•floods in 1958 .•• , ............. ; ..... I presumed that the ColleCtor and the. 
Divisional Commissioner ·must have information rearding the extent of 
1958 floods ..................... I knew that the flood water had reached 
one furlong on either side of the river during the floods. of 1958. We, there
fore, felt that it would be proper to assume that the flood. water would 
reach a limit of half a mile. on either side of the river as a result of the breach 
of the two dams.. We considered it to be a safe assumption to rely on. On . 
above the assumption, Lakdi. Bridge (Sambhaji Bridge) should be under 
water. The New Bridge (Nava Pool) should also be under water although 

.I do. not know the exact height of the New Bridge near Shanwarwada. 
The same thing applies to Sangom Bridge. The level of Sangam Bridge is 
'lower than ·of the Lloyd's Bridge." 
We have thus two rival theories on this point as well. According to Khuisale 

and Desai, the talk about the consequences of the-breach of the Panshet dam 
·took place in the Collectofs. office where. as apcording to the Collector and the 
Commissioner, that question was. mooted in the, Com~ssio!ter:s <!ffice at the 
instance of the Commissioner-himself. _There are 1certaJn,yery bafiling features 
about the version put forward on behalfof Mohite..,, 1 have ~y commented 
upon some of them and ·pointed out th;lt .th~re wa~ no. need, whatsoever, for 
Mohite to proceed to .consider precautionary,mea,sures when,the engin\)ershad 
told him that the dam would be safe in any case. J will now proceed to con· 

· -si:der the remaining. features.. As pointed, <>nt .abov;~. MoJiite:s' questions !lnd 
answers implied that he knew about the .1958 floods and that IS why 'he msed 
the question as to how much bigger the floods of 1961 would be than the ·1958 
floods. Surprisingly enough, Mohite has come fo~d with the theory.' ili;at 
he had no idea about the floods of 1958. To a question asked by the Coiii1l)ls-· 
sion;s counsel as to whether he had any idea about the floods of 1958, Mohite 
replied (Ex. 516) : · · '': 

·. " I did not. l was in: Poona in 1958. At that time, I was holding the post 
of the Director of Agriculture .. , •.........•... I had no idea of the nature 

. and extent of the floods of 1958. In order to understand what Desai had to 
H 478_2.:_6 
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t me by saying that thdioods would be greater than the fio9ds of 
~~81t ~as necessaiy first of all to understand the natur~ and extent of the 
fl Js. (1958 I did not ask Prabhakar whether he himself knew about 
;:na~re and.extent of the floods of 1958. I did not ask Prabhakarto. take 

· out, the file relating to. the floods of 1958, so that he >yould post himself 
·• ectly about the position of the floods and also explam to me the same. 
M~idea was to find out later on the nature and extent of the f!oo~s ?fl958." 

A little.later, he stated : , . · . . -; · 
. . •. "I did not ask Desai about. the nature and e11tent of the floods of 1958, nor 

Mr. Khursale .• I did not know the level ~t_the f!oo~s. water of 1958 ha~ 
reached nor the localities except that nverside localities were affected. 

; In order to understand the subsequent evidence on this point, it would be 
worth while .to quote the questions and amwers eXj::hanged between the Co~

. mission's counsel and Mohite (Ex. 516) -~ 
· · " Q. · Since you were ·the authority to take measures,. did you not think 

.' it necessary to have a correct idea about the nature a.nd extent of 
· the floods of 1958 ? 

A. ·I was going to get the clarification at a later stage. · 
Q. When you asked a question to Desai how much bigger would be the 

floods coming out in case of breach of the· Panshet;dam than the 
floods of 1958, does not this imply that you were. aware of the 
nature and extent of the floods of 1958 ? 

A; It does not imply that. On the other hand, I expected Desai to explain 
the nature and extent of floods. of 1958.in case he knew about it in 
answer to the question put to him how much bigger would be the 
floods. I did not tell Desai that I was unaware of the nature and 

·extent of the floods of 1958. I expected Desai or Khursale to explain 
to me everything of tlte floods of 1958 as a reply to my furtlter 
question, viz., ' how much bigg~ ' ? , 

· Q. When your expectation ·that Desai . would . explain. the nature and 
, extent of the floods of 1958 was not fulfilled and Desai did not 
. explain anything about the same, Was i.t not your duty yourself to 
ask him to offer· an elucidation about the extent and nature of the 
floods of 1958 ? • 

A. Since Desai did not himself offer any explanation about the floods of 
1958, .I felt that Desai himself might not know. about it:• 

· ~~ a~swer .to a' ·further question, Mohite stated.: • · · . · • · , , 
· My Idea was to gather infonnation about the floods of 1958 from other 
'.sources, and, therefore, it cannot be said that our conversation with Desai 
'.and Khursale'was_futile. -The talk gave me the important idea that the 
~oo~~ wonld be .bigger than the floods of 1958. Mr. Desai expressed his 
mability to explam to wh~t extent the floods ofll961 would be bigger than 
th~ floods of 1958. I did not ask Khursale anything about it." 

J'o another question, viZ., ·,- ' · · · -' ' . t · . • . , · • • . . . , 

: . .. " Does It not mean that :you were going to -adopt measures on the liasis 
of ~o unknown factors, VIZ., the extent of the floods of 1958 and the 

, poSSible floods of 1961 ? ". · .. . , · · - · 
Mohite replied ~ . , 

· · ... The extent of the floods. of 1958 could be d~termined and I say that 
. the extent an? nature of ~e floods of 1958 was explaitied to use by Darp." 
So far as the eVIdence relatingto the.assessment of the extent of the'floods 'is 
1:0nce~ed, I reserve my comment tp a later stage· of this report . ·At resent 
the pomL th~t . I am making is that, the -:stand takep, by Mohlte ispriddled 
'With contradictions. On the one hancl, he says 'that he himself had· no .idea 
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·about the nature and extent of the floods of.l958 and .that he did not ask 0esa 
or ~~ale about the same, a~d on the o~er, he seemed to have grapsed 
the SJgntticance of the answer_ gJv~n. by .Desru to him, viz., that the floods re

.leased by th~ breach of the Pa~shet dam· would. be g~eater than, the floods of 
1958, by aski~g a further que~tioD; how .much bigger.. On two other point$, 

. the account g~yen .by Mohite IS still more ':{Ulnerable, , The first is that, when 
he as~ed Desat as to what woul~ happen to the ;Khad;lkwasla dam, Khursaie 
explamed that a masonry dam like the Khadlikwasla dam, even· if overtopped, 
would not normally be breached, and the second is that an earthen dam was 
likely to breach when overtopped. It is impossible to believe that any-engineer 
would make the ~tatement that wh~n ·an earthen dam was overtopped there 

_is likelihood,·?f its .being breached .. It is a matter· Of elementary kno~1edge 
tha~ over~oppmg <?f. an earthen ·dam is necessary fatal.. In the Sru:ne way, ·every 

: eng~neer m Poona, at any rate;. knew that the Khadakwasla dam wa5 an old 
and weak dam •. Thatwas·atso the view held ·by the Irrigation. Department 
and on that bas1s attempts were made to str~ngthen that dam. · For strengthe
ning the Khadakwasla dam, a speclal division had· been established · known 
as Khadakwasla: Dam Stiel;lgthening·Division. ··1 will consider as to whether 
Mohite and Prabhakar W!'re awate {)f the weakn·ess ·of the Khadakwasla dam 
and were ·atso aware of the esta)jlishment 'of the K.hadakwasla Dam Streng-
thening Division. · For the time being, I am emphasising that every engineer 
attached to the Irrigation Department knew full-well that the Khadakwasla 
dam was -a· weak dam. ·Reliance·is placed on the _statements of Dr. K. L. 

. Rao to show that· :the Khadakwasla dam was· not weak. I will discuss this 
·.question and·also the question as· to what happened in 1958 and whether a 

fear was entertained at that time that the Khadakwasla dam would give way 
and,. if so, whether the civil authorities were aware of this. Whether the civii 
authorities were-·aware of these facts or not, it cannot be ·disputed that Desai 

·.and K,hursa.I.e·were, aware of these facts~· That being tlie case, it is most nn
'likely thatl<hursale\vould,teU the Collector that the Khadakwasla dam being 
a m11;5onry dam'would not ~tdinari,ly breach, even if overtopped. · r' _ ·- • 
. The utter impr<ibability _of any such statement is so. obvious that it is ndt 

necessary to discuss it at length. l will discuss the question presently as to 
. whether the civil authorities were aware of the weakness of the Khadakwasla 
dam or were aware of the ·ex,istince of the Khadakwasla Dam Strengthening 
Division a little later. But, It is crystal clear that the fact that the Khadakwasla 
dam was weak was known to, every engineer. Khursale asserted that he knew 
·about the floods of 1958. He added that he had read a copy of the letter written 
. by MaydepJo,Anand on 20th July 1958 (Ex. 395). He explained that he had 
seen the copy 'in the 'file of the C. D. 0. · He also explained that he had dis

'Cussions with Anand a:nd Dhanak.ten days after the floods of 1958. When 
asked to state the occasion for the talks with Anand and Dhanak in the thirjl 

:week;of'July 1958, Khtirsale stated '(Ex.472) : - ,j , • • · , ' 

" Anand told me that there were heavy floods and that the water had 
reached above the danger point in the Khadakwasla reservoir and that the 
Khadakwasla-dam was likely to breach as it was already weak. He reinarked 

·. · .. that even for maximum water-level, i. e. 34 feet, the dam is weak. As a matter 
. · · of fact, this mark had passed. .Anand to14 me, that they were ·anxi~us 
· to know the data ·-such as the water level, etc ••. .,. .... ;,.~ The talks w1th 

Dhanak took pl;~e in the C. D. ,0. ~offbe. ·· Mr._ .Dhailak also, told me that 
the water had gone beyond the maXImum water level and that they feared 

· , breach of the dam and that they had anxious moments. He . also added 
, that the dani.was already weak. · This fact added to the anxiety. " · 
'Thes~ answers ~er~ eli~ited by 'the Coinmisslon's counsel. The only challen,je . 
,.to these $tatements made on b~half of the civil au~orities ~as whether Khursale 
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rdi "€akinirrom m.errior}r wh~ he was referring t~ tlie fact ~f having re!'d 
:h~ ~~ter of Maydeo (Ex. 395) and also about the fact of haVIng talks With 
Anand and Dlianak about the flobds ?f 1958. l must,. th_erefore, hold that 
·K.h ·sal had come to know of aU that liad happened dunng-the floods of1958. 
If:atiseso,itisimpossiblethathewould tell th~ Collector tha! the Khadak
wasla dam being a masonry dam.would not give way,_ even if overtopped. 
Again, it is impossible that any enguieer would say ~at an earthen dam tho.ug!l 
overtopped was only likely to breach. ~very engiiOJeer ~ould say that It IS 
sure to breach. Mohite was, cross-exammed on this pomt and}e. stated . 
(Ex.516): _ . __ • ·- · _ ·-_ · 

" 1 did not know Iior was I told by Desai that o've,rtoppmg i~ neces~arily 
fatal. It was on the 16th July as a result of the _talk With the Chief Engineer, 
Shri Pandit, that I came to know _that overtopp!Dg of an earth~n dam mean~ 

. that the dam is qreached.,. . . . . . . . . . . I might hav~ mentioned to Sbn 
Panilit that Khursale did not. tell me that overtopping of the Panshet dam 
would lead to the bieach of the dam, but, he really said that if the dam was 
overtopped, there was likelihood of it being breached. I did not complain · 
to. him that Mr. Kliursale misled me on the point. I am unable to express 
any opinion on the suggestion put to me by the. Coinnrission, viz,, whether 
iiriy engineer, even with elementary knowledge of an earthen dam, would 

, make .a statement. saying that even if the dam is overtopped there was likeli-
jli5Jod(?fi(being,br,e!!c~ed .. ,". _ _ __ . _ _ _ . 
. No question., was asked. to·. Pandit as to whether he told Mohite that 
tPvertopping ofl!n earthen darn means that the dam is breached, nor whether 

. ·-.Mohite had mentioned to bini that this was not disclosed to him (Mohite) by 
Desai and Kbursale but what they really said was that, if the dam was 
overtopped, there was likelihood of its being breached. Had there'been any 
truth in Mohite's statement, then he would certainly have complained to Pandit 
that he was misled on the point. M ohite frankly admits that he did not 
complain to Pandit that Kbursale misled him on _the point. · Mohite would 
not .have even rest-contented with complaining to Pandit~ but, he woUld have 

.. gone further _and complained to the 'Govermneht that Khlirsale had misled 
.him on the point. · ' · ; , 

· .In ~g to justify his departure to ~omb~y on the hth July)961, a topic 
to ~hich I would ,devoteien~y consideratlon~t :a: later stage, Mohite has 
attri~uted to Des!U an extraordmacy: statement, V:tz., that, Desai had told him 
that m case the ru~t ~ssed off peacefully, the dam would be safe; • He added 
that he took De5a! on his word when he sai~ that if~~ night passeci off peace
fully, the dam would ~ safe. The followmg , questions aJ;J.d -· answers ex-

. :chaD:ged _between the· Commission and · Mohite are w~rth cit;mon 
•(Ex• 5'16):'- . i; I I,• _ , _ _ ... 

. ·~. Q. _ Di~ yo~ ask _D~sai as hi'whylle felt that in~~ the nlglit ~sed. 
; · :wrthont a misliap-, lhe dam would beufe·? . · .. 

:.·A. T'did; n?fir!Lise:that question;• I accepted' .the .0 ,.;;n_on- without 
- · ·'hesitation, -' ' · .. . _... · . 

Q. Is there any ratio~ ~is for. the opinion supposed to have been 
~ntured by Desru, VIZ., that If the night passed off withouf a mis-

. . P! the ~m ~ould be safe ? It i~ not as if that dams fail•only 
dunn~ rught time and are safe by day. _ Bearing this in niind 
what Is yo~ reply to the above question ? -· ·: _ · .. , ~,. ' 

A. The only rational basis according to ·. · that th 
-dumping of <7ment bags filled with s::d ~nd muru~ p~o~~ bf 
col!tinued dunng the whole of the night with th miii 0 

• ~ 
assistance already made available Pr b bl e D tary engmeers · o a y, esa1 may -have 
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· ~en into account-the factor of the decrease in the rain from eighi 
J.11.Ch~s .tp one-and-half inches from the 9th July tollth July 1951 
Agatl;l> ;lt should be ~~:oted ~t Desai~ asked for 4oo men alld 

· . re.matqed conte!lted wrth secunng the assiStl\nce of ouly two hundred 
men. . 

Q. Thatdoes not explain the emphasis up6n the night of the 11th? 
A. Desai would be able to explain.'\ . . -· 

It is ~iffi.cult to imagine any engineer telling a responsible administrative 
authonty that there was danger to the dam only during the night .alld a the· 
nigh~ passe~ off, then the dam.w~uld be s:Ue. Evidently,•danger.to the.diu!L• 
continued till tl_le process of smking con!inued. No one.· could predict that·r 
the process of. smking could be stopped ~thin a defined period. . As . matter 
of fact, as pomted out .above, ~ag-_stacking, accor<!ing to the engineers, was 
not a remedy for stoppmg the sinking at all. The answers given by Mohite 

Indicate the predicament. in which. he has placed himself by attributing all 
utterly irrational and unscientific statement to a senior engineer. Mohite 
'tried to wriggle himself out of the difficult position by asserting that Desai 
had first asked for the assistance of four hundred Jawans alld when he was 
told that two hundred Jawans would be made available to him for the night 
he remained contented._ For this purpose, Mohite has n:lied upon the last 
sentence in his letter (Ex. 94), which runs thus : _ 

" Any force upto 400 Jawans would be required so that they can carry 
out the work continuously with shifts if necessary." · 

Mohire and his,IaW)'ers have emphasised the expression' if necessary' contained 
. in the above sentence. Mohite's contention that Desai demallded the assist
allce 9f four'hlindred Jawans to work at the same time has no legs to stand 
upon. I( such an interpretation were to be put on the demand for four hundred 
men, then it mealls that Desai reqnired eight hundred men-four hundred 
men to ·work in one shift and another four hundred in ·the second shift. No 

_. su<.:h position was put to either Desai or Khursale at allY time. -In answer 
to questions in cross-examination, Khursale stated that the idea that was 
conveyed to Mohite' by Desai was that four hundred Jawans should work 
in two shifts. He, therefore, asserted that the words·~ with shifts if necessary", 
·do. not accurately·convey our idea. The admissions of Prabhakar leave no 
room for doubt on this ·question. Prabhakar, in answer to questions by 
Mr. H. R. Gokhale, says (Ex. 421) : · · 
- ·~ My understanding was that the army help was taken as supplementary · 

to the civil labour, and to relieve the civil labour which was exhausted. 
_ The understallding was that 200 Jawans would go in the evening on the 

11th and another .batch of 200 would go the next morning." · 
Mohite is trying to take ·advalltage of his own inaccurate language use~ in 
(Ex. 94) .. It i_s necessary to remem_ ber that the letter (Ex. 94) was wntten r 
after his . talk with Brig. Bedi _on the phone alld in the course of that talk, 
Bedi. had made it quite clear that he would be able to send a batch of 200 ~en , 
by the evening of the 11th and another batch of t":'o hundered_ by the momiD;g 
of .the 12th July. Admittedly, Desai accepted this arrangement. When this 
arrangement was proposed and accepted, the letter (Ex. 94) s~ould hay~ clearly 
stated that the force of four hundered Jawans was to work m two shifts and, 
~ere Vfas no need of using the yrords ' if necessary ', because the batches could 
only work in shifts alld not simultaneously. . Nobody had ever agreed that 
four hundred men would be sent to work at the same time. Therefore, the; 
words, • they can carry out the work continuously with shifts, if necessary ' 
:used in (Ex, 94) are meaningless. F?l!-f hundred m~n ·~nnot carry out t~e 
work continuously and they had to diVIde themselves m shifts. When Mohite 
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·. th · : li ti n fhat a batch of two hun (Ired rit;m was • agreed upon· 
realised e Imp ca 0 

· of the 12th and that this would render the 
to !l~ to Panshet bn ~~~rnmJat Desai assured him that if the night passed 
poSition ~ten ~e dam would be safe, as untenabl~, he resorted to quibbli~g 
bff P~~~; ['far-fetched .and UJ!Illltural interpretation on the words ussd m J,x P 94) · There is one more circumstance; which clearly sho-w:s that the danger 

th ch.un would not be passed by the mere passage of the mght. · The press
tot (E 428) which would be considered in detail hereafter, was. evidently 
:t!dJ·to b; published in the issues of the local newspapers commg_ up on 
the 12th July. The publication of such news woll;ld be superfluous m case_. 
the dan! were tO be s;Ue by the:dawn of the mormng; . -. . . 

the net result of the above discussion is :- · · . . · · 
(I) .The Collector while· $i\ling _account "to the ·CommisSioner .abo1;1t the 

situation at Panshet, on tlie' basis ~f the repot!s o~ the two engineers 
emphasised the gravity of the situation· and the Im11ll~ence of the breach 
of the dam. ' .. · . . . ·. . . ,_ 
.· (2} Desai in his talk with Manerikar on phone also l:ud . stress on t"e 
abnonnality of the situation which talk was within the hearing of Prabhakar ' 
and Mohite. , . . · . · · · . . , · • 
·· '(3) Prabhakar w3:5 informed by the two engineers, earlie~, that the breach . 
in the dam was not likely to be confined to the T. W. W. section and therefore, 
the floods :would be bigger than the floods of 1958. , . · - . · 

(4) Mohite's story that he asked the engineers about their critical appr~X:ia- . 
tion of the situation and. t_hat he was ~old that Panshet dam being an earth 
dam, if overtopped, was likely. to breach and. the. Khada1cwasla dam, being 
a masonry dam would. not 11reach even if ,oyer-topped,· i(,uribelievable~. 

(5) Mohite must have known about the extent_of "the floods of I 958. 
(6) The engineers ·knew that Khandakwasla daq~ was weak and therefore. 

they must have impressed upon the mind of the .civil authorities that in case. 
of breach of Panshet dam, the Khadakwasla dam was likely to breach. .. 

(7) Mohite's story that the engineers told him that in· case the night, 
passed off safely, the. dam would be safe is incredible. . . 

(8) Army Jawans were to work in shifts, in batches of 200 (each). The 
fact that a batch of 200 Jawans }Vas expected to. work for the. ·day ori the 
12th, shows the falsity of the story, viz., in case the. night passed off,. the· 
dam would be safe. · · · 

(9) lfthe cas7 .set up by Moh!te and Prabhakar is accepted, ·there was 
no need of deviSing any precautiOnary. measures, because. the_ continuance 
of the work of bag-stacking was ensured by securing the assistance of 200 
.Jawans for ~e ~ght, in. which case, the danger to the dam by. night was 
averted and If night passed Off, . the darn WOuld be . safe : · 

(10) Alternatively, if the version of M~hite an.d Prabh~kar is accepted; . 
. th~n also _we. must c?me t.o · the concluSIOn that the administration have 
failed t~ discharge _their duties properly, because, they ought to ha.ve pressed 

· the engmeers to giVe at ·least a rough estimate about the extent of floods 
~s ~3:5 done by Collector Mone in. 1958 an.d in case they expressed thei~ 
mabiiity, they should have approached other engineers such as Champhe• 

. kar, J~gl:kar, Gadkary,. Maydeo· or the Khadakwasla: Research Station. 
~ No~, It IS necessary to consider the floods of 1958 · tlJe circumstances 
m which the breach of the Khadakwasla dam was appreh~ded; th 
tha~ were taken by the then author;ties for meeting the ·emerg;n.cy ~ ~~~!= 
setting up of the Khadakwasla Dam Strengthening Divisio ' d h 
k~lwledge of th~ civil ~uthorities in. respect of the above or any of hs },n tu t · e 
~f ~~~re questions w1ll be discussed in the Section dealing with t~aflo~eJ~ 
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.SECTION 10 

THE FLOOJ:?S OF 1958 ' 

'Th~ subject of 1958 floodsis,ielevantfrom more than one point of View 
Firstly, it was necessai¥ (or the civil authorities to know the nature and extent · 
of 1958 floods for qevlSlng measures for .meeting the apprehended breach.of 
the ~anshet, ~am m 1961; because e v en. according to l>rabhakar · and 
Mohite, Desa1 took. the fi o o d s of )958 as a yard-stick when he told 
them that. the floods of,196I, would .be h.i g her than the. fioods 
of 1~58. Seconqly, one of the questions, which ,naturally ~mters into the cal· 
culations for devtsmg proper methods to meet the apprehended floods of 1961 
was w~ether there.was .a possibi!itY .or likelihood of the Khadakwasla d~ 
breaching.. .There IS abundant evidence to show that the engineers did appre
hend that the Khadakwasla darn·,might give way and expressed that 
apprehension to S. G. Barve, the then Secretary,. Public Works Department, 
Bornb.ay. ~he sam~ apprehension was also conveyed by Maydeo, the then 
Supenntending. Engmeer, D. _I, C No.· II to Mone, the then Collector of 
Poona. The cas~ put fqrward on behalf of the civil authorities is that in devis· 
ing measures to meet t~e flood epte~gency, the likelihood of the breach' of 
the I<hadakwasla· darn d1d not enter mto the. calculations. The. question 
therefore, is whether th~ measures devised" without; taking into the calculatio~ 
an important possibility, viz., the breach of the· Khadakwasla darn, could be 
reganled as adequate. Thirdly, the measures that ·were taken to' meet the 
flood . emergency arising out of tlie possible breach of .the Khadakwasla dam 
are also important .for the. purpose .of comparing the measures. taken ori the 
11th July 1961, There is evidenc~ to showtha(certain measures were adopted· 
in 1958 on the a&Sumptio!l tjl.at t~e Khad~kwasla dam might breach. · Actually, 
the Khadakwasla.dam d1d not g~ve way m the month of Jtily 1958.; Even so, 
the floods of 1958 were the highest in recent tinies or rather in the known history 
of Poona. Not only, therefore, the actual.measures set afoot for meeting the 
actual emergency arising out of the floods are inlportant but also the measures 
and the phin of action that were in contemplation Of the authorities are equally 
important. Finally, the knowledge of Mohite, Prabhakar and Heble in regard 
to both the aspects of 1958 floods, viz., the extent of the actual ·floods as also 
the steps taken to meet the anticipated breach of the Khadakwasla dam, is 
relevant and would throw a flood of light in assessing the adequacy of the steps 
taken by the civil authorities during the floods of 1961. I have listed the 
reasons why I consider the evidence regarding 1958 floods as relevant, because 
it has been strerieously argued by the lawyers 'on befialf of the civil authorities 
tl).at the entire evidence relating to the floods of 1958 is irrelevant and should 
never have been allowed to go on record •. · I have not admitted the evidence 
relating to the floods of 1958 merely for. the sake of comparisoq of the measures~ 
that were taken then with the measureS taken in 1961 as appears to have been 
wrongly assumed by. the lawyers ·on behalf of the civil authorities.'· I am quite 
alive to the fact that it is not possible to lay down a hide-bound· or cut and dry 
standard or' pattern. of the measur~s to. be tak~n ·in. flood ·emergency: T~ese 
measures are boulld to vary 'from s!tuatto~~; to Sltl!Rtion and no two s1tuati?ns 
would be· precisely _identical. ~ will consi_der th1s aspect at the appropnate 

·stage. I have admitted· the evtden~ relating. to t~e floods -of ~958 ~use 
that evidence is important on the vanous aspects which were cons1dered m the 
present inquiry· · · · · . ' · 

Broadly speaking, the position of the floods of 1958 stood as follows :- . . 
. · The floods to the Mutha river started rising sharply from the lOth July 

1958. On that day,. the. Executive Engineer, Poon~ Irrigation _Di':ision, 
informed the then Collector that on account. of .the mcessant rams ID the 
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catchment area of the Khadakwa'Shi dam, there -was danger of floods 
affecting the areas on the banks of the riv~r ~utha ~d.Mula on the night 
of the lOth July 1958. On re~ipt_ of this. mformation :M_one, the then 

: Collector, informed the then D1stnct Supe~ntendeJ:!t o_f Police, Poona, the 
, Municipal Commissioner, Poona, the PresJ~ent, District Local Board, the 
· Mamlatdar, Poona City and others and asking them to take necessary ~teps 
to ~vacuate persons from the affected areas. The same afternoon, a press
'ri'ote (Ex'. 4II) warning people ofthe possibility of the floods was also issued 
through the Regional Publici~ ~!ficer. .T~legrams _were s:nt to the Mam

, latdlirs· concerned of the possJb!lity of smillar floods affecting the areas on 
'the bilnks of the llhima river particularly of .Dhond; Pandharpur and Ghod 
river near Narayangaon. At about 8-00 . p.m.on , tlie lOth' July 1958, the 
·water level at Khadakwasla rose to about thirt}'-four feet and everal low 
lying area$ in Poona .citY were affected by the floods an:d the hutments on 
either side of the Mutha liver 'Were washed· away. ' A detailed report on the 
measures taken'for evacuation, providing shelter etc., was submitted by .the 
tlien Collector on the 11th July 1958, to the Government. On the 18th July 
1958; aboritfour-and half inches of rain was recorded in the catchment area 
of'the Khadakwasla dani resulting in further rise in the already swollen 
waters of the rivers Mutha and Mula. ·At about 3-00 p.m. on Saturday 
the 19th July 1958, A. G. Maydeo, the then Superintending Engineer 
D. I. C. (II) telephoned to the then Collector and told him that in view of 
the conti1;1ued rise in the level of water at Khadakwasla, the situation was 

: ·fraught with danger. Maydeo stated that as the senior-most Irrigation 
· Engineer in Poona, he considered it his dutjr to sou~l$~ a note of caution 
· that the Khadakwasla · dam was very old having been constructed some 

6~-~5.years'ago; that it w_as _intended to take a column of water thirty-four 
feet h1gh· but that danger lim1t had long been passed and a column of water 

. over thirty-seven feet high was pressing against it and there was no indication 
of the incessant rains abating. The Collector, therefore, convened a broad
:based conference at 4-30 p.m. and the following persons and their assistants 

· were presen~ :- ' · · 
' J.' ~' 

. (1) The Collector of Poona. J 

'; '{2) The< 'A aditional ' Collector of Poona. 
~{3}, 'I;he·',fqona, ''1,1Unicipal Commissioner. _ 
··. (4}., J;b.e;-P.i~p-j~t Su~rintend7nts of Police, Rurat and City. 
~~ The. S!!penntending Engmeer, Deccan Irrigation Circle No. II,

Poona .. 
(6) The Commandant of District Home Guards. . • · 
(7) The Divisional Controller, State Transport, Poona Divisiori. 

.-Brig: Bedi of the Poona Sub-area and Major Talwar of the :Bomba · En ·~ 
~~~~glisGrofp were also p_resen~ at the conference. Maydeo was i'sked ~0 
:!leas~ ~; th~eb~:=~ cl-~~ ~t be sub-merged as. a result of the floods 
·kept in the office of the City Engine~:t<;':~~~ ~~· . . With the hel_P of a map 
~repared such a list, which was sent to the Coli:~ Corporatio~, Mayde_o 
list were got prepared by Chaturvedi the th Di ~0 s offi~. Cop1es of this 
Poona, which were then read out to ihe offi en htrict Supenntendent of Police, 
of carrying out the work of warnin and cers w f? we;e charged with the work 

.. out of the breach of the Khadak\~a evacuation ID the emergency arising 
a~eas, likely to be flooded, with a red ~!n~m. Maydeo als.o demarcated the 
C1ty Engineer, Poona Municipal Co orati on a map kept m ~e office of the 
over the Poona Station of the ].)1 Indln .. RAdjlCneral warnm~ was relayed 

a a 10· The wammg was also 
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broadcast throng~ the Police and the home guards informing the residents on 
~he bank~ of the nve~ -~ utha of further expected rise in the level of water dur
mg the ~~ht and advtsmg them to take shelter with friends and relations or in 
the Murucrpal schools or other s 1~lt~rs opencl f. r the purpose. The Prant 

-Officer was s~nt to the Poona Station of the All India Radio, once at 6-00 p.m. 
and second· tmJe at 7-00 p.m. All the available police and _the home guards 
w_ere d~p~oyed in the_ areas likely to be affected by the floods to keep an all
rught Vigil: All available buses of ~e Poona Municipal Transport and all 
S~ate. Transport buses w7re made available and kept in readiness for use in 
case large-scale evacuation became necessary. The representatives of the 
Defence Departinent also agreed to make ad?i~onal transport available, if 
necessary: The Collecto~ ~a!lg up K. L.. PunJabt, the then Chief Secretary. 
At. that time, t?e then DIVJStonal C~mmissioner. of Poona was sitting in the 
Chief Secretary s office. Mon.e appnsed the Chief Secretary of the situation 
and the steps taken. The Chtef Secretary and the Divisional Commissioner 
gene:a~ly gave their approval but add~d. that sine:: there was a very distant 
possibility of the Khadakwasla dam giVIng way, no mention should be made 
of any threat to 'the Khadakwasla dam as it was likely to cause panic. At the 
same time,. the Collector was informed ·that all necessary steps to meet the 
situation sh?uld be taken and the people ,should ouly be warned in general 
~nns. A little later, S. G. Barve, the then Secretary, Public Works Depart
ment; telephoned to the Collector, Poona, and told him that the possibility 
<;>f the breach of the Khadakwasla dam was remote, and, therefore, nothing 
should be done to cause panic in the minds of the public. At this stage, it is 
necessary to know how Barve came to know about the developments that 
were taking place at Khadakwasla and Poona. At about 3-30 or 4-00 p.m; 
on the 19th July 1958, Pandit, Chief Engineer, stepped into Barve's room and 
informed him that the water level at the Khadakwasla dam ·had risen to 
a dangerous heights. · He stated that since the Khadakwasla dam was an old 
structure, · bne could not be sure whether it would withstand the pressure. 
It was still raining in Poona and the level seemed to be Tising. Dhanak came 

_ in the room either along with Pandit or a little later. Barve asked the engineers 
to niake quick calcillations about the extent of flooding in Poona in case the 
Khadakwasla dam breached. Dhanak made quick calculations and reported 
that taking the worst possibility, the water level would rise to a height of about 
thirty feet over and above the normal flood level. Barve got this communicated 
to the local authorities either the Collector or the Divisional Commissioner, 
Poona. By mid-night, the water level started falling down and the danger to 
the Khadakwasla dam disappeared. According to Barve, it was known for 
a number of years that the Khadakwasla dam had some infinuities. The 
danger to the Khadakwasla dam as a result of heavy floods of the 19th July 
1958 was very real and was vividly broujlht ~orne to the auth~rities con
cerned. To conclude this part of the narration, 1t may be mentioned that 
Maydeo WTote a letter (Ex. 395) to Anand, Additional Chief. Engineer, Irri

, gation on the 20th July 1958 narrating the steps taken by him on the 19th 
July 1958. It may also be.mentioned that actually, the Khadakwasla dam ~d 
not breach and the measures contemplated by the then Collector and the DIS
trict Superintendent of Police were never required to be set on foot. 

I. Condition of the Khadakwasla dam in 1958 and 1961 
I. will first of all deal with the position of t!J.e Khadakwasla d~ as it stood 

in · 1958-1961. The Khadakwasla dam was constructed ID 1874-75. 
·According to Chief Engineer Pandit, the main d!awback of the ~dakwasla 
dam was that it was not constructed for uplift pressure. Pandit further 
says that aftet the severe floods of 1958, attention of the Gove~ent was 

'focussed on the· question of taking immediate steps for st~ngthenmg of the 
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Khadakwasla dam; Three. days after 19th ·Jui.Y 1958, when. the bread).. o~: 
the Khadakwasla dam was apprehended, Pandtt put up a nunute suggestmg, 

· wa 
8 

and means as to how the Khadakwasla dam should be stre~gthened. 
-1 ,Y t Ex 54 dated 22nd July I9.S8. Barve, the.then Secret~ry, .Publtc Works, ri 15 artme~t remarks below the minute :· I entirely agree With the C. E. (IP) 
thit they ~nnot take any chances with t~e Khadakwasla dam :•.. Gov~rn· 
meiit thereupon decided that necessary section shoill;d be taken at the earltest 
possible time. A committee of four officers was aP,pomted to stu?y t.he problem 
m the light of the experience in the past regarding strengthemng of the old 
dams. Even before, in view of the. inherent weaJ:.ness of !]le K.hada~vyasla 
dam which was built as a gravity dam, . earth-backmgwas gtven as additional 
stre~gth for withstanding the uplift pressure of the water column. The Khadak· 
wasla Dam Strengthening Division was created in 1960 by a Government 
Resolution dated 14th Octobet; 1960 (Ex. 441). The _Committee of ~xperts 
suggest~d various ways of strengthc;ning . the olq ~adakwasll! . dam. One 
was to give masonry or rubble backi~g ~o the. e~stmg dam. The, other was 
to put. stress-cables in accordance WJth what 1~ known as Coyne s meth?d~ 
It is common ground that none of these measures for .strengthenmg 
the Kbadakwasla dam was adopted, because there was. difference of opinion 
among the experts about the utility of any of these. methods. The methott 
of rocldill was seriously considered. But, this method too had its djfficul~es., 
The exact determination of the pressures•exerted by a rockfill on the· dam wa)l 
was. complicated by various. factors. Calculations for, rock pressures were, 
uncertain. Again, whether the rockfill would exert.actiye pressure under 
loaded conditions or whether it would exert pressure corresponding .to the 
state at rest. was also doubtful: Pandit,. therefore, says thai: the problem WljS 
referred to A. Mayer, a consulting Engineer from France. Mayer adVised 
against the use of rockfi.U, since he felt that ' when rockfill would settle, arching 
.may take place and then even with good compaction, results would be doubtful 
and computations would be practically impossi,ble.' Mayer, therefore, advised 
the use of masonry backing. Accord4\g to,· Pandit, this proposal involved 
danger to the existing dam due to blasting operations required for excavating 
into the rock for the. foundations Qf masonry backing. Studies had, therefore, 
to be undertaken to determine th~ method of safe-controlled blasting. The 
~- C .. I. and C. W. and P .. R. StattOn were consulted on this point. Finally, 
:m. November 1960, an _estmtate was prepared for s~rengthening the dam by 
. this method, the cost bemg one crore of rupees. ~he proposals were discussed 
wi~ the <:;hief. En~nee~ (Irrigation) in !anitary 1961. The. remarks of the 
·C~ef f!ngmee~ (Imgatton), we~e compli~ With .and the proposals resub· 
mtt~ed m April 1961. It was mteJ;lded to take up the work for .execution 
durmg the year. 1961-62 (Ex. 60). Pandit further explains : . · 

"It ~ considered that· due to the; flood mode~atiol\ .effected on the 
completion .of the Panshet dam -by June, 1961, the danger to the Khadak· 
wasla dam would be appreciably· minimised." . - · · · 

It v.:as suggested in the cross e:camination of Manerikar;· Additional Chief 
Engmeer (Ex. 663) that the proJect of strengthening the K.hadakwasla dam 
~ abandoned ?r, ~t any rate, kept back. Manerikar denied that suggestion 

s. cross exammation was ?ased on the minutes of the meeting held on 13th 
t~~6I196IA(Ex. 683) regardmg the progress. of .works for .the financial year 

. t paragraph (7) of Ex. 683, it is stated : · · ' · · 
~~u~o !the curtailment of ~unds, _it. ~as now been decided to keep the 

a as a Dam Strengthemng DtVJs1on and the Kh d kw 1 Ca 1 
Divi~ion No. ~ of the Kbadakwasla Project in abeyan~eJ• as a na 

Manllrikar explamed that, what the above · · t . · -
establishment was held in abeyance because sethncenwceo mk eans IS that the field 

. _ · r was not comffil!nced 
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in-the season:. · He, asse~ted that investigationsc•were going un, tho~gh: the , 
actual work ofstrengt~~mng h'ld !l?t Me_t commenced. .The argument advanced 
on -~e~alf of the. ClVII authont1e~ IS two-foil;!.: Firstly, ,.it is contended · 
that It ~S not ·true t~t the ~d'lkwasla dam was l;l· weak; dam and se~ndly, 
t!Iat neither t~e engmeers nox. the: ,Govern!llent consi,4ere\f. the .dam to be a 
weak one, as· 1s clear from thQ factithat.from 1958, when ·the breach of the 
Khadakwasla dam w~ supposed to have been apprehended; nothing eonc~ete 
was done for enforcmg the dam, although a Dam ·Strengthening Division 
had actually 'been established. , , . . · · , . . . , · _ · _. 

Forth~ proposition that, as a m'ltter of fact, the Khad'lkwa~Ia dam -was not 
weak, rehance 1s sough~ to be placed on the deposition of Dr. K. L. Rao (Ex. 758). · 
In . aDSwer to a question by Mr. Champhekar on behalf of the Committee 
of the Institute. of Engineers, Dr. Rao stated ; ' . . . . . 

. "I do not subscribe to.the view that the Khadakwasla dam is weak. " 
This !s. just one ~imtence in fl- b:ngthy. reply' giveiJ. by Dr. Raq to a very 
technically complicated _<IUestion put by Mr. ·cb'lmphekar .. This sentence 
cann~t be sho~ ~ut _pf 1ts context and rais~d ,to t!Ie position of a separate' · 
asseruve proposition .. ,It would be wprt_hwhlie to quote the· question as also 
the answer in full : ' . . . . · · . .. · . . . ·· ' · · 

" Q. Do you consider that· it ii,a ~~rind p;~c~ to ha~e striraaes in the 
. dam in the nppcr reach.higher -than .that m the dam at the down· 

stream coJ;~siderjng parW;ular)y the· follow,ing facts :~ ~' . · _ . · ' 
- (L) The spills fro~ t!Ie uppe.r: dam are obtained intq. ihe 'sto;age p(f.he~ 
· · -:<~downstream .. dam-, fi ·1 .,n_, ~~ _. -- ... ") - _ ~- . ,· .. 

, ·{2) The distance • between -tliediPPJ:J< pam and t)le .fow!lr dam is eom· . 
·,.-. . para:tively very-small,:and; ,,, --~ .• ·-.i '· .. , ".' .;., ... > . • ..... , -

(3) The lower dP.ril, in this particular· case the Khada,kwasla dam, is' 
known to be definitely weak ? • . 

A. It is perfectly a sound practice to have dams upstream of an existing. 
structure to the maximum capacity that wilL· be required in the 
'inte-rest .of development. 1 do not subscribe to the view that the 
Khada.kwasla dam · is weak. Assuming that t!Ie· Khadakwasla 
dam was a wea,k dam, which I do not subscribe to, the safety of the 
dam. would be increased as a result. of the w;1ter being stored m 
t!Ie two dams in the upper reaches. " . 

Later on, Dr. Rao pomted . out :that the Khadakwasla dam witli earth 
backing that was put up is structurally safe. The question that was asked to 
Dr. Rao did not relate to the .factual position of the Khadakwasla dam nor 
to his view about t!Ie condition of t!Iat. dam, furthermore, no ~pecific questions 
were asked :to him ron _ t!Iat point. Had such questions been askel4, 
perhaps, his knowledge. and views .about t!Ie Khadakwasla dam would. haye 
come to .light.·· The answer given by Dr.-,Rao mpst be co)lsid~red in the context 
as to. whether it was a sound. practice ·to hve.dam or dal\lS. ;upsqeam o(.an 
existmg structure. Dr. Rao- was .ask~d to consider this· questiol} with reference 
to the three aspects and one of them was viz., that the Khadakwasla dam which 

·was a lower dam, was known to be a weak dam. What Dr. Rao sai!l was that 
the Khad1kwasla dam was not stnicturally'wea.k because ofitsearth-backirtg, 
This reply has been given from an engineering point of view. Nobody says 
that the Khada.kwasla dam was structurally wea.k. · What is statfd on b7half 
of t!Ie Irrigation Department is ·that the Khr.dakwasla d1m was not designed 
according to modern concepts and the effect of t!Ie uplift pressure was n<?t 
considered while .it was constructed. Pandit has pointed out that a& analys1s 
of t!Ie stresses showed that considerable tension developfd at t!Ie upstream 
face, a condition which modern de.sign con~epts ~~ not permit. It is in evidence 
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that the QriginalKl!adakwasla Project in 1954 made pro~sion for the strength
ening and raising of the height of the dam, but, this proposal was .Ia~er 
abandoned in favour of a new masonry dam to the downs~rea?l of the eXlsl!Jig 
dam To try to clutch at the answer given by Dr. Rao 1s like a drowmng 
man.trying to catch a straw. Another point, which was stressed by Dr. Rao 
waS that as a result of the construction of the Panshet dam upstream of the 
~asia dam, there was. moderation of flood and thus the saf~ty of the 
Kl!adakwasia dam wou!d be increased. Even then, Dr. Rao adm1tted that . 
the spillway arrangements were not hydraulically good .and th~ywould normally 
require .remodelling. He added that the defecttve spillway. system at 
Khadakwasla could be safer in case there was less water to spill, b~th 
in magnitude and in time and this would )lappen on account of the construction 
of .reservoirs upstream of the dam. He pointed out that damage to .any 
structure is the function of the time to which the structure)s subjected to the 
heayy forces. He then pointed. out that designing the lower structure by . 
providing for a spillway for a flood, which would have come without the con
siruction.of.the reservoirs upstream, is itself a very conservative practice, That 
means. thataccording to Dr. Rao, the spillway arrangement at the Khadakwasla 
dam was defective and would have been required 'to· be remodelled in 
the ordinary course, but, even the existing spillway would work safely in case', 
reservoirs are built up upstream of the Khadakwasla dam. Whether the defect 
in the Khadakwasla dam is structural or is in the spillway arrangement is a 
matter of little consequence. The dam !night fail on account of either of 
these defects. No question was asked to Dr. Rao as to what would happen -to 
the Khadak~sla dam structure in case the column of water rose considerably 
above ~e destg11ed level. Nor was he asked the question as to what would 
~ppen if the Khad~asla da~ were to .be <?Vertopped. The following answers 

. g~ven by Anand, Chief Engmeer (Irngation) would throw light upon this 
aspect of the matte.~" (Ex. 393) : . - . 
· "There wa8 a contingency in the floods of 1958 that the 'Khadakwas!a 
. dam would ·b~each. Whenever the water level rises beyond the designed 

le.v7l, the contingency of the breach of the dam always exists. The possi-
. btli~y of the dam ?reach becomes greater as the water level rises beyond the 

destgned. The J¥gher the water level, the greater the contingency. The 
greatest ~ger m the case of masonry dams is just at the noint of 
overtoppmg." · · "" 

"It is significant that no question was asked to •Dr. Rao (nor .was it necessary . 
to do so) as to what would happen to the Khadakwasla dam in case of the 
~reach of the ~anshet. datu. The question that we are considering here 
lS as to .w~ether 1t was likely !)lat the ~o engineers, Desai and Khursale, would 
tell Mho1te and Prabhakar m all senousness that even if the •Panshet dam 
breached, the .~ad.akwasla dam, being a masonry dam, would not ·ordinarily 
b~c~. HaVlng failed to confr~nt Dr. Rao with any such problem· it is not 
fm eJ.ther to Dr. Rao or to the 1nterests of finding out the truth t ' 1 . . 
a stray sentence frolll his deposition that the Khadakwasla d 0 re Y upon 
structurally weak~ · · . · . am was not 

. ~gain, in view of the explanation offered by Pandit as tp why- e f th 
vanous methods for strengthening the Khad kw · 1 . non o e 
for. discussion with the ·experts was b !!; as a dam; which came up 
for the civil authorities to ask the com:~~t Into operatio!l, ~~ is imgroper 
engineers never felt that the Khadakwa,sia ~0~ draw the inference that the 
strengthening, because no measures for its str gthwas . Wtll\k or it required 

. the actual breach of the .Panshet and Kha en emng were ac;Jopted till 
lawyer;; on behalf of the Civil authorities bu~akwasla dal\','· ~~t , only the 
has tried to ridicule the suggestion that . the. eKhn dthke CoiDm1ss1qn s counsel 

a a wasla dam was weak, 
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. ;On tp.e ground th~t bad the dam been w~, some ~easures for its streng. 
thenmg would se11:ously have. bee~· ~~ertaken. On this point was as also 
on many other pomts, ·the ComnussJOn s counsel has supported the -contain
tions put forward on. behalf of the civil. authorities. Both of them have for 
forgotten that although a new urgency was added to the need for strengthening 
the Khadakwasla dam on account of the floods of 1958 still that urgency 
had receded to the background, to a certain extent, by rea~on of the construc
~on. of the !?anshet dam in the up~er reaches of the Khadakwasla dam, result
mg m considerable flood moderation. Of course, the Panshet dam was ·not 
constructed for failure and if the Panshet dam had stood, there would have 
been no danger to the Khadakwasla dam. The engineers who had to face 
difference of OJ?inion and technical difficulties in adopting a particular measure 
for ·strengtherung of the Khadakwasla dam, never anticipated .the breach 
of the Panshet dam and, therefore, were entitled to take a somewhat 
complacent view rega~ding the . strengthen}ng of the. Khadakwasla. dam by 
reason of the. construction of a. bigger dam m the upper reaches. . This impor

-tant aspecLVIZ., the effect o~ cons~ruction of a dam in. the. , upper reaches 
on the -floods. to. be received _m the Khadakwasla reservoir, has .been 
conveniently ignored by the Commission's counsel as ruso by the lawyers 
on behalf of the civil authorities. · 

To sum up:-
' (I) Khadakwasla dam was known to be a weak dam. 

(2) The floods of 1958 gave a new urgency to the idea of strenthening the 
. dam, as it was then ~pprehended that the dam would give way. · 

(3) No concrete. steps for strengthening- the ·dam were taken for- ' 
_(a) There was sharp. difference of opinion -amongst the technicians 

regarding the use of a proper method of strengthening the dam. 
(b) As a result of the construction of Panshet dam in the upper reaches, 

flood coming on at Khadakwasla would be moderated. . 
(4) ln view of the known position of the Khadakwasla dam and the- fact 

that a separate division was .established for strengthening the dam,. it is 
impossible that khursale and Desai would tell Mohite or Prabhakar that 
there would be no damage to Khadakwasla dam, even if Panshet dam 
breached. , 

· n. w~ the'l>reach or the Khadakwasia dam apprehended fu t9ssand, if 
- ' so, what steps were taken in the Secretariat and also by the local 

· . authorities in Poona 'l · · '' 
. , _ · ~- · .·, ,- , ;. , i. ; . . - _ r , 

·s.' o;·Barve asserted 'that it ·was-known for; some time that the Khadakwasla 
dam was'· a! weak structure· and required strengthening. He added-.that it 
must be common knowledge with the concerned engineers and other connected 
authorities, at any rate, since 1958 that.the Khadak_w~la dam was.a _weak 
structure. He opined that the Collector and the D1~s~onal CommiSsiOner, 
in normal course, would get to. know about the positio~. of the Khadak· 
wasla dam. He then pointed out as to what took place m . the _aftefll?On 
of the 19th July .1958 and. how Pandit · and Anand. expressed therr anXIety 
whether the Khadakwasla 'dam would withstand the pressure of the rising 
·column· of water in the· reservoir. He asserted that on 19th July 1958, ·the 
danger to the Khadakwasla dam was vividly brought- home to him and the 
others concerned. According to Barve, quick calculatio';IS were made _by 
Pandit and Dhanak both of whom came to the conclus10n that by taking 
the worst, possibility, the flood level after the breach of the Khadakwas}a 
dam would rise to thirty feet above the normal flood level. <?n all these 
points, Barve_has-·been fully supported by Dhanak and Pandit. A!land, 

' ., .- . 
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· h . ays that Dhanak was not present when he and Pandit held discuss
, jo~~ev;fths Barve regarding the remote contingency of the breach of. the 
· Khadakwasla dam in 1958. Anand also states that there ":'ere no calculations 

made by anybody to his knowledge, about the expected ;1se of water due. to 
. the possible breach of the dam at Khadakwasla. The_ Witnesses on the pomt 
· viz. Barve Pandit, Anand and Dhanak; were spea~mg from memory and 
· so~e · dif(e~ence on ·minor. points. was -bo.un~. to anse as. to what. ~ctually 
· happened and who was present. Both Pandit and Dh~nak are pos1tive that 

quick calculations were made by them and the result arnved at was that there . 
would be a rise of thirty feet of water over. th~ normal flo~d. ~eve!.- Th~se 
calculations were ·made: takirig into account the worst .posslb}ltty, meanmg 

".that a: large· tli!uil(" of the ·Knadakwasla dam might breach, Although the 
r'word • calculations'' ·has be~n-us'ed, .all the three engineers have made it clear 
t'1at what 'is meant" by these quick calculations is an intelligent_ guess~ All 
of them have also made it clear that although the estimate of the extent of 
the floods depends t~pon several assumptions, an attempt has got to be made 
to arrive at an estimate by making assumptions in the light of their knowledge 
and past experience. In answer to questions by Mr. Ghaswala, Anand stated 

·· (Ex. 393) : l • • • . • 

" I can make a guess and one has to make a guess about the extent to 
which the floods would spread and the level to which it would rise in case 
a breach in the dam is expected. The calculations would -depend on the 
extent· of the breach. . I cannot tell you by what percentage of margin it 
would be wrong. It cannot be completely Wrong. If the calculations are 
based on the assumption that the breach would be 200 feet wide, and if it 

·turns out that the breach is 500 feet' wide, then the guess may be wide of 
the mark, '_The depth of the breach, the depth of the valley, the topography 

: ~f ~he v~~ley; the distance b,etweeii_ ·~he .place ·of the dam ·and the city, the 
contours of the place and tM slope of the river are the factors which have 

._ ~otto b~ taken into accouht. ·'if ro;ug~ guess 'about the possible rise of water 
· m the crty of Poona could' be made m ·the· course· of ten to fifteen minutes, 
.'because re.rtain data )s available, such as- the flood level reached in 1954, 
1958 etc,·and·we have to calculate as fo'how much more flood would be 
s~perimposed on: the level already reached as a. result ·of the, additional . 
.discharge due to a breach." . .. . . 
~nd added ·that .the problem- of strengt)J.ening of the .Khadakwasia dam 
g!11ned a new urgency due to th.e floods of 1958, J!S it was known to the engineers 
smce many year~ tha~ the_ ~cdakwasla: dam would have to be strengthened . 

. . On a further clarification havmg been sought by the Commission, Anand stated 
~at as a matter of fact, only two assumptions were required to be made vii., 
v) the extent of the breach and (2) the depth of the breach. · The remaining 
factors were kno~-or could be known. · · · 

(E Be~or5)e proce:ding further, it is' necessary to refer to the evidence of Joglekar' 
H ~ 2 !i' ex-fD~rj:ctor ?f the Khadakwasla Research Station and an expert in 

· . Y _ rau cs o .)nternat10nal fame.,· J og!ekar mentioned two factors, which 
~~t ~~taken mto account, f?r correctly estimating the levels of floods in tlte 

· ~h~~(l) c:h!~~~s a~t~ption \hat there would be a breach in the Panshet 
.ween KJiadlkwasla ar.d e area etween Panshet a:r.d Khadak":asl~ and bet-
(2) the length of th~ b~eatftda an1_the fcontours of the Poona c1ty ttself, and 
(Ex. 225),: , . _ -_ e_ ,f9~0~ o }he, ~Ill·,. He the~ proceeded to say 

" bn the basis of' the ~b' -· · d ta, . d' • ' . . . . .- · 
·estimation of the flood 'te ~Y. fu 1,t will be posstble to make a corre~t 

; · be taken into account on th~ b~.r t~ chty 0
{ Poona,. The above factors will 

The Khadakwasla dam was kii,IS_ . tt t {,¥ ~ a~lkwasla dam has not breached. 
own o rea weak dam and once the Panshet 
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. 'dam breached and 7 .~o mcft. of water stored therein rushed out and .entered 
Khadakwasla reservorr, th; Kh.adakwasla dam also was bound to give 
way eventually. Therefore, m making any calculations about the possible 
flood level that would be reached in the city of Poona, this factor viz., the 
brea~h _of the • Khadakwasla ~hm also,_ will have to be taken into account. 
~gam, m making the calcul~!Ions, the time-lag petween the receipt of water 
m the Khadakwa~la reservorr ar.d !I;Ctual breach of the Kluidakwasla dam will 
have to be taken mto account ... It IS, of course, difficult to make an accurate 
~stim~te of t~e floc d;. At the; ~am~ . time,)t is possible to. make a fairly 
mtelh~entestimate b.!Sc~ on the e_xp7r;ence_oftopography and the previous 
expenence of the flocds,. more paru~ularly, 1958 flo<ds. It is possible to 
estimate_ the extent, of the distance on bJth}id .s of: h! river 'about the spread 
of water. The extent of the deepest sectiOn-of the _Kh(dlkwasla dam was 
about 1,000 ft. and we will'have; th~refore;to,assume that, the. entire length 
of 1,000 ft. has breached and make calculations on that assu!llption. I may 
assume that the extent of th~ breach in th~ Panshet d ,m may be b!tween 
800 ard 1,000 ft ....... , .. ·.· .. I am making these assumptions so as to pre-
pare for the worst. About.! 1/2 hours will be taken by the water in Panshet 
reservoir to reach Khad1kw:as1a· reservoir. The entire lake of Panshet will 
be depleted within an hour or two hours .. An estimate ean be made about 
the possible absgrption oftN: fjood in the valley b~tweei),.Panshet and Khadak
wasla and between Khad1kwasla at:d Poona. It is always better to make 
assumptions· and estimates so as to err on the safe side. The margin of error 
is very large. Supposing I make an estimate that the flocds would spread 
2,000 ft. on both sides of the tiver; but actual rise may be confined to 1,200 
ft. on both sides, in which case the estimate would be 75 per cent wrong. 
If I find that on the assumption that the lake would be depleted in one hour, 
the d'scharge would be of the order·of 45 lakhs cusecs, peak flood, theii I will 
revise my assumption of one hour and make it two or three hours, i.e., td a 

·reasonable pericd .. · The main factor that would upset the calculations would 
bethe1ength of. the breach:in'thiHWO'Or either of the d:1ms_., ••..•.. ,.: ... l. 

-·The error in width on either siderma:ybe 1ofthe order of even 7_5 per cent. to 
.IQO •.per. cent .. An· element•of speculation-is bound to enter in making 
the calculations ab,opt the flood discharge. •But, even a speculative endeavour 
-of making an estimate would be fruitful if iris undertaken by a man of exper
ience, i.e." a .. person who. knows· hydraulics,, hydrology and topography. 
Even in the-case of,an.expetienced man, the margin of error may be even 
100 per cent• What I mean is that the margin of error for calculating 
the height would not be of that order. That margin would be very much 
less, because we .know the slopes of the ground to be submerged. The 
statement regarding the margin of error ·has reference to the width to which 
the water may spread. The error so far as the width, .to which the flood 
would spread, is an error on the plus side i.e. a safer side.· It_would not be a 
foolish error but a wise error. When one says that the margm of error may 
be of the order of 75 per cent. it.does not mean an ·alternative between the 

,, , floods and no floods at all. It is not. an error like plus-minus. It is an error 
· on the safer side." · 
; I have cited the above passage at some length, because it will be of relevance for 

deciding the question as to whether calculation~ could be made in 1958 and 1961 
for estimating the tise of water -on the assumptiOn of the breach of the Khadak
wasla dam or the Panshet dam :or both as the case· may be. The story that 
rough calculations were made irt 1958 by Pandit and Dhanak has been sought 
to be pooh-;poohed on behalf of the civil authorities by citing the evidence of 
Joglekar ani! also some other evidence such as. that of Manerikar and P!!;dhye 
and alsc;> on the ground that Dhaiiak's conclusion th.arthere 'l_'lould be a nse of 

) , , " , I _, ,•• • • , .~, , r ,< ' 
0 

• • ' • J : _, , • , , ' • I ; 
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h bulk of Poona and only hlgh places nea~ the 
. thirty_ feet woulg s;:i,'me§ge 1 t k:r and Anand both have stated that in ~he situa-
~oothills l_V?uld e ~ e. 

0 lf: e orne calculations. It may come out Wtde of the 
lion of cnSJS, one s to ma e s . kin some calculations Some calcula-

~:uf:;e l~tf~~ ~~:~~· ~:!ti~~.m~t is: th~refore, ;nk ~~1etioe::t PTh~;! 
and Dhanak undertook the task of makmg qwc c a . . · · 
calculations of course, were not conveyed to the l?cal a~!J;lontie~. They 
would erru;ps hitve been conveyed had the report dunng the rught llme not 
shown ~at the floods ·were abating. Joglekar has stated that he lear!lt from 
somebod in the research station that the Bombay Gove;nment official~ had 
made so~e estimate about the possible rise of flood level~ m the Poona Ct~ on 

· the· assumption that the Khadakwasla dam would breach. He adds t1!at th1s was 
·a matter of common knowledge and everyone seeme.d to know about I~. . Under 
the rules of Evidence, it is, of course, hearsay. ~dence. Even so, the • fact 
remains that a man like Joglekar states that this fact ha~ becolll~ a ma~ter 
of common knowledge. Joglekar has pointed . out the difficulty I~ maki~g 
a correct estimate. He has stated that for domg so, a man expenen~ed In 

' hydraulics hydrology and topography would be needed. Even Pand1t has 
stated that he had read a book by Barrow called ' Floods', and •t}lat is why he 

·was able to make quick calculations on the 19th July 1958. Basmg themsely~s 
on these answers, it was contended by tile lawyer~ on behalf of the c!Vll 

· authorities that Desai and Khursale wb.o are ordinary men, would not ~e 
in a position to make even rough guess. Khursale has a fir_st class ac_ade~c 
. career to his cr.edit and has been working in tb.e Central Designs. Orgaruzati~n. 
It cannot, therefore, be laid down a priori that it was not possible for him 
(Khursale) to make these calculations. . .. 

The other·argument viz., that on the calculations made by Pandit and Dhanak 
which suggested that there would be a rise of thirty feet of water, the ·bulk of 
the city would be submerged, is based on a misconception. What Dhanak 
stated was that there would be a rise of thirty feet of water over the normal 
fiood level. He never said that the rise of thirty feet would take place over and 

· above the flood level already reached on the evening of the 19th July 1958. 
I will now proceed to consider on what footing Maydeo proceeded to cal

culate' the estimated rise of water as a result of the possible breach.of the 
· Khadakwasla dam. Although Maydeo was not in charge of the Khadakwasla 
.dam·(One Sbivraj was in charge of the dam as Superintending Engineer, 
D.I.C. No. I), still he thought it to be his duty to wam the then ·Collector as 
·a seniormost irrigation officer present in Poona on the 19th July 1958. The 
then Collector held a conference with the then District Superintendent of 
Police and the Municipal Commissioner and asked Maydeo as to what would 

. happen i! the Kb.adakwasla dam breached. Maydeo was reluctant to make 
a comm1tment. The Collector pressed him to mention the areas, which were 
likely to be a~ected by the possible floods. He also asked Maydeo about 
the mterval of time between the breach of the Khadakwasla dam and reaching 
of the ~oods to the city of Poona. After going to the office, Maydeo took 
the !'5SIS~oce of Bhalerao and made approximate calculations about the . 
posstble discharg~ of the floods. They made two assumptions, (1) there 

· would be breach. m the dam and (2) approximate ex:tent of the breach would 
· be about 200 to 300 ft.. On these assumptions, he estimated that the rise 
of water would be ten fee~ !ibove th_e. existing level. It has been strenuously 
ar~ued on behalf of the .ctvil authonties that there is divergence between the 
!=5timate formed by M'!-yde~ and the estimate formed by Dhanak. There 
IS not much substance m this argument. First of all, the assumption made 

· by Maydeo was that the e~tent of the breach would be about 200 to 300 ft.' 
whereas Dha~ak was taking the worst possibility into account i.e., much 
-larger extent 1n the breach. Secondly, whereas Maydeo was .speaking about 
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the rise of ten feet b'o{er and above the existing flood level · Dhariak spoke 
!lb?ut the ri~e ~f thirty feet above t!J.e normal flood level. As the then Collector 
ms1sted to md1cate the area~, which were likely to be flooded, Maydeo went' 
to th7 office of t!J.e C1ty Engu~eer, Poona Municipal Corporation and marked 
out~ ~ red pencil, the a_re~s likely to be submerged in flood water. Maydeo: 
pos1t1vely asserted that 1t 1s not at a:ll difficult for the engineers to mark.out. 
the areas likely to be affected by the floods. He, however added that in 
order to mark out the areas on the map, it was necessary to m~ntion the actual 
!~vel of the floods, which then prevailed. He stated that as far as he 
remembere~, the markings varied from one furlong. to two furlongs on each 
side of the nver. B~alerao, who assist~d Maydeo in making these calculations, 
stated that at the ttme when calculatiOns were mad~, the level of" water at 
Lakdi Br(dge was somewhere between the ·crown and the springing of the 
arch. · He supported Maydeo by saying that, according to the calculations 
made by them, water would rise by ten feet over the then level of the fiootl 
water. , . . . 
· I will now deal with the. localities mentioned by Maydeo and also 

the question as to }Vhether the markings were actually made·by Maydeo on 
a map in the office of the City Engineer, Poona Municipal Corporation. 
Although Maydeo does not specifically say that he went to the Municipal 
office with ChaturvJ:di, the then District Superintendent of Police, Poona, 
Chaturvedi is positive on the point and asserts that he drove Mayd'eo to the 
office of the . City Engineer, because no contour map was · available in 
the Collector's office. In the office of the City Engineer also, no contour 
map was available, but there were some maps kept hanging ot!t the wall and 
on one of those maps, Maydeo made· markings in red pencil. According .to 
Maydeo, this was a spot-level map. This part of Maydeo's evidence was not 
seriously challenged on behalf of the civil authorities. In the same way, 
Chaturvedi, who fully supported Maydeo, also was not subjected to any eros~ 
examination on this point_ on behalf of the civil authorities. One of the. points, 
on which Chaturvedi's evidence was sought to be discredited in the written 
arguments submitted on behalf of the civil authorities is that, whereas Mayde() 
spoke of the rise of ten feet of water, Chaturvedi spoke of Maydeo having 
mentioned a thirty feet rise in the level of water. It is suggested that Chatur
vedi has made this confusion, because he must have read in the newspapers 
that according to Dhanak's calculations, there would be a rise of thirty fee~ 
in the level of water. Many more uncharitable comments have been made 
against Chaturvedi and the way in which he gave evidence, and l will deal 
with them presently. For the time being, it is necessary to note ,that Chatu~· 
vedi was never positive about the figure mentioned b~ Maydeo. . When his 
attention was drawn to Maydeo's statement that the .nse would b~ ten feet; 
Chaturvedi ~tated (Ex. 840) : . · 

'.' I was not interested in the actual figure of the rise of .the ~ater and, 
· therefore I would not be able to say whether what Maydeo says ts accurate. 

What I ~as interested in was' to know the localities which would. be flooded 
by the water and to have them marked out on a map.'' . . · · . 

Chaturvedi was speaking from m~mory an~ if h.e committed any mistake abo.ut 
the actual figure mentioned to him, no frur-mmded person would blame him 
for his lapse of memory. · · ·· . ·. · : . . , 

At this stage, I will consider the delib~n~tely fals7 _evi~ence that lias· been 
sought to be introduced on behalf of the ciVl~ ~uthon.ttes 111 r.egard to the st?ry 
of Maydeo going to the office of th~ J\.1uruc.lpal C1ty ~ngmet;r and making 
markings. on. a map. there. Two vanatwns m Maydco s verswn..havc been 
suggested by s. B. Kulkarni, Municipal Commissioner and Yadav, the present 
City Engineer. It i& c;ommon wound th<1t. on the 19th July 1958, ono 

H 47&2-7 
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Ci E . · er and Yadav ~as his assistant. Neurgaonkar 
Neur~onkru: was th~ y, nFec!me the City Engineer in his place artd at the 
has smce retrred. :n ~ av s holding that post. Neurgaonkar has not been 
time ~e gave eYI ~nee e w~disputed that Yadav was present when Ma~eo 
::Ct!.~~~s~e~~~e:he offi~ of the City Engineer and made markings 
on a map The var~ations are . 

(I) The rise in the level of water suggested by Maydeo was five feet over 
the existing level and not ten feet, and . . . . 

(2) Maydeo did not actually mark the map m red pencil or m any other 
• way, but he only showed them by fingers. . . . . 

A letter was written to the Municipal CollliDISs!Oner _askin.g him whether th~ 
· map or plan, on which markings were made, was ~ wste~~· Kulkarm 
replied that such a map or plan was not traceable. In his deposition (Ex. 638) 
he explained : . . · 

" I -tried to ascertain as to whether there was a map or plan or any_ other 
document in which any such areas have been marked ~r shown. I did not 
ask Neurgaonkar about this. I asked Yadav about this. He told me ~t 
at about 5-30 p.m. on the 19th, Mayd~o went to the office of th~ Corporation 

, which was then located in the VIShramb~gwada, Sadashiv Peth. He 
. further said that cons.ultations were held by him, Maydeo a.n~ Neurgao~kar, 

in which Maydeo asked a question to Neur~onkar as to which areas ~ll. be 
affected in case the level of water were to r~se by five feet over the eXIsting 
flood level. Mr. Neurgaonkar then pointed out by his fore-finger those areas 
on a map that was in the office. No markings, however, were made on 
that map. I did not ask Yadav which were tjlose areas." 
(The quotation is not continuous). 

It would at once be clear that this part of Kulkarni's evidence is hearsay 
according to the rules of evidence. ·Repeated complaints have been made on 
behalf of the civil authorities that considerable hearsay evidence has been 
admitted in thrs case. The complaint, in this connection, is apparently · 
restricted to such of those statements, which are· unfavourable to the civil 
authorities. No complaint has been made so far as t!Je admissibility. of the 
above evidence is concerned. Leaving this technical aspect out of mind, let 
us turn to Yadav's evidence (Ex. 793). It is interesting to note that Yadav 
was asked to mark out lines on a map showing the actual (1961) flood line 
and also the line according to t!Je estimate alleged to have been made by 
Maydeo, viz., that there would be a rise of five feet of water. At the outset 
Yadav stated that he was asked by the Municipal Commissioner through Sub
engineer Devre to prepare a map showing the two lines, viz., the lines as per 
instructions given by Maydeo and t!Je lines of the flood water of 1961. He then 
state~ . that he ha~~ed over the m~p to the sub-engineer who gave it to the 
Mumc1pal ComruJSSI~ner and he d1d not know how the map went into the 
possessiOn of Council G_haswala and his assistant. However, immediately 
t!Jereafter he stated t!Jat It was Murudkar who handed over the map to him 
with i.nstructions that t!Je localities mentioned by Maydeo should be marked 
on this map and for that purpose he was called by Murudkar to his office in 
the Poona Oub as .also for giving him instructions. Nowhere has Kulkarni 
~tated ~at he had mstructed Y ~dav to go and see his. Advocate, take his 
l!!structions and pr~p~e ,a map IJ?- accordance therewith. In answer to ques
tions .. by t!Je Commrss1on s Council, Yadav stated as follows (Ex. 793) : . 

. I kn~w t~at Mr. Maydeo, the tlien S. E., D. I. C. (II) had visited the 
City Engmeer s office on one day in July 1958. 
Neurgaonkar showed Mr .. Mayde.o_ sever~! maps. ~r· 'ih~ ·~it},'· ~f ·_p~~~~: 
Neurgaonkar showed cert<11n localities, which, according to him, were likely 
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to ·be s~~merged in case the level of water was to rise by five feet higher than 
the eJUStmg level. .I ·do not remember whether Maydeo marked out rhos 
areas. on any of the maps." . . · . e 

Jn answer t? questions by_ Mr. Sawant, on behalf of the Citizens' Committee 
Yadav admitted th!lt markings were made by Maydeo on the assumption that 
the. water would. nse five feet above the then existing level. He began by 
saymg that he d1d not; remember whether Maydeo marked out certain areas 
on tl?-e maps. He was emphasising that it was Neurgaonkar, who showed 
certam areas. Suddenly, he blurted out that the' markings were made· by 
Maydeo, may be o~ ~e assumption that the rise of water ·would be five feet 
above the then eXIsting level. .In answer to further questions Yadav made 
the following important admissions (Ex. 793) : . . ~ 
' "<?ii the 11th and 12th of !uly,,the !nap that was marked out by Maydeo 
was m the Development Engineer s office and was not with me because by 
that time I had become the City Engineer." ' 

This admission makes it clear that Maydeo had marked out certain' areas on 
a map and that the map was in the Development Engineer's office till the 12th 
July 1961J. · Yadav was then .asked to. produce the map which he did. · There 
is some significance in this map produced by the witness so far as the 'inimner 
in which the lawyers on behalf of the civil authorities were carrying on their 

· wqrk. Therefore, it is necessary to deal with this aspect, although that doe5 
not throw much light upon the question which is under discussion. The story 
may be set ·out briefly as follows : · · . . · 

Yadav says that he was asked by the Sub-Engineer Devre to prepare a map 
on instructions from the Municipal Commissioner. Devre told Yadav that 
two lines should be shown on that map viz., one line as per instructions given. 

·by Maydeo and the other line relating to the flood leve1 of 1961. Yadav. 
handed over the map to Devre and Devre in turn handed it over to the Muni. 
cipal Commissioner. Yadav stated: 

·." I do not know .how the map went into the possession of Counsel 
Ghaswala and his assistant." 

At this stage, Mr. Murudkar rose up and explained that the map. was given 
to him by the Municipal Commissioner about one or _two months back. In 
answer to further questions Yad~v stated : · 

"Three or four d:1ys back, Advocate Murudkar handed over the map to 
roe with instructions that the localities mentioned by Maydeo should be 
marked on this map, Advocate Murudkar had called me to his office at 
the Poona Club for giving me in:;tructions. That is why 1 had gone there." 

It would thus be seen that, according to the instructions given by the Municipal 
Commissioner two lines were drawn by Yadav on the map, one showing the 
areas as per in'structions given by Maydeo and the other showing the level of 
flood water of 1961. If that is so, I fail to understand why the witness was 
called to the Poona Club and why Advocate Murudkar gave him instructions 
to mark out the localities mentioned by Maydeo on the map. ' The witness 
has frankly admitted that Advocate Murudkar had called him to his (Munid
kar's) office at the Poona Club for giving him instructions and that is why. 
he (Yadav) had gone there. The expression "giving me instructions" is 
wide enough to cover instructions as to what he .should depose to b~fore the 
Commission. As pointed out a~ove, the ear~er; sentence, s~Wing that. 
Mr. Murudkar gave him instructions for mentlonmg the localities marked 
out by Maydeo on the_p1ap, was absolutely redunde~t, because already su~h 
a line was drawn on the map by the witness. That bemg the case, the adD?s
sion given by the wjtnes~ as shown in th.e last sentence, was extremely dama~m~ 

:a. 4782~7" 
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· h ' tati'on. of the advoeates representing the ·civil authorities. 

toterepu · kdbMrS t M · Ghaswala was present when these questions were as e Y • a wan, 
on\ehalf of the Citizens' Committee. It seems thll;t Mr. Ghaswa!a became 
extremely restive at the disclosures IJ?ade by the Witness. The Witness was 

revaricating so far as Maydeo's mar 'longs on the map was concerned. I ~d,. 
~erefore, to give him warning to speak out ~e truth. ¥!· Ghas_wala tried 
to interrupt at two or three stages, when the Witness was g_IVmg repii_es. I lu!d 
t warn him not to cause interruptions at vital stages. It IS from this day that 
~r. Ghaswala stopped attending the pr<?ceedings in the open ~essioh? 
Mr. Ghaswala has voiced a gener11l complaint that I use~ to ~am Witnesses 
that they were telling lies and that they were not disclosmg the truth. 
Occasionally, I had to tell a few witnesses including Yadav that they did not 
appear to be telling the_Jruth ~d ask them to speak -~ut the; tru~h. Such a warning is· legitimate and is gtven by all the Judges m appropnate cases. 
No generalisation can be made and each case has to be considered on its own 
merits. Mr. Ghaswala's grievance that my warnings to witnesses to speak 

· the truth and my warnings to Mr. Ghaswala not to interrupt at vital stages was· 
a legitimate cause for his resentment, is devoid of all substance. In;;pite:. of 
severe provocations at the hands of Mr. Ghaswala, I never treated 1lim With 
c;tiscourtesy, and till the day he thought fit to withdraw from the case, he did 
not show that he had any grievance so far as my treatment to him was con
cerned, although he may have grievance on the ground that some of the rulings 
given by me went against him. Had Mr. Ghaswala any grievance about the 
treatment till the lOth July 1962, when Yadav was being examined, he would 
certainly have withdrawn long before that day.' The reason, therefore, for his 
withdrawal must be sought elsewhere,· and as I have pointed out in my order 
below (Ex. 828), that reason appears to be the disclosure, and a very incon· 
venient disclosure, made by the witness viz., that Advocate Murudkar had 
called him (Yadav)- at his office at the Poona Club for giving him instructions. 
This is an euphemistic way of saying that the witness· was called for giving" 
instructions as. to what was to be told before the Commission. This impli· 
cation of t~e answer is bound to upset any advo~te and that appears to have 
happened m the present case; so far -as Mr. Ghaswala is .concerned. It is all 
v_ery Ylell for. Mr. Ghaswala to trot out a general aUegation that treatment to 
the ~tnesses and treatll!ent to hi_m personally ?Y the CommisSion was rough 
or discourteous. ,At this stage It may be. of mterest to recall one incident 
which took place while Mohite was in the box. A question was asked 
to Mohite to the following effect :~ 

~· Will you admit that the principal ailment of the dam was thitt it had 
. starte.d sinking at a certain porti~n. Did. yo~ ever apply your mind to the 
. question as to the effect of con~nuous smkmg .and also to the question 

whet_her the dam can ever be considered to be safe if its sinking had remained 
continuous ? " · · 

·To which Mohite replied : 

. " ~ agree that the main ailment :-"~ that the portio~ of the dam had started· 
Sinking. I never knew that the .smking was continuous. " 

At' this stage, the Commission asked him " whether th · ki 
f · " 1 d" 1 e sm ng was con mumg · mme I~te Y Mr, Ghaswala rose up and said that the witness 

would not know the difference between ' continuous • and • t" · • d 
the Com · · h d t · con mwng an . . misston a o pomt out to Mr. Ghaswala that the witness' was 
a highly placed officer and that Ghaswala was not right in ridiculi th "t 

~f ili:~~~g .~~~~Jn~~tr ~a~sd 0~~er wo~d not ~nderstan:1he ~~~:i~; 
tinuous ' and 'continuing • Tho n.tnerstan the dtfference between 'con· 

· e WI. ess was asked by the Commission 
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· Y'hether he un~erstood the- question· an4 its signifi~an<Xt. The Witness repiied 
m the affirmative and gav~ a~ answer to ~e q.uestiOn to the effect :-"I can, 
ho.wever, agree that the smking was contmumg. " I have pointed out this 
episode to show that I always t!>ok care to protect the witnesses whenever it 
wru: n~cessa~ to do so a~d that m fact Ghaswala had rediculed his own client • 

. It IS .. 1mposs1ble to believe that a man of the standing and temper of 
Mr. qh!lswala would p~t _up with such behaviour at the hands of a"Judge, who 
was sitting as a CoiD.Illlssion and .as. such had no powers, which are normally 
possessed by a court of law. 'This IS not the place to mention the talks that 
took plaee between me and Mr. Ghaswala. It is sufficient to mention that 
Mr. Ghaswala )!Sed to see me in my chamber and also occasionally called on 
me at my residence and our personal relations continued to be cordial 
till the day when he thought fit to withdraw from the case.. Even thereafter 
I did make attempt to irop. out personal differences and remove misunderstan
dings, if any. It has no bearing upon the 'order "that I have passed and the· 
merits of the. work that I was pursuing. This · is a small digression. But, 
this has to be made here to explain the entire background which led to 
Mr.· Ghaswala's witb4rawal. I have also, '"in particular, to explain the 
allegatio.ns, which . Mr; · Ghaswala pas now chosen to make in his written 
arguments. · · ·I· ·· · · · : ' • · .. · . , 

. . • • . "' _. . . , ... _··v . 
..• Coming back to. the prevancated· replies of Yadav, m answer to further 
questions by Mr. Sawant, Yaclav .-stated_ (Ex. 793) :

1 
: . ' 

"I also realised that the water would rise.higher than the levels m1.rked 
out by Mr. Maydeo during the floods of 1958. I did tell the people in the 
localities, where I went; that the'water will rise beyond the level marked out 
by Maydeo and •in more areas than mentioned by him." . 

These answers incorporate a categorical admission made by the witness. 
·Notwithstanding this, Mr.· Murudkar chose to ask the following q11estion :-

, " Q. Did it happen that either Maydeo . or Neurgaoilkar actually made 
markings on any of the maps on the 19th of July · 1958 ? " .-, 

Ya.dav replied: · · · · "' 
"" " A. I do not remember whether he .did so. " 

I allowed the question, because I wanted to see the. reaction of the witness, 
after the. very categorical admission he had made earlier. .I have put this in 
the form of question and answer so that there should be no misunderstanding 
as to what was the question put and w~at answer. was. sought to be c:licited 
from the witness. Evidently, the question was a leadmg one suggesting an 
answer in favour of the contention put forward by S: B. Kulkarni. Yadav 
went back upon ·the admission made by him and proceeded t? say that he did 
riot remember whether Maydeo or Neurgaonkar made markings on any map. 
The question and the answer thereto woul? throw -~ght upon the nature of the 
instructions which the witness says were gtven to him, by Advocate Murudkar 
when he ~lied him (the witness) to his office a~ the Poona Club. T~e matte~, 
howeyer, did not stop there. Mr. Murudkar himself put the folloWIDg fur~er 
question to Yadav :- · · 

" Q. · Did you make an attempt to find out the map on which marklngs 
were made by Maydeo in 1958 ? " , 

The answer of the witness was "No. " This question clearly implied 
that there was a map, on which markings were made by Maydeo in 1958. It 
would thus be seen that although everyone concerned was aware that Maydeo 
had made certiin markings on a map, im attempt was made. to s~?W that no 
~ap was marked out at any time and whereas, S. B. Kulkarm positivelr stated 
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ihat he was toid by Yadav that Maydeo had never made any markings on ady 
ma Yadav could not muster courage to make such a bold statement. He 
·be/a'n by saying that he did not remem~er whether th~t was so bl:lt.repeatedly 
admitted that Maydeo had made markings on a map m the Mumc1pal <?llice. 
It is again significant that an attempt has bee~ made by S. B. Kulkarm and 
. Yadav to show that according to Maydeo the nse of ?'ater would. only pe five 
feet over the existing level ofwater.and not ten fe~t as Is.depo~ed to b>: Maydeo 
and Bhalerao. The reason is obVIous and that IS ~o d1~cred1t the ev1de~ce of 
Barve, Pandit add Dhanak by showing th~ utter dispanty. between. the nse of 
five feet and the rise of thirty feet.- But, this attempt has signally fatled. 

The contention of Maydeo that he had made markings on a inap in the 
.Municipal Office is fully corroborated by the contents of a contemporaneous 
document (Ex. .395). This letter was written by Maydeo to Anand on the 
action taken by him on tbe.previous day (19th July 1958). At paragraph (4) 
'of that letter, Maydeo says : · · 
· ".A,fter some discus.sion-it.was therefore decided that though the possibility 
,. of any damage to the dan! may be remote, still, as the evening was drawing 

. near, the Collector and the D. S. P. should be ready with a plan of action 
in case anything untoward happened during the night. We accordingly 
contacted the Municipal Engineers and with their help marked out ar(!as, 
which might be affected by some sudden rise of water over the then water 
level in the river. The intention was that the Police would know whertl'io 
look for trouble and where to confine their activities and where to keep the 
people alerted. By 6-30 p.m. the Collector and the D. S. P. had been supplied 
·with a list of areas which may be called the possible danger zone and 
accordingly, I understand, the police gave a mild warning to people in.the 
area to keep alert during the night." . . . 

-- As pointed out above, Maydeo has stated that in pursuance of the ~ish of 
, t~e then Co~e.ctor and the D. S. P. he prepared a list of localities, which were 
likely to be visit;d by floods released by the possible collapse of the Khadakwasla 
Dam. There IS a document in the Collector's file relating to the floods of 
1958, which has the following heading :- . " 

. " The houses situated yntWn the area mentioned below are likely to be 
In danger due to the continued floods. " · • . . , 

This document was eventually marked as Ex. 408. It ~as shown to. Mayde~ 
;who stated as follows :- · · .' 

. "¥Y ~ttention is in~ted to a .do7ument in the Coltector's file under the 
headm~ The houses situated Within the area mentioned.. below are likely 
to ~. m · dan~er .due to continued floods'. After gofu throu h the 
locali~es bentioned in the Jist, I say that the localities m!tioned ty me 
must e a out the same as mentioned here.,·, The floods did not rise to the 
~::!~, levels because there was no actilal breach in the ,, Kbad~~wlisla 

. This statement was not challenged as · n ect · hi · ' · '. · ·· · 
the other hand, if is elicited in his mcorr . 1D . s cross-exammatlon. On 
and the D s p · cross-exammation that the then Collector 
likely to b~ ~ff~~:J~ suth~e~i!u!itd:f 'E,~ ~~st of the areas, which were 
Collector, Mone, who says (Ex. 406) : . · was shown to the then 

He a~J'sh;:se areas (shown in the list), apparently were mention~d by Maydeo.'' 

"At 6 p.m. when I made enquiries ·th , 
Mr. Maydeo had specified those are ( WI my office, I came to know that 
the O·>ods to ·be released by the pos~bf:t~~ wa. hha! Wthere lKhiekly to be affected by 

c In e adakwas!a Dam)." 
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-:Mone fUrther adds : 

" It (Ex. 408) must be in the hand-writing either of Mohammad Usmall 
who was my P. A. or Raval, who was my Deputy Chitnis." ' 

He asserted that the people living in the localiti.es mentioned in E~. _ 408 were 
alerted from 7-30 to 9-3~ p.m. through the police vans and also by the p li 
and home guards movrng on foot. The localities mentioned in the 0 ~ 
(Ex. 408) are : 

"Po;tion on the west side of Mutha River 
(1) Karv~ Road, ~yurved Rasa-shala to Lakdi Bridge. 
(2) J~ngli MaharaJ Road-Sambhaji Chowk to Ghole Chowk. 
(3) Fmal Plot No. 702 to Nava Bridge (Lloyd Bridge) Road parallel to 

the Congress House Road. -
(4) Lloyd Bridge to Sangam Bridge via Shivaji Road and Civil Court 

Road. . 
The area between the above roads and the Mutha River. 

Portion on the east side of Mutha River 
(1) Lakdi Bridge to- Jawahar 'Chowk to Sadashiv Navi Peth Municipal 

School. -
(2) Lakdi Bridge to Shedge Vithoba on Laxmi Road to Narayan Peth 

Gate. 
_ (3) Omkareshwar Road-Narayan Peth Gate to Shanwarwada via Shani-

war Peth Police Chowkey. - · 
(4) Lloyd Bridge along Tambat Houd Road via Pawale Chowk. 

- (5) Kasba House No. 801 to Mangalwar Gadi Tal via Mangalwar Gadi 
_Tal Road. 

The area between. the above roads and the Mutha River." 
Ex. 416, which is also in the same file, shows the places, which were actually 
affected by the floods of 1958. The distinction .between Ex. 408- and Ex. 416 
is quite evident because the heading of Ex._ 408 clearly shows that the 
areas mentioned therein were the areas likely to be endangered by the continued 
floods, whereas Ex. 416 shows that it relates to the areas, which Were actually 
affected by the floods. These documents are coming from the file of the 
Collector's Office and there-can be no dispute, and there has been no dispute, 
about their genuineness. ' 

The above evidence, which is- good both in quality and quantity, clearly 
indicates that- . - • 

(1) it was apprehended that the Khadakwasla Pam might breach, 
(2) in that water would rise 10 feet over and above the then flooc;!level, 
(3) Maydeo, after expressing the_ above view, proceeded to mark out on 

a map in the Corporation Office, the areas _li~ely to be affected by the floods, 
( 4) He did so because the Collector ms1sted upon that course. 
(5) Maydeo gave a list of the areas which according to him would 

be affected by the floods released by the possible breach of Khadakwasla 
Dam. A copy of that list was lying i1l the Collector's file. 
I cannot part with the topic about the map marked by Maydeo without 

referring to a fantastic argument' adyanced by Jl1r. ~ege, the Counsel !'or the 
Commission, as to why Chaturvedi must. be disbelieved when he. said _that 
Maydeo told them that the water would nse by 30 feet Chaturved1 admitted 
that the figure 30 may be wrong and in any ~se he ":as not particular_ ~bout 
the figure, but that he was mainly interest~d m finding ~u t the loca}if!es to 
which water might spread. I have dealt With that aspect m full and It IS pot 
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- All that is necessary to note is that at page'{ 
necessary to rei:eat the argument. Re e has asserted that the map 

.• 511 of his wntten ar~me~tscrx·405) !nd this map clearly shows that 
marked o~t, by Maydf-03~ t t ca~not be accepted as true. (Ex. 405) ijl' a 

. ChaturvedJ s figure 0 . ee · cin · in the Corporation Office and produced 
maP, prepa~d on !11~ babs ~ aB trKul~aroi with a forwarding letter (Ex. 404.) 

. be~ore the Comw;sJrn Yf the ~ctual floods of 1958 and the original map was 
This map shows t_ e 1:r; bhak.ar on the 12th for estimating the level that 
us~ttb6 Ku~~~b;~he fl.~~ds on 12th July 1961. It is surprising that Mr: Rege 
m1g e rea . th on which Maydeo marked out the areas 
sho~d ~~~tJerysl~al aTh: !i:~fren arguments advanced by Mr. Rege ~ristle 
on t e . . · statements and half-truths. I have mentiOned 

• wi~e s~f~h~ ~~:~J:ri~:s~n~from time to time in the cour~ of tJle discussion 
. : this· report. It is a pity 'that Mr· Rege, who was devotkmg ~se~ wk~!Iy 

to this case and was staying in Poona on most of the wee en s an er 
-holidays for the purpose of, study o( the case, sho'!ld not have cared _to go 
through the reoord carefillly and rushed to conclusiOns on wrong bas1s. .!t 
is equally interesting that .his explanation about the reason o~ ~haturve_d~ s 
figure of.30 feet.is the same as offeredby.the Advocate for the c1vil authonties-

• 'to which attention would be drawn hereafter. 

m. MeasureS taken in 1958 

. '"011 the point as to the measures taken in.--1958 and in pa~;ticular on the 19th 
·July 1958, when the breach of !he Khadakwasla dam was apprehended,. we 
have mainly to rely upon the eVIdence of S. S. Mone, the then Collector and 

rChaturvedi tlie then. D. S. P., Poona and a few contemporaneous or near 
contempo~neous documents to which reference would· be made here~er. 
Mone the then Collector, had received no intimation about the op1ruon 
expre;sed by Pandit, Anand and Dhinak nor the calculations made by them. 
Mone's only source was Maydeo; the senior irrigation officer in Poona.. Mone, 

.·in his written statement (Ex. 407) says (paragraph 5) : 

~ .. Shrl Maydeo stated .that as the seniormost Irrigation Engineer in Poona, 
·• ·he considered it his duty to sound. a note of caution that the Khadakwasla 

dun was very old having been constructed some 60-65 years ago; that it 
. ·. • was intended to take a column of water 34 ft. high but that danger limit 

hj,d long been passed and a column of water over 37 ft. high was pressitlg 
. · against it, and there were no indications of the incessant ·rains abating. 

I, therefore, asked hini to state in clear terms whether he meant to suggest 
that there was a danger of Khadakwasla dam giving way. Shri Mayde!> 
replied that he could not state that there was any such imminent danger 

· · of Kh1dakwasla dam giving way, but that in view of the circumstances 
· '· mentioned by him, a five per cent. possibility of such a calamity occurring 

could not be ruled. out. He added, however, that since the possibility 
was only five per cent., I need not worry about it. I replied immediately 

- that since ·a five per cent. possibility of such a disaster had been mentioned 
by a responsible irrigation Engineer like him, I could not overlook the 
matter and that I was bound to take such precautions as could be taken." 

. After ?iscilssing the m_atter with then Municipal Comniissioner and the District 
Supennter.dent of Pohce, Poona, Mone convened a more broad-based meeting . 

. The names _of the ?l!icers who were called have already been mentioned above. 
The followmg dec1s10ns were taken, according to Mone, in this conference 

(~'referred t? by him !n para. 7 of his written statement' Ex. 407) :--- ' 
(1) A wrreless station should be installed at the Khadakwasla · dam 
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-~d a Deputy En~e~r.should.be posted with fustructi~ns to report perlo
dlcally over the police Wireless system, such information as the level of water 
in th~. Khadakwasla Dam, the extent of the rains at Khadakwasla and the 
condition of the dam. · 

. · ·(2) _Shri ~aydeo and. ~e offi.ce!s of the Irrigation Department, in con
sultation With the Muruc1pal Engmeer, should indicate the areas likely to 
be affected in case of further serious floods to enable the Revenue and the 
Police authorities to alert persons living in the -affected areas and to take 
measures for evacuation, if it became necessary. 

(3) Steps should be taken to issue a general warning over the· Poona 
Station of the AU India Radio and also through the Police and Home Guards 
~orpnng the residents on the bank.s of the river Mutha of further unexpected 
nse m the level of the water durmg the night and advising such families 

Jrom the affected areas as had friends and relations elsewhere in the city 
· and to take shelter for the night with such friends. and relations or in. the 

Municipal Schools .... According to .the above decision, a brief message 
, was· read o~t from the Poona Station of the All India Radio at about 6 p.m. 

by S; K. Lima.ye, Prant Officer, and was repeated at 7 p.m. So far as I 
can recall, the. same message was also reported in the only evening paper 
called ' Sandhya '.~ . · 

. (4) All available police and home guards should be deployed in the areas 
likely to be affected by the floods to keep an allnight vigil. . · 

· . (sf-People · sho:11id :be cimtioned of the danger of further floods durlng 
the night and advised to evacuate to safer areas through the means of police 
varis equipped with loudspeakers as well as through the police and home 
guards. · · 

{6) All available buses of the Poona Municipal Transport and the State 
Transport, Poona Division, should be made available and should be kept in 
readiness at their respective Depots for use, in case large scale evacuation 
became necessary. The representatives of the Defence Department also 

~'' ag~:eed to make additional transport available, if necessary." 
. < . • . . • • 

In answer to questions by Mr. Phadke, on behalf of the Citizens' Committee, 
Mone explained that. he .was making arrangements so as to prepare for the 
worst eventuality Viz., breach of the Khadakwasla dam. In answer to questions 
-by Mr. Murudkar, .on behalf of the civil authorities, Mone stated : , 

" A t-ruck was used to my knowledge for the evacuation of 20 persons . 
who were marooned and rescued by the Bombay Engineer Group." · 

He ·added that as regards other trucks, he could not say whether they were 
used or not used nor could he say off-hand how many persons were evacuated 

'on the 19th and' 20th July 1958. These are .the ouly important answers that 
were elicited in his cross-examination on behalf of the civil authorities. While 

.appreciating Mone's evidence and also the evidence of Chaturvedi as to how 
, many trucks were used for evacuation or as to how many men were employed 
_in respec~ of evacuation, it is necessary to remember that, as a ~atter of fact, 
the Khadakwasla dam did not breach and the oruy emergency which the autho
rities had to face was the emergency of heavy floods due to heavy rains. There
fore what measures were actually taken is a matter of very little 
con;equence. The more important question is, what arrangements w~r~ made 
and· what measures were contemplated for meeting the emergency ansmg out 
of a· possible breach of the Khadakwasla dam. · · 
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In. th. of Mon'"'s cross-examination, which took place on the 3rd 
· e course " · th ffi · tin D · tri A ril 1962 it became known that Chaturvedi was e o c1a . g _1s ct st erintendent of Police in 1958. Thereafter, it w~ thought that his eVIdence 

w!uld be of some use and, therefore, a letter was wntten by the Sec~etary _of the 
Commission requesting him to sub~t a- statement al:!d agree. to gJV~ eVId~nce 
before the Commission. Accordingly, Chaturvedi submJ~ted his wntten 
tatem nt (Ex 841) on the 18th July 1962 and he was examJDed on the 24th 

}ul t962 (Ex. 840). Before submitting his :vrltten state~?ent, Chaturvedi 
ap%roached Heble District Superintendent of Police, Poona City, and requested 
him to make the r~ords of 1958 ~vailable to him. The records that were made 
available to him were the followmg :- . 
. (I) The log books of some of the motor transport vehicles. 

(2) One log book of the high frequency wireless set. 
(3) One Station Diary of the Faraskhana Police Station (This is in two 

'volumes the first volume ends on the 18th of July 1958 and the second begins 
from the 20th July 1958. The last pages of the first volume and the front 
page of the second volume are missing). 

Chaturvedi stated that he was more interested in Vishrambag Police Station 
Diary, but, that was not made available to him. He adds that his weekly diary 
was made available to him by the. office of the Inspector-General of 
Police. Chaturvedi questioned the clerk from the office ~f the District Super
intendent of Police, Poona, about the correspondence that took place 
between hitn and the then Collector and also the list of the areas (prepared by 
Maydeo). The clerk made a search for about two or three hours and then 

· came and told him that these documents were not traceable in the office. 
Chaturvedi added that the list prepared by Maydeo was read out to the police 
officers and the officers must have taken down the areas· that were read out 
on a paper and in the normal course the list ought to be found in the respective 
stations. The witness was severely cross-examined by Mr. Murudkar, on 
behalf of the civil authorities. The following are the answers elicited from 
Chaturvedi in his cross-examination (Ex.' 840) :- . . 

"I went to the D. S. P. and told him the documents which I wanted. 
The documents referred to above were given to me and I was told by the 
D. S. P. as also the Inspector, Local Crime Branch, that the rest of the docu
ments are not traceable. I wanted the Faraskhana Station Diary among 
other documents. I also enquired about the weekly diaries of the Faras
khana, Vishrambag and other Police Stations and I was told that these 
~ocuments were probably with the Commission. I asked for the Confiden
?al document (C-1 file). D. S. P. Heble told me that there was nothing 
m that document about the fioods of 1958." 

~t a later stage of his fross-examination, it was suggested that the station dia-. 
nes fell under class' B category and, therefore, were destroyed within a period 
of n;~ years. In ~swer to q~estions on this point, Chaturvedi stated : 

, , The,r~;d~ m the J?.S.P s office are classified under the three heads 'A', 
B and C . A record 1s permanent record; The rules prescribe the life time 
so far as ·~· rec<?rd is concerned. So far as 'C' record is concerned, the · 
rule:& say that 1t can be destroyed after one year. Without reference to the 
Po~ce Manl!al, I cannot say which record falls within the category 'C'. 
I did quesuon the clerk of the D. S. P. in the presence of the D s p the 
Sten

1 
ogra P~er and the head clerk, as to whether the file was destroy.ed ~nd the 

rep y was like this : 
' Class 'B' record is destroyed after two years •. 

When I asked a~o~t the general diaries, I was told that they also fall in the 
category of class B record and they had been destroyed. Later on:, one of the · 
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station ~aries was . actually found. From these replies, I could not come to 
a!ly. defimte conclusiOns as to exactly what was the situation about the 
dtanes." 

~o questions w_ere asked as !o what became about the correspondence file, nor 
~s any explanation forth~onung as to ~hat happened to that file, whether it is 
m~ct or destroyed, ~nd if so, why was tt destroyed. According to Chaturvedi, 
this file would contain the correspondence that took place between him and the 
then Colle~tor and also some other important documents. A question was 
asked to him as to whether he had kept any note for the information of the 
successor and Chaturvedi stated that he could not say whether he had left such a 
n?te unless the ~orrespondence file was made available to him. According to 
him, the note will normally be found in the correspondence file. He, however, 
stated that the file, which he wanted to get at from Heble would contain not 
only the letters wntten by the_ Collector but also the replies given by him to 
the Collector. 
.. l"he allegations made by Chaturvedi were of a serious character and reflected 
upon ~e. integrity of the District Sup erinte!lden! of Police, Poona City. The 
CoDll!llsston, therefore, wanted t<? ask for clarification. and directed the Secretary 

. to Wf~te a letter. (Ex. 906 collectively) to Heble calling upon him to send the 
following documents :- ·. · · -~ . . · · 
'· · (I) StatioU:-:Diary of Vishranibag Poli2e Station, 1958. 

(2) Station Diary of Faraskhana Police Station 1958. 
(3) Log Books. of motor vehicles used in July 1958. 
(4) y.JI. F. Log Book fot: July 1958. , 

On 3rd Augu&t 1962, Heble wrote a letter to the Secretary of the Commission 
. stating that he was forwarding the Station Diary of Faraskhana Police Station, 
Log Books of motor vehicles used in July 1958 and the Log Book of V.H.F. 
control room _of the relevant date in July 1958. At the same time, he stated 
that he regretted. that the Station Diary of Vishrambag Police Station for the 
relevant dates was not forthcoming. He then proceeded to offer an explanation 
as to how a search was made and how only the Station Diary of Faraskhana 

.· Police Station -became available in the course of that search. He also stated 
that the Station Diary ofVishrambag Police Station was not traceable, presum
ably because when·the Police Station was shifted from the old Faraskhana 
building in Budhwarpeth to Vishrambagwada in Ma,rch 1960, it was either _ 
lost' or misplaced. '· 
' On the I Oth Augilst 1962, Heble Wrote another letter (Ex. 906 collectively) 
.stating that in the course- of continued search, the Station Diary of the Vish- · 
-.rambag Police Station for the period from 27th June 1958 to 2nd August 1958 
'was traced in some old record kept in the Local Crime Intelligence Branch with 
'whicllit had apparently got mixed up during the shifting of the Police Station 
'from the old Faraskhana building to the Vishrambagwada in M~rch 19~0. 
The District Superintendent of Police al~o chose to send the duty r7gtster mam· 
taiited in tli.e Headquarters in 1958, w~ch, he stated, was found m the com:se 
of the same search and which, he felt, nught be found useful by the Comnus
sion. It may be noted that this document was not called for by the Commission. 

I passed a comprehensive order (E~. ~06 collectively) on this. as also the 
earlier letter on 11 tl). August 1962 and 1t 1s not necessary to repeat what I have 
stated therein. I directed that the duty register should be returned to the 
_District Superintendent of Police, as the same was never called f?r by the Com
mission. It is now contended in the '?l'~tten arguments. subnutted ?~ beha!f 
of the civil authorities that the CommiSsion was wrong m no~ ~dmitting_ ~ 
.document. According to. the advocates, ·.on_ behalf of. the c1vil authonties, 
.this document would have thrown light upon the question as to how many 
policemen were called to duty at that time. It is necessary, firs~ of all; to 

J 
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· · · · · kin a detailed investigation into 'the steps taken 
~~~fsb!~Jhs~~:df;eiffst 0~~iou~ that the duty register of Police ~eadquarters 
alone would not thro'w light upon the question as to how many po cem~~;were 
really called to duty on the 19th July 1958. . · . . . . · 
· Chaturvedi has admitted that he was allowed mspectton of the. Station Diary 

of the Faraskhana Police Station. What, however, he complamed was that, 
the last a e of the first volume and the first page of the second volume of the 
diary w~reg missing. It is noticed that the last page of. the first volume ends 
with the entry made at 21-30 hours on f!:te l8!J;l July 1958 and the second volume 
begins from page 3 and commences with senal No. 10 on the 19th July 1958. · 
In other words the entries from 21-30 hours on the _18th July upto 19-00 hours 
on the 19th J~ly 1958 are missing. No ex_rlan~tion, whatso~ver? ~as been 
offered as to how this happened and why the crucial page only IS nussmg. . 
· As regards the Station Diary of the Vishramba~ Police· Station, which was 
forwarded by the District Superintendent of Poll~ on., the lOtli August 1962 
and which according to him was found after a sustained search, I do not under
stand what purpose would n~w be served by admitting this document on record. 
It was Chaturvedi, who wanted to examine !hat document. For. whatev~r 
tea.Sons, Chaturvedi had no opportunity of gomg thro~gh the entnes ?f. this , 
diary. The Commission does not feel the need of gomg !Jirough the. diary. 
Finally, it is significant to note that !J-O explanatioD: has been· offered about th~ · 
correspondence file in regard to which Chat!Irvedi was so ke~n. Chaturvedi 
feels that this file, apart from the letters exchanged between him 'ilnd the then 
Collector, must also contain the note about the events of the 19th July·I958. 

It is thus evident that an attempt was made to keep back certain documents 
from Chattirvedi and taking advantage of the opportunity offered by the Com
'mission for clarification, Heble wants to mislead the Commission by offering 
'documents, such as, the duty register, which was wholly in:elevant: for our 
inquiry and which relates to the polite force in the headquarters only: · 

ln hiS cross-examination, Chat:urvedi admitted that. arrangementS .. wer~ 
made for warning and evacuation even on the lOth July 1958, but the arrange
ments made on the 19th July 1958 were more intensive, because it was expected 
that there would be a greater rise of water in the river. He asserted that 
arrangements were made for about fifty to sixty trucks in addition to the State 
Transp_ort being reques~ed to keep their trucks at the disposal of 'the police 

· authonties. Chaturvedi states that these trucks were kept at different places. 
· Some were kept in the Transport Depot so that they would be available to be 
put into action at the nearest centre of trouble. Chattirvedi added that he had 
also asked the Deputy Superintendent of Police to secure five or six boats of 
. the army and that five or six boats were actually secured. Chaturvedi also 
. stated that he had asked his policemen to keep torches with fuem in anticipation 
. of the failure of the electric lights in case of the breach of the Khadakwasla 
,da!!l· .He had als!> a~ked _the _polic~~en !O keep wireless sets ready for use to 
.mamta~ commumca~on line m anticipation of a breakdown in the telephonic 
.CQDIIec~ons. A<:<:ording to Chaturvedi, it was decided in the meeting that 
evacuation operations should be carried out by the Police the Home Guards , 
the fumy and the Munici~al staff in particular. As regards warnings Chat:ur: 
vedi stated that three v~hicles were used for giving warnings with the aid of 

-loudspeakers. The Police Department had a van of jts own fitted with loud
speaker. -The second loudspeaker was mounted on another van and the third 
loudspeaker v~n was procured ~rom the Regional Publicity Officer. He 
a
1
sserted that smce. ~e regarde~ this as an emergency, 'he gave directions to all 
nspectors to mobilise all available policemen · He stated that th li 

, ~~~~ ~er_e a:~ble for mobilis~tion would VarY from I ,000 to 1,500~ · P~e ~:=~ 
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that some policemen were put on vehicles' and some were asked to go on foot 
from. ~oor to d~or. and warn people. . f.>.ccor~g to Chaturvedi, the then 
Mumctpal_Comnusstoner pl!lce~ themuruetpal vehicles at his disposal. It was 
suggested m ~~ cross-ex~mtnation of Chaturvedi that there were no entries in 
the _weekly_ dta~es of ~olice Inspectors ~f Faraskhana, Vishrambag and other 
Police Stations m the etty of Poona relating to any action having been taken 

, by them on the 19th July 1958. I pointed out to Mr. Murudkar that the diaries 
of ~e Police Inspectors could not be shown to the witness though it was open 
to him. (Mr. Murudkar) to _prepare e~acts of those diaries, from which it can. 
be verified whether there ts any ment1on made in them relating to the action 
taken on the 19th July 1958. Mr. Murudkar has not produced these extracts. 
Grievance has been made about this ruling. I fail to understand how the civil 
authorities are in any way affected, when the Commission was prepared to 
accept the . extracts of those diaries. According to Chaturvedi, the precau
tionary mea~ures decided upon in the Collector's meeting were put on legs 
between 6 and 6-30 p.m. on the 19th July. He admitted that at about 4-30 p.m. 
on the. same day, warnings about floods were already given. 'He stated that he 
had not issued any orders for evacuation of the people before 6-30 p.m. and it 
is possible that some policemen, on their own, might have taken some action 
in that respect in particular cases. 

As regards evacuation, Chaturvedi stated that some people responded to the 
call of the Police for evacuation and some did not. He admitted that he could 
not give the figure of people who were evacuated, but it must be in thousands. 
According to him, some vehicles were used ·for evacuation. But, he had 
issued orders that vehicles should be used on a large scale in case there was 
breach of the Khadakwasla dam. On the question of warnings, he explained 
that in the beginning a mild warning was to be given saying that there was 
danger of heavy floods. ·The second warning was to- be given, when there. 
was an actual breach of the Khadakwasla dam, in which case, the police were 
to ·go round in the localities and start evacuation after necessary warnings. 
He explained that the authorities did not consider it wise to warn the people 
that there was likelihood of the breach of the Khadakwasla dam, ,because 
they felt that this would lead to panic. For this reason, the meeting decided 
that a mild w;nning should be issued first and that a wireless station should 
be set up at Khadakwasla ·for conveying the news about the. rise of water 
level in the Khadakwasla lake from · time to time. He asserted that he .had 
himself gone round in some areas and gave warnings to some people. He also 
asserted that he met Shri Sri Prakasa, the then Governor of Maharashtra, 
who was also moving round to see for himself what was taking place. 

The statement of Chaturvedi that he would be in a position to mobilise 
1 500 policemen in the city has been sought to be ridiculed in the arguments 
advanced on behalf of the civil authorities. Chaturvedi stated that the total 
strength of the policemen in the city was about 2,400 in 195_8. ~e assef!:ed 
that between 6 and 6-30 p.m. on. the 19.th July, ~e gave drrectJ_ons. call~g; 
upon the mobilisation of the entire available pollee force. This drrecti?n 
was given by him to the Police Inspectors, when he held a coJ?ference With 
them in the Police Headquarters. He! however, frankly . admttte_d that he 
did not remember as to how many policemen were called mto actton on the 
19th July 1958. In answer to questions by Mr. Mu~u~kar, wh~ther the V. H. F: 
control system was used on the· 19th July for giVIng warnrngs, . Chaturvedi 
~~= .· 

"There is V. H. F. grid. I was carrying with ~e a V. H. F. set,, whtch, 
in other words is called walkie-talkie. I gave qwte a num~er of mstruc
tion$ on th!lt V:!llkie·t!llkiC:: set, The instructions ~ven on thts set are m<;>r~ 
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1 lik b l ·m· structi'ons No log'book is maintained for V. H. F: 
oress evera · 'hh · tl channel. There is a high frequency channel of whic t. ere lS a con ro room 
in Vishrambagwada Station. The log book of the High Frequ~mcy control 
room was ·given to me for inspecti~n. Th~t log. book contams a lot of 
entries relating to 1958 floods. The ms~ructio~s g~ve_n by me would not be 
contained in tHat log book, because the mstructions given by me were orally 
given to the officers themselves." · . · 
Chawrvedl has come up for a good deal. of harsh, unchari~a_ble and 

irresponsible comments at the hands of the lawyers on behalf of th7 CIV~ autho
rities. Even, Collector Mone has not escaped scornful attentiOn m th~e 
arguments. Capital, however, has be~n sought to _be made from certam 
small omissions. It is pointed out that m the file !elatmg to 195~ floods from 
the Collector's office, there is no document showmg that th~ mmutes ~f the 
meeting convened by the then Collector were rec?rded. It IS argiied, m . all 
seriousness that this omission confirms the practice deposed to by Mohite,~ 
Prabhakar 'and others that no minutes of such meetings are kept. · It has 
been conveniently forgotten by the learned lawyers that no question was 
asked to Mone on this point and when a question was asked to Chaturvedi,' 
he stated that he did not remember as to whether any minutes are kept. The 
mere fact that no minutes are found in the file of the Collector's office is no· 
evidence that the minutes of that meeting were not prepared at all. It is 
too much to say that the practice deposed to by Mohite; Prabhakar and others 
finds confirmation merely because no document of the minutes is forthcoming 
from the Collector's file. It has been seriously contended that Mone· has 
made several improvements in his statement and the evidence on the report 
(Ex. 419) submitted by him to the Government. Two documents of Collector 
Mone deserve notice. The first is Ex. 415, which is a note prepared on 21st 
July 1958 regarding the flood situation in Poona City and the district. The 
note appears to record the factual position. In the report at Ex. 419 dated 
24th July 1958, at paragraph (4), Mone refers to the warning given by Maydeo 
in the following words :-

''The Superintending Engineer, D.I.C.(II), Poena,· warned me of the 
seriousness of the situation and also stated that since the dam was over 
65 ye~s ~ld and was constructed to support a column of. water 34. ft., 
the Situatiol!- created by the water rising to over 37 ft. was fraught with 
danger, particularly, because there was no sign of the rains abating according 
to the reports from Khadakwasla." 

Mone h~s not used the .words that Maydeo gave him warning that the dam 
would giVe way or was. likely to give way: Mone was cross-examined by 
Mr .. Murudkar on this pomt an~ he replied that the words used by him, 
partic!Jlarly, the words ' fraught With danger ' clearly implied that a warning 
was given by Maydeo that the Khadakwasla dam might give way. As stated. 
above, the contemporaneous document (Ex. 395) which is a letter written by 
~aydeo to Anand on 20th July 1958 clearly speaks of the warning having been 
given to the. then Co!lec!or about the possibility of the dam being damaged, 
although this was. m~ntioned as a ~mote possibility. The words used in 
(Ex. 419) clearly mdicate that the situation at the Khadakwasla dam was· 
dangerous and the words ' fraught with danger ' could only mean the breach 
~ the Khadakwasla dam. There is, t~erefore, no substance in the grievance 
~t the report (Ex. 419~ does not specifically say that it was feared that the 
. adakwasla d_am ~as li.kely to breach. The allegation that Mone has made 
!mpro':'ements m his written statement (Ex. 407) from the report (Ex 419) 
IS fi?amly based upon the the so-called absence of mention ~f the 
pos~I~le breach. of the Kh~dakwasla dam in that ·document. The other 
9!Ili~Sion1 tQ ~hich reference IS !!lade lll- the ar~ments j~ tl!Rf, Mone dQe~ nQt 
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say that a list of the areas was supplied to him by Maydeo. There is abund~nt 
~vidence, both documentary and o~al, ~hat Maydeo had supplied a list contain
mg the areas to Mone and that list IS actually forthcoming from the file in 
the C:ollector's office.. ~o reason has ?een given as to why Mone should· 
effect 1mp~ovement. ~pon ~s report and ~th what motive. It is this attitude 
of the civil authonties "!"hich I cbarac~ensed sometime back as the attitude 
" those who are not With us are agamst us ." 

I have already pointed out that there is no substance in the attack levelled 
upon Chaturvedi that he attributed the statement that there would be a rise 
of thirty feet of water to M!lydeo and it is not necessary to repeat it again. 
Merely because Chaturvedi used the words " the rise of thirty feet " 
the advocates, on behalf of the civil authorities, had jumped to the most 
unwarranted conclusion that this shows the anxiety and zeal of the 
witness in giving evidence. Chaturvedi's claim that it would be possible 
to mobilise 1,500 policemen from the city of Poena has been sought to be 
ridiculed and it is pointed out that at no time would it be possible to mobilise 
that much number and that the number would not exceed about eight 
hundred policemen. Chaturvedi has never stated that he actually mobilised 
that number. What was asked to him was, what number would be mobilised 
and he roughly stated that 1,000 to 1,500 policemen would be mobilised. 
Chaturvedi says that his directions to the Inspectors were that all available 
policemen should be mobilised. Throughout the criticism levelled against 
Chaturvedi, one important factor has been missed and that is that, there was 
no occasion to put the arrangements made in regard to mobilisation of the 
police force and evacuation on legs. All that is necessary to be seen about 
the arrangements made on the basis of the information that there was a possi
bility of the breach of the Khadakwasla dam is, whether warnings were given 
to the areas, which were far wider than the traditional lowlying areas ; who 

· participated in those warnings and who supervised them and whether arrange
ments for transport for evacuation and rescue were made. It is on these broad 
points that the Commission has taken some evidence, documentary 
and oral, relating to 1958 floods and it is the validity of this evidence, which 
bad to be put to· test, not with reference to what actually happened, because 
nothing happened after these preparations were made, but with reference to 
the assessment of the situation made and the steps devised on that basis. The 
height of absurdity bas been reached with the following comments in the written 
arguments on behalf of the civil authorities :- . · · 

"When he (Chaturvedi) gave evidence, he was working as the Secretary 
of the Police Coimnission appointed by the Government of Ma!Iarashtra 
under the chairmanship of Mr. Dixit, a retired Judge of the Bombay High 
Court. It happens that Mr. Bakhale, the Senior Advocate on Record, is 
11lso a member of that Commission; of which Mr. Chaturvedi is the 
Secretary." . 

These sentences carry a very sinister implication viz., that. Chaturvedi 
is under the thumb of Mr. Bakhale and that he (Chaturvedi) has been influenced 
by him. I have not come across a more mean-minded attack on a responsible • 
officer of the Police Department and also on a very senior a~vo.cate, who in t.he 
past had held several important posts such as, the D1stnct Judge, C1ty 
Civil Court Judge and the Director of Public Prosecutions. No resaon has 
~e~n shown as to why Mr. Bakhale should ~ry to influence <;haturvedi. Again, 
It IS a mis-statement to say that Cbaturved1 has been workmg as the Secretary 
of the Police Commission. V. G. Kanetkar is the Secretary of the Police 
Commission and also a member. Cbaturvedi is the Deputy Secretary ~;>f the 
Police Commission but a non-member. There are as many as eight members 
on the Police Commissi<.>ll and Mr. Bakhale happens to !Je one of *em, I~ 
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' 'bl that M:r- Bakhale would be ]n a position of Uifiuenclng Cliaturvedi 
It po~SI be as on ~f the fact that he is one among the eight members of the 
C:~sJ:: and chaturvedi happens to be the Deputy Secretary ? _Haye 

t e to Such a sordid state that a person of the rank of the Drstnct 
mat ers gon · "-' 'd · t t 1 Saperintendent of Police would agree t? gtve "'"~e 7VI ence JUS o p ease .one 
of the non-descript members of the Police Coi_ll11liSSIOn, who has no power nor 
any patronage to distribate ? I am. constrruned to observe that a new low 
in forensic debate has been reached m these comments and they ouly reflect 
upon the sense of value and decency of those who have condescended . to make 
them and put them in writing. The matter does not rest there: . We are told 
on b;half of the civil authorities that the evidence of ChaturvediiS : .. 
· " a bundle of falsehood, boasti~g and irresponsible utterences. un~ecom
. ing ef an officer of a status and wrth reference to the nature of hiS eVIdence 

and the manner in which he dared to make false statement .on oath makes 
us feel that Mr. Chaturvedi would not have so dared to act ori his own.", 

What is eialctly the insinuation in this statement ? If Chaturvedi is not acting 
on his own then he is acting at whose behest and for whose benefit ? To 
characteris; the evidence of Chaturvedi as a bundle of falsehood is, in the first 
place,irresponsiblea?d to sugg7st that h~ i~ ~cting at the b7~est of som~ :nnk?own 
person is · the herght of rrresponsrbrlity. The crvil authontles, who 
have allowed such statements to be made by their advocates, deserve serious 
censure, and the conduct of the advocates, who agreed to act as a mouthpiece 
to give utterances to such irresponsible and slanderous statements, deserves 
to. be seriously consid~red. . · ·' ; · · · . · 
· Corroboration is forthcoming to the evidence of Mone and Chaturvedi from 
unexpected quarters on the point that it was apprehended in 1958. that the 
Khadakwasla dam might give v;:ay. It should be. recalled that Brig. Bydi 
Commander, Poona Sub-Area, attended the meeting convened by Mone; 
In answer to questions by the Commission's counsel, Bedi stated (EJ,t; 93) : · .. 

"In 1958 there were heavy floods in the month of July. I was infonned by 
Mr. Mone, the then Collector, that the Khadakwasla· dam may give in. 
He had asked for our assistance and so we had alerted some troops to get 
ready for help. At that time, there was no Panshet dam, and .it was clear 
to me (at the time when he. visited the P~nshet dam on the. evening of the 
11th July 1961) that the graVIty of danger, m case of the failure of the Panshet 
dam, to the safety of the Khadakwasla dam was greater.110w. ". 
In his written statement (Ex. 93A), Bedi stated as follows ·-

" The situation looked extremely grave. As I knew that. in the event of 
the Panshet dam giving way, the water stored in it . would pour into the 
Khadakwasla reservoir ~nd if this broke,_ there would be a possibility 
of unprecedented floods m Poona. The gravity of the situation was parti
c~arly. marked by me. as I had previous experience in 1958 of the water 
nsmg m the Mutha nver to the danger mark. At that time ·the troops 
had to be alerted for possible aid to the civil power. " ' 

The q~estion of compari~on of the measures taken ln 1958 with the measures 
adopted m 1961 must awrut a la~er stage of this discussion. In the meantime, 
I propose to pass <;>n to the question about the knowledge of Mohite, Prabhakar 
and }!:eble re~rdmg the weakness of the Khadakwasla dam ; the fact of the 
esta~lishment o~ the !<Jiadakwasla Dam Strengthening Division ; the appre
henSion ente;truned m 1958 about the Khadakwasla dam breaching ansi 
generally their knowledf;e about the areas to which the floods· of 1958 had· 
spread and the areas which were expected to be vished by floods in case of the 
'llrei\Ch of tqe Khada,kwa,sla, da,!ll. . . · 
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IV •. · Were the local authorities or ~y 1lf them aware of the Kbadakwasla 
· " ... •· dam bemg weak ? . . · 

. In consideri~g this questi<;>n, it is necessary to remember that the file, rela
ting to the :tction take!?- dunng t!le :floods of 1958, was lying in the Collector's 
office .. This file contained the list of the areas prepared by Maydeo and also 
a. copy of Moue's report (E_x .. 419). ~ _have .already; refuted. the arguments 
advanced on . behalf of the Clvil authontJes on the ba.SJs of absence of the use 
of. the ·words, such as, " the Khadakwasla dam would give way or breach " 
in Ex. 419, and have shown that the words used by Mone clearly indicated that 
there was danger to the Khadakwasla dam. Prabhakar has frankly admitted 
in answer to questions by .the Senior Advocate on Record (Ex. 421) : 

" If I had Mane's report at Ex .. 419, I would have been aware of the fact 
, that the Khadakwasla dam was an old structure and since the. water had 
.. ri~en beyond .the designed level, the situation was serious." 
Anyone who goes through the file relating to the floods of 1958 would be con
vinced that danger to the Khadakwasla dam was apprehended during the floods 
of 1958. In any case, on a perusal of this file, one would be put on enquiry 
as to why' it was feltthat there was danger to the Khadakwasla dam during 
·the floods of. 1958. That is the reason why Prabhakar and Mohite have 
made frantic efforts to show that they were unaware of the files of 1958 floods. 
I have, therefore, to consider the question as to whether the stand taken by 
these officers is based on truth. · It is the case for the civil authorities that 
Desai and Khursale made reference to 1958 floods and stated that the floods, 
that might be released as a result of the breach of the Panshet dam, might be 
bigger than the floods of 1958. · It is further their case that it was on this basis 
that they proceeded to devised precautionary measures. I will deal with the 
question of the measures that were decided upon in the Divisional Commis.. 
sioner's -meeting on the 11th · July 1961 at a later stage of this discussion. 
For the time being, the point that I am considering is whether in view of the 
case put forward by them,' it is likely that they would not try to find out the 
file tliat was lying in the Collector's file .relating to 1958 floods. The report 
(Ex. '419) was sent by Mone to· the Chief Minister and at that time, Prabhakar 
happened to · ·be his Private Secretary. In answer to questions by 
Mr, Bakhale, Prabhakar stated (Ex. 421) : 

·,.' " It was riot aware that there were heavy floods in 1958. I cannot say 
when I became aware of the floods of 1958, even approximately. In 1958, 
I was P. S~. to the Chief Minister. I do not remember whether I had read 

· a report sent by th\l Collector of Poona to the ~hief Minister about 1~58 
floods in my capacity as the P. s.. The reason .ts that, I used to recetve 
a number of reports arid .therefore 1t was not posstble for me to remember. 
I. have come to know of the Collector's report made in 1958 recently. 
I was not aware that the Chief Minister was anxious about the floods situa-

' '· ,tion in Poona in 1958 and, therefore, had asked the Collector to submit 
~ , a special report in regard to the same. I cannot say whe~er I treated the 

J:eport :received from .the Collector of Poona ~~. a routine ~OCU!flent. 
I have no recollection with regard to that report • (The quotation IS not 
continuous). 

One can pardon for not remembering the contents of the report (Ex. 419) sub
mitted by Mone .in 1958 to the Chief Minister. B1;1t, Prabh~kar'~ subse
quent statements reveal a peculiarly • compla~n~ attitude of his nund. He 
admitted that the water in the Mutha nver was nsmg from the lOth !ulY 1961. 
He also admitted that he apprehended that there. would be floods m Poona. 
Still, he did not make any inquiry in hi~ office relating to the measures adopted 
by his predecessor in regard to preVJous .floods. He asserts that even after 
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Desai told him about the floods of 1958, he did not try to consult the- records 
in his office to ascertain the'I!ature of floods of 1958 n?r the measures takep. 
-durin those floods. When questioned as to why he did not show even ordi· 
nary ~uriosity to know about the nature and extent of the floods of 1958, 
Prabhakar replied : ,.--- - · _ . 

"Since Mr. Darp, the Assistant Ml.!tlicipal CoiDJ:!lissioner, who had 
experience of the floods of 1958 was to attend the _mt;eting co~wened by !he 
Commissioner I thought I would get the necessary mformati?n from him. 

. That is why I did not thinK it necessary to consult the records m my office." 
Parbhakar admitted that an administrator ought to _relymdre upon the con~em
poraneous record than upon the oral words of Witnesses. . He also adrrutt~d 
,that Darp was not expected to have access to. the record m the Coll~ctor s 
office. He further admitted that he had no spec1~l rel7'on as to why he did not 
think it fit to consult his own record or to make mqmry as to whether anyone 

-from his office had experience of the ftoods of 1958. He went on to assert 
that Darp must have been aware of all the measures taken. ~y the then Co~ector. 
This was an impossible position and Darp frankly admitted that he did not 
know the measures adopted by the then Collector during the floods of 1958. 
According to Prabhakar, he called for the files of 1958 floods towards the end 
cof August 1961, because he wanted to make a comparison of the extent of the 
damage that occurred in 1961 with the damage of 1958. He admitted -that 
•side by side comparing the extent of damages, he also compared the measures 
. taken by him with the measures taken by Mone in 1958. The explanation 
offered: by Prabhakar as to why he did not call for the files regarding the floods 
of 1958 on the 11th July 1961 is not only unsatisfactory but appears to m~ to 
be laboured 'and artificial. · .. . . . · 

• That takes me to the question of Mohite's knowledge regarding the floods. 
of 1958, In answer to questions by the Commission's counsel, M:ohite made 
the following statement (Ex. 516). " _ · . -

-"I did not have any ideaaboutritl1e. floods of 1958 .. I was in Poena in 
1958: At that ftime, I was holding the post of the Director: of Agriculture. 
I kr.ew that Prabhakar was hot the Collector in 1958. I was under the 
impression then that S. B. Kulkartli was the Collector dUlling the relevant 
period. I know that S. B. KulkartJi had joined the Aclnlinistrative Staff 
College- at Hyderabad and that s, S. Mone was officiating in .the month or 
July 1958 as the Collector of Poona ......... -.. I had no idea ·of the 
nature and exte1;1t of the floods of 1958. In order to understand 
what Desai had to convey_ to me by saying that the floods · would 
be greater than the floods of 1958, it was necessary first of all to understand 
the n:aturc and extent of the floods of 1958. I did noJ: ask Prabhakar whether 
he h1mself knClw about the nature and extent of the floods ot: 1958. I did 
not ;~sk Prabh~r to take o,ut the file relating to the floods of 1958 so that 
he w<;>Uid post himself correctly about the· position of the floods 'and also 
explam to me the same.. . My idea was to find out later on the nature 
~nd extent of~l1e flqods of 1958. -.In the meeting that was held in the even
mg, I got an 1dea about the nature and extent of the floods in 1958 from 
Mr. Darp, the Assistll;nt Municipal Cc:immis~ioner. Mr. Darp gave us the 
~unt orally. He d1d not refer to any file In the course of the discussion. 
Smce Mr. Dar~ gave us orally a full account, I did not think it neces
sary to ask him or anyone else whether they had brought the relevant 
record. I do no! know wheth~r the Collector had brought the records of 
1958 floods dunng the meetmg. It did not occur to me that it 
would b~ more useful ~o refer to the files of 1958 in the Collector's office 
~th a VIew to ascertam the nature and extent of the floods of that year and 

e measures taken to meet the 'danger ''I am not· · h h 
name of Darp and the possibility of Parp being able s~~~n~f~r:.Jo~ 
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about the floods of 1958 occurred to me, when, Mr. Desai was tel1in me 
that ~he floods would be greater than the floods of 1958. I did nof ask 
Desai about • the nature· and extent . of the floods of 1958 nor 
Mr. Khursale. I did. ~ot know the leve~ that the flood water of 19S8 had 
rea~hed nor the l~calities ~xcept that nverside localities were affected; 
I did not ask Desai to explam the nature and extent of the fioods of 1958. ,· 
(The quotation is not continuous). · 

In· answer to further questions, Mohite stated : · · 
. " I did not try to find out whether there ~as _any record in my office relat
mg to the 1958 floods. The nonnal practice 1s that if the Collector sends 
a ~CJ?Ort to the Government, a copy thereof is sent to the Divisional Com. 

· miSSioner. S .. S. Mone had made a report to the Government regarding 
the floods of 1958. A copy of this report was sent by Mone to the Divisional 

. Commissioner's office. I saw that report about a month ago. I bad not 
seen the copy ofMone's report before. ·I was not aware in 1961 that Mono 
had sent a report to the Government about the floods of 1958." ' 

When asked to state why he did not try to find out the then Collector's report, 
Mohite replied : · · · . 

'' I wanted to find out the correct situation about the floods of 1958 from 
the members who may bring certain :files to the meeting." · 

Mohite. ;admitted that till the meeting started, he did not know that S. B, 
Kylkarni woul~ ;DOt attend the meeting but that Darp, Assistant Municipal 
Commissioner (Special) would be attending the meeting. He also admitted 
that he had not instructed Prabhakar to ask the District .Superintendent of 
Police or the Municipal Commissioner to bring the files relating to the floods 
of 19,58. ·.·According to his knowledge, till the starting of the meeting; S. B. 
Kulkarni was the only person who was acquain~ed with the floods of .1958 • 

. Mohite admitted that he felt that Prabhakar might bring some files or 'bring 
some <:Jfl his ·assistants.;. He also expectedc the same thing to be done by the 
District Superintendent of Police. He admitted .that he made no enquiiies 
with any of thtl membe~s assem,l;>led as to whether any of them had got the files 
telating· to ,the floods. of 1958. . Mohite further admitted that he did not ask 
Prabhakar to find out whether there was any record about the floods of 1958. 
He also admitted that he ~d not sugge$! to Prabhakar that the officers, who 
wen~ acquainted With 1958 situation, should be asked to attend the meeting. 
He further .admitted that Darp gave an account of the nature and extent of 
~he floods of 1958 on the basis of his memory and without referenee to any 
file. . In vieW of the replies given by Prabhakar and Mohite 'and also in view 
of the fact that no questions were asked to Desai about the nature. and extent 
of the floods of 1958, although the latter told them that the floods consequent 
:npon, 1]!e breach of the Panshet dam :would be higher than !he floods of 1958, · 
1t appears to me clear that both Mohite and Prabhakar or etther of them were 
aware about the nature and extent of the floods of 1958. It is further difficult 
to believe Ptabhakatwhen he says that he did not try to take out the files of 
the' fldods of 1958i although there was real need of those IDes both for a_s~r
tainirig the extent of the floods of 1958 and also for the purpose of ascertaimng 
the measures adopted durit!g. ~hose floods.. ~rom 1-30 t? 6-30 p.m. ~n the 
11th July 1961, when the DIVISional Commissioner's.meeting assembled m the 
Council Hall to devise ways and means for meeting the ~oo~ emerge~cy 
Prabhakar would certainly have taken those files after Mohite mfonned him 
a't 4 p.m. that a meeting should be convened for de~sing measures to meet. f;be 
flood situation. I ·ani, therefore, inclined to the VIew that these authonties 
are pretending ignorance about the files r~lating to the floods of 1958, because 
once· 'they admit that they had looked mto those files, knowledge not only 
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ln regard to the· extent of the floods of 1958 and the measures taken therein 
b · t also biowledge about the fundamental weakness of the Khadakwasla 
~ and the fear that was then entertained about its breach would be clea~ly 
b ought home to them. It is impossible to imagine that Prabhakar and Mohite 
~d in particular, Mohite, who i~ an experienced; ?fficer, wou}~ rely on the 
account that might possibly be given by the·muruc1pal authon~es.· Accord
ing to Mohite, S. B. Kulkarni was the Coll~tor of Poo!ll!- dunng th~ 1l_oods 
of 1958. .He did not know: that Darp, AsSistant M~c1pal Commtss10ner 
(Special) who had participated in the measures taken durmg the ~oods of 1958, 
woUld attend· •the meeting. He expected that .s. B. K;ulkl!-rru, the pre~ent 
Municipal ~ommissioner wo!lld attend the meeting. It lS difficult to ~elieve 
how s. B. Kulkarni would give an account of the measures takc;n dunng the 
floods of 1958 without the Collector's files. · If he knew anything, he knew 
about the floods of 1958 as the Collector of Poona. {Of course, according to 
the supposition of Mohite). Mohite would not have failed to suggest to the 
Collector that the files of 1958 should be taken out and placed before the 
Divisional Commissioner's meeting. This was all the more necessary when 
comparison· was made by Desai himself between the floods of 1958 and the 
possible floods of 1961. Mohite must already have been aware, at least in 
a general way, about the nature and extent of the floods of 1958 and this alone 
accounts for this not questioning Desai on the point, when the latter said that 
the floods of 1961 would be higher than the floods of 1958. It was put to. 
Mohite specifically .that it would be futile on his part to think of taking pre~ 
eautionary measures on the basis of two unknown factors viz., the extent of 
the floods of 1958 and tl;te possible floods of 1961. He, however; tried to' 
explain by saying: . . · ' • · ·• · · · . 
· , ·'·' My' idea was to ·gather information about the floods of 1958 from other 

·"sources and,. therefore, it cannot be said that our conversation with Desai 
and Khursale was futile.'' , . . . . · 

' ,, ·; . 
The expression 'from other sources ' is important and would evidently indi• 
eate the files ,in the Collector's office.· Considering the question from any point 
of view. the conclusion becomes irresistible ViZ., that Mohite and Prabhakar 
must have a g~neral idea about the nature and extent of the floods of 1958 and 
t~t ~hey mu~t have referr:d to the files of 1958 before they attended the 
~eeting ~el~· m ~h: . Council Hall at about .6-3~ p;m.' on the I lth July 1961: 
·. Assulll1Jlg the ne1ther Pra~hakar nor Mohite cared to look into the files rela
ting to the.floods o~ 1958 · m !he Collector's office, in view of the usefulness 
and necessity of havmg a. look at th~se files, as discussed above, these officers 
mus~ be regarded as havmg b~en guilty Of carelessness and indifference in not 
lp!lking reference to such, VIta!. files. 

1 
• • • ·. · • 

,:• As regards 'the knowledge of these officers about the weakne~s ofthe Kha· 
~a)cwasla dam and !!-bout the apprehension felt in 1958 that it might collapse 
1t lS true that no wn~ten c_ommunication was sent to the then Collector fro~ 
Bom~ay .about the discuss10ns that took place between Barve on one side and 
P~~t;" Anand a~d. Dhanak on. the other. According to Mone, the ·then 
DIVISIOnal CommJSsiOne~, G. L. Sheth, was closeted with the then Chief 
~ecretary, when Mone inform~d the latter about the. warning given to him 
Y Maydeo. Sheth also was informed by Mone about this · 1 

appears from Mone's writt:n statement (Ex. 407) that there migh~~gb t 
&•talk between the then Chief Secretary and Barve · . ve een 
ever that may ·~e, it seems clear that the then D' ~n. this matter.. ~t-
~ie~ br~cli~rili~ ~~:a:e:~n tg~ :x1re!~1:~utcfu~~~jbfliti 
ther Slt~t)!. P!ld kept any note in regard· to .. wha~ h~I;!~f i!o ;~::;nd~ 

n· 
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·the :tlodd~ of 1958.. Whi'tever that may. be, it is somewhat difficult to. believe 
that Mohite, ":ho IS a successor: ~d who was in Poona in 1958, did not come 
to ~ow anything a?out the J?OSition of the Kl!adakwas!a dam and the appre
h~nsion. felt about Its safet:y m 1958.. It must have .been a talk in the official 
wcles m Poona that dunng the ~oods of 1958, an apprehensjo~ was fe~t 
that the Khadakwas!a dam . was likely to breach. · ·. . . , , . , , ·-

. : - . ' '- i.- ' . -' : ' .' . . ' ' . . . ' '; ' ... - : : ..• ~ .-- J ; ••.. ; 

I have already referreci to tile fact that when the Kl!adakwasla project of 
1957 adumberated ~he plans for s_trengthening of the Khadakwasla dam, 
a new urgency was given to that subJect, as a -result of the experience during 
the :floods of 1958. A new divisiol! was established with.headquarters at Poon11 
for st~engthening the Iqladakwasla dam. .The Resolution dated 14th October 
1960 IS at Ex. 441.. Copies of that Resolution were sent to the COmmissioner 

. Poona Division, Poona ; the Collector •.. J>oona ; the Pirector of Publicitr 
and som': other officers. Pra~hakar,_however,, had the audacity .to say that 
h~ 'Y~ still unaware of the e;ustence oftl1_e Khadakwasla Dam_ Strengheruilg 
Dms10n. Can anyone senously urge ..Qiat Ptabhakar's · above statement 
should be accepted as true ? Prabhakat must · have · 'read the · Resolutio11 

' (Ex. 441); a copy of which was sent to him; · Apart from the Resolution coming 
to Prabhakar's notice; it is difficult to imagine that when a Division is esta· 
blished in Poona; the COllector would not come to know about its existence. 
The matter does not ·rest there. The Government of Maharashtra issued a 
circular (Ex. 448), dated the 17th August 1960 drawing attention to the Govern
ment C"rrcular, dated the 1st October 1958 giving instructions to the divisional 
Commissioner and the COllector for watching the progress of plan expenditure 
at Divisional and District level on a quarterly basis and requesting the Divi. 
sional COmmissioners to forward to the· Finance Department immediately 
a report for the quarter ending June 1960 in the revised pro forma in respect 
of plan schedule pertaining to the respective Divisions and also asking for 
subsequent reports.·· This circular also referred to another-circular letter issued 
on the 11th September 1959 regarding the holding of co-ordination meeting 
and maintenance of plan· progress. In answer to questions by Mr. Gokhale, 
on behalf of the irrigation officers, Prabhakar admitted (Ex. 421): · • · · . 

" Quarterly !~ports ~re requi~ed to . be sen! t~ II\e as· the Cbllectodn 
regard to the progress _of plan schemes .!11 ~e. D1s~1~t: . These reports eome 
to me along with the review by the D1str1ct Statls~Cal Officer.· I used to 
receive reports about the~Kl!adakwasla Dam ProJect .. I have no~ ·dc;alt 
with any question relating to the Khadakwa~la pro;ect m the C?·or~mation 
meeting. I have seen the Government publication under the title Second 
Five· Year Plan, Bombay Stat11•. As COlle~tor, I was. require~ to subll}it 
Fiuaricial Progress Reports quarterly !egarding plan sch~es m the Dis
trict. It may be ·that physical_· target reports are also ·reqwred to be sent 
every three months.'' '· · · · - · · · · · · 

Prabhakar h8s. ac.imitted .that he usbd to ·receive reports about the Kl!adak
wasla Dam project, but still pretends _ignorance that thes.e rep~r~. include~ 
the progress about the K.hlidakwasla Dam. Stren~erung DlVIS!OD. H1s 
attention was drawn to the letter ~x. 444) wntten by him on the.l.S!)l May 
1961 to Bhalerao Execiltive Engmeer, Kl!adakwasla Dam DIVISIOn. In 
that letter he stat~d that the District Statistical Officer, Poona had pointed 
out to hi~ (Prabhakar) that the Ann~ Plan Report for the year 1960-61 
had not been received from Bhalerao s office. He then proceeded t~ _say 
in that letter : , . . . . . . . . 

" As already requested in the special co-ordination meeting for watching 
the progress of Plan schemes held on 28th.Ma:rch 1961, I would eameJ~tly • 
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uest ou to pay personal attention and: see that the report i~ s,ent to the 
~trict~tatistical Ojlicer, Poona by.20th May 1961 <1\ the l;ttest.~·· 

It appears from the above that a special co-ordination meeting was ·~eld for 
watching the progress of Plan schemes on 28th March 1961 ~d :m that 
meeting Prabhakar had requested Bhalerao to. pay perso_n9:I at;tention and see 
that the Annual Plan Report was sent to the D1stnct Statistical' Offic~r, -Poona. 
Are we still to imagllje that Prabhakl!r was u~awar_e that strengthe~g ~f the 
Khadakwasla .dam was an item !n<:luded in the Khadakwasla proJe~ 'l It 
is necessary to remember that this iS not a _letter sent by !he Coll~ctor s. offiee, 
but, is a D. 0. Jetter sent by Prabhakar hunself under his own Signature. It 
i\J.rther refers. to the personal r~qu~st made. by the Co~ector t? Bhalerao at 
the time of the special co-ordination meeting. Notwlthstandmg · the ·dear 
statements contained in the letter (E~. 444) ~rabhakar says that he h~~ address
ed similar letters to other officers. His attention was: drawn to the ongmal letter 
in the file and yet he says : ;; - . · - · ,, :._ . :; 

' "I still maintain that this letter (Ex. 444) was written in a routine Way 
and in the same fonii as the..other letters." . ' · • ' 

The information asked for by Prabhakar by Ex. 444 was sent by Bhalerao with 
a forwarding letter, which is at Ex: 445, dated 16th June 1961. · The state
ment containing information which was forwarded along· with that letter is 
at Ex. 446. There are only three items in this statement (Ex. 446) and the 
third item.relates to strengthening of the. existing Khadakwasla dam. This 
letter· along with that statement is addressed to the Collector, Poona. Is it 
reasonable to suppose that a statement containing only three items did not 
attract the attention of Collector Prabhakar ? If it did not; then again it 
meaJlS that the Collector was careless in the discharge of his duties·.' ' When 
his attention was drawn to these two documents, all that Prabhakar stated 
was that the letter and the statement appeared to have been forwarded to him. 
Ex. 447 is a statement ' B ', which relates to the ' Physical Progress of Scherries 
in the First and Second Five-Year Plans in Poona District'. This. statement 

. was .. also. forwarded to Prabhakar along with Ex. 445. The statement at 
·Ex. 447 also refers to strengthening of the existing KhadakWasla · dam. 
The remark made against this item in Ex. 447 is, 'Prelittrinary work completed'. 
In the column of ' General remarks. ' in Ex. 447, it is stated •. Not finalis
ed:~; Prabhakar was closely cross-examined with reference to these documents. 
His replies were : . . . . 
,'· · ~-"As far as I.· remember, I have not ~een these statements (Exs. 446 

and 447). These statements were never submitted to me as far as I remem
, ber. It ~ ~e duty of the District Stati~tical Officer to compile a review 
. and sub!Dlt It to the Collector. The orlgmal statements are never submit

ted to the Collector. I again say that, as far as I remember these state-
ments, Exs. 446 and 447, were not submitted to me " ' . · . ' 

It is not possible. to a~pt these: evas~ve statements
1 

As pointed 'out above, 
these_ statements Yle~e duec~lY. sent to the Collector at the special request made 
by him .. ~e ~1stnct Statistical Officer may be compiling a review and may 
be subnutting 1t to the Collector. But, that is neither here nor there It 
may !'e that he ~oes not sl!bmit the original statements to the Collector. ·But 
that Is also. beside the pomt. In the present case, the. report& (statements) 
were su~~tted to the Collector by the Executive Engineer, Khadakwasla 
Dam DlV!sJOn, at th~ express re!luest ~y the Collector. No explanation has 
been offered on .this substantial pomt and it has simply been · · d 
Prabhakar's att~nticln was drawn to the Circular issued by the Gover:e~~eof 
Maharashtra, Fmance..Departme!lt! ~ated 17th August 1960 (Ex, 448,), which 
asked the Collector and the . DlVISional Commissioner to · watch, the _ plan 
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progress ·and hold quarterly co-ordination meetihgs. lfe admitted that the 
Sup~rintending E~gineer !!Sed to submit quarterly progress report to the Chief 
Engme7r !illd cop~e~ of this }!Sed to ~e s.ent to the Collector and the Divisional 
Comm~sswner. . His attentwn .~as mv1ted to one spch progress report sent 
on ?Oth February 196~ along With a Jette! (Ex. :449). The report is at Ex. 450. 
This r~port w~s .submitted by the Supermtending Engineer, D. I. c. (li) to 
the Chief Engmeer (IP), and the endorsement. ?~ Ex. 449 shows that copies 
of the report have been forwarded to the D!Vlswnal Commissioner 'Poona 
the Collector of Poona and the Director of Publicity, Bombay for lnrorma: 
tion. The letter (Ex. 449) specifically makes mention of the' Khadakwasla 
Dam Strengthening Division. Ex. 450 was also shown. to Prabhakar.. It 
also included the plan for strengthening the existing Khadakwasla dam and 
the remark made against the same is as foijows : · · 

" The work ~f drilling is in progress and which is given above at Serial 
No. 12, Col. 8. . . . , 

Ex. 451 is also an extract about Khadakwasla Dam Strengthening Division 
and states as follows:- . . . , , 

" Investigation data is being collected. Estimate for M. R. · costirtg 
Rs. 13·00 lakhs is sanctioned. . Estimates for (I) works costing 
Rs. 1·00 crore has since been submitted by Central Designs Organization 
to the Chief Engineer (I. P.) and Irrigation and Power Department 
Bombay, for sanction." ' 

When Prabhakar was confronted with these documents, all that he could 
say was that, he did not remember to have read these reports nor did he re
member whether these reports were discussed in any of the co-ordination meet
ings. lfe admitted that during his tenure as Collector, two co•ordinatioli 
meetings were held- one was in November 1960 and the other at the end of 
March 15'51. lfe then proceeded to add that in none of the co-ordination . 
meetings,· these reports at Exs. 449 to 451 were raised for consideration. He 
began by saying that he did not remember whether these reports were discussed 
in any of ·the co-ordination meetings and ended by asserting that these were 
not discussed at all. : 

In the face of this overwhelming documentary evidence, it is not possible 
to· believe that the Collector was unaware of the fact that the Khadakwasla 
Dam Strengthening was set up ·and was carrying on its work with its head
quarters at Poona. It has been argued on behalf of the civil authorities that 
neither the Government Resolution (Ex. 441) nor any of the above reports 
mentioned that the Khadakwasla dam was a weak dam. This is, evidently 
splitting the hair. Once it is established that a Division for strengthening 
the Khadakwasla dam had been set up, any one, with ordinary commonsense 
would ask the question as to why the dam required to be s!rengthened when, · 
apparently, it was a solid masonry dam. Anyone embarking upon such· an 
enquiry would necessarily come to know that the da~ required. t? be str~ll;g· 
thened, because it was a weak dam. On most of the pomts, the cml authorltles 

· have adopted a negative stand and thus have bro1;1~t themselves in conflict 
not only with the irrigation. officers ~ut with the nul~tary officers ~nd also the . 
police officers such as District Supenntendent of Police Chaturved1 and Home 
Inspector Jos\ri. It was with reference to such a negative attitude that I once 
remarked that the defence set up on behalf of the civil authorities consists of 
a bundle of negatives. That remark does not suggest that the stand taken ·by· 
them was untroe nor that I bad made up my mind at that stage that the stand 
was false. All that the remark means is that the civil authorities .are sitting 
on the fence and asking the Commission to pr?v~ everything, as if this i~ a 
criminal case, and the burden lay on the Comnuss10n to prove that the action 
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. ~en by the Civil authorities was-inadequate, 'It. wa~ the duty o~ the civil 
authorities to help the Commission. in finding ·OU~ ~hether- the action ~e!l 

. was adequate or not; and for enabling pte 0>miDlsSIOn to do so, the. ct;Yil 
authorities would have been better-adVIsed, if they had taken a more· cons-
tructive and co-operative attitude. ~ , . . .. . . , , . . . 

Most of the, comments milae above would apJ.?lftoMohite; the' Divi~lonal 
Commissioner, because during. the rel~van_t penod, he. happened to be the 
Divisional Commissioner and. as such, mus,t have had occasiO!l to peru§e the 

· doctiments. and reports detailed. above~ . · · 

· · Unfortunately, the Commiss!on's ,'c~~IiSef has joined bands· w~th. the· civil 
authorities on the point that notice canp.ot be fixed upon the Comnuss~oner and 
the Collector about the weakness of the· Khadakwasla dam~ by refemng to the 
'documents mentioned above; In this connection, .. he has used ·the ··expression 
• constructive notice' •. The Commission's counsel appears--to· have been 
obsessed by legaLtechnicalities and.is .. proceeding.on . .the footing that .this 
Commission is discussing the question of fixing legal, liability~ upon. these 
officers. , T]Ie question we are discussing is not. a question of sufficiency ·of the 
notice, actual or constructive, but the question is of broad commonsense and 
that question is, whether, as_highly placecLa,dministrative .officers, tl:tey would 
come to know . or, with exercise. o( ordinary. diligence, would haye cqme tQ 
know that the Khadakwasla dam was weak and that a Division had. been 
established for strengthening the said· dam. · · · · · ' · · · , 

. An opportunity was providi:d.to.Mohite to explain whether he was not aware 
of the weakness of the Khadakwasla ~am, ()II, .the lith l!l!.Yl9.61._. In J~!lswer 
to 'questio!lli, h\l stated (Ex~ 516) ; · · · .. 

. "I was not aware on the 11th that the Khadakwasla dam was weak and 
required to be strengthened. Nor was I aware tbat a special. division was 
set. up known. as Khadakwasla Dam Strengthening Division with its head
quarters a~ ~oona. I did not ·visit Khadakwasla,dam during my regime_ as 
the CoiDlDISsioner. Copy of the resolution at Ex.-441 was sent to ·my office. 
I had, however, no occasion to read that resolution.. The resolution was 
never J>Ut up to me. The Government Circular at Ex. 448 was also received 
in my oflicC. I caii.not say Wh;ether this d_ocument was put up to me Of 

. V:'hether I had seen It. According to the crrcula,r~ ;the Divisional Commis; 
- s10ner .wa~ asked to watch the. progt;c:ss of:plan expenditure. ~t :Divisional 

and DIStrict lev~l. on, a quarterly basiS. The quarterly reports, similar to 
. Ex. 449, are recetved m my. ~flice. . Ex:_ 450 (which is an all.Dexure to Ex. 449) 
. must have also been received . m my· ofli~. Exs. 449 and 450 were never 

put up before me. I do not kno~ wh~t!J.~r M~. Ukidave ,vas in charge,of 
the Khadakw11sla Dam Strengthenmg DIVIsiOn. I do not know Mr. Ukidave at all." · · · · · · · .. · · · · .. ·· · · .. -

. ' 
(The_ quotatio'u is not continuous.) 

For the reasons stated . abo':e, I feel no hesitation· in rejecting ·these 
_statements made by Mohite. . · 

. ~t wo~d be som:ewhat interesting to contnisi ilieattitude or. wen-fu.rornied 
~=us~ec!~~t1~akofn~;>~at_, Pjrulekar to that of .the civil au~orities 
Mr. Bhandare, J. s. Tilak says : as a dam:.~ In .answer. to. questions by 

"When I learnt that there was danger to tlie p. - h. t. d .. . . ... ul:: f · 
the larlsindag walsater on ~e night of the 11th, I coutcf~!allse :;t ~: ~J~k~ 
was m o was m danger Durin th · · · · Assembl · t h th th · ·· g e course of diScusSion m · the 

Y as 0 w e er e Khadakwasla dam- should be raisid.in height 
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otiothedep~irS:done to it; the fact-that the Khadakwasla: dam ~sa weak 
dam Lwas .. highlighted.'',r ' ... : : ·, ··.: .. :. '··· , 

In answer to Counsel Rege's questions, Tilak added: .. · 
: . '" I. may ,al$Q po~t out .that iii the news-itern published in ' Kesari • dated 

_llthJJ!iy, 1t.bas ~ee11 ~mphasizt:dJhat there was danger to the Kbadakwasla 
· d,amc .lPrll9uqeJhe I.ss.ue . .(.ijx, 898).'~ ~·· . 
. Dr. -Parulekar, in answer to questions by. Mr.' Phadk; says · . 
' •. " When I heard about -the breach of the Panshet dam, i did h~ve a feeling 

that ~e-.Khadakwasla.dam. would. also breach............. Inspite of 
'·my fruth m the . ~trength ofthe Khadakwasla dam, I felt that if the Panshet 
-~.dam -breached and il:ie .water. from. there rushed in the Khadakwasla dam 

the Khadakwasla dam would not stand that -pressure.'' · ·. , ·-. ' 
Is it reasonable to suppose that highly placed officers did not know 
what citizens who had no access to official records, could know ? · 

Before proceeding further, I may sunm1arise the conclusions reached by me 
in the above paragr-aphs relating to the floods of 1958 as follows :-

(1) Mohite and Prabhakar must have known, at least in a general way, 
the nature and extent of the flouds<~'f'l958. . . 

(2) Without such general knowledge, Mohite and Prabhakar would not 
have remained contented on hearing the statement from Desai that the 
floods would be bigger than the floods of 1958. The statement that the 
floods would be bigger than the floods of 1958 would make no sense to one 
who is not familiar with the nature and ~xtent of the floods, of 1958. . 

(3) If Mohite and Prabhakar had not known anything about the floods 
of 1958, they would at least have consulted the files of 1958 floods in the 
Collector's office. There was ample tinle for doing so, and I am inclined 
to the view that they must have referred to the files of 1958 floods. 

(4) Assuming that they had no knowledge of the floods of 1958 and 
assuming further that they did not refer to the files of 1958, it is clear that 
they were negligent in the performance of their duties, or, at any rate, they 
were dealing with the matter in a cavalier fashion. Mohite's contention 
that his idea was to gather information about the floods of 1958, in the course 
of the Divisional Commissioner's meeting, is· an afterthought. Neither 
he nor Prabhakar had invited the Assistant Mmlicipal Commissioner, Darp, 
who had done some work during the floods of 1958 to the Commissioner's · 
meeting. It was S. B. Kulkarni, MuniCipal Commissioner, who was invited 
to the meeting. Mohite was under the impression that S. B. Kulkarni was · 
the Collector of Poona during the floods of 1958. Still, it is significant that 
Mohite did not ask Prabhakar to bring the files of the floods of 1958 
from his office with a view to refresh Kulkarni's memory. Till the time 
the meeting actually started, Mohite did not know that Kulkarni was not 
to attend. Prabhakar came to know from Kulkarni at 4 p.m. that he 
(Kulkarni) himself was not in a position to attend the meeting, because of 
the meeting of the Mmlicipal Corporation, which was to. be held ~ .the 
evening and that he (Kulkarni) would depute Darp,_ AssiStant MumCipal 
Commissioner (Special) to attend the meeting for him. I am reluctant to 
accept Mohite's statement that he was under the inlpressioJ?, till the start of 
the meeting that Kulkarni was the Collector of Poona durmg the floods of 
1958. At I~t Prabbakar ought to have known that Kulkarni had joined 

. the Administrative Staff College, and that Mone was officiating for him 
(Kulkarni) during the relevant period. Having come to know that Kulkarni 

, would not attend the meeting but that Darp would attend the same, 
Prabhakar would at least have asked Darp to bring the mmlicipal files, if 
any, relating to the floods of 1958. 
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(5) There was ample time for Prabhakar to .collect files relating to the 
doods of 1958 from his office, at any rate, after it was decided that a meeting 
was to take place. · · 

(6) ·The case viz., that the files of i958 floods were not- looked intq, has 
been made out to avoid knowledge about the apprehension that was felt 
during the floods of 1958 regarding the breach of the Khadakwasla dam. 
The other object in putting up such ·a case was also to deny all knowledge 

· about the weakness of the Khadakwasla dam. It is true that there is no 
document in the file, .. which specifically says that the Khadakwasla dam 
was weak. But,. it is clear from Mone's report (Ex. 419) that the situation 
created by the rise of water to a height of 37 ft. was fraught with dangc-r 
to the Khadakw<~sla darn. · 
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SECUON 11. 

WHAT WAS DONE BY MoHITE, DIVISIONAL CoMMISSIONER AND PRABHillR, 
, COLLBCfOR, BETWEEN 1-30 AND 4 P.M. -QN THE 11TH JULY 1961? 
' ~ 

After discuss1ons wi~h the engineers on the morning of the 11th July 1961, 
· Prabhakar. went to his office and attended his usual duties. Mohite also 
~ppears to have d~_>n~ the .same ~g. But, somehow or the other, at 4 p.m. an 
Jdea struck Mohite s nnnd VIZ., that an emergency meeting should be called 
to devise ways and means for meeting the emergency. Mohite, therefore, 
informed Prabhakar that the latter should send invitations to the District 
Superintendent of Police and the Municipal Commissioner to attend the said 
meeting. Even after hearing the news that a portion of the Panshet dam was 

. subsiding creating an imminent danger to the dam, Prabhakar did not take 
any action . till 4 p.m. He did not even inform the District Superintendent 
of Police or the Regional Publicity Officer or the members of the press or 
the representatives of the people or even the Municipal Commissioner or 
the Mayor of the Corporation. It is clear that Prabhakar would still have ( 
remained in slumbers in case Mohite had not asked him to convene an 
mergency meeting. How is this masterly inactivity to be explained ? Was 
it due ·to complacency ? Was it due to bureaucratic indifierence ? Was 
it due to want of experience or was it due to the fear of the bureaucrat of doing 
something which may create panic in the minds of the people '! If Prabhakar's 
inaction is justifiable, then Mohite's interference, though it came late than it 
ought to have come, must be deemed as unwarranted. When everything 
was all right,. why should Mohite wake himself up, at any rate, at 4 p.m. to 
plan an emergency meeting to devise ways and means for meeting the flood 

. situation. If Mohite did not feel the necessity of convening an emergency 
meeting at the time of his interview with the engineers, how is it that an idea 
:of doing so struck him at 4 p.m. ? Can it be regarded as a brain-wave or 

. an inspiration ? · These are questions to which no answer has been attempted 
.. on behalf of the civil authorities. If the situation was urgent, it did not become 
. urgent suddenly at 4 p.m. on.the lith July. It had already bec<?me urgent, 
when there was a talk between Mohite and Prabhakar on one side and the 

~engineers . on the other. · Why did Mohite not lift his little ~nger for doing 
. sqmething in the matter till 4 p.m. 1 Every moment was 1mportan~, and 
u:illess it was Mohite's view that time must be caught by the {orelock, Jt was 
·not necessary for him to think of a meeting even at 4 p.m. After all, the 
meeting, which was the result of a belated awakening of Mohite's intelligence, 

·came off oi¥y at 6-30 p.m. Wh~ ~ere two hours and thi~ minutes allowed 
to elapse between Mohite's deciSion to convene a m~ting and the . ac~ual 
taking place of the meeting ? After all, only two authonties we~e t.o be mv1~ed 
to the meeting, viz., the Municip~ Commissioner ~n~ the Dist~Jct Superm
tendent of Police. It was not difficult for the District Supermtendent of 
Police nor the Municipal Commissioner to attend the meeting immediately 
at 4 or 4-15 or 4-30 p.m. As a matter of fact, if Prabhakar had a~ke~ S. B.; 
Kulkarni to go to him or the Divisional Commissioner for the meeting I?lffie
diately, he had no excuse to put forward particularly when Kulkarni me~tioned 
his difficulty of being unable to attend the meeting an~ P~abhak~r, m con
sultation with Mohite, should have arranged the meetmg J.lll!llediately a~ter 
4 p.m. or soon after 4 p.m. I can understand the delay in holdin~ the II!e.eting 
till 6-30 p.m. if the meeting was to be attended by certain promment citiZens 
or the Mayor of the Corporation or the Sub-area Commander or the Head 
of the Home Guards. It might not have been possible for these persons to 
attend the meeting at a moment's notice. It would have become necessary 
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· to gi~e them a reasonable notice and s.ome ~rea~ng space for pre.t'aring to 

1
attend the meeting. The leisurely way m which ,things were movmg JS a clear 
indication of the fact that the civil authoritie~ .had .not awakened themselves 
to the gravity of the situation: Even according. to t11;e cas~ put fo'0"ard by 
them, there was ~anger to the Panshet dam durmg rught time. .This aspect 
will be considered in detail in the subsequent paragraphs. But, if there was 
danger to the Panshet dam during night time, was it not the duty of the civil 
authorities to act promptly and to prepare themselves to meet the eventuality 

' in the night ? It w_ould have been quite possib!e for the Collector and the 
Divisional Commisstoner to have held the meeting even at 2 p.m. after the 
departure of the two engineers for Panshet, because, after all, tl)ey had only 
to call two authorities viz., the District Superintendent of Police and 
·the Municipal Commissioner. Prabhakar did not comprehend the situation, 
probably, due to his immaturity and want of experience. It is equally possible 
that both he and Mohite, as bide-bound bureaucrats, attached greater import
ance to trying to avoid to create any panic in the minds of the citizens. This 
theory of avoiding creating panic· appears to have obsessed the minds· of the 
officers.. Even Heble has tried to explain; • as will be shown later, that he did 
not think of mentioning the words ·that '' the dam stood the danger of 
breaching " because he felt that by the use of such language, there would be 
greater panic than by the use of the words that'' there was danger to the dam, 
upto a limit" the theory that, as far as possible, the administrators should 
avoid doing things, which would create panic or. a stampede in the minds 
of the people, should hold good. But, to cling on to any such fetish, after 
the limit is reached, is to put people into the grip of the real danger. It is· 
always better to create panic among the people than to put them to face a real 

· lmd live danger.· It is not for me to hold a psycho-analysis into the working 
of the minds of these administrators and try to rationalise an .jrrationality. 
Suffi~e it. to point out that no explanation has even been attempted regarding 
the macbon of Prabhakar from 2 to 4 p.m. (and this would have extended 
indefinitely but for Mohite's intervention) and of Mohite from 2 to 4 p.m. 
It is no use in tryinll to lay blame .at the irrigation officers by saying that they 
were hopeful of saVIng the dam, if the help of the army was given to them. 
That does not explain the inactivity of these highly placed authorities· from 2 
to 4 P·~· and the~r .sudden spurt of activity after 4 p.m. or rather after 6-30 p.m . 
. The civil authonties have landed ·themselve&· on. the horns of thee dilemma 
by the stand !hat they have taken viz., that the irrigation -authorities were 
hop~ful of savmg the dam, and yet,. at 6-30 p.l!L,- they started discussing pre
cautionary measures to be taken {)n the footing that ·the dam might breach. 
One cannot eat the cake and also have it, The inherent contradiction ·in 
the stand taken on be ~alf of the civil authorities is so glaring that it requires 
no further argumentation. · · 
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SECTION 12 

W~~ WERB S •. B. KULKARNI, MUNICIPAL CoMMISSIONER AND HsBLB, DISTRICT 
SUPERINTENDENT OF POUCI! DOING IN THE AFTERNOON TILL ONE OF THHM 
VIZ., HilBLB, ATTENDED THE EMERGENCY MEETING AT 6-30 P.M. ON THE Urn 
JULY 1961 IN THE DMSIONAL CoMMISSIONER's OFFICE ? 

.Turning to. Hebla first, Heble has pretended ignorance of the developments 
at Panshset tilU p.m. on the 11th July. He has gone to the length of saying 
that it was fr~m the report in a morning paper of the 11th July that he gathered, 
for the :first time, that the Panshet dam was an earthen dam. He hiis denied 
that he was made aware of the substance of Bhalerao's message contained in 
Ex. 375 (1) stating that the Panshet dam was in danger and that heavy floods 
were expected. Once we oome to the conclusion that the Collector informed 
·the Home Inspector, R~ about the substance of the message (Ex. 375/1), 
it must follow, as a ·log~cal corollary, that he must also have informed the 
District Sul,!Crin~dent of Policl? in: regard t~ the same. Assuming that the 
Collector did not mform the D1stnct Supermtendent of Police, Poona City, 
it is necessary to-remember that the W. T. Headquarters of the wireless in 
Poorta are situated at the Bhamburda Headquarters. It is also necessary to 
reniember that the R. T. Headquarters are situated at Vishrambagwada and 
as is clear now from the report of Sawant (Ex. 1249/17), the grid being th~ 
same, it would directly receive messages from Khadakwasla. Sawant, in his 
rep<>rt, has clearly stated that he was directly receiving messages from Khadak
wasla and has in fact stated in·his report about the receipt of the message of the 
Panshet breach directly from the Khadakwasla wireless station. In view of this 
circumstance, it is difficult to believe that .the operator who received the 
important message (Ex. 375/1) would fail to inform the District Superintendent 
of Police about the same. There is an important indication in the document 
submitted on behalf of the Police themselves that Home Inspector Kekre had 
information on the morning of the lith July about the serious conditions at 
Panshet. ·.Heble's attention was drawn to the opening paragraph in the report 
(Ex. 556) submitted by Inspector Jadhav of the Paraskhana.Police Station to 
the Distriat Superintendent of. Police, Poona City, on 1st August 1961, which 
reads thus : . 

" With reference to the above subject (work done by po.lice personnel on 
:llood day and onward) I submit that on 11th July 1961 at 06.45 hours, 
information was received from H. P. I. to the effeat that due to heavy rains, 
Pansl!et dam is overflowing and that water is being released through safety 
gates due to which the river passing through Poona may overflow. As such, 
all available men of police station be kept in. readiness at their chowkies. 
On receiving this information, the D .. 0. had mstr~cted all the P. S. Is .. to 

· keep their staff present at their chow kies and accordingly they had complied 
·with instructions. I had also checked all the chowkies and found all avail-
able staff present at the chokies." 

Heble says that he did not come to know anything about this info~tion from 
Kekre in the morning of the 11th July 1961. He adds that be did not learn 
from Kekre that the latter had taken steps to alert all the Police Stations . on 
the river side. Kekre was cross-examined on this point by Mr. Phadke, on 
behalf.of the Citizens' Committee, and his replies are (Ex. 871) : 

"It is not true that police officers in the city were aware O!J the morning 
·of the 11th that the situation of the Panshet dam was senous. On tp.e 
morning of the 11th, I had informati~n to the effect that due to. heavy ram, 
the waste weir channel was over-fiowmg and that water was bemg released 

. through regular gates conduit. . ~ conveyed tlJ!s infor~ation t~ lnspectc;>rs 
Jadhav, Risaldar and Deccan Gymkhana Police Stat10n. I did not give 
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'nformation to Inspector Jadhav that due to heavy rains, Panshet dam was 
~verfiowiilg and water was being r~leased through safety gat~s d_ue. to .':"hich 
'the river passing through P.oona. nught ov~rflow. By attention IS mVl~~d !<J 
the above statement contamed m Jadhav s rep?rt at E~. 556. I ~a.mtam 
that Jadhav had written wrong words about the mformat10n I gave. 

Having realised the implications of the inform~tion. give,n ~y him; K~kre is 
making a frantic effort to wriggle out of the obVIous Implications. He 1s no~ 
trying to make it appear that he told Inspector Jadhav that tne waste welt 
channel of the Panshet dam was overflowing. According to Jadhav's report 
(Ex 556) the words used by Jadhav are : "Panshet dam is overflowing". 
It i~ signiftcant to note that words carrying the same import were used in the 
• Jahir Suchana' (Ex. 427), which was dictated by Heble and taken down by 
Kekre. It is impossible to believe that Jadhav would not understand the 
distinction between the waste weir channel overflowing and the dam over• 
flowing. In my opinion, the words contained in Jadhav's report (Ex. 556) 
convey the idea that the dam was in danger the idea which was emb?died by 
Bhalerao in his message (Ex. 375/1). The matter does not stop at this verbal 
jugglery. It is clear that Kekre had taken a very serious view of the situation 
at Panshet, because he had instructed Inspector Jadhav to keep all available 
men of ·the Police Station at their respective chowldes ready. Jadhav has 
attributed these words to Home Inspector Kekre. Such an extreme step 
would not have been advised by Home Inspector Kekre, had he (Kekre} not 
felt that there was danger to the Panshet dam. Jadhav (in Ex. 556) has 
explained that the D. 0. instructed all the Police Sub-Inspectors to keep their 
staff present at the respective chowkies. He has also stated that ··these 
instructions were complied with, because he had himself checked all the 
chowkies and found all the available men present at the respective chowldes; 
Incidentally, it may be pointed out that District Superintendept of Police~ 
Chaturvedi has been sought to be pooh~poohed for his statement that he had 
asked all the available men in all the Police Stations to keep themselves in 
readiness to meet the flood emergency in 1958. How naf:IJral Chaturavedi's 
reaction was is clear from the reaction of Home Inspector Kekre, who also 
asked the Inspectors in charge of the Police Stations to see that all available 
men were kept in readiness in the respective chowldes. If Home Inspector 
Kekr~ came t~ know about the substance of the message (Ex. 375/1) and if he 
gave mfor~at10n to. the InsP::ct?rs, then. it is impossible to imagine that he 
would not mforrn his own D1stnct Supenntendent of Police about the same. 

'Notwithstanding this evidence, Heble tells us that he was ignorant till 3 p.m .• 
on the 11th July about the troubles at Panshet. Now let' us. consider the 
ma~er in which Heble is supposed to have come to kno'w about the troubles 
g~ow;,ng at Panshet. · · Heble, in his deposition (Ex., 535), says : 

It was at 3 p.m. on the lith that I ~earnt that there was something wrong 
ah'out the Panshet dam, for the first time, when someone rairg me up. to tell 
that 200 army Jawans were sent to the Panshet •. " , , · ·. 

When asked to state whether the informant vias a private citizen or 
a Government servant and what the name of that informant was 

·Heble says : 1 • ' 

"Some person h?lding an o~cial position had given me that information. 
I do not recollect h1s name or his rank nor can I remember to which depart-
ment he belonged. " . · · . 

~en fu~er qu~tioned on the point as ·to why he did not try ~~ :c0~~act the 
mformant JmmedJately, Heble says : . . · · · . . 

"I did not ask the person who telephon~d to me why 200 military Jawans 
were sent, to Panshet: The informant told ·me. that the 1 portion'~?[ the 
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: Pan_s~et ~ani had already sunk I did not try to ascertain the 'correct 
' position e1tb_e! from ~e Collector or from the irrigation officer till about 
: '3-15 p.m. 1 did consider that the news was disquieting and serious." . 

. He then proceeded .to explain that at 3-15 ·p.m., he could not contact 
the Collect~r •. b17ause the latter was busy in hearing revenue .appeals. 
As ~egards ll"llgatiOn ~ffi~rs! Heble says that he did not think it necessary 
to nng up any of the Irngation offi~rs for ascertaining the correct position. 
At the same tqne, he wants us to believe that he accepted the news conveyed 
to hirn by the anonymous o~cial as c~mect. The matter does not rest there. 
Heble proceeded to. take senous action on the basis of this news. At the 
time,_ whe!J- he receiVed. ~~ news ~n the phone, he was in the midst of 
meeting Wl~ the Sub-DlVl.SJ.onal Poli'7 Officers. He disclosed the news to 
them and 1t was at that time that Shiveshwarkar, Deputy Superintendent of 
Police, Prohibition Task Force, told him that he (Shiveshwarkar) had attended r 

-to the work during the floods of 1958. · Heble then called the Home Inspector' 
Kekre. and a~ked. him to al~rt riverside Police S~tions, so that they would': 
move mto action if the necess1ty arose. Heble adlllJtted that none of the police. 
officers present in the meeting was taken by surprise by the announcement' 
of the news about the danger to the Panshet dam, although none of them was! 
aware of it till then. When _asked to state as to how he proceeded to take 
.action on the basis of the news, witho!lt verifying its correctness, Heble says 
(E~.S35) ! • : . . . · ·· . 

< . . "1 did not think it necessary to verify the correctness of the news before 
. alerting the 'various Police_ Stations, because I felt that although the news 

. " :might_ turn out to be false, there would be no hann in giving alerts. " 

In giving· this· reply, Heb!e has conveniently forgotten the familiar theory of 
avoiding creating panic. · Heble adds that he also took some other steps besides 
alerting the Police Stations and one of them was to call for records of the floods 
'of 1958. Heble had brought the records relating to the floods of 1958 with · 
him at 'the time of his. deposition·'and he was asked to produce the same; 
'Which he did, but stated that two or three documents contained in the flle 
·were pf a confidential nature: - Heble also stated 'that be tried to get the idea 
'of the measures taken in 1958 from . Shiveshwarkar, who told hinl that the 
-situation was handled bn'ari ad hoc basis with the help of some policemen from 
theJocal Police Stations and some policemen from the Police Headquarters. 
On being•- asked by -Heble, · Shiveshwarkar said that. there were no written 
instructions or any scheme drawn up in 1958 and·added that he could not give 
any further details about the action taken in 1958. The mysterious happening 
{)f tb,e anonymous messenger conveying ·Vital pieces of news to the officers 

• at the most psychological juncture has taken place more than once in the present 
·case. At 3-00 p.m. on the 11th J~y, an anonyn:tous p~rson, whom ~e~le 
Calls an official and whose name he did not remember, obliged Heble by g1vmg 
·him very inlportant information, which Heble accepted as gospel truth and 
proceeded to take action.'· In the same way, at about 7-30 p.m., an anonymous 
representative of the press informed the Municipal Commissioner that the 
Panshet dam had been damaged and enquired if ~hat. ~as correct. Even 
a man of ordinary intelligence would see thr~ug~ this d1~mgenuous game .. I 
have dealt with' the files in the office of the D1strtct Supenntendent of Police 
relating to the floods of 1958 earlier and all that remains to be pointed out 
here is that the files were handed over to the Commission on the day Heble 
·gave evidence, i.e., on 9th May 1962. Even at the time or ~anding over the 
-files, there was no suggestion that some documents were lllJssmg. No furt~eF 
comments need be 'made on this ·· aspect .of the. case on behalf of the ctvil 
authorities. ' · · 
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At about 5 p m on the 11th July,_.the Collector informed·the _District ~~~
, d t f p Ji.ce.that an emergency meeting would be held m the DlVlstonai 
~me!i:ion~'s office for considering .the situation arising .out of the condition 
f h Panshet dam The District Superintendent of Police adds that at that 

fim~ ilie Collector t~ld him that a portion of the .Panshet dam: had sunk and 
th was likelihood of floods and that the meeting was conve~ed to deVise 
w:r: and means to meet an emergency if it arose. He ha~J explamed that the 
collector did not ask him to bring the record '!r fil~ relating to the floo~s of 
1958 nor did he ask him (D. S. P.) to bring With him ai!Y- of the subordinate 
officers. Prabhakar just asked him to attend the ·meeting.~ Prabhakar: )lad 
not told him as to which other officers were to attend th~ me~ting. _ The Co~ec
tor had not asked him to take his Home Inspector :wtth him to. the meeting. 
Heble however took his Home Inspector, Kekre, because he ~elt that he 
(Kekr~) would be useful to him in var!ous ways. At. the same 'Ulhe, Heble 
did not think it necessary to take Shiveshwarkar, who had . handled _the 
floods of 1958, With him. It was in this state that Heble went to attend the 
DivisionalCommissio!Jer's meeting. , ·. •~ · _ , , · . _ · . .. 

Let me ~ow turn to the activities of S. B. Kulkarni, MuDiclpal Co~sioner, 
on the 11th' July 1961 and in particular in the afternoon, Kulkar,nt ~!so has 
taken up the position that he had not heard of any trouble at Panshet, till.about 
7-30 p.m. on the 11th July. He was only enquiring about the leve(ofwl!ter 
in the Panshet and the Khadakwasla dams . from the Executive, Engiv.eer' s 
office. According to him, the Collector tang ~ up _at 4 p.ni: asking him to 
attend the meeting convened by the Divisional Commissioner to consider the 
measures for meeting the floods situation. Kulkarni assets that the .Collector 
had not mentioned anything about the danger to the•dam and !X)nvenmg of the 
meeting by itself did not indicate that there was anything serious about the dam. 
Kulkarni felt that t,b.e meeting would be helpful to co-ordinate the efforts made 
by the different agencies for meeting the floods, Kulkarni adds that Prabhakar 
did not tell him that the Panshet dani was subsiding, nor that militarY Jawans 
were sent to ~anshet for raising the sinking portion- of the dam .. r According to 
Kulkarni, he informed the Collector .that a meeting of.the Corporation was 
scheduled to take place at 5-30 p.m. on that day and; therefore, he ~ulk~) 
would not be able to attend the meeting personally, but,, he would send Assistant 
Municipal Commissioner Darp .to attend the meeting.,. He. adds that if .he had 
realised that there was something serious. about the situation at Panshet ifrom 
what. the Collector told, him then certainly he would have given preference to. that 
meeting rather than to the Corporation meeting. It is necessaz:y to remember 
that ;Prabhak~ h_as substantially supported Kulkarni on this. po~t. Prab~ 
admtts that he did not ~ell Kulkarni that a pprtion of the dam was sinking or 
that ther~ was any danger to the Panshet dam.• r It is surprising as to how Pra· 
bhakar did not tell Kulkarni that a portion of the Panshet dam: was sinking or 
that ~ere was some danger to ~edam, and therefore, .the meeting was convened. 
~ p~mted out above, acc~r~mg to Heble, Prabhakar informed him· about the 
Sitll!lti~n !Jf ~e dam. If this 1S so, one fails to understand wh~ Prabbakar made 
!l discnmmation_between the Municipal Commissioner and the District Super· 
mten~ent. of .Police. Prabhaker should, at least, have informed Kulkarni about 
the situa~Ion at Panshet, when the later told him that he was unable .to attend 
the meeting becaus~ of the Corporation meeting. . Since both Kulkarni and 
Prabhak;ar l!re uuarumous on t~e point, I ~ust conclude that, for reasons best 
known to himself, Prabhakar did. not appnse Kulkarni of the situation at Pan
ishe~, alt~ough fie had. taken pains to do so, so far as Heble was concerned. 
This, by 1tself,_1S sufficient to prove that Prabhakar did not either .\lave maturity 
/of understanding or sense of responsibility. · :, _ . ,, . 
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SECTION 13 

WHAT TOOK PLACE IN THE CORPORATION MEETING AT 5-30 P.M. ON 
THE 11TH JULY .1961 · 

.B~~ore proceetf!n~- to discuss what t~~spired in the meeting b~ld 'iw the 
J?IVIsiOna_l Co~sSioner at 6-30 p. m., 1t IS necessary to refer to the Corpora
tion meetin~, which took place.at S-30_p. m., because_ the questions and answers 

. exchanged m. the course of !his meetJng ~~d a great impact upon the further 
-· course of act1~>n and the attitude of the c1t1zens and the press; There is more 
~ than on~ ve~IOn as to what transpfred in the course of this meeting; The 

first verswn IS represented. by the ~mutes ?f the meeting of the Corporation 
(Ex. 640). As per these mmutes, Mithapalli, a corporator, asked one question 
as follows : · • 

" Is the Panshet dam in danger ? ". 

A series of statements are then attributed to the Municipal Commissioner 
purporting to _be in answer to the above question. Rendered into English, 
tho answers given by Kulkarni runs as follows : 

"It has been raining conti.iluously in the catchment area of the dam: 
The water level of the river is being watched. Arrangements have been 
!~lade for evacuating people residing on the banks of the river to other places 
m case of an emergency. Danger to the Panshet and Khadakwasla dams 
had increased but it is now learnt that the same has now receded. This 
is the first year of impounding water at Panshet. In case of danger to 
that d~m, the floods would increase greatly. Danger to the dam had not 
been completely averted. The Police have· been patrolling for that purpose. 
The District Magistrate has been taki.ilg all these precautions. If noeessary, 
assistance of the army also would be taken. " · 

Kulkarni has explained that the questions asked by Mithapalli was an urgent 
question in the sense that there was no previous notice in regard to the same. 
He has further explained that though the reply appears to be continuous. 
actually each of the sentences was an answer to a. separate question and the 
reply did not amount to a well connected statement. He has also pointed 
out that the replies given by him were not taken down in shorthand and, there
fore, they were not verbatim reproduction of what he said.. Kulkarni, howover, 
admits. that the recorded reply is fairly correct, so far as the substance is 
eoncerned. He further explains that the supplementary. qUt!Stions are· not 
usually taken down. Kulkarni has explained that the question asked by 
M!thapalli was unexpected in the sense that he was not prepared ~or it .. At 
th1s stage, it would be interesting to find out what the ex-mayor,. Rohidas Kuad 
has to say about this meeting. This is what he says (Ex. 903) :. 

"At about 5-30 p.m., a meeting was hold in the Corporation.HaU u~der 
my chairmanship. This was a monthly meeting and not-a special meeti~g. 
About 52 members attended th~ ;mee~ng. In the c~urse of the meeting 
one of the corporators, Mr. Mitliapalli, asked a question as to whether the 

_ rumour that was spread in the city viz., that there was danger to the Panshet 
dam, was tme. This question was not on the agenda. ~ut was an. ~gcmt 
question. I allowed him to put that question. The MurucJpal_commlssJo~er 
gave an answer to that question. He stated that there were mces>ant rams 
in the area of the Pansltet and Khadakwasla dams and that thero WL5 danger 
to Pansltet dam but that danger was averted. At the same time, he added 
that thertl would be floods.· There were no supplementary questions afttlr 
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tWs reply. I am sure that Mithapalli asked only one question. Mr: Kulkarni 
ve a continuous and running reply orally to the one quest!on as~ed 
~ .Mith.apalli. : The meeting had commenced. at 5-30 p. m. This quest!on 
was finished within about ten to fifteen mmutes and then the meeting 
;woceeded with other business •. " . . . 

: 'rtJ;1 ;eftinent.i~.n6te that the 'advo~te ~n beh~lf of the civil authorities 
~s not cross-examined this witness in regard to his answer that there were 
no· supplementary questions. It wonld therefore be clear that· Kulkarni 
is' not telling 'the truth when he says that there were supplementarY questions 
and his answer was not continuous. It is in this light that we have to analyse 
the, :version appearing in the. issue of 'Sakal'. Kulkarni's atten~on was ~rawn 
to the version of the questions and answers of the Corporation Meeting. as 
appearing in the issue of' Sakal' dated 12th July 1961 (Ex. 115). He derued 
having made the statement, which was attributed to him in the ' Sakal ' version 
that ' there was no danger to the dam according to the experts '. He explained 
that he did not thlnk it necessary to enter into the controversy over the version 
of 'Sakal', because there was already a controversy going on on many matters 
and also a Commission of Inquiry was appointed to go into all these question. 
I will separately discuss the version appearing in the issue of ' Sakal' dated 
12th July 1961 about the Corporation meeting. In the meantime, I will address 
myself to the answers, which appear in the authorised version (Ex. 640). It 
may be, as Kulkarni explained, that the version is not verbatim, because the 
answers were not taken down ·in shorthand. At the same time, Kulkarni 
himselfhas admitted that the version appearing therein (Ex. 640) is substantially 
correct. By saying that the version is not literally correct, because it was not 
tak~ in shorthand, Kulkarni has opened the floodgate of controversy as to 
whether the version appearing in ' Sakal' should not be accepted as true. 
The(e is as much sanctity for the truth of the authorised version as there is 
for the version in ' Sakal '. But, more about it presently. I will, first of all, 
analyse the authorised version (Ex; 640) and explain its meaning with reference 
!O. the actual words used and the context in which they have. been used. It 
IS necessary to remember that the question asked was whether the Panshet 
dam was in danger. Ordinarily, one would expect that the answers would 
have relevancy t? this question i. e., danger to the dam. There is no dispute 
a~out the meamng .of the first three sentences contained in Ex. 640. The 
dispute, however, centres round the fourth sentence which runs thus · 
:~. ','Danger to. t~e Panshetand Khadakwasla dams' had increased, but.now 

It 1s learnt that 1t has receded. " 
.This sentence clearly indicates that .there was danger to both the dams viz., 

~anshet and ~hadakwasla. Kulkarru has offered a very extraordinary explana· 
tion about this sentence. He says (Ex. 638) ; · 
· h" BY: this; :I did not mean to convey that there was danger to either of 
t e dams,: but 'I meant to refer to the danger of flooding '', , . 

.. ~:nh!s ,a:tt_ention·,was drawri to the next two sentences, which· run thus: 
.. r·· This IS the first year ofimpounding water in the Panshet dam. In case 
.~ .danger to that ~am, there would be ·!l great increase of floods. " 

i_; tw~ hedtt;nce~ rea~ into context of the earlier sentence clearly indicate that 
dang!~r f~ood~nhigs ~;~!d~e ~pprehended danger to the dams and not the 

d d · . . mg IS a. consequence of danger to the dams. In 
~{at~ t~h!~~h~r s~~~~b?~fnttetda~;~~~~e'":a~. resoging to, plausible, Kulk~rn! 
was an answer to a specific question which ~!~~~{ e flo~d woul? greatly nse 
materialises, whether there was likelih • .... f ng to h1m, was If the dang7f 

oo,. o greater flood 1 '. When agam 
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'his attention was drawn to _the ~ext sentence viz., the above danger has not yet 
been full~ averte~, KulkarJ?l agam harped upon the same tone and stated that 
the word da~ger ~s relation to th_e fl<?od and, by danger, I mean the danger of 
.flood. One lS r~ml!Jded of ~~e qUibbling to, ~hich Prabhakar was required to 
ta~e recourse to while expla1mng the. wo~ds .Imminent danger' used in Ex. 94 . 
.W1th.reference to .the last answer '<IZ., m ·case of necessity, assistance of the 
army would be taken, also Kulkarni applied the same formula and stated that 
this w~s alsojn reJ!lY to the ques~on,, whether ~e would take military assistance, 
.and his. reply was m the affir~ative. Instt;ad of explaining the meaning of the 
words ~. ~x. 64(), h7 h!ls. tned to. expl~m them away. We cannot accept: 
_!(ulkl\l'm ~ mterpre~tio~ Without do!ng v01le!lce to the plain language employed 
1n the replies appeanng m the authonsed vers1on (Ex. 640). I feel no hesitation 
jn holding that Kulkarni was aware of the danger to the Panshet dam. It may 
be that Prabhakar had not infOrmed Kulkarni about the danger to the Panshet 
dam~ It .is, however, clear that he came to know of the danger from some other 
source, which he is not prepared to disclose. . 

It is significant that according to the replies given by him in Ex. 640, there was 
danger not only to the Panshet dam, but there was also danger to the Kbadak
wasla dam. This shows that the officers were aware that the Panshet and 
Khadakwasla dams -went hand-in-hand and anything that endangered the 
former would also endanger the latter. In the same way, the words" in case of 
the breach of the· Panshet dam, there would be great increaSP. in the floods " 
are equally meaningful. That shows that these officers were aware or ought0 
as men of common sense, to be aware that floods would rise to a considerable 
extent in case of the breach of the Panshet dam. There is, therefore, no wonder 
if Prabhakar, after hearing that there was danger to the Panshet dam and that 
heavy tl.oods were expected, would proceed on the pragmatic basis that floods l 
would spread to a limit of four furlongs on either side of the river, because he 
knew, and every officer must be expected to know, that the floods of 1958 had 
spread to one and a half furlongs on either side of the river. Finally, the last , 
.sentenee in Ex. 640 that assistance of the army would be taken, is equally signi
.ficant. We are told that each of the answers including the above was in res
ponse to a leading question put by different councillors. Some of the answers 
clearly indicate that they could not be in reply to leading questions. The idea 
of military assistance would ordinarily come to the mind of an officer and· not of 
a layman in the absence of previous experience. Similarly, it is impossible 
that anyone would ask the question as .to whether there was danger to the 
dams and whether the same had receded. Kulkarni cannot escape his res
ponsibility by saying that the answers were eli~ited from him by the _corp_orators 
by putting leading questions. The most senous part of the rep!Jes gtven by 
him was that • it was learnt that the danger had receded'. Kulkarni must 
explain as to 'rrom whom he learnt this and instead of giving explanation, he 
has tried to explain away the answer by saying that this was also a reply t? a 
question. It is impossible to believe that any corporator would ask the question 
as to whether it was learnt that danger to the dams had receded or that danger' 
to one of the dams had receded. By making a categorical statement that it was 
·!earnt that danger to the dams had receded, Kulk~rni gave the impre~sion that 
rt was on authoritative information that he was saymg that danger had mcreased 
sometime back but that at that moment, it had receded to the background. 
'This again implies that Kulkarni had knowledge about the dange~ to the ~am 
not only to the one dam but to the two dams and that from recent infonnat10n, 
which presumably was authoritative, he learnt that there was no danger to 
·the dams. Kulkarni now tells us that he was not even aware that there w~s 
danger to the Panshet dam at any time. l refuse to accept such a fantastic 
~:xplanation. 

' · ·~ 4782-3a 
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In this background let us now turn to the version appearing in ~Sakal' dated 
12th July 1961 under 'the date and captio_n: " 11th July-Qu~stions. and answeril 
in the Corporation meeting''. The ve.rsiOn states that R?hidas ~ad, Mayor, 
was in the Chair and after the question was put by M1thapalli,, Corporator, 
the Mayor addressed the Municipal Commissioner in the followmg terms :~ 

. "Since the Panshet dam was near our toWn, itis necessary that all members 
get proper information in regard to the same." . . · · 

It is significant that ex-Mayor Kirad, who was. an ' invitee witrless•; gave evi· 
dence before the Commission and yet no questiOn was asked, on behalf of the 
civil authorities as to whether he was in the Chair and whether he made the 
above statement to the Municipal Commissioner on that day. There is no 
reason why the Correspondent of'Sakal' should attribute such a statement to the 
Mayor. I am inclined to believe that ex-Mayor Kirad must have made the 
statement to the Municipal commissioner, attributed the former in the 'Sakal' 
version. The 'Sakal' further proceeds to state that the Municipal Commi
ssioner in giving information stated that precautions were being taken, that 
no danger arose as a result of water in the dam increasing and that sufficient 
number of trucks were kept ready for evacuating the people residing on the 
banks of the river. The last but one sentence is very important in the 
said version viz., 'according to experts, there was no danger to the dam. 
Kulkarni stoutly denied having made any such statement. There is, however, 
very little difference between this sentence and the sentence appearing in the 
authorised version (Ex. 640) viz., that it is learnt that the danger to the darns 
had receded. ·When a responsible officer like Kulkarni says that he learnt 
tha~ the danger had receded, .it means that he learnt it from authoritative quar
ters. In the same newspaper, another item of news had appeared on the same 
page under two captions :- . 
-. " Portion of the dam 20 ft. in length subsided. 

No danger to the dam, assistance of Military for repairs." 
Under the same heading, the substance of the press-note (Ex. 428), to which 
refe~ence would be made hereafter, has appeared. Although one of the above 
·~pt10n~ sh?wed in bold type that there was no danger to the dam, still there 
lS nothing m the contents of the news-item, which says that the danger was 
averted. The only reference to the danger is in the following words:- · 
. "At l-30 a.m. (12-7-61), the height of water in the Panshetdam was67·50 

and at Khadakwasla 29·70. The height of water in the Khadakwasla dam 
:went to 31 ft. in the morning. The point of danger is 34 ft." 

Dr.P!I~ekar Q:~. 921), ~eeditorof 'Sakal', was oneoftheinviteewitnesses. 
The Civil authonties have rehed on the 'Sakal' report to the effect that there was 
no danger to the dam, for showing that people were not inclined to believe the 
truth .of the warnings given by the police. This is one of the instance to show 
t!rnt 'mvitation' to certain citizens in Poona was based on no other considera· 
~on than that of finding out the truth. Dr. Parulekar explains that the heading 
There was no danger to the dam and that military was helping for restoration" 

ytas based on ~he infor!llation given by Kulkarni, Municipal Commissioner, 
m. the Corporati~n meetmg. W7 are not concerned about the truth or other• 
Wise _of the headmg. or t~e reaction it produced on the minds of the citizens, 
at ~his ~ta~e <?f the d1scuss10n. It may be mentioned that 'Sakal' wrote a special 
article m 1ts 1ssue,~ated 24~h July 1961 (Ex. 459) under the caption, "Sakal 
and Govehrnment : In this artie!~, the editor of the newspaper has tried to · 
:swer t e question as to how It was that 'Sakal' came to publish the news 

ere was no danger to the dam The main rea th t h b · · hi 
!~ic~hf~r the ~~oresaid caption' was the inform~~~n ~ve~\ye~~ ftk~\k:rn~ 
ref;rs t~ th~ci::fo~::a~o~xfhe::s~!here w~ts .,no danger to the dam. The article 

s soug 1rom Nagarkar at 12-45 in the night, 
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wherein Naga!kar was ~lleged to h~ve said that since the water in the Khadak
wasla rese~v01r was gomg down, It could be concluded that the quantity of 
water commg from Panshet to Khadakwas!a is decreasing and this indicates 
that the pressure at _Panshet was lesse~ing. . Dr. Parulekar, in his deposition 
(Ex. 921)! has explamed that on readmg th!s article, Nagarkar contradicted 
the ne~s-Item an~ stated ~h_at the same was mcorrect. He asked Nagarkar to 
send his own version prom1smg that he would give publicity to the same. Nagar
kar then referred .the matter to Khursale, who was his superior and Khursale 
told hfm (Nagarkar) that, it. was,not proeer for any Gove~ent servant to 
~nter _mto any controversY: WJt~ a yress report.. Nagarkar, however, subnlitted 
m_~tu~g to K!J.ursale COJ?-tr~dict~g t~e report appearing in 'Sakal'. The Com
Dl!SSton IS not mterested m mvestlgatmg the truth or falsity· of the statement 
attributed to Nagarkar. It is sufficient to- note that Dr. Parulekar himself 
adnlitted that there was some possibility of misunderstanding cropping up in 
respect of the conversation that took place ·on phone and particularly during 
night time. Dr. Pl!rule~ar added that he called the- Correspondent and dis
cussed the matter With him. Parulekar then sums up his impression about his 
conversation with the Correspondent in the following words :-

" From my conversation with the Correspondent, I concluded that since 
this was a technical matter, there was possibility of my Correspondent misin
terpreting the information given by Nagarkar." · 

The point that I am trying to makeoutifi.that,'accordirig to Dr. Parulekar the 
basis for the heading appearing in the issue of ';')aka!' dated 12th July i961 
that, there was no danger to the. dam, . was not the information given by 
Nagarkar but was the reply given by the Municipal Commissioner in the Cor
poration meeting. Dr, Parulekar ·asserts that be would regard S. B. Kulkarni 
as the authoritative,.spokesman of the Government. view. Whatever version is 
accepted as true between the two viz., one appearing in 'Sakal' about the Cor
poration meeting (Ex. 115) and the other, the authorised version (Ex. 640), 
it is quite clear that S. B. Kulkarni did tell the meeting that it Was learnt that 
the danger to the dams had receded. This was a very grave answer to make and 
that-if Kulkarni is to be believed-was made without ascertaining the facts 
of the matter. , It .is regrettable that an experienced and senior officer like 
S. B. Kulkarni should be responsible for such a lapse, the consequences ·of 
which could not be imagined. • '' 

Reverting to the part played by Kulkarni after the Corporation meeting, 
Kulkarni states (Ex,; 638) that sometime after '7-30 p.m., a representative of 
the press informed him that he had information that the Panshet dam had b.een 
damaged and enquired of him (Kulkarni) if that was correct. Kulkarni then 
telephoned to the Collector and enquired from him about the matter. It was 
at that time that the Collector told him that a portion of the dam had subsided; 
that that portion was three feet above the water level and that there was strong 
breeze causing high waves. The Collector also _stated th~t the army personne! 
was working on laying sand bags on the subsid~~ por!Ion. \Yhen KulkarJl! 
was questioned by Mr. Phadke; on behalf of the Citizens Committee, Kulkarm 
stated that he did not know the name of the person who gave him the informa
tion on the phone. Prabhakar ba~ supported Kulkarni in _saying that the latter 
had made enquiries with him sometime aft~r 7-30 p.m. an~ m reply he (Prabha
kar) gave him information about the subsidence etc. It Is a matter of strange 
coincidence as remarked already, the another unknown person should 
volunteer Wormation to the Municipal Commissioner and it was only there
after that the Municipal Commissioner took a move in the matter and learnt 
about the real condition of the dam. In my view, this is a coclc-and-bull story 
and hardly deserves any credence. 
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SECTION 14 

'DIVISIONAL CoMM!SSIONE~'s MBB:rlNG AT 6-30 P.M • . ON THB 11TH JULY 1.961 

' As stated above, at ~e instructions of Mohite, Prab~akar gave. invita, 
'tions to the two officers. viz., .the D, S. P. and .the Muruc1pal Collll!llSSIOner, 
~-attend tne meeting. The Municipal ColllllllSsJOner to~ nun that l!e would 
depute Darp, AsSISlJint Municipal Commissioner (Special). Prabhakar had 
not asked tne D. S. p. or the Murucipal CoiDin!SSio?er t~ brmg Wltll them any 
<of tb.e members of their staff. lt is, however, m ev~dence that D. S. ~· 
Heble had· brought with him his Home. Inspector and the Collector had 

.'broUght · witb. lum his Deputy . Chitni~, Res1den~ Deputy Collec~or and the 
Mam.tatdars of Poona City and Haveli. It was m this way that the number 
:of tllose who attended tile mee~_ing rose to nine. The following persons 
.attended the meeting:-

. (1) Mohite, Divisional Commissioner, Poona. . 
(2) Prabhakar, Collector, Poona. . 
(3) Heble, District Superintendent of Police, Poona City. 
(4) Darp, Assistant Municipal Commissioner (Specjal). 
{5) Pharate, Resident Deputy Collector, Poona. 
(6) Bhosale, Mamlatdar, Poona City. · 

. (7) Mamlatdar, Haveli. 
(8) Kekre, Home Inspector, Poona City. 

·. (9) Dandavate, Deputy Chitnis .to .the Collector.:· 

(Note.-The evidence 'about the presence of Nos .. 6 and l is cotltlicting). 

L Absence of. the minutes of the meeting 

'There is considerable controversy as to what transpired a~ this meeting 
and what decisions were taken therein. Unfortunately, the minutes of this 
meeting have not been recorded. Admittedly, there was no difficulty in 

, calling a Stenographer either of the Collector or the Divisional Comnlissioner 
to take shorthand notes and then prepare minutes on that basis. The 
explanation offered by Mohite is that, he did not think It necessary to 
maintain the record of the minutes of the meeting, althoug!i the · meeting 
was imp?rtant. We proceeded to add that each of the persons called to 
.the meetmg was expected to make his own notes as to the part allotted to 
·tUn: and the decisions taken in the meeting could be gatherea from the 
·action takc;n. by the members assembled at the meeting.· At this point. 
the CommiSSion put the difficulty to Mohite in the following question 
(Ex. 516) :- · · · -

"I! is quite possible that certain decisions reached in the meeting 
may not be acted upon and in some cases, the action may be in excess 
of tb.e deci~i?ns. That being the case, how can you say that the purport 
o~ the decisions can be gathered from the action taken by each indi-
VIdual member ? " · 
Moh:te gave the following answer :- · ' 

.,,·_; 

' "The·no.tes kept by each member will explafu what was the part_ 
allotted to him". · · 
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. When as~ed as to. w~en there. was no difficulty of calling a Stenogtaplllli'i 
why he d1d not ask hun to take notes of the proceedings. Mohite explained 
as follows :- . :. 

" Where .the d~cision~ are .to be followed over a lo~ger. p·~rio!l . . 0{ n~~ . 
. and compliance to be obtamed, it is necessary to re:Cprd ntinutes .but 
wJ1ere decisions ~e to .be implemented inunediately to, m~et. a ,temp~M 
emergency. there IS no need of recording any minutes.·~: 

. ' ' ( i' ' 1 
When Prabhakar was questioned on this point. he stated (E)(, ~2H ; ;:-

' " The minutes of the conference were not recordea; behaUsci 'tlier~ \v~s 
huny. Stenographers were available to .. the . Divisional .. Comn¥ssioner. 
We never keep our Stenographers present in. the meetings. There is no 

· writteu •Iecord of the decisions_ taken at the mee\ing. ", . . · .. , ·'! , 

Incidentally. it may be noted that the' form'rila of huny ha~ been adopted t by 
Prabhakar to explain most of the predicaments in wl:lich · he ·was placed. 
There is no substance in Prabhakai:'s statement that ·Stenographers are not 

. kept present in the meetings. The meeting was not a secrei one and 'was 
·attended by several unimportant officers. Stenographers 'are known to keep 
confidence of the oflic~rs. Realising that the answer~ given by Pril bhak'ar 

· did not offer satisfactory explanation C?f the absence· of ,the minutes, Mohit~. 
who was examined much later, has come forward with an e1Cplanation vii .• 
that where decisions are meant to be implemented immediately, there is rio 
need of recording any minutes. This is clearly an afterthought· The meet
'ing, obviously, was an· important one, where vital decisions were taken 
to meet an emergency. Although the measures adopted were tO' be 'taken 
in the nearest future, still, it is always advisable to keep the minutes of every 

· important meeting and that is the practice ordinarily followed, No satis
factory· explanation has been offered as to why a departure has been- made 
from this salutary practice. As ir is, we have no written record about 'the 
decisions taken in the meeting and we are left to gather' the decisions from 
the verbal statements made by the witnesses long after the event. Reliance · 
has been placed upon the absence of minutes in the tiles relating to the floods 
of 1958 .. As already discussed above, the absence of ·the minutes in the 
record of 1958 floods is no evidence to prove that minutes were not recorded. 
Further, no questions were asked to Mone himself on this point and it 'was 
only Chaturvedi, who was tackled by the advocate on behalf of the civil 
authorities. The evidence about the deCisions supposed to have 'been taken 
in this meeting is riddled with. contradictions and no · coosistent picture 
emerges from the evidence led on behalf of the civil authorities:· I will' deal 
with the question of the decisions arrived at in this meeting. a little later. 
I am referring to this aspect of. the matter at this stage' .with a. view . to 
indicate the .difficulties experienced by the Commission in arriving at proper 
conclusion on this point. It is quite possible that· if shorthand notes were 
taken, they were not transcribed and that after the floods,· nobody bothered 
to do.' so. It is also possible· that the transcribed version is• n(itLfavourable 
to· the officers and, therefore. is being withheld. : 0 P ' '·1 



D. Why was no inv,tation extended to the two Superintending Engineers ? 

- · We have already noted that at the meeting convened by Collector Mane 
during the floods of 1958, Maydeo was invited to the meeting and he 
(Maydeo) actually remained present a~ the same. The. presence. of . the 
engineers was, •obviously, necessary ;tor properly ~ssessmg the. situation, 
because without proper assessment,. 1t was not poss1ble to devise pmper 
measures. Prabhakar explained that he did not regard the presence of 
either Khursale or Desai at the meetint; as essential because both of them 
had already told him that it was not possiblf! for thein to say anything 
more than that, the floods would be bigger than the floods of 1958. He 

·added that he also knew that neither of them would be available at 6-30 p.m. 
There is ·no '.substance in . the second reason, because the engineers bad 
told Prabbakar. after their ·meeting with the Divisional Commissioner at 
2 p.m. was over, that they would go to Panshet•and return in time to meet 
Manerikar, who was to arrive by the Deccan Queen. That dooes not mean
that they would not be available at 6-30 p.m. As regards the first reason, 
even assuming that the engineers bad expressed their inability to say any
thing more than that the floods would be bigger than the floods of 1958-
the correctness of which statement I have already refuted-still, the presence 
<if the egineers was essential, because the situation was dynamic and chang
ing from time to time and that it was necessary to know the latest position, 
particularly atfer the engineers' o.n-the-spot inspection of the Panshet 'dam. 
Mohite was closely questioned on these points and he replied (Ex. 5 16) : 

" I did not think it necess~ry to invite the engineers for tlie mee.ting. 
because we, had got all information that they could give and also because 
I knew that they had told us that they would be going to Palfsliet and 
would be returning in time to receive Manerikar. I did not know the 
time of the return of Desai and Khursale to Poona after their visit to 
Panshet. It may be that they would return at 5 or 6 p.m: I presumed. 
that they would not be able to attend the meeting before 6-30 . p.m. 
I would certainly have tried to ascertain whether they bad returned from 
Panshet in time to be able to attend the meeting in case we had not met 
them in the afternoon and discussed the matter with them. It is not 
~orrect to say that ther~ w~s one and only one reason why I did not think· 
1t necessary to call lmgatlon officers to the meeting. The other reason 
v:as ~t I got. all the information which they could possibly give. The 
Situation washable to change from.l-30 or 2-30 to 6-30 when the meeting 
was held. But, if there was any change either for the worse or for better. 

, the engineers were expected to come to me and tell or at any rate they 
would have. communicated thjl change to us. I bad not asked th~m to 
report any change in the situ&tion." (The quotation is not continuous). 

~n answer to further questions, he stated that he agreed that he ~as arrang
mg the measures at 6-30 p.m. on the basis of the information received at 
.1~30 p.m. He adde~ .that he considered it unnecessary to call the irriga· 
tion officers o~ the military officers to the meeting, as they (those officers) 
were already 1n the know of things. At a later stage, again Mohitc says 
(Ex. Sl6) : , · 
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" I had no discussion y.'ith e1tlier Desai or Khursale about the measures 
that should be adopted 1n case of the possible breach. I am not wa 
.that Maydeo, the then Superintending Engineer had suggested me::sur~: 
that could be usefully adopted to meet the flood situation in 1958. Even 
now,. I ~m not· aware of that. I a?J- however, now aware that Maydeo 
had md1cated the areas that were likely to be affected by the floods of 
1958. I a~ al~o aware that Maydeo was proceeding on the footing that 

-there was likelihood of the breach of the Khadakwasla dam ............... .'. 
The presence of the engineers was not necessary for considering ·the 
measures to be adopted." 

It may not, be out of pl~ce. to .~ention _once ag~in .than in . 1958 though 
Maydeo had expressed h1s mabJ!Ity to g1ve specific or categorical informa
tion on the two points raised b)l Mane which were : (1) the interval of time 
that would, qe available between .the first warning of danger to the dam and 

'the actual_impact of flood W)lter on the city, (2) what were approximately 
the areas likely to be submerged, Mane had pressed him to give a guidance 
in that respect. It . was thereafter that Maydeo stated that he would indi
cate very roughly after a reference to the contour ,map of the area the low 
lying areas which were likely to be affected. It is also noteworthy that the 
then D: S. P .. accompanied Maydeo to the office of the Municipal Corpora
tion where a ·contour map was ultimately found and marked. Jt is in this 

. context that the answer given by Mohite are to be judged. Was it ilot the 
responsibility of Mohite and Prabhakar to press the engineers· to give them 
guidance as was done, by Mane in 1958 1 Mohite was further questioned 

. as to why be pid ,not consult,., Gadkary, Director, of MiQor Irrigation, who 
was. in Poona· at that time, or the Research Station authorities at Khadak
wasla, for assessing the extent of the floods, whe·n the two engineers had 
told him that -they could not niake an estimate of the extent 'of the floods, 

. and Mohite 'r,eplied that he did not think it necessary to' do so, because he 
considered the two Superintending Engineers a~ good experts in the matter 
and that he did not know whether the Research Station was in a position to 
make an assessment: He !)dded that ,he expected Desai and Khursale to 
.approach the experts, .In case they found themselves unable to make any 
.assessment of the extent of the floods. The · contradiction inherent in the 
. position viz., that. the Superintending Engineers were not called, because 
they had already. expressed their inability to assess the extetut of the floods, 
and also the position that Mohite expected Desai and Khursale to appro;~ch 

. the experts, in case they found themselves unable to make the assessment, 
is too apparent to. be stressed upon. In order to understand t~e. seco~d 
position, it must be assumed that the engineers had expressed therr mabilrty 
to make the assessment. Mohite does not say that he himself suggested to 
the engineers that, if they were unable to make the assessment, they should 
approach experts. When asked as to why he did not approach the experts, 
he says that he expected the engineers to approach the experts, because they 
had found themselves not being in !It position to assess the nat_ure a~d exte~t 
of the floods. . In my opinion, the presence of the two Supermtendmg Eng1· 
neers was very much necessary at the meetting and would h~ve proved'. to be 
of immense help even in .devising the measures. E~en If the engmeers 
expressed their inability to make any assessment With the help of the 



eiigJneers the civil authorities would have made some rough aild ready 
estimate 'abo.ut the .extent of th~ floods on ~ pragmatic basis, and parti

' cularly on the basi& of the expenence of the floods o~ 195~. . It appears_ t~ 
' me that the engineers were excluded from the meeting, b~cause the CIVil 
i authorities were either over-confident ·Or extremely careless m the matter of 
l making an estimate of the areas to which the floods, might extend, . . 

m. Why were not ~ilitary officers called to the meeting ? · 
In. 1958 the then Collector of Poona, Mane, had invited Brig .. Bedi, 

Commander, Poona Sub-area and Major Talwar of the Bombay Engineering 
Group to the meeting convened by him for meeting the flood situation in 
July !958. Both these officers remained present and assured co-operation 
to him. Military assistance was assured and accordingly, army personnel 
was alerted by Brig. Bedi. The only reason assigned by Mohite for not 
inviting Brig. Bedi was that, information was already conveyed to him and, 
therefore, it was not necessary to call him to the meeting. Prabhakar has 
frankly admitted that, if he (Prabhak:ar) had gone through the ·files in his 

·office relating to the floods of 1958, he might, perhaps, have takeit more 
pJ~Utionary steps On the llth July 1961 and in specifying the points Of 
difference between the action taken in 1958 and that taken in 1961, he has 
mentioned the fact ·that army assistance was not asked for in 1961. Army 
assistance was asked for in the morning of the 12th July 1961 after the 
breach of the Khadak:wasla dam. Then the army help could not reach the 
quarters where it was needed, because the heavy floods had split Poona into 
two parts. It is evident that the Commander of Poona Sub-area was not 
called to the meeting, because the civil authorities had not applied their 
mind to the situation and were taking things lightly. In any case, prudence 
required that army was alerted beforehand for securing their assistance in 
proper time. Bedi has stated that after hearing the news from Mane, the 
tllen Collector, in July 1958 about the danger of the breach of the K;hadak· 
wasla dam, he (Bedi) had kept a number of vehicles ready and had :;lso 
deployed a number of army men for evacuation. I{e has further stated 
that he would have been able to muster about one thousand men '(in July 
1961) ~ithin the cantonment area, for the purpose of evacuation, within 
~bout ;~ur .OOurs. That shows that if at all army assistance is to be requisi
tioned, It must be done so several hours before the event. The maxim . 
"Being fore-warned one must be fore-armed " applies to a situation like 

· ~e o~e ~reated on the 11th July 1961, and had the civil authorities sufficient 
zmagmabon, . they would not have failed to call the Sub-area Commande.r 
and seek asszstance from him. Fortunately, for Poona. the headquarters of 
the Sub-area are the Poona Cantonment. Unfortunately, however. no 
advantage ~ad been taken of this proximity and although full advanta o-e 
~as ~~n m 1958, this time it was thrown away due to lack of prop~r 
nnagmatlon. No harm would have occurred had the Sub-area Commander 
been called to the meeting and. asked to alert the army personnel .. Here, 

. at any rat:. there. was no question of creating any panic, and yet nothing 
was do~e .1~ secunn~ _the ~rmy assistance. f:rom this discussi~n it is clear 
~haf thf ".1~tl authontJ~s fatled to apply their mind to the situation ar.d. this 
ac o {'sto~ symbolzc of bureaucratie mentality prevented them fr,)m 

approac mg e military authorities whose assistance if it was requisitioned 



on the 11th itself would have been of immense value in mitigating the 
consequences of the fiood. 

IV. Why were no citizens or pressmen called to the meeting 1 
, lt is an admitted fact that Mohite did not call any of the promi.:1ent 

citizens nor even the members of tile legislature to the meeting nor even 
the Mayor of the Corporation. Nor did he think it fit to call the represen
tatives of the local press. Had the local leaders and the representatives of r 
ti)._e press been called to the meeting, they would have carried the message! 
<>f the meeting through tile length and breadth of Poona and also gi\·~n: 
courage and consolidation to ·the people, not by the process of keeping~
oack t!le truth for fear of panic but by disclosing the unpalatable truth' 
and yet assuring them that all that could be done had been done in the present'. 
ca:ie. The presence of these disinterested persons would also have thrown' 
a clear light about the proceedings of this close-door meeting and the o~.:t
come thereof. I cannot understand why the news received frcm the. 
engineer~ was kept as a closely guarded secret between the l1igh-ranking 
officers. When asked on this point, Mohite began by saying that it was 
a matter of opinion whether useful _purpose would have been served by 
inviting prominent citizens of Poona to attend the meeting. He procet;ded 
to add that he did not think it necessary to associate with the non-officials. 
at that stage of the discussion about the measures to be adopted. It is 
difficult to understand the obsession and fear of association with the non
officials. Surely, the meeting was ·not going to discuss any top-secrets ·of 
the State. The meeting was called to discuss the measures to meet the 
possible danger to the Panshet dam. Mohite had ultimately to agree that 
at least for the purpose of evacuation, co-operation of the citizens was 
necessary. He also admitted (Ex. 516) : 

" We were planning in the meebng at 6-30 p.m. that evacuation opera· 
tion ma:Y be required to be set on foot even during night time. Every 
preparation was really intended for the night of the 11th. Of course, 
these arrangements would be still adopted on. the next day in case of 
necessity. The evacuation that we were contemplating wru. only 
voluntary evacuation, meaning that it was to take place with the 
co-operation of the citizens." · 

; 

It is plain that for an orderly evacuation, the co-operation of the evacuees is 
necessary. It is equally evident that for the purpose of persuading the 
evacuees to leave their houses in time before the arrival of the actual danger, 
a word ·or advice from the prominent citizens would have made a good 
deal of difference. It is the case of the· civil authorities that people were 
reluctant to rely upon the news given out by the police and were stiU more 
reluctant to leave their houses and some of them, particularly in the most 
vulnerable areas, had to ,be evacuated compulsorily. The civil authorities 
could easily have anticipated, and really ought to have anticipated popular 
reluctance to leave their homes and at least for that purpose the officers 
ought to have sought the co-operation of the prominent citizens and 
memb,ers _of the press. For members of the hide-bond bureaucracy, however. 
co-operation of the pe~ple is like a red rag to the bull and they would nof 
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d SCAnd to contaminate their sanctity with the touch of the common 
con e ~ . · E · h · 1 , people. In the absence of the Supermtendmg . ngmeers, t e

1 
mtheetmg ?st 

much of its utility; in the absence of the military personne e .meeting 
was deprived of the most power(ul, efficacious and speedy machmery of 

·aid and in the absence of the citizens and the ~embers of the pres~, the 
meeting denied itself the opportunity of conveyrng the real truth w~tho~Q 
breaki·ng their morale, and to secure co-operatiOn of ~e people whtch. lS 

essential for any situation of crisis. So much fuss. ~s made. ?f avoid· 
ance of creating panic and stampede ?n behalf of the CIVil authorJtJ~s. Had 
there been any sincerity behind the back of the above profess10n, then 
certainly, the first thing which an imaginative administrator would do is to 
seek the co-operation of the local leaders of the people. The result was 
that the meeting was reduced to an empty formality. Two important mem
bers of the meeting viz., Mohite and Prabhakar, had already met. All that 
was needed was to take the D.S.P. and the Municipal Commissioner in 
confidence. I do not think that it was necessary for Mohite to convene such 
a _formal meeting for that purpose. The high-sounding name of emergency 
meeting cannot deceive any discerning observer. 

It has been argued by the civil authorities that in 1958 also the authori
ties had not called any citizens for the meeting that was convened by Mone 
and for that purpose a reliance has been placed on the evidence of Shirole 
(Exhibit 910) who has stated that .he had no idea whatsoever as to wbat pre· 
cautions were taken by the authorities during the 1958 floods. If the civil 

. authorities want to rely on some steps that were not taken in 1958 as 
a justification, then they must rely also on the steps that were taken at that 
tillle and cannot launch a tirade ~against Chaturvedi as they have done. 
According to me if in 1958 prominent citiZ~:ns were. not caUed to the meeting 
it was a mistake and that is no justification for not calling the citizens for 
!he meeting held in 1961. · 

. V. Discussions at the meeting 
. The meet~g lasted for about an hour and a half. Mohite in his op,en
mg re?larks mformed the members of the meeting of what the engineers had 
told him. Both Prabhakar and Mohite, in their written statements (Exhibits 
422 and 517), have contented themselves by saying that Mohite explained 
to the officers present at the meeting the positon of the Panshet dam as 
h~d be_en ~eported to him by the engineers, and that thereafter a general 
discussion tn the meeting about the measures to be adopted, took place. 
Alth~ugh a detailed account as to what Mohite told the meeting in the 
openmg address, has not been given either by Prabhakar or Mohite, such 
an account has been attempted by Heble, in his written statement (Exhibit 
536}, and also by Darp. in his written statement (Exhibit 622) According 
to these two officers, Mohite spoke about the subsidence and. the attempt 

. ~~~e by t?e engineers to raise the level. He al~o spoke about the local . ':t havu~ been exhausted and that 200 Jawans were sent for continu
~xhi~t w;;6) c!~~;te~) :proceeded to say in his written statement 

~" The Commissioner further 5 • d tb t . h .1 . 
of saving the dam: a d h. d . aJ . a w I.e the. e?gmeers were hopeful 

' n a expressed their opm10n ·that, if the nigh~ 
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pas~ed off without. any mishap, the dam would be saved, any failure in 
their efforts to ra_It>e the su?sided portion of the dam might result in 
a heavy flood, which, accordmg to them, would be bigger than the 1958 
~oo~. He also disclosed that, according to the engineers, there was no 
likelihood of any danger to the Khadakwasla dam. as it .is a masonry 
dam:•· 

The account given by I>arp, in his written statement (Exhibit 622), is identi- · 
cally worded suggested that the two written statements must have been 
drafted by the same hand. In answer to questions by the Commission's 
counsel, Heble stated in his deposition (Exhibit 535) : 

" The Divisional Commissi9ner added that he had asked the engineers 
to explain the implications of the situation and was told that, if the work 
of bag-stacking operations was continued uninterruptedly, the dam 
would be safe, ·particularly, if the night passed without any mishap." 

Heble has stated that to a further question by Mohite as to what would 
happen if the· efforts tQ raise the sunken portion failed, the engineers replied 
that the dam would be overtopped and, perhaps, there would be a breach 
leading to floods in Poona. According to him, the engineers added that the 
floods would be bigger than the floods of 1958, but were not able to say how 
mucll bigger. The engineers had told Mohite that the Khadakwasla dam 
being a masonry dam, there was no danger to it. I have already pointed out 
the inherent infirmities in this story, that has been attributed to the engineers 
by Mohite. In answer to questions by the Commission's counsel as to the 
account given by Mohite to the meeting, Darp went so far as to say that the 
Divisional Commissioner never referred to the possibility of the dam breach- ' 

· ing. He went on to add (Exhibit 621) : 
" I gathered the impression that bigger floods would be released either 

by further subsiding or opening of all the gates of the Khadakwasla· dam. 
I am not suggesting that the impression that I gathered was that, heavy 
floods would be due' to natural causes, such as heavy rains. The impres
sion that I gathered was that, heavy floods would arise out of the danger 
to the dam. I concede that we were making ·preparations to meet the 
emergency during night time. The Commissioner never mentioned the 
Khadakwasla dam at any time." 

(Quotation is not continuous). 

It is one thing to say that there was possibility of the dam breaching and 
quite another that the engineers were hopeful of saving the dam. Whereas 
the other witnesses have taken up the position that Mohite stated that the 
engineers had told him tha:t they were hopeful of saving the dam, Darp 
goes a step further and says that the Divisional Commissioner never referred • 
to the possibility of the Panshet dam breaching and that he (Darp) ga!hered · 
the impression that bigger floods would be released by further subsJden.ce 
or opening of all the gates of the Khadakwasla. dam. One ca? easily 
imagine what sort of account Mohite must have giVe? to th~ meetmg '."hen. 
an extremely intelligent man like Darp formed the 1mpress10n that bigger 
floods would be released by further subsidence or opening of all the gates 
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of the Khada~asla dam and not on account of the br:~ch . ~f the ~am. 
In answer to questions by Mr. Phadke, on behalf of the. C:1t12:ens Comm1ttee, 
Darp bas elaborated his position as follows (ExJYblt 621) :- -

" I gathered the impression from the disccussioJr in the Diyisional 
Commissioner's meeting that there was danger to the dam. I d1d not 
gather the impression that the danger to the dam may. b? as a result ot 
the possible breach. The words used by the CommlSSloner were ili:at 
a portion of the dam had subsided. ! do not reme~ber. the Comm1s· 
sioner having said that the breach o, the dam was 1mmment or even 
likely. I agree that the floods that would be released as. a result ot 
the breach of the dam would be more severe than any other floods. In 
that case, possibly, we would have to make preparations on a larger 
scale. If I had gathered the impression that the da_m would ~reach 
during night time, I would have thought of takmg precaut10n~ 
measures on a wider scale. · For instance, more trucks, or the entrre 
fleet of P. M. T. buses would have been requisitioned and more men 
would have been requisitioned. When the Divisional Commissioner 
mentioned that a portion of the dam was subsiding, it did not occur·to 
me to raise the question whether the breach was likely. I do not 
remember any one raising the, question of a possible or likely breach of 
the dam at the time of discussion in the meeting. Although the Divisional 
Commissioner used the word "subsided", I did not understand him to 
say that a portion of the dam was sinking. I felt tliat the top portion of 
the dam had gone off, i.e., fallen down. I did not raise the question as 
to the difference in the level of water and the top of the subsiding portion. 
No one raised that question in the meeting. There was no discussion, 
so far as I remember, on the points mentioned by the Commissioner, viz., 
that a portion of the dam was subsiding and that there was danger to 
the .dam .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. I did not ask the Divisional Commissioner as to 
why be was saying that the floods would be bigger than the floods. of 
1958. By danger to the dam, I understood the Commissioner to mean 
that the dam would overflow or water may run through the subsiding 
portion. It never occurred to me that if any portion of an earthen dam 
is overtopped, then the dam would be washed away. " 

. It is thus clear that, at best, Mohite gave a very bald and unintel!iglble 
account of thp situation at Panshet to the meeting. Mohite himself does not 
appear to have applied his mind to the main question, viz., the difference 
between the. level of water and the level of the subsiding portion. .It 
further appears that Mohite never seriously felt that the dam would breach 
and that it was necessary to make preparations on the footing that the 
dam would breach. Darp,. who is credited with great exp~ience, so far as 
the flood measures were concerned, has frankly admitted that, if he (Darp) 
had known that the breach ·was likely, he would have devised measures on 
a _more extensive scale. It thus becomes clear that the meeting proceeded 
With a bad start, Nobody was any the wiser on hearing Mohite's account ; 
nobody had any doubts and nobody raised any question. Had the engineers 
been p~esent several QUestions could have been asked to the engineers or 
the; en~neers themselves woul\1 l!ave explained the si~ficanGe of sqbsic;len9e 
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-and _o~ .Jmowhi:g th: differenc~ between ~e level of water and the top of the 
subs1dmg oportion. If Darp IS to be believed, there was practically no dis· 
cussion on the points mentioned by Mohite in his opening address. 

VI... What was the account given by Darp about the floods ol 1958 and the 
· measures taken at that time ? 

Soon after Mohite's. opening address was over, Darp was ask~ to give 
an account regarding the floods of 1958 and the measures taken at that time. 
This aspect has some significance, because both Mohite and Prabhakar have 
stated that they depended upon Darp to give them a complete idea regarding 
the floods of 1958 and the measures taken during that tinle. L do not pro· 
pose to enter into any details on this point, because I have separately dealt 
with the question of the . floods of 1958 in an exhaustive manner. It is 
sufficient to refer to certain admissions made by some of the members, who 
attended the meeting. Darp has frankly admitted tluit be was not. aware of 
the measures that were taken by the then Collector and the District Superin· 
tendent of Police, during the floods of 1958. Whatever measures he took 
during the floods of 1958, Darp took them on his own initiative. He 
admitted that he had seen some policemen, four or five in 
number, in each of the six localities affected by the floods. He 
also admitted that he saw a police van at Ashanagar. According to him, the 
population of the six localities affected by tl!_e floods of 1958 was round 
about 6500, which was a very rough estimate. He admitted that the popula· 
tion of the six localities must at least be double the 6500. According to 
Darp, the actual number of people that were evacuated during the floods of 
1958 was 2500 and that)le gave these figures from his memory in the course 
of his account before the meeting. It is an admitted fact that the six 
localities, · which. were . affected by the floods of 1958, were Pulachiwadi, 
Ashanagar, Bhimpura, Mangalwar Gadi Tal, Am.rq_t~shwar and Sitaphal· 

. bag ... Mobite asserted (Exhibit 516) that Darp did not explain the areas, 
which stood the danger of being affected by the floods_ <>f 1958 in case 
Khadakwas1a dam breached, nor the areas in which warnings were given .. 
Mohite further says that he did not ask Darp the areas in which warnings 
were _given in ·1958, nor did Darp mentiop. those areas. In answer to further 
questions, Mohite admitted (Exhibit 516) : • 

"I am now aware that warnings were given in 1958 in wider areas than· 
~e areas that were actually affected by the floods, .................. :........... . 

· Since Darp mentioned the areas which were affected by the floods, I felt 
that warnings must have been given 'in those areas. " 
~t means ·that, aecording to Mohite, Darp did not mention the ar~as, in ' 
'Y"hlch warnings were given during the floods of 1958. Heb1e (Exhibit 53?) 
m answer. to questions by the Commission's counsel stated that Darp d1d 
~ot mention any of the areas which were threatened by the floods. Heble 
~Is<> .admitt~d that no. one asked Darp as to whether there was any reco~d 

In the !'1nmcipalitr relating to the floods of 1958. }Ie added that he d:d 
not notice Darp referring to any record. As regards the number of persons 
alleg~d t~ have been mentioned by Darp to Heble ~n. the course of -the 
meetmg, In answer to questions by the Commission's counsel, Heble stated :. 

:' Mr. Daip was sitting 'by my ;id~ and I turned to him and asked him 
aside whether he would give the break-up locality-wisl) of th(: persons 
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affected. by the floods of 1958. He then mentioned th~ number of pers~ns 
affected locality-wise. He was not holding any paper m haqd or referrmg 

a er when he was giving these figures to me. . The other members. 
~~ :: ~!ti~g may not have heard the talk between. myself and 

· Mr Darp ·.............. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . I asked Mr. Darp 
ab~ut the ~~~b-~r of Policemen deployed during the _floods o~ 1958. He 
said that he could not give that number, even approximately. 

It. is thus evident that Darp did not .know what steps were take_n by the 
then Collector and the D; S. P., that he did not know that warnmgs were 
given in any areas except the six areas affected by the floo~s of 1958 ; that 
he did not know how many policemen were deployed durmg the floods of 
1958 and that he was entirely speaking from memory, while he gave an 
account of the number of persons affected by the floods .and the number of 
persons actually evacuated· during the floods of 1958. It is clear that the 
account given by Darp must have been very hazy and blurred and would 
not enlighten the authorities either about the actual situation during the 
floods of 1958 or the measures taken by the different departments to meet 
the flood situation. Yet, we are told, in all seriousness, that the civil 
authorities felt that there was no necessity of referring to the files relating to 
the floods of 1958 lying in the Collector's or- the D. S. P.'s office. Darp 
contradicted the statement made by Heble viz., that he (Darp) expressed his 

. inability to clearify the position about the extent of the floods locality-wise. 
Darp claimed he knew the point to which water had reached in all the six 
localities during the floods of 1958, although he admitted that he had made 
no note in regard to the same, nor had he consulted any map. His attention 
was drawn to the statements made by Mohite (Exhibit 516) : 

"He (Darp) did not explain to us the 'areas, which stood the danger 
of being affected by the floods of 1958, nor the areas m which 
warnings were given. He only mentioned the areas that were affected 
in 1958." - · ' 

Darp asserted that the statements are not true and added that not only 
he mentioned the areas that were affected in 1958 but tHat he also men
tioned the areas in which warnings were given. He also refuted · Mohite's 
statements vii., 

· " I did- not ask Darp the areas in which warnings were given in 
1958, nor did he mention to us those areas. We simply asked Darp 
to explain the flood situation in i958 and the measures taken, and he. 
did accordingly. " 

The above discussion is sufficient to show how inconclusive the discussions 
in the meeting were, -both in regard to the situation of 1958 floods and 
also in regard to the situation at Panshet on the 11th July 1961. It is 
also clear from the above discussion that Dam did tell the meeting the 
areas where warning was actually given in 1958. It is thus clear that the 
authorities knew these areas and as I sha11 point out later they did ~ot 
take steps to warn even the areas which were warned in 1958. 



. . ~) 
. VIL Decisions takeu In the meeting. · 

According to Mohite's written statement (Ex. 517), the fonoWing_ 1'~ 
was chalked out in the course of the meeting:-

. . - . • -_ • . r 
. "(1) An: Emergency Control Room should be immediaMy istablished 
at the MuniCipal Corporation Building,. The Collector, the D. s. 1'. 
and the Assistant Municipal Commissioner (Special) · sl!ould make 
.arrangements to detail staff to man the Control Room. This staff 
. should, through the police wireless, maintain .an all-night; watch 0~ the 
situation at Panshe( and inform their superior officir11 ot any emergency 
arising. . · · · 

. (2) To keep ready, at the Municipal Corporation Buildini five m~
cipal .corporation trucks, three jeeps ·and other 'Vehicles of the Agricul· 
ture Department with their drivers. . . 

(3) All Municipal Schools should be' . kept ready for housing . the 
. people who may be required to be evacuated owing to th~ flooli. 

(4) The D. S. 1'. and the Regional Publicity Officer should arrange 
. to give warnings, through their loudspeaker vans, to the people in the 
low lying areas of the city about the danger to the Panshet dam and 
the· need to be on the alert to move away at tWo .hours' notice, from 
these areas in the event of any mishap to ihe dam and consequential. 
flood. The Municipal Corporation staff. wasi also :to give similar 

· warnings. · · · . 

(5) The Mamlatdar, Haveli, should send. specfaT . messengers to the. 
villages on the banks of the Mutha and Mula-Mutha rivers to warn 
the. villagers to be alert and ready 'to evacuate m, the. event of an emer-
gency. · 

(6) To maintain a sufficient police force for each of the different 
sectors. This force was to remain, as stand to, at the Emergency Control 

·Room and was to c·onsist of three Polite Inspectors, ·six Police Sub
Inspectors and 120 Policemen. It was also decided to keep, in addition, 
a sufficient police teserve at suitable places in ~r near the areas likely 
to be affected by floods." . . . 

Mohite added that be also made arrangements with the Director of Public. 
Health to spare as many trucks as were available and to keep them rea~y · 
with drivers. Similar arrangements were made by him with the Jomt 
and Deputy Directors of Agriculture, who a1so were directed to keep all 
available vehicles for immediate use at the Agricultural College Workshop. 

· Prabhakar has not given a detailed account of the decisions taken in the 
· meeting. In a general way, he speaks of the. Emergency Control Room: 

how the same· was to be managed and by bow many persons; the arran'te· 
ment for transport and the warnings to be given in the lowlying areas. !he 
~ost important point to be noted with regard to the· re_ference. to w~mmgs 
·m these statements is that, they merely refer to wammgs bemg g.ven to 
the people living in the lowlying areas of the city. The ~arne remark 
applies to the reference made by each of the civil auth?rittes. No one 
speaks of the decision of giving warnings in all the .Iowlymg areas-a case 
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which was made out in the course of the - depos.i~ons ~f the witnessea. 
Another feature. which strikes one. !lbout these decisions, 19 that, although 
each one of the civil authorities now speaks of an emergency con~l room, 
the near contemporaneous _documents. s~ch as, the reports submitted _ by 
the Collector to the Government (Exhibits 437 and 438) on .. 16~ July 1961 
and 2nd August 1961 respectively, do not use the expression emerge~cy 
control room" or "control_ room" at all. ~xhibit 437 us~s the ~fo~ow~g 
language with reference to the arrangement m the Corporation Buildmg .-

"It was also decided that a squad of following officers (as mentioned 
in Exhibit 437) should be present at the Corporation Building for the 
whole of the night of 11th July 1961 to obtain information about tho 

. water level at Panshet and Khadakwasla dams and to take immediate. 
- necessary precautionazy measures in the event of any rise in levels ". 

Similarly,- Exhibit 438- says this :- . 
" It was decided to establish a combined operational headquarters at 

the Municipal Corporation Building. Offict;rs of the Police, . M~~ipal 
: CorjJoration and Revenue Departments were to keep an all-rught VIgil at 

the Corporation." 

I am not quarrelling here about the use of the words in these reports. 
Whether the expression used is, control room or operational headquarters 
or a squad of officers, would not be a matter of much significance so long 
as the object and the function of that arrangement is clear. Mohite has 
specifically stated in his written statement (Exhibit 5I7) : 

"This staff should, through the Police wireless, maintain an all-night 
_ watch on the situation at Panshet and inform their superior officers of 
any !lmergency arising." 

· Though Mohite has stated that the suiff was to maintain an all night watch 
on the situation at Panshet. Exhibit 437 states that the officers were to · 
obtain information about the water levels at Panshet and Khadakwasla 
dams. It is thus clear that Exhibit 437 makes no mention of the fact that 
the officeiS- were to obtain information about the situation at Panshet and 
the addition now made by Mohite that the staff was to watch on the situ· 
ation at Panshet is clearly an afterthought.. Whatever that may be . the 
decision in the Divisional Commissioner's meeting was that the staff at the 
Municipal Corporation building was to maintain contact with the police 
wireless and obtain information either in regard . to the situation at 
Panshet as now stated by Mohite or obtain information about the water 
level at Panshet and Khadakwasla dams as mentioned in Exhibit 437. 
If this was the decision, we should expect that the decision was imp1e· 
m~nted and the Superintendent of Police, Wireless or, at any rate, the 
Wt:reless operators informed about the establishment of the control room 

- and advised to convey information received by them on the wireless to 
- the control r~om. This need is highlighted by reason of the speCific 
rules, to which reference would be made hereafter, which prohibit the 
operators from conveying the information received by them 
except to· the addresses . and the informees. No arrangement 
was made between the Wireless authorities · on one side and 
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the civil authorities on the other for· a regular channel of communication 
petween the wireless operators and the control .room. It may be thaU 
certain officers were asked to sit in the control room. Who they were 
is .a question, which I will deal with presently. But, mere presence of 
a few officers does no~ constitute a control room, unless the control room 
was in a position to keep all-night vigil. It is clear that the control room 
would be in a position to keep such a vigil only if there is a regular and 
JlUthorised channel of communication between the wireless authorities 
.on one side and the civil authorities on the' other. Absence of any such 
Jlrrangements cast a serious doubt upon the constitution of the Control 
Room .as such on that fateful night. This, perhaps, explains the loose 
language employed in the near contemporaneous documents, such liS 
"a squad of officers~·. "operational headquarters", etc., It is only in 

· the course of the written statements that, for the first time, the expression 
'' control room " has been used. It is significant to note that the press
note (Exhibit 428), which was issued under the instructions of the 
Collector and the Divisional Commissioner also makes no mention of the 
setting up of the control. room. 

·I may usefully refer to a passage in the Report of the Uttar Pradesh Police 
Commission (1960-61) in regard to the control room of the Bombay City 
Police at page 186. After pointing out that the wireless transmission which is 
located at another place is remotely controlled from the contrOl· room, the 
report says : 

"The control room works all the 24 hours of the day. The utility of 
.the control room is based on the fact that the officers have, centrally, at 
their disposal all the facilities for communication with the strategic points 

· - in the city and for efficient co-ordin,ation amongst them. " · 

The essence of a control room. it will be clear from the above, lies in the 
c.entralis;ltion of channels of quick communication, so that all information 
will be collected at one plac.e and directions given to all strategic placesthere
from. No arrangement was made for wireless transmission from this place 
ilor for the control of such transmission. There was already such a control 
room at Vishrambagwada: (the V. H .. F. control room). That woul~ have 
beeri the proper place -where the party, if it was. intended to functton ~s · 
a control room partv. should have been asked to stt. Why was a ro?m m 
the Corporation Building selected for that purpose 'l !Jtere was no. w?"ele~s 
equipment there nor any arrangement of control, of Wifeless transt~usston m 
the Corporation Building. There were only two telephone~ workmg 0ere. 
Why was not Nabar asked to set up wireless apparatus-mobtle or othe:Wt.se- . 
in the building or the compound ? 'Not on1y that was not done, no mttma
tion was given to Nabar that control room was set up ~or any . request 
made . to him to direct the operators to convey information recetved on 
wireless from .Panshet or Khadakwasla to the so-called control room. The f 
significance will be discussed later .. Suffice it to observe that here was i 
a control room which controlled nothing. At best, a convenient place was} 
chosen for op;rational purposes. A high sounding la~l ~iz., "co?trol 
room •: has. been soueht to be aporooriated (for the first ttme m the wntten ·' 
statements) to camouflage the real object. · 

H 478Z-10ts 
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VIII. Warnings 
_.- n· -- · - -t- · - rtant part of •'-- precau~onary-mellsures devised in -th~ 
. e mos IDlpo ""' . · f · t th 
· Divisional Commissioner's meeting relat7d to . glVIng o _ warrungs o e 

I -Th1·8 question can be split up mto two parts : (1) the nature of_ 
peop e. . . · · d (2) th I l't' the warnings and hOW -the warfiin?S. were tO be g1yen, an. _ _ e .. OCa I leS 
to which wami.ngs were to be g1ven: For the ~e bemg, I will; confine 
my attention t.o the decision tak~n m_ the meetmg on th~se pomts ~nd. 
:reserve consideration of the question about the a~t.ual warnmgs alleged to 
have been given on that night to a later stage _of this. repo~. Of course, the 
.wording of the warnings will have to be con$1dered m th1s context. bec:'"use 
it will throw light upon the decisions that were taken ~bout the warnmga. 
Prabhakar, in his written statement (Ex. 422) says (para. 23) : . 

. ' 
- " It was further decided in the meeting that people living in the low-

.. lying areas of the city be warned during the night that Panshet dam was 
in danget and that they should be _in read~ess to eva~uate with ~eir 
belongings at two hours' notice. Tb1s wammg was dec.ded to be g1ven 
through police loudspeaker van, Regional Publicity Officer's loudspeaker 
yan and police personnel. The staff .of the Municipal Corporation were 
also to go round the areas warning the people of the likelihood of heavy 
fj.o_o,ds." 

Mohite has used almost similar language in dealing with the decisio~ taken 
in respect of warnings. Although Prabhakar speaks of the decision to give 
warnings in regard to the danger to the Panshet dam, in his Q.eposition he 
has tenaciously maintained that the Panshet dam was not in danger and that. 
there was only a possibility of danger to the Panshet dam. On this point, 
Mohite' bas completely contradicted Prabhakar. Mohite says that the ques· 
tion .as.towhat warnings should be given to the people was broadly discussed 
m the meeting. The two points that were decided to be mentioned in the 
warning were {1) warning the. people of the danger of floods, and (2) asking 
them to be in readiness for evacuation. As would be presently pointed out. 
the text of the warning at Ex. 427 emphasized danger to the dam. Darp 

_ also indirectly supports Prabhakar by saying that the question about danger 
to the dam was not mooted in the Divsional Commissioner's .meeting. If 
Prabhak,ar and Darp are to be believed, the!). Mohite will have to be dis· 
believed. Not only that, but, we will have to come to the conclusion that 
the text o( the warning (Ex. 427), which is now produced as the authorita· 
tive text, on the basis ,of which warnings were given, is incorrect. I wiU 
advert to this question while dealing with the text of the warning. In the 
meantime, it is necessary ~o discuss the question of loca)ities, which were 
fjx~d upon in the meeting, for giving warnings .. The case as elaborated in 
the ccmrse of the inquiry on behalf of the civil authorities is that it was 
decided that warnings should be given not only in th\1 six traditio~~l low
lying areas b~t all the lowlying areas. I have already pointed out that this 
is an imprQvement, inasmuch as the el(pression consistently used il). all the. 
written J>tatements or these officers is 'lowlying tareas ' and not ' all lowlying -
areas '. From Darp's evid~:nce it is clear that tbere are only six tmditional 
lowlying areas which really are qll \Qwlyins arlllts, If only six areas ar~: 



tniciitionally affected then really speaking they are the only .Iowlying areu 
and the improvement sought to be made by the civil authorities by adding 
the· word " all" looses all its significance. There cannot be more lowly.ng 
areas in addition to the six traditional lowlying ar.eas. According to me, 
the improvement sought to be made now is on the basis of the actually 
affected localities in 1961 and to show that warnings were given also in 
these localites. It will not be possible to understand the' context of the 
replies given by the various authorities in regard to the localities without 
referring to the wording of the text of the warning (Exhibit 427), wh:ch is 
alleged to have been issued by Heble and alleged to have been used ·by 
Head Constable Chand for announcing the warings. A photostat copy 
of Exhibit 427 with Kekre's endorsement and Chand's report is given 
below:-
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A plain reading of this document makes it clear that warnings were intended 
to be given to the six specified localities, which are .. the traditional low-lying\ 
localities. At first, Prabhakar frankly admitted that the localities mentioned 
in Exhibit_ 427 are the only localities in whicll warnings were given on the 
.l.lth July. lie also admitted that the localities set out in Exhibit 427 were1 
mentioned in so many words in the meeting and a decision was taken in the' 
meeting to issue warnings in the localities mentioned in Exhibit 427. IIel 
further admitted that the lowlying areas mentioned in Exhibit · 427 an4 
Exhibit 428 (press-note .to which reference, will be made hereafter) wer~ 
based on the information given by the Assistant Municipal Commissioner,f 
Darp. who mentioned the areas, which were· affected by the floods of 1958. \ 
At a later stage, Prabhakar asserted that part of . Shan war Peth, part of I 
Narayan Peth, part of Jangli Maharaj Road, Kasba Peth and Kumbhar Ves I 
were also in their contemplation and these areas were decided upon in I 
the Commissioner's meeting. lie admitted that he had no particular 1 

explanation to offer as to why these areas were not mentioned in the docll;' I 
mentary evidence. When asked by the Commission as to why the areas, · 
which Prabhakar later on referred to as being the areas, which were in their 
contemplation, were not mentioned in the warning (Exhibit 427), Prabhakar 
stated (Exhibit 421) : 

· " I cannot give any reason why I failed to include these areas in the~ 
· the areas to be given. warning, alihough those are important· areas." 

He was then asked to say whether it was not a fact that he was mentioning 
· the areas from his memory and that~ there was no record and Prabhakar 
·accepted that position. He further admitted that in the report (Exhibit 437) 
submitted by him to the Government on 16th July 1961, it was mentioned 
that warnings were giveri to the areas that were affected by the floods of 
1958. The wording of the report is as follows (Exhibit 437) :-

"It was decided to immediately alert all the' areas, which had been 
affected by the 1958 flood (this was the highest fiood that bad occurted irl' 
Poona previously)." · · 

When confronted with this admission, Prabhakat: made the following most 
important confessions (Exhibit 421) :- · · 

"I now say that the localities mentioned in Exhibit 427 ·are the only. 
localities in which warning was given on the 11th •..•••. ' ......... • ... · · · · •• · · .. · • 
I now say that these are the only areas in which warning was given on the~ 

/ 11th July and these were the areas affected by the 1958. floods. I add 
that I am speaking from my memory and knowledge." 

A little later, he added : 
" If I remember right, the D. S. p, himself told me that the warningt 

were given to the above localities." 

This was on 4th April 1962. On the adjourneil ilafe, which - was 6tli 
Aprill962, Prabhakar became wiser and stated: · 

" I now say that the statement co}!tained in paragraph (3) of my report 
~bit 437) dated ~6th July 196~ submitted tel the GoveJ.:Olllent. viz.. 



<It was: deeided to immeaiately alert all the areas ·wmch had been. afiected 
by the 1958 floods 'c, is incorrect. The report ofthe 16th was made unden 
great hurry and urgency, that is, Mr. Damr~ was to leave ~y plane _ to 
Bombay the same eveningi I, therefore, dictated the repo~. purely from 
memory mentioning--the facts as they came_to my memory. _ ·· 

. in ~wer to furthe~ question~; Prabhakar' stat~d · : '. 
, .; I am aware of tlle fact that the. report (Exhibit 437), was originally 

intended to serve the purpose .of a brief note .for. the use of the Chief 
Minister for the Assembl_y debate. _ Subsequently, it was converted into 
a report. . ...• :., ................ , I agree that the state~ent, . V.:hich.. was 
intended to serve· the purpose -of a brief to the Chief MIDJster, _ was 
an important one., I also· a!lree that it was equally important that it 
should be accurate. Although I realised the importance of these matters. 
I had many other hnportant' fDaiters to attend to. " · . 

Prabhakar's attention was then drawn to· the following statement appear
ing in the subsequent report (Exhibit 438), dated 2nd August 1961 
submitted to the Government ;_.....:. 
· "The low~lying areaS.- which had been affected b.y the 1958 floods- , 
·this was the highest previous flood ever recorded in Poona city-'-were 

' 'demarcated and it was' decided that the people living in these ' areas 
should be immediately wairied ...•...•.. ;. ". · · 

Prabhakar explained that even . at that · time he was extremely busy , in-_ 
regard to the flood relief operation and, therefore, had not much time to 
look into the details of the report (Exhibit 438). The explanations offered 
by Prabhakar about ·the important admissions _ contained in Exhibits 437 
and 438, are absolutely unsatisfactory and cannot be accepted as true. 
Here, it is necessary to remember that in the meeting convened by the Chief 
Minister at 5 p.lli. on the 13th July 1961, the Chief Minister indicated_.that 
an inquiry wouldhave to b~ instituted into the causes leading to the breach 
of the dams and the Government was anxious to do this. The announce• 
ment of the Commission of Inquiry was actually mad~· on 24th Juiy 1961. 
It is difficult to imagine that Prabhakar would not devote care and atten• 
tibn, _which, as a responsible officer, he. ought to devote, in respect of the· 
contents of the repo_lf~ ,to _be. s1,1bmitted to the_ Government, while submittfug 
these two reports, the first on the 16th July and the second of the 2nd 
August 1961. -Aceording 'to.Prabhakar; the first report was intended as 
a brief to be plaeed in the hands of the Chief Minister for enabling the 
latter -to· make -a statement on. the floor of the legislative assembly. 
Prabhakar, therefore,. is expected to weigh every word 'that he used 'in this 
report. The excuse of hurry, obviously, could not b.e trotted in re~l'ect of. 
the .report submitted OJ}-_2n4.August 1961. Prabhakar. therefore, comes 
forward' with another excuse viz., tha~ ·he_ was very busy .with tlie~ work in 

1 rega~. to the flo~d ~elief ope~tions. · The .. contemporane6us' document _ 
~~ExhiJ# 427),· W~l~h.. IS' a public warning -an4 ·the near' c;ontemporaneous 
~ocuments (E~bits 437: and 4~8), plearly indicate that · warnings were 
~tended t~. be g1ven. and. were. giVen only to the six traditionally low-lying 
. reas .• ~ This con~us1_on ~ , teinforced· by the mention of only "low-lying 
arcaa III' the wntten statements of these officers ancf the improvement made 



at th~. time of _the ."iliqui_ry .. by . adding the word:.". ali" before " iowiyiri~ 
areas • When 1t was pomted out to Prabhakar by .the. Senior Advocate on 
Record that, all .the contemporaneous documents referred to the six tradi· 
tionally lowlying areas and there was no documentary evidence that 
warnings wefe given in any other localities, Prabhakar referred to .the report 
made by Head Constable, Chanq, below Exhibit 427, to which reference 
will be made hereafter. ·Even then he had to admit'that there was. no other 
document, in which reference to any other areas than the six lowlying areaS' 
had been made.. . . . . 

Mohite has ~ied to explain as to why his meeting thought of issuing· 
warnings to the areas additional to the six lowlying areas. He stated that 
it was necessary for devising ·adequate measures on the assumption that the 
Pansliet dani might breach. When asked. to state how it was possible to 
devise measures without approxinlately knowing the extent to which the< 
floods might be released, Mohite replied (Exhibit 516) :. 

. " We tried to l!lake an. approxinlate guess about the extent of floods 
that' might be released. We proceeded on an empirical basis:·· as. follows : 
All the lowlying areas were not affected in 1958, so this time we would 
include all the lowlying areas." , . 

This makes it clear that an aoministrator would always try to follow 
some empirical mehod for assessing the extent of the. floods,. although the 
engineers liad told' liirn that it was not possible to· make near correct esti· 
mate. At the same time, it is not possible to accept Mohite's word viz., 
that additional lowlying areas were contemplated in the mc;.eting, m the 
face of the entire documentary evidence referred to above. In answer to 
further questioning, Mohite stated (Ex. 516) : 

~·It was decided that warning should be given in. the lowlying areas. 
By Iowlying areas, I do not mean only the areas affected by the floods of 
1958. but all the lowlying areas. The. localities. were not mentioned. 
That means that it was generally decided that a warning should pe given· 
to all the lowlyjng areas. The. definition and determination of the t?rm 

· "lowlying areas" was left to the D.S.P. and the Assistant Mumc1pal 
· Commissioner; I did not contemplate that there would be any contro· 
· versy about the definition or the determination of the term lowJying areas. 

It was decided in the meeting that the Assistant Municipal Commissioner 
and the Regional Publicity Offi~er should give warnings. The manner 
of givin\1 warnings was also left to them. It was expected that the three 
authorities, viz.; the Assistant Municipal Commissioner, tli.e D. S. P. and the 

· Regional Publicity Officer would be· meeting again. to determine the ~reas 
. in which warnings were to be .given.. It was decided that the Re~Ional 

Publicity Officer should give warnings in his loudsp.eaker van. It JS. not 
true tl:!at it was decided in the meeting that warnmgs ~hould be g1ve~ 
only to the following )ocalitic;~s viz., Mangalwar Peth, Bh1mpura, Pulachl 
Wadi. Ashanagar, Sitaphalbag and Amruteshwar .. I~ was und~r~tood 
that the, D.S.P., the Collector and the· Assistant Mumcipal C?mmiSSIJner 
should draft the text of the warning. The text of the warn~g WM not 

· drafted in my presence. I had not seen the text. of the warmng brfor~, 
but aaw_-it only yesterday (2nd ,May ~962) when tt waJ sh9W!1 to me 1D 
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my cross-examination .............. : ....... :· .. ~ ............. ::._..The. area mentl?~ed 
in Ex. 427 .. are no.t complete ~d not in ~nfonmty ,with fue dec!laon 
take!l. The text is, therefore, mcorrect or maccurate . 
(The quotation is not continuous). · 

It was not difficult to mention the additional lowlying areas in the rublio 
warning (Ex. 427). No satisfactory explanation is forthcoming as_ to why 

this was not done. 

That take me to the evidence of D. S. P. Heb_Ie, who was admittedly, the_ 
author of the Jahir Suchaua (public warning, Ex. 427). Heble stated that 
it was decided in the meeting that warning should be . given to all the 
lowlying areas, but the areas were not defined in the. meeting. He has 
boasted that he was to ~cide which were . the low lying areas. He. then 
proceeds to add (Ex. 535) : · . 

" I assert that these lowlying areas are quite well-known a,'ld there 
was no need of arriving at any understanding between the three agencies 
about them ?. -

On being questioned as to how he would 4etennine the lowlying . area,s, ho 
replied: 

- "The test which I would apply would be that the areas. which are 
- bound by the roads, which have a stopping towards the river side, are 

the lowlying areas", 

As the witness complained that the answer was not correctly recorded, he 
was asked to put his answer in writing, which is at Ex. 537. He admitted 
that the term ' lowlying ' is a relative term. He also admitted that the 
definition of lowlying area would differ from flood to flood and in the 
case of high floods, more areas would be affected and, therefore, would 
have to be inchided in the category of lowlying areas. In answer to further 
questions by the Commission. Heble stated : 

" I do not agree that Gadi Tal, Bhimpura, Pulachiwadi_, Ashanagar, 
Sitaphalbag, Alilruteshwar, Nene Ghat and Apte Gha1 are the only 
areas which/ can fall under the category of lowlying areas, because we 

. expected that the floods of 1961 would affect more areas than those 
affe;:".ed by the floods of 1958 and the definition of Iowlying area would 
vary according to the extent of the floods. I would not call Fergusson 
College area as a 1owlying area, even if it became affected by the floods 
by some mishap, because it does not fall within the accepted definition." . . . 

~:n the witn~ss was asked to say what is meant l>y the accepted 
· definition, he replied: . · . 

" I now say that by low-lying areas, I mean areas which are a(Ija· 
cent to the river. I cannot say how many feet adjacent to the river 
would be considered to fall within the definition. There is no standard 

- definition nor is there any definition which is universally accepted. I 
. would now say that' by accepted, I mean aceepted by a common man 

or a layman. By common man, I mean a man in the street."· 
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In answer t?. a ~er question, he claimed that it would be possible to 
find a defirution which would be acceptable to all men in the street ancl, 
added: 

" That definition will be ' area adjacent to the river side'. How much 
adjacent I cannot say." · ,_ 

lt WOJild at once be noticed that Heble began by 'making a tall claim 
that all the lowlying areas in the city were well-known to a man in the 
street and .that the matter was beyond controversy or beyond quibble. 
But, under the impact of the cross-examination, however, he had to. admit 
that the ' lowlying areas ' is a relative tean and would vary according 
to the extent of the floods. In essence, he stated that what' is not a low-. 
lying area this year may become a lowlying area next year, . 
in ·case the same is visited by floods in that year. The tall 

. claim inade by Heble has thus fizzled out into an anarchical position 
. that here were no fixed lowlying areas at all and that they go Qn shifting 

from flood to flood according to the extent thereof. In answer to further 
questions, Heble staled (Ex. 535) : · ,. . . 

" I would consider the row of houses on the· right hand side of the 
- road from Lakdi Bridge going towards the Fergiisson College and Deccan 

Gymkhana as being on the slope inclined downwards towards the river. 
I would include the first row of houses also in that category. I would 
not regard the right side of the Karve Road, as we go from Lakdi 
Bridge towards Erandavane, as falling in this category, that is, sloping 

·towards the river. I would consider the row of houses on th~ right 
hand side of the Jangli Maharaj Road, as we go towaras Modern High. 
School from Deccan Gymkhana, ·as lowlying area with an incline towards 
the river. Shivajinagar area behind the Court lies in the same category. 
I would not consider the Congress House as also the Municipal Corpo· 
ration Building as falling in the category of the lowlying area." 

Heble has tried to exclude the Municipal Corporation Building, becaus~ the 
'control room itself came to be located in that building, and if he had adlllltted 

that it fell within the category of lowlying areas, he would be faced with the 
difficulty as to how the control room was decided to be uEed and used as 
operational headquarters not only on the night of the 11th July but even 
after the breach of the dams on the 12th July. It may incidentally be noted 
here that according to the replies of Heble houses on the- left side of the 
Jangli Maharaj Road as one goes towards the Modem High School from the 
_GYmkhana side are not in the lowlying areas. In the same way houses on 
the right side of the Karve Road as one goes from the Lakdi Bridge towards 
Erandvane are also not in the lowlying areas. In his note (Exhibit 537), 
Heble says : · 

'.South bank of the Mutha ' •. 
.. The areas bound by the undermentioned roads and sloping from tliese 

. roads to the Mutha : _ 

The road from the Cadital Police Chowky to the Mangalwar culvert 
Was the Mangalwar Hospital, from the Mangalwar Culvert past Powle 
Chowk to Dr. Gharpure's Nursing Home, from Shanwarwada to the 

\. 
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shaniwarpeth Police Chowk.y; from Slianw'a:rpeth Police- Chow)o/ to· Na~. 
P'eth: Chowky,. from NaJ1ll.yan: Peth Police· Cho':"ky to ~ Road upto 
the Alka Talkies, from the Alka Talkies to the Hmdu Cremation ground. . 

. . North bank of the ·Mutha. · 

The areas bound by the following roads and sloping from these roads ~0. 
the Mutha. · . · · · · · · · · · : . ~ . . 

. Nyayamurti Ranade Road, Shivaji Road, part of the. Poona Mun:c1pali 
Corporation, Congress Bhavan Road, Jungalee Mahara) Road and Karve 
Road.~·· : :1 : "' I 

H~d Heble really been aware ihat ill ihe above areas could be regarded as 
falling in· the category of the so-called ' all lowlying .ru:eas ', ~e would not 
have failed to mention ·them in the Jahir Suchana (Exhibit 427) Itself. Heble 
has triecJ to include almost all· the areas, which were actually affected by 
the floods of 12th July 1961 in his so-called category ~ alllowlying areas'·. 

Darp, who is a peilllllnent citizen of Poona and whO knows better ~n 
this subject than Heble, has debunked :tleble's. theory that ·every man m 
the street knows what the lowlying areas are and ·that' there is no . contro• 
versy about the definition of Iowlying areas. According to Darp, there are 
six localities, which are traditionally known as lowlying areas, because 
these are visited by floods from year to year. . The answers· given by 
Darp in his' cross-examination (Exhibit 621), are so important that they 
deserve full citation : · 

· " The ar.eas that were traditionally affected by th_e floods were the 
siX mentioned above. Even these areas were ·not fully affected. They 
were affected in parts. No other areas except the. six lowlying areas had 
come into the picture so far as the floods are concerned. I agree that 
it was necessary for the meeting to sit down and discuss the additional 
areas that may be affected by the floods of 1961. The problem that we 
were tackling was not a problem of abstract definition of lowlying areas. 

- The problem was a concrete one of considering which more ·areas were 
likely to ,be affected by the floods that may be released in 1961. · I am 
unable to say why the meeting did not apply its mind to a consideration: 
of the problem. I agree that the. solution that was found by· the meeting 
viz;; ~at warnings should be given in all the lowlying areas, was vague 
and mcomplete. I cannot answer as to why the matter was left at that 
· ~ague stage. I. agree that the expression lowlying areas, so far as tlie 
City of Poona IS concerned, has acquired that usage and significance 
because of the visitation of floods. It is possible · in an abstract sense 
to call _certain ~eas as lowlyi?g in relation to higblying areas~ :But, so' 
fal' as the. City of Poona Is concerned; -certain areas- are described as 
lowlying areas in the context of the floods." : 

These answers amount ~o· a ·complete refutation ol ti:ie theory put. forward 
by ~ble .. · Darp· ~as nghtly pointed out that all· parts, even in . the · six 
traditionally loy.'lymg areas, are not visited by floodg, It is only parts of 
tl!ese .areas which have so far been· affected· by the· floods; That being the 

· case, if at all anyone wants to talk of additional' area$ as being- likely' to be 
-~ . - .. . 



· affected by additional i!oods, he would, perhaps, say that all parll -1)£ 
jhese localities must be treated as lowlying areas and strict warnings be given 
.even to the people living in those parts of these areas, which have as yet 
not been affected by any of the previous floods. To say that there were 
more lowlying areas than the traditional six, -is to ali ow one's imagination 
to run riot The absurdity of the position of relativity to which 
fHeble was driven. m the course of the cross-examination was clearly 
brought out, when he was asked to say whether he would regard Fergusson 
.Cpllege area as a lowlying area_, in case by some mishap that side comes to 

-be visited by the floods. Realising that the answt;rs given by Darp would, 
. obviously, go against the case put forward on behalf of the civil authorities. 
Mt. Ghaswala proceeded to ask the following question to Darp ; -

. " Q. What is your idea .about the additional areas, i.e., the areas other 
than the six localities,. mentioned by you ? 

Darp's reply was as follows ;...:.. 

" The additional areas are : 
· (I) The areas round about Ras·Shala Pn the Karve Road, 

(2) Navi Peth. 
(3) Powle Chowk (near the Nursing Home of Dr. Gharpurc). 
(4) Kumbhar Ves, and 
(5) Kagadipura (Kasba ·Peth). 

Evidently, these areas would fall far short of the areas mentioned by Heble 
in Exhib:•t 537. But, the matter did not rest there. In answer to the same 
question,_ Darp proceeded to say : 

" I do not consider the following as lowlying areas :-.. 

(I) Deccan Gymkhana, 
(2) Jangli Maharaj Road, 
(3) Karve Road, 
(4) Prabhat Road, ancl 
(5) Ghole Road. 

Again, Mr. Ghaswala sought permission of the Comniission to ·ask further 
questions after his cross-examination was· over and after the Comm'ssion's 
que~tions also were over. Permission was granted and in answer to a further , 

· question by Mr. Ghaswala, Darp stated : - · · . 
"I would consider the Deccan Gymkhana Chowk, Topkhana and the 

areas where the Government god owns are situated, and. the river-side areas 
betweeri Lakdi Bridge and New Bridge as lowlying areas." 

It is quite clear that Darp wanted to retrieve the position for s~pporting t~e 
9ase on behalf of the civil authorities by including the followmg areas Ul 

the ~ategory of additional areas :- · 
(1) The areas round about Rasa-Shala on the Karve Road, 
(2) Navi Peth, · · · 
.(3) Powle Chowk, 

. (4) Kumbhar Ves, 
(5) ~dipura. -
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·&lthough as a matrer of fact. at no time. even a part of thes~ areas -waa 
visited by the. floods. Darp's final reply to ~~ last q~estion. put by 
Mr. Ghaswala with the permission of the Conumsston, also lS a hR;lf truth. 
It may be that Topkhana, which is also called Ashanagar: ~n. be mcluded 
in the category of additionallowlying areas becuse of the VlSltation of floods 
in at least a part of that area in the past, but to· treat Deccan Gymkhana 
Chowk and Government godowns as being situated in lowlying areas, is not 

· correct. even ·according to the expression of lowlying areas given by Darp. 
:1n my view, the entire controversy about the areas, to which warnings 

were decided to· be given in the Divisional Commissioner's meeting, should 
be put at rest with reference to the wording of the public warning (Exhi· 
bit 427), because that document specifically mentions six lowlying areas to . 
which warnings were actually extended. This document was. drafted by 
Heble soon after the conclusion of the Divisional Commissioner's meeting 
and when things were fresh in his mind. A good deal of quibbling "and 
tight-rope walking has been done by Heble. w:w a view to explain away 

. the plain admissions contained in Exhibit 427. It is.· therefore, necessary 
to refer to the evidence given by Heble as to the circumstances and the 
manner, in which Exhibit 427 came to be drafted by him. As stated above, 
the work of warnings was entrusted to three agencies, the municipal staff, 
the police and the Regional Publicity Officer. It was understood that these 
three agencies should meet after the meeting was over for the purpose of · 
fixing up the draft and also for the purpose of determining the lowly:ng 
areas. It is an admitted fact that these three agencies never met after the 
meeting to discuss. any of the above questions. We are now told tbat 
Heble undertook to draft the public warning (Exhibit 427) which was meant 
to be used by thej police for giving warnings. Darp tells us that the muni-

' cipal authorities agreed to issue warnings by going on foot in the six tradi· · 
!tionally lowlying areas. The Regional Publicity Officer d:d not come into 
lth~ picture, because it is said that the van of the Publicity Department, on 

/which a loudspeaker was mounted,· was not in Poona on that. night. 
\.Admittedly, the municipal staff d:d not utilise the text at Exhibit 427 for 
i giving warning by them. In fact, neither Darp nor any of the members 
1 of the municip~l. staff had any occasion to see Exhibit 427 before the. inquiry 
started. On~ liii:POrtant feature about Exhibit 427 i6 that, it purports to .be 
a proclamatiOn !ssued under the authority of the District Magistrate 

, (Collector). It 1s, however, an admitted fact that it was not shown to the 
i Coll~ctor nor had it received his approval. Not only this, bvt. it is an 
11dm:.tted fact that a copy of this document has not been sent to the office 

. of the District Magistrate for the purpose of record. I have already referred 
to' Prabhakar's admission stating that the localities set out in Exhibit 427 
were mentioned in so many words in the meeting and his further admiss'on 
that these _were the only areas in which warnings were given on the 11th July 
1961. W1th regard to the authority of the public warning, this is what 
Prabhakar as to say : . . 

"I. had issued a ~ublic ~arning on the 11th July. Exhibit 427 is the 
wa~mg. The publ1c warnmg was not issued bv me, it was issued by the 
Pollee Department under my orders. The dra.ft was not. show.q to_ . me. 
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1 had on occasion to see Exhibit 427 afterwards. I said earlier tha' 
Exhibit 427· was issued under my directions. Now, I beg the permission 
o! the Commission to correct the answer, because I thought that the 
reference was to the. Press-note. The drafting of Exhibit 427 was left to 
the District Superintendent of Police. I had authorised the District 
Superintendent 'of Police to issue a public notice. Now I say that-I did 
not issue any specific authorisation to the District Superintendent of Police 
to issue any Jahir Suchami. There was a decision taken in the meeti.rig 

··and the District Superintendent of Police acted in pursuance of that 
decision, .. .. .... . .. .... .. . .. . My attention is invited to the endorsement in 
the Jahir Suchana "Special Order under the direction of the Hon. District 
Magistrate ". This endorsement is not incorrect, because I had agreed to 
the decision to issue a notice in the meeting. To my mind, thC< endorse· 
ment is correct." 

Pharate. Resident Deputy Collector, in his evidence (Exhibit· 862) stated 
that since the Collector's office had not received a c~py of Exhibit 427; it 
means that the District Magistrate had issued no orders for the issue of 
Illhit Suchana at Exhibit 427. Heble made his position, in regard to the 
question of authorisation. clear in the following words (Exhibit 535) :-

" The warning purports to have ·beeri issued under the authority of the 
District Magistrate. I did not think it necessary to consult the District 
Magistrate, because the lines, on which the warning was to be issued, were 

' already decided upon.'' 

It will be pointed out presently that in the course of further cross-examina
tion, Heble had to admit that he did not mention the likelihood of the 
breach of the Panshet dam in the Jahir Suchana (Exhibit 427) for fear that 
it might cause panic. He admitted that this decision was not arrived at 
iri the meeting but that he himself took the responsibility of watering down 
that part of the warning (Exhibit 427). It is. therefore, too much to claim 
that he did not think it necessary to consult the District Magistrate on the 
text and to secure his approval, because the lines on which the warning was 
to be issued, were already decided upon. . . : . . 

Turning to the most important part of Heble's evidence as to ?~w he 
explained the statements contained in the public warning (Exh1b1t 4~7) 
to the effect that warning was to be confined to the six traditionally low·lymg 
areas, it may. be remarked that the explanations offered by Heble are on P?-1' 
With the explanations which are usually ·offered by illiterate witnesses. m 
regard to admissions contained in the documents, to which they are parties. 
Heble says that he called his Home Inspector Kekre and dictated the draft 
of Exhibit 427 to him. He admitted that Exhibit 427 does not _use the words 
"all low-lying areas" but simply the words "low-lying areas". Whe~ he 
was asked to say whether the warnings were given or intend~d to be given 
only in the six areas mentioned· in the document, Heble adm1tted that that 
Would be so only if the text of the warning without the en~~rsement made 
by the Home Inspector was taken into account. It is surpnsmg t~at Heble 
should ask the Commission to read the endorsement made by ~~s Home 
Inspector below the document as part of the document · ~tself and 
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read the two together. Now, what follows is really breath-taking. -Heblo 
says (Exhibit 535) : _ _ _ _ 

"All the contents of the Jahir Suchana Exhibit 427 are correct. ~ •• 
however, add that the areas mentioned are incomplete. I alll offering my 
explanation as to why the areas were not complete.· As soon as I 
dictated the words, ' Oh, people, hear, hear', I received a telephonic -
call and '::there was an interruption. Thereafter; 'I resumed dictation. . 
I -again say that before going to answer the telephone call, I asked my 
Home Inspector to start drafting the text of the warning and that I 
would resume the dictation from the point where he had left it. Then 
I returned to resume the dictation. I asked him whether .he had com
pleted the introductory part. He said, yes. I then resumed :the dictation 
without reading the portion he had already drafted nor asking_ him to 
read it out for me. I resumed from the words ' Panshet dam and 
Khadakwasla dam, etc'. I 'had already explained to him what would 
be the introductory part. I gave this explanation before going to the 
telephone. I told him that he should mention the areas in which 
warnings were to be given. I asked him, before resuming the dictation. 
whether he had written the areas,- and he said, yes. I did not think it 
necessary to read out the portion myself or ask the Home Inspector to 
read it out for me, because I was going to have it read over to me, after 
the draft was completed. · After my dictation was completed, the draft 
was read over to me. I noticed that the description of the areas, . in 
which warning was to be given, was incomplete." 
(The quotation is not continuous). -

Then the following questions and answers were exchanged · between the 
Commission and Heble :-

" Q. Then why did you not correct the draft so as to give a complete, 
correct and accurate description of the areas ? Can you assign 
any reason for that ? 

A. There was no difficulty in getting the draft corrected. 1 did- not 
think it necessary to correct the draft. After the draft . was 
completed, I gave an oral direction fO the Home Inspector 
saying that the Home Inspector should give orders to the 
officers, who were to be detained to give warnings, that warnings , 
should be given to all the low-lying areas. I did not myself 
handle or take out the original document Ex. 427-A with ·a view· 
to read it or !or any other purpose. I looked into this document 
several days after. -By several days, I mean during eiglit or ten 
days after the floods. I looked into the document In the ordi· 
nary course, when it was returned to me by the Home Inspector 
and not because there were allegations in the Press stating that 
proper warnings were not given. The Home Inspector did not 
make any note on the document in Ex. 427-A. in my presence. 

Q. Are you suggesting that the direction_ of the District Magistrate is 
not necessary for the description of the areas ? 

A. Yes. 



- . ; · -Q. _ J.1te .d~$iqn~ ~f th_e Disttiqt: Magistrate' were ntces'sliry _ fot- the: 
, remammg contents. ~-that what .you want to ·suggest:?:', r · "--

A. Yes." 

H'~ble:~o~l~ Ifuve us~ ~eli~;e t_hat ,the -~~rtl~n ~ela~ng -~ 'des~riptl~n· of ~he 
_lq)Ylymg areas. was ',Yritten, out 1 by Hqm~ Inspector_ Kehe.-. , While the • 
forn1er was a~llY to ~wer t!t.e Jel~pl!on!! <:!111 .. She interr,uption: _by the . 
.telepho~e ~lill.:at thf_nsycholo~ical ,mo.m~nt iS":evidently for the_.purpose 
of,c~eatmgan oc9as10n_ to -~emll!I_l,~bsent Jo_ AVOid rthe. responsibility of the_ 
vital mistake. Accidents, no doubt, happen in life. But, when an atcident 
is trotted out for the purpose of expla.!ning away a clear-cut admission .one 
cannot accept t:J!.at excQse at its face 'Value and one_ ha~ to probe de~p to 
find out _whether it is naiutal. or 'ari aftiticially crea.ted one. Assuming that 
Heble hlld .to inteirupt the dictation ~y-reasOir Of some felepnone call, there 
is no explanation as ·to_ why Kekre, who 'was presen~ in the Divisional 
C'ommissione_r's meeting artd was well posted 'oti the facts lind on Heble's 
own admission was _ briefed by hiin in the matter P,f gi:ving a description 
of the low lying areas, would I!Ommit a, mistak\l of'pmissi~n· in~ describing 
~e}?wlfing_ar~tl'· HJs -~eF,7~S!l£Y,jt~, ~~~fip.ber .that, thef,e was_~ clear-sut 
de'Ctston taken ·in the· me~ting fhat tt was not only, the SIX traditionaL low-
lying areas to which ,warnings were to be giv~Jn, but to: all Jow:lyin!l' areas'. 

_ In view_ of .the ~l)iphasis alleged to ):iave been laid' on tl afl1owlying areas", 
iUs impossible '

1
to: believe .,that ~ekre, '. vyh<!:. bimsel(was . preseqt at the 

m:eetin$' ancj:_ whq_ ~ad received .full -instruc~ons. (row, ps, . boss, , }Vould 
.re111ain conten~ed by_ !]le~ti~n]ng :t?e ~ix l()w)ying 11~~~; '.·. As~uming_ !llflher 
that Kekre for some' unknown or- n~explicable J,eaSon, faile~ J?mention all 

· lowlying areas, it -is difficult .to understand why Heble did not ask liim to; 
read out the. portion;- which .was: written: duririg.~Heble's absence._ :-Heble;" 
of. course;; had·.to admit thatiJthe cdi>cunient. was ·read· out to' him after the · 
same. ·was' con:ip'leted and•'iliat he- did notice that the description of the areas, · 
in which :Waming.-was- :to be given> ;was incomplete." When questioned as_·_· 
to why he did· not correct the draft so as to make the descripiion of the areas 
coniplete: lmd. aecurate,c Heble:: iuimitted that there·' was .:no 'difficulty in ' 
gettihg the•'diaft corrected, but; he did-not -thihklit tteces~aiy to correct the · 
sanie as•Jhe· ~ve an oral ditectim1rtd the Home·I~spector sa_xing that, ~e 
latter should give- orderrho- the: officers -Who wercno- M detailed to giVe ' 
warnings, that··warnings were·td be' givf!n•to·au the 1owlyin(llreas-. ~ot · 
even a child would liccepF sildi a •fantaStic· explanation: _ Heble would like 
tJie Commisslon to believe 'that a~''or~I ilirec~on._·s~Jip?sea t?'have

1
beeli 

given by• him · fot'" whiCh- there ·is no documenlllry_ evidence, _ shou d be 
allowea· ro'ou!\\ieig~ the written' description Coritaine,<J 1 ~ the .. document 
itself .... Further; I cani16t understand why any areas were mention~ a~ all_ , 
in the document when the. purpose would have been fulfilled by stating .that 
ajl }he)o\,ViYing .areas ~hmM_;be.,war,ned, , Actually, $e- ar:as shquld_ -nof 
form part of the text of the warning. · After- th~ text ,\Vas r~tted. the areas, 
to \_Vhich warning was to be given, should nave bec:n ,I;J1~nt!~ned1 : sepal"l\~~i· Whatever that ·may be, if areas were to be mentiolled ~t al • they m _ -
be:mentiolied ·completllly,and, fully. andtthis>lacuna~ca~ot' be fil~ed by any 
supposed oral directions, which were notf:eveit: noteif aown-by -the Home 

H 4782---U ·-
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Inspector. The expiana~ion offer~ by H~bl~ is, on the · face of ii, so rldi· 
culous th~Jt. merely to state it i~ to refute it. · 

The matter does not rest there. Kekre, who took down the. dictation of, 
the' warning, has made the confusion _worse confounded bY. his explanations · 
as·to when the dictation was interrupted, how' it was resumed, whether the 
document was read ·over'to Heble · etc,; · It is significant that Kekre · was . 
eXamined several months after the examination of Heble. - In answer to 
questions by the ' Commission's counsel, Kekre states - as follows 
(Exhibit 871) :-'- -

. '' So far as. the police are concerned, it was the District Superintendent 
c;,~ Police who 'fixed the text of the warning. The District Superintendent 
:·of Police, ..Heble, dictated the text to me and I took doWn. · Heble had 
;not prepared any draft. He was not dictating from an}' paper. He was 

. dictating orally'. Heble dictated the words ". Jahir Suchana ". In the 
: meantin:le, he had to go out for answering a telephone call. By the time 
'Heble returned, I had written down the contents of the text beginning . 
from "Oh, people, do hear" till the words "are informed". Heble took 

·about two or three minutes to retuni. from the phone. The rest of the 
.contents were dictated by Heble. Before he started diciating,_ I had read 
·out to. him the portion, which I had written down. When I read over the 
; names of the localities to him, Heble sa:id that I had only mentioned a few-
localities and it was necessary. to mention the words "alllowlying areas". 
He, however. added that those words need not be written at that stage, 
. ~eeause tli_at · a!p.qunts to waste of time and that he would orally mention 
'tpe o\her _areas' afte~ ,tile text was ready." · 

._ :I ' . ' . _._ • ~ ._ .. --

Pausing here -foil a moment, I would emphasize the clear-cut and important 
contradiction between the evidence of Heble and that of Kekre on the point 
as to • when ·the portion written by Kekre ·was read. out to Hebk· Heble is · 
positive- that the portion written by Kekre was not read. out to him before 
Heble, resumed dictation . but it was read out to 'him. at . the . end of the 
el)tire · di~tation. Kekre. has ·asserted that the portion written by him 
~ekreLwas read- out to Heble, as soon. as the lattet .retllrned from the 
pb,one ~d .before he (Heble) respmed the dic.tation, In . view of · the 
aJ:!Swer g1ven ·J>y, Kekre, ·H.eb}e's excuse; which, is .already very weak, viz., , 
th,at the, portion was read; over to -him (Heble), after the whole text was 
written :out. also. disappears. If Kekre's statement is · acrepted; then 
~ble would !mmediately. have added the . words. " all low lying · areas" 
mstead-o~ .a~kmg, Ketre ~0. take. oral directions from him, as the substitute 
for the legitimate correction of the so-called inaccuracy. Furthet: statements 
of K7~re, deserve to be cited in the form of questions and answers 
n:xbiblt, 871) : . ' . . ' . . . ... . . -

'"<?; :''H,ow much' ti!'le would be required to write down the words • all 
,·: · · . other lowl}'lng areas • ? . : . · . 
;.ft.' A few seconds. 

· Q. '( Then wliy do _you· say 'that to Write · down · those· words ··would 
· : • r amount to waste of time ? · • 
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A. ~ could hav~ added those words without much waste of time, but 
. there was no spa_ce- for writing those words. · I had written up to 
" for~ <:~ruiT=!fr ". · The rest of the .space ~>n the sheet of 
the l?al?er was still blank. · · · 

Q. Then why do you say that there was no space fo~. wri~ng : the 
ds .. .. • f. • ., ? wor .., i{(l1: ~ ~·HIIIild <h[i0114li • . .. 

A. ·I again ·say that the D. S. P. told me that 'all lowlying at:eas must 
· be mentioned after the entire text became ready and was read 

over to him." · 

Agaiii~ stopping here, for a moment, it would at once be · noticed· :!hat · 
instead of ' want of tiine ' Kekre was driven t~ say ' want of space' as 
a proper excuse fpr his not writing those words in tlie text. Finding that · 
this excuse could not stand, Kekre trotted out a third· excuse saying that 
the words were not added because Heble told him that all lowlying 'areas 

. must be mentioned after the entire text became ready' and was read over 
to Heble. By this time, Kekre had realised the predicament in· which he· had 
·placed himself and his boss. H~. therefore, wanted to beat. a hastj retreat 
and voiunteered to say : · · · · 

" I again say that I did not read out to the D. S. P. the portion . that 
was written by mo by the time the D.S.P. returned. The text was written· 
at the D. S. P.'s bungalow. .After the text was read over by me,-·the 
D. S. P. gave. me the road boundaries of the areas in which the· warnipg 
was to be given. I did not· take these boundaries down on a. piece of 
paper, because I could remember these areas." .• 

When questionea as to V:.hy he did not mention the road. bQ.undaries in the 
pub~ic warning (Exhibit 427), Kekre's reply' was that he could not offer any 
explanation. The following questions and answers would throw further 
light on this point ': _;_ .· L . . . ' ' 

~· Q. 'Just consider the anomaly inherent in the following situation. The 
J ahir Suchana purporting to be issued under the direction of the 
District Magistrate mentioned certain . areas viz., Mangahvar 
Peth, Bhiinpura, Pulachi Wadi, Ashanagar, Sitaphal Baug and 
Amruteshwar specifically and your oral directions going much 
beyond these areas and the vague directions in your order also 
extending beyond the areas specifically mentiol).ed in the body 
of the J ahir Suchana. Did you not point out to Heble that it 
would be better for your safety and also in the interest of 
keepirtg correct record that the road boundaries; at any rate, the . 
rivers and all areas near the road should be incorporated in. the 
body of the text, Exhibit 427 ? 

A. I did not tell. I cannot say why. 

Q. Did Mr. Heble realise the anomaly i.nllerent in the sjtuation 1 

A.. He must have ·realised this three-four ·days after. the: failure of the 
dam, when he saw the document.'' 

:rn~ above passage speaks for itself and, no C()Dl!Jl~nts are necessary., · 
H 4782-ild ' ',; ' . · . · · · 
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.. wiiil.b i' ~tit •(Iii. thl!qioinf; t may as well disposb•bf. the erldo~.S~ent made 
below; Exhibit 427 and that endorsement r~ns thus : _. ·· · · 

· "H. c: Chand (Ttaffic{ Gives 'report- ~ft~r- arui~ilncing ·tli~ a~~ve pro
clamation in the localities mentiot~ed above and all other lo~lities near 

'tile river With fue,.aid ·of loudspeaker:'·._ ·· · · ' · · p· j . • .· 

It should be recalled that it was these words/ and all other localities near 
the river.' ,on ~whis:l} Pra!:>hak4r. ~ied to p!~ce relianC¥ for th~ purJ?cse. of 
showing thll-.t itJJ;hqugh· th!)re)s nj) other d0cument to. S!lPPO~ tht: theory 
of the civil authorities that warnings _were decided. to• pe,: given to !ill the 

Jowly.ing .. a.reli;S-, yet there , is this . endors~ment ._ below. !3-x. 4~7._ But, 
unfortunately, iOr Prabhakar'·even thrs'·endorselnent does not.~peak about 
,:all·iowlyiD'g ilreas··. What itsays is 'all_areas adjoining the river'. I do -
not think that the' position is,' in any way, ''improved by the use of these 
wo~ils vii., all areas ·adjoining! the 'river,- iii the· endorsement. - The word 
'adjoining' indicates contiguity tq the !river and by· no stretch of imagination 
lhese words could' be interpreted-to-inClude far-fiiiQg areas, whiCh are farther 
~way from the banks of the river. - It is ~!so necessary to reinember that 
this endorsement was· not niade b)'Ke~e in the presence of Heble. · Heble 
has stated that he had mentioned the road boundaries to Kekre. Kekre 
admittedty:ha.S taken no note of the same, beca:ui;e Kekre says that he· knew 

-the area! and• ·also . the road -boundaries. · It. is sign_ificant that road 
·boundatie8 are· not mentioned in this endorsement.· Kekre admitted that 
it would have been better;· if. he had mentioned th~ raod boundaries instead 
·of· the vague words 'an4 all areas adjoining · tlie river ';, When asked to 
say as to why he did not mention the- road boundaries, ·he ·admitted that 

:he could .not_ sa)[. , He went Of\. to. adcj.. that be diP,,no1 J~ink it nece~sary tp 
-10entioll road . bolJnd~des, because Read ~onstable <:;hand also knew U:te · 

:same. 'W)l¢n; ho',Yev._~r. _Keiae, w~~- as.k;Cd to,:say why .iri that case. lie did 
think. it necessary to mention tli.e ~words.' and' all areas aQ.joining Ul!) river ', 

0~ipepl;.'Yf~,:.,.· _ - · · 

•. ! "I .did so. b~ause,\¥Ithout.tbatthe\)n;ler )NOU!d have heen. incomplete. 
, I. wanted _to make, the order complete .. and. self -eontaine<j;. and that. it 

· .. should. speak . .for itself.~~ - -
. •. ' .. • , .. , . ,I 

'Tf there_ is any truth' in #hatKekre·says, th6n'fhe best thirig to do was to' 
mention the road b6uridaries·in the" endorsem'ent~ ''Wheri- 'this -position was 

·put to him, JCelCre said thathe did nof"think. itl_ necessary( It )viii deal with 
_the-report 'made ·by :Head-·Constlib!e· Chand at·'tne'a~propriate stage of 
thjs discussion,-- The poirit 'that I am emphasising at this stage is that, the 

"fact· ~tliat, onlY siX' areas . came. fo 'be mentioned' iri . a' formar ddcument that 
\vruf draffe!l afier" dui deliberations luid wnich- went 'under 'thi(hame of the 
District Magistrate, is indicative of- the fact. that· the' deeision taken in the 
meetin~ was that warning should be given to onJy six lowlyingca~eas. ·There 
is .l}o~~m_g _str~~~e Jn !~is Aed_sio~, 'Yhen we __ remembej: th_at .a.c..corqi)tg to 
the Clvtl ·authotitles; that Were assembled in the meethig,. there · WaS no 
da_nger--~f:,the- daiQ br~ching-- in any·event·and-that there was nO. such 

'danger during the night of th!).l.lth July, 'because-200· ArmycJawans were 
sent to-J.>-!lnsh.\lt ~~~~ itJ,-.l:!ISe .the night.pa~sed .off pe~ful]¥ the, d~m.-would 
beo safe. Assummg that they had some aorehension -that there would, be 

l. - .-. -.. f 



- The only question, which remains to be consfdered .. or!" this·point is in: 
regard to the implications of the .contents. of :t:lxhibit 4'}.7 .. The. contents will . 
~(lw:light upon th~ question about the appreciation of the situation noti -
on{y .by Heble but also by the· other civil authqrities, who· attended the 
Diovisionar Commissioner's meeting. Admittedly. this ·was based on the 
aceount iliven by the Divisional Commissioner and this account, in its turn. 
\Vas' based· on what the engineers had told tli.e COllector, who acted as the 
spokesman of the engineers, in ·conveying infoqnatio!). .fo !'fohite. . ~or this 
purpo'se, I would analyse the contents of the public warnmg (Exhibit 427). 
The ·first ·statement, which is important for this purpose is that ' the. Pan_she,t 
reservoir ana the Khadakwasla reservoir are full with water to their brim • 
This shows· that there -was very little difference in the level of wafer and 
the- level . of the enrbanknient: r The· second -statement is to the effect that 
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• the 'level ~f water ·has reached 'the' : llanger mark '• ·' Thi~ .supports .. ~e· 
interpretation placed by me On the first S~tement. . The third ~tate~ent IS 

that '·the Panshet dam js in ·danger'. .It IS ~e that ~nowhere_ h~s 1t. been, 
stated that the dam was subsiding, but there IS. C?mplete -~rum1ty ~n the 
point that .proper information was given to the CIVil ~~;uthont~es rega~ding the 
subsidence of a portion of the dam. No explanation, howe':er, ~~ forth·. 
coming lis to why the. fact of subsidence was not clearly stated m this docu
ment and why ambiguous phrilseology has been em~loyed.. :ro those who 
know that subsidence was goil[lg on, the statements m Exh1b1t 427 referred 
to above would undoubtedly indicate that the Panshet dam was in danger, 
beeailse ~ubsidence was taking place· and water was rising to the crest of 
the; embankinent. The fourth important statement contained in: Exhibit 427 
is: that 'because 'of the aforesaid danger to the dam, there is likelihood of 
teirifi~ floods coming to the Mutha river' and the fifth statement is that ' the 
flood is likely to be bigger than any· floods· visiting tpe city' at any time 
before •. .The expression ' terrific flood ' is very significant. · · The · civil · 
authorities have tried to make it appear that all that the engineers told them 
was that the floods to be released by the likely breach of the ·Panshet' dam . 
would be bigger th!in the floods of 1958. Even assuming that the· engineers 
told the ci.vil autlioritie's that they could not assess the extent to which these 
floods would be bigger than the floods of 1958; still it is impossible to believe 
that the engineers would say that the floods 'would be ,somewhat bigger than 
the floods of 1958. The engineers knew the volume of water contained in 
Pahshet reservoir. '. They also knew that there were floods m· the river already 
and that although the river was not swollen to the extent to which it was 
in '1958, still the flood level. was fairly high. In these circumstances 'it is 
perfectly natural for any engineer to say that the floods would be terrifically 
l;)ig and that is exactly the expression, which has been used by Heble in • 
this proclamation (Exhibit 427), which, admittedly, is his creation. Although 
Exhibit 427 hils .been llrafted by Heble, still he claims that it substantially 

·embodied the decisions taken 'in the meetjng. The contents of this warning 
(Exhibit . 427), therefore, must be treated as the intellectual' offspoog of the 
Divisi.onal Commissioner's meeting.· The proclamation (Exhibit 427) though 
drafted by Heble was purported to have been issued· under the· directions .of 
the Collector. The Collector has now come forward with the story that he 
was ;not· consulted abo1,1t the contents of this proclamation, nor did he 
(Collector) give his approval to them. It is difficult to accept these state· 
ments at their face value. · Prabhakar has admitted that Heble was autho· 
~ised ·to issue the proclamation in conformity with the· de~isions taken iii the 
J;~~eeting. Heble consistently asserted that all the contents of Exhibit 427 are 
correct except in regard to the areljs, wh!ch, according to him, were in
complete. Prabhakar being the author of the document (as the document 
show~ on its face), questions were asked to him with regard. to the contents 
of this d?cument. The_ following is the substance of the extraordinary 
answers given by Prabhakar in· that respect. : 

· •• I was not aware of the water level at Parisliet ·and Khadakwasla . 
· .. res~'*s· pap reachc;d.· the, dan~et mark, nor whether the Panshet dam 

\\'lis rn danger. The statements contained In Exhibit 427 to the above 
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. , , effect are incorrect. . If I had seen the draft, r wolild have co meted 'it. 
~- would not have allowed _the sentellces~to remain· as they'are. :Uft 
to myself, I would haye said that t;Jtere was a possibility' of danger to 
the Panshet dam. It lS my contention that the danger·, to the daui \vas 

· just a possibility on the 11th night, when I authorised'the D.S.P. to issue ·the 
Jahii Suchana to the people. Similarly, the following sentence:.:....: ' I I 

• B~use: ~f ~e . above,: there ":as a possibility (the proper word 
for Marathi IS likelihood) of a terrific flood. coming .over wi~hin a few 
hours and that, ;flood w~ .. likely. to be· far -yea~. that. any of the 

'preceding flqo~.' . , . . . . . . ,, , .. 1 _ 

'.in Exhibit 427is incorrect.' .. I would .not have,used,the,wo~ds :Becaus'e 
of the above, there was a possibility of a. terrific flood in. a. f~w. hours •. 
The statement contained in Exhibt 427, viz., ' that the Panshet reservoir 
and the Khadakwasla reservoir are filled tO>. the.brim ilnd that the levels of 
water had reached the danger point • is incorrect. ·.It' wits not true that, 
as a matter· of fact, the two reservoirs were filled to the brim with water. 
I think, I was aware of tbe levels in the Khadakwasla and Panshet 
reservoirs, when I went tO.· the meeting. J tliink:, I placed this data before 
the meeting. I did not tell the I!J.eeting that the water level had reached 

. the danger point. ·The levels then reached coUld not be considered as 
.the danger point. .I ~ay also. add that I was not awwi of the danger 
mark at that time. The engineers, when they met RJe at 1-.30 p.m., WOuld 
have spoken to' ,me about the level had that reached the danger pi;>int. 

. I did not try to find out in the course of the meeting with the engineers 
· as to what was the danger mark and whether that mark had been reached. 
No one in the meeting applied his mind to thi~ question. I agree .that 
portions· of the warning given to the public are incorrect. 'lAe only portion 
that is correct is the following sentence :-,-- . _ . 

' the. floods IU'e likely to be far bigger than .any of the prececJing .floods ·
Therefpre. all persQns shoulcJ collect t)leir belongings . ~nd ~haul~_ get 
. reildy, to- go to safe places within ,a period ol two hours.' . _ . ' 

• I add that the.t areas meiltibned are correct. The:res* bf .. the contents 
:in the Jahlr Suchaila at Ex: 427 are incorrect. '• I would say'thilt it was on 

· inaccurate warning but a proper one.·. When it'is stated iii Ex.- 427 that 
floods· bigger than 1958 floods would conie, th_at means ~t such floods 
would come in case ·of the . breach of ·the •Pailshet dam..· (The quota-
tion is not. continuous). " · · 

· It will be seen t~ what desperate l~ngfu Prabbakar. b:uJ to go in ~rder to. 
buttress his pet theory that there was only a . posstbbty of. the dange,r to 
the dam. He bas the audacity to tell the Commission that all state~ents 
in Ex. 427 are incorrect except only one viz., tha! th_e. ~oods are )i~ely 
to be bigger than. any of the . preceding floods." I~ IS S1~1fican~ that. even. 
here, Prabhakar admitted. on. his .own that • the areas mentioned m Ex. 427 
are correct. . Tliis illustrates the dictum that ' tru!b bas a, v~ry . ~ncanny 
knack of coming to . the surface.' Again,. Pra'bbakar has admitted that no 
pne in the meeting applied bis'mind to. the ·question as_ to wh~edwas~.e 
danger mark and whether that mark ·had already been ~c : IS 
clearly' establiShes that the members ,of the meeting w~redealih£ ~Ith the 
~ : I i_ - : < • I • • ,_' • • ' , •" -· - • ' '1 I • 
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He then named the officers who have mentioned in the report. He theo 
proceeds to say : 

" The Deputy Chitnis to the Collector has not been mentioned in this 
paragraph (of the report). It is a case of omission. There i.s no record 
to show which officers were deputed to remain present in the control 
room on the 11th July. My memory was normally expected to be more 
fresh on the 16th July than on the date. When I submitted my written 
statement to the Commission, i.e. 20th January 1962. The omission of 
the name of the Deputy Chitni6 is explainable because of the urgency 
and hurry in preparing the report and submitting it to the Government." 

-The explanation about hurry and urgency is clearly an afterthought and, 
as pointed out earlier on Prabhakar's own admission, this document was 
intended to serve as a brief to the Chief Min:.ster to make a statement on 
the floor of the Assembly. It is impossible to believe that, when Prabha· 
kar was particular in mentioning all the other officers and even the six police 
Sub-Inspectors, he would omit to mention the name of his own Deputy 
Ch:tnis,. who was to spearhead the operations of the control room. Danda· 
vate was cross-examined with reference to the report. dated 16th July 1961. 
The answers given by him are set out below (Exhibit 829) : 

"I am aware that Prabhakar, the Collector, submitted to the Govern· 
ment a report on 16th July 1961 regarding ·the floods of 12th July 1961. 
The Collector dictated the report in my presence to the Stenographer. 
I am aware that in that report, the Collector mentioned the names of 
the officers, who· were deputed to remain present in the control room. 
I do not remember whether at that time, the Collector mentioned my name 
to the Stenographer. Now I know that the Collector has not mentioned 
my name in the report as being one of the persons who were deputed to 
remain in the control room. " 

Dandavate, first of all, admitted that the names of the officers. who were 
deputed to remain present in the control room were mentioned in the 
report. When, however, it was pointed out to him that his name did not 
appear in that report. he pretended failure of memory and stated that be 
did not remember whether at that time, the Collector mentioned his name 
to the Stenographer. This shows how convenient and serviceable memory 
Dandavate possesses. By pretending failure of memory on a vital point • 

. Dandavate has evaded to face further. question as to how he accounted for 
the omission of his name and how he did not point out. to the Collector 

. that while dictating the names of the officers, lie (Collector) omitted to 
mention his (Dandavate's) name. Assuming that Prabhakar was in a hurry 
and, therefore, omitted to mention the name of his Deputy Chitnis, that 
does. not. apply to .the Deputy Chitnis himself, who was present at the time 
of d1ctat1on and dtd know that Prabhakar was referring to the officers who 

· were deputed to be present in the control room. Dandavate would have 
been the first to make the omission good by telling the Collector that his 
name ~as not mentioned by him (Collector), and the Collector would not 
h.ave fatl~ to eff~ct the necessary correction. The only reasonable conclu· 
s1on that IS poss1ble from the vital omission in the earliest document on 
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record, viz., the report dated 16th July 1961 (Exhibit 437) is that, Dandavate 
was not present in the control roorrw and that, at any rate, by the 16th July 
1961, it was not decided upon that Dandavate should be mentioned as being 
present in the control room on the night of the llth July. 

I may here take notice of a very extraordinary argument advanced by 
Mr. Rege (which is also echoed by, Mr. Murudkar). In order to show that 
mistakes occur in official documents, Mr. Rege has referred to an entry in 
the Roznama, which says in effect that Mr. Rege was unable to attend the 
sitting on a particular day because he was in an indisposed state of mind. 
A similar entry was made, when on a subsequent date I was unable to attend 
owing to indisposition. At a later date, when this came to my notice, 
I corrected both the entries. Mr. Rege has assumed that I am responsible 
for the mistakes in the Roznama. He is either unaware or has forgotten 
that under the High Court Circulars, the responsibility of writing the 
Roznama rests on the Court Sheristedar and the Judge only puts his 
countersignature. At a later stage, he has suggested that there is some foul 
play about it and has therefore threatened to take appropriate steps. I will 
deal with this aspect in the epilogue. At this stage, it is sufficient to point 
out that the argument suffers from the fallacy of false analogy. Firstly, 
Roznama is a formal document. Secondly, it is written by the Sheristedar. 
Thirdly, the Judge need not and usually does not read before putting his 
countersignature. How can the analogy of the mistakes occuring in 
a Roznama be extended to an important document, such as a report to 
Government by the Collector, passes my comprehension. Further, as the 
Sheristedar himself has made it clear, the mistake is due to his inability to 
write correct English. Any suggestion that there was design or foul play 
is negatived by the fact that the same language has been employed with 
reference to my inability to attend the office. What strikes one as odd is 
that the Commission's counsel should trot out such spacious, fallacious and 
irrelevant arguments in defence of an officer whose conduct is under 
inquiry-which inquiry Mr. Rege is supposed to conduct-particularly when 
an able and more senior counsel has been appointed to defend him. 

I have already referred to the admission made by P.rabhakar, viz., that 
there is no documentary evidence to show that Dandavate remained present 
in the control room on the night of the llth and on the morning of the 
12th July 1961. Reliance, however, is sought to be placed on- some jottings 
appearing on a piece of paper, which is Exhibit 831. Before discu~sing the 
contents of this document (Exhibit 831), and the answers g1ven by 
Dandavate, in explanation of the entries made in this document, it is neces
sary to have a complete view of the document as it is. A photostat copy 
of the document is given below. 
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;tr~l_llendou~ .pw~I~m,$a.t aros\1 9.\l.t ;Q.t~in~ntt~anger.'o~<~reach ?f'.fue 
· .. Panshet,, d~, i11,adight-he~~ l}!lq .~av&lier,;fashton .... It ~~- .,nterestmg to 
; 'note, th~t li,cc.orqil)g,, to !je,b\e; '~jlil, ~e ~OJ).te~t&, Ofi ~e Jahir, ~Ucbana a;~ 
, correct.. ~ jlo\Yeyer . a4d, :tJl.at the, words:. menuonmg; area& ~re mcomplete . 
~This. is th~ !<~i!ft r~verse. of,_wl}aU,>rajJb~kad. says. • As polnted c;mt abpve, 
"pl:abhaka~ ~ys : 

•: The only• po~on th~ is com:ect·.i~ the following' sentence·' ·. _ 
. 1. 'The .floods are -likely: to·' be· far 6igger tharr' any ofthe preceding 
flo.1ds. •Therefore all'petsons should let)Uect fueiJ; qelongiilgs ·and should 
get ready to go to safe places within a period ofo'two~·hoers • . . ' . 
I' add ·that. the! areaS' iii~ntiondchire correct. . The .. rest of' the contents 

. In the J'ahir• Suchana-at Exhibit 421 are mcdrrect." ·_,,. ·, ' ' 

It. is impossible to 'r~~clle th~· ~ntithe.tl~L positi?~~ a~d the ~~~ conclu· 
sion ono i.s driven to is that !hes\l -officers were a<;tmg \1/Ithout any sense of 
responsibility and witbout ~:vep. seriousness of the purpose in tackling a grave 
situation. _, · 

·IX. Control Room 

I have already commented upon the fact that the ·expression-" co~ttrol 
room .. was not used in the. near . cOntemporaneous documents and the 
significance that attaches to that· circumstance. The first ·question tliat is to 
be tackled in ·respect of the control rc:iom ·is, who were present at that 
control room and'what functions were assigned to' each o.f them. · It is the 
case for the civil authorities thatihll three agencies viz.:· the Collector, the 
·District Superintendent 'of Police and the Municipal Commissioner.'were to 
sen~ their respective .repre~eiltativyit to thb. control room: It is their further 
case ·tha:t accordin'gly, Dandavate, Sudame, Unde and Mahamuni' rematned 
iii the control room as the Colleetor's'representatives thn'lugh''thi: whole o! 
the night orthe 11th: Jilly ;'P<llice'Inspectciis 'Ka:fande{Jadbav:and Risaldar 
were present' as tepresentinii the District Superintendent of Police; and 
Sa want, Kaciam, Vedpathak, :Rane"and' Padwe were •presenf a& representing 
the Municipal Commissioner.• It is• ail admitted fac1ll thlit no •one wa.s put 
in the overall. <:ont!rol ofi' the control ;rOom~: To use the:·wordl! of Kekie, it 
was. a controL room. without a controller,.~ In, the written statements as. also 
in the evidence led.oncbehalf of. the civil authormes, vecy important and 
leading.role i's ·now sought•to, be assigned to Dandavate, Deputy Chitnis of 
the Collector. Dandavate is treated as the linchpin of the. system of the 
control roolll. It. was Dandavate .who, was to remain. in contact with . the 
wireless operators. I( was lie who.' was to convey news· to· the ·collector 
about any' untoward' developments taking place in the course of that night 

. and also to inform tile representatives of the other agencies, who, in their 
tum, '\Ver~ expected: to info~m their respective superior authorities. . Though 

. it is stated .in the writtc;n statements and the. evidence on behlilf of the civil 

. authoriti~s t,ha,t Dandavate, was to remain ,iii contact with ·th~ wireless 
?pera~ors in order to. get informati()n.abQu( the situation at ~a!lshet and to 
mform t,he Col~e~t~r.aboi!~ any,pnt~ward}l'evelopments that IIlay take. p]ace, 

. the report E~hib}t 437 _ID_er~y mention,s _th'!t the_ officers who. w.ere to. remain 
_lit th!"G.orporati~~ ,builCii!Jg ,w~re '~~ !Jbtain infoqnf!tiiln about the·.-. watet 

revet at Pan11iet ai'ta Khad'atewasla"dams-. That· report troes not say 'thai 
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r.-tlie 'Officers' were' to get information- tei.ttding the-situation- at the Pansb~t 
dam. It is an admitted fact that Dandavate was present in the· Divisional 

_ -~w~ssioner's. we!lting. : <;onsi*rableJeyit!enc~ was led. on behalf of the 
civil, authprities to show that Dag.dav11te. -~as present t)lrpugh the whole of 

, th_e night ~.f. t~e .11th July in ,~e:_control ro_om and wa~ k;eeping _ coQtact 
, wtth the. wrreless _operators. _ and also . was conveying , W,formation to . the 

represe1,1tatives of the other agencies. The. entire evidence,. however ._ is oral. 
: There is no_ d?cum~ni, ·which , sbo'Ys· _that ,Il,an41\vatt;, \yas pre~ent in the 
: cpntrql _room. }~-ehance; howeve_r, J,ll sopght, f<l· be _ pJaeed on the.. jottings 
.supposed to .have been made by)Y.indavate, while he was in the. control 
room on the night of the 11th July 1961 (EXhibit 831). 'I will presently 

."refer to the entries ·made in this document and see how far they will 'esta• 
' blish the. presence of Dandavate ·in the co_ntrol room. I will also deal with 
' the statements supposed to have been -submitted _by the representatives of 
the MunicipaL Corporation vii., Kadam, Sawant, Vedpathak, Rane and 

, Padwe on the 14th July 1961 (Exhibits· 626, 627, 629, 630 and 63_1 respec
. tively), which refer to Dandavate's presence in the control room. These 
--statements were submitted -to• the Assistant Municipal _Commissioner 
. (Special). The most significant point, however,, to be noted in this regard 

is the absence :of Dandavate's . name in -both· the reports submitted· by 
Prabhakar to the Government on the 16th July and the 2nd August. 1961 

·(Exhibits 437 aild 438): At paragraph (3) of Exhibit 437 appears _the 
·_folfowing passage :'.:... · 

" It was also decided that a squad of the following officers should be 
present at the Corporation Building for the whole of the night of 11th 
July to obtain information about the water level atPanshet and Khadak· 
wasla dams and to. take immediate necessary ·precautionary measures in 
the event of any ris.e in levels. The officers so ·deputed were : · 

' ' · ~~ "r··-~ - · · :.. -
(1) The Assistant -Municipa] Commissioner (Special) . 
. . • . • . .-· ·. . . f• .r. ;. - . . .. . 

(~) Thr_ee Police Iri~pectors. ' · 
' ., " : ,. • r, 

- '(3)- Mamlatdar, Poona City.'· 

(4) Mamlatdar; Haveli. _ · · , 
,, (5) Six Police Sub-Inspectors wjth the .requi;ed. nu~ber of police 
constables:~ · 

-~t is significant to note that the nam,~ of the Deputy Chitnis does not ~ppeaD 
m the abovementioned officers notwithstanding the fact that. accordmg to 
the· case -of the Civil authoritie~ as developed in these proceedings, he was 
practically to head the team. , When Prabhakar was cross-eXamined on this 

. point; he stated (Exhibi~ 421) _: · · 

"Iri my report dated 16th .July 196~ (E'xhibit 43!) I h~ve mention.ed 
, the officers who· were cfeputec} for the ·work to be done m the cpntrol 
room at the Corporation Building _on the night of 11th J~ly, who wero 

. to obtain information 'about the· water "lever at Papshet _and Khadakwasla 
d_ams and to fake immediate precautionary m~a~llfes in tbe ~vc;nt of :~y 
nse· of'the-levels~ "" '' ' "'· · · · · · 





Danda,:vate -was -~hown the origjiJ.aJ. 11ncft4is ~- wh~t _he; has tQ say. as to 
when these ~n~ne~ .were made =.:r"t ... , ~,--c-. , ,· :L. ,_,,' __ · · · 

"After seeing ~e original_, I say. that: the writings at the right hand side 
-,_relate to'the-entnes appeanng! on 1Jth,July•.196l.:and all the entries on 
. this .document on- ·the left-,hand side .relate to, 12th .J.ulyu1961. ". 
';rhe first entry under the date 12th: JulyL196l on the left-luind side purports 
to .have: been made . at 5-30 a.m .• and shows· the levels of. 'water in the 
Panshet arid' Kliadakwasla reservoirs ·as 67'50 ahd29'6trtes~ectively. ·Then 
!here is an entry say~g "i\Iertaii;\ 'fhis ob~pusly,appears .to have bee~ 

' made afl;er the . news, tha.t th_e _dam , Wl\5 ove,rtopped,., :was _ received. • We 
~ve to concentrate our attention mamly on the. entries on, the right-hand 
Side. The firsLentry purports to .have been. made at .9-45 'p.in:' and shows 
the leyels at Panshet and Khadakwasla dams at 67'40' arid 30·30 ·respeetively; 
After the lettc:rs ~D .. G. ' appear the words and figures 'Scho_ol No. 19 • as 
aga~t the lpcality 'J'ulacl,J.iwadi .~ and the. words and figures · 'School 
Nos. 61 and 14' as. against 1' Ashanagar ~ and ' Juna Topkhana' together. 
Below tl;r.e figure '14' apg~r .the words 'Congress House'. I will refer 
to the explanations o~ .. Dandavate in · regard to these entries. Then, the 
tinle ' 11-15 p.m.' is .mentioned showing that the lake levels at Panshet 
and Khadahvasla were 67·50 and 29:80 at that tin\e. Then what follows 
is most important. It reads thus : . 

'
1 1-0b a.ni: .~ i;1·5o: No rafn,no dimger". ·• -' 

These letters are· ~mailer than the letters _appearing in .the rest of the 
document Oidinarily, the entry,, at 1 ,a.m. should jle on the ,left-hand 
side,,because afwrr:the midnigh~_~f the 11th ,July waspassed, ,12th_ July 
had begun. It was,. ,therefore; s,uggested to the witness tha! the figures 
'67·50' as against 1 a.m. and the letters ',No 'rain, no danger' mus_t have 
been added at a la.ter stage and they are· small, because they had to be 
a.ccommodated in the available space. Dandavate was cross-examined, with 
reference' to- these entries; by.' .the Commission and the' answers given by 
him to the questions· are• worth citation,-. in: Jull (Exhibit 829) ~. 

" After seeing the original of Exhibit 831." I say that t4e writings at the 
right-hluid: side· .related' to the .:entriel\ bearing the dateJlth July, J96l 

· and all the' entries on :this documen~ appearing on ¢-e ~ef~-hariq side relate 
to 12th July.l96I. The entry' Alt~rt all~ was mape l?Y m(l after I received 

the'' message that; the dam was .o:vertopped,. _The liist ,rn!JY OJ!. the right· 
ha.nd ·side of Exhibit 831, showing .·th(l tjmjng as, l a;m.,~~)a!es to 12th 
'July 1961 and not llthJuly 1961. .I did11ot put,th~_dateas)2th July 1961 
above the entry or in tbat.entry,' because the 'entries on,)hat. side were 
continuous. .. 1 am. asked. to look at the le.tter: ,A~ .in 1 a.lfi., m th~ !ast 
entry on the. right-hand side of Exhibit 831 and say whether the on~ 

· 'Jetter was ~ P '·.and whether 'p• _wa.~ turp,'ed into "'A'. I say_ that tl}.at IS 
a ·fact." , ., _ · · ... · - · · · · . · · . . · '" 

Pal)sing here.:: fqr a moment,' it, niay be pointed out that it appeared to. the 
~mmission that originally letter ' P ; was written, whic~ y;as ~~ed mto· 
A..~: and, ~ereforc:. that que~pon \V!l$ ~k~ ~nd ~e ~ttness reP.hed,,that 

that was:_ a f~ct. . The witness proceeds to state : ·· · - ·· · - . ·: · 
-" I d~' not thlnk that . th~ 'llrtl drawn :through ' ~ ~- i~ ~iC~_e,: fuk 'than 

the first line. · - ' - ' 
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-.Q.:'·You ·'have 'already admitted ·that all die- entries on the right-hand 
side relate to the date 11th July 1961. You have' also admitted 
that originally, •the last· entry on that side read as ".l p.m.". 
1 am· (Commission),. ,therefore, asking. you whether. ,the. leva! 

·shown, :agailistl that eritry ;as 67·50 related to. a message received 
; by you at 1 p.m. on.Uth.July?.; 

. ' .. 1· No~; 1,I( re~ed tg~#J.e in~s~ge received: at 1 a·!P·: on die· f2th.'' . 

St0pping)#e~ ~otq\i:m~meh{'had thiS' entrY been really made at 1 a.m., 
in· the ordinary· co'une, it wphld 'appear a:s the -first entry· on the left-hand 

of the'' dobu'qient.'w!der ~e · · dat'e '-12th July ·1961 and : before the entry 
'5-~o).~:~ ,4~:.1, ~~:~ possible ~at i~ the hurrY of the moment,- ~ne m~y 
'Y~te f . pim. mstea;d, ~f. 1 a.tn. I'arti~ula~lY, when the e';ltry was m,ade at 
mght .time:. Had .iliat been ·tile·· only ·crrcumstance; !"would 'have been 
incliiled,to'!lt::~eJ?t ih~ witne~s's' .explanatiop• •on· the ·point.·· I, however; 
noti~e tli~t ~e' linll'drawn· thrdilgh ·• P • from the top is" so· artificial as to· 
-give. ali indica:tiori that' the a~teration 'was ·made at a later stage .. There -
i~ another. ciic"timstancd 'arid . that is' that these entries have· beeri made in 
small~r l~tfers ~iic;l have been squeezeq in a narrow space. Let us~ therefore,• 
proc:eeg to the'qiiestidfls and answers' that follow on this poirit :· 

.. Q. Can y~u tell me (Co!l!m.i~sion) ~hy you. state~ ~rlier that au the 
:·entries on the .right-hand side related to ·11th July 1961'1' 

A., ·'I'considered 'tla:rri? a~1he rugh;·of. the 'uth Jtil;.t96.1. . .. . . 

:c;C .lf~v~ a·iook"at':Qi~ fast' ,e11dy 'No· nihl;"no 'danger' and tell m~· 
r: Jw ,, w~~ther Uie ~aJ!l.e _appears in 1( dijferent ink 'than the ink used. 

. fo.r"the"' other' entries·? .. . . . n . • -
• J ~ '-· - .. ,. . - " ' -· -

A: No. 
Q. ''Tell ~e',:' Mr.•Dandavate,: whether. that !'ntry has· been.'. squeezed 

iri a very narrow 'spacei after. the entry·! a.m. 67·~0 ? . . .. ' 
A.,'1t is''ilot>squeezed in a.'d!arrowlpac~.,.:. " . , ,. , . ,· .... 

Q.\1i:an you: tell me' why y~ did not write thls entry On; the left-hand 
' J ''"· .M40: ~f"t1t~1 goeumerit', Pariicillarly so, because; as yoq, have your· 

·~eJ.·f .. · ~~fu.e it. r~ ''til_· .. 'a:r thy. entry.. . 0. h" "the. ··t.eft·band side .. ',t'ela. ted. . to 
12tJt July1i9'61 and. ·alio•because- . there' is ·.ample space?. In 
,·paijti~ola.t;hf ~oiritout' to 'you that the entry· which purports to 
beat the' aate,~12th July' 1961· commences from 5=30 a.m. That 
bemg· the''~asiVyou· could have· written this entry as the .first 
\~~try bewg:the. ~ate}2th July 1961.' Can you>offer an explana· 

. tion for the oddities ? . · · · • · · . . · . I ~i J Jl · · • f 

A. The p~per ·was foided and; there\~as space to write on ·the right· 
- han4 ~idr and it ~s c.on?nuous .. That is the only reason why 
HJ~ ~ote opt tqat e_nfiY. of the message received at I·a.Di. oil the 
.right-hand side~ · · · ' · · • · ·' · · · , · 
. ' : • ' :~ ' ' : '!i i i " ! . ' ' - ' ·_ 

Q. Can you explain how ~ p •. , Pt·.' came to b6 Written iiistiiad .of a.ni. ? 
A.' It,, was -d~e to a slip of; pen or mistake. I. saY. th.at· I corrected it 

· Immediately. · · · 
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Q. Do you mean. to say that it was an unconscio~s slip of pen?-" 
. . ' ! 

A. It was an unconscious slip. · _ 
. . ~ -

Q. You have, written ' No rain, no danger' which ·is the last entry on 
the right-hand side on this page. ' Tell me whether these 'letters 
are written ·in smaller character 1 · · · · · 

'A. The letters are small because _they hitd to be accommodated in the 
available space. 

Q: Would it be that the whole entry was made afterwards to suit the 
convenience of the stand taken by the Revenue Officers ?. 

; - ~' 

A. No Sir." 

The witness began by denying that the letters were smaller and had to- be 
squeezed in the available space but was forced to admit that the letters 
were small, because they had to ·be ·accommodated. in the available. space,. 
I will point out, while discussing the wireless messages, that there was 
·no message either at 1 a.m. or at any time thereafter that there was no rain 
and no danger to. the Panshet dam. There is an· entry in the Poona Log 
Book (Ex. 383) purporting to record a message received at 22·46 hours 
to the following effect :-

"Still no progress of water no danger". 

There , is discrepancy in this entry .and its corresponding entry in the 
Panshet Log Book (Exhibit 314). I will discuss both these entries exhaus
tively at. a .later stage .-of this report. -,The. point, .however, to be noted is 
that even this entry received in Poona at 22·46·hours:on the 11th July does 
not speak of no rain and no danger to the Pan$et dam, nor is there any 
entry between 22·46 hours and 01·00 hours (1 a.m.) saying 'no rain, no 
danger' to the Panshet dam. It is. Da.ndavate's case that he was receiving 
messages from the wireless operators and that the jottings made by him at' 

, E:UUbit 831 are on, the basis. of the information he was recei_ving· from the 
Wireless operators. _ The only two messages that. Dandavate is supposed to 
have received on that night in the control room· are, the first at 11-15 p.m. · 
on the 11th July and the second at 1 a.m. The first message relates to' 
the levels of the: two reservoirs and the 'second message to the level of the 
Panshet reservoir.. This has some significance, because, as would be pointed., 
llUt later, the case made out in the writteh statements of the civil authorities 
i~ that, messages received in the control. room related to lake levels, , No 
time has been specified as to when the message 'No rain, No 'danger' was 
received. ·The message at l a.m. relating to water level at Panshet is not of 
much significance. But the message viz:, th!)t there was no rain nor any 
danger to the Panshet dam, would be· of considerable significance, because 
that may support the case set up on behalf of the civil authorities that nof 
~nly ~e messages received during night time did riot indicate any deteriora-. 
~on m._the situation but that they indicated an improvement in the. ~itua
tion and that the danger to the Panshet'dam was averted: However It .may 
be ~ted that Khandekar; the wireless operator is·:v~ry emphatic that ~uring 
the mght of, the 11th he did not get any information regarding the ram and 
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· th dition&at Panshet.andJhathe ·did not commu~icatl}any jnfo9lla 
~ea e~crd~'" 'n' a·n.d weather 'conditions to anybody m Poona. If tha 
tton rega Jug ra1 , . th · · ·~ N · · 
is so, then as 1 shall point out in detail l~t~r, t _me~a~e ·I ~ raJ~, nc 
dan er, • jotted d.own by Dandavat~ at Elfhlbit. 83 .•. ··~~ ~·. ~1ous Y _m'agm_axy 

· Theg followiJig points ,are ,llnwrtant s9 far. as the reliability of this entry II 

EXhibit 831 is concerned : - ~· · . . , ' . . t 

. (1) This entry is ,not ~sed •On any message. eith~r reg)llar messag~ oi 

. seniictmessage sent out from Panshet and received m Poona at any time. 
{i) In any case, the~e was no message to the ab~ve effect, received, till 

{la.m; :. ''''·' ..... ''. . ... · .. 
(3) The letfurs of' the entry 'No rain: no danger: are ";ritteuin s~llez 

characters and on the admission made by· Dandavate himself, they had 
. to be small, ,I:Jecause they had to. be accommodated in the available space. 
'This explanation loses all its importance when we ·remember that no 

· ,, entry was written ·on the left-hand side. of Exhibit 831 where there was 
... ample space to wri•tethis entry. 1 ' 

. (4), The Collcictor's repol} (Ex .. ·437) does not ·speak of Dandavate's 
; presence in the ,<control room., which clearly indicates that Dandavate .. was 
.not sitting in !he control ro()m on the night of llfu July. : · 

I • (5) Th~ ·j;ttings (Ex. 831) are intended to snow the presence of 
· Dandavate in the control room ... .But.. it is an admitted. fact that 1>0me, 
member~ of the staff were aslied t6 sit in the Collector's office and tnat· 

'they too were . receiving. messages and were expected to' communicate 
.them to the· ·superior autherities;> lt 'niay be' that Dandavate was sitting· 
·in •the Collector:S office:and.'he was red:iving some messages at 1}lat place. 
,The jottings; therefore; purportirig to'' have been made at ll-15' p.m. o,r. 
·1.a.m. do ;not necessarily indicate· Dandavate's. presence, in the control 
room.(',' ' ' I ., i ' J:; ·, r i' ' l ~ t :' ' ' ••• ~ ' 

, (6) In any ~iis~. the last entry'_ on the right-hand side ~f Ex. I!JI )s. 
highly suspiCious·' and appears to have been smuggled in with' :a view 
·to proo up the· case that had been made out by th~: Collector and th¥ 
tDiVisional Commissioner jUstifying tlie !litter'$ ·departure to Bombay by 
the morning train on the: 12th July. ·· · · · · . ' · · 1 

. · · ·' ." ..... 
•· , ~ . , :·1 ·1 , ' \ ! [1 :~ ·;··, 1· .• d · 

,While I am d~ling cWitl;,#le question as to ;,whether· Dandavatc was 
presel)t · in. the: control r()om, .qn tlw pig)l! .of :the · Uth ·. J lily,. I may· dispose 
of. the. t~r!l~el)t tha( has· b~p,: so. *epuou§ly :llrged .of behalf of the 'Civil 
aqtborities viz ..• i,har the preseqc~ of Pand;~vlJ,te in the ·controL room·•ori'the· 
night,oUhe ll(h.July is supported by <OVerwhelming,docUmentaty evidd1~e, 
It. appears to me that the theory. that Dandavate. was- present in the cohtrol 
room pn .the pight .of the Utb, .July- was not present to the··mi11ci 6f the . 
· C91lector, at any rate, till be· submitted his first Teport (Ell:. • 437) dated '16th. 
J~ly.,l961 ·.and this theory. was .. trotted outrat ·a· subsequent' ·period; ·)'he' 
strongest argument that has. ~een Pll~ forward 'in ·sUl'pOtt of the ptescilce of' 
D~ndavate is th,!f .fact. that his name is mentionw in; •the ·reports· subnfitted : 
byKad~f!.l, Sa~ajlt. Vedpa.thak,, Mal).e,and. Padwe •(Exs:--626, 627;•629, 630 
and ·6~1 resp~ctiye]yf on l,Mh ,,Ju!y .. 0[96l- to :the~ As'sistiult 'M:ubiCjpar: 
C?-.~)lll~~~oqer ... (S¥,e_cial),. parp. :· ~•r• ,BFl{u~arni> •Munitipa1l Cdinlnissioriei. ., 
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does not 'Say that he <ijrected Darp to ()]>tain statements from 'his sub~Jrdi· 
nates; who did the flooa duties on the · 11th and 12th July. All tnat 
Kulkarm· states (Ex. 638) : 

'' Ori the 14th :or 15th July~ the Collector asked me to prepare a note 
of the events leading to the heavy floods on the 12th of July and 
the S!eps taken . by us to meet the situation so that it may be of use to 
the C1ief Minister for · making a statement on the floor of the 

' Assembly." · 
$ 

That nate is at Ex. 643, which was ·prepared by Darp and adopted by the 
Municipal Commissioner .. Darp's -evidence (Ex. 621) on the question is 
highly ~0ntradictory. At ohe stage, Darp stated that the five c,lficcrs 
submitt;d their reports of what they did although he had not asked them 
to subrilit such reports. Later on, he stated ! · 

"Either on tl)e 13th or 14t!l. the. Municipal .Commissioner asekc1 me 
to C'btain reports from the members. of the staff regarding the wo;k done 
by them during the calamity. Accordingly, I asked the officers; who 

· worketl under me during the floods, to submit their reports. That is 
why,' these reports were submitted." 

It is, however, remarkable that these reports do not bear the initials o,f 
Darp \lr of the Municipal Commissioner in token of having receive{} them. 
When o;testioned on this point, Darp .stated : 

"I have not put my initials on the reports submitted on the 14th July 
1961. nor do these reports bear the signature of the Municipal 
Commissioner.". 

I have already pointed ~ut that the Municipal Commissioner did not submit 
the original record before the Commission· till the date on which ilc was 
examin~. i.e. 6th June 1962. He had only supplied ·copies of. the recurJ 
to the Bavdekar Commission· on 26th September 1961. On going ti.rough 
the ong!nal' file; I find that reoort by the Assessor and Collector .of 1n es 
submitted on .4th September 1961 to the Assistant Municipal Commissioner 
(Special) bore' the rpbber stamp and the latter's initials. It.is a nonnal 
practice in ·all the office that the officer out at least his initials in token C'f 
havine: Ieceived the reoort. Da:ro bas offered no explanation as to why he 
did not put his initials below these reports in token of having received the 
same. . There· is, therefore; no· guarantee that these reports were ac!u:.lly 
submitted on the 14th July 1961. These documents, therefore, do not refute 
the view taken by the Commission viz., that at least till 16th July 1961 
the. namt> of Dandavate as bein~ the centre of activity in the control room, 
was not fixed uoon and it must have been fixed sometime later. "l'be 
conclusion drawn by me that the reoorts of these five officers may not 
have been suhmitted on the 14th of Jnlv is tci a very lare:e ext~nt corr?bo· 
rated bv Kulkarni's renort, Ex. 643. If these reoorts were really. submitted 
on the 14th of Julv and 'if they had m~de a mention of Dandavate s pre~en~e 
in 'the C'lnb'ol room then the reoort Ex. 643 mnst necessarily mention 1hts 
fact. It i~ however si11nificant that the reoort Ex. 643 does not say that 
Dandw~te was present in the control room on the night of the 11th. 
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. A good deal of rhetorical comments are made in the written arguments 
submmed on behalf of the civil authorities on the cross-examination 
centreing round Ex. 831. The entries in the document (Ex. 831) IIJld m 
parLc .. lar, the alteration of • P' in 1 p.m. and tlie writin~ o~ the word~ 
• No rain, ·No danger ' in smaller characters and at the end or tbe paper 
were sut!:icient to rouse tne susp1c.on of any wary Judge. Tne CommiSS>on 
must pursue any matter which appears prima facie suspicious to it. It 
would be failing in its duty if it does not do so. Off course, merely 
becaus;, questiOns were asked on the basis of the suspicious look of the 
4ocument, it does not mean that the Commission has already come to the 
conclus;on that. the document is suspicious or that the case is false. It is 
the duty .of the Commission to afford evezy opportunity to the witnesses 
to answer a possible hypothesis and that is why a last questio.n was asked 
to Dandavatc and· the witness took advantage of that opportunity and gave 
a dellial to the suggestion put to him. The comments made in the argu
ments on behalf of the civil authorities on this part of the case are in the 
nature of a desperate attempt to extricate themselv-es from a difficult posi
tion by slinging mud !It the Commission. The process of sfinging mud has 
been carried to an extreme limit, so far as the Commission's quest for 
finding out whether the endorsement in the margin of E)(. 96 was genuine 
or not. I will deal with the comments of such a nature at that stage a little 
more exhaustively. 

I now propose to discuss the very important question as to whether the 
control room was expected to keep itself in contact with the wireless stations. 
According to.· Prabhakar, three · clerks were to be kept in the Deputy 
Chitnis's branch of his office and were to take messages that may be 
received dur;ng the night of the lith July and to communicate to him as 
well as to the Deputy Chitnis. Prabhakar has admitted : 

;; I did· not ·make any special ·arrangement for the receipt of the 
messages frorrr the police wireless control room because. I knew that if 

; any message was addressed to me, it would be sent to me." 

Th.is clearly establishes that no arrangement was made to the effeCt that 
the control room should remain in contact with the police wireless stations. 
It is equally significant that, in his report (Ex~ 437) at paragraph {3) Prabha· 
kar says : 

;• During ·the course of the night, the following messages were received 
on the wireless regarding the levels at Panshet and Khadakwasla Dams :-

(1) 11th July 1961 9-45 p.m. 

Panshet 67-40 
Khadakwasla 30·30 
11-15 p.m.. 

Panshet 67·50 
Khadakwasla 29·30 



m 12th July 1961 1-00 a.m. 
Panshet 

Khadakwasla 
67·5 
29·8 

It was also reported that there were no rains at Panshet and no. danger 
was feared." 

It appears· that Prabhakar received these messages himself, because 
admittedly during the night time, neither Dandavate nor anyone else 
communicated any messages to him and it was only after 7-15 a.m. on the 
12th July that Dandavate conveyed information to the Collector about the 
message received by the former at about 1 a.m. This further supports the 
conclusion that no arrangement was made for exchange of communication 
between the so-called control room and the wireless stations. Dandavate 
was closely questioned on these points and the following is the substance of 
what he says (Exhibit 829) : 

·" Our control room was in contact only with the Police Headquarters 
wireless and the Vishrambag' Police Station control room. No special 
arrangement was made for communication between the control room on -
one side and the Police Headquarters wireless station and Vishrambag 
Police Station control room on the other. I do not know whether the 
pperators in the Police Headquarters wireless station and Vishrambag Police . 
Station control room were instructed to send message to the control room 
in the Corporation Building. It is, however, true that, I received ·no 
message from either of these stations on their own initiative. They were 
only sending messages a:"ter quaries made by me and in answer to them. 
I had not given any special instructions to the operators saY:ng that if 
they had any important information, they shQi.Ild communicate the same 
to me on their own initiative._ Since we in the control room had talks 
with the Vi6hrambhag and Headquarters wireless stations, it must be 
inferred that the Headquarters and Visbrambag wireless stations must 
have been made aware of the .. existence of the control room. Neither 
l nor anyone else had informed the wireless station that the control 
room was established. I actually started having talks with 'the wireless 
stations." During the·. very first conversaf.on, ,I told the. wireless station 
that I am speaking from the control room in the Corporation Building. · 
I did not specifically tell them that the control .·room was ..established 
in tht; Municipal Corporation B)lilding. I did not tell them who ?ad 
established the control room. Nor did .r tell them the general functions 
of the control room ;. but I told them that we were there to receive the 
information about the situation at Panshet. I deny the sug11estion that 
I never told the wireless station.. that they should pass on the messa~es 
received by them from Panshet and Khadakwasla stations. I told them 
to pass on the information re~arding the situation of the dam. On their 
own they did not send a sinlrle message to us. It is co~t to say that 
_even the message about the rollapse of the Pimshet dam was not conveyed 
to us in the control room but '\'o>as conveyed tO. the Collector din:ct It 
is not correct to say that the police wireless stations were not aw:uo 
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~bout the control room and the functions and dutihes t? be_ dischfarthgedf byt 
them'. I do not accept the suggestion put to me t at_ m VIew ~ .e ac 
that I did not tell them that a control room was estabhsh~d and m v1ew of 
the further fact that they did not send a message ~n the1r own to me an~ 
also i!n view of the fact that they sent a message direct to the Collector: rt 
follows that the control room is a myth. I was the only--person takmg 
and asking information on behalf of the Reve_nue officers .. · .. ·· ..... :·: ... 
I r~ceived no message through the whole of the mght, but on .~Y en').umes, , 
I received some messages. In all, I made. about 15 enqumes w1th the 
polic~ headquarters. wire!ess statio?' and also V{ith the Vishrambag control 
room. The enquines with the V1shrambag d~d not exceed tw~ or . three. 
In all these enquiries, I was asking inforJnatwn about the SitUation at 
Panshet and I got replies. to each of my queries. It W<~:S .only on two occa
sions that I received information about the situation at Panshet dam. On 
other occasions I received information about water levels on the night 

-of the lith .................. I did not ask the Headquarters wireless station·· 
specifically from whom I was receiving messages or as to whether the 
messages that were sent were authorised messages. 

(The witness volunteers.) 

Because I did not doubt the authenticity of the messages." 
(The quotation is not continuous.) 

In order to appreciate the truth or falsity of the statements made by 
Dandavate, we may refer at this stage, to a few passages from the evidence 
of Khandekar, Head Operator at the Police Headquarters wireless stat1on. 
He has clearly stated that he conveyed no inforlllation to anyone' in Poona -
either regarding rain or weather conditions prevailing at Panshet during 
that night. He added that,'in all, he·received two queries from Dandavate. 
The remaining two or four queries were by other revenue officers, whose 
names he did not know. He asserted that the revenue officers and the 
Deputy Chitnis were speaking from the Inspection Bungaiow. He then 
corrected himself and stated that Dandavate was not speaking from the 
Inspection Bungalow, and the other officers, however, were speaking from 
the Inspection Bungalow. He finally admitted that the Collector had not 
authorised him to _convey the information either to the Deputy Chitnis or 
to the revenue officers. At a later stage, he said that the Deputy Chitnis 
was speaking· from the Corporation Building and he made two· 'queries. 
Further on he added (Exhibit 381) : . . 

"I now. say that Dandavate was speaking from the Corporation Build
ing, whereas the rest of the revenue and P. W. D. officers were speaking 
from th7 Inspection Bungalow. It is not true. that I have changed the 
story, VIZ., that Dandava~ was speaking from the Corporation Building 
and not from· the Inspection Bungalow, with a view to fit in with the 
account given· by' the Collector. Ear:lier, 1 did. not recollect to mention 
Corporation Building." 

' At this stage, I should have really confine4 ·myself only to the details of the 
deCisions ,taken regarding the establishment of the control room. One of · 
the . 4ecisions. aq;ording ·to. the 'civil authorities, was that Dandavate should 
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remain present at. the control room a~ the _Collector's representative. In 
order to scotch thts ~heory, I had to d1gress mto some of the happenings at 
the control roo~ an~ the message~ alleged to have been received by 
Dandavate. I w11l d1scuss the quest1on about the happenings at the control 
room and the wireless messages exchanged between the control room and 
the win'lless operators later. I will also deal with the messages in general 
at that stage. While discussing the question of the wireless messages and 
the evidence given by the operators, I will point out that under the rules, 
the operators have no authority to convey log messages or service messages 

· to anyone and these messages are really meant for internal arrangement 
between the two wireless stations. I will also show that even if the theory 
put forward by Nabar, Superintendent of Police Wireless. viz., that in 
an emergency, log messages can be utilised to convey news which does not 
relate to internal arrangements, is accepted,. still these messages cannot be 
conveyed except to the addressees or the persons authorised by the addressees. 
For the time being, the point that I am seeking to establish is that there 

··was no control room, in the proper sense of the term, established at the 
Corporation Building, because no arrangement was made for keeping 
contacts with the wireless stations, which means that the principal object 
with which the control room was established is frustrated. The second 
point, which I am trying to establish is that, the presence of Dandavate 
at the control room is a myth and an invention. 

If is · sigfiitic!mt that in the press-note (Exhibit 428), to which reference 
would be made hereafter, which was issued under the instructions from 
the Collector and the Divisional Commissioner, makes no reference to 
the control room as such. On the other hand, it states under the heading 
" For the information of the editors" .as follows :-

" There is a connection between the police headquarters and th~ wire
less station set up at Panshet and· Khadakwasla and information about 
the situation could be secured t&erefrom. In the same way Darp. 
Assistant Municipal Commissioner and· 'the Deputy Chitnis of the 
Collector's office are available -on the phone. I would also be available 
on the phone till 2-30 a.m. " 

It is not stated in the above p<rssage that the Deputy Chitnis was available 
on the phone in the control room in the Corporation Building. It does not 

· even show that the Deputy Chitnis would be available on the phone in 
the Corporation. On the other hand, it states that the Deputy Chitnis of 
the Collector's office would be available on the phone,. which means that 
he would be available on the phone in the Collector's office. This inter
pretation gets added support from the admitted fact that three members 
of the •staff of the Collector's office were kept in the office of the Deouty 
Chitnis for securing information on .the phone. At the cost of repetition, 
I may refer again to the following passage in the Collector's deposition 
(Exhibit 421) : ' 

· '' t had also instructed ·him (Deputy Chitnis)" to· keep three clerks 
present in fhe Deouty Chitnis's; branch of mv office to take any messages 
~t may be received during the nie;ht of the lith July and tD commu

. ntcate,·them to me as well as .to _the· Deputy· Chitnis. ·The arrangement 
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was that the messages were to be communicated to me immediately 
after the receipt. whenever they spoke of any deterioration il1 the situ
ation or danger to the Panshet dam. I did not receive any such message 
during the night time. " 

Of course. earlier he had stated that he had given instructions to the 
Deputy Chiutis to go to the Corporation Build ing to attend to the work 
of the control room on the night of the 11th July. Tt is clear that the 
three clerks to be kept in the Col!ector's oili<!e were to receive messages 
during night time and were to communicate them not only to the Collector 
but also to the Deputy Chitnis. I may also refer to ::mother passage in 
the Collector's deposition (Exhibit 421) : 

" r had asked Dandavate to continue to make enquiries from the 
wirdess operators tltroughout the night. I had not given any instntc
tions to the wireless operators to convey the messages received from 
Panshct to Dandavate on phone. I do not know whether the operators 
have no authority to convey the messages to any person except the 
addressee or the person to whom the message is intended to be inform
ed. Dandavate did not ring me up till after 7 ~.m. on the 12th July 
conveying the information (l) me about the developments of the Pansl1et 
dam, nor did I ring him up asking for information. " 

Again, in answer to further questions, Prabhakar stated (Exhibit 421) : 

'' The first phone message that I received on the 12th was from the 
police wireless station informing me about the levels of water prevail-
ing at Panshet and Khadakwasla dams at 5-30 that morning ... ........ .. 
.. . : .... .. ........ This information was given to me by the police wireless 
of thl!ir own accord. I did not seek the information. I say that I got 
two messages from the police wireless station during the night time. 
Both these messa~es gave me the levels of water, both at Panshet and 
Khadakwas]a·. These messages were given on phone. I canot soy from 
whom these messages emanated. I cannot say whether they were 
authentic messages. r did not ask the name of the operator who sent 
these messages. I did not asjc the operator, why he was conveying the 
messages to me personally, when Dandavate was specially deputed to 
t~e control room for that purpose ........ ... ...... .I had no~ given any instruc-
!'ons t~ the operators to pass on any messages to me. Nor had I giv~n 
mstructtons to them to pass on messages to Dandavate or to clerks 111 

my office. I had kept three clerks in the office durino- the whole of the 
nig~t. !he object was that, if any information ca~e. they should 
rccetve tt and take further action. Tt did not strike me that the police 
op~ra!ors w~uld directly ring me up during night time, when my Deputy 
C~ttms was m the control room and when three clerks were posted in the 
office of the Dcpqty Chitnis." 

These answers make it clear · that the control room was not intended . to 
p13 Y' the . role of ~ watch-dog, which it can hardly do without securing 
mfo.~ation from apnropriat sources. Even, the issue ot tfie ~"Times of 
lndta dated 12th July 1961 <Ex. 433) merely speaks of • a joint eentre 
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: having ~.en set up at the Poona Corporation otlice for directing the cvucua· 
tion, if . a contmgency arises. At best, ~erefore, the control room was 

· ir.t¥nded to help in the operation of the evacuation, and nothing more than 
that. How far that help would be effective is another ma:tter. But, the 
only object, with which this squad of operation was set up in the Corpora· 
uon Building, was to help the evacua.tion operatton. 
X. Provision for vehicles for the· purpose of evacuation and manning of 

the control room decided upon in t~e course of the Divisional 
· · Commissioner•s meeting 

As regards the arrangement of the vehicles for evacuatio~. Prabhakar's 
case in paragrapl:! 2 of the written statement (Ex. 422) is as follows :-

"Five trucks of the Mun:cipal Corporation and three jeeps and seven 
other vehicles of the Agriculture Department were to be stationed at the 
Munic:pal .Corporation Building for use in the evacuaTion operations. 
when necessary." 

!t is thus clear that the number of vehicles that was decided \lpon in the 
meetmg, as ·per Prabhakar's written statcme.nt. was five trucks of the 
Mlmicipal Corporation. three jeeps and seven other vehicles of the Agri
culture Department. Of course, at paragraph (22) of his written statement 
(EJE. 422), Prabhakar refers to the fact that the Divisional Commissioner 
actually m~de arrangements with the Director of Public Health ~o spare 

.as mauy vehic'es as were available with him and acconJ:ngly the Director 
of Public Health made available eight vehicles for this .purpose. Similarly .. 
the Di\'isional Commissioner asked the Deputy Director of Agriculture to 
keep other vehicles of the Agriculture Department ready al the Agriculture 
College Workshop. Thes~ vehicles came to fifteen. He then proceed~ to 
add (Ex. 422) : . • 

,,. In addi.tion, 17 vehicles of the Police Department ·were lCept ready 
. at the Pol:ce M. T. Section at the Bhamburda Police Headquarters ••. 

It is thus dear that Prabhakar makes a distinction between the number of 
veh:cles fixed upon in the meeting and the number of vehicles that were 
made available, in the course of the night, which appears to be in addition 
to the vehicles decided upon in the meeting. In other words, according to 
the trend of Prabhal{ar's written statement, fifteen vehicles were decided 
upon in ~he meeting and actually arrangement was made for fifty-Jive 
vehicles in the course of the night. 
- Mohite has set out the decisions taken in the Divisional Commissioner's 

meeting at para~raph (7) of his written statement (Ex. 517) and at sub· ' 
paragraph (ii), ·Mohite says .:1 

"To keep ready at the Municipal Corporation Building five Municipal 
Corporation trucks, three jeeps and other vehicles of the Agriculture 
Department with their drivers." 

Accord~ng to Prabhakar, the number of vehicles from the Agriculture 
Deo'lrtment, as fixed uoon in the meetine, was seven. Mohite does not 
mention that number bu.t merely says • other vehicles of the A~riculture 
Department •. At .paragraph (8) of the written statement. Mofiite speaks 
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.:>f the arrangements, which he made with the Director of Public Health 
to spar'! as many trucks as were available and accordingly; two station 
wagons, four jeep trucks and two mobile vans were kept ready by the 
Public Health ·Department. He further says tbat he made si!llilar arrange
ment with the Joint and Deputy Directors of Agriculture for keeping 
ava.Jable all vehicles ready for immediate use at the Agnculture College 
Workshop. The number of ~hese vehicles was fiaeen. Mohite adds that 
in addttion, seventeen vehicles of the Police Department were. kept ready 
at the Police M. T. Section at Bhamburda Headquarters. It is thus evi· 
dent that Mohite has made a distinction between the number of vehicles 
decided upon in the meeting and the number of vehicles for which arrange
ments were made in the course of the night. 

Heble. at paragraph (6) of his written statement (Ex. 536), after referring 
t<; the rtatement made by Darp viz., that five municipal trucks would be 
available all vehicles ready for immediate use at the Agriculture College 
him tha! ten vehicles of the Agriculture Department would be made available. 
Heble tlien proceed~ to say (Ex. 536) : 

' •· The Commissioner also arranged with the Director of Public Health 
for providing eight vehicles of the Public Health Department and for all 
the remaining fifteen vehicles of the Agriculture Department to stand by. 
likewise, it was decided to keep all available Police vehicles standing to at 
the Police headquarters. Their number, I ascertained later, was 18." 

It appear~ that Heble has made confusion between the decisions taken in • 
the meeting and the arrangements made by the Divisional Commissioner at 
a somewhat later stage. Before proceeding to discuss this aspect of the 
matter, it is necess1ry to point out that admittedly Dandavate, who was 
present in the meeting, was making some jottings. In the same way, Heble 
also made some jottings. I will refer to the oral evidence of these two 
witnesses about these jottings a little later. For the time being, it is necess'l!Y 
to keep these docume.nts fExs. 439 and 538) . before our mind's eye.· 
A photostat copy of. Ex. 439 is given below : 
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Ex. 538 represents the jottings made by Heble. A photostat copy of :the 
same is given pe!ow : 
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On .the first page he has referred to the police force, which according to 
him, was to remain present in the control room. Three Police Inspectors, 
six Police Sub-Inspectors and 120 policemen are mentioned. on this page. 
On the second page, in the middle, there is the following entry, which is 
relevant for the purpose of the present discussion :-

" 7 Trucks } n M S " 
.
·.·.· Agri. Co ege . T. . 

8 Jeeps 

It will thus be seen that there is a remarkable similarity in ~e ~umber of 
trucks and jeeps in the jottings made by Dandavate and the JOttmgs made 
by Heble. Both speak of seven trucks and eight jeeps. Apart from the 
explanations offered by these witnesses, prima facie, it appears that what 
was decided upon in the meeting was to use 15 vehicles for the purpose of 
evacuation. Whether Mohite requisitioned any· more vehicles from the 
Public Health and Agriculture Departments and whether these vehicles were 
'actually kept ready, is a matter, which will have to be separately considered 
Before doing so, I will refer to two more documents, i.e. reports sqbmitted 

· by the Collecor on 16th July 1961 and 2nd August 1961 (Exhibits 437 and 
438). It is remarkable that Exhibit 437, while it purports to refer to the 
decisions taken ·in the meeting, makes no mention, whatsoever, of the 
vehicles that were decided upon for· the purpose of evacuation. Exhibit 438 
also does not refer to the decision taken in the meeting regarding the number 
of vehicles, as having been fixed. It speaks of the vehicles that . were 
actually kept ready in the Corporation Building for evacuation. The 
relevant sentence in Exhibit. 438 runs thus : 

" 13 truks, 5 of the Corporation and 8 of the Agriculture Department 
were kept ready in the Corporation for removing the people and their 
belongings in the lowlying areas, should it becqme necessary." 

~!though the number of trucks supposed to have been. kept ready, accord· 
mg to the stateme~t contained in this document, does not exactly tally with · 
the number mentioned by Prabhakar and Mohite in their written state
ments, the number mentioned here, which is 13, approximates the number 
there (in the jottingsj, which is 15. · · 

I~ thi~ background, _let us. no~ turn to the story set up in the course of 
the .mq~1ry by the vanous Witnesses. Prabhakar, in answer to questions by 
the Semor Advocate on Record, says (Exhibit 421) : 

"As far as I rem~~ber, the decis!on taken in the meeting was that·five 
tru~ks of t?e Mum~1pal Corporation, three jeeps and seven other 
veh1cles ~rom th~ ~griculture Department were to .be kept ready at the 
C~rporation Bu1~dmg. In addition . to the above, 8 vehicles from the 
Dlrecto.r of Pubhc H~lth were to be kept ready at the Council Hall. 
15 ~eh1cles of the Agriculture Department were to be kept ready at the 
Agriculture College Workshop. 17 vehicles of the Police . Department 
were to be k~pt r~dy at the Police M. T. Section at Bhamburda Head
quart~rs. Th1s dec1s1on has not been ·recorded anywhere I have 
mentiOned the number fro . . · 
vehicles wa ·u - . m my wntten statement The number of· 

. . s Wrl en m wntten statement from my memory." . 
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With reference to Dandavate's jottings in· Exhibit 439, 'PrabhakaJ' stated 
that they w~re rough jottings and that he was unable to explain why the 
mention of the truck in t)le jottings was incomplete. He· agreed that 
credence should be given to a contemporaneous record in a general way. 
He further states (Exhibit 421) : 

"I had taken ~e Deputy Chitnis to the meeting so that I should be 
able to give him instructions then and there. In the ordinary course, the 
Deputy Chitnis is expected to reduce the instructions given by me to 
writing. The jottings (Exhibit 439) do not represent the instructions 
given by me to him. These jottings. represent some of the decisions taken 
in the meeting!' _ 

When he was cross-examined with reference to 13 vehicles. mentioned by 
him in Exhibit 438, he stated : 

. " There is no reference to any more trucks or vehicles having been kept 
ready on the 11th for the pUI'JlOSe of evacuation. -If more trucks were 
kept ready at different centres, they y;ouJ4 find place in the ordinary 
course, in the reports to the Government. But this is an obvious omission. 
I do not agree that the number of vehicles in our contemplation never 
exceeded 15. According to me, there are omissions in Exhibits 438 and 
439. In all, 55 trucks were kept ready on the night of the lith. So far 
as .the Collector's files are concerned, there is no document giving the 
number· of vehicles which were kept ready for operations of the 11th 
night. But, the municipal files will contain the number of vehicles 
supplied by them, the Commissioner's files will contain the number of 

· the vehicles supplied by the Agriculture and Public Health Departments 
and Police papers will contain the number of vehicles supplied by them. 
I cannot say whether I mentioned the figures of these vehicles stated in 
paragraphs 21 and 22 of my written statement, from memory or after 
going through the documents of different authorities." 

it may be mentioned, at this stage, that according to the jottingS (Exhibit 628) 
n:fade bY J. T, Sawant a municipal employee (Exhibit 796), who was present 
in the control room, in all 23 vehicles arrived in the Co):'Poration Building 
on that .night, five belonging to the Co):'Poration, nine belonging to ihe 
.Agriculture Department and nine belonging to the Public Health Department. 
It is intriguing to find. that 23 ·vehicles belonging to different departments 
actually arrived in the. CoJ'Poration Building. when according to Mohite, 
Prabhakar and Heble. only 15 were to arrive at there and the remaining 
.40 were to remain at the Agriculture College Workshop or the Council Hall 
and Police M. T. Section. 'If according to Prabhakar the vehicles of the 
Director of Public Health were to remain iln the Council Hall. how is it that 
Exhibit 628 shows that 9 vehicles of the Director of Public Health had 
arrived at the Co):'Poration Building. The paper (Exhibit 628), ~n which these 
jottings were made, was found in the municipal' file. As already pointed 
out, copies of the documents in this file were sent to the Bavdekar Commis
sion on 26th September 196i and the original record was produced before 
the present Commission on 6th June 1962. The jottings do not bear any
bodv's signature. The point, however, to be noted is whether r~liable and 
sufficient evidence has been led to show that 55 trucks were dectded to be 
requisitioned and whether, M a matter of f11,ct, they were requisitioned for 
. JI 478~l5 . ' 
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the night of the 11th July. .According to . Prabhakar~ the documentary 
evidence in regard to this may be forthcommg from diff7r7~t departm~n~, 
such as, the. Municipality, Police Department a~d the D1V1s10nal Comnus
sioner's office. So far as the municipal record IS concerned, log books. of. 
th~ vehicles belonging to that departments ~ave not been ,produced and the 
only evidence forthcoming from tha~ ~ep~ent is. the jotting (Exhibit 628) 
of Sawant referred to above. MuniCipal City Engineer, Yadav, made some · 
astounding statement in regard to the five trucks belonging to the Corpora
tion. In effect, he stated (Exhibit 793) : 

"At about 5 p.m. on 11th July 1961, I received a· phone from 
Mr. Darp saying that I should supply five trucks and keep them ready 
iri the Corporation Building. · He did not tell me the purpose for which 
these trucks were required, nor did I ask: hini ........................... There 
is a special department in the Corporation· for taking measure in regard 
to the recurring floods in the City of Poona. Mr. Darp was in charge 
of that department as Assistant Commissioner (Special). My only 
·connection with the aforesaid department was to supply · trucks to 
Mr. Darp, if and when he requisitioned them ........... ~ ........... ; ....... The 
municipal vehicles are. under my ~ontrol and if any vehicle is required, the 
requisition must pass through me. No requisition was made. to me for 
·more trucks than the five mentioned above either on. the night of the 
11th or. the whole of the 12th. I gave a direction to the Mechanical 
Engineer to send five trucks to the Corporatiqn Bu!~ding. I do not know 
whetlter these trucks actually went to the Corporation on the night of the 
11th ........................... :we maintain log books for these trucks. These 
log books have not been produced before the Commission. I cannot say 
why these books have not been produced." 

It is significant that, according to Yadav, five trucks were already requisi
tioned at 5 p.m. that is to say, before the de.cis'on was taken in the Divi
sional Commissioner's meeting. It is also significant that no satisfactory 
explanation has been given as to why the log books of these five vehicles 
have not been produced. It is equally significant that the log books of the 
other vehicles alle~ed to have been requisitioned and also the log books of 
those vehicles, which were alleged to have arrived at the Corporation, have 
not been produced before the Commission. The log books would have 
afforded incontrovertible evidence about the fac;t that the vehicles were moved 
to the <;orooration Buildin~ or were kept in readiness at the workshop of 
the Agnculture Collge workshop anq the Police M. T. Section. 

Th~ _discussion mi. t?is part would not be comolete without dealing with 
the evtdence of Moh1te. Prabhakar. Heble and Dandavate in ree:ard to 
the arrangements for vehicles.. Prabhakar,. in his deposition (Exhibit 421) 
says: · · 

. . . 
" I know that the . Divisional Commissioner had made arrane:emen,t 

with the Director of Public }fealth to snare eie:ht vehicles of his den~Jt, 
. ment. I do not know if there is any record to show how many driv,ers 
with vehicles reported tbems~lve,s at the control room 01} !h(: nizb,t l>f 
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the i1 ~· I did no~ check :UP the point as to whether, as a matter of faci, 
the ~ehicles at vanous pomts were actually deployed as decided in the 
meetmg." 

· Barring one driver, the rest of tlie drivers have not put in their statement 
to · show that they had kept the trucks ready either at the Corporation 
Building or at other point. · 

In answer tO questions in cross-examination With reference to the entries 
in his jottings (Exhibit 439) relating to vehicles. Dandavate stated 
(Exhibit 829) : 

" By ' tru~ks 7 8 jeeps ready ', I meant that 7 truck and 8 jeeps belonging 
to the Agnculture Department were to be sent to the Corporation 
Building. It was not written on that paper that these vehicles belonged 
to the Agriculture Department, nor it was stated that they were to be 
sent to ·the Corporation Building compound. I say that these vehicles 
belonged to the Agriculture Department and that they were to be sent to 
the Corporation Building compound from memory. The .second line reads 
thus: 

' Agri. M. T. Section • 

That means that some vehicles, the number of which I do not remember 
belonging . to the Agriculture Department were. to be kept ready at the 
Agriculture College. This also I ·speak from recollection, which is roused 
in my mind by these jottings. I again say that the word ' Agrl' by itself 
connotes the meaning, viz., that some vehicles belonging to the Agriculture 
Department were to be kept ready at the Agriculture College. The 
words 'M. T. Section' connote that some vehicles belonging to the Police 
Department were to be kept ready at the police headquarters. I say this 
from memory, I do not know the number of vehicles wP,ich were to be 
kept ready at the M. T. ,Section. I do not remember whether the 
number (of vehicles) belonging to the Agrb::ulture Department and the' 
Police Department was mentioned at the meeting .................. I did not 
take down the number of truckS! belonging to the Agriculture Department 
and the number of trucks belonging to the Police Department 
which were to be kept ready at the respective stations, because the 
jottings were meant for my information." 

It will at once be noticed that what an amount of jugglery of words has 
been resorted to. by Dandavate for spelling· out meaning from the simple 
words and figures used in the jottings (Ex. 439) so as to make a case 
consistent with the one now made out at the inquiry. His elaborate com· 
mentary relates to the following two lines in the jottings (Ex. 439) :-

" 7 trucks, 8 jeeps ready. 
Agrl. M. T. Section." • 

Dandavate has tried to split the expression ' Agrl. M. T. Secti~n' into two 
parts. Accord~g to him, the simple word ' Agr! ' means ~ehicles. belong· 
ing fo the Agriculture Department. Accordmg to h.!_m. thts word 
further means that they were to be kept at Agricul.ture Co1lege .. He 



then proceeds to say that ~e worils 'M. T. Section' connote that. sonie 
vehicles belonging to the Police Department were to be kept ready at the 
Police headquarters. It is necessary to rem?mber ~at the word~ ' Agr_l. M. T. 
Section' are in the same line. Therefore, if the snnple_ word Agrl. -means 
vehicles belonging to the Agriculture Department, as Dandavate says, then 
the line,would mean that vehicles belonging to the Agriculture Department 
should be !sept in the M. T. Section. No reference is made to ~olJce 
vehicles in the above line at all. In order to show that more ~an fifteen 
vehicles were kept ready Dandavate proceeded to spin· out of his own 
imagination that some vehicles from the Agriculture Department and some 
from the Police Department were also decided to be kept ready for that night. 
He has admitted that he was speaking all this from his memory. No reason 
has been suggested as to why the jottings (Ex. 439) should not show that 

_more vehicles than fifteen mentioned explicitly were intended to be kept ready. 
In any case, the number of ·vehicles belonging to the Agriculture Depart
ment and Police Department, which, according to Dandavate, were in 
addition fifteen vehicles, has not been mentioned either in the jottings nor, 
has Dandavate been able to say what that number was notwitl)s.tanding 
that he claims to be endowed with fertile memory. 

-According to Mohite, it was decided in the meeting that the trucks should 
be kept ready in three centres, namely, the Council Hall, Police Head· 
quarters at-Shivajinagai and Agriculture College Workshop. He ~.dmltted 
that the Council Hall is far- away from the localities, which were likdy to 
be affected by the floods. He also admitted that none of the areas, which 
were likely to be affcted by the floods was. within less than half a mile away 
from Police Headquarters at Shivajinagar. Mohite then proceeded to say 
~at the t?tal numb~r of vehicles 'to be employed for the purpose of evacya
tion was not fixed m the course of the meeting, although the places were 
the vehicles were to be kept were decided upon. Mohite admitted that 

· Dandavate was scribbling down something. When Mohite's ·attention was 
drawn to the fact that in the jottings (Ex. 439) made by Dandavate the latter 
•has mentioned only 15 vehicles, Mohite stated that the number mentioned 
by Dandavate is not correct, because he has not mentioned the vehicles of 
the. ~rporation. ~ohite ~It!itted that he could not explain how this 
omiSSion has crept m the JOttings. When questioned as to whether . the 
trucks belonging to the Public Health Department and Agriculture Depar.t· 
ment were actually kept ready, Mohite evaded the issue. by saying :_ 

- ''The. Deputy Director and Joint Director of the Agricuiture Depart
ment will be able to say whether, as a: matter of fact, these vehicles 
b~came ready with their drivers to undertake the task. The _ D. S. P. 
wiiJ be able to say whether the drivers of t~e vehicles .of his department 
had. actually reported themselves to duty to him or to other officers for 

• havmg held themselves in readiness." - · ' · 

The D~puty Director of the Agriculture Depar~ent has not- put in iris 
statement: and I have already referred to Heble's deposition, which shows 
that he himself was not able to say whether the drivers of the vehicles of his 
~epartment had actually reported for having held themselves in readiness. 
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incidentaily, it may be pointed out that according to Shaikh Hussain Raj 
Mohmed {Ex. 811), watchman· in ihe Council Hall, to whose evideuce, 
detailed reference would be made hereafter, does not say that the vehicles 
belonging to the Public Health Department had arrived at .the compound of 
the Council Hall on the night of the 11th, nor does he say that any driver 
had gone with these vehicles. Had these drivers really arrived at ~e Coun
cil Hall, it should not have been difficult for the watchman to ask one of 
them to go to Mohite's house to deliver Ex. 96, the important .message from 
C. ol. Bra. g. anza, to him (thi.s will. for.m the subject-matte. r of de. tailed discus3ionl 
a little later). It· is therefore, legitimate to conclude that the number of 

_ vehicles decided upon in the meeting, for being used for evacuation was not 
more than 15. The contemporaneous documents mention that figure. There 
is' no documentary evidence to show that 55 vehicles were kept in readiness 
on the night of the 11th. , . · . 

XI. Were the arrangements meant to be put into effect on , ' 
. the night of 11th ? 

One oLthe decisions ~ken in ~e meeting was that all Municipal Schobl~ 
in the city should be kept open for accommodating the flood evacuees. 
For avoiding repetition, I propose to deal with this aspect, when I will· be 
considering. 'the question about the steps that were actually taken on the 
night of the· 11th and also on the 12th July 19ol in pursuance of. the 
decisions at the. Divisional Commissioner's meeting. 

It is noteworthy ~at it is the case for the civil authorities that· the 
arrangements devised were meant for being put into operation on the 
night,. of the 11th July. Admittedly, however, no separate arrangements fcir 
lighting was made in anticipation of the failure of the electric lights due . 
·to .floods nor any arrangement for boats was made for rescuing people 
!Darooned in flood. water. in the night The fire brigade was not alerted. 
This aspect will be considered at length later on, while discussing the 
nature and scope of.the arrangements ac(ually made on that night. . 

. XU. Comp~ison ~~ the measures taken in 1958 and those taken in 1961 . 
·At this stage, we ·may compare the meas~res. that, were decided on the 

.19th J1.1ly 1958 for bejng put into operation in case of the breach of the 
Khadakwasla dam, and· the. measures that were decided upon on the Uth 
July in anticipatio11 of the• breach· of the . Panshet dam. Prabhakar was 
asked to go . through Mone's reports (Exs. 4~4 and 419) and to s~te ~e 
points of difference between the decisions taken in ) 958 and those taken m 
1961, and he has stated the points of difference as foll~ws (Ex. 421) :-

' " L The Home Guards were not alerted on the night of the lit!>. (1961) . 
. 2 .. Anily cassistance vias not asked "fot (1961):. ' . 
. 3. The Superintehding Engineer· was not invited to attend the meeting 

convened by the Divisional Commissioner on 11th July 1961. 
·' 4. All' India Radio was hot, informed (1961). . ' 

5. The Divisional Controller of the State Transport was not invited to 
· 'the meeting · (1961). 

6. On t1te 11th; I took no rounds· in the city to see whether alerts 
were given to the citiZens." . . . . .. 
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Mohlie, who was examined at a much later ~tage, boldly stated that the 
measures that were taken in 1961 at his instance, could be favourably com· 
pared with the measures taken in 1958. H~ claimed that the measures 
taken by him were superior in the followmg respects (Ex. 5.16) :.-

.. 1. We had established a control room. 
2. We had kept vehicles ready at different points. 
3. All School buildings were secured for evacuation purposes. 
4. We had kept a police force of 120 men and some officer~ at the 

Corporation Building. · . . . . · 
5. Three Police Inspectors were prov1ded With mobile Jeeps. 
6; Sufficient number of police force was disbursed at several centres 

to help in the evacuapon. 
7. The Mamlatdar were asked to inform the villagers living on the 

banks of the river Mutha. 
Mohite admitted that he was making out these points of d~tinction only 
on the basis of Mone's report. He . also admitted that he had not gone 
through the files of Moue in regard to the. fioods of 1958 .. 

So far as the establishment of the control room is eoncerned, I have 
already pointed out that it is. a misnomer to call the arrangement made as 
a control room. The main function of keeping watch ovel' the developments 
of the situation at Panshet by receiving news from the wireless was not 
performed nor was it intended to be performed by the control room, as has 
been shown above, and as would be further elaborated while dealing with 
the question of wireless messages. It is further an admitted fact that 
nobody was put in-charge of tbe control room and it was practically 
a control room without a controller. 

As regards keeping the vehicles ready, I have already offered my comments 
and pointed out that the number of vehicles that was· intended to be kept 
ready must not be more than fifteen, and even 'if Sawant's report (Exhibit 
628) is to accepted, only twenty-three vehicles had actually arrived 

. at the Corporation compound. Kekre has also stated that he saw ab('ut 

. 20 vehicles as having arrived at the Corporation compound. Chaturvedi 
(Exhibit 840) has stated that he had made arrangement for 50 to 60 trucks 
on the night of the 19h July 1958. He has added that, in addition to 
the above, the State Transport was requested to keep their trucks a.t' his 
disposal. He has further stated that it was decided in the meeting that 
50 to 60 trucks should be made available for evacuation purposes, and 
these :rucks were kept at different places. According to Chaturvedi, some 
more trucks were kept in the Transport' Depot so that they would be 

· available to be put into operation at the nearest centre of trouble. 
Chaturvedi also stated that be bad asked the Deputy Superintenaenf of 
Police to secure five or six boats of the army and actually these boats 
were secured. Chaturvedi bad also asked the police to keep torcheS with 
them in case of failure of electric lights. He had also asked the Police 
to keep the wireless sets ready to maintain· communication in anticipation 
of the breakdown in the telephonic connections. Moliite . says that be 
has contrasted the mea&ures decided upon in 1958 with the measures in 
1961 on !he basis of Moue's report. Mone, in his report (Exhibit 419) 



has positively asserted that the Poona Municipal Transport and the State 
Transport buses were kept in readiness to assist in evacuation in case of 
necessity. That has been completely ignored by Mohite in instituting the 
.;;omparison. On the third and fourth points of the measures viz., all 
school buildings were secured for evacuation~ purposes, and keeping a police 
force of 120 men and some . officers at the Corporation Building, I will 
offer my comments later. As. regards the sixth point, viz., sufficient number 
of police forces were disbursed at several centres to help in the evact:ation, 
it may be noted that Chaturvedi had given directions, during th~; ftoods 
of 1958, for mobilising the entire available force. It is true that compa• 
risons canrto~ be quite appropriate between two different situations, because· 
of various reasons. But, remembering that the magnitude of the f:.oc:ds 
likely to occur in 1961 would be far grea~r than the ftocds 
likely to occur in 1958. when Khadakwasla dam was the only dam which 
was apprehended to breach, one expected the civil authorities to m:;ke 
more elaborate. preparations. _Both in the matter of localities in which 
warnings were to be given and were actually gfven and preparations for 
evacuation made, the arrangements made in 1961 were wholly unsatisfactory 
and insufficient. It is significant that the Poona Station of the All lLdia 
Radio was not asked to broadcast any warning to the citizens either on the 
night of the lUh July or even in the morning of the 12th July. In 1958 
an officer ot the rank of the Deputy Collector was deputed to the Station 
of the 1\11 India Radio and the warning was broadcast twice. Neither the 
Home Guards nor the military were alerted in 1961 as they were in 1958. 
There is no substance in what Mobite chose to call. the points of superiority 
in the measures adopted in 1961 over the measures adopted in. 19~8. 
Mohite's points of superiority are the result of ~ afterthought and are 
intended ~o wipe out the effect of damaging admission frankly mad~ by 
Prabhakar. 

I will now pass on to the events, which took place 'between he Divisional 
Commissioner's meeting and the setting up of the control room in the 
Corporation Building at 9 p.m. on the 11th JuJy 1961. 
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SECTION 15 

PREss NOTE (Ex. 428) 

It is the case for the civil authorities that Gokhale, Regional Publicity Officer, 
Poona was called to the Council Hall soon after the meeting was over and 
instru~ted to issue a press-note. Prabhakar has stated that he and Mohite 
briefed Gokhale about the text of the press-note and Gokhale took· down 
notes of the instructions given by them. Prabhakar has also stated that the 
idea of issuing a press-note occurred to him and Mohite after the conference 
was over. He admitted that the decisions arrived at in the Commissioner's 
meeting are embodied in the press-note. After the press-note was read over to 
him, Prabhakar admitted that the contents were correct. Mo4ite's evidence 
is on the same lines. Mohite added that he and Prabhakar gave an account 
to. Gokhale of the proceedings of the meeting and the decisions taken therein. 
He further stated that he and Prabhakar were responsible for the contents 
of the press-note, because the press-note was issued· under their directions. 
It is the case of both Mohite and Prabhakar that the text of the press-note 
was not prepared in their presence nor was it shown to them.. Mohite explains 
that Gokhale told them that as it was already late, he would go home and 
prepare the press-note and give publicity. to. the same, and therefore, they 
authorised him to do so. When it was suggested to Mohite whether the reason 
why he did not insist upon Gokhale to prepare the draft of the press-note 
then and there was that, he (Mohite) was in a hurry, Mcihite stated that it 
was true that he was in a hurry. But, that was not the reason for his non- . 
insistence. Mohite asserted that since he had no reason to believe that the 
press-note would not be correctly drafted, he did not insist Gokhale to prepare 
it in his own presence. 

Before proceeding to the contents of the press-note (Ex. 428), it is necessary 
, to refer to 9okhale's evidence on this point. This is what · Gokhale says 

(Ex. 570): -
"I reached the Council Hall at about 8 p.m. on 11th' July 1961. By 

that time, ~he. conference was over. I was briefed by the Collector and 
the ComJIDSSioner. I made rough notes of the instructions given to me 
by the Collector and the Commissioner. I have not preserved them .... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . There was discussion between me on one had and the Collector 
and the Commissioner on the other and they gave me full authority to 
publicise the matter. " 

I will analyse the text of the press-note (Ex. 428). A photostat copy of 
(Ex. 428) is given below : .. · 
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The matter contained in photographic reproduction on pages 199-200 
is reproduced here in print :-

Ex. 428 
~.¥~~ 
wft ~en~ 

~ iNrn ~ ~ ~ 'lfl'T liRim ~ >t<•lica"' ~ 
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~ lf ~ ~ '<t 'liG ~ ant ~ ..wr <w.r 'liiG"<ll.,;;l 
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4i'01IT ~'\ r-r ;;rm ~ ~ ·i'i'liWIR!€ <rm: ~- am'iT am:. 
~ .'lfl'T~ iill'lii'll\{l ~ <II[IOl/lil~<il ~ ~ arn:ft am:. 
\'ls'fiqlij\?1 q ~ 4T GT{'r fo'lilufr ~ m ~ '3Els•lli<1 arn:ft 
~ lfl1l1l1"iT ~ ~ <i5lll<i41\1 fil;qr ~ q(Ornf --~ f.!m1Jf 
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€[<>~f'l"41"'11 m ~ ~- ~ ~ ~ <ir.i am ~ 
~m ita:r'f<;l-. 'liR"'' ~ $"'11q1WI 'I~ ~ an-%: lf ~ ~ll[<lql<lal 
'l'flliT ~ 'I ~ "~~ am ~- • 
~ ~ 'liPPI'1< >.ft. ~. f,;j~IM'Iil<l >.ft. sr<1f'li'(, 

~· 'lif+i~l~< >.ft.~. ~it.~- <ft. 'liT.~.~~ 3!M'Iil<l 
~ . .,...,.,.,. f. ' c:..~ • 
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('Ul'fr t-~ o ~) ~ <r >fi•t•u~"'l qf<:ff'!l<ft-ql <r ffi"l.f ~ ~""'i'llf~i 
f.rlffir ~ ~ ~ ~ m<rr am ~. Wif<? "ll11Tm ~ 
~mit~"~ ett'f"'iiii("' tarm:r morr arnfll: liT~ m. 
~f'Ol!T •Hfl[ci'H116Y :~ <r <.'is'!>iiiiij"'l iN ~ ~ · 

ti~l"ti'iii m ~ ~ 'l'tfmr ~·t•uc::Mi atwr Latest qf<:ff'!i<:~l<i'\ 
~ ~ ~ ~. ffirq atfm:ic '4,f'lf(lq(O) 'l>f+t~i'l( >.ft. ~ q 

~ '1>-it<l<ft., ~ f<;evfRr %: ~ '!i1'1cr< ~ arr%:cr· ;ft @" 
-u;ff ':(-~ 0 "lf<tm ~ am:. 

Dictated to all Poona Papers and representatives of outside Papers, 
except that :- · 

( i) Kesari office was closed and there was no response._ 
( ii) P. T.l. office could not be_ contacted. 
(iii) No response from AIR, it being closed. 

(Signed) ...................• 
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The matter contained-in photographic reproduction on pages 203-204 
is reproduced here in print :-

Ex. 428 · 

ll"'fii3Cfr"l; Ro n 'i~ ~ "''H U;;ff "(l;ff "' 'THT<r qi qtii./Rff<:l" Cf~i'IT 
or 'l'i mf~T 'lit<r<W<r Rm ~ :- ~ " ~ -

~ ~ ~ ~ 'fli,ff m<r ~ 3TWf ii<•lial<il 'l1'l<rRt 
;t-;fi-3froT<;ff W-i ~ <m~ 'ff1lft El <•li'l\?·'1 <rfR ~ or ~ 'di)O<ia"l<il 

~ ~ ~">'\<: m f.Rr ~r ~ >i+tl"""< '[{ il"O"lfRil ~ 
f.ilrfur if)aT'l<?. liT ~r El <•Jia"i"' 'l1'l<rRt <ml"Ci5t "'I"'IBo<u ~r ~ 'liC 

l..'fl.ft or fORr< ~ <. '¥" ~ arr~. ~ m-r ~ 'fllii"ll'..;;' 

'fillmf -~ mm 3TWf ~, 'fiT 'lii't Gl'fl'<~l-1 'Prt El<•li'I(H ~ 
OlJf<lf«Rt <r~ ~f.r:!fW Tf'"liT Wffi or~ ~ '(oo GlorT'1" 'llfur 
arr~. 

~ ~ lfl1ft<? .~ <: m <rmr '1"6<i5T. ~ m- m· 'IT< m 
iflcrr or 3TT'iT ~ wnur & ~ ;;rnq ~- <ii'S'fl'll€<ill El<•lial<il 

'l1'l<rRt ;3;ft 3TT'iT €'!i1rir ~ ~ '¥" ~- <fr ~r ~ o·¥ ~ anm 
~ ., r~ 'lilft mm-. ~ ~ (OJ'S'fl'll€<ill ~ i[orp:rr 

'fT'lliR wnur ~ ~ arr~ ~ llf'I1R ~ ~- ~ El<•ll""'l ~ 
~ ~ 'ff1lft ~ arr~. am am\>;" crft m<tElfiiU""'I ~ or \lf1R 

trrnm ~ ~ ~l<l!T cffG ~ <fR ~ ~lijO<ia"i<il ~ 
m<Tffi (lij0101i'"lll ~ ~~ Ri'flloff i)O<ilfqoql-q'j ~ ifK:lT OTT~. 

~ ~ m<r ~ ;RT 'flTiT ~ ~ <rm, ~ 'I"T'T, ~ 
'to, amll'i% ~ 'lli't ~-
~ 'f,(q'ft~l'i""' 1 '1"0lJT tar+tn:m "''fii') 'flN'f~l'i, ~r <itTir, <rN'flT+t" <itTir 

l:J"toliT '\o Wf ;;rrGT ~ ~ .,l'fl<'I'IMif m ~ am;r ~
~ ~ .,.l'fli'll~ ~ <li!?:l"lll'l~"' ~ ~ anm ~
('I'S'fl'll€"'1 or ~ liT ~ WmviT f.r'1mfr ~ ~ '3"l'5°llid anm 
3TWf qrO"lfRiT <ml"Ci5t ~ <il 1'1<'4 I € f.Rr ~ "1"(1111"€" "ll<i;r f.ilrfur 
~ ~ercr ~am tarqm~ ~- or m ~~or 
~ liT . ~ ~~ WmviT ~ "''fij';'OlJT -R" ~ ~ 
.if<ilf'l•lll""'l 'fillmf ~ ~- ~ 'J;'f ~ <rr.r mr ~ 
~ ~- 'fll1:0T ~ $'lll41't1 "!( ~ <l<i5"m ~ or Wrr ~li[<J4PiiCJT 
'ff1lft ifo<mr <rr.r. ~ aTSR mr ~-
~ ~ 'flf'l~l'l< >.ft. +flf@", f.JJ<'i[IM'fll<l >.ft. ~, 

~o 'flf+M< >.ft.~'~ it. ~· !ft. >.ft.~. <rN'1iT+t" <illCl!"Rr 3JM'fll<l 
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1fliW mtrO!f ~ f'<r;;m: ;f;'(IJql'flfwi iiil<'~if"l~"'i, ~ ~ 
(mr ~-~ 0 <mrot) ~ Cf ti'lif4t'"'ll qf<fl;:·q~"l ... ~l Cf ~ m -~oq i'flfwi

~~~ ~~W<~Tarn~. ~~--~ 
~1fMf'6wq'fcr ll'm01:pfi'l41<1~"' ~ W<l! ~<rr ~~: 

«4i~'lit~·~l ~rf@"mm :~ Cf ('i~'fl'IIMI <N ~ ~ 
«~I"<~ 'ill m ~ iNt<'l". ~ ~~'1'4Ia4~fr ~ qf<ft<~a"rifl ·.~ ~ 
f1:rai ~- ~ atfum ><;{f'lf«qw 'lif'l~l"l< '>IT. ~ cr ~-<fl~<G<:~'l\4 
~ ~ ~ wm: ~ ~ aT$f. ;ft i[t w.ff ~-~ 0 '1ffift 
·~·~. 
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The heading, as rendered ill English, runs thus : 
"Information conveyed on phone to the newspapers and their representa

tives from 9-00 p.m. onwards on the night of 11th July 1961." , 
The first paragraph contains the following points :-

(1) Certain portion o~ the earth dam at Panshet had subsided. 
(2) In case, the water m the reservoir rose to three feet higher then the 

dam would be overflooded (overtopped). . ' 
(3) As a result of the above, there would be possibility of floods coming· 

in the- lowlying areas which floods might be similar to 1958 floods or even 
far more bigger. 

( 4) At the moment, the level of water in the" sinking portion of the dam 
is three feet below the top and in other parts six feet below the top. 

(5) The work for reinforcing the sinking portion has been started and 
the task of du~ping s~o?:s, chunam etc: is ~eing done by 200 Jawans of 
Sappers and Mmers DlYlsiOn of the Engmeermg Group in addition to the 
ordinary labour. 

The second paragraph speaks of the rainfall on Sunday, Monday and Tuesday 
. (9th, lOth and 11th July) .. It then refers to the height of water in the 
K.hadakw~sla dam as being .31 feet in the mornin~ an_d 30·4 feet in the evening 
and explams ~hat the level IS lowered· down by su mches. It then draws 
an inference from the above and states that this shows that the quantity of • 
water coming from Panshet dam into the K.hadakwasla dam has been lessened. 
It further refers to the fact that the spillway of the Panshet dam was flowing 
and then says : 

" Notwithstanding the above, by way of caution and with a view to face 
the danger of floods successfully, arrangements have been made for evacua
ting people living in the Iowlying areas to safe places. These lowlying areas 
mean the areas on the banks of the river such as Pulachiwadi, Sitaphalbag, 
Marigalwarpeth, Ashanagar, Bhimpura etc. ". ' 

The third paragraph states that fifty trucks belonging to different departments 
• have been kept ready in the Corporation Building. It also states that people 
living in the Iowlying areas have been warned to remain vigilant. It assures 
the people that wireless stations have been set up both at Khadakwasla and 
Panshet and through which information would be conveyed to the concerned 
persons in case the level of water started rising or in case the danger to· the 
earth dam materialised. It also assures that the trucks that were kept ready 
with servants will start the work of evacuating the people to safe places i.e., 
places on a higher level. It then says that the warning of danger would be 
given two hours before and points out that the Panshet dam is 21 miles from 
Poona and water would take two-and-half hours to travel from · Panshet to 
Poona. The fourth paragraph refers to the meeting convened by the Divi
sional Commissioner and states that to this meeting, S. B. Kulkarni, Municipal 
"Commissioner and the P. W. D. officers were present in addition to the Com
missioner, the Collector and the District Superintendent of Police, City. It 

'further states that this meeting was over at 8-30 p.m. and it was decided that 
public should be informed about the plan of operations chalked out then:in 
for facing the dangerous situation. It also refers t_o the decision in. the mee~ing 
that a wireless van should move round the lowlymg areas conveymg warnmgs 
about the possible danger. ! have already referred t_o the post-sc~ipt, which 
is intended for the informatiOn of the ed1tors, of tlus press-note m another 
context and it is not necessary to repeat the same here. 

Some of the contents of this press-note, which was admittedly issued on the 
instructions from the Collector and the Divisional Co'mmissioner, are unfavour
able to· the case that has now been trotted out on behalf of the civil authorities. 

!14782-H 
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Not only does the press-~ote speak. of the fact o.f subsidence ofa portion ?fthe 
Panshet dam but it specifically pomts out that m case the water were to nse b~ 
three feet, th~ dam would be overtopped, as a result of which there would be 
floods similar in quantity to the floods of 1958 or even far greater than the floods 
of 1958. It is ridiculous to say in the same breath that, the floods that would 
be released by overtopping of the dam would be of the order of 1958, and again 
to ·say that they would be far greater than the floods of 1958. This shows 
that the Collector and the Divisional Co!l1Il1issioner had not applied their mind 
to the real situation and to the extent of the possible danger. With reference 
to the efforts of reinforcement, the press-note makes a clear mis-statement 
saying that stones and chunam were being dumped. What wa.s being dumped 

· was cement bags filled with murum and not stones nor chunam. In the second 
paragraph, it specifically makes mention of the six localities, but, at the end 
of the mention of these localities, the word ' etc.' had been put. That word 
.' etc.' is sought to be exploited to the full and it is contended, on behalf of the 
civil authorities, that this shows that more than six areas were in contemplation 
of the authorities. Desperate attempts have been made by Mohite and 
Prabhakar to get out of some of the abovementioned inconvenient admissions 
contained in Ex. 428. (The statements made in Ex. 428 by Gokhale were 
made by him under instructions from Mohite and Prabhakar, and, therefore, 
they amount to their admissions.) Prabhakar offered the following explanation 
with a view to disown the responsibility of the contents of this document:-

" I came to know about the press-note late in the evening on the 12th. 
The normal practice is that the authority, under whose directions press-note 
is issued, scrutinizes the report. He would either approve of the text sub
mitted to him or he would make certain amendments. As we wanted to 
issue a press-note as quickly as possible, there was a departure from the 
nonnal practice. For a person who knows the language, ten minutes would 
be sufficient for scrutiny. For me to scrutinize a Marathi draft, it would. 
take fifteen minutes. There is, no special reason beyond hurry for dele
gating the function of drafting, scrutinizing and approving the text of the 
_press-note to the Regional Publicity Officer. I agree that perhaps, it would 
have been better, if I had scrutinized ·the draft of the note. We never told 

· him that the work of dumping stones and murum bags was undertaken by 
the Bombay Engineering · Group. . . ~ ................ , . . . . I . cannot 
explain ho.w the statement, viz., that stones and chunam, were being dumped, 
h~s crept mto the press-note. I do not accept either of the two alternative 
v1ews about the statement put to me viz., (1) that I failed to ascertain the 
exact position from the irrigation officers or (2) that I gave wrong instruc-
tions to the Regional Publicity ()fficer. . ................... The state-
ment that, stonc;s and murum was dumped was purely due to lapse on the 
part of the Reg10nal Publicity Officer. This is a mistake committed by the 
Regional Publicity Officer. "· • 

Prab~~kar's attention was then drawn to the letter written by the Regional 
Pul)lic1ty Officer on 16th July 1961 (Ex. 440) along with which, he had for
war~ed a copy ?~the press-note aS' also ·the newspaper cuttings. In his letter, 
Reg10nal Publicity Officer, Gokhale stated that the press-note contained 
st_atement ?f facts given to him by th~ Collector. Prabhakar admitted that he 
d1d not pomt out to the Regional Publicity Officer that this statement was not 
correct or was not wholly corr~ct. According to Prabhakar, this was not 
ne~essary. Prabhakar also adlllltted that he did not consider it necessary to 
ITmf out to G.okhale that the press-note contained inaccurate statements. 

h
e urther .admttted that it was, for the first time, from the witness box that 

• e was SaYJns that the press-note contained inacc1,1rate statements. He also 
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agreed that he was aware that there was a good deal of criticism in the press 
after the failure of the dams, in regard to the contents of the press-note and 
also in .regard to the failure or adequacy of the warnings given. 

This is what Mohite says in regard to the contents of the press-note (Ex. 428) 
(Ex. 516): , . 

" I came to know about the contents of the press-note within a week after 
the floods. I read the press-note fully. I found that there were mistakes 
in that press-note. " . 

After referring to the mistakes, Mohite stated that the last sentence in the 
second paragraph of the press~ note cannot be said to be incorrect, because after 
mentioning the localities, the word ' etc.' had been added. He then proceeds _ 
to say: · 

" Either myself or Prabhakar must have mentioned the names of the 
localities. It is difficult to say whether we used the word ' etc.' after men
tioning . the localities, viz., Pulachiwadi, Sitaphalbag, Mangalwarpeth, 
Ashanagar, Bhimpura. We did not mention any other areas by name 
except those stated in the second paragraph. Now I say, we must have used 
the word ' etc.': I agree that the discretion of determining the other lowlying 
areas except those mentioned above and mentioning them in the press-note 
was given to Gokhale. We did not instruct Gokhale to use the word 'etc.' 
after the localities mentioned above. We left it to him either to use the word 
' etc.' after the above-mentioned localities or himself to mention.the remaining 

· lowlying areas . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . After the lowlying areas 
are the words' areas by and near the banks of the river such as Pulachiwadi, 
Sitaphalbag, Mangalwarpeth, Ashanagar, Bhimpura, etc.'. The press-note 
was intended for publication in the newspapers. This note would appear 
in the papers to be issued on the morning of the 12th. The Regional 
Publicity Officer was expected to send copies of the press-note to the various 
press people of Poona and elsewhere. " / 

It would thus be seen that Mohite was anxious to dispose of certain contents 
of Ex. 428, which are unfavourable to him, as inaccurate. But, at the same 
time, he wanted to catch hold of the word ' etc.' and try to make the best out 
of it. At one stage, he stated that he did not remember whether either he or 
Prabhakar used the word ' etc.' after mentioning the localities. At a later 
stage, he made himself bold to say that he used the word ' etc.'. When the 
difficulty arising out of the use of the word ' etc.' by him and Prabhakar was 
pointed out to him, he said that the discretion of determining the lowlying 
areas except those mentioned in the press-note, was given to Gokhale. Iu 
other words, it was left to Gokhale either to use the word 'etc.' or to mention 
additional low lying areas,· as per h_is discretion.. It is impossi~le to beli~ve 
that any responsible officer would g~ve such a latitude or discretion on a VItal 
point to the Regional Publicity Officer. Mohite does not accept the simple 
inference that the use of the word 'etc.' also may be inaccurate just as there are 
so many other inaccuracies committed by Gokhale in drafting the press-note. 

Let us now see as to what Gokhale, Regional Publicity Officer, Poona, 
has to. say on the point. According to Gokhale the only inaccuracy in the 
press-note (Ex. 428) was about the names of the officers mentioned by him 
as having attended the conference. He added that this inaccuracy was noticed 
by him and he informed the editors accordingly with the result that no n~ws
paper mentioned the names of the P. W. I?· officers or ~f S. B. Kul~arni as 
being among those who attended the meeting. He admitted that this state
ment was not based on the information conveyed to him by the Collector or the 
Commissioner. He explained that, as he was stepping into the office rowm. he 

JI 4782-174 
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saw the D. s. P. going ·out. He, therefore, inferred that the· Municipal Commis
sioner and the P. W. D. officers must have attended the meeting_al!d had I~ft the 
hall ~arlier. He also asserted that the ~Hector and the Colll;IIDSS!Oner d1d tell 
him that stones and chunam were .bemg dumped. There IS some substance 
in this statement of Gokhale, be~ause if we r7fer to the letter (Ex. 94) written 
by Mohite to Bedi we would notice that Mohite stated that the nature of work 
was to fill up empty cement bags with stones an~ dump them in the portion 
of the dam which was sinking. Neither Mohite nor Prabhakar have re
pudiated th~ statement contained in Ex. 94. On the other hand, they explained 
that that statement was based on the information given to them by the engineers. 
· I will now tum to what Gokhale says about Mohite's extraordinary explana
tion regarding the word ' etc.' after mentioning the six localities in the press
note. This is what Gokhale has to say (Ex. 570) : 

" It was the Collector,. who mentioned Pulachiwadi, Sitaphalbag, Man
galwarpeth, Amruteshwar, Ashanagar, Bhimpura as the lowlying areas. 
I do not know some of these areas even now. The Collector used the word 

,, etc.' after mentioning the five areas stated above; I did not ask him what. 
other areas he had in mind, when he used the word 'etc.', The Collector 
and the Commissioner were holding discussions between themselves as 
to which were the lowlying areas. They arrived at the five areas mentioned 
above. But, they were uncertain as to the remaining areas. That is why 
the Collector suggested the word ' etc.', which I had used in the news
item." 

It is interesting to note that the Regional Publicity Officer who had admitted 
that he did not know some of these _areas even now was asked by Mohite to 
mention the remaining lowlying areas. But apart from that I cannot under
stand why Gokhale was not asked to write the words " and all other lowlying 
ar~as ", after mentioning the six localities, if that. was the decision taken in 
the meeting. Nor can I understand why the Collector and the Commissioner 
should go on discussing the question as to which were the lowlying areas, 
after the meeting was over and when already a decision was taken that warning 

. was to be given to all the lowlying areas, which question was left to be decided 
by the District Superintendent of Police, Regional Publicity Officer and the 
Municipal authorities. It is also difficult to understand why the Regional 
Publicity Officer was not asked to contact the District Superintendent of 
Police and the Municipal authorities for determining which were the other 
lowlying areas besides the six traditionally lowlying areas. Incidentally, · 
this part of Gokhale's deposition saying that a discussion was going between 
the Collector and the Commissioner, for determining which were the lowlying 
~reas, exposes the falsity of the boastful claim made by Heble that every man 
lD the street knows which are the lowlying areas in Poona. I do not think 
that th~ use of the word ' etc.' in any way helps the civil authorities ili the 
conten~to~ that they are now advancing viz., that it was decided in the Divisional 
CommiSSioner's meeting that warnings should be given to all the lowlying 
areas. • 

It is s!l\flillcant to note that the press-note was, admittedly to the knowledge 
of Mohtte and Prabha~ar, to be published in the newspapers appearing on 
the 12th Ju~y. Accordmg to the theory brought up by the civil authorities 
t~ey w~re given to understand that there was danger to the dam only during 
mght time and as so~n as. the night passed off, the dam would be safe. Had 
there been any truth m this theory, then the Collector and the Commissioner 
would l!ot have bothered to call Gokhale and give him special instructions 
for the tssue of the press-note (Ex. 428). On the other hand,-the publication 
of the ,Press-note on the 12th July would have created panic in the minds of the 
people, wh~n the dam was beyond d~ger accordin~ to these officers. Gqkhal~ 
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. :himself has stated that the publication of the press-note would not have been 
of any use in case the disaster were to occur on the night of the I Ith July. I 
would only add that nor would it be of any use, in case the disaster had not 
occurred on that night. 

The substance of the press-note (Ex. 428) came to be published in almost 
all Poona and Bombay newspapers. This news, obviously, had become stale, 
because the Panshet dam was overtopped in the early hours of the morning. 
of the 12th July. 1961. If the Divisional Commissioner and the Collector 
were sincere in conveying information to the people about the impending 
danger during the night time, they or eith~r of them would have called a press 
conference either before the Divisional Commissioner's meeting or soon 
thereafter and explained the situation to the press reporters. They could 
also have ~4iquested the press reporters to issue special editions giving publicity 
to the impending danger at Panshet. The best thing for Mohite and Prabhakar 
to do was to inform the Poona Station of the All India Radio and ask it to 
broadcast the news regarding the happenings at Panshet: As it is, the press-
note (Ex. 428) has become an empty formality. · 
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SECTION 16 

AruuvAL OF. MANEruiD BY Tim DECCAN QUEEN AT 8-30 P.M. ON THE 
liTH JULY AT PooNA · 

Considerable reliance .has been placed .on behalf o~ the civil authori?es 
on the circumstance that no steps were taken by the eng:tneers after the amval 
of Manerikar Additional Chief Engineer,;.and that actually Manerikar asked 
the two Superlntending Engin~er~ to go· home a~d t_ake rest. According 
to them this circumstance mdicates that the situatiOn at Panshet was 
quite safe. In this connection, it is pointed out that the two Superintending 

_ Engineers, who paid a second visit to the ~anshet dam in the afternoon <;>~the 
lith July did not even care to cross the spillway channel to see the conditions 
for the~selves, but remained contented by getting information from 
Kanaglekar (Ex. 220). It is, therefore, suggested that the infOJ mation that 
they (the engineers) received must have been • all well ' and that the same infor
mation must have been conveyed to Manerikar. To reinforce this argument, 
it is pointed out that the information that was supplied to Desai and Khursale 
at the time .of their afternoon visit was conveyed by Kanaglekar in writing 
and that writing is suppressed. For this reason and also for the reason that 
Manerikar's arrival comes next, after the instructions were given to Gokhale, 
Regional Publicity Officer for issuing the press-note, in the chronological 
order, I will now take up the topic about Manerikar's arrival and what 
transpired thereafter. Kanaglekar wrote out a message on a piece of paper 
and handed it over to the Deputy Engineer Joshi (Ex. 218) and it :was the 
latter who gave that chit to Desai, who was standing at the other end 
of the spillway channel. Bhalerao, in his deposition (Ex. 232) has explained 
as to what information was given to Kanaglekar. Bhalerao says :-

" Kanaglekar asked information about the level of the water and the 
level of the embankment. I supplied that information to him. He was 
to communicate that information to Desai and Khursale.~ Kanaglekar 
had hiiUSelf seen that the work of bag-stacking was proceeding. It was 
not necessary to inform Kanaglekar that the sinking was continuing, because 
that was assumed ·by everyone. " 

Kanaglekar, in his deposition (Ex. 220) says : 

" The latest information was to the effect that the ievel of water was at 
2067 and the ~e!ght of ~he dam was standing for some time at 2072. 
I conveyed this mfo~atiOJ?- ~hrough Deputy Engineer Joshi. The message 

· I co.nveyed -:vas ~en~ m wntmg. I do not think that the meessage I sent 
cam~ the unphcation that the situation was not grave. The situation 
contmued to be what it was for some time. The message I sent was • the 
wate~ level was at 2067 and .the top of the sand bags was at 2072 and bad 
remame~ c?nstant for a while'. By the expression • bad remained constant 
for a while I mean that the top of the sand bags bad remained constant for 
about half an hour. Although I have said that the top remained constant 
at. 2912, I mean that the top. was being maintained at that level by 
c_ontmuou~Iy and ceaselessly la}'Ing down the sand bags on the sinking por
tion. I did not mean to convey that the situation bad stabilised. I do not 
remember wheth~r_I sued th~ words • the top of the sand bags bad remained 
co~stant ~t 2912 m the wntten message. I wanted to convey that it was 
bemg mamtamed at constant level · 
The ~ituation continued to be grav~ · ·b~t i" · th~~gh· · t ·'that·· it'· h~d· · ~~t 
detenorated. " 

(The quotation is not con~uous). 
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. ln emphasizing the words, such as ' remained constant ' and ' for a whiie ' 
one must ~ot foreget that this w~s the message sent by one engineer to th~ 
other engmeer. Each of them knew that the dam was sinking · that the 
process of sinking had not stopped and that an attempt was mad~ to raise 
the level of the sinking portion by dumping sand bags. Even if the word 
' stabilised ' is used, that word would be interpreted by the engineers to whom 
it was conveyed _in the context of the situation. I will make my further 
comments on thiS aspect of the matter at the end of this part of the discussion. 
In the meantime, I will proceed to the evidence of G. K. Joshi (Ex. 218). In 
his written statement at (Ex. 219), he only spoke about his attempts at collect
ing the cement bags as per the instructions of Bhalerao. No question was 
asked to him in his cross-examination on behalf of the civil authorities, as 
to what was contained in the chit, which Kanaglekar gave it to him for being 
handed over to Desai. It may also be pointed out that even Kanaglekar 
was not cross-examined about the contents of this jotting. The question 
about the contents of the chit was raised, for the first time, during the 
cross-examination of Desai, the recipient of the chit. In answer to questions 
by Mr. Ghaswala, Desai stated (Ex. 772) : · 

"We, however, got information about the latest development at Panshet 
from Kanaglekar. Kanaglekar sent over a chit which contained the latest 
information. The chit in part contained the following :-

' The level of the water stood at 2067 and the embankment at 2072 
and this position remained constant for a while.' 

The chit also contained a message about securing empty cement bags. 
I have not preserved that small chit. It was scribbled on a small paper, 
arid not worth preserving. I do not remember whether I threw it away at 
that moment or put it in my pocket. I did"not pass over the chit to Khursale. 
l..did not show the chit to Manerikar. I am asked to say whether the chit 
contained the following :-

' Gauge at 6-15 p.m. is 2067, that is, practically constant.' 

The level 67 was mentioned in ·he chit. It did say that the lake level at 
2067 was practically constant. The chit also stated that there was no further 
sinking of the portion of the embankment, where the bags were stacked at 
that time. I cannot say whether the words ' at that time ' were mentioned 
in the chit. 

Q. I (Mr. Ghaswala) put it to you that you are forgetting that . as 
a matter of fact, you had shown the chit to Manerikar on the 
night of the 11th and you are unnecessary emphasizing that you 
are sure that you did not show it ? 

A. I am sure that I did not show it to him and there is no question of 
forgetfulness on this point. 

Q. I put it to you that the chit also co.ntained the follo~g :- . 
'At Poena you will get the informatiOn at Phone No. 6190 (Police 

Headquarters). Wireless will be working shortly ? ' ." . 
At this stage, I asked Mr. Gha~v.:aia whether he h~d tJ;ie chit with him and 

whether he intended to produce It m the cross-exammatwn. Mr. Ghaswala 
stated that he did not possess the chit. I then asked him _as to how ~e came 
to know the contents and whether he had access to the chit. . He rephed t~at 
he had no access to the chit nor had he read it, but he was asking the quest~ on 
on instructions from one of his clients. Desai's answer to the above question 
was: 
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A. "Information about :the telephone number was contained in that 
chit." 

Desai added that he did tell Manerikar that the situation at Panshet was extre
mely grave and that the dam might breach at any time. He further stated that 
he gave all the details about the developments at Panshet. 

Manerikar was asked, on behalf of the civil authorities, to state the substance 
of the conversation that took place between him and the two engineers on 
Ills arrival at the Poena Railway Station. Manerikar stated that he had set 
out the substance of that conversation at paragraphs 13 and 14 of his written 
statement (Ex. 664), but added that all the details had not been set out. 
Mr. Ghaswala then asked Illm to say which parts he had omitted and Manerikar 
stated (Ex. 663) ·: 

"I have not set out the conversation that took place between the Collectqr 
and the two ·engineers in the course of which, the Collector said that he was , 
alerting the people witllln the zone of half a mile or so and also the state
ments made by them to the Collector, viz., that they were making an attempt 
to save the dam which was in danger, but they were not sure of it. Further, 
I have not also set out the talk that took place between the engineers regard-

. ing the danger to the Khadakwasla dam. I have also not set out the fact, 
which was mentioned b'y the two engineers that the floods as a result of the 
possible breach of the Panshet dam would be of an unprecedented character 
.................... I say that I have not set out anything about many 
technical matters that we discussed in our conversation in paras. 13 and 14 
of my written statement.. The two engineers had given me the detailed 
account of the observations made by them in the afternoon. The engineers 
did tell me the latest development as they knew it in the evening about the 
situation of the Panshet dam.'' · 

Manerikar was then asked to state what was the substance of the report given 
to Illm by the two engineers as a result of their second visit to the Panshet 
dam and Manerikar replied as follows :-

" They told me that they had themselves not visited the. dam. They told 
me about the lake Jev.el. Desai told me that momentarily, the level of the 
bags stacked was s~attc. They ~old me that, at the moment, they left, the 
level there w~s statt?i!ary. I dt_d not ask thellJ- nor did they tell me how 
long the stattc condtttons l?revatled. · They mentioned, however, that the 
danger to the dam was sttll there and the ba "-stacking operations must 

· be carried out vigorously. " "' 

Then what followed was recorded in the form of question and answer and 
1s set out below:-

" Q. Did the two engineers tell you that the lake level was constant 
and no further sinking had taken place according to the latest 
report? 

A. Yes. I a~ree that th~y said t~is. The engineers told me that-they 
had obtamed latest mformatwn from Kanaglekar, engineer. I do· 
not rem~m!Jer whether they showed me any note purported to have 
been wrttten by Kanaglekar ." 

At an earlier stage, in. answer. to questions by the Commission's counsel 
about the talk he had With Desat on the Railway Station Maner1'kar stated 
(Ex. 663) : ' 

t At that time, Desai reported to me that the top of the embankment 
~ 1efe1~here ~as s~ttle_me!lt noticed earlier was stationary for the moment. 
t~e ~he~eh~ 1~}ttP~~~h~;~.~ of the dam at that portion had stopped at the 
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in answer to the Commission's questions, Manerikar stated : 

" :J:?esai told. me that the work of bag-stacking was .still going on with 
the ard of .av~ilable personneL De~ai did not mention the point of time, 
when the ~rn~rng had stopped. I dr~ not ask him the exact point of time 
when the smi?ng ~ad stopped. ~ consrder. that such an enquiry was important 
from an engrneermg pomt of VIew. · I drd not ask him the reason why he 
concluded that the sinking had stopped. 

Q. Supposing that Yt?U are working at .the dam and a settlement is taking 
~lace. Supp.osrng further that srmultaneously bag-stacking opera
tions are gomg on. How do you infer that the settlement has 
temporarily stopped ? 

A. If by laying the bags we are able to restore the free-board to that 
extent, the~ we may conclude that the raising is not outstripped 
by the settlement. 

I 

Q. Supposing that the rate of stacking the bags is very fast and several 
persons are engaged in bag-stacking and the process of sinking 
is slow as a result of which those engaged in the operations succeed 
in building up some free-board, does that by itself give an indication 
that sinking has come to an end ? 

A. No. 

Q. When Desai told you that the sinking had come to an end, were 
you satisfied about the implications about what he said ? 

A. I was only satisfied that it was worthwhile making an attempt to 
continue the bag-stacking operation ." · · 

We cannot lay stress on a stray word here and there viz., the level was stationary 
or static or that it was momentarily stabilished, but we have to take an overall 
view of all the answers given by Manerikar in trying to understand his apprecia
tion of the situation, which in its turn, was based upon the appreciation formed 
by the local engineers. The most important point to be noted is that, according 
to Manerikar, there was a race between sinking and raising the embankment . 
by dumping sand bags and the question always was whether the rate of sinking 
outstripped the rate of raising the embankment by dumping the sand bags. 
Manerikar has rightly pointed out that when he heard Desai's report that 
momentarily or for the time being the embankment was stationary, he under
stood him to mean that for the time being, the rate of sinking had not outstripped 
the rate of raising the embankment. 

Urmecessary fuss has been made as to what was contained in Kanaglekar's 
chit. Kanaglekar (Ex. 220) was not challenged upon the c?rrectness of, 
what according to him, were the contents of the chit. No question was asked 
to Padhye who arrived in Poona with Manerikar regarding the chit. Also 
no question was asked to Khursale about the same. Deputy Engineer Joshi 
(Ex. 218), the carrier of the chit, was not asked a single question on this point. 
Desai did admit that the chit stated that the situation had stabilised for the 
time being. He was challenged about his memory only about the words ' for 
the time being'. Of course, he said that he. did not remember whether those 
exact words appeared on that chit. But, that is neith_er here ~or there .. Even 
Manerikar's evidence does not support the contention, which according to 
him, was based on a misconception about the engineering terminology and 
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its implications •. It is surprising that the advo~t~·on behalf of the ~vil ~utho- · 
rities, should lay emp.hasis ~pon what ~e considers as no~-exanunation of 
Deputy Engineer Joshi, earner of the chit, and on that basis has proceeded 
to draw an inference that the conten!S of the docum~nt are not fully or pro~erly 
disclosed. As stated above, Joshi, Dep';lty Engrneer,. has bee~ exallll:Ded 
(Ex. 218) and no questions were aske~ .to him ~~ th~t pomt. But,. m my VI~W, 
the entire argument on behalf of the Civil auth!'n~es lS based on a rn1sconce~on 
about the significance of the process of sinking and the process of stacking 
bags and what these·really convey to an engin~er. Khursale, in his de.posi~on 
(Ex. 472) has made it clear that he and Desai conveyed a sort of ell:gmeenng 
'report to Manerikar and conveyed all the symptoms and the details of the 

• -situation at the dam. He further says : . · 

"We did inform Manerikar that the situation was grave. I again say 
that I do not remember whether I used these words. · I was certain, however, . 
that from our talk, Manerikar did gather the impression that .the situation 
was grave." · · 

With regard to the information that was conveyed by Kanaglekar's chi.t, 
Khursale asserted : · 

" It was not reported that since the bag-stacking operation had continued, 
the sinking had stopped." 

It would thus be seen that two things were clear viz., (1) bag-stacking opera
tions were ceaselessly going on and (2) although the level of the embankment · 
had remained constant for a .while, nobody ever regarded that the sinking 
had stopped. The main aspect, which requires to be grasped, in this regard is, 

'.whether the rate of sinking outstripped the rate of bag-stacking or whether 
as a result of bag-stacking, the embankment was being raised to higher and 
higher levels. When it was said that the level of the embankinent remained 
stationary for a certain period of time, all that it meant was that the progress 
in the work of laying down the sand bags was continuing satisfactorily and 
that it was keeping pace with the rate of sinking. It could never be an indica· 
tion that sinking had stopped. If sinking stopped, but the bag-stacking 
operations continued, then the embankment would not remain stationary 
but it would go higher and higher. · It seems clear from Prabhakar's report 
dated 2nd August 1961 (Ex. 438) that he had grasped the full significance· 
of what is stated above. The following sentences in his report (Ex. 438) are 
very significant : · 

"The military and the P. W. D. personnel worked continuously and 
carried out the ~perations of piling up the bags on the sinking portion 
throughout the mght. . For the major part of the night, the race for keeping 
the dam level above the water level was· maintained ; but at 6-50 in the 
morning, the rate of raising was outstripped by the rate of settlement and 
the dam was overtopped." · • 

These words are .pregnant with meaning and sum up .the entire situation 
both from .the pomt of a layman and also of an engineer. Prabhakar was 
cross-exanuned on some. of the contents of Ex. 438 by the Senior Advocate 
on Record on 6th Apnl 1962 and the only explanation that he offered in 
regard to these ~o~tents was . that, there were omissions in the report, 
~ecause the~e omissions crept ~n a~ he was busy with the flood relief opera· 
tions. Dunng. the cross-exanunation by Mr. Ghaswala which took place 
on 11th April 1962, it was elicited from Prabhakar that the report (Ex. 438) 
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dated 2nd August 1961 was ?Ot prepared in his office at all and that three 
or Jour persons were working on the same. According to Prabhakar, 
these persons were : 

"(1) Mr. Barve. (2) The Divisional Commissioner ~nd (3) myself." 
He then proceeded to state : 

".~·-Barye prepared th~ introductory paragraphs upto the paragraph 
begmnmg With the words efforts made by the Engineering authorities 
of the Panshet since the evening of 11th of 'July ', and ending with the 
sentence 'If the dam had breached during the night of the lith and 12th 
July, the devastation and loss of life would have been immense '. The 
subsequ~nt big paragraph, which ~nds with the sentence ' the other bridges 
C<;JJ?llectmg the two parts of the City, however, were damaged beyond possi· 
bility of use ', was prepared by me and Mohite in collaboration. -The 
subsequent portion till t4e end was again prepared by Mr. S. G .. Barve. 
The original of Ex. 438 was sent by the Divisional Commissioner to the 
Private Secretary to the C. M. for the use of the C. M. Mr. Shahane, 
the Additional Collector, converted the note into a report without my 
knowing about it and he sent it to the Government along with the 
forwarding letter." 

In view of these extraordinary statements, the Commission had to intervene, 
and in answer to the question by the Commission, Prabhakar stated : · -
· " I am speaking about the part played by each of the three persons, viz., 

Barve, myself and Mohite, from memory. There is nothing on record to 
support my contention in this regard." - . 

In answer to further questions by Mr. Ghaswala, Prabhakar stated : 
" The original drafts prepared by Barve are not in the records of the 

Collector. I have made no note anywhere recording as to. how many 
paragraphs and which were drafted by Barve and how many by myself 
and Mohite." -

It is' thus clear that Prabhakar was trying to mention Barve's name, as being 
the author of the introductory part, with some ulterior object. It is im-

. possible for anyone to remember which part was prepared by whom, parti
cularly when he is asked to make a statement on that point, after a lapse 
of several months. Even so, Prabhakar did not have the courage of deny
ing the correctness of the paragraph alleged to have been prepared by Barve. 
If he wanted to repudiate the particular sentences, on which I have relied 
above, he should have boldly .stated that the statement made by Barve 
was incorrect or, at any rate, that it did not embody his understanding of 
the Panshet situation. In view of this peculiar situation, the Commission 
called for supplementary statement from Barve, which statement has been 
exhibited, with the consent of the advocate on behalf of the civil authorities 
at Ex. 824. Barve has denied his contribution to the making of that report 
(Ex. 438). He, however, stated that as far as he could recollect, the last portion 
in the text of the report commencing from the paragraph " The Chief Minister 
had arrived by plane at Poona about 4 p.m. etc." and ending with " It is 
hoped that there would be adequate response to this call " was his contri
bution. As regards the first portion of the report already mentioned 
above, Barve states : 

"I recollect having contributed some of the information about certain 
facts especially relating to the engineering aspects of the Panshet dam and 
the flooding of the bridges, which were known ~o me ha~g been menti<!ned 

- to _me by the engineer officers. Information regarding consultations 
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be~een the civil engineering officerS and revenue a~th?rities c:i.Jling i~ the 
military, communication of messages, etc. was not WJthm my p~rsonal know• 
ledge. I have no recollection as to how f!lr .I actually c~ntn~uted·to the 
drafting apart from supplying my apprec1atl.on of the Situation and the 
information in my possession." 

Barve then added the following :-
" In any case, I think I made it quite clear at the time that the report to be 

sent was an official report to be made by the officers concerned, any 
consultations with me being informal." 

A good deal of ingenuity has been exercised~ splitting up the report i~to thr.ee 
parts and attributing different parts to different pers<;>ns. ~he mgenwty 
borders on cunning but for the fact that the game was Jmmedmtely exposed 
first when Prabhak~r had to admit that he was· speaking from memory, and 
secondly wh.en Barve's supplementary statement. (Ex. 824) was received and 
was allo:.Ved to be exhibited without the need of examining Barve. What 
Barve has said i:n the last paragraph. of his supplementary statement is the 
crux of the matter. The report was an official report and whoever might have 
played· some part in its drafting, when the report is sent as an official report 

. with a covering letter signed by the Additional Collector from the Collector's 
office, the Collector must be deemed to have subscribed to all the contents 
of that report.. As stated above, Prabhakar never disputed the contents of the 
report at Ex. 438. Prabhakar's attempt at ascribing authorship of the first part 
to Barve, does not minimise the importance of the statements contained therein, 
which clearly show that Prabhakar had appreciated the situation in a: very 
correct way viz., that the crux of the. matter was to consider whether the rate of 
sinking outstripped the rate of settlement. 

I will now set out the conclusions that follow from the above discussion : 

(1) It is wrong to suggest that the report given to Manerikar on the basis 
of the observations made by the two Superintending Engineers at the dam 
site in the morning of the 11th July and also on the basis of the information 
gathered by them at the time of their second visit including Kanaglekar's 
note, indicated that danger to the Panshet dam was averted. Nobody had 
ever said that the sinking had come to an end. On the other hand, everyone 
says that the bag-stacking operations were going on continuously as a result 
of which, the level of the embanknlent was stabilised for the time being. 
Either the civil authorities and their advocates have not understood the 
significance of these statements or they are pretending that these statements 
indicated an improvement in the situation. The second alternative is more 
probable, because the statements in Ex. 438 clearly show that Prabhakar 
had clearly app~iated the situation. 

(2) Again, the argument that, had the situation continued as it was or had 
it dete~?rat~d, information would certainly have been given to the civil 
author~ties, m ~egard t~ the same either before or at any rate, after 
Man~nk~ s a~val. ~t 1S ~ot f:be case for the engineers that there was any 
~ete~oratJon .m the Situation m the afternoon. Their case is that the 
SituatiOn con~mued to be ~ grave as it was. The engineers, therefore, must 
have felt, as m~eed M~enkar tells us that he felt, that it was not necessary 
to convey any 1nformauon ~o the ciyil authorities, because there was nothing 
n.e'!' to. repo.rt to them: Smce n? Information was given to the civil autho
rities either m the everung or at rug)lt, the appreciation made by the engineers 
would not affect the measures deVIsed by the civil authorities. Indeed, it is 
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the case for the civil au~horities ~hat t~ey , proceeded on the footing that 
worst would hap~en dun?-g the ~:light time and were preparing themselves 
for that eventuality. It IS sufficient to refer to Heble's statement in that 
regard viz.: 

. "We visualised the possibility of the floods coming even during the 
rught of the lith July. We were making preparations to meet that 
p~ssibi~ty.. Our ll!l"angements were intended to be put in operation during 
rught time m case 1t was necessary." 

Although the claim that arrangements were made for meeting the situation 
arising out of the breach of the Panshet dam is tall, still it reflects upon the 
understanding of the civil authorities about what they regarded to be the 
condition at Panshet. 

(3) There is really no significance so far as Kanaglekar's message is 
concerned. It is an admitted fact that it was not communicated to' the 
civil authorities. Moreover, they already knew that the dam was in danger 
and they were expected to take measures on the basis of that information. 

Activities of Manerikar and Padhye after their arri1•al in Poona 
at 8-30 p.m. on the 11th July. 

It may be mentioned that Manerikar came along with Padhye to Poona by 
the Deccan Queen._ It may· also be pointed out that Padhye (Ex. 130) was 
not cross-examined with reference to the Kanaglekar's chit. After their 
discussion at the Railway Station, Manerikar and Padhye proceeded to the 
Inspection Bungalow along with Desai and Khursale, Manerikar has stated 
that his discussions with the two Superintending Engineers continued even 
after the party had arrived at the Inspection Bungalow. What is significant 
here to note is that, although the civil authorities knew that Manerikar was 
to arrive by the Deccan Queen on that day, no attempt was made to contact 
him. It was really necessary for the civil authorities to contact Manerikar, 
because according to them the Superintending Engineers had not given any 
information regarding the extent of floods. They knew that Manerikar was 
arriving in Poona by the Deccan Queen and that he was the superior officer of 
both Desai and Khursale. If Desai and Khursale did not give any information 
regarding the extent of floods then ! believe the civil authorities would have 
certainly contacted Manerikar, apprised him of this fact and sought his 
guidance. The very fact that they did not contact Manerikar would go to 
show that Desai and Khursale had given sufficient information regarding the 

-extent of floods to the civil authorities. Although, it was primarily the duty 
of the civil authorities to contact Manerikar. I feel that Manerikar would 
have done well, if be had contacted either the Collector or the Commissioner 
on his own. Probably, the bureaucratic sense of prestige came in the way on 
either side. Manerikar has offered a feeble explanation and it may be con
sidered for wh!!t it is worth. When cross-examined on this point, Manerikar 
stated (Ex. 663): 

" I did not contact the Collector, after my arrival in Poona. I did not try 
to contact either the Collector or the Commissioner during the night of the 
lith July. I was told by Desai that the danger of the Panshet situation was 
explained to the Collector. I was told by Khursale that the Collector had 
made arrangements for alerting people within four furlongs on either side 
of the river and that he (Collector) bad also made arrangements for trucks 
for evacuation. As I was more concerned with taking inlmediate steps for 
continuation of the work at the Pansliet dam and see the conditions prevail. 
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ing there, I could not think ~f col!tac~g th~ civil authorities: I also felt that 
they would ring me up dunng mght tillle m case of necessity because they 
knew that I was to arrive by the Deccan Queen ." 

What is more surprising is that the civil authorities did not cont~ct eit~er 
Manerikar or the Superintending En~eers even for. the Po/P~se of inf?rm~g 
them that a control room was set up m the Corporation Building. Ordmarily, 
they should have asked Desai or Khursale to re~ain present in tJ;le control 
room for the whole of the night of the ~ ~ th to rece1ve messa~s. It IS ~he c~se 
for Mohite that Desai was to be the liaiSon between the military engmeenn~ 
group and the civil authorities and that all messages were to be sent to Des~!· 
I will deal with this aspect of the matter at a later stage. At any rate, Desru s 
presence would have helped so far as wireless messages are concerned, because 

.there would have been no difficulty in·communicating the messages emanated 
from the engmeers at Panshet to Desai, who was their superior. As would be 
pointed out later, none of the engineers knew that the Collector and the Muni-

, cipal Commissioner were sitting in the control room in the morning of the 12th 
July and they could n~t locate the Collector for delivering .a v~ry vital J?lessa~e, 
which remained undelivered for want of mutual commumcation. This agam, 
reflects upon the very indifferent attitude adopted by the civil authorities. 
It may, perhaps, also reflect on the genuineness of the claim now made that 
a control room, in the real sense of the term, was set up in the Corporation 
Building on the lith night. 

It is an admitted fact that Desai and Khursale left the Inspection Bungalow 
at 10-00 p.m. Desai, in his written statement (Ex. 773) stated that the Additional 
Chief Engineer asked them (himself and Khursale) to go home as they had 
already made two trips in the day and asked them to go to Panshet daJD .next 
morning. Khursale explained, in answer to questions in cross-examination 
that, sometime after going to the Inspection Bungalow at about 10-00 p.m. 
Maoerikar pennitted them (himself and Desai) to go home. At the same time, 
Manerikar added that they should keep themselves ready for any work during 
night time and that he would send for both of them in case of necessity. He 

· admitted that he did not remember if Manerikar told them that since they were 
tired, they might go home. He also admitted that he was not called by Maoeri
kil.r during night tin!e for accompanying him to the dam site. It is the case for 

· Maneri.kar that he had decided to go to Panshetdam that very night (IlthJuly). 
It is argued on behalf of the civil authorities that had there been any truth 
in this case, Manerikar would not have allowed Desai and Khursale to go home. 
Desai, _in answer to questions in cross-examination (Ex. 772), stated that 
Manenkar and Padhye were to go to the dam site that night and he knew 
about it. According to him, that was the reason why Manerikar asked them 
t~ go to the dam. ~ite early ~ext morning. He admitted that they had not told 
him the exact time of therr departure. Both Manerikar and Padhye have 
stated that they started to go to the Panshet dam and went as far as the vehicles 
could go. Before going, they had sent a message to Panshet from Poona 
(Ex. 316) at 23-50 hours (11-50 p.m.). That message was to the following 
effect:-

" Please let me ~!!ow immediately whether the raised portion of sunken 
~am has b~en stabilised. If so, at what ··level. Also state how the work 
IS progre.ssmg and what is the latest level. I am starting for Panshet on 
the rece1pt of your reply. " 

The. fact that Manerikar .sent a message indicates that he knew that a wireless 
station at Panshet was mstalled and that he could send a message through 
the wireless control stations at Poona, This means that Desai had told him 
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about the same and had also given liim the phone number. This was mentioned 
in the chit. The phone number and the fact that' wireless station would be 
working shortly must have been mentioned in the chit sent by Kanaglekar. 
Obviously, therefore, Desai has apprised Manerikar about -the same. If that 
is so, then the rest of Desai's evidence in regard to the chit must be held to
be good evidence. No reply wa:s received for some time and, therefore, Maneri-· 
kar and Padhye started on their journey to Panshet but stopped at a certain 
point. They waited for a messenger, who would guide them to the ropeway 
crossing but nobody came. Mter waiting for about half an hour, they started 
on their return journey. On their way, they stopped at Khadakwasla and 
enquired as to whether there was any wireless message for Manerikar. A 
message (Ex. 315/6) was received there and it is to the following 
effect:-

" Sunken portion is stabilised at R. L. 2070. The work of laying sand 
bags is in progress. _Lake level is R. L. 2067·4. As vehicles cannot directly 
come to colony, you are requested to start in the morning to 
Panshet." 

The fact that Padhye and Manerikar embarked on a journey at the odd hour 
of the night receives full corroboration from Manerikar's message (Ex. 316) 
in which he had stated that he would start for Panshet on receipt of Bhalerao's 
reply, and from the circumstance that Padhye received the message (Ex. 315/6) 
at Khadakwasla. It is in evidence that this message first went to Poona and 
was-then diverted back to Khadakwasla. It is, however, argued for the civil 
authorities that since Manerikar did not start for going to Panshet immediately 
after reaching the Inspection Bungalow and that he sent a message to Bhalerao 
and was awaiting instructions from him before embarking on a journey, is 
indicative of the fact that Desai and Khursale must have informed him that 
the situation at Panshet had improved or, at any rate, remained stationary. 
There is no substance in this line of reasoning. Had Desai and Khursale 
told Manerikar that the situation at Panshet had improved or that the situation 
had stabilised, 'there was no necessity for Manerikar to send the message to 
Bhalerao at all. Manerikar wanted to know the latest position and, therefore, 
originated the message at (Ex. 316). It would not take much time for the 
receipt of reply from Bhalerao. Therefore, it would not have made much 
difference whether Manerikar and Padhye started immediately after their 
return to the Inspection Bungalow or started after the receipt of Bhalerao's 
reply. Their anxiety to go to the dam was clear from the message (Ex. 316) 
sent by Manerikar. It is further argued that the fact that Manerikar allowed 
Desai and Khursale to go home shows that, according to the reports received 
by Manerikar, the situation at Panshet had come to be stabilised. There 
is no substance in· this line of reasoning as well. It was not necesary that 
Desai and Khursale should accompany Manerikar at night. Desai- and 
Khursale were working from the early hours of the morning till 10-00 p.m. ' 
on the lith July. It is perfectly natural that they were tired and it is not 

_ surprising that Manerikar, having appreciated that positio~, would ask th.em 
to go home, only warning them that they would be called m case of necessity. 
It may be noted that both -Desai and Khursale were available on the 
phone._ 

That takes me to the significance of Manerikar's message (Ex. 316) and 
Bhalerao's repiy (Ex. 315/6) thereto. In his message at -Ex. 316, Maneri~ar 
raised the first question as to whether the raised portion of the sunken portion 
of the dam had been stabilised. This shows that he was anxious to know 
whether the progress that was attained by the bag-stacking operations w~~:s 
maintained. This is sufficient to show that he was not sure whether the posi
tion had remained static or stationary. The second query made by him was, 
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at what level the dam bad stab~sed. Th!s ~so sho'Ys that Man~qkar was 
not sure whether the level at which th~ smking portion had stabi?sed had 
continued to remain the same or whether tt had gone down. The earlier report 
was that the water-level stood at R. L. 2067 and the top of the dam at 2072, 
There was no certainty that this level would be maintained and that is why 
Manerikar raised the second query ; which also negatives the. theory put 
forward· on behalf of the civil authorities that the engineers knew that the 
conditions were satisfactory at Panshet. The third question asked by Maneri
kar was whether the work was progressing and the fourth question was, what 
was the latest level ? These questions speak for themselves and in no way 
support the theory that has been trotted out on behalf of the civil authorities. 
That takes me to the reply (Ex. 375/6) received by Manerikar from Bhalerao. 
The .first sentence of the reply showed that the sunken portion of the dam had 
stabilised at R. L. 2070. The second sentence speaks of the fact that the work 
of laying. sand bags was in progress. The third sentence indicates the lake 
level, which was at 2067·4. Here again, although the word ' stabilised ' had 
been used, it is significant that the level of the sinking portion of the dam had 
come down from R. L. 2072 to 2070. Too much, therefore, cannot be read 

. in the word ' stabilised ' and all that the word indicated was that, at the 
moment when the message was sent, the level of the sunken portion .stood 
at R. L. 2070. Bhalerao has explained the meaning of that message in these 
terms : (&. 232)--

" I deny the suggestion put to me that the sentence ' the sunken portion 
is stabilised at R. L. 2070 ' indicates that the sinking had stopped. The 
sentence only means that at that time, we were in a position to stack bags 
at the same rate as that of sinking. " · 

Manerikar has explained his understanding of the message in the following 
words (Ex. 663) :-

, "When I received the message (Ex. 375/6) I did not think that the dam 
·was safe. The message did not indicate any improvement in the situation 
at Panshet, nor did it indicate that the situation was under control. On 
the other hand, it did indicate that the situation had deteriorated. The 
earlier report indicated that the level of the subsiding portion was R. L. 
2072, where~s t)lls _report indicate~ that the level was R. L. 2070. This 
was a clear mdicat1on of the detenoration. I understood the message to 
con_vey the impression that the free-board was reduced to about three feet. 
I did not under~tan~ the reply to· mean that the sinking had stopped. 
I regarded the Situation at Panshet more serious than before. " 

It may also be noted that Kanaglekar's chit had shown the level of water at 
2067 whereas Bhalerao's reply showed the level of water at 2067·4. It is thus 
clear tha~ the argument advanced on behalf of the civil authorities is far-fetched 
and fu~!e.. As a ~atter of fact, the whole argument is irrelevant, 
because tt ts nobody s ease that any. c?mmunication was sent conveying the 
substance of these messages to the ClVll authorities, nor is it anybody's case 
that these messa~es affected the programme chalked out by the civil authorities. 
Some commen~ IS also Jl:lade upon the last sentence in Bhalerao's reply 
(Ex. 375/6) askin~ ~~ne9-ka~ to go to Panshet in the morning jlnd it was 
s~gge~ted that this ts mdtcative of the fact that according to Bhalerao the 
sttuatJOn had improved. This argument is devoid of any substance In the last 
Mnten'l: of the ~essage itself, the reason, why Bhalearao ~as asking 
th:n~~hlcl~st~o~d m tthe mothrning,

1 
has been mentioned and that was that, 

no 80 to e co ony. 
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SECTION 17 

THE WORK_ DONE BY CML AUTIIOIUTIES ON THE llrn NIGHT 
. ' ~ . . 

It is the case for_ the civil authorities that the control room started functioning 
in the Corporation building from about 9 p.m. According to their case the 
representatives of the three departments, viz., the police, the Collector and the 
Municipal Corporation, were to man the control room. It is suggested on 
behalf of the police department that 3 Inspectors, 6 Sub-Inspectors and 120 
police ·constables were sent to the Corporation building on that night. The 
three Inspectors and 6 Sub-Inspectors wete to sit in or near the control room. 
These officers, according to their case, went to the Corporation building as also 
120 police constables. It is further their case that Messrs. Dandavate, Deputy 

-Chitnis, Sudame, Extra A val Karkun, Mahamuni, Clerk, and Unde, Circle 
Inspector were deputed by the Collector to represent his department and that 
these persons went to the control room as per instructions of lhe Collector at 
about 9 p.m. On behalf of the Municipal Corporation, the following persons 
went to the Control Room :- - • 

'(l) Sa want, Chief Market Inspector. 
(2). Vedpathak, C~ef Encroachment Inspector. 
(3) Rane, Chaw! Superintendent and Welfare Officer. 
(4) Kadam, Watch and Ward Inspector. 
(5) Padve, Head clerk to Assistant Municipal Commissioner (Special). 

It is their case that all these persons were sitting in the Corporation building 
through the wh_ole of ihe night. The three Inspectors of Police who went to 
the Corjloration Building are: Karande of the Local Crime Intelligence Bureau, 
Jadhav of Faraskhana a~d Risaldar of the Vishram Bag Police Station. 

I. Principal function of the Control Room. The information conveyed by 
- wireless operators : Whether messages authorised · 

-rwill discuss the question of the presence of the aforesaid persons and the 
activities carried on by them through the whole of the night presently. In 
the meantime, I would ·like to consider the principal function of the Control 
Room, viz. to get information about water levels at Panshet and Khadakwasla
through the wireless Headquarters at Vishram bag and Bhamburda Headquar
ters. ·I would also deal with the various messages that were sent from the wire
less stations at Panshet and Khadakwasla and how many of them were commu~ 

·nicated to the control room. I have already pointed out that no information 
was given to the wireless operators or to the Superintendent of Police, Wireless, 
stating that a Control Room was established in the Corporation Building and 
that the operators should convey information to the officers sitting in the Control 
Room regarding the Panshet situation. The Divisional Commissioner in his 
deposition (Ex. 516) admitted : -

,. - ' • # 

" There were no arrangements for conveymg any message to me through 
the Control Room during the night time. Dandavate was to convey messages 

. to Prabhakar. _ Some representative of the Police was to convey to the D. S. P. 
_It was understood that the Collector or the D. S. P. or both would keep me
informeq of the latest developments. I add that they would inform whenever 
my advice was considered necessary by them. It was left to the discretion 
of the Collector or D. S. P. when they should inform and when not to inform. 
I did not receive any message during the whole of the night of the _11th either 
from the Emergency Control Room or from· any other source regarding the 
situation at Panshet." 
(The quotation is not continuous) 

H 4782-18 
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This implies that both Dandavate and the representative of the Poll~ Depart· 
ment were to rec<Jive messages and then to convey them to the respective bosses . 

• Prabhakar in his deposition (Ex, 421) stated : . . 
" I did not think it necessary to maint~~ contact with the latest develop-

. ments at Panshet during the 11th night because, according. to me, there was 
no danger to the Panshet dam. I do say that I had kept m touch with the 
Panshet Dam through the Control Room and through my Deputy Chitnis, 
Dandavate. l instructed Dandavate to keep himself in touch from the Cone 
trot Room with the police operators.· This contact would be on telephone. 
1 had asked Danl3avate to continue to make inquiries from the wireless 
operators throughout the night. I had not ~iven any instructions to the 
wireless operators to convey the messages receiVed from Panshet to Danda
vate on phone. I do not know whether the operators have no authority to 
convey messages to any person except the addressees or the person to whom 
the message is intended to be informed."· 

Dandavate in his deposition (Ex. ~9) admitted that the most important task . 
of conveying information received from the wireless operators to the Collector 
was assigned to him and from that point of view, his role was very important. 
He also stated : •· 

" No special arrangement was made for communication between the control 
room on one side and the police headquarters, wireless station and the 
Visbram Bag Police station contrc;>l room on the other. I do not know whether 
the operators· in the.l~olice Headquarters wireless station and Vishrambag 
station control room were instructed to send messages to the control room in 
the Corporation building .... ' .. Since we in the control room had talks with 
the Vishram Bag and Headquarters wireless stations, it must be inferred that 
the Headquarters and Vishram Bag wireless stations must have been made 
aware of the existence of the control room. Neither I nor any one else had 
informed the wireless station that the Control Room was established." 

In ·his written statement at para~ph 9 Ex. 830, D~davate states : 
·~I made telephone calls every half an hour for obtaining information about 

the water levels at. Khadakwasla and Panshet dams as also the situation of 
' the dam· and the weather conditions at Panshet." 

I have cited parts of the passages froin the deposition ofDandavate at an e<trlier 
part in. connection with the discussion as to whether Dandavate was present 
in the control room. My object in referring to some of these passages again 
from his deposition as also the deposition of tlul Collector is to show that there 
~as nc;> foTII!al communication to the Superintendent of Police, Wirel~ss, 
mformmg him that the control room was established and requesting 
hjm to direct his operators to pass on messages regarding the Panshet situation 
to the ofi'cers manning the control room. It appears from the answers given . 
by the.Collecto: as also by Dandavate that wireless operators wenf on conveying 
sotr,e mformation tc;> J?andavate merely because he told the operators that he 
was the Deputy Chitnis of the Collector and was speaking from the Control 
Room. · 

In this c~nnection, it is necessary to refer to the evidence of S. M. Nabar. 
~e . Supenntendent of Police, Wireless (Ex. 800). Nabar makes a dis
tinction between log messages o: service messages on one side and regular 
messages on the other and descnbes the procedure which is followed in the 
matter of conveying these messages,, Nabar says : 

" Norman~, log messages which are also called • service messages ' are 
• ~ent fro~ Wireless staff at one end to the wireless staff at the other end 

m the mterest of control, communication operation, maintenance of 
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equipment or in respect of any enquiry of handling of traffic etc. The 
log messages are not meant for communication of information between 
one outsider and another. An outsider is expected to put down his message 
on a piece of paper, sign it and hand it over to the operator, in wh~ch case 
the operator would send it as a regular message. Occasionally, a message 
which is sent in writing is transmitted on ·telephone to the wireless station 
at the transmitting end for onward transmission. In that case, the con
firmation copy is sent. It is something unusual that messages have been 
sent as service messages between one operator to another to convey in
formation which is unconnected with the administration of the wireless. 
:Unofficial !eports cannot be sen~ as service mess~ges or Io~ messages 
m the ordmarY course. In a senous emergency,· his power IS exercised 
by the operator to transmit log messages at the instance of local officers." 

The attention of the witness was drawn to the following sentences from the 
deposition of Marathe (Ex. 312), an operator working at the Panshet Wireless 

•. Station: 
" I used to send even unofficial reports. It was not my business to ascertain 

whether the report was official or unofficial." . · 
Nabar admitted that this was a departure from the normal practice. Nabar, 
however, proceeded to add that the circumstances prevailing during the 
night of the ll th were abnormal and, therefore, it can be said that there 
was an emergency. Nabar admitted that he sent the message at Ex. 365 
at 15·30 hrs. saying that messages regarding water level should necessarily 
be originated by the P. W. D. personnel. He explained that he had to send 
the above message because of a log message at Item No. 1 at Ex. 384 sent 
at 14·33 hrs. from Panshet to Poona, saying : 

" There is no immediate danger to the dam at Panshet as no higher 
level of water is reported. Necessary arrangements for preventive measures 
are being done." 

Nabar has admitted that this message was initiated by the operator.. Nabar 
says that he gave instructions that -initiation in conveying messages re
garding water level should be taken by P. W. D. people and not. by the 
operator. He has admitted that inspite of the above directions, the operators 
had initiated a number of messages regarding water level and the situation 
at Panshet in the form of log messages. He explained that it was not his 
intention that everY message relating to water level and the condition of 
the dam should be in the form of a log message ... According to him, his 
directiqns in Ex. 365 only meant that everY message, whether it was regular 
or log, should be issued under the authority of the P. W. D. people. He 
has admitted that there was no way of getting the authorisation of the 
officer in respect of a log message. At a later stage, Nabar made a somer
sault -and stated that his object in sending this message Ex. 365 was that the , 
operator should be armed with a writing signed by the P. W. D. officers before 
he sent a log message. Again Nabar changed his stand and stated that. 
when he said that messages regarding water level should necessarily be 
originated by the P. W. D. persons, he meant to cover verbal as also written 
authority. He admitted that his impression on receiving Item No. 1 at 
Ex. 384 was that the operator may not have obtained pennission of the P. W. D. 
authorities when he sent the log message. He also admitted that on the 
face of none of the log messages could it be found that the message was 
authorised by the P. W. D. authorities. He then proceeded to offer a feeble 
explanation saying that this may be due to an emergency. 

As regards the procedure of conveying the message, Nabar says : 
"It is correct to say that the operators cannot convey the substance 

of the message to any one except the addressee. There are· standing 
(a.o.P.) >JO·ll H 478~-lSiJ . 
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instructions o_n tins point. · I could not give and, in fact, as far as I remem-
ber· I did not give instructions to the operators to say that altliough they 
to~ld not convey the substance of a· regular message to ·any one except 
the addressee, they could convey the substance of the log messages 1o any 
one they liked. lh case the addressee asks the operator to convey the message 
to any other person then it can be conveyed to that person. • ..... Mter 

· receipt of messages 'from Khadakwasla and Panshet stations in the Shivaji· 
nagar Headquarters, the operator would convey them on phone to the 
persons concerned. The messages, whether they are log or regular, were 
meant to be conveyed to the addresses or informees. The operat_or has no 
authority to convey them to any one except the addressees or 1nformees. 
In respect of regular messages, the names of the. addressees and informees 
are mentioned in the body of the message itself." 

. (The quotation is not continuous). 

Pausing here for a moment, it is clear that except with the consent of the sender 
of the messages, the messages cannot be conveyed to any one except the 
addressee or the informee. It is nobody's case that the Irrigation authorities 
at Panshet authorised the operators at Poona to convey the messages to out-

. siders.. In fact, they did not know that there was any control room set up 
in the Corporation building nor did they know the persons who were in charge 
of the control room. It is difficult to understand why the Irrigation 
Authorities at Panshet were not informed about the Control room and asked 
to authorise the wireless operators at Panshet to convey the messages to the 
officers sitting in the control room. 

At one stage, Nabar tried to suggest that in case of an emergency, any one 
.can make a query and to a particular query, the operator may give a reply 
or( the bas.is cof the messages received by him. I have carefully gone through 
.the Book ' Radio Procedure for Police Services', a copy of which was given 
to m~; by the Superintendent of Police, Wireless, himself and I find no provision 
therein which authorises an operator to disclose,. either .Jog or regular, 
messages to an outside officer on his asking questions in that regard. I 
do. not think that the operator would take any 'tesponsibility on his shoulders 
to convey messages to unauthorised persons withqut seeking permission from 

. his boss viz. the Superintendent of Police, Wireless . .It is ridiculous to say that 
the operator would go on communicating the messages or their substance to 
a person who says on the phone that he is a Deputy Chitnis. The operator 

··would not be so rash as to act on a statement made by a person, whom he ·did 
not know on phone. What is the guarantee that the person who was saying 
on the phone that he was such and· such officer was not personating ? At 
least for his own safety, the operator would ask the so-called officer speaking 
from ~e other end of the phone to submit a writing about his credentials 
or about his authority. The Superintendent of Police, Wireless has brushed 
aside the above difficulties by making a blunt statement' that it is enough if 
an officer puts a query in an emergency to get a reply from the operator.· 
Mr. Nabar was also asked questions as to whether there was any written 
evidence to show that ~e operator has conveyed. a particular message to the 
officer who makes quenes to hinl and if there is none, should the Commission 
merely rely upon the ':Vord of~e operator who is giving evidence from memory 
after a lapse of ~ons1derable ~me ? . The answers given by Mr. Nabar throw 
a good deal of light on the dtfficulties mherent in a situation like this This 

· is what Nabar says on this point : · 

.. ~n respect of log messa~es in an emergency, the operator who gets a 
part•cular query from a particular officer may not make a note of it. any· 
whCic menttorung the name of the officer from whoin the query is received. 
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He may not put down the substance of the query on a piece of paper. 
He would simply send the message to the particular station and, after 
getting the reply, communicate on phone to the querying officer ••.•. :· ... 
There is no material nor any document from which one can gather that 
the message had been transmitted on phone by the receiving operator to 
a particular officer. For this, we have to rely on the word of the operator. 
In an emergency, messages are accepted by the operator from any Govern
ment officer but from no private individual, howsoever highly he may be 
placed. No message will be accepted even from a man of the status of Mayor 
of Poona. In view of !he fact that several officers are likely to ask for 
information on several points, the operator must rely on his memory in 
the absence of any writing to transmit particular information to the proper 
officer. One has to rely on the memory of the operator. if he gives the names 
of the officers to whom the messages have been transmitted by him_ 
after a lapse of considerable time after the event. There is no material 
from which the statement of an. operator who gives out certain names 

. as being_ the names of the persons to whom the messages arc transmitted 
can be checked and one is left either to accept his word or to reject it." 
(The quotation is not continuous). 
Iii this background, let us now turn to the evidence of V. D. Khandekar 

(Ex. 381), the head operator at the Wireless Headquarters, Poona Controls. 
In substance, Khandekar says : 

" I say that on the night of 11th July, Revenue and P. W. D. officers at the 
Inspection bungalow had made queries with me about the situation· at 
Panshet. Between 11 p.m. on the lith and 7 a.m. on the 12th, I may have 
received in all five or six queries from the Revenue Officers. Among them 
were Deputy Chitnis to the Collector. The other officers' rank or name, 
I do not remember. The queries that I received. from the Engineers from 
the Inspection Bungalow during the same period were five or six.. I cannot' 
mention their names or ranks. There is no mention about these queries 
in the log book, and I am stating about them from memory. I did give. 
reply to each of the queries put by the Revenue Officers and the Engineers. 
I may have conveyed the message received at 23-54 ;Jlours saying (Ex. 38~ 
entry No. 6· or Ex. 317) : 

• It is from higher authorities report that Panshet Dam still safe. 
Lake level 2067·50 ft.' 
We have not maintained any log book or despatch book on our office 

in regard to the messages received or sent out on phone.. . . . . . . . I have 
already stated that I received 4 or 5 queries from the Deputy Chitnis to the 
Collector. I did not communicate any of these messages as such to the 
Deputy Chitnis, but generally I convexed the information regarding the 
situation at the Panshet dam. The information that I was conveying to 
them was based by me on the messages that I was receiving. I say that 
I informed on the phone to the Deputy Chitnis on all the 5 or 6 occasions 
saying : '' the Panshet Dam was safe." I again say that l did not convey 
the said information on the basis of the original message (Ex. 375, Sr. No. 6) 
received by me, viz., '' the sunken portion is stabilised at R. L. 2070. The 
work of laying sand bags is in progress. Lake level is R. L. 2067·4 •• ; ..•.• " 
I conveyed the information on the basis of the log messages received by me. 
I say that we cannot even convey the substance of the messages to any person 
other than the addressees. These are oral instructions given to ns by o~ 
superior officer, that is Nabar. There is no written ii)struction to that effect. 

· Acoording to the rules and regulations under_ which our system works, we 
cannot convey info_rmatio13 to any one and every one including Govmunent . 
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officers .. A message can be conveyed either to, the addressee ~r informee. 
That applies even to a distress message. In ·case the addressee mforms_ the 
operator saying that the message should be _conveyed _to som~ other person, 
we do accordingly. Mr. Nabar has also given oral mstructions that there 
is no objection to convey the substance of the. log messages. I cannot state 
the reason for this: distinction." · 

(The quotation is ~ot co~tinuous.) 
I~ is slgnificant to note that the witness beg~n by saying that the 

·revenue and the P. W. D. Officers went on making queries on the night of the 
lith by sitting in the Inspection Bungalow. According to Khandekar, 5 or 
6 queries came from the Revenue Officers a~d 5 or~ queries from the engin~ers. 
None of the engineers had made any quenes durmg the <;ourse of the. rught. 

.It was not even suggested to any of the engineers that he inade any such queries, 
nor has any suggestion been made that Khandekar gave rep~es to any of the 
engineers sitting. in the Inspection Bungalow. The only engineers who were 
sitting in the Inspection Bungalow on that night were Manerikar and Padhye. 1 
If is an admitted fact that Manerikar had put' out a regular message and got 
a reply to the same at Khadakwasla. It is not suggested that thereafter, either 
he or Padhye made any queries with the wireless operators. Khandekar also 
admitted that he could not convey the substance of the regular messages and 
suggested that whatever information he gave to the Deputy Chitnis was based 
on the log messages. When questioned as to on what authority he conveyed 
the substance -of ·the log messages to the revenue officers, he made the most 
extraordinary statement, viz., that Nabar had given him instructions that there 
was no objection to convey the substance of the log messages. Nowhere has 
Nabat said that he gave any such instructions to Khandekar. I have already 
pointed out that having realised this mistake in saying that the revenue officers 
including Dandavate were speaking from the Inspection Bungalow, he cor
·rected himself and stated that the revenue officers were speaking from the 
Corporation Building and the Irrigation Officers were speaking from_the 
Inspection Bungalow. 

: Kh!!Ddekar was closely questioned as to the messages on the basis of which 
he conveyed the information which he alleges to have conveyed to the Deputy 
Chitnis that the dam was safe. He admitted that none of the messages mention
ed in Ex. 385 (Serial Nos. I to 10) states or even hints that the dam was safe. 
He also admitted that the reply that he received at 23-54 · hours (Ex. 383, 
S~rial No. 6) saying "It is from higher authorities report that Panshet dam 
still safe.· Lake level 2067·50 ",was communicated to theN. D. A. and to 
none else. A little later the witness changed the story and said : " I may 
have conveyed the message to Revenue Officers and Engineers received ftt 
23-54 hours." Pausing here for a moment, it is necessary to remember that 
,a~ording to. ~andekar, one officer from the Defence Academy phoned to 
him and told him that the Panshet Dam had breached and asked him to obtain 
the latest info~ation. Khandekar further says that he received a, reply at 
22-46 hours (Senal No. 2 of Ex. 383) saying " Still no progress of water, no 
danger.'! This reply was communicated to the N. D; A. on phone. He 
adds t!lat at 23-52 hours, again some person from N.D. A. phoned to him and 
told him. that some villagers.at Kondhve had assembled at the Assembly Hall 
at the. Academx.and asked hun to obtain information about the position of the 
dlllll. · l{e rece1ved the reply at 23-54 hours referred to- above, ·which is at e: 383 (Sr .. No. 6). ~He-- adds ·t)lat the: message t~at~-~e · put" out ·at 
~.53-hours (Ex;- 383 Sr. No. 5) saymg : ~'-Please confirin ·from higher au tho· 
nties wheth~? water -has &!?De to Kondhave-village·•·~ was:also itt the instanCe 
of the N. D.· A •. -That being the back-ground; it·1s· perfectly 'natural that be 
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a"nly conveyed the message received at 23·54 hours (Elc. 383.) (6) to the N:D. A. 
authorities and none else •.. Khandekar, however, in his zeal to support the 
case of the revenue authonties went on to say that he might have conveyed the 
message to revenue officers and engineers. A little later, Khandekar stated : 

· " 1):1rough the whole of the night of the 11th, 1 made no enquiries on th~ 
·wireless about the rain and weather conditions prevailing at Panshet. I 
did .not convey any information to any one in Poona either regarding rain 
or weather conditions prevailing at Panshet during the night of the lith. 
Dandavate did not originate any message from Poona either in his own name 
or in the name of the Collector, Poona, in regard to. information about the 
situation at Panshet. Dandavate did not ask me as to when I had received 
the· information that I conveyed to him on 4 or 5 times. I say that in all, 
I received two queries from the Deputy Chitnis. The rest of the queries, 
i. e. 3 or 4, are by the other Revenue Officers whose names I do not know. 
The Revenue Officers and the Deputy Chitnis were speaking from the Inspec
tion Bungalow. (The witness contradicts himself and says) : Dandavate was 
not speaking from the Inspection Bungalow. The other officers, however, 
were speaking from the Inspection Bungalow. The Collector .had not 
authorised me to convey information either to the Deputy Chitnis or to 
the Revenue Officers. I made no enquiries of the rank or the designations 
of the Revenue Officers. I made nq enquiries as to whether these revenue 
officers were real revenue officers or some false persons. I now say that 
the Deputy Chitnis Dandavate was speaking from the Corporation Building, 
The Deputy Chitnis made queries to me twice. Dandavate told me on the 
first occasion that he was the Deputy Chitnis and he was making the queries 
in that capacity. I did not try to ascertain whether the person making the 
queries was really the Deputy Chitnis or somebody else. · I now say that 
Dandavate was speaking from the Corporation building, whereas the rest 
of the Revenue and· P. W. D. officers were speaking from the Inspection 
Bungalow. It is not true that I have ' now changed the story viz., that 
Dandavate was speaking from the Corporation Building and not from the
Inspection Bungalow with a veiw to fit in with the account given by the 
Collector. At that time (earlier)- I did not recollect to mention the 
Corporation Building. " 
As against the version set up by Khandekar in his deposition (Ex. 381) 

which ]las gone on fluctuating from time to time, we have the version set up 
by him in. his written statement at Ex. 382. At paragraph 4, Khandekar 
says :. · 

" On the night of the 11th, during my duty hours there were queries from 
the local officers at Poona received by me on telephone about Panshet and 
Khad~asla dams. I, therefore, asked the Duty Operator to enquire 
from Khadakwasla and Panshet about the information required by the 
Officers. On receipt, on wireless, the replies to these queries from the stations 

. concerned were conveyed to the officers who made. the queries. Such. 
messages were accepted on telephone at that time and transmitted and replies 
obtained by issuing log messages to avoid delay only because this was an 
emergency period. " · · 
It is clear from the above that tlw queries received from the local officers 

were put out from Poona in the form of log messages and replies were received 
again in the form of log messages and these were communicated on phone 
to the various officers. Mark the last sentence " such messages were accepted 
on telephone at that time and transi:nitted and replies obtain~ b.y ~uing 
log messages. " lbat means that tho messages 501lt out from Poona on the 
basjs. of ~. queries p:l3.de . on telephone were transmitted on the wireless to 
Panshet or Khacla.kwa'sla. and replies were roccived on the wireless in the form of 
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The position taken up by Khandekar in !Jis deposition boils d<?wri to t~s : 
That whenever queries were received ,by him on the phone, he. tried to satisfy 
the questions raised by giving them information which he nsed to gather from 
the )og messages received by him. This is clear from Khandekar's repFes :-

"I did not communicate any of these messages as such to the Deputy 
Chitnis but generally I conveyed the information regarding the situation 

·of the Panshet Dam. The information that I was conveying to them was 
based by me on the messages that I was. receiving. " • 

This is also clear from the following reply given by Khandekar in answer to 
a question by Shri Bhandare, the Advocate for the Irrigation Officers : 

" Dandavate did not originate any message from Poona either in his 
own name or in 'the name of the Collector of Poona in regard to information 
about the situation at Panshet. Dandavate did not ask me as to when he 
had received the information that I conveyed to him on 4 or 5 times. '! 

Notwithstanding these fundamental contra~ctions in the evidence of Khan
dekar, we are told, in all seriousness by the Advocate on behalf of .the Civil 
Authorities that there is no reason why Khandekar should tell lies and Khan
dekar's evidence should be looked upon with suspicion. It is also necessary 
to note that there were no document which corroborates the story of Khandekar 
as put forward in his written statement or his deposition. Khandekar admits : 

'.'We have not maintained any log book or despatch book in our oflicq. 
in regard to messages received or sent on phone. " · 
I have already cited passag<::s from the deposition of Dandavate, Deputy 

Chitnis at Ex. 829 in which Dandavate stated tl}at in all, he made 15 queries 
to the headquarters wireless station and 2 or 3 queries to the Vishram Bag con
trol room' and in all these queries, he asked the same question viz. the situation 
at P!lnshet. He positively asserted that he got replies to each of the- queries.' 
At the same time, he had to admit that he made notes of2 or 4 messages received 
by him on a piece of paper. Dan!lavate also admitted that be did not know 
who had authorised the head operator, or the. operators in the police head
quart<:rs wireless to convey the wireless messages to him. At the same time 
he relied upon what he called a standing practice to the effect that whenever 
the Deputy Chitnis asked for information the wireless operators supplied 
that information. He admitted that there was no ruJe·to that effect •. · Dane 
davate further s~ted that ":he~ he made the first enquiry at 9-45 p.m., the 
head operator nused no objection and when he told him that he would be 
asking for fur~r ~ormati?n also he did not protest,. but on the contr11ry; 
agre~d to g~ve him lnf?rmation •. I have also referred to that part pf £)anda
vate s evid~ce,. wherem he admitted that no special arrangement was made 
for commurucatlon to the control room on one side and the police headquarters 
wireless station and Vishrambag control room on the other. 

As P?int;ed out above, Dan~vate says that he made notes of three messages • 
?nth~ JOttings at Ex. 831 receiVed during the course of the night while he was 
m the control room. They are as follows ;- - · · · · · 
{1) 11-15 p.m. 

. Parishet •• 
, Khadakwasla 
1 a.m. 
No rain no danger. 
5·30 a.m. ~. ' 

67·SO 
' ' 29·60- • . .• -. ' .. -

67·50 
29·80 
67·~() 
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It will thus be seen that except the entry, • no rain no danger', the rest of the 
entries relate merely to the lake levels. · I have already referred to the evidence' 
of Khandekar when· he emphatically states that he did not enquire about rain 
and whether conditions at Panshet and did not communicate any inform'ltion 
regatding rain and weather conditious at Panshet to anyone in Poona. If that 
is so, then the entry, ' no rain, no danger ' is obviously false. At one stage 
he stated that he did not communicate the message that there was no dange;. 
to any one except the N. D. A. Later on he corrected himself by saying that· 
he communicated the message to the revenue authorities. Assuming that 
the message at (Ex. 383) (6) was commuuicated to Dandavate, it could not 
have been communicated before 23 ·54 hours i.e. II ·54. But Dandavate 
has noted fhe lake levels :-

Panshet 67 ·50 
Khadakwasla 29 · 80, 

, as at 11·I5, suggesting that he received message in regard to the same either · 
at 1I·I5 p.m. or a little before. I have also laboured to show how the entry 
' no rain, na. danger ' has been cramped in the narrow space available and for 
what reason.. The matter does not rest there. So far as the message stated 
to have been received at 5 • 30 a.m. in the jottings at Ex. 831 is conCerned, 
it is iri evidence that this message was received by the Collector himself. In 
his written statement at paragraph 33 (Ex. 423), the Collector says : 

-•_ , " At about 6 · 30 a.m. on 12th July 1961 I was informed on the telephone 
of the water levels at 5 • 30 a.m. at Panshet and Khadakwasla dams. These 
levels were as follows :-

Panshet 67 ·50 . 
Khadakwasla 29·60 ". 

At paragraph 34 the Collector says that the Commissioner talked to him on 
the phone at 7·00 a.m. At paragraph 35 he says that after this telephonic talk 
with the Commissioner he got a telephone from Damry. At paragraph 37 
the Collector states that after his conversation with Damry, Dandavate 
rang him up. The Collector admitted in his deposition that before this talk 
he had no talk with Dandavate through the whole of the night. T/J.at clearly 
shows that the Collector got information about the water levels prevailing 
at 5·30 from· other source, becuase he received that message at 6·30 a.m. 
and when the talk with Dandavate took place after 7·00 a.m. It is, however, 
Significant that Khandekar does not speak of having sent any message to the 
Collector directly. Nor does he say that he sent tho message reegarding 
the water levels at· 5·30 a.m. to Dandavate. Therefore, the story of 
informations having been conveyed to Dandavate on the night between the 
lith and the 12th appears to be a myth and an invention. -

Referring to the messages regarding water levels contained in the Khadak
. wasla R/T Log Book, (Ex, 378), it is noted that the lake level at 9•45 p.m. 

on lith July 1961 is shown as 29•90 at Khadakwasla and 67·40 at Panshet '. 
· Dandavate's note shows that. the level at Khadakwasla was at 30· 30. • The 

same level has been shown in the written statement of the Collector at para. 
31. From the same document (Ex .. 378), it appears that no information 
regarding the lake levels, was conveyed after 0347 hours, .i.e. 3.·47 a.m. on 
the 12th. This is. an additional circumstance whicn casts doubt upon . the 
genuinoness of the entries made in the jottings at Ex. 831. 

I have already referred to the message (Ex. 365) ~tiated by_ ~abar; ·stating 
that messages regarding water levels should necessarily be ongmated by -the 
P. fw.PD.: personnel. An attem\)t has been made by Mara the (Ex. 312) and 
Kak (E.,C 367), ·.who were worldiJg -at the Panshet wireless station· to sh9W 
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.that Panse was $itting in th~ wireless room ·a~d it wa~ at his instance that 
messages were initiated.. N. V. Mara the says : . 

"Panse was Sitting by my side .tilL 12·30 midnight. Thereafter,. no 
one from the P. W. D. was sitting by my side throughout the rest of the mght 

. till I was there." 
Panse in his written statement, (Ex. 224), makes no reference to his sitting 
in ·the operator's room for giving instructions, ~o. th~ operators for sending 
messages. . In answer to questions by the CommiSSion s Counsel, he asserted 
that he was not concerned with any of the messages that were sent from Panshet. 
It is significant that Mr. Ghaswala declined to cross examine this witness, thus 
denying himself an opportunity to make a. s_uggestion- to Panse that he was 
sitting in the operator's room and authonsm~ the mes~ages put. out from 
the wireless station at Panshet. It has been pomted out IQ the wntten argo
men~ put in on behalf of the civil authorities that at the time when l_'~se 
gave evidence the civil authorities could not know whether Panse was stttmg 
by the side of the operators working at Panshet wireless room. and the 

. statements of the wireless operators came after Panse's examination. It · 
may however, be pointed out that by his letter,: dated 16th October 1961, 
addressed to the Commission, Mr. S. Majidullah; the then Deputy Inspector 
General of Police, Poona Range, had mentioned the names of S. M. Nabat, 
Superintendent of Police, Wireless; Poona, and N. V. Marathe and J. M. Kale, 

· Wireless operators, in his list of officers whose evidence, in his opinion, was 
likely to be of assistance. It was because of this letter that the Secretary for 
the Commission wrote a letter to Nabar on 9th March 1962 asking him to ' 
put in his written statement and the written statements of other officers as 
·preliminary to their being examined as witnesses .. · It was in pursuance of this 
Jetter, that S. M. Nabar wrote a letter to the Commission on 12th March 
1962, that he'and the wireless operators were subniitting their written statements 
to the Commission. Mr. Ghaswala and Mr. Murudkar represented Majidullah 
It is, therefore, reasonable to as-sume that instructions must have been received 
from Majidullah about the role played by the operators Kale and Marathe. 
Moreover, Mr. Murudkar took inspection of all the log books· submitted 
by ·Nabar as early as 5th February 1962, i.e. even before the record:ng of 
evidence had commenced. Again, at the time of the examination of the wire
Jess operator's it was noticed that Mr. Ghaswala and Mr. Murudkar had in 
their possession de-coded copies of the relevant entries. It was, therefore, 
necessary for Mr. Ghaswala to ask questions to Panse; Kanangalekar and 
other irrigation officers about these messages. 'In any case, it was the duty 
of tl\e Advocates representing the Civil Autl).orities to make enquiries into 
the matter and obtain proper . instructions. It is no use complaining that 
they ~ere. not able t~ know that according to the operators Panse was sitting 
by the1r stde on the rnght of the lith. Even then it was open to the Advocate 
on behalf of the Civil Authorities to ask the Commission to recall the witness 
fo~ asking relevant question on that point. J. M. Kale, the other operator 
at Panshet, stated that he received the message from Poona at 0605 hours 
asking 'w~at is the situation at Panshet '. And he replied :· "Situation 
~t.Panshet IS as before". Kale explains that before giving this reply he went 
mto the olh:er. room ':'I' here Panse was •sitting and asked him as to what reply 
should be giVen to this query .. This shows that, any rate, between 12·30 
~nd 6·05 on the 12th, none of the irrigation authorities was consulted for send
mg messages. to Poona about the ·,Panshet situation 
K~galek~i~ hi& wiitten s~tC!Jle~_t,', tx: 2.21, sa~·; . . . . .. 

_ , At abo!Jt .:1)0 p.tn, the wtrel~ op_erator asked him as to what reply. 
h~ s)lo~d give to~ query fz:om l'OC>na about the sitwit1ori at :Panshet. I told 
him to feport that the situation continUed to be gra,ve." · · · · ·· 
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Kananglekar sayHhat he stmt in all 2 or 3 messag~ to ·~ during the night. 
and the subs tan~ of these ·messages was that the situation continued to be the 
sam~. He further. says that be did not re_ceive any further message or any 
quenes fro!J!- D~sat or ~~u~e or Manenkar or Padhye during that night. 
Further on m his depoSltion m answer to questions in cross-examination he 
says·:· · 

"I was not all along sitting in that room (where the wireless was set up). 
A peon was kept there and he used to tell me whenever a message came. 
I did not send any message to Manerikar during that nigllt. At .about 
3 a.m., Bhalerao told me that he had received a message from Manerikar. 
I .do not know. whether Bhalerao sent any message to Mr. Manerikar, nor · 
did .Bhalerao tell me that be had sent any message to Manerikar. The 
messages from the dam sometimes used to be oral when the Deputy Engineers 
themselves came and reported. Otherwise, they used to.be o~ slips of 
papers. I used to go through these messages. These slips have not been ' 
preserved. · They were not put down on any book ......... The wireless 
operator at Panshet had maintained a book noting down the messages 
sent ........... At about 2-30 a.m. Capt. Bakshi had come to the control 
room. I was in tb.e room at :that time. . I, Bakshi and the three operators 
were in that room.· I do not know their names. Two of the operators were . 
sleeping. One was working through the whole of the night. I do not 
remember whether Bakshl sent any messages. I was there. for about 
10 minutes and then I left, Capt. Bakshi remained in the room for some 
time. I had a discussion with Capt. Bakshi about the situation of the dam 
He complained about high wind and waves. He said that he and his party 
were putting sand bags • " . . 

Later on he stated : . , 
· "I gave. a reply to the operator at 4-30 a.!l1. saying that the situation con

tinued to be grave thinking that the operator was to convey it to some 
·authority. The message was sent by me on my own and was based on·my 
reading of this. message. Nobody had told me in so many words tha.t the 
situation continued to be grave." . . 

The only question put by Mr. Ghaswala with regard to the wireless operators 
was : " Whether the witness knew the names of the operators ? ". The witness 
replied that he did not know. On this point Kale bas contradicted Kanangle-
. kar. He has gone so far as to s.ay that he had not seen Kananglekar at Pansltet .· 
Rest House on the night between lith and 12th of July. Kale says : . 

"It .is not true that I told Kananglekar at 4-30 a.m. that I had a. message 
from Poona asking about the condition at the Panshet dam. Nor it is true 
that in reply be asked me to convey that the situation at Panshet continued 
to be graYe Y . · 

It will thus be clear that there is no evidence to show that the messages sent 
from Panshet were authorised by any of the irrigation authorities. lnspite 
of this, in one or two of the log messages, we find th: expression. "It is from 

..lrigher authorities ...... " · Apart from the clear instructions given by Nabar, 
I have no doubt that the Collector or the Commissioner would have asked 
Desai ·to ghe authorised information about the situation at Pansbet. If at 
all, either of them was serious to know the conditions prevailing at the dam, 
the position would not have been allowed to be so chaotic as it appears today. 
The p<;>sition today is. tb~~;t IIO informatio.n was. given either to the irri?ation 

. authonties or to the suyenntendent of Pohce, W!!eless; nor even t. o:the wu:eless 
operators that a contro room was set up for the purpose·of -seeuring authorised 
and authentic information regarding the situation at Pansber.- The Deputy 
Chitnis, relying on what he .cho,()Ses to calL.a standing practice, is. supposed to 
have told the operato.r at the.t"!We of making the first querry_ that be wa~ the 
Dcoutv Chitnis and was. speaking from the control room. .On the bas1s of 
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such a phone message the operators, witho?t ~onsulti1~g their superior 
authorities are supposed to have gone on conveymg mformat10n to the rev~nue 
authorities. The operators have not cared to see whether the messages rece1ved 
by them W.!rC authorised by the irrigation authorities, allU this has bappe~ed 
notwithstanding specific instructions from Nabar that all me~~ages re~ardmg 
even lake levels !thould originate from the P. W. D. authontles .. Th•s rule 
would apply with greater fore~ in respect of me:.!>ages a?o.u.t the cond1tton of the 
Panshct Dam, because that mvolved greater responsJbJhty than the respon
sibility implicit in conveying messages regarding water levels. 

All the messages that passed between Khadakwasla a~d Poona duri1~g the 
course of the night have been brought on the record of tillS case. The w1reless 
operators concerned in either despatching these messages or receiving them 
bave also been examined. It is, therefore, necessary to analyse some of the 
important messages that were exchanged on that fateful night. This analysis 
will help to see what was the condition of the dam and what was the effect of 
the bag stacking operations on subsidence. It will also help us in trying to 
find out what messages, if any, might have been conveyed by the operators at 
Poona to the civil authorities. 

II. Analysis of the Wireless Messages oo the lltb 
fwo wireless stations were installed at KhaJakwasla on 1st July 1961, one 

of high frequency and the other of very high frequency. The object of the 
installation of these two stations was the communication of information 
regarding the water level in the Khadakwasla reservoir. J . M. Kale (Ex. 367) 
was working at Khadakwasla from 1st July 1961 onwards. S. B. Kulkarni 
(Ex. 372) was also working on this station from 7th July 1961 till 12th July 
1961 up to 09-30 hours. It appears that after Kulkarni one B. M. Shukla 
worked at the station. On lOth July 1961 Desai, Superintending Engineer, 
made a request to Nabar, Superintendent of Police, Wirless, for the installa
tion of a wireless station at Panshet. Nabar advised Desai to move the 
Inspector General of Police for permission. Desai spoke to Manerikar and 
informed Nabar about the same at 4-00 p.m. At 9-30 p.m. the same day a wire, 
less message was received from the Inspector General of Police asking Nabar 
to instal a wireless at Panshet. At about 6-30 a.m. on the II th Nabar received 
a telephone call from Prabhakar enquiring whether a wireless station could be 
installed at Panshet, there being no reliable means of communication with 
Poona from Paushet. Nabar told him th<lt the wireless statf and equipment 
were already on their way to Panshet. Police Wireless Inspector Datar went 
to Panshet with Marathe and on his way, at Khadakwasla picked up Kale 
and took him with him to Panshet. N. V. Marathe and J. M. Kale are the two 
operators who worked at the wireless station at Panshct. In the first instance 
the wireless aerial was installed in open field beyond the spillway at about 
13-50 hours. After some time, the wireless station was dismantled and the 
equipment was carried to the Rest House. The station was installed in the 
Rest House at about 17-00 hours. The station could not work between 
17-00 hours to 21- I 5 hours because of the development of the defect in the 
trans!Uitter. Commun!catiou w.as established at 2HS hours. It may be 
mentioned that the station established at Panshet was only W/T station. 

Before proceeding I may explain the meaniug of the abbrevations :
WT-Wirelcss Telegraphy. 
RT-Radio Telephony. 
HF-High Frequency. 
VHF-V.ry High Froquency. . . 

So far Poona. is concerned, the RT .station was in Vf~bram Bag Wada VHF 
control .room. and the Wf was in the Pollee Headquarters, Bhamburda. 
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· . Defore the setting up of the wireless station at Panshet the messages from 
Panshet were first of all communicated on phone either t~ the Canal Signaller 
at Khadakwasla or to the Wireless Operator at Khadnkwasla. That is why 
Bhalerao had to ~end the message at Ex. 375 (I) {Ex. 385 (1)), saying that 
Panshet da!l' was m danger and heavy floods were expected first on phone to 
Theurkar (Signaller at Kbadakwasla who in his turn gave the message to B. V. 
Shukla, tlie bperator and it was the operator who sent that mess:tge to Poon·t 
This was by f~r the most itnportant message that has passed on from Khadak: 
wasta RT stat10.n. The other message from Khadakwnsla, to wbkh a reference 
may be made, IS at Ex. 375 (5), by Nagarkar to Theurkar signaller saying in 
substance that he informed S. E. about the message at Ex. 375 'I) ~nd asking 
Theukar to keep one mari at signalling station and secure complete details of 
Panshet danger. One more message transmitted from Khadakwasla is at 
Ex. 375 (2) which was sent by Theukar signaller at 05-41 hours to Nagarkar. 
This was in reply to Ex. 375 (5) and in that message Theukar stati!J that he did 
not get Panshet, but the level at Panshet was 2065·50 at 4 a.m. and that at 
Khadakwasla 30·70 at 5-30 a.m. Then there is a message (Ex. 377) sent by 
Shukla operator at 06-07 hours to wireless inspector at Poona seeking instruc
tions regarding the shifting of the station, in view of the fact that Panshet dam 
was in danger. Superintendent of Police, Wireless, was mentioned as an 
informee in this message. The last message transmitted from this station, 
to which we need refer is Ex. 375 (4). Bhalerao sent that message to the 
District Magistrate that needful was being done. This message had to be 
relayed from Khadakwasla because at that time the Panshet wireless station 
was not operating due to a defect in the equipment. Bhalerao's reply was in 
answer to the message sent by the District Magistrate, saying that 200 army 
personnel were leaving for Panshet at 15-30 hours, they were expected to reach 
Panshet 17-00 hours for strengthening the sinking dam portion and asking 
Bhalerao to communicate the present position by return [Ex. 385 (5)). Bhalorao's 
reply at Ex. 375(4) was received by the C~llector whi~e he was in the Divisional 
Commissioner's meeting. One of the pomts urged m support of the conten
tion that the engineers felt that there was no danger to the dam at. ~hadakwasla 
or if there was danger that bad. passed because of the ~dp of the m1ht~ry Jawans, 
is that this message merely sa1d that needful was bemg done and d1d not refer 
to the position oft he dam. Bhaler~o in hi~ deposition explained that the words 
• present position • conveye~ to h•m the ~~ca that the Collector wanted the 
position relating to the arnval o~ the m•.htar~ Jawans and the. ~ork of bag 
stacking operations. W~ether th~s reply IS satisfactory or no.t, Jt IS clear that 
the words • needful is be1ng done , tn no case, conveyed the 1dea that all was 
well at Panshet. These words simply mean that whatever steps were felt 
necessary were being taken. 

1 will 'now pass on to the messag~s.which p~ssc:J fr~m the Panshct wireless 
station. Mr. Manerikar, the Add1t10n~l Ch!ef Engmeer sent a message to 
Bhalerao at 21-35 hours (Ex. 316) saymg : Please let me k~?W immediately 
whether the raised portion of the sunke.n dam has. been stabiiJsed: If so at 
what level. Also state how the work ~s progressmg an~ wh~t IS the latest 
level. 1 am starting for Panshet on rece1pt of yo.ur reply. Th1s message was 
relayed from Poona WT control. The reJ?IY to tillS message was sent by Bhalo
rao from Panshet at 00-15 hour~ and ~e.ce•ved 00-39 hours Ex. 385 (4)., Ex. 375 
(5), saying, • the sunkan portion JS st~bahsed at R. L. 20-70 .. The work of ~aying 
sand bags is in progress. Lake level IS R. L. 2067·4: As veh1cle.s cannot d1rcctly 
come to the colony, you are reque.ste~ to start m the mormng to Panshet.' 
This is the only regular message wh1ch Js relevant for our discussion that ema. 
ll&ted from Pansbet OD the rught between the 11th and 12th. 
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T!:len we have severaJJog messages received at and transmitted froJ:!l Pansne •• 
The extracts of these message> as from Panshet log book are exhibited as 
Ex. 314. The extracts of log messages transmitted from and received at Poona 
are exhibited as Exs. 383 and 384. In technical language, these messages are ' 
known as service messages. There is conside~able controve!SY ~bout the 
authenticity of these messages and also as to which of the vers10ns 1s correct, 
viz. the version contain~d in the log bo.ok of the transmitting station or the 
ver~ion contained in. the log book of the receiving station. Jn particular, the 
entries of the messages sent at about 13-42 hours (There is no immediate danger 
to the dam at Panshet as no higher level of water is reported), that sent at 22-42 
hours (Still no report but no danger), that sent at 23-27 hours (It is learnt that 
water has reached upto Kondhave village), that sent at.23-55 hours (It is from · 
higher authorities report that Panshet dam is not in danger. Water level is 

.20-70 R. L.) are highly disputed. I have already referred to the message sent 
by Nabar (Ex .. 365) which, in effect says that messages regarding water levels 
.sl:.ould necessarily be originated by the P. W. D. personnel. I have also dis
cussed the evidence of Nabar, that of the wiieJess operators and the Irrigation 
officers, viz., Kananglekar and Pause, as to whether the messages sent from 
Panshet were authorised by them and also as to whether the wireless _operators 
had authority to convey these messages to outsiders. On this point, I will 
refer to the evidence of Nabar relating to the practice followed in. making 
entries in the log books :-

" The normal practice for the opei-a.tor of the transmitting station is to 
put out a. message first and thereafter to make an entry of the text of the 
message in the log book. The operator of the receiving.station takes down the 
message Jetter by Jetter. T.he message noted down in the log book of the 
receiving station is, therefore, authentic." 
(The quotation is not continuous) 
I do not propose to enter into a discussion as to which ofthe versions is more 

authentic, nor do I propose to discuss the discrepancies in the entries of the 
log books of the receiving stations and the entries of the. log books of the trans
mitting stations. I am prepared to take it for granted that the version of the 
message contained in the log books· of the receiving station is more correc:t 
and more authentic and will proceed to discuss the significance of these messa
ges on that footing. The messages sent from Poona at 22-39 hours as it 
appears from Poona Log Book .Ex. 383 runs thus :-'-

" Inform immediately whether any danger at Panshet. ·Reply immediately". 
'!he message that was received· at P.anshet frolli Poona at 22-42 hours, as recorded 

. m the Panshet Log Book runs thus : · . · · . 
"Please inform immediately whether any danger at Panshet. (Ex. 314) ". 

The reply received at Poona at 22-46 .hours runs thus : 
"Still no progress of water. No danger." (Ex. 383). 

The firs~ f.!Ung that needs to be mentioned about this message is" that on the 
face of 1t 1t does not show .that this was authorised by any of the Irrigation· 
Office~. The second pmnt tQ be considered is that it does not say in · 
unqualified terms that there was no danger, but what it says is that • no' 

_ progress of .water and 11:0 danger '. That means, there was no danger ·still," 
1.e.,_ at ~e ~me when this "!llessage was sent from Panshet, i.e. at 22-42 hours. 
In paSSing, 1t may be mentioned that the version appearing in the Panshet log. 
book. .Ex. 314, of this message is :- ' · 

"Still no report but no danger. Carry on." 
··Then the Poona Log B.ook at Ex. 383 shows that another. message was sent 

from Poona to Panshet at 23-52 hours asking. "Any danger at 'Panshet." 
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This m~age does not find. place in the Panshet Log Book Ex 314 If the 
entries in the log book of the receiving station are to be treated as "more. authen
tic, it means that no such message was received at Panshet. 

The Poona Log Book· at Ex. 383 shows that the following message· was 
received at Poona at 23:52 hours from Panshet, saying, " Please refer to your 

·query. Panshet dam still safe.... It would thus be seen that all that was being 
con-.:eY_ed ~rom Patis~e~; wheth1!1" on the basis of the authentic . reports from 
the 1mgat1on authonties or not, was that the dam was still safe. That can 
nevel' mean that the dam had passed danger or that it had become absolutely 
safe. It may be pointed out that the log book of the transmitting station, viz. 
Panshet (log book), does not contain this message at all. · 

Ex. 383 Poona log book shows that a message was transmitted from Poona 
to Panshet at 23-53 hours. saying, " Please confirm from higher authorities 
whether water has gone to· Kondhave village." This message· does not find 
place in the Panshet log book Ex. 314 which was. the receiving station. 

Then comes a very crucial message. Ex. 383, the Poona ·log book, shows 
that a message was received at Poona at 23-54 hours transmitted from Panshet 
which was to the followip.g effect :- ·. . · · 

".It is from higher authoritieneport that Panshet Dam still safe. Lake 
level 2067·50 feet." (Ex. 318). . . ' · 

In the log book of the transmitting station (Ex. 314), the message is shown to 
have been transmitted at 23-55 hours to Poona which runs thus .: . · 

. " It is from higher authorities that Panshet, is not in danger. Water level 
is 2070 R.L." (Ex. 317). , . . . , 

It is contended on behalf of the civil authorities that confirmation of the correct
ness of the message entered in the log book of the receiving station will be avail
able in the entry of the log book of the referee station. At the relevant time, ' 
Nagpur was the referee station. ·Nabar in his depositon says : • 

' " There is no corresponding e~try in the referee station of Nagpur corres-
. poncling to the entry at Ex. 317. There is only an entry which reads 'nn
. readable'." 

Assuming that the version appearing in the Poona log book is more authentic 
whiclt says that the Panshet dam was still safe, I cannot understand how from · 
this message an inference can be drawn that the dam had passed the danger 
point and that it had become safe absolutely. There is another difficulty for 
which: no satisfactory explanation has been offered and it is this. that the 
Panshet log book i.e. the log book of the .transmitting station mentions that the 
message was transmitted at 23-55 hours. There is no reason why the time · 
mentioned in the transmitting log book should not be taken as .accurate. Had 
this message been transmitted at 23-55 hours it is impossible to imagine that 
it could be received at Poona at 23-54 hours. · Finally it is necessary to remem
ber that this message was received at 11-54 p.m. From a message received 
at 11-54, one cannot conclude. that the conditions remained static through 
the whole of the night. There is nothiilg to suggest that any of these messages 
were authorised by the irrigation authorities. At this stage I may refer to the 
admission made by no less a person than Nabar himself. · He says : 

" On the face ~f none of the ~essages could it be found that the message 
was authorised by the authority." ,. 

This answer he gave to a question put by Mr. Murudkar to the following 
effect:- , · . 
. " Is it possible that an emergency like this, some times the operators may 

overstrip the authority ? " · · · 
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This question was asked by. Mr. ¥urudkar after taking ~pecial pef!11issi~n 
from the Commission. The reply gtven by Nabar was not m confonruty With 
the question. It must, therefore, be said that Nabar has blurted out the truth 
when he says that none of these messages prima facie indicates that it was 
authorised by authority. Nabar has proceeded to qualify the reply by 
saying "that may be due to. the emergency." Had there been any truth~ 
this reply, then I cannot understand Nabar's insiste_nce in dire~ti~g t~e operators 
not to initiate any messages without the authonty of the rrngatiOn officers. 
There was an emergency when Nabar gave the direction and he knew about it. 
It is not as if the emergency sprang up at the time when some of the messages, 
on which reliance is placed, were relayed. In this connection, I may refer to 
the replies given by Marathe operator in answer to questions by Shri H. R. 
Gokhale: · 

" The S. P. Wireless, had given specific instructions saying all the messages 
must be emanated from the P. W. D. officers and that the next of the messages 
would be reduced to writing and also contain the signature of the sender of 
the messages. Accordingly, I have transmitted messages written and signed 

' by the P. W. D. Officers. After the messages from Poona were received 
at Panshet, I reduced them in writing and gave to the appropriate authorities 
and obtained their signatures in token of acknowledgtnent It is only the 
written messages containing the signatures of the P. W. D. authorities which 
would be entitled to be called official messages or authorised official 
messages." 

It is clear from these answers that it is only in respect of regular messages that 
. the title ' authorised messages ' can appropriately apply. In my view, Nabar's 
attempt at suggesting that even log messages could be regarded as authorised 
messages, notwithstanding that on their face they do not show 
that they were authorised provided they are sent in an emergency, is futile._ 
The log messages are never meant for the information of outsiders. They are 
messages passed between one operator and the other and they merely relate 
to the internal management· of the stations. If the log messages are to be 
utilised in an emergency for other purposes, there must be an express authori• 
sation from the Superintendent of Police, Wireless. Even in that case if the 
message, on the face of it, does not show that it was initiated by the officer or 
authorised by him, it is impossible to call it an authorised message by mer.ely 
invoking the argument of emergency. · . 

In view of the position adopted by me, viz., of accepting the version· 
as recorded in the receiving station to be more correct and authentic, it is not 
necessary to refer to the extracts of the log books from the referee stations 
sought to be produced by Mr. Nabar in the course of his cross examination 
by Mr. Murudkar. I consider the entire controversy in that respect as .futile 
and the comments contained in the written arguments of the civil authorities, 
on the ground that referee log books were not admitted can only be dismissed 
as due to prejudice. · 

Although I have proceeded on the footing that what contained in the log · 
book .of the receivi~~ stati~n as more authentic, still I cannot help drawing -
attention to the positive evidence of the operator Marathe (Ex. 312) in respect 
of.the most controversial entry. That entry in the Panshet log book runs : 

" Still no report. But no danger. Carry on." ' · . 
This message appears to have been transmitted some time after 22-42 hours, 
although the timing of transmission is not specifically noted in the log book. 
In the log book of the receiving station the mesage is recorded as follows ;~ 

" Still no progress of water. No dangef ", • 



And ~i~ message is ~aid to have .been received at 22-46 hours. N. v. Marathe 
the ongmator of t!rls message, m answer to questions in cross examination, 
~tated ~at he !ece1ved a message from Poona at 22·42 hours saying, " Please 
mfonn Immediately whether any danger at Panshet ". Marathe states that 
he im~edia,tely gave ~ reply saying, "Still no report but no danger". The 
expressiOn no report clearly shows that the operator was sending a report 

· on his own and that there was no official backing for the same. Marathe 
has tried to get over that difficulty by giving an extraordinary explanation 
viz., that One P. W. D. officer who was sitting by his side told him that there 
wa~ no officia.l re)?Ort and at th~ same time added that there was no danger. 
This explanatiOn IS self-contradictory. If the P. W. D. Officer himself says 
that there was no danger, evidently that was a report and evidently again 
that was an official report. Marathe proceeded to explain that the P. W. D 
Officer mentioned by him was Panse. He admitted that he had received 
no further infonnation about the condition of the dam. To· a suggestion 

.put to him, "it is not true that he wrote the words 'no danger' on his own ", 
he denied the same and stated that Panse who was sitting by this side told 
him that there was no danger. When asked to explain why he did not obtain 
a writing from Panse, he contented himself by saying that he did not obtain 
a writing because Panse was sitting by his side. · He then gave a most important 
admission saying that he used to send even unofficial messages and it was 
not his business to ascertain whether the message was official or unofficial. 
He admitted that the work of sending messages was a responsible job and he 
knew that only authorised messages should be transimitted. Two things emerge 
from these statements. One is, that although in a general way the version 
appearing in the log book of the receiving station should ordinarily be regarded 
as more authentic, still that general proposition would not hold good when 
we have positive evidence of the operator who himself initiated the message 
and stated that he used the words 'still no report but no danger'. Of course, 
I must hasten to add that at a later stage of the cross examination, in order 
to bring himself in confonnity with the theory that the version in the log book 
of the receiving station is more accurate, Marathe stated that the message 
recorded·in the Poona log book at 22-46 hours as 'Still no progress of water. 
No danger' is more correct. Secondly, Maratl!e himself has admitted that 
he was sending even unofficial messages. This is supported by what is 
contained in the message itself viz.," Still no report". Inspite of this, Marathe 
has the audacity to say tl!at he had the report from Panse, who himself told 
him that he had no official report, but that there was no danger. If panse 
did not have an official report, he would certainly have obtained it within 
a short time. Without obtaining any report, it is impossible that he would 
take the risk of informing that there was no danger. Again the expression 
'no danger' is not unqualified. It must necessarily be qualified by the word 
' still ' which applied to botl! parts of the message, viz., ' no report ' and 
'no danger'. As I have laboured to show that the one refrain running through 
all tl!e messages recorded in (Ex. 383), the Poona W /T log book, was that the 
dam was still safe, meaning that the dam had not yet t?ppled down or over
topped. It may finally be pointed out that after all, this message went from 
Panshet at 10-42 p.m. and received at Poona at 10-46. It is impossible to 
assume that tl!e same situation continued through the whole of tl!e night 
particularly when admittedly other messages were sent and received. 

It is necessary to ferer to some of the entries in (Ex. 383), the Poona Log 
Book and (Ex. 314) the Panshet Log Book in anotl!er connecti?,n. The 
~essage put out from Poona to Panshet at 22·39 ~ours ~ays : , lnfonn 
Immediately whetl!er any danger at Panshet. Reply tmmediately . V. D. 
Khandekar, the head operator in his deposition, states that this message was 
~ 1.7&2-~9 
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transmitted because one officer from the Defence Academy rang_ him Up ~d 
said that the Panshet dam had breached and, there[ore, ask~d him to obtatn 

- the latest information. He adds that the reply rece!Yed by him at. 22·46 hours 
saying, 'Still no progress _of_water. No danger', _was comm!lru~ated to ~e 
N. D. A. on phone. It is Significant that Khandekar IS not menf:iorull:g anything 
about this in his written statement. The story, therefore, IS evidently an 
improvement upon his written statement. Beyond the bare word of·Khande
kar there is no evidence to show that this message was sent at the instance 
of ~n officer from N.D. A., nor is there any evidence to show that this message 
was communicated to the N. D. A. 

· Khandekar further says that at 23·52 hours again some person from N. D. A. 
phoned him and told him that some villagers from Kondhave Dhavade and 
had assembled ai the Assembly Hall at the Academy and asked him to obtain 
information about the position of the dam. He further says that the reply 
received by him at 23·52 hours saying, 'Please refer your query-Panshet Dam 
still safe' was communicated to the N. D. A. On this point also we have to 
rely upon tire bare word of Khandekar. As against this, it is necessary to 
remember that there is an entry in the Panshet log book (Ex. 314) in regard 
to a message which was received at Panshet at 23·27 h~;>urs and put out from 
J>oona, which reads thus : 

"It is learnt that water has reached upto Kondhave Village. Please 
contact higher authorities immediately and confirm whether it is a fact. 
Treat this as most urgent. " 

It is significanf that there is' no entry corresponding to this in the Poona 
log book. I am inclined to the view that Khandekar is either out of 
forgetfulness or deliberately trying to make a confusion between the 
message sent from Poona some time before 23·27 hours and the message 
sent out from Poona at 23·52 hours saying, ' Any danger at Panshet '. Mara the 
has admitted and in fact no admission is necessary because the timings them· 
selves clearly show that these two messages have no connection whatsoever· 
and they are independent. Khandekar further asserts that the message put 

. up by him at 23·53 hours saying, 'Please confirm from higher authorities whether 
wa'ter has gone to Kondhave Village ', was also at the instance of the N. D. A. 
(Ex. 383). This message, however, does not find place in the Panshet Log 
Book. According to Khandekar the reply to the above message was received 
at 23·54 hours saying, 'It is from higher- authorities report that Panshet dam 
still safe. Lake level2067·50 feet." and this message was also communicated 
to theN. D. A. Here again there is nothing to support Khandekar's statement 
that this message was at the instance of N. D. A. authorities and its reply· 
also was sent out to them. It appears to me that the only message which was 
perhaps put out at the instance of the N. D. A. might be the message recorded 
in the Panshet Log Book. (Ex. 314), as having been received at 23·27 hours 
saying, " It is learnt that water has reached upto Kondhave Village. Please 
contact higher authorities immediately and confirm whether it is a fact. Treat 
this as most urgent". Khandekar, however, does not speak about this. 
Khandekar has, hmyever, surprisingly stated that he had made no enquiries 
about the ~ater ha~mg gone to Kondhave Village at any time. This admission 
coupled WI.th t~e Circumstance that the message put out at 23·53 hours from 
Poona. sa}'lng, whether water has gone to Kondhave Village', does not find 
place 10 the Panshet log book, shows that the only message which is likely 
to·have been put up at the instance of the N. D. A. authorities has not been 
put up ~rom Poona at all. .Khandekar's anxiety not to associate himself with 
any enqUiry about water haVJng entered Kondhave Village can be explained 
\fwe remember that such an enquiry, accordin$ to the Collector, was made 
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-by Major Khadet Ahmed himself and in that enquiry Khader Ahmed had 
stated that the Panshet dall! was in dange:. In this connection, we may refer 
to_ a passage at paragraph 31 of the wntten statement of Prabhakar which 
runs thus: 

"After 11· 30 p.m., Major Khader Ahmed, Security Officer of N. D. A• 
Khadakwasla rang me up. He said that the villagers of Kondhave 
Dl}avde and Shivne, which are just outside the N. D. A. campus, had entered 
the campus because they had been warned by the Talathi to evacuate 
their village as Panshet dam was in danger. I requested Major Khader 
Ahmed to allow the villagers to remain in the Academy campus till next 
morning." 

Three things are clear from this. The first is that Major Khader Ahmed had 
learnt that the Talathi had warned that there was danger to the Panshet dam 
as a result of which the villagers of the three villages went into the N. D. A. 
campus. The second is that the Collector not only did not tell him that there 
was no danger to the dam, but, on the other hand, requested Major Khader 
Ahmed to allow the villagers to remain in the Academy till the next morning. 
The third point is that the enquiry in this connection was made by Major 
Khader Ahmed to the Collector himself and not to the operator. It is signi
ficant that the Collector did not tell Major Khader Ahmed that there was 
a wireless station set up at Panshet and that he should make inquiries with 
the wireless headquarters at Poona. The very fact that Major Khader Ahmed 
made inquiries with the Collector direct at an odd hour of the night, i.e. after 
11· 30 p.m; shows that he was not aware of any wireless station having been 
set up at Panshet or Khadakwasla. If he had known at least that there was 
a wireless station at Khadakwasla, be would have made inquiries with that 
station which was so near to him. The evident object of Major Khader · 
Ahmed was to ascertain from the Collector as to whether there was real danger 
to the Panshet dam and the Collector indirectly confirmed that the danger 
persisted by telling him that the villagers should be allowed to remain in the 
Academy campus till the next rooming. The Collector was cross examined 
on this point and he said : 

" I did i:tot enquire from Major Khader Ahmed, Security Officer, N. D. A., 
Khadakwasla, whether the Talathi of Kondhave and Shivne also had taken · 
shelter in the N. D. A. campus along with the villagers on the night of the 

· 1 Ith. The Mamlatdar of Haveli Taluka must have instructed the Talathi 
of these villages to eva"uate the villagers.. I cannot say _whether the Mam
latdar also instructed that the dam was m danger. I d1d not ask Khader 
Ahmed as to why he was saying that the dam was in danger." 

· The fact that the Collector did not think it proper to ask Major Khader Ahmed 
as to why he was saying that the dam was in danger, shows that the new~ ~id 
not surprise the Collector and that the Collector was aware of the pos1Uon 
that the dam was in danger. At a later stage also the Collector said : 

" I did not point out to Major Khader Ahmed when he rang me up after 
11·30 p.m. on the lith that the Panshet dam was in danger. I did not tell 
him that the Panshet dam was not in danger, and that the information 
was incorrect." 

Khandekar i~ deliberately vague when he says that some officer from the 
theN. D. A. made inquiries with him. This evinces an anxiety on his part 
to keep away from Major Khader Ahmed, the Security Officer, N. D. A. 

It bas been argued on behalf of the civil auth_o?ties that Khandekar's state
ment that he informed the N. D. A. authonties that there was no danger 
is ·corroborated by the entry in tho patrol book Ex. 861 of head constable 

a 47Sl-19" 
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--R.: A.· Kulkarni. Kulkarni recorqs the following information under the time 
-10·15 to 12 mid-night (rendered in English): 

· -. "The officiating talathi Kondhave today informed that water would 
overflow from the Khadakwasla dam and that there was danger to Panshet 
dam and therefore, the villagers of Khondh1lve should be evacuated. 
Ace~rdingly they were evacuated. In the meantime, the Security Officer, 
Major Khader Ahmed informed that people from the village had entered 
the N. D. A. campus and that there was no danger to the dam and, there
fore, the people should stay on the Dhabi Ghat. Arrangements were 
made accordingly." · 

It is pointed out that Major Khader Ahmed, the Security Officer, informed the 
villagers that there was no danger to the Panshet dam. It is suggested that 
Major Khader Ahmed must have got this information from the operator 

. Khandekar. As pointed out above, on the Collector's own admission Major 
Khader Ahmed told him on the phone that there was danger to the Panshet 

-dam and that actually the Collector asked him to keep the villagers in the 
campus for that night. There is no evidence to show, apart from Khandekar's 
uncorroborated word,- that Major Khader Ahmed or any other officer was 
informed that there was no danger to the Panshet dam for that night. At 

- any rate, the Collector did not suggest to Major Khader Ahmed that he 
did not know the latest position and, therefore, he should make inquiries 

, with the wireless headquarters at Poona. In the absence of any such sugges
tion, it is difficult to understand why Major Khader Ahmed or any one from 
the N. D. A. should approach Khandekar as if he had his own doubts of what 
the Collector told him. Actually what .the Collector told him confirmed 
Major Khader Ahmed's information that there was danger to the dam, though 
indirectly. I am inclined to the view that there is some mistake in what is 
recorded in the patrol book of R. A. Kulkarni. 

It is argued that Major Khader Ahmed should have been examined by the 
Commission. The Commission has .had no means of knowing that Major 
Khader Ahmed would be an important witness on any matter. The patrol 
book of R. A. Kulkarni was exhibited at a late stage of the proceedings. It 

. was the duty of the Advocate on behalf of the Civil authorities to have pointed 
out to the Commission that Major Khader Ahmed's evidence would be 
important and, therefore, he should be examined. ·The statements contained 
in the patrol book cannot be treated as gospel truth, particularly in view of the 

:other contemporaneous record, which would be referred to presently_. 

. Ex. 1193 are extracts ofDavandi_Registers of several villages. (The extracts 
quoted ~elow are rendered in English). The Davandi was given at the instance 
of tl)e vrllage Kamgar at 11 p.m. on lith July 1961, which reads thus : 

" People are informed that there is a likelihood of heavy floods coming 
to Mutha ~s. there is a danger to the Panshet dam. People, therefore, 

_ should be Y'g1lant and be prepared to move away from the river to higher 
_plateaus wrth cattle and moveables in case of heavy floods." 

The Davandi register of Shivane shows that the following announcement was 
made at 1·30 a.m. to the villages : -

_" People are hereby informed that there was a likelihood of heavy floods 
coming to the river as there was danger to the Panshet dam." 

The san;te register sh?ws that a similar announcement was made at 10 p.m. 
-t~ the villages at BarJe, at 8-30 to the villages of Hingne Bk., at 8 p.m. to the 
·villagers of Kothru~ and Kharadi, at 10 p.m. to the villagers of Khadak and 
at 4 p;m, to· the VIllagers of Nanded, 
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Ex. 1192. are extracts of the diaries of the village Talathis of several vill~ges. 
The entry m regard to v1Ilage Kothrud shows in part (rendered in English) : 

" Heavy floods to Mutha river are likely to visit Shivane village. There
fo~e, at 1,-30 warnings were given to _people to go to safe places. Before 
!his warmng could be announced by beat of drum people had already gone· 
to safe places." 

Here it is necessary to remember that the villagers of Kondhave-Dhavde and 
Shivane had gone to the N. D; A. campus and stayed there for the whole 
of the night. The Collector had requested Major KMder .'Ahmed ttl keep 
them at the campus. The diary entry at Ex. 1192 clearly shows that 
the villagers of Shivane had already gone to safe places. AU these circum
stances go to show that the contents of Ex. 861 could not be true. lf the 
villagers of Kondhave were asked to disperse and they actually dispersed, 
the same would apply to the viiJagers of Shivane. There is no evidence to 
show where the Dhobi Ghat, which is referred to in Ex. 861, lies. On the 
point as to where the villagers of Shivane were actually shifted from the 
N. D. A. campus, we have got the admission given by Dandavate, which is 
to the following effect :- • 

. " On the 11th night, I learnt that Shivane villagers had gone to theN. D. A. 
building for shelter. That is why I informed the Mamlatdar, Haveli at 
8 a.m. ori the 12th that they should not be shifted from the N.D.A." 

· This clearly shows that the villagers of Shivane remained at the N. D. A. 
campus through the whole of the night. It is, thereore, clear that though the 
entry in the patrol book of Kulkarni mentions ' Arrangements were made 
accordingly', the villagers of Kondhave·Dhavde also continued to stay in the 
· N. D. A. campus along with the villagers of Shivane. They were permitted 
to do so by Major Khader Ahmed, because the Collector did not contradict 
his statement reprding danger to the Panshet dam. . 

It is surprising that an attempt is made to connect a very stray entry in 
Dandavate's jottings at Ex. 831 with Khandekar's version that N. D. A. was 
informed that .there was no danger to the dam. The first entry on the left 
hand side of the jottings at Ex. 831 contains the following letters : 'NDA '. 
lf Dandavate's evidence is to be believed, then the entries on the left hand side 

· have relation to 12-7 and not to 11-7, and Dandavate clearly says that the 
N. D. A. entry was made by him at 9-45 a.m. ~andavate's explanation is that 
the words: . 

"N.D. A. 
(Shivane) 
Panshet 
Haveli 
Haveli instructed " 

mean that Shivane villagers had gone to N. D. A. building because of fear 
of danger to the Panshet dam and in that respect he gave information to the 
Mamlatdar, Haveli. In any case, it is clear that Dandavate bas nowhere 
said that the N.D.A. were informed that there was no danger to the Panshet 
dam, nor is there anything in the jottings to sugg,st this inference, even in an 
indirect Ylay. 

Mr. Khandekar, head operator, Poona, was asked questions by Mr. Murud
kar with reference to the entries in the Panshet log book of the date 12th July 
1961 (Ex. 371). The relevant entry, on which the question centred runs 
thus: 

"06-05 hrs. 
What is the situation at Panshet 1 



Situation at Panshet is as before . 
. Normal? 
Not normal." 

No reference was made in this cross-examination to the entries in th~ log bo<?k 
of Poona which is the receiving station .. Mr. Murudkar . optam~d ~pecml 
permission to cross-examine the witness WJth reference to the entnes 1D the 
Poona Log Book and also as to who initiated the queries which are the subject 
matter of these entries. Accordingly the extract of the Poona Log Book was 
exhibited at Ex. 371A. The entries in the Poona Log Book read thus : 

" What is the situation at Panshet ? 
Situation at Panshet is as before. 
Normal? 
Yes Normal." . 

Code words have been used both in the Panshet log book and Poona log 
book before the word 'normal ' which is the last answer. The code word 
used in the Poona Log Eook is' PUB' which means' Yes', and the code used 
before 'normal' in the Panshet Log Book is 'PUG' which means 'not'. 
Admittedly, the words that were transmitted from Panshet were code words. 
Although the mdinary rule, viz. that the entries in the log book of the receiving 
station should be treated as more authentic is accepted, still, the possibility 
of the code word ' PUG ' which was being transmitted from Panshet being 
heard ot interpreted wrongly at the receiving station at Poona cannot be ruled 
out. If the message that was transmitted from th€l Panshet station was really 
to be that the situation was nonnal, there was no reason for the transmitter 
to quote the word ' PUB ' at all, because the mere word ' normal ' would 
convey the meaning that \V_as intended to be conveyed. The word 'PUB' 

. which merely stands for ' yes ' is simply redundant. The Commission asked 
questions to Khandekar in this connection. The questions and answers will 
throw a flood of light on this aspect of the matter. They are, therefore, 
re-produced :-

" To the Commission : 
Q. Don't you think that the word ' yes ' before the word ' normal' 

was redundant ? If the only message was "normal', then that 
could be conveyed by using the word ' normal '. There was no 
need to use the word ' yes ' before ' normal '. What have you 
to say to this ? 

A. Even if only the word 'normal' had been used, the purpose would 
have been served. I cannot say why the word ' yes ' was used 
before the word 'normal'." -

Finally it must be remembered that, as a matter of fact, the dam was over· 
topped within a short time after this massage was relayed. Is it possible to 
imll;gine thaf th~ irr~gation authorities would convey a· message after 6 a.m. 
saymg that the Situation at Panshet was normal, just on the eve of the collapse 
of the dam? 

Then Mr. Murudkar proceeded to ask as to who originated the message from 
Poo~~ and Khandekar in answer to these questions says : 

So~e P. W. D. ~ffice~ from Inspection Bungalow made the query to 
. me asking ~bout the SituatiOn at Panshet. Accordingly I asked Shinde to 

make enqwry at Panshet. (At that time Shinde was the operator)." 
A fu~pter question. was asked by ~urudk~ to the following effect :- ' 

To whom dtd you commumcate this message after it was received from 
Panshet ? " 

This question was . disallowed by the Commission because the witness was 
recalled for a specific purpose, viz., as to who originated the message about the 



situation at Panshet ~nd Murudkar raised a new question as to whom the 
message was com~urucated _to. As a m~tter of fact, there was no justification 
for Mr .. Murud~ar m not asking ~e q1:1est10n as t? the originator of this message,. 
at th~ tl!lle of his ~~t cross-examm.atwn. Insp1t~ of this, I granted him special 
permiSsion for rai~mg that question. At the time of asking the permission 
Mr. Murudkar d1d not tell me that he also wanted permission to ask the 
question, ' as to whom the message was communicated 7 • It is thus clear 
that. Mr. Mun:dbr even stra~ed beyo~d the scope of the permission granted 
to him. That 1s why. th~ questiOn ~as disallowed. Furthermore, it is necessary· 
t? remember that It IS nobo~y s case that the message, that the situa- · 
non was normal, was commurucated to any of the civil authorities. Neither 
Prabhakar, nor Mohite, nor Heble, nor Dandavate has stated that the said · 
message was communicated. When Khandekar started telling that this par
ticular message was at the instance of the query made by the P. W. D. 
Officers, the answer given by him struck to the Commission as extremely odd. 
Therefore, in order to test his memory; some questions were asked to him. 
The whole passage may be cited at this stage : . 

"'Q. How do you remember· that this message was originated by the 
P. W. D. authorities and the further fact that they were enquiring 
from the Inspection bungalow ? 

A. There is no special reason for remembering these details. 
Q. Whenever the S. E. was asking for information, the log book men

tions· that the S. E. has been pressing for information. Why is 
it not stated in the particular log message that the S. E. or the 
Additional Chief Engineer was asking for the information ? 

A. It is true that log book entries do mention that the S. E. was pressing. 
I am unable to give any reason as to why the particular message 
does not mention the fact that the information was asked by the · 
S. E. or other P. W. D. officers. I have not made any note 
anywhere nor have I spoken to any one about the fact that this 
message was initiated by the P. W. D. officers from the Inspection 
Bungalow. · 

Q. Would it be right to say that your memory is phenomenal? 
A. I can only say that I, have a little memory, and from that I have told 

whatever I have told." 
It is clear from the evidence of Khandekar that he has shown anxiety 

throughout to toe the line of the civil authorities and to oblige them by giving 
answers favourable to their case. It is sufficient to observe here that the 
operators are subordinate to the Superintendent of Police, Wireless, for the 
purposes of their duties as operators! but they are s~b?rdin.ate to th~ D. S. !"·· . 
Poona Cjty for the purposes of their pay an~ adm~rustration. This explams 
the attitude maintained by all the operators, mcludmg Khandekar, to go out 
of the way and stretch points in favour of the civil authorities. · 

Whatever that may be, the log messages have _vr;ry little !l!IPOrtance so far 
as their impact upon the action taken by the c1vil authonties JS concerned. 
The only person among the civil authorities, to whom the messages were alleged 
to have been sent was Dandavate. I have already noted the discrepancies. 
in the evidence of Dandavate and Khandekar as to how many queries were 
sent by Dandavate and how many were. ~eplied to. I have also pointe~ o1:1t 
the fundamental discrepancy in ~h.e pos1tion taken u~ by. Kh~ndekar i~. his 

·written statement and the posltlon adoJ?ted by him ~n. ·his deJ??Sitlon. 
According to the former, each message receive? from the Civil authonties was 
transmitted on the wireless and each reply re~eived as a log message was com
municated to the civil authorities. At the time of the inquiry, he said that to 
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· the queries made by Dandavate he only conveyed. the substance of the informa· 
tion which he had received in his capac~ty as wrreless operator. I ~ave also . 
pointed out the fundamental difficulty, VIZ., that there was no authonsed com
munication between the wireless operators and the control room. Apart 
from .these difficulties what we notice is that all but one messa~e that Dandavate 
received related to the water levels and the only message relatmg to the Panshet 
situation alleged to have been received by him was 'No rain no danger'. 
As I have laboured to show, this message does not find place in any of the · 
messages set out above, nor can the infonnation c~:mtained therein or e~en its 
-substance be said to f'Ollow from the messages recetved by the Poona Wrreless 
Station. In fact, Khandekar has plainly admitted that he did not, either 
receive or communicate any message about rain or weath!)r. As regards. 
the message about ' no danger ' I have disc1:1sst;d the position threadbare and 
I have pointed out that none of the messages mdtcated that there was no danger 
at Panshet. At best, some of the messages stated that the Panshet dam was 
still safe or that there was still no danger to the dam. Further, when we 
remember that there was no authority for Khandekar to communicate these 
messages, he would not take the responsibility of informing the civil authorities 
that there was no danger to the Panshet dam. That involves heavy respon
sibility because the action to be taken by the civil authorities would depend 
upon the messages. It is ridiculous to say that when so much depended upon 
the messages so far as the action to be taken is concerned, the messages would 
be communicated in an infonnal way and in violation of the rules and regula
tions. Finally, I have also pointed out that the most important message which 
is supposed to have been noted down on jottings at Ex. 831 by Dandavate 
was based on the infonnation alleged to have been received by him at 1-00 a.m. 
and no information was received by him thereafter. I have also pointed out 
that this entry is highly suspicious and the presence of Dandavate in the 
control room itself is problematic. 

ill. The knowledge of the Civil Officers about the situation 
' Although the above is the position relating to the messages, still the 

information received from the wireless is sought to be pressed into service to 
justify the departure of Mohite for Bombay by the Deccan Queen at about 
7-25 a.m. From this point of view it is necessary to refer to what Prabhakar 
a?-d D~ndavate _have t~ say about t~e inforq~ation received by them. Full 
dtscuss1on on this questiOn must awrut a later stage of this report because, as 
far as possible, I am proceeding to deal with the events in their chronological 
order. 

I will first refer to what Prabhakar says in his written statement Ex. 422. 
At paragraph 31, he refers to the information which he got on the telephone 
about water levels at Panshet and Khadakwasla at 9-45 p.m. and II-45 p.m. 
on 11th July 1961. At paragraph 33 he refers to the information which he 
got at 6-30 a.m. on 12th July 1961 on the telephone regarding the water levels 
at Panshet and Khadakwasla. At paragraph 34 he refers to the conversation 
wh1ch took place on phone between him and the Commissioner at 7 a.m. 
At paragr~ph 35 he speaks of his conversation with Damry on the trunk tele· 

. phone whtch took place soon after his conversation with the Divisional 
Commi~ioner. At paragraph 37 Prabhakar says : 

" After my tel~pl~onic conversation with Damry was over, Shri Dandavate, 
my Deputy . ~hJtms, telep~oned me from the Emergency Control Room 
at the Murucipal. Corpor~tlon Bui!ding. He gave me all the information 
that he had receiVed dunng the mght regarding the condition of Panshet 
Dam and the water levels in the Panshet and Khadakwasl\\ lakes. 
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Shri D~ndav!lte told lll:e that at 1~00 a.m. on 12th July 1961, he had asked 
the Police Wrreless. Station ~o ob~m detai!ed information about the condition 
at Panshet. The mformation giVen to him at that time was that the water 
level at Panshet Dam was 67 ·50, there was no rain and that there was 
no danger to the Panshet Dam." . 

In other words, according to Prabhakar, Dandavate conveyed the substance 
of what has been noted in his jottings at Ex. 831. But it is significant that this 
information was conveyed to him after his talk with Mohite. It is not Prabha
kar's case that after receiving information from Dandavate he had any talk 
with Mohite. Therefore, Dandavate's information, whether true or false 
does not affect the situation one way or the other. On the other hand the 
last informati'?n about the situation at Panshet received by the Col!~ctor 
was from MaJor Khader Aluned which was at about 11-30 p.m., wherein 
Major Khader Ahmed mentioned that there was danger to the dam. Actually 
Prabhakar ought to have proceeded on the footing that this was the latest 
information which he had got on the night of the 11th and the information 
which he received on the telephone at 6-30 a.m. only related to the water 
levels in the two reservoirs. 

Mere information about the water levels is neither here nor there. It is 
clear from the evidence of the civil authorities that they were proceeding more 
or less in a mechanical manner without realising that mere information 
about the water levels conveyed no meaning and what was really important 
was the information regarding the difference between the level of water and the 
level of the embankment. In this connection I may refer to the answers 
given by Dandavate. which typify the attitude of the civil authorities : 

" When I went to the meeting, I had with me the levels at Khadakwasla 
and Panshet. · I knew that the safety level at Khadakwasla was 34 ft. 
So when I learnt that the level in the Khadakwasla dam was 30·40, 
I concluded that there was no danger to the Khadakwasla dam. I could 
not, however, make out anything from the level of the Panshet Dam which 
was reported to be 67 · 40. However, I understood that statement to mean 
that the water in the Panshet lake was to a height of 67 · 40 ft. I could 
not make out whether there was any danger to the Panshet dam. I did not 
know whether 67 · 40 indicated the level of the embankment. Although 
I did not understand the meaning of the message, viz. that the Panshet level 
was 67 · 40, I did not ask the operator to explain its meaning. I gave the 
information about the water levels as soon as the meeting started. 
I gave the figiires 30 · 40 Khadakwasla dam, 67 · 40 Panshet dam, as water 
levels, to the meeting. I do not know what the members of the meeting 
understood by these figures. I did not then know that 67·40 connoted the 
R.L. 2067 • 40. Even if I had been told that the original level of the embank
ment at Panshet lake was at R. L. 2075 and that the same was reduced to 
2067·40, I would not have concluded that the dam was sinking .....•.... 
I agree that I did not understand the situation of the Panshet dam from the 
water level mentioned to me. I presume that the information that I might 
give regarding the water levels of Khadakwasla and Panshet dams might 
tlrrow light upon the situation at Panshet and Khadak wasla dams. 
I again say that I refer to the situation of the water~ levels and not the situa

'tion of the dams. I know that an inference has to be drawn about the inten
sity of the floods from the water levels. Nobody said that he did not under
stand what was conveyed by the figures of the water levels. No doubts 
were expressed about these figures. I am unable to explain whether the 
members of the meeting were satisfied by the information given by me or 
whether they had any doubts in their minds about the information. 



· i did not point out to the Divisional Commissioner that ~though he wr.s 
aaying that there was danger to the Panshet Dam,. accordmg to the water 
levels which I had gathered, there· could not be any danger to the Panshet 
Dam." (The quotation is -not continuous). , · 

Again at a later stage Dandavate stated : 
"The information that I got at 11 ·IS about the water level at Panshet 

being 67 ·50 and of Khadakwasla being 29 • 80, was conveyed to the Corpora· 
tion officers and the Police Officers. I communicated this information 
on phone to the two Mamlatdars. I have not mentioned this informa?on 
in my written statement. I understood from the message received 
at 11·15 p.m. that the water level at Panshet had increased by !0 inches 
over the water level that was reported at 9 · 45 p.m. 0 · l 0 means 1 0". that 
means that from 9·45 to ll-00 p.m. the Panshet lake had risen by 10". At 
no time did I make inquiries about the difference in the water level and th e 
level of the embankment. l did not- give any thought to this question. I 
do not know as to whether it was· material to get the difference in the water 
level. My work was not to make any assessment of the danger to the dam 
by reference to the difference in the water level and the level of the embank
me)lt. But it was only to receive information and to act upon it. The 
only information that I was getting was about the water level ·and I was 
told that there was no other information. I could understand from those 

- figures whether there was increase in the water level or there was decrease 
in the water level. I say that I was able to understand the significance <Jf 
the figures regarding the water level conveyed to me in the messages ". 
(The quotation is not continuous). 

The witness was reminded of the answer given by bini earlier that he did ·not 
understand the meaning of the figures regarding the water levels, which he 
had obtained before going to the Divisional Commissioner's meeting. He 
was thereafter asked, in view of the previous answer, whether he still m.aintained 
that he understood the significance of the figures which he obtained at 
11·15 p.m. and 9·45 p.m. His reply was: 

" I could not understand the meaning of water level in terms of danger 
to !he dam." . 

In· regard to Prabhakar's application of mind for understanding the situation 
at Panshet, it is sufficient to refer only to a few passages from his-deposition. 
The following questions and answers will explain ,the position :-

Q. What was your understanding of the situation at Panshet whert 
Desai and Khursale told you that a portion of the dam was sinking 
that cement bags filled with Murum, sand and stone were being 
dumped, ..... that as a result of this work the labour at Panshet 
w~~ exhaus~ed !lnd, therefore, they required the help of the 
military engmeenng group for continuing the process through the 
whole of the night ? 

A. I did not feel that the sinking was continuous. 

Q. Did you understand their statement to mean that the process of 
sinking had stopped ? . 

A. I did not think about that, and therefore, I cannot give any reply. 

No information was conveyed to me on the night of the 11th saying 
that the field o,~cers at Panshet had asked for 10,000 cement bags 
from the MuniCipal and other authorities. . Throughout the nigh~ 



I ":'as under the belief thi!t the dam was safe. The basis for this 
b~lief ca~no~ be attributed either to the ignorance of facts or 
WIShful thinking. ; ••.. 

Q. Did it not occur to you that since there was no reference in Bhalerao's 
reply [Ex. 375 (4)] to the present position, .he had failed to 
communicate about the latest position '1 

A. I assumed that there was no change for the worse in the situation 
of the dam. Nor did I assume that there was any improvement 
in the situation. I assumed that the situation had not changed 
i.e. remained static. " ' 

The following passllge from the evidence of Mohite is to the point :-
" Q. Will you admit that the principal ailment of the dam was that it 

. had started sinking at a certain portion '1 Did you ever apply 
your mind to the question as to the effect of continuous sinking 
and also to the question whether the dam can ever be considered 
to be safe if sinking had not remained continuous '1 

A. I agree that the main ailment was that a portion of the dam had 
started sinking. I never knew that the sinking was continuous. 
I can, however, agree that the sinking was continuing. " 

Again, at a later stage, Mohite says as follows : 
· " I do not think that we considered the night of the 11th as criticaL It 
would not be correct to say that the decision to establish an emergency 
control room was taken because the night of the 11th was regarded as critical. 
There was danger to the dam and a remote possibility of the dam 
breaching. The normal channel of communication between a · wireless 
station at Panshet and Poona will be the Bhamburda Police Headquarters. 
One of the objects of the control room was to receive messages from the 
Panshet wireless station. The control room was to receive messages from 
the Bhamburda Police Station and other sources. Emergency control 
room is not established in normal circumstances.. . . . . . . . . . . . There 
was a possibility of the breach of the dam occuring during the night of the 
lith." 

· These answers indicate that the civil authorities never addressed their 
mind to the vital question about the precise nature of sinking and whether 
sinking was going on continuously or continually. They did not apply their 
mind to the question· through the whole of the night as to what was the level 
of the embankment relatively with the level of water. This would have given 1 
a sure indication as to whether sinking was continuing or had come to an end. i 
It seems that all through they were complacent. They made no serious attempt 
at appreciating the real danger of the situation. 

IV. Arrangements for evacuation 

It bas already been pointed out that on the question as to bow many vehicles 
were pressed · into service on the night of the 11th, the evidence is 
conflicting and unsatisfactory. The log books which, even according to Heble 
would have afforded conclusive evidence, have not been produced. Sawant 

· (Ex. 796)'s evidence shows that 23 vehicles had arrived at the Corporation 
building. So far as the question of requisition of the school buildings is 
concerned, the case for the civil authorities is that all the school buildings were 
requisitioned. The evidence adduced on behalf of the municipal authorities 
suggests that about 22 school buildings were requisitioned. It is, however, 
an adDlllted fact that no persons were kept in charge of these school buildings 
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to receive-the evacuees. It is also interesting to note that, as a matter of fact, 
all the schools opened on the mom~ng of the 12th as us:uai. As regar~s the 
keeping of what Heble calls a striking force of 120 policemen, the evidence 
shows that about 50 to 60 policemen were actually present. We have 
the reports of 54 constables who say that they were present in the Corporation 
building for that night. No explanation has been offered as to why the reports. 
of the rest of the Police Officers have not been put in. It may be 
that a decision was taken that 120 policemen should go to the Corporation 
Building and actually only 54 policemen were mustered for that purpose. I 
will discuss as to how far these arrangements proved to be satisfactory to meet 
thdiood situation on the 12th at a later stage of the report. At' that time I 
will point out the numerous deficiancies in the~e arrangements. . It is suffici~nt 
to point out at this stage, that even on the evidence led on behalf of the CIVIl 

. authorities, no person was kept in charge of the evacuation operations as such.· 

V. Warnings 

I will now proceed to the most important question relating to the warnings 
on the night of the 11th. The question about the nature of the warnings, 
the localities to which the warnings were given and how the warnings were 
given, are of vital importance in considering the question of the adequacy 
of steps. It is the case for the civil authorities as developed at the inquiry 
that the Divisional Commissioner's meeting decided in a general way that 
warning should be given to all the low lying areas by three agencies, viz., the 
Police, the Municipal Corporation and the Regional Publicity Officer. It 
was also decided in the meeting that the representatives of the three agencies 
should meet after the meeting was over to fix upon the text of the warnings 
and also in determining which are the other low-lying areas in addition to the 
traditional six low-lying areas. It is im admitted fact that the representatives 
.of the three agencies never met after the meeting was over. , The Regional 
Publicity Officer did not possess a loud speaker van. He could not, 
therefore, carry on the work of giving warnings. It is an admitted fact that 
the Municipal representatives moved on motor cycles to give warnings, but 
these areas were confined only to the traditional six low-lying areas. I will 
deal with the evidence relating to the warnings given by the Municipal authorities 
a. little later. For the time being, I will concern myself with the warnings 
given by the Police Department, because the main burden of fixing upon the 
text of the warnings and determining the localities to which the warnings 

·were- to be given and the actual manne_r and method of giving warnings is 
said to have fallen on that department. 

(a) By Police.-! hav~ already referred to the evidence of the D. S. P, and 
also- the Home Inspector as to how the text of the warning at Exhibit 427 
w~s fi?ced .. I have also set out the text of the warning at an earlier stage of 
this di~cussion.. Before proceeding to the manner and methdd and the localities 
to wh1c~ warnmgs are alleged to have been given by the Police Department, 
I may dispose of one small point and it is this : The warning at Exhibit 427 
merely mentions danger to the dam. It does not refer to the fact that the 
?am was subsiding. Heble (Exhibit 525) was asked to say as to why this 
Important factor was not mentioned in the Jahii Suchana and he stated :-

" I did n?t I?lention the fact in Exhibit 427 that a portion of the Panslwt 
· dam was, smki'!!?i because that would have created an unnecessary panic. 

I took tlus. deciSion OJ?c my own ~uthority. I again say tl1at this decision 
was ta~en m the !fleeting (The Witness again stated that the only· decision 
takl:n m the meetmg was that the warning should mention that there was 

.danger ~o the dam). " 
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The witness adds : 
" It was -n~t d.ecided in the meeting that the warning should not mention 

the fact of smking for fear of creating panic. I now admit that again I 
took the decision, viz., that the warning should not make mention of the 
fact of sinking for fear of creating panic, on my own authority. I did 
not con~u.lt either. the D~trict Magistrate or the Commissioner before taking 
that deciSion. This warmng purports to have been issued under the authority 
of the District Magistrate. I did not think it necessary to consult the District 
Magistrate because the lines on which the warning was issued were already 
decided upon. I do admit that the fact of sinking is included in the expression 
" danger " to the dam. . Now I say that I did not specifically mention the 
fact of sinking because I did not think it necessary to mention it so .•. , : ... 
I admit that some panic would be caused because of the statements contained 
in the warning at Exhibit 427, viz., that the level of water-had reached the 
danger mark and the Panshet dam is in danger. ; But the amount of panic 
would not be the same as would be created by the specific mention of the 
fact that a portion of the dam was sinking. " 
(Quotation is not continuous) 

,At a later stage, he was asked to say whether he had any means of gauging 
the extent of the panic and he had to admit that he had none. It has been 
argued that the fact of subsidence was not necessary to be mentioned because 

. people would not have understood the significance of any such statement. 
There is no substance in this line of reasoning. It was, of course, necessary 
to mention that the dam was in danger. It was also necessary to tell the people 

: as to what was the cause of the danger to the dam. Had the warning mentioned 
the fact that the dam was sinking (the Marathi words : " liRa ~ " 
are more significant and powerful than the English word sinking or subsiding), 
people would have understood the real cause ~f the danger to the dam. The 
theory that greater panic would have been caused by the use of the words 
' the dam was subsiding ', has no legs to stand upon. It is desirable that 
a panic is created rather than make the people face an unprecedented situation 
created by tremendous floods, without any fore-warning. It has been 
argued that even in 1958 the warning did not show that there was a likelihood 

· of the Khandakwasla d;m breaching. Before making any comparison on this 
point, itis necessary to remember certain outstanding facts : 

(1) Maydeo (Ex. 396) himself has stated that the possibility of the dam 
_breaching was remote. As Mone (Ex. 406) put it, ' there was only a 5 per 
cent. possibility of the dam breaching '. 

(2) Chaturvedi (Ex. 840) has stated that the warnings were to be given 
· in two stages (a) that there was likelihood of floods, (b) that there was 

a likelihood of heavy floods as a result of the breach of the dam. -
It is true that Chaturvedi and Mone have spoken of avoiding doing anything 
which would create panic. It is also true that Mone has referred to Barv~'s 
talk which suggested to Mone not to tak~ any step which woul~ cr~ate pa?tc. 
The theory of avoiding taking steps which may lead to pamc 1s a typ1cal 
manifestation of bureaucratic mind. It is valid only upto a limit, but becomes 
extremely dangerous when carried beyond reasonable limit. It is . really 
vaguness and uncertainty regarding information, which creates pamc and 
confusion in the minds of people. People must be boldly. warned that th.ey 
would have to face a danger. It is the experience of people mall the couutrtes 
in critical situations like war etc. that their response is splendid when they a~e 
told the truth, howsoever unpalatable it m~y be. I, therefore, feel that Jt 
would have been much better if the warnmg were boldly to state that the 
9an1 was subsiding and that a situation of danger had been created on aycount 
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of subsidence and on account-of the rise in the ~eve! of water. As a matter of 
fact as I will point out later, there was no pamc when the dam breached and
wat~r. started rising in an unexpected manner. In any case, Heble took a 
tremendous responsibili:ty on lJ!s shoulder w~en he took a decision tb~t. sinking 
should not be ment10ned m the warnmg though no such dec!Slon was 
taken in the meeting. 

I have already pointed out that so far as the text of the warning (Ex. 427), 
is concerned, it mentions only six areas, viz., Mangalwar Peth, Bhimpura, 
Pulachiwadi, Ashanagar, Sitaphal Bag and Amruteshwar. Exhibit 427 in 
so many words says that people living in the abovementioned areas are to 
be warned. Prabhakar had to admit that if the text of the warning (Ex. 427) 
[which would hereafter be referred to as (Ex. 427-A) to distinguish it from 
Chand's report, which will be referred to as Ex. 427-B] is taken singly, then, 
of course, it means that the warnings were to be confined within the six localities 
mentioned therein. Both he and Heble, however, have relied upon the 
endorsement made by Kekre. It is common ground between Heble and Kekre 
that the endorsement was not made by Kekre in Heble's presence. Kekre 
says that after the text was read over by him to the D. S.· P., the latter 
gave him road boundaries and areas in which the warning was to be given. 
He added that he did not take down these boundaries on a piece of paper 
because he could remember the areas. He was, however, forced to admit that 
although he was familiar with the roads, he was not familiar with the areas , 
According to Kekre the endorsement which he calls ' an order to Chand 
was written by him in the Vishram Bag Wada. The endorsement reads thus : 

'' Head Constable Cband-traffic. The abovementioned proclamation 
should be announced by loudspeaker in all the abovementioned areas and. 
also all areas adjoining the river." 

It is significant to note that even in the endorsement, Kekre did not mention 
the road boundaries of the areas to which warnings were to be given. 
Not only this, but the areas besides the areas mentioned in Ex. 427 A, are 
referred to as all the areas adjofning the bank of the river. Kekre wai asked 
to say as to why he did not mention the road boundaries in the endorsement. 
His reply was : 

" I cannot say .. I, however, explained to head constable Chand the road 
boundaries." . 

When further asked to say, whether he could assign any reason as to why 
he did not mention the road boundaries, Kekre (Ex. 871) frankly admitted : 
" I cannot offer any explanation.". Head fonstable Chand in his 
deJ?osition_ (Ex. 869) stated that Kekre orally mentioned to him the areas, 
which he was expected to visit for the purpose of giving warnings. He then 
~entioned a long list of these areas. In the first instance, be stated that he 
did not take down the localities and the areas mentioned to him on a piece of 
paper as b~ knew the localities of Poona very well and was confident that he 
would _be able to remember these localities. Again be changed his position 
and said : 
_ " I again say that I made a note of the localities mentioned by Kekre. 
I tore away that paper after I handed over my report to Kekre. I did not 
band over that paper to Kekre along with my report." 

It is evident that the contradiction has arisen because Chand is not 
prepared to disclos,e.the truth. Having taken up the po~tion that he bad made , 
a note of the localities, he had to go to the length of saying that he tore away 
~e paper at the tim~ of submitting the report to Kekre. No reason has been 
given as to why he did not nand over that paper to Kekre along with the report. 

- Th~ llllltter does not rest there, The words, • all areas adjoining river • are-
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:very vague and in~tead of supp<?rting the case: y;&ich 1las now been sought to 
be made out, viZ., that warrung was to be given to all the low-lying areas', 
debunks any such story. ~he :w,ords ' adjoining the river' are very significant 
and by no stretch of unag~nation could they be extended to include localities 
which are mentioned by Shaikh Chand as the localities which were referred t~ 
by Kekre, and he says were taken down bn a piece of paper (according to the 
changed version). Kekre's attention was drawn to the words 'and all the 
areas adjoining the river '. He was asked to state whether it w'ould not have 
been better, instead of using vague instructions, the boundaries were men-

-tioned. His reply was : 
" I agree that it would have been better." 

When further questioned as to why he did not do so, his reply was ~ 
"I cannot say." He then proceeded to offer an explanation by saying that 
he knew and that Chand also knew and hence it was not necessary to mention 
_the boundaries. A question was then asked to him to say why did he feel it 
necessary to use the words 'and all areas adjoining the river'. Kekre's reply 
was that he did so because he wanted to make the order complete and self
contained, so that it could speak for itself. A further question was then 
asked: 

"If that was so, then why -did you not mention the road boundaries." 
The only reply was that he did not think it necessary. His attention was 
drawn to the anomaly inherent in the situation viz., the Jahir Suchana men
tioned six localities, the oral directions mentioned localities with road boun
daries which went far beyond the localities mentioned in the Jahir Suchana, 
and finally the written order of Kekre vaguely mentioned ' and all other areas 
adjoining the river'. Kekre was offered an opportunity of giving his explana
tion and his reply was : ' he could not say '. When he was asked to say 
whether Heble realised the anomally inherent in the situation, his reply was : 

" He must have realised this 3/4 days after the failure of the dam when he 
· saw that (the Jahir Suchana)." 
The entire confusion has arisen because a b_elated attempt has been made to 
show tbat warnings were given to more areas than mentioned in Ex. 427. 
In my view, the order written by Kekre below Ex. 427A, in no way, improved 
the situation as it referred to the areas adjoiningihe river in addition to the six 
localities mentioned above. Ordinarily, the expression adjoining the river 
means contiguous to the river. 

According to Kekre, Chand went out with the text of the Jahir Suchana with 
the endorsement made below the name (Ex. 427 A)· and a note wherein he is 
supposed to have taken down the road boundaries as mentioned by Kekre. 
It is the case for the civil authorities that Chand moved in a van fitted with loud
speaker, BML 4771, for giving the warnings. S. Y. Kamble was the driver 
of that van. It is further their case that Chand moved in this vehicle from 
8-30 p.m. to I-16 a.m. in the areas mentioned by him in his deposition. It is 
further their case that it was he alone who did the work of announcing the 
warnings to the people in all the localities through which he moved. Finally 
it is their case that at the end of his journey Chand went to the bungalow of 
Kekre and wrote out the report below the document itself (which is given 
a separate exhibit number as Ex. 427B). It is necessary to scrutinise the 
evidence of Kekre and Chand and the entries in the log book Ex. 540 closely 
with a view to see how far the evidence afforded is reliable. 

Kekre explains that he gave general instructions to Chand asking him to 
stop the van at a distance of 50 to 60 paces and at each stop to read out the 
text of the warning twice or ~rice. He further says that he asked Chand tq 
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read. the text after the portion ' All these people have been informed'. Thi~ 
is all the evidence of Kekre on the point. Chand says that Kekre had instruc
ted him to read out important portion of the Jahir Suchana. Chand then 
asked Kekre, which, according to him, were the important portions in the 
document which he wanted Chand to read. Chand says that ,after Ex. 427 
was handed over to him he went tllrough the document. Kekre then asked 
him ·to read the document loudly, saying that he wanted to take recitations 
twice or thrice from him and see whether Chand was able to recite it properly. 
Accordingly Chand read out the document twice or thrice. Kekre then 
explained to Chand that he (Chand) should read it out in the same_ tone as 
lie was doing in Kekre's presence. Chand was then asked to say whether he 
understood the meaning of the words used in the Jahir Suchana. He admitted 
that he did not fully comprehend the meaning of the words ' 1illed to the )?rim". 
He therefore, asked Kekre the meaning of those words.. He then explained 
tha't prima facie he thought that these words indicated that water had come to 
the level of the embankment. He, therefore, says that because of this under
standing of his, he asked Kekre to give an explanation of those words. 
Kekre explained those words to mean that the water had gone beyond the 
danger zone. Chand then explained the manner in which he made_ the 

· announcements thus : 
"First of all, I used to read the document in full. I used to read the words, 

• .1illed to the brim ' as they were. Some people who wanted explanation 
of those words asked for explanation and, whenever they asked, I used to 
tell them that by these words it is meant that the water had gone beyond the _ 
danger point. Some people asked me as to what was the danger point. I told 
them that by the danger point, I meant the point that was fixed upon by the 
engineers as the danger point. Nobody asked me as to what was the danger
point fixed upon by the engineers.. I understood by the words • the dam is 
in danger ' to mean that the dam would breach. I used to tell the people 
that the dam was likely to breach. ·Some people were laughing at IQe when 
I said that the dam would breach. They were saying, " the police have no 
work to do, they are without occupation and, therefore, they are telling 
these absurd things ". Such things were told to us at Sbanwar Gate, 
Bhimpur and Mangalwar Peth. It is only in these two places that people 
laughed at these things. I did not tell the scoffers that it was a serious matter 
and not a matter to be laughed at. That was because I was in a hurry." 

If Chand's evidence is believed, it means that not only he read out the text of 
Ex. 427 A, but that he was called upon to explain the meanings of certain words 
and that he did give explanation in regard to the same. He would have us 
believe that at least in three localities, Shanwar Gate, Bhimpura and Mangalwar 
Petb, the people assembled ridiculed him at the statements he was making. 
The words attributed to the scoffers- are very significant. They are : 

" The police have no work to do, they are without occupation and, 
therefore, they are telling these absurd things." · 

According to Chand these comments were offered when he was mentioning 
that ~e dam was likely to be breached. It is difficult to believe that, when in 
all senol!sness a policeman was moving in a jeep with the express object of 
announcmg_ the warning to the people of the impending danger the people 
would not only be not prepared to accept the word of the policeman on trust 
b~t would go to. the length of scoffing at him and saying that "the police were 
Withou~ occupation and, therefore, they were spreading such absurd things. 
There JS no reason why people should consider the news that the dam was 
li~~y to breach as absurd. O_ne can understand the statement made by some 
CJtizens that on the next !flO~mng when. they were informee that the dam had 
breached, they were not Inclined to beheve the same easily, because the issue 



of Sakal for. th~ 12~,ha~ announced th!lt there was no danger to the dam. 
I feel f!O hesitation m saymg that Chand 1s trying to connect the events of the 
12th with the events of the 11th. It may be that the people would be taken by 
surprise at ·the news that the dam was likely to breach. It may be that people 
would ask questions as to what was the condition. It may as well be that some 
. people.did not know 0at it was an earthen dam and, therefore, would ask him 
as to why he was saymg that the dam would breach. An announcer might 
possibly be required to explain that this was an earth dam and that it was filled 
to the brim and, therefore, was likely to over-flow and breach. But there is no 
earthly reason as to why people should reject the news as untrue and should go 
-to. the length_ '?f deriding announcer who was moving round with the express 

. purpose of givmg the grave news to the people in their own interests. From 
the manner in which Chand gave evidence, and also from the nature of the 
replies given by Chand, I am convinced that he is telling a falsehood when he 
said that people were trying to scoff at him during these annomicements. · 
~efore proceeding further, it is necessary to set out the contents of the report, 

which is a short document. Translated into English it runs thus : 
' " The announcement was made in traffic jeeps on loudspeaker as per 
the order il1 all the places mentioned therein and in the areas of Deccan 

·Gymkhana Chowk, Tofkhana and Shivajinagar part behind the Court as 
· also in all the areas on the bank of the river.'~ · 

" This announcement was made between 9 p.m. and 1 a.m. The 
· announcement was made to the people by stopping the van at a distance of 
. of 50 ft. as per instructions." · . 
It is significant that even in this report Chand does not mention the localities 
which, he says, were mentioned to him by Kekre and which, as per his second 
version, he tooj;: down on a piece of paper. It is equally significant that he has 
added the words ' are!\S of Deccan Gymkhana Chowk, Tofkhana and part of 
Shivajinagar behind the Court'. This is in addition not only to localities 
mentioned in Ex. 427 but also. to the added localities in the order of Kekre. 
Kekre's order mentioned : "and all other localities. adjoining the river". 
Those words have been retained in the r~port with the addition of 'Deccan 
Gymkhana Chowk, Tofkhana and Shivajinagar behind the Court'. Either, 
aU the areas with reference to road boundaries mentioned by Kekre and noted 
down by Chand on a piece of paper, should have found place in this report, 

, or if the report was intended to be brief, it could have said, as Kekre's order 
says, " all areas adjoining the river'', or it could as well have sai~ ~hat 'all 
low lying areas', as is now the case put forward oil behalf of the ciVIl autho
rities. One thing is clear that the three areas, viz., Deccan Gymkhana Chowk, 
Tofkhana and Shivajinagar .do not adjoin the river nor have they been con
sidered by Chand as adjoining the river. Otherwise, there was no need for 
Chand to· make specific mention of them. Now, if Chand thouf:ht it necess~ry 
to make specific mention of these areas, ~~ would not ~ave faded to mentio~ 
the other areas whjch he now says he VISited for makmg announcements, If 
be had really d~ne so. If the areas are to be mentioned at all, they should 
be full. I will point out later tha~ the a?ditional areas mentioned in the report 
do not tally with the areas mentwne_d m the log boc;>k Ex. 540. Chand was 
cross-examined with reference to the mcomplete mention of areas and what be 
has to say is better put down in the shape of questions and answers that took 
place.: · 

·~ Q. Can you tell me why you have not mentioned in your report all the 
localities which you said you have noted down on a piece of paper 
and had visited for giving warnings 1 
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A. ~ As th~ localities were many, I did not think it proper to mention 
all. There was no difficulty for me to note down all these areas. 
I was not also in a hurry. The areas in which warnings were given 
was an important matter. We always write our reports in ~brief. 
Brevity is the soul of wit. I was in no way exhausted at 

. the end of my journey in the process of giving warnings. I admit 
that I was exhausted a little bit. 

Q. You sav that you are accustomed to make brief writings. · Then why 
did you not write the report saying, ' I have given warnings in 
all the localities mentioned by you ? ' That would have been 

. · a brief document and still significant. Can you offer any explana
tion for the same 7 

A. I cannot explain." 
these answers speak for themselves and no comments are necessary.' 
For reasons, which I will explain presently, I am inclined to the view that the 
report was not submitted on that night at all, but must have been submitted 
some time on the 12th after the dam was over-topped. At that ''time the 
authorities, probably, felt that it would be enough to say that warnings were 
given to the six low lying localities and areas, such as, Deccan Gymkhana 
Chowk, Tofkhana and part of Shivajinagar behind the Court as also other 
11reas adjoining the river. At that time probably they vaguely visualised that 
it would not be enough to say that warnings were given only to the six localities 
mentioned in Ex. 427 A and. it was necessary to include more areas. 
What those area·s were had not yet been decided upon. As I have pointed 
out earlier, even in the written statements, it has not been stated by any of 
the authorities that it was decided that warning ·should be given in all the low 
lying areas and that warnings were actually given in all the low lying areas. 
What has been stated consistently is that warnings were given to the low lying 
areas. Chand in his evidence has mentioned a still larger number of areas 
besides the areas, Deccan Gymkhana Chowk, Tofkhana and part of Shivajinagar 
behind the Court. In fact Chand has mentioned all the areas in which 
water entered on the 12th as a result of the breach of the Panshet and Khadak
wasla dams. The text of the Jahir Suchana, Ex. 427A, the endorsement below 
the same, the report made by Chand below the endorsement, Ex. 427A, the 
written statements of the authorities and the final case put up at the time of the 
enquiry reveal the progressive improvement of the stand of the authorities 
in regard to the localities. Their case has gone on improving from stage 
to stage. This alone explains the wording of the text of Ex. 427 and also the 
wording of the near contemporaneous document, such as the reports, 
Exs. 437 and 438, in relation to the description ofthe localities in which warnings 
were decided to be given or were actually given. I have also referred 
to the various admissions given by Prabhakar, stating that warnings were. 
given only to the six low lying areas mentioned at Ex. 427A. · 

Before proceeding to the depositions of Kekre and Chand and the entries 
in the Log Book , it is necessary to refer to another very important 
document which can also come within the category of a near contemporaneous. 
document <:oming from different quarters viz. the Municipal Corpon~.t~on. 
I am r.ef~rnng to the note, Ex. 643, prepared by Darp, Assistant Murucipal 
CommiSSioner and adopted by S. B. Kulkarni the Municipal Commissioner 
dated 16th July 1961. S. B. Kulkarni explains the circumstances in which 
the note, Ex. 643, was prepared : . · 

"On the 14th or 15th (July 1961) the Collector asked me to prepare 
a note of the events leading to the heavy floods on the 12th of lillY and the 
.steps taken by us to meet the situation sq that it may be of use to the Chief 
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Minister for making a statement on the floor of the Assembly. I handed 
over the original note to the Collector for being handed over to Mr. Damry 
Irrigation ~e~reta~. Mr. Damry had, however, left for Bombay by plan~ 
before rece!Vlng this document. A copy of the note was kept in the file 
and !hat !s the docul_ll~nt which v:as just now shown to me (Ex. 643). After 
lookmg mto the ongmal, I noticed that I have made some corrections 

· on the first page. Instead of' myself', I added the words • A.M.C. '. Similar 
corrections have been made on page 2 of the original. I asked Darp to 
prepare a note for me. Darp prepared the note wherein he bad mentioned 
the part played by him and. he mentioned himself in the first person instead 
of the third person as the 'Assistant Municipal Commissioner'. That 
is why I made these corrections. The note was brought to me after it became 

· ready and then I made the above corrections and also certain other 
corrections. My attention is drawn to the word 'stet' written on page 3 
of the office copy of Ex. 643. That means that the words as they appeared 
in type should be retained. " (Ex. 638). , 

It is clear from the above, that although Kulkarni could not disown authorship 
of the document, £x. 643, he was trying to shift the responsibility of the contents 

. upon S. B. Darp who had prepared the document and who actually 
had taken part in the Divisional Commissioner's me~ting and also in giving 
warnings and also in taking other measures. That being the case, Darp had 
to be recalled as a witness after Kulkarni's evidence was over, and Darp was _ 
cross eJ<amined with reference to the contents of the report Ex. 643 by the 
Commission on 7th June 1962. In his deposition Darp (Ex. 621) bad stated 
that Kulkarni had dictated the contents of Ex. 643, that he had not submitted 
any report to the Municipal Commissioner. However, after recall, in answer 
to the very first question ptit by the Commission, Darp admitted that it was 

, a slip on his part when he said that Kulkarni, the Commissioner, dictated the 
contents of Ex. 643 to his stenographer. He admitted that he prepared 
the note for being handed over to the Commissioner and the Commissioner 
converted the note into his own note by-making necessary corrections. 

Let me now analyse the contents of Ex. 643, so far as they are necessa~y 
for the present discussion. In the first part of paragraph 1 of the report stx 
localities have been· mentioned as under : 

l. Pulachiwadi. 
2. Sitapha1 Bag. 
3. Amriteshwar, Apte Ghat, Nene Ghat, etc. 
4. Ashanagar colony. 
5. Bhimnagar, and 
6. Mangalwar Gadita!. 

The seeond part of paragraph 1 mentions that t~ree officers of ~~e. Corporation 
viz. Kadam, Savant and Rane, were entrusted w1th the task of vtsJtmg_ the above 
areas and alerting the people. The second paragraph after refernng to the 
steps taken by the Municipality between the 1st <;>f July and the 11th of July 
speaks about the Divisional Commissioner's meetmg held at 6-30 p.m. on the 
ll th. It then proceeds to say : 

. . " In view of the danger that had arisen to Panshet dam, it was decided 
to get in readiness to meet the danger. " 

Incidentally, this falsifies Prabhakar's contention that there was only . 
a possibility of breach of the dam and there was no danger to the dam at ~11. 
It then proceeds to speak of ~he location of .t~e headquarte~s for conductmg 
the operations of flood relief m Poona Mumctpal Corporation. By ~he way 
this document also does not use the words 'control room', nor does 1t speak 
that ' the headquarters in the Corporation building was to keep in touch with 
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than those six lo'w-lykg areas the D. S, P. would have made mention of those 
areas. The D. S. 'P. was· cross-examined on this point and this is what he has 
to say in regard to the first page of Ex. 538 

" Three police stations are mentioned
Faraskhana; 
Deccan Gymkhana ; 
Vishrambag. 

On page 2 in all five localities have been mentioned. Pulachiwad( is 
mentioned under Shivajinagar. Sitaphal Bag and Amruteshwar are 
mentioned under Narayan Peth. On the right hand side are mentioned 
the schools l:!nd other buildings that were allotted to each of these localities. 
The jottings on page 2 were made on the basis of the account given by Darp 
regarding the flood situation of 1958. On page I at the left hand side are· 
mentioned the localities under the three police stations which were affected. 
by the floods of 1958. Under Faraskhana police station are mentioned 
Mangalwar Peth and Bhimpura. The whole of the· Mangalwar Peth was 
not affected. . Only the localities in Mangalwar Peth viz. Gadital and 
Bhimpura were affected. " 

He was then asked to state whether. the areas, Gadital and Bhimpura, Pulachi-
. wa,di, Ashanagar, Sitaphal Bag, Amruteshwar, .Nene Ghat and Apte Ghat 
are the only areas which could fall in the category of low-lying areas. To 
that Heble gave an extraordinary reply that the .definition of' low-lying area' 
would vary according to the extent of the :floods. Heble's explanation ·that 
the localities mentioned on the first and second page of Ex .. 538 were the 
localities -affected during the floods of 1958 as per the account of Darp, .is 

. obviously false, because on the first page definite police force was assigned 
to each of these localities andt this could only have relation to the 
situation in 1961. In the same way, definite schools have been allotted to 
definite localities on page '2 and this allotment could only have a reference to 
the situation in 1961. As regards the mention of five localities in Ex. 539 
(Photostat copy, P-1117-A) it is noteworthy that specific· figures have been 
mentioned against each of these localities and the total comes to 6,500. It 
is now the case of the civil authorities that Darp mentioned 6,500 as being the 
population of the five localities mentioned therein. It is 'further their ·case 
that, according to Darp, out of this population only 2,500 were affected by 
floods. The figure 2500 does not appear on this paper. Heble says : 

"He (Mr. Darp) mentioned orally that out of 6,500, 2,500 were actually 
_ evacuated. I did not mention that !jgure in that note because my notes 

were not ,intended to be exhaustive. I would not accept the suggestion 
that the 1igure 6,500' was mentioned with a view to make preparation of 
evacuation for much number. I cannot say that the Collector carried the 

· impression that the number of persons that may have to be evacuated was 
.. 6500 ... 

. I will refer to the Collector's impression in regard to the number of persons' 
who. were likely ~o be required to be evacuated being 6,500 at the time of dis
cussmg the question of evacuation. For the time being, it is sufficient to note 
that ~e distinction between the number of persons that were evacuated was 
2,500 m 19_58 and the number of the population of the five localities, which 
was accordmg to Darp and others was 6,500, has no basis in any of the con
temporaneous documents and this distinction has been trotted out with a view 
to explain away the circumstance that 6,500 was the contemplated number 
of persons who wou!~ baye been required !o be evacuated during the floods 
?f 196~ .. If that posttion ts conceded, then tt means that the areas mentioned 
tn Exhibtt 539 have reference to the areas that were likely to be affected by 
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the floods of 1961 and not merely the areas that were actually affected by the 
floods ~f 1958. It was wholly unnecessary for Heble to make a note of the 
population of the so-called five areas. Darp himself has admitted that there 
is no~hing to show that 6,500 is the population of the 5 or 6 low-lying areas. 
Readmg the documents as they ·are and taking into account the fantastic 
character of the statements made by Heble and Darp and reading them in the 
light of Prabhakar's admissions, to which a reference would be made hereafter 
it is clear that the areas mentioned in Exhibit 538 and 539 again tally with thd 
areas mentioned in all other documents or near contemp~raneous documents, 
which means that all preparations including the giving of warnings were made 
w~th respect to only the six traditional low-lying areas. 

I will now revert to the evidence of Chand. In answer to question· by 
Mr. Phadke on behalf of the Citizens' Committee. Chand stated that he was 
the only person who read out the Jahir Suchana in all the places where the 
vehicle stopped. He admitted that he must have read the Suchana for more 
than 200 times. According to him, wherever he stopped and started announcing 
the warning, crowds used to collect, the number varying from 5 to 50. He 
asserted that he read out the portion of the text at every place. In answer 
to further questions, he admitted. that people used to ask him as to what was 
the danger to the Panshet Dam and he used to tell them that the water in the 
lake was rising and there was danger of floods. A little further, Chand 
stated:- · 

"No other van fitted ·with loud speaker moved on that night for giving 
warnings to the people. Mine was the only van that was giving the warn
ing. On about I 0 or 15 times, constable Shaikh was also asked to make 
announcement on my behalf. I asked him to do so because, occasionally, 
I used to feel exhausted. I was especially called and entrusted with the 
work of giving warnings because I have ·got a clear and loud voice and 
because I often do the work of giving warnings. " 

(The quotation is not continuous). 

At a later stage, he stated : 
" I had stopped neav the Deccan Gymkhana Chowk and near the post 

office also. I made the announcements at these spots. About 60 or 70 
persons gathered together round near the Deccan Gymkhana Chowk. 
Most of them were Riksha drivers or Tongawalas. I went there at about 
12·30 night. Thereafter, I stopped the vehicle on the Jungalee Maharaj 
Road near the Bus stop. The maternity home of Dr. Madhu Malati Suru 
is about 13 paces away from the Bus ~top. The nursing home ~f Dr. Pha~ke 
is opposite the bus stop. The Nursmg Home of Dr. Bodhe IS by the s1de 
of the bus stop ofP; M. T. I stopped near the P.M. T. bus stop and made 
the announcement. This was at about 12-20 or 12-25. Ten or 12 persons 
gathered near the van. The announcement made by me must have reached 
the ears of the inmates of the Nursing Homes of Dr. Madhu Malati Suru, 
Dr. Phadke and Dr. Bodhe. If any one from these maternity and nursing 
homes were to say. that no warning was given on the night of the II th, then, 
I declare that they are telling lies. " 

The time occupied in moving around all the loca.lities and mak!ng ~nnounce
ments, according to the witness and also accordmg to the entlres m the log 
book Ex. 540 was between 8-30 p.m. and 1-10 a.m. That means that the 
time taken wa~ 4 hours and 40 minutes. The witness admits that he stopped 
at 200 places. He has admitted that he used to_ read the text at eve~y place. 
First of all, he would call the people ' Oh, people come and hear . Then 
the people used to collect. Thereafter the text was read o~t. People then 
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iised to ask him questions and he used to give replies. At some places he Was 
scoffed at. Even if these occasions were he was scoffed at ar~ left out of account, 
still the bare reading of the text ~ a low and deliberate mam~er so 
as to make itself understood by the listeners would take about 3 mmutes, 
which comes to 10 hours. It is, however, clear f!om . the evidence 
of Chand, and it stands to commonsense also, that ~f~er callin_g the people some 
time would be required for people to colle7t. Ifth~s 1s taken m~o account. every 
occasion is bound to extend to at least 5 mmutes, which means that 1,000 mmutes 
·would be required. In terms of hours that means to about . 16. hours', 
The matter does not rest there. He says, there used to be questJOnmg and 
discussions and on some occasions he used to be ridiculed. If all these factors 
are taken into account, the itinerary of Chand must occupy about 24 hours. 
In any case, it is impossible that it w<;mld be finished within 4 hou~s a_nd ·40 
minutes as is sought to be made out m the log book Ex. 540. Agam m the 
beginning, Chand boasted that.it was he who re~d t~e announcement OJ? each 
occasion. But under the impact of cross-exammatlon he had to admtt that 
he felt exhausted and, therefore, asked constable Shaikh to make announce
ment, at least on 10 to 15 occasions. Finally, Chand's contention that he 
stopped his car near Deccan Gymkhana Chowk and also near the P. M. T • 
. bus stop and read announcements at 12-20 or 12-25 p.m. is weakened by 
the evidence given by Dr. Madhu Malati Suru and Dr. Bodhe (Exs. 102 and 
887), and Chand has the audacity to say that if any one says that warnings 
were not given on the night of the ll th, then he is telling lies. No further proof 
is needed for declaring Chand as a tutored witness. 

With a view to corroborate his testimony, Chand stated that he had made 
entries in his note book about the work done by him on that night, and the 
note made by him showed the places he visited on that night and also the work 
done by him. When asked to produce the note book, he gave an interesting 
reply ;_:_ · _ 

"That note book has been washed away. I again say that I had made 
the entires in the note book on the morning of the 12th and I had put that 
note book in the pocket of the uniform which I was wearing. I had gone 
to the locality near the Training College at about l-30 p.m. I plunged into 
water with a view to rescue some people who were being drowned in water 
in the compound of the Training College. I actually rescused two persons 
from that place. At that time, my uniform was drenched. As I was 
taking out my clothes, I noticed that the note book was missing. I had 
kept the note book in left Mnd pocket of my short. I again say that 
I continued to put on the uniform till 4·30 p.m. Mter going to the Vish
rambag Wada station, I put my hand in the pocket of the short in search 
of the note book. Then I realised that the note book was missing. On 
the 17th, I made a report stating that my note book has been washed 
away. I made that report to the Traffic Inspector Nikam. I cannot say 
whether he is in. possession of that report." 

To ask any one to place reliance upon such evidence is to insult his intelli
gence ... Yet, in all seriousness, not only the Advocate on behalf of the Civil 
authonties but also the Commission's Counsel have argued that Chand's 
evi~ence is trust-wort~y <_md should be· acc~_pted as gospel truth. Of course 
} will refer to the entnes m the log book wliich, according to these Advocates, 
completely and fully corroborate the evidence of Chand. 

That takes me. to the entries in the log book (Ex. 540) (photostat copy, P. 
1123-A). A~cordmg to Chand, the ~r!v~r of the j~ep, i.e., Kamble, wrote out 
the entnes m the log book. In addition to the dnver and himself there were 
two Consta~les sitting in the je~p. Realising that the admission ~t first given 
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by hi~ •. v!~:, that the _driver wrote out the el!tries in the log book: wouid fasted 
r~po_nstbility upon him about the contents m as much as he had put his signa· 
tur~ m the signature column, Chand changed his stand and stated · 
. !'I do not k~ow whether_the entries in the lo~ book for that ~ight were 

made by the dnver at a~y ~me. I had !JO occasiOn to make any enquiries 
to that effect. !he practJce IS that the dnver m~kes the entries after reaching 

~the M. T. SectiOn. S. Y. Kamb~e was th_e dnver of the jeep. He is also 
. a Constable. W~en I made ~he Signature 1~ the column for signature in the 
log book, no entnes were wntten by the dnver. I put my signature in the 
signature. column a~cording_ to the ~sua! practice. I have been following 

·the practice of puttmg my Signature m the remarks column without entries 
· being written since long, and it is not because I have trust in Kamble that 
I agreed to put my signature in the signature column. The person at 
whose disposal the van is placed has to sign the log book. On the original 
log book of Ex. 540, I have put my signature and this is the signature to 
.which, I referred sometime back. I have not read the entries at ;my time 
before." . 

·We are told in all seriousness, that it is the standing practice in the police 
department that the constable puts in his signature in the signature column 
before entires are made in tl"ie log book. On the face of it, it is not possible 

· to say in whose hand-writing the entries are made. I may hasten to add that 
as regards the entries iil column No. 7, to which I will make a detailed reference 
hereafter, the entries are in the handwriting definitely of two persons. What
ever that may be, Chand, being the user of the vehicle and having attested 
the document in that capacity, must take responsibility for the contents thereof. 
,At this stage, I may refer to Rule No. 463(2) in Chapter X Volume III of tl!e 
Bombay Police Manual (8th edition) :- • 
· · "The details of each trip should be entered in the log and attested by the 

. user (or by the user and the gazetted officer superior to him respectively, 
ifthe user is a non-gazetted servant) after each trip or at the end of the day, 
as may be convenient." ' 

In the present case, as. the user is a non-gazetted officer it was necessary that 
his superior gazetted officer should also have put his signature. The absence 
of the signature of the superior gazetted officer makes the document highly 
suspicious. In the face of these clear provisions, it is surprising that the 
Commission's Counsel should argue that questions relating to the entries 
in the log book at Ex. 540 ought not to have beeri asked to Shaikh Chand, 
and it was necessary to examine the . writer of the document. It has been 
forgotten that the name of the writer transpired only during_ the eviden~ of 
Chand and that writer is no less than S. Y. Kamble, the dnver of the Jeep. 
S. Y. Kamble cannot be regarded eitl!er as tl!e user of the vehicle or as. tl!e 

_author of the document iil any sense of the trem. It may be tl!at the wnter, 
if his name had been known could also have been questioned as regards the 
entries. But it is idle to contended that the user of the vehicle and the attestor 
of the document could not be questioned as regards these entries merely 
because he (Chand) has tl!e audacity to say that he put his signature before 
the entries. were written out. The only and proper course to follow, as men of 

'commonsense and experience, would be to reJ:ct Chand's statements when_ he 
.says tl!at he sianed before the entries were wntten out. Instead of followmg 
tha:i straight f~rward course, the Comrnissi~n's couns7l has criticised t~e 
procedure followed iil asking questions to Shruk!J.Chand m regard to.the entnes · 
in Ex. 540. I am constrained to remark that the conduct of Shatkh Chand 
!s irresponsible, and the effect of the argument of the Commission's Counsel 
1s to condone irresponsibility. 
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According to Chand, the journey took the following course != 
"We started from Vishrambag. We went to Sambhaji Chowk. Then 

to Navi Peth. Then again to Sambhaji Chowk. From Sambhaji Chowk 
to Narayan ·Peth. Then Sitaphalbag, Narayan Chowk and Kesari Wada. 
Then again to Narayan Peth Chowkey. Then we went to Shanwar Chowkey 
via Nene Ghat, Apte Ghat, Amriteshwar and Gharpure Hosiptal. From 
Gharpur.c Hospital, we went to Powle Chowk and then to Kumbhar 
Chowkey, and again came back to Powle Chowk. From Powle Chowk, 
we went to Sat Toti and from there to Maruti Chowk via Kadgipura. Then 
to Bhangi Colony and Siddheshwar Chowk. From Siddheshwar Chowk 

. to Bhimpura. From Bhimpura, we went to Mangalwar Zopadi, and from 
Mangalwar Gadital to R. T. 0. Office, from R. T. 0. Office, we returned 

. to Gadital. From. Gadital Chowk, we went to Nyayamurti Ranade Road 
via Lokhandi Pul (old railway bridge). Tehn we went to Topkhana, that 
is Asha.1agar. From Ashanagar, we came to the Corporation Building. 
Then we went to Shivajinagar gaothan and from there to the Shivaji Statue. 
From Shivaji Statue, we went to Jangli Maharaj Chowk. From Jangli 
Maharaj Chowk to the statue of Raui Laxmibai. From there, we went via the 
Congress House and came back near the statue of Rani Laxrnibai. We 
then went to Pulachi Wadi via Jangli Maharaj Road. From there we went 
to Paud Chowk, then we went to M. E. S. College via Karve Road. We 
returned to Sambhaji Chowk via Karve Road. I have given the complete 
description of my itinerary from memory. I have made no note of it 
anywhere. ". 

It is. the case put forward on behalf of Kekre and Chand that immediately 
after completing the itinerary, Shaikh Chand went to the house of Kekre 
which is in Sonwar Peth and submitted his report Ex. 427-B below the Jahir 
Suchana. Now according to the programme of itinerary alleged to have been 
followed by Chand, it is clear that the last place visited by him is Sambhaji 

. Chowk where he went via Karve Road from the M. E. S. College. Chand 
has admitted that the journey from Karve Road to Somwar Peth has not 
been mentioned in the log book. If after completing the announcements 
Chand immeditely went to the residence of Kekre in Somwar Peth, that would 
evidently be in the course of the same journey, and ordinarily that place should 
have been mentioned in the log book. There is no reference to that place . 
in the Jog book at all, and the last three places mentioned in .the log book 
(Ex. 540)are : F rom Pulachiwadi to Vishram Bag and from Vishram Bag to 
M. T. It is quite possible that the van went to Vishram Bag, which is the office 
of the traffic police and from where the journey started .. From Vishram Bag 
the vehicle.would ordinarily go toM. T. Had Chand gone to Somwar Peth 

. at all, that would be before he went to Vishram Bag or in any case before 
he went to M. T. In that case again, the journey to Somwar Peth would . 
necess~:~rily have be~n mentioned. This by itself clearly establishes that on 
that mght Chand d1d not go to Kekre at Somwar Peth for giving his report 1 

of the work. done by him in the course of that night. 

The matter does not rest there. Let us now follow the course as having been 
followe~ by the van BML 4771, as mentioned in the log book Ex. 540. · That 
course IS as follows :- · 

" From M. T. To Vishram Bag Wada. 
From Vishram Bag Wada to Sambhaji Chowkey 
From Sambhaji Chowkey to Narayan Peth. · 
From Na1ayan Peth to Omkareshwar. 
From Omkareshwar to Shanwar Peth. 
From Shanwar Peth to Mangalwar Peth. 
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From Mangalwar Peth to Tofkhana. 
From Tofkhana to Pulachiwadi. 
From Pulachiwadi again to Tofkhana. 

· From Tofkhana to Mangalwar Peth. 
From Mangalwar Peth to Kumbharves. 
From Kumbharves to Kagadipura. 
From Kagadipura to Narayan Peth. 
From Narayan Peth to Pulachiwadi. 
From Pulachiwadi to Vishrambag. 
From Vishrambag to M. T. ". 

Before commeJ?-ti~g upon the course through which the journey is alleged to 
have gone on, 1t IS nec~ssary !~ rememb~r, that it is one thing to say, that the 
yan wen~ throug_h_ certam localities and qUJte l_lnother, that the van gave warnings 
m certam lo~alitms. It may be tha~ certam localities could be approached 
only by passmg through other locality or road. The more mention of the 

' course of the journey is no indication of the fact th1t warnings weN given 
in each and every one of these localities. For instance, if one wants to go to 
Omkareshwar, which is a part of Shan war Peth, one has to go through Narayan 
Peth if one is following the course from the destination of Sambhaji Chowkey. 
It is necessary to remember that Sitaphal Bag is one of the six !ow-lying areas 
and it is part of Narayan Peth. It is quite possible that the van went to 
Sitaphal Bag in Narayan Peth, and all that is stated hare is that the van went 
to Narayan Peth. The mere mention of Narayan Peth is no ground for holding 
that alert was given through the whole of the Narayan Peth. From Omkare-

. shwar which is a part of Shanwar Peth, the van is supposed to have gone to 
Shanwar Peth and from Shanwar Peth it is supposed to have gone to Mangalwar 
Peth. Gadital is a part of Mangalwar Peth. The mere mention that the van 
went through Mangalwar is no indication that warnings were given in any 
area except Gadital. From Mangalwar Peth the van is supposed to have 
travelled to Tofkhana which is near the Court and part of Shivajinagar. From 
Tofkhana1it went to Pulachiwadi and from Pulachiwadi again it went to Tof
khana and from Tofkhana again to Mangalwar Peth. From Mangalwar 
Peth it went to Kumbharves and from Kumbharves to Kagadipura ; both 
Kumbharves and Kagadipura form part of Kasba Peth, and from Kagadipura 
to Narayan Peth and from Narayan Peth to Pulachiwadi. It is clear that no 
mention is made even h~re of Karve Road which was the last place from where 
the van is supposed to·have gone to Somwar Peth, in which the house of Kekre 
is situated. , 

. It is also clear that the course of the journey spoken of by Chand in his 
deposition is not the same as the course mentioned in Ex. 540. Several addi
tional areas have been mentioned by Chand as having been visited in the course. 
of the itinerary. For instance, no mention is made of the following localities 

'inEx.540:- ' . 
"Nene Ghat, Apte Ghat, Amriteshwar, Gharpure Hospital, Po~le Chowk, 

Sat Toti, Bhangi Colony, Siddheshwar C~o":'~· Mangalwar Zopad1, R. T. 0. 
Office, Nyayamurti Ranade Road, ShivaJmagar Gaothan, t~e pla~e ?f 
Shivaji statue Jangali Maharaj Chowk and the corner of Ram Laxm1bat's 
statue, Congr~ss House, Paud Chowk, M: E. S. College and Karve Road." 

But these.localities are prominently mentioned by Chand in his deposi~ion if!. 
describing the course of the journey. The areas mentioned by Chand m h1s 
deposition are in conformity with the are~ which were actually affected by !he 
floods of 1961 and the obvious attempt 1s to show that all these areas wh1ch 
were actually ~tfected by the floods of 1961 were in the contemplation of the 



civil authorities. If ali these areas were in the contemplation of the civil ~utho
rities it is impossible to imagine that th: control room would be ~ocated m the 

. corp'oration Building. I will refer to this aspect of the matter a httle later. 
· The· mileage that has been mentioned in Column No. 6 of Ex. 540 of this 
journey is 19. It w~s suggested by Mr: Phadke that th~ route ~entioned _by 
Chand in his deposition ";'ould be more than ~b?ut ,37 miles. This. s1;1ggestion 

. has been sought to be ridicule? by the Comml~Sion s Counsel and It IS argued 
that no attempt is made to snow that the mileage covered was more than 
19 mlles. Once we remember that the route spoken of by Chand is different 

·and ls more extensive than that mentioned in Ex. 540, it follows that the mileage 
mentioned in Ex. 540 cannot hole! water. It is not necessary to decide this 
point with reference to the sma)l discrepancies here and there. Of course, 
at one stage, the Commission di~. suspect that figures were altered. This 
suspicion was based upon the vtstble appearance of the figures themselves. 
It was therefore, the duty of the Commission to pursue this matter to see 
-wheth~r there. was any deliberate alteration. It is surprising that the Com
mission's Counsel has blamed the Commission even for this purpose.. It may 
that there is goop explanation for the alteration. But the Commission must 
be satisfied that there is such an explanation. After the explanation was offered · 
it did appear to me that the alteration was due to a wrong calculation and 
nothing turns on that. 
. The most important point in appreciating the value . of the log book at 
Ex. 540 is the purpose for which the journey was undertaken. Column No. 7 
is meant for making an entry in regard to the purpose of the journey. Before 
turning my attention to the entries made in Column No. 7, it is necessary to 
refer to Rule No. 463(3) of the Police Manual. The entries in the vehicle Jog 
book part-B must state the specific piece of duty for which the vehicle was 
used, e.g., " conveyance of police party of 25 men proceeding to thana " and 
should not be worded vaguely, e.g.," for Government or official duty, etc.", 
the ·object of the log book being to provide a means for checking whether the 
police vehicle is being used economically and for proper purpose. The first 
part of the entry runs thus (rendered in English) : · . 

"In' the matter of giving warnings of danger for water." · 
Some space is left. Then the second part of the entry runs thus : 

"In the matter of doing Bandobast as water has been released froiri the 
Panshet Dam." 

These two parts appear clearly in two different hand-writings. No question 
could be asked to Chand on this point because Chand had washed his hands 
off this m~tter by saying that when he put his signature nothing was written' 
and all the columns were blank. After the word ' Panshet ' in the second 
part of the entry again some space. has been left. It is difficult to understand 
why two purposes were mentioned by two persons at Column No. 7. 
Apparently these two parts must have been written at different times. Apart 
from these. strange features of this document, on which perhaps light could 
have been thrown, had the so called writer Kamble been examined, it is signi
ficant that Column No.7 does not speak of warnings having been given in regard 
to the danger to the Panshet Dam. The first part speaks of danger signal in 
regard to water, meaning in regard to floods. The second part speaks of 
Bandobast, and Bandobast in respect of water having been released through 
the Panshe~ Dam. S. Y. ~amble, the supposed writer of at least one of these 
two parts, tf not of both, IS supposed to have heard making the announcement 
~00 times, and t~ese announceme~ts were made from a loud speaker mounted 
m the van of which he was the dnver. Would it not be reasonable to say that 
he would understand at least the purport of the warning which was repeated 
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adnauseum and, th~refore, ~!lust have be~n din~ed into qis ears ? Would he 
not, th~refore, mentwn !he Simple fact that warmngs were announced in regard 
to th~ likely or the possible danger to the Panshet Dam ? . The word • Bando
ba~t covers a very large field. ~andobast does not obviously mean 'warnings. 
It IS ~ecessary t? remember that m the first part the word ' warning • has been 
mentioned. 'It 1s, therefore, clear that the writer was aware of the distinction 

' between warning and ~a.ndobast. .. The ~'mtry at Column No. 7 throws suspicion 
upon the case of th~ civll authont~es, v1z., that warning was announced as per 
the tex_t ~t Ex. -427 if at· all a ~armng was _announced on that night. Further
more, 1t 1s not clear as to durmg what penod warnings about danger of floods 
~ere given and during what period Bandobast was done, nor do we know what 
IS IJ?.eant by Bandobast. Questions were asked to Chand in that. regard 
obvwusly because he was the attestor of that document and in his capacity 
as user of the vehicle, he was bound by the contents thereof. Chand ad~ittcci: 
_ "Th~ _wri.tin!f in Column No. 7 is oft~? types and the hand-writing of the 
.first wntmg IS different from the hand-wnting of the second. I see the original 
and say that after writing the word ' Panshet ', a line below it is left blank. 
Column 7 is meant for noting down the purpose of the journey. The first 
entry in Column No. 7 reads thus : "to give warning about danger regarding 
water ". This entry does not refer to Panshet. The first entry suggests 
that the danger was in:regard to the increasing .water. The second entry" 
reads thus : " Water in the Panshet dam has been released the work of 
Bandobast." I agree that these words mean that water in the Panshet dam 
was released by the authoritie,s concerned. 

Q.-Your attention is particularly drawn to the word, 'Bandt!bast ', 
which signifies that the duty done in the course of the journey done by the 
vehicle was to keep order. Do you agree ? . 

A.-I agree that by Bandobast is meant to keep order, to relieve people 
frpm distress and evacuate," wherever necessary.. It has been written in 
the log book that the work done by the vehicle was that of Bandobast, but 
I maintain that the vehicle also performed the duties of giving warnings. 
There is no mention in Column No. 7 that there was any danger to the dam. 
I also agree that what is suggested by the words : " Water having been 
released " is that the lake was full and that the water was allowed to flow 
through the channel. I cannot say in whose hand-writing the words, " the 
water of the Panshet, etc." are written, nor can I say in whose hand-writing 
th\l rest of the writting on the same page has been made." 

It is suggested by the Commission's Counsel and the Advocate on behalf of 
the Civil authorities that the writer should have been examined and his evidence 
might, perhaps, have thrown some lightiupon t~e me~ning of the }VOrds used. 
The words used are plain and one does not exal!lme Witnesses for the purpose of 
understanding the meaning of words used m a document. In any case; I 
cannot understand why the Commission's Counsel, ?r _the Adv?cate on ~ehalf • 
of the civil authorities did not suggest to the CommiSSIOn that il was desirable 
to examine S. Y. Ka~ble, the writer of Ex. 540. These arguments completely 
ignore the provision in Rule 463(3) that the entry about the purpose should 
not be vaguely worded, as the object is to provide a means of checking w~eth~r 
the vehicle has been used for proper purpose. Further no explanation IS 
attempted as to why the superior gazetted officer did not attest the document 
as per Rule 463 (2). 

There is another circumstance which again casts doubt as to whether. any 
vehicle, much less a single vehicle, was used for the purpose. ?f wam1~gs. 
We are now told that only one jeep was used for the purpose of g~vmg warnmgs 

. and that was BML 4771. I have alre'!dY pointed. out that nowhere the log_ 
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book mentions that this vehicle was used for the-purpose' of giving warnings 
ip. regard to the danger to the Panshet Dam.. J"!le report submitted by Ch~nd, 
to which I will be coming presently, and whiCh IS suppo~ed to have been giVen 
immediately after the work of announcement of warmngs was o~er, speaks 
of warnings having been given b}'loud speaker mounted on traffic jeeps.. The 
use of the word plural is very significant. It is impossible to imagine that the 
person ·who h!id done the work of announcing warnings is one jeep and who 
is making a report to his s.uperior immediately after ~he work ":a~ over ~oul~ 
use plural instead of a smgular. The word used m Marathi 1s " ;;fl"{ 
which clearly shows the intention of the writer. The Marathi word " ;;r"r=={ " 
may stand for singular as also for plural, and whether singular is intended, 
will have to be decided in the context. In view of the fact that the English 
plural word' Jeeps' has been used in Marathi, the object of the writer becomes 
clear, vi,z., that he wanted to refer to more than one jeep. No satisfactory 

. explanation has been offered as to how plural word came to be used instead 
of the singular. 

I will now come to the last act in this drama. According to Chand as also 
Kekre, the former submitted the report to him sometime after 1-10 and very 
probably at about 1-30 a.m. The first thing, which strikes one is that, no time 
is mentioned of the receipt of this report, nor has Kekre put his initials ln token 
of having received this report. The date mentioned below the report is 12th 
July 1961 and it is quite possible that this report may have been submitted 
at any time on the 12th and after the collapse of the dam. The story 

·told as to· where the report was written and how it was submitted to Kekre 
is extremely interesting. It would, therefore, be worthwhile to cite the relevant 
passages from the depositions of both these witnesses which will speak for 
themselves. Shaikh Chand in his deposition stated : 

''I submitted the compliance report (Ex.' 427B) at about 1-30 a.m. (12th). 
Mr. Kekre had asked for a written report with instructions that I should 
submit it immediately after the work was over. I went to the bungalow of 
Kekre to hand over the report to him. I roused him from the sleep and 
handed over the report. After I knocked at Kekre's door, he came out 

-within a minute and a half. I took the jeep in the compound of Kekre 
and ~rote out the report by sitting in the jeep only. The first thing after 
entermg Kekre's coll!pound that I did was to knock at the door of Kekre. 
~hereafter, I went inside the jeep and then wrote out the report, and by the, 
time I went near the door with the report, I saw Kekre standing there. The 
writing of this report might have occupied about fifteen minutes". -

Then, there is an important note which runs ihus : 
'.' !he witness went on changing the explanation of the time taken for 

w~1tmg the report and the estimated time varying from five minutes to fifteen 
mmutes and finally he stopped at fifteen ." 

The witness then proceeds to say : 
" I again say that immediately after I knocked at the· door Kekre came out 

and asked me to write out the report. I, therefore, went i~side the jeep and 
wrote ou~ the report: .After telling me to write the report, Kekre went back 
and ~t 10 the ch~1r 10 the hall. After Kekre came out on hearing my 
~ockmg, ~ told h1m. orally that I had moved round the areas mentioned by 
him and giVen wamm~. I also mentioned aU the areas I visited. Kekre 
then asked me t~ subm1t a report to him. He did not ask me why I had 
not brougbt a wr1tten report. Kckre did not ask me to sit down in the same 
room or verandah and write out the report in his presence. There is a 
verandah t? Kekre's ho~e. There are chairs kept in the verandah for 
people to Sit on. There 1s, however, no table nor even a small desk. Kekre 
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lives ~n. a Gover!lment building in Somwar Peth. The last locality I visited 
, for giVlng warmng was Karve Road............ The distance between 

Karve Road llJld Somwar Peth is about 2! to 3 miles. " 
I .cannot understand where was the urgency in submitting the report that very 
mght. -pte urgency was to announce the warnings and not to submit 
a compliance report. Is it possible that an ordinary head constable would 
h~ve the co~rage of kn~kin~ at t~e door of the Home Inspector arousing 
him f!o~ his sleep, ~akmg hiJ? wa1t !'!r fifteen or twenty minutes and then 
subrmt his report to him 1 It 1s surpnsmg that Chand should mention orally 

, all the areas to Kekre while he was giving account to him of what he did. It 
is still more surprising that instead of sitting in the verandah Chand should 
sit in a jeep for writing out the report. It is noteworthy that K~kre was sitting 
in the Council Hall while the evidence of Chand was going on in this respect. 
The story that, when there was a verandah, when there were chairs in the . 
verandah Chand should be asked to go to the jeep to write out the 1eport is, 
on the face of it, very strange. In the first place, there would be no light with 
the help of which Chand could write this report by sitting in his jeep. 
Kekre, who gave evidence after the evidence of Chand, tried to supply the 
lacuna. He admitted that he was sitting in the Council Hall while Chand's 
evidence was being recorded. Kekre's evidence on this point is also of con-

.. siderable interest : 
" No time limit was fixed by me for Chand to complete the work. He 

was free to take as much time as he would like. At about 1-30 a.m., Chand 
came to my bungalow. He wrote the compliance report in my bungalow, 
that is, by sitting in a jeep in front of my bungalow. During tlus time, 
I was sitting in the verandah by the side of my mother's cot. My mother is 
65 and she was sleeping in the verandah. The verandah faces the west. 
Tho width of the verandah is six feet. The cot was kept just in the middle. 
I again say that I am not sure that the verandah faces west. " 

Then, there is a note regarding the demeanour of the witness which runs thus : 
" After considerable time, the witness says that the verandah faces north

east. " 
He then proceeded to say : 

. "I am still puzzled about the direction and I cannot say north-east! as 
I stated. Chand required 7/8 minutes to ':'rite o!lt the rep\)rt. I requt~ed 
that the compliance report should be made Jmmedtately after the completion 
of the work. • 

Q.· If that is so, why did you not ask Chand to put down the time below 
the compliance· report, or why did yo':l not ~ourself make sure 

- that you received the report at a particular time ? 
A. Time was important, but it was not .the practice !o ~ention time of 

the compliance report. Normally, m my office, u.me 1s not recorded. 
Sometimes, it may be put. I bad tb~ compliance report when 
it was placed in my hands. I asc~rtamed w~ether be ~ad gone 
to all the places which I had menttoned to hun. I reahsed that 
he had not mentioned all the places in the compliance report. 
I did not, however, point out this mistake to him. " 

Kekre has resorted to the familiar device of saying that a particular practice 
prevails in his office, knowing that there is no means of testing the correctness 
of his statement. In answer to further questions by Mr. Phadke, Kekre stated : 

" Chand wrote the compliance report while sitting in the jeep in the l!ght 
that flashed in jeep through my front door .. I also say that the~e. w~ ltght 
in the verandah which could also reach the Jeep. Chand was Sitting 1n the 
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front by the side of dri~er. · The power ~f the bulb near th7 door was abc;>ut 
40 candles. The width of the verandah 1s about 6ft. and Jeep was standmg 
about 4 ft. from the verandah. The height of the jeep was about 6 ft. The · 
seat is 3 ft. from the ground. The jeep was standing just in front of my· 
door. Both the parts of the door were opened. I had an obj_ection to Chand 
·coming and sitting in the verandah because my mother was ilL I, however, 
did not express that objection to Chand: . Accordin~ to m7, th~re was. no 
difficulty in writing down the report by. stttmg down 1~ the Jeep m the lJ~ht 
coming through my house. Chand d1d not complam that there was m
sufficient light. Had my mother not been in the verandah in .the ordinary 
course, I could have asked Chand to sit down in the verandah and write 
out the report by sitting down there. " · .. 

Exhibit 427 does not bear any endorsement or date about the receipt of the 
report in the offic.e. On the face of it, the report does not show at what time 
it was received and by whom it was received. In answer to further questions 
by the Commission, Kekre stated : 

" The verandah of my house faces east. It is open on the north as also 
. the south, that is to say, there are dwarf walls of three f!. and on that woqden 
trellis work is constructed. The length of the verandah is about 45 ft. 
There were tin partitions near the door of the hall opening on the verandah. 
No part of the. verandah receives any rains. Winds do come upto the place 
where my mother used to sleep. My mother defies the winds saying that 
she would not sleep inside. " 

There is a saying in Marathi that if one wants to conceal. one untruth one has 
to take recourse to several untruths. The whole story of the compliance 
report having been submitted that very night is highly improbable. There
is no mention in the log book itself of Chand having gone to Somwar Peth 
at all on that night, nor is there mention of the fact that Chand had gone to 
Karve Road and from Karve Road he went to Somwar Peth via Deccan 
Gymkhana Chowk. The time of the receipt of the report is not mentioned 
in the document itself. At any rate, on that night, nobody knew that the da!Yr' 
would collapse next morning and, therefore, it was necessary to submit the . 
report that very night. No harm would have been done in case the report 
had been submitted on the next day, and that appears to me to be the; ordinary 
common course. . It is unlikely that Chand would go to his superior officer 
and rouse him from his sleep and tell him that he would write a report and 
submit it to him. That would mean that the officer would have been required 
to make himself awake till the report was submitted. Chand had not gone 
there with a written report in his hand. It is most unlikely that Kekre would 
take objection to Chand sitting in the verandah for. the purpose ·of writing the 
report merely because his old mother was sleeping in the verandah. As Kekre 
himself has stated, the verandah is 45' long and 6' wide. · Kekre could_ have 
a~J<:ed Chand to sit at some distance from his mother. Again Kekre does
not say that his mother had objection to Chand sitting there. The suggestion 
probably is that Chand being a Muslim and Kekre being a Hindu and his 
old mother being orthodox, Kekre felt objection for Chand going down to 
the verandah. It is difficult to imagine that such an objection would be raised 
!n t~e year 1962. The whole st~ry appears to be a cock-and-bull story. It 
1S d_Jfficult . to underst<~;nd why his old mother should sleep in the verandah 
defymg rams and mclement weather. There is inherent difficulty . 
f?r any one attempting to write the report in the jeep. We are told that the 
bght from the front and the verandah reached the seat where Chand was sitting 
fo~ writi':lg the rep~rt _through the verandah and through the door of the hall. 
Is 1t P?SSlble t~at tl~1s hght which would definitely be dim would enable anybody 
. to ~nte-anything like the report, Ex. 427-B, which is in clear hand and whicli 
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does not show as having been written in dim light ? I feel no hesitation in 
disbeliev~g both Kekr7. and Chand when they say __ that the compliance report 
was subl!lltted on the mght between the 11th and 12th at 1-30 a.m. I am inclined 
to the vrew that the report must have been prepared some time later in any 
case, after the disaster. C~and h~d admitted that the normal practi~ i~ that 
th~ Home Inspector wol!ld Issue his order on a separate piece of paper and on 
thatJJrder _he :would wnte the report. According to him, the warning to be 
announced will be on a separate paper and ·the order of the Home Inspector 
will also be on a separate paper and the compliance report will be on the paper 
on which the order is contained. The object of writing the report on the same 
document as Ex. 427 is to make it appear that the contents of the document 
must be re!ld in the context of the order of the Home Inspector and in the 
context of Chand's report. It may be that the text of the Jahir Suchana was:' 
prepared on that night. I am not quite sure whether Kekre's endorsement 
was also made on the same day. In any case, the report appears to have 
been submitted at a later stage so as to include more areas, such as Deccan 
Gymkhana Chowk, Tofkhana and part of Shivajinagar near the Court-house 
than those inclUded in the text. It is impossible to believe that such obviou~ 

- contradictions would appear in the text of the Jahir Suchana and the endorse
ment below the same and the compliance report below the endorsement, had 
these -documents been genuine. In view of the evidence discussed above1 
I feel no hesitation in holding that, in all probability, the endorsement made 
by Kekre and at least in all certainty the report of Chand have been brought 
into .existance after the dam collapsed. · 

' The Commission's counsel has argued with an air of cock-sureness that it 
is more important to see to which areas the warnings were actually given than 
to look to the decisions taken in regard to the areas to which warnings were 
to be extended. This involves the assumption that the evidence in regard 
to the areas in which the warning was given is foolproof. As I have laboured 
to point out above, the evidence in that connection, both documentary and 
oral, is not only discrepant but is highly suspicious. The fallacy underlying 
this argument is to go from the conclusion to the premises by raising an in
ference that if warnings are given in more localities, theri decision to give warn
ings in all these localities must have been taken. The fallacy underlying 
this argument is so palpable that it does not require any elaboration for 
exposing the same. The evidence in regard to what decision was taken about 
t'he areas is in the shape of a contemporaneous document (Ex. 427 A). 
Ordinarily, it would indicate that warnings would be given to the areas men
tioned therein. We must start with this premise and starting. with this 
premise we must view the eivence, in which an attempt is made to extend the 
areas, ~ith caution. I have examined the entire eivdence threadbare and 
I feel no hesitation in holding that warnings were not given to any more areas 
besides the areas mentioned in the text of Ex. 427. I will show by referring 
to the evidence of the citizens that the warnings that were given were of a 
vague character and at no time mention was ~ade about any dange~ to the 
dam. The warnings were of a usual character VIZ., that water would mcrease . 
or that floods would come. · 

Before ~oing to that part of the eivdence, I may point out a vary .serious 
difficulty in the way of acceptiJig the evidence of Kekre. and Chand. Al
though they have stated in a general way that Chand was mstructed to read 
.the text of Exhibit 427 A it is their case that he (Chand) was not asked to read 
the introductory part me~tioning the ar_eas. Kekre, in his deposition, stated : 

" I asked Chand to read the text beginning from the words ; · · . 
• lfl' ri offirt« ~asflJllllta" lffi '!!\' ' . 

H 478.2-21 
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This was an important portion. 
· The earli11r portion was unimportant." 

Chand, in his deposition, says :- · _ 
" I read out all the portion of Ex. 427 except the following :-
' · 'Jahir Suchana . .••••••.•••••.. Inhabitants of the following localities, 
i.e. Mangalwar Petb, Bhimpura, Pulachiwadi, Ashanagar, Sitaphalbag 
and Amruteshwar ' ." · · 

The case- viz., that the introductory portion relating to the localities 
was not ;ead out by Chand, has been made ?ut for .g~tting out ~f the diffi~ty 
that these localities are no other than the siX trad1tJonal lowlymg localities. 
It has, however, been forgotten that in putting up such a case, they would be 
landing themselves in an absurd position. We are told that Chand started 
reading from the words : " Iff ~ ffi<l;m ~o .iRf 'liT ", i. e., '' all these 
persons are being informed " without mentioning the localities. Let us suppose 
that Chand first read out the text by standing at some spot on the Jangli Maharaj 
Road.- What would he say? He would either say, that all the localities 
including the Jangli Maharaj Road locality are warned, or he would say : 

· " You people residing in these localities are warned ". Without the mention 
of the localities, the subsequent warning would carry no meaning to the inhabi
tants where the announcement is supposed to have been made. The locality 
in which the announcement is made has no meaning unless the people of that 
locality have been warned about the floods arising out of the danger to the dam, 
visiting their localities. In this connection, it is necessary to refer to a very 
important admission mads: by Chand almost at the beginning of his cross
. examination by the Commission's counsel. 

Chand says: 
"He (Kekre), therefore, told me that it was necessary to give warnings 

to th_epeopleliving on the banks of the river." ' 
If that is so, the warnings were evidently meant for the people living 
on the banks of the river. Whatever the place where the warnings were 
announced, the warnings were really meant for people living on the banks of 

, the river. A mere reading of the text of Ex. 427 withoutimention of the 
localities or without, at any rate, using the expression " The people living on . 
the banks of the river are warned", is absolutely meaningless and would not 
conyey !inytbing to the people in whose localities the warnings were announced. 
Supposmg the announcer goes to the Camp area and makes the announcement 
saying that there is danger to people living on the banks of the river, then this 
announcement would be simply ignored by the people of the Camp locality. 
It is thus evident that the case put forward on behalf of the civil authorities is 
riddled with contradictions. 7here cannot. be any warning- without the 
mention of. the localities which were likely to be affected by the floods. The 
warning must state that certain particular localities were likely to be affected 
and that the warning was meant for the people who were likely to be affected 
'by the floods. The evidence of Shaikh Chand and Kekre clearly exposes 
the falsity of the case that has been put forward on behalf of the civil 
authorities . 

. I have al~eady referred to Chand's S!atement, wherein he says that Kekre 
mstructed h1m that 1t was necessary to g~ve warnings to the people on the banks 
<!f the river. This clearly shows that the areas contemplated as the areas 
likely to be affected by_the floods were on the banks of the river. These state
me~ts find corroborat10!l from the reports of three police officers, Bongale, 
Pol1~e Sub·lnspe~or, V1sl\ramba~ada, Shilavant, l.lealf ~Pil~table pf Pe~can 
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Gy~na Police Station and P~rdeshi constable of Deccan Gymkhana Pollee 
Station, who s~y that they were mstructed to.give warnings to the areas on the 
banks of the nver. . . . 

This is corroborated by the statements of the citizens as detailed below :- \J 

,Vora (Ex. 9~7) . . . People. residing on the river-side should be' 

G. B. Shinde (Ex. 943) 
M. V. Shinde (Ex. 945) 

Mrs. Jog (Ex. 977) 

Godbole (Ex. 978) 

Savant (Ex. 1027) 
Amte (Ex. 1039) 

Jangi (Ex. 1052) 

Dhole (Ex. 1059) 

Chaudhari (Ex .. 1072) 

Mule (Ex. 1088) 

. Gosavi (Ex. 1109) 

Salitskar (Ex. 1135) 
Jadhavrao (Ex. 1153) 
Dr. Mrs. Gune (Ex. 887) 

Gadekar (Ex. 902) 
. Shirole (Ex. 910) 

cautious. · · · · . . · 
· Ris'e in waterin areas on banks of river; 
People on the banks of river- should be 

cautious. . ' , · . . · 
People on the banks of, river should be 

cautious. . · · . . 
1 

People on the banks of the river should be 
cautious. · . 

Rise in water on the river banks. 
People on the. banks of the river should be· 
cautious. · · 

· People on the banks of the river should be 
cautious. . . · · . 

Police told that they were taking steps on · 
river banks. ' · · 

Police were moving whole night on banks 
of the river. · · 

Police were warning people on the river 
banks. · · 

Danger to people living on banks of the 
river. 
People on river banks should take care. 
People on river banks should leave. · 
People living on banks of water should be 

on guard. · 
People on river side should be vigilant. 
Danger to persons living in Iowlying areas 

on the banks of the river. 
This evidence clearly shows that the announcement was that there was danger 
to the people on the banks of the river.. Even if such announcement is made 
in localities other than the six traditional lowlying areas, the peop ]fin 'these 
additional localities would feel that there was danger only to those who live 
on river banks and not to them. Assuming therefore, that Chand moved in· 
all the areas, where he says that he had moved, the warning given by him was 
of no avail to those who were not living on the banks of the river 'or who did 
not feel that they were living on the banks of the river .. In thi~_context it is' 
pertinent to remember that according to Darp (Ex. 621) so far as the city of' 
Poona was concerned certain areas only were described as lowlying areas in · 
the context of floods a~d that the expression ' low lying areas ', so far as Poona 
City was concerned, had acquired that usuage and significance, because of the 
visitation of floods. ' 

(b) By 'MW!icipal stajf.-I have a~eady p_ointed out that the members of !he; 
municipal staff moved round the SIX lowlymg areas for the purpose of glVIng 
warnings. They did not follow the text that was prescribe~ .bY Heble. Darp. 
has admitted that he only asked the members of the muruc1pal staff to warn, 
the people that floods were coming and that they should get ready for evacua-
tion. This is what Darp says : · 

" I had not supplied any text of the warning that the four members of my 
staff were to give in the. six locllllnes. I had not aslc;~g t4ese ofticers tQ tell 
H 4782-2!G 
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people in the course of their warnings that Panshet- dam was in danger. 
1 only asked them to warn the people that floods were coming and that they 
should get ready for evacuation." 

Darp then · speaks of the normal practice that is, followed in giving 
these-warnings:- . - . _ - , 

" The normal practice followed is that our men go to each of these locali
ties, contact _two or three leading men from ~<ach locality and tell them about 
the floods." ' 

The statements made by Kadam, Rane and Savant (Exs. 626, 630 and 627) 
show that they gave warnings about rise in water or the oncoming of floods. 

(c) Police Reports.-It also appears from the reports of some of the police 
officers that they too gave warnings moving on foot, under instructions from the 
police officers assembled in the control room. It is interesting to see the nature 
of the warnings given by these people. Y. V. Chavan (Ex. 1241) says that · 
he moved in the localities of Mangalwar, Somwar, Bhimpura and Gadital 
announcing that there would be rise in water on the banks of the river. 
Salunke, Panasare, Pathan, Kharade, Chaudhari, Hirgude, Tambe, Temgire 
and Shaikh constables under the Vishrambag Police Station (Ex. 1242) have 
spoken about warnings having been given regarding the rise of water. 
Similarly, Zagade, Patil, Kamble, Shilvat, Naver, Salunke, Sant, Pardeshi, 
Thakor and Ghorpade of the Deccan Gymkhana Police Station have also 
spoken about rise of water in the river (Ex. 1243). It appears tha~ these 
constables were instructed to warn people on the banks of the river. 

Exs. 1241 to 1248 are the reports submitted by the police officers and 
constables of the various Police Stations in Poona viz., Faraskhana Police 
Station, Vishrambag Police Station, Deccan Gymkhana Police Station, Kirkee 
Police Station, Bund Garden Police Station, Military- Lines Police Station, 
Khadak Police Station and L. C. I. B. These documents have been exhibited 
without examining the persons who had. submitted these reports and on the 
suggestion of the lawyers on behalf of the civil authorities. Ex. 1249 contains 
reports of the work done by the police and police officers in the V. H. F. control 
room, wireless mobile etc. Ex. 1250 is the rep9rt of R. R. Ghorpade, Reserve 
Police Inspector, Headquarters, Poona. Ex. 1251 is the report of the Police 
Inspector, Pikle along with its accompaniments. Ex. 1252 is the report of 
P. S. I., S. S. Naik, Traffic, Poona City. Ex. 1253 contains extracts of entries 
in the Telephone Registers of all Police Stations. All that need be pointed 
out here is that barring a few reports, most of these reports speak about the 
rise of water in the river or increase of floods. It will, therefore, be interesting 
to. refer to the few reports w!Jich sp~ak about the danger to the dam. S. _ ~
Dtvte of the Faraskhana Police Station says that he was informed to remam 
as Reserve Police in the Police Chowkey on 11th July 1961 because of the 
possibility ofPanshet dam breaching. He attended to his duty in the Chowkey 
and remained as .a reserve till 4 -p.m. and thereafter at 8 p.m. went 
to the Faraskhana Police Station mid at 9 p.m. he went t~ the Corporation 
Building. This indicates that he was informed of the possibility of the 
br~ching ?f the-dam before 4 p.m. R. B. Ohara! of the Deccan Gymkhana 
Police Station s~ys that h~ learnt in the Corporation Building that the dam 
on the Mutha rtver was likely to breach and, therefore - he remained as 
a reserve in the Corporation Building. To the same eff~t, are the reports 
of Laxman Mahadeo Bhole~ B. T. Pawar and D. S. Savale of the Deccan Gym· 
khana Police Station. Similar are the statements of Nathuram Bhaurao 
Ghogare, ~:D. Gaik~ad and Anand Ramchandra Pati!. The report ofMaha
dev BapUJl Vanashiv of the Deccan Gymkhana Police Station says 

; . 
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that he received a phone from the Thana Ammaldar of the Deccan G;vmkhana 
Police Station that, there was danger to the Panshet dam and was asked to go 
to the Corporation Building. Accordingly, he .went to the Corporation 

. Build~ng and instructed people living on the banks of qte river that the dam 
was hkely to breach and there would be heavy floods. Madhukar Dagadu 
Chavan, constable of the Deccan Gymkhana Police Station says that at about 
6-30 p.m. on lith July 1961 he learnt in the police station that there was 
danger to the Pansh.et dam due to rain and the same· was likely to bteach. 
He was, therefore, mstructed to go to the Corporation Building and remain 
there as a reserve. To similar effect are the reports of B. K. Savale and s. A. 
Jagadale of the Deccan Gymkhana Police Station and those of B. G. Bhise, 
R. D. Kulkarni and D. K. Patil. S. S. Bhonde says that he learnt at 3-30 p.m. 
on the llth that the Panshet dam was likely to breach. Bhalchand Dinkar 
Buchke of the Deccan Gymkhana Police Station says that he learnt on the 

. 11th about the likelihood of. the breach of the dam and that he was asked to 
remain as a reserve police. In view of the numerous discrepancies in these 
reports, it is not possible to place any r~liance on them. _ 

(d) The estimate of the officers about ftoods.-finally, it is somewhat interest• 
ing to see what was the estimate of the civil authorities themselves regarding 
the rise of water. Of course, there are two conflicting trends in their estimates 
which are mutually destructive. Accortling to one trend, they decided to 
give warnings to larger areas than the traditionallowlying areas. According 
to the other, they have suggested that the engineers told the Collector and the 
Divisional Commissioner that the floods would be somewhat bigger or little 
bigger than the floods of 1958. Kekre in his deposition states that, at the 
meeting the Divisional Commissioner said that if the breach in the Panshet 
dam were to be confined to a narrow space, .the floods would be a little bigger 
than the floods of 1958. I have already referred to the evidence of Darp in 
this connection. S. B. Kulkarni, who heard the account of the Divisional 

. Commissioner's meeting from Darp, has stated : 
" I understood Darp to mean that the floods would be somewhat bigger 

than· the floods of 1958 ": · 
S. B. Kulkarni, at a later stage, has admitted : 

"Till Bhalerao's message at about 10-00 a.m. it did not occur to me or 
the Collector that warnings about the coming of floods should be given 
to wider areas. " 

It is significant to note that the control room was set up in the Municipal 
Corporation Building, which lies at a distan~ of about on~ fur!ong from t~e 
bank of the river. The control room contmued to function till 12 noon m 
the Corporation Building and it is only after the waters came on the ground 
flo~r of the Municipal Corporation Buil~g that the authori~es tried to 
shift the headquarters of the control room m hurry. S. B. Kulkamtstates : 

" It never struck me that the water would enter the Corporation Building 
till the water actually rushed in it. D~g the ~9~8 floods, the water had 
come on the road behind the Corporation Budding. The level of the 
compound of the Corporation Building is about 3 fe~t higher than the .road. 
I am talking of the back compou~d when I say that 1t was three feet h!g~er. 
The land of the compound is slopmg. The ground floor level of the buildmg 
is about 6 to 7 feet higher than the level of the road. If the water rose by 
6 or 7 feet over and above the level reached in the floods of 1958, it would 

· enter the ground floor of the buil~g. So much rise in the level of the water 
was not anticipated, notwithstandmg that the Panshet dam ~ad breache~; 
It did not occur to our minds that there would be such a nse of water. ,, 
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Earlier KUlkarni has stated that the exact magnitude of the flood was rtevet 
realized even at ll-00 a.m. when they· crossed the Lakdi bridge. Prabhakar 
ln his deposition .stated : . · . 

'.'We ,did not anticipate that Jlood water would enter the CorporatiOn 
· building when we decided to locate the control room in that building on 

the, evening of the lith. If we had anticipated that the flood water would 
·enter the Corporation Building, we would have perhaps selected some other 

·'place for that purpose •........... Even after the breach of the Panshet 
Dam, we did not anticipate that the flood water would enter the Corporation 
Building.·· We were taken by surprise when we saw the water actually enter-

. irtg the Corporation building. " ' 
(fhe quotation is pot continuous). ' 

.. Prabhakar has also stated : , 
; ' . " Till 9-00 a.m. I did not anticipate that flood water would enter these 
. godowns. " 
Similarly, Kekre has admitted : · ' · 

"I did not ask Chand to inform the people living in Juna Topkhana that 
: ·. ·in '6ase the dam brust, their area would be submerged in_ water. According 

· to me, the areas round about Shanwarwada and Kasba Chowkey are 
,' Iowlying areas ... I did not anticipate that these areas would be affected by 

floods. Even after I came to know that the Panshet dam had breached, 
, there, was no, anticipation till water actually entered those areas. ". , 

· In the face of these admissions, it is idle to pretend that warnings were given 
. to any areas, such as Karve Road, Prabhat Road, Jangli Maharaj. Road, 
Somwar, Peth, Deccan Gymkhana etc. , 

(e) Citizena.-I now propose to analyse the evidence of the citizens. Even ' 
the evidence of the citizens, who say that warnings were given, suggests that 

' in most places the warnings that were given related only to the apprehension 
of greater floods and no mention was made of danger to the dam. Very often, 
people living in the same localities have heard the warnings differently ; some 

· people ·saying that it was announced that there was danger to the dam and 
others saying that it was announced that there was danger of flood or there 
was danger of increase of water. Some have spoken of no warning . being 
given and some have stated that no warnings were given at aU. In this con
nection, J will first of all refer to the statements of those citizens who were 
not examined, but whose statements are at Exs. 925 to 1170. I will analyse 
these statements a,ccording to the localities. · . , · 

· · So far as Kasba Peth is concerned, the statements of 46 citizens have been 
b:ought on record. Twelve out of these citizens say that no warnings were 
giVen. Twenty-seven speak of warnings having been given relating to the 
P?Ssible rise• in water. Only five persons have stated that warnings were 
gwen that;·there was danger to the dam. There is one person who says that 

, the dam had actually breached and one says nothing about warning. Out 
;,of the twelve persons who say that no warnings were given one is pleader 

of twenty years' standing, eight are men in service one is a trade union worker, 
, one is a tailor and o!le has not given his status. ' Out of the thirty-three who 
speak of so~e warmng or the other having been given, two are in service, 
two are soCial workers, one is a coolie, one is an artist and six are petty 
shopkeepers. The rest have not giV'en their status. 

The statements,of twenty-six citizens in Narayan Peth have been brought 
on record: Out o~ them, seven sa~ that no warning was given. Seven say -
th.at warnmg was g1ven,that there will be increase of water in the river. Only • 
one speaks of danger to the dam. Eight people say that the .warning was • 
that men on the banks of the river should be cautious. Two of these are from 
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Sita~halbag ; two have not said anythihg about the warning, it Is qllile 
poss1ble that the seven p~rsons who speak about warning about the rise df 
water may be from S1tapha!bag. . 
• Statements of twenty-two citizens in Shanwar Peth have been brought oil 
reco~d. Elevefl: of them say that no warning was given ; four speak of warning 
relating to the nse of water ; two of these citizens are from the usually affected 
areas. Two SJ?eak of warnings havi.ng ~~en given, but say that people on the 
banks of the nver should be on their VIgil. Three have not said anything so· 
far as the warning of the II th was concerned. It is, however noteworthy that 
these persons speak of the warnings given on the 12th. • it can therefore 
be inferred that they had not heard of any warnings given on the 'r1 th .. Out 
of the twelve persons, who say that no warnings were given, one. is a head 
of educational institution, one is a journalist, one is a Government servant 
one is a factory owner and six are in service. Out of the four, who speak 
about the warnings having relation to rise of water, one is a teacher and one 
is a factory owner. The rest do not speak of their status. 

From the localities of the Jangli Maharaj Road and Ghole Road, the state
ments of thirty-one citizens have been brought on record. Thirteen of these 

. say that no warnings were given. Four speak of warning having been given 
to the effect that there will be rise in water. Four persons speak about the 
danger to the dam. Four are from Pulachiwadi. Three persons say that 
people on the banks of the river were asked to be on alert. Two persons have 
said nothing about the warning on the lith. Since, however, they speak of 
warning having been given on the 12th, it can be inferred that they had not 
heard any warning on the lith. One says that.the warning was that the 
Panshet dam had breached.. Out of the thirteen per8ons who speak of no 
warning having been given, one is a postmaster, two are agents of the Banks, 
one is a librarian of Bhandarkar Institute, one is a big shop-owner, one is 
a share broker and some are shopkeepers. · The status of the rest is not known. 
Out of the four, who speak of warnings having been given regarding the rise 

v of water, one is a photographer, one is a carpenter and the rest are businessmen. 
The person whd says that the warning was that the Panshet dam had breached 
is the proprietor of the Hindvijaya Talkies. · · 

From the localities of Karve Road, Prabhat Road and Erandavana, 
statements of six persons have been brought on record. Two. have stated 
that no warning was given. The remaining four do not say anything one way 
or the other. Out of these four, one speaks of warnings having been given 
on the 12th. It can ·therefore, be inferred that he did not hear any warning 
on the lith. Out oftwo persons who speak of no warning having been given, 
one is a retired Inspector-General of Prisons .. 

From the locality of Mangalwar Peth, statements of t~rteen ci?zens have 
been brought on record. Eight of them say that no wanung was g!ven. qne 
speaks of a warning relating to rise in water and one speaks of wanung relating 

- to the danger to the dam. Three have not said aD:ything. One can presume 
from the non-mention that they heard no warrung. Had ~ey heard any 
warning, they would certainly have mentioned so. O!!t of the e!~t, who spea_k 
of no warning having been given, two are med1cal praCtitioners, one IS 
a property owner and one is a Government.servan~. Out of the three,.who do 
not say anything, one is an M. L. ~··.one ~s a social worker ~d one 1s. a cor
porator. In view of their status, 1t. IS qwte rel;~Sonable to .infer that if any 
warning was given, then they would not have failed to mention the same. . · 

· From Gadital locality, the stateme~ts of five c}tizens have been brought on 
record. One speaks of warning haymg been gtve!l to tb:e effect ~t water 
would rise and four do not say anything about wam1ng haV!Dg been gtven. · 
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Out of the locality of Somwar Petb, statements of thirteen citizens have 
been brought. on record. Nine say that no warning was given .. One says 
that there was danger to the dam and three have not said anything about the 
warning. Out of the nine, who say of no warning having been given, one is 
a Government servant, one is Registrar, Small Causes Court and the rest are 
merchants, etc, · · . . , ' · 
. From the .locality of Sambhaji ·Chowk, Laxmi Road and Alka Talkies, 
·statements of .nine .citizens have been brought on record. Four of them say 
that no warning was given. Four do not say anything about warning having 
been givenj.and one speaks of danger to the dam. . Air 

··From .Budhwar Peth locality, statements of three citizens have been brought 
on record; One says that no warning was given. He is a pleader.. Two do 
not speak of any warning having been given. · . · · · · ~··· · 

From tli.e Ashanagar locality, statements of eight persons have been brought 
on record. One of them says that no warning was given. · One speaks of 
warning having relation to rise in water and six speak of· warnings "having 
relation to danger to the dam. ' · 
. From the locality of Sbivajinagar including Bhamburda village and localities 

• near about the Corporation Building and Mang colony, statements of nineteen 
citizens have been brought on record, some of whom were examined. Four 
of them say that rio warnings were given. One speaks of warning having 
relation to the rise of water on the banks of the river. Three speak of warning 
having relation to the danger' to the dam. Five say that warning was given 
that there would be danger to the dam, but they added that these warnings 
.stated that people on the banks of the river should be on the alert .. Five 
persons do not say anything about the warning. Out of the four, who speak . 
that no warning was given, one is an advocate, one is a Government servant 
and one is a trade union worker. Out of the five, who say that people on 
"the bp.nks of the river should be on the alert as there was danger to the dam, 

. one is an ex-Mayor, one is a hotel owner and one is a trade union'worker. · 
. In the locality of Apte Road, statements of two citizens have been brought ' 
on record. B'oth of them say that no warnings were given. . They are both men 
of status. · . . . . , 

· · 1 ,,·•II • 

I will now refer to the evidence given by some of the citizens before the< Com
:nllssion. Dr. Y. G. Bodhe (Ex. 102) is an F.R.C.S. and has his nursing home 
in a building known as Udyan Prabha situated on the Jangli Maharaj J~pad. 
He says that he did not hear any warnings given by the police at any time on 
the previous night. He adds that he learnt later from the members of his 
staff that warnings were given by the police· on the previous night to those who 
were residing in the Pulachiwadi locality. The nature of the warning, a~ he 
gathered was that ' As floods were to come, the people should be careful and 
keep their things ready for removal if need arose '. No valid reason has been 
shown as to why the evidence of Dr. Bodhe should not be accepted as true, 
except the general comment that he is one of the • invitee witness '. Further, 
his evidence finds corroboration from the evidence relating to the ·warnings 
given by the police officers and members of the municipal staff niferred to 
above. Had Chand given warnings from the Jangli Maharaj Road, that warning 
would certainly have _been heard by Dr. Bodhe . 

. Dr. Phatak has been examined at Ex. 879. He is an M. D. and staYs . in 
a bungalow on the Prabhat Road. His maternity home is situated on the Tilak 
Road near Alka Talkies. . He says that he had heard no warnings on the night 
of the 11th about.the poss1ble danger to the dam. In addition to the comment 
that he is an ' invitee witness ', it is pointed out that he had not signed ·.the 
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·statement !Uld: that the st(ltem~t, which he is supposed to have made was the 
xecord mam~ned br.the Seruor Advocate,. Mr. Bakhale. Dr. Phatak, how
ever, has plainly admitted.that the statement recorded by Mr. Bakhale is correct . 
. Another comment made against .this-witness is that he has. suffered a loss of 
Rs. 40,001? as a res)llt of_t~e ~oods, an~, therefore, .be is interested in saying 
that. wa~gs _were not ~ven: , II\ my VIew, there is no substance in this com- · 
me~t. It IS d:dncl!lt ~o ~ll).agme thaS ~ man o~ I)r, Plfthak's education would 
,be ~def the 1mpr~ss10n that .he would be entitled. to damages merely on the 
basis that no warnmgs were JPV~~ by the police. , 1 He bas given no notice to 
the Governme~?-t nor filed any SUit for damages so far. · 
.r • 1 ' ~ l :...1 • 1 !' • r . ~ 1 r '' ·, • •. 1 • jro •, 1 , -1 • • . · / I · ' :I I . ·. ; : 

1,. V~thal.Narayan Dixit.(Ex. 88l}is the proprietor of the Internationai Book 
Service situated on the Deccan.rGymkhana Chowk. His evidence has more 
relevance.as t(). what took place on the 12th and will have to be discussed at 
the appropriate stage .. .forthe time ~ing, the only portion that is relevant 
for the present discu~>Sion is the one where .he has stated : 

.·. "I nev!l~.'~ame toh0w that warnings were given on the previous night. 
I did npt read in Sakal that civil. authorities had· taken. any precautions. 
There was no menti9n of any precautions having been taken by the civil 
authorities in the news-item appearing in Sakal on the 12th ........ I had 
not read the entire contents in the columns of Sakal dated the 12th. ". . 
MisS" Sindhu Savarkar is the. Superintendent of the Ahilyadevi High School 

and her deposition is at Ex: 885. Her evidence also has hearing as to what took 
place on the 12th. · About what transpired on the nigh~ of the lith, she states 
.thus: · · 

"I had feceived no wa'rkiugfro~ any'authority at any time about the 
. impending danger: I did not Jearn that th«tre was any danger to the dam 

. tillll a.m. (12th). " ·· · . . · · ' · ' · · 
, ' , / • , ' :; t . "" II . ot :II ' ) . r J ' 

It is true that Miss Sindhu Savarkar does not live in the locality. But, Sane, 
Superintendent of Navin Marathi Shala, which is a sister jnstitutiol!, stays in 
'tl?A,t lo~ality, and M. s\'-ys iil.jhis statement (Ex. 937) that no warnmgs were 
gwen In that locality. · 
• ' : • -' 1 . · •• '' .• _ I ,.. • "' , _ lt J 

··Dr. Madhuma:lati Gune has herhospital on the Jang~ Ma~aj Road. _She 
stays on the top floor of the building. · ·As to the warnmgs giVen on the mght 
oftheilth,shesays·: ·" ·; ,, .. ,.. 

"At about 10-30 p.m. on the Ilth, I heard a warning co~!lg from the 
direction of the Hind Vijaya Talkies,· saying that water was nsmg and that 
people living on the. banks • should be on the guard. ~ canno~ ~ay where 
the announcement was belng made.· I made no speCial enqwnes about 
these warnings because such w~ng$ are i~sued every ~~· Every year 
floods come and warnings are g1ven on our Side annually. · 

In ll!lswer. to questions by: Mr~ Murudkar~ she stated that she. had made no 
application to Goverrunent for compensatiOn. nor ~ed any SUit. In ans~er 
to questions by Mr. P~dke, ,bn ,behalf of the Citizens C:O~ttee, ~he stated · 

" Three nurses' and three ayahs are on duty durmg mght time and they 
stay on. the ground f!.oqr for tile night.·: . .. . . . · 

She added that there ,~ere two or three cases of pendiilg delivery and . the 
relatives of the patients stayed on the ground floor for the whole o~ the m~t. 
None of them reported to her on the morning that warnings were g~.ven dunng 
the course o£: the night about the danger to the dam: She also stated that she 
has a Gurkha watchnian.on the ground 1loor who Sits on a bench !It the dC?or 

·or moves during night time.'· He too did ·not report about any warmngs haVIng 
beengivfll). ··. ,. _' .. .-,~ .. :.~· .·.~. _, · ·, 
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Govind Sa.daslilv Pathak is a pleader of 25 years standing (Ex. 889). He 
was staying in the house of his daughter which is situated to ~e east of !}le 
New Bridge which falls in Kasba Peth. · He asserts that no kind of warrung 
was given on that night by the police or by anybody in the locality of his house. 

;- · M. N. Bhat, who· is now a professor in I'd· E. S. College, Poona, .. and 
who was . the Principal ·of that College durmg the floods of 1961, has gtVen 
evidence at Ex. 892. He was staying in Gore's house,· which lies at' the june

. tion of the Prabhat Road' and the Karve Road. He states that he heard 
no W~trnings Whatever On the night Of the 11th. . 

Jayant Shridhar Tilak (Ex. 894) is one of the trustees of the Kesari ,Maratha 
Trust and the ChiefEditor ofKesari. · He stays in a building known as Gaikwad 
Wada, House No. 568, Narayan Peth, Poona. He says : 

"At about 8 p.m. (on the 11th), I asked my reporter to ring up 
the Divisional Commissioner. The reporter mentioned 1o Mohite that 
there was all sorts of news prevailing in the town and the people ·were 
anxious· to know the truth about the Panshet's -condition. The Divisional 
Commissioner told the reporter that there · was nothing serious nor 
particular and that reporter wanted some news and was, therefore, asking 
questions to him:" 

Tilak says : 
~·No· warnings were heard by me during that 'night about either the 

possibility of heavy floods or about danger to the dam, nor did I learn from 
anyone that any such warnings were given. " 

Jayantrao Tilak is the Chairman of the Citizens' Committ~e and. has submitted 
two written statements, one in his individual capacity and the other as the 
President of the Citizens' COmmittee. Merely because Tilak happens to be 
the Chairman of the Citizens' Committee, it would not be proper to reject 
his evidence. . . · · ' ' · 

These are the citizens,. w!io have. spoken about warning not having been 
heard by them during the night of the lith. One of the points argued in 
respect of the evidence of these witnesses is that their evidence is of a negative 
character. But, all the same, it can be used as corroborative to other evidence, 
which seems to indicate that either no warnings were given at all or, if any 
warnings were given, they related to the rise of water or the occurrence 
offlood.: . '• .•.. :: . . . . . 
· ]j will now disquss the evidence of some of the citizens who have spoken 
about warnings having been given. The most important witness on this point, 
·according to the Commission's counsel and .the. advocate of the Citizens' 
Committee, isS. N. Gadekar (Ex. 902), who is a retired District Superintendent 
of Police. He has a petrol . pump on the Jangli Maharaj Road and he 
stays in a house in Ghole colony, which is about five hundred yards from Jangli 
Maharaj Road. He began by saying that, occasionally, he had to visit the 
petrol pump during night time also for avoiding the congestion of lorry traffic 
~n his p_um?. He asserts that on the night of the 11th, he was on his pump 
till 12 nudmght as there was great rush of lorries and he returned home at 
about 12·30 a.m. As he was proceeding home, he heard the announcement 
on the Ghole. Chowk, which was to the following effect :-
. · "Panshet Dam is in danger, therefore, people living on the riverside shoula 
'. be vigilant. ~· 
P~using here, for a-moment, if this ~idence is accepted, then it destroys the 
eVIdence Qf Chand and Kekre VIZ., ·that the entire· text of Ex. 427, 
except the part re_lating to the localities, was read out. It is further significant 
that what was being announced was that people living on the riverside should 
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'b~vigilllnt as there·.wits d:iliger'to the Panshet dam: This means 'thai, if at 
<all, t~e an!lounceme,nt was address,t:d.'to the· riverside people. A. number of 
,q~!'Stl<?n~ wer~ as~ed by the:, Cotnmission's c~mnsel as also by the Commission 
with a VIew toJestGadekar s statement as to whether it was probable that he 
woul_d be ,at __ :'th.e 'puijlp ,o'\. th~t .night'till 12,mid~ight. With regard 
to his. havmg heard the announcement, on close ·qijestloning, he gave the 
followmg answers :- . .. . . . . _ · . · · . 

:. , _ · «'I hea~d it whil&passnlg: ,: · Ia.galfl'saytliati stopped there for two minutes. 
·I cannot say· Whether· ct~e. announc.e.~· ·was .. ·reading from a document 
or wh:th~r he was makmg a: verba11aniiouncement.:.•. ,·;• ...... Till 
II th m1dmght, I had heard nothing about 'the Panshet dam. . . , ·' ... · ..... . 
I., :.vas ,not swpr~sed to.)~ear t;ht; announcement at the time when the 

:,, a!lnouncerprogll!!IY-ed;tb,at therp WI\S .danger to the dam.,........... I 
·,did not. go, near-. the jeep to,,make, enquiries as to what was the matter about 

· . the Panshet d,am,, ~.did, not thinkit necessary .to go although I had worked 
.as a District,Supe~~ntendent of Police. , . , . 1, .- · · 

Q .• r . Sllal! I take it:that, you pjd not feel the, gravity of the news ? 
• 

4
· As. the news related to ,the people living on the banks of the· river, 

. ldid not consider the news as important~ · '}:he announcement was 
o~IJlade near tiJ,t; statue.of the Rani of Zanshi. I consider the statue· 
. of the Rani.pf Zi,lnshi, as being on the. banks of the river. The 

1 statu~ -of Ra~ is ~i(uate\1 .two furlongs. from the bank of the river. 
,) dcp·egarc:I,a distaJlce ,o!: a zone up to .two furlongs as the bank 
:,of the river, , ,Now I .say, th.at l consider the place where the starue 

· · : , is situated as the-side of the river. " . 
,The position.takcm npby tile witneSs, ;yiz., tha(he would regard the area· of· 
:two Jur!<?ngs as area ,lyjJlg on ,the banks of.~e river, is patently absurd 
. and requrres no further. con;up.en~. Wh!\t comes nex.t is_ still more staggering. 
Jn answer .to further.questions, he said : , · , . · · 

~ " I say tb.at when !heard the annoimcement that the Panshet dam was in 
danger, I felt that there was nothing unusual and, tllat this, ,was more or less 
analogous to tl).e. annual feature with the diffe.reitce that there may be little 
:more floods. I did not iliforn:i'a:nyone.ofwhat lhe;rrd from the announce
ment. I' did not 'thirlldt necessary to publicise this news because I read 
from Sakal that the' !Ianger to the Panshet dam has been averted. "· 

It is surprising that a: :/nan of the position of a retired District Superintendent 
of Police should ~ay that the announcement that the dam was in danger was 

. on par with' the' announcements 'made' regarding ~he annual floods with the 
difference tliat this time the· floods woUld be .so·mewhat more. It is equally 
surprising that' he should not speal< about this alarming news to anyone on 
that night. Mr. Phadke, on behalf oft!te Citizens' Committee, asked questions 
to tire witness with a view to challenge' the fact that he remained at the petrol 
pump till 12 midnight, and the answers given b~ the witness are typical : . 
· · " It is only once .or twice a week that I rema~ at the petrol pump . till 
·, ·I2 midnight. There was one. -servant on that rught. In all, seven o~ ~1ght 

~ . lorries· . stopped ·on the ·petrol pump between 10-30 p.m. to 12. m1drught . 
. J., I went to· the petrol pump oil that day at about 9-45 after takmg meals. 

I went there casually and not because I was called by my servant. When 
I went there two or three lorries had already come. These lorries must have 

· left the pum'p·at about ll-30 after taking diesel. · The diesel could ha':e been 
supplied by my sertant: I did not stop because I wanted to supply dies~! to 
these lorries .. By'about ll~30, four or .five ~or~ lorries came there. '!he 

· diesel oil. was supplied to them at about '12 !Dldnight. My servant ce!'tai!llY 
· could have supplied, diesel to them. · I did not -stop there for supplymg 
them diesel.-: '.. . ,,,, ' . ·. ' :'' _, - fr. 

Q. Now, can you tell the Commission as to why you remained there 
till 12 midnight ? . 
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A. · I stopped there for general supervision. Sometimes, the servant 
and the proprietors of the car are in league with one .anothe~ and 
take more oil and prepare -false accounts .. , I had this expenence 
twice or thrice prior to this. . That means that the servant cheated 
me outright. · 1 say . that this particula~ servant had not cheated 
me before. It is only ,after the 11th July .that the servants cheated 
me as stated above: · · " · ' · . 

Q. Since you had no experience of any dishonest. behaviour on the part 
,, of this. servant, can you explain why you .~ought it fit to remain 
. on .the petrol pump till U midnight 'l , 

A .. For general supervision",.. , 
The witness, in 'his search for inventing an excuse fo(remliining present 
till midnight, hit upon the idea of saying that the servant had cheated him and, 
therefore, he had to remain there. He was, however, forced to admit that 
his servants had cheated him only after the 11th of· July and not before. He, 
therefore, fell back upon the excuse that he remained there for general super
vision. Can anyone .with ordinary commonsense, ·believe the evidence of 
such a witness merely because he happens to be a man of some status ? .The 
Commission's counsel pas argued that a retired District Superintendent of 
Police should not have been ·subjected to ·the kind of cross-examination to 
which he was subjected by the Commission as also by Mr. Phadke. He com
plains that this amounted to viewing his evidence with suspicion. It is every-

. day's practice in a court of law to subject the evidence given by a witness to 
·the test of probabilities. If a witness, 'whatever his. status, bas the alldacity 
to say things which are inherently improbable, his evidence is not worth th~ 
paper on which it is written. That no warning was given on Jangli MaharaJ 
Road would also be evident from the circumstance that two important municipal 
officers, (1) G. M. Khopkar, Assistant Municipal Commissioner and (2) M. M. 
Dalvi, Assessor and Collector of Taxes, whose reports have been brought 
on record (Exs. 649 and 644 respectively), do ·not speak anything of having 
beard any warning in the night of the 11th. ·. · · · 

R. H. Kirad, the ex-Mayor of the 'Poona Municipal Corporation, gave 
evidence at Ex. 908. . Incidentally,' it may be pointed out that he contradicted 
S. B. Kulkarni by stating that the latter gave a continuous and running reply 
to the question put by Mitbapalli •. · Kirad has stated that no one including 
the Municipal Commissioner told him ~hat the Divisional Commissioner had 
convened a meeting. He asserted that. since the Municipal Commissioner 
.told the Corporation meeting that there was no danger to the dam, he kept 
quite and remained unperturbed. Ffis evidence is not of much use so far 
as the question of warning is concerned. I will revert to his evidence at the 
time of the discussion of the happenings on the 12th and in particular the 
attempts at evacuation. . . · . . 

B. L. Shirole, another ex-Mayor gave evidence at Ex. 910. He has a petrol 
pump on the Jangli Maharaj Road. He ~ays that he was sitting chit-chatting 
in the house of his friend, More at about '8-30 or 9-00 p.m. He then ordered 
tea and the boy, who brought the tea from a hotel near the Corporation Build
ing_told Shirole and his friend Telang, who was sitting with him, that so~e 
policemen had collected and some trucks had also assembled in the Corporation 
compound.· Tb.ereafter, S~ole, Telang and another.-corporator, one Gi~e 
went towards the <;Drporation. They saw two Sub-Inspectors standing m 
the compound. . Shiro~e a:;ked them what the matter was. . They told him 
tha.t water had nsen high m the:·Panshet dam, that there was a possibility of 
fioods and that they were. taking precautions in that connection. Shirole 
also saw some. constables 1n the compound. Shirole and his friends then 

: - ,j 
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returned to the house, where they were originally sitting chit-chatting. Sbirole 
adds that he heard somebody announcing while he wa5 sitting in the house 
ofMore that t~ere was danger of ,ftoo~s. , In, answer t.o flo .Cjllestion by 
Mr. Phadke, Shlfole stated tha~, he got. no mformation, whatsoever on the pight 
of the 11th !hat arrangements were made by the civil authorities for warning 
and eyacuation.. Mr. Muru<f!car, o~~; behalf ofthe civil authorities, drew the 
attent~on of Shirole to certam portions .of his written statement (Ex. 911), 
wherem he· has ·stated ;. r r, .• . i . . . 1 : • 

·:There ·(Corporation bliildin~· eompound) we inquired with some 
police officers that Why were they gathering together. · Somebody amongst 
-them t?ld me. that there was a big crack in Panshet dam and authorities 
are trymg ~helf level best to see that the dam should not be damaged. In 
the d1scuss1on, he told us thaf ifthere would be any wrong to the Panshev 
dflm, there would be a danger of coming floods on both sides of the 
nver and so they are keeping trucks ready· to 1sbift the people residing on 
both sides of the rive~ in the safest &ide. " 

The witness stated that that statement was correct. Then his :attention was 
drawn to another portion of his written statement wherein he has stated : 

" After half an hour, we also heard a noise on a vehicle that somebody 
was announcing that there may. be a rise of water in the adjacent areas as 
the dam was in danger. When inquired, we know that it was a police 
vehicle. " . · · 

No question has be~n asked by Mr. Murudk~r to the witness as to whether 
this part of the statement was true.. As pointed out above, the witness had 
stated earlier that he heard the announcement that there was danger of floods. 
This statement stood in conflict with what was stated in the written statement. 
It was, therefore, the duty of Mr .. Murudkar, if he wanted to rely upon what 
the witness had stated in the written statement, to ask him whether what he 
stated in the written statement was true .. Shkole stated that he left for Bombay 
on that night.. He says that before leaving for Bombay he made inquiries 
with the Sakal office and also the telephone exchange. He got no information 

· from the telephone exchange. He, however, learnt from the Sakal office that 
the danger to the dam was averted. He then proceeded to add that he would 
not have left for Bombay on the night between the 11th and the 12th, if he 
had not learnt from Sakal that there was no danger to the dam. In answer 
to question by the Commission, the witness stated that he did not consider 
the news of Sakal as authorised. But he ·questioned the office because they 
might perhaps have hild good ir,Uormation. He admitte~ that h~ c<?uld not 
gather as to who was giving rephes from the Sakal, nor d1d he bnng 1t to the 
notice of the person in the Sakal office that he (Shirole) had heard announce
ments from the police van that there was danger to the Panshet dam and 

? inspite of that he (person from Sakal office) was giving out news to him that 
the danger was averted. He admitted that the question as to whether the 
~ger to the dam continued to exist or had ab~ted was a matter of lP'eat 
Importance from his point of view. Yet he d1d not contact the higher 
authorities such as the District Superintendent of Police or the Collector or 
the subordinate officials to get the news verified because it was midnight. He 
admitted that he knew Heble District Superintendent of Police and Prabhakar, 
Collector, quite well. Wh~ press.ed 11;5 to why he did not ask either of them, 

_he gave a very typical reply, which 1s as follows :- · 
" As I did not feel that water wou].d enter my building on the riverside 

I did not think it necessary to consult the D. S. P. or the Collector." 
He admitted that he did have an idea that the Panshet dam was bigger than 
the Khad!lkwiiSla dam and be did realise that in also there was danser to the 
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Panshet dam, the resultant floods would-be much bigger than the floods of 
1958,· He the~ .proceeded to make a very important admission as .follows.~.,.,_ 

· .''I had come to know in 1958, when I \vas Mayor ofthe'Poona 1Muni~ipa1 
, Cori"loration, that danger haa arisen to the· .~hadabyitsla Clam:;: .'' ,': ' 
, ..... ,,. ' _,. · ..... l1 -:.I·-· •. ·!. •, ,.-1!) '-If. '• j,, 

He<furilier admitted that he. did not.realise.tha.t'there would b~dange.r, to ,the 
Khadakwasla dam; because he did· not, give serious. thought ,to ·that question
as it was night time. He admitted that had he given serious-,thought to thal 
question,.perhaps, .he ..ypuld hav11 1r,ealised tha~,th~~e .was ~sq,dangeu to the 
Khadakwasla dam .. Questioned~ to, }Vha~.Karande tol<,l.lilin when 'he had 
gone to the C0rporation Building; the witness,s~ted,that.Karande _t01dhim 
that there was a small crack in the Panshet1dam and,an·attempt was bemg Ij!,ade 
to close that crack. , As regards the. announcem~nt,, whici). the witness said 

. that he had heard sitting in- the house of More, ,th~ witness stated :-
"The impression that I gathered was that he. (announcer) was making 

the announcement orally arid not reading from ·any -paper: The 'announcer 
was saying that the danger lay .to the person~ li.ving in Iow,lying areas on the 
banks of the river. " , 1 

In my view, the evidence of Shirole, instead of supporting the . evidence of 
Kekre and-Chand, completely destroys the basis of'that evidence. 'Two thirigs 
clearly emerge from his evidence. One is that the announcement was being 
made orally and secondly, all that the announcer was saying that danger lay 
to the persons living in Jowlying areas on the banks·ofthe river.· This·also 
.explains why the witness did not think it necessary to ask either the District 
Superintendent ·of Police or the Collector for correct information and also 
for the fact ~hat the witness departed for Bombay that· very night. · It is an 
admitted fact that four of his houses fell down during the floods of 1961 and 
these houses were in the Shivajinagar area to the west of the :Cmporation 
'Building. Had he really known about the danger to. the Panshet dam, he 
would not have left for Bombay;· because he knew that 'during the floods 

. of 1958, danger had arisen to the Khadabyasla dam and that the water stored 
in the Panshet dam was far larger in· volume than the water in the Khadakwasla 
dam and that he would also visualise that the Khadakwasla 'dam would breach 
in case the Panshet dam breached .. , ,:'·' . _ .;, · ·:' ,,, 

. .-! • . I . 

Nilkanth Waman Limaye, the proprietor of the Punam. Restaurant, gave 
evidence at Exhibit 918. The Punam RestauranHs situated on the Jangli 
Maharaj Road; He states that he was in the Punam tilL 11 p. m • .on the 11th 
of July and there were forty lodgers at. that time., .He asserts ,that till 11 p. m. 
while he was in the Punam, he heard no warnings having been given by anyone 
regarding the Panshet dam. The rest of his evidence .relates to what happened 
on the 12th and it would be worthwhile to deal with it at the appropriate stage 
of the discussion. The only point that was made· out against this witness w~ 
that, he had not submitted his written statement ,in answe,l.' to the public notice 
and that he submitted his written statement only after he r*ived a letter from 
the Commission's Secretary .. His explanation was ;+- "· 

" At that time (at the time of the-public notice), I was thinking of contesting 
the elections to the Assembly. - I felt that ifi make a statement to the Com~ 

· mission, that ll)ay affect my election one way or the .\'>ther. 'That is one 
reason why I did not submit any statement .. The other reasmi was that 
Government appoints fact-finding Commissions on matters of public iinpor

. tance, but finally, does not endorse·. or accept those findings. 1, therefore, 
felt th~t ~ would be was~ing my time in submitting statements before the 

. ComUllss,on, Wilen J ~liJd ~h~~~ my stat~~nt. affe~;t tl~e el~tions,l wean,~ 
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to convey that propaganda may be made against me saying that I was spon
soring the cause of the people, because 1 wanted to· get elected." 

He denied the suggestion put to him by Advocate Murudkar that the police 
had ~ven warnin_gs on the previous -night on the Jangli Maharaj Road from 
a vehicle, regardmg danger to. the"Panshet dam:. He denied having heard 
any such warnings. · ' . '·' :. _-, ' .. · · · .' '. · · - · . 
_N. B. Parulekar, the editor of Sakal, lias given eVidence at Ex. 912. I have 

already r~ferred to that part of his evideJ]te, which relates to the report of the 
CorporatJon meeting .as published in Sakal. His' 1evidence is not of much 
value so far as warnings given on the night ofth~ 11th are concerned. . 

I have fully dealt with the evidence of the citizens who were examined before 
the. Commission. I have dealt in a general way with the statements of citizens 
which hav( teen brought on record without examining them and pointed out 
that most of them only speak of rise of warer in the river. ' 

'Jhe lawyers on behalf of the civil authorities had made ·an application stating 
that all the citizens who had submitted their statements should be examined 
before the Commission. This suggestion was not only impracticable, as it 
would have consumed several months' time, but was wholly unnecessary. 
So far as the statements of the citizens, submitted on behalf of the Citizens' 

· Committee are concerned, they assert that no previous. warning was· given 
by Government, semi-Government or Municipal Authoritil$ to the effect 
that the Panshet dam v.as in danger and heavy floods were expected. The 
.laW) ers on tehalf of the civil authorities. could not possibly make a grievance 
f?~ not having exmnined these citizens:. _The 'statements of some of these 
Citizens have been brought on record witli the consent of the advocates on 
behalf of the civil authorities along with the reports of some offioers and also 
of some other citizens who talk of some kind of warning having been given. 
(~ide Ex. 923, Commission's order dated lOth August 1962). I was all along 
sugJ?;esting to the advocates on behalf of tlte civil authorities and the advocates 
for the Citi:tens' Committee that they 'should sit down together and produoe 
an agreed list, in consultation with tw! .Commission's counsel, of the citizens 

: "hose statements should be brought on record, without examining these 
. cithens. Mr Murudkar, however, insi!rted on the Commission examining all 
- the citizens who had put in their written statements and all the officers who had 
-submitted their reports. 'Ihe numter of witnesses in that case, would have 
l:een more than 1,300. The Commission would have been required to sit 
for cne more year for finishing such eyjdence. The suggestion, therefor.:, 
was rejected as unreasonable. 'Ihe alternati~·e prayer was that the statements 
cf all the. citizens and the reports of aU the officers be brought on record and 
treated as evidence for all p1;1fPoses. _But this prayer was <!uali~ed by the 
phrase ' without prejudice to the mam prayer '. The qualification meant 
that e'en if the statements and reports are brought on record, still the advocate 
was not prepared to give up his insistence on the Commission examining all 
the citizens and all the otlicers. As a matter of fact, to bring the statements 
on record without the examination of the witnesses would be more favourable 
to the case of those whom these statements SUpPOrt than examining these 
witnesses ·and thus expose them to cross-exammation. I have passed an 
exhaustive order below Ex. 828 giving reasons as to why the requust of the 
advocate for the civil authorities could not be acceded to. It was after the 

' above order, that the agreed list re~erred to. above was prepared. So, no 
ground for any complaint can possibly sUI'Vlve. . 

I have very carefully gone through the statements of these citizens which 
ha\e :rot been brought on record. Some of these citizens are residents of the 
traditional low lying areas. Even among tbese citi~ens, th~ ~re a few w~o 
s11y that no ~rpip~ Vlllll given 011 t~ 11isht Ctf the 11$. There IS 11lw co!lllict · 
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even among them about the nature of the warning, whether the warning was 
in respect of the rise in water or danger to the dam ... So far as other areas are 
concerned, there are ,a ,number of .11itizens, wJ.l.o say that no warnings. 
were given in the localities in which thClYl.iye: 1,"he maj01;ity, of the citiz~ns,' 
in .these. IocalitiCls, who ,say they h~a.rd 1 warrungs, hllve. spoken of warmngs 
having been in respect of rise in water or iise in the floods of the, . river .. .imd . 
a few of them only have spokCln about ,the , danger to thtl .Pansh!'Jt . ,dam. 
Surpr1singly enough, there are two ccinfii¢fing 'groups in the· ,citizens fJf each. 
of the localities in which' they. reside ;. some .sa}'ing that the warnings merely 
spoke of the possible rise· of ~ater. arid sonic saying that the .Wa.rnings stated' 
that there was danger to the dam: Most oftheso wifuesses have spoken ab.out 
the warnings having been: announced from a police'van ... If that is so, it is 
difficult to understand how one set of listeners merely heard about 'rise of· 
water in the river .. and one set of listeners heard about dangedo the dam. It 
is equally clear from these statements that the ·story of the text having been 
read out is a myth and an invention. : · ~ ' · ' · · · .· · ' 

. (f) By Revenue staff iii rural area.-Before concluding . this part of the 
discussion, it is necessary to refer to some of the documents produced on 
behalf of the civil authorities of the work done by the revenue officers on the 
night of the 11th, which documents were exhibited without examining- the 
authors thereof. Ex. 1172 is an extract of the diary of M. S. Bhonsale, 

' Mamlatdar, Poona City. Bhonsale, 'states that on the night of the, lith, )le 
attended the meeting at the Commissioner's offiee held for Jlood arrangement 
and thereafter remained in his''office for making arrangements. It may pe 
mentioned that Pharate (Ex. 862) does not support Bhonsale's statement that 
he (Bhonsale) attended the Commissioner's meeting.~ Ex. 1174 is an extract 
of the diary of Sopana Maruti Vhaval, Head Talathi;· Saja- Mundhave. 
He says that at 8-30 p.m. on the llth''.July 1961 he was called to the Taluka 
office and was told that there was a possibility o( floods coming' to the Mutha 
River. Ex. 1175 is an extract of the: diary of If. S. Adivant, Talathi, Saja 

. Parvati. He says that he was called on the · night of· the 11th to the. 
office and told that there was danger of water frorii the MiithaRiver. Ex. 1176 
is an extract of the diary of K. A. Gaikwad, Head Talathi. _He too speaks 
of attending the Divisional Commissioner's meeting held for the purpose of 
the floods of the river .. (Note: This is 'not corroborated by any evidence). 
He further said that he stayed in the Mamlatdar's office for 'the whole of the 
night. Ex~' i178 is an extract of the diary ofk: s.'Karnble ofSaja Yeravada. 
He too says that he was called to the Taluka office at 8-30 on the night and told 
that there was a possibility of floods coming to the Mutha River. Ex. 1238 
is the .report of the Additional Mamlatdar, Haveli; dated 16th. July 1961. 
This report says that in accordance with the instructions received in the meeting 
of the Divisional Commissioner, orders were issued to village officers of all 
villages situated on the banks of the Mutha River to inform all the villages 

'by beat of drum about the apprehended danger of :heavy floods to the Mutha 
River and to be in readiness to · shift from the village Gaothan in case. 
of emergency. Ex. 1239 is .another report from the Additional Mamlatdar, 
Haveli, dated 19th. July 1961. It gives the actual text of the ,warnings issued 
~n lith July 1961to the villages in HaveliTaluka. , Transhited into English, 
1t~nsthus:- . · .. · ·. · .. 

· " ~e water i.n .t!Je Panshet· and Khadak"!aslaJ lakes is rismg. , Therefore, 
. there IS a posstbtlity of heavy floods commg. ·Hence all persons should . 
remain vigilant and should move to safe places' in case perchance heavy 
floods occnr."· · ·... · · ' · ·· · 

Ex. 1240 is the report of the M~mlatd!ir,: Haveli, Ba.rg~. · Thiii ~ reference 
to the steps taken on the_ 12th. and nce4 not, therefore, be conside~d at this 
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stage.' I ha.ve referred to the extraCt ofDavandi register of villages Kondhave
Dh.avde, Sh1v_ane, Khadakwasla, ~anded etc. (~ide Ex. 1193) in another context. 
It IS an adm1tted ~act that meetmg of Talathis was held in the office of the 
Mamlatdar, Haveli! on 11th July 1961. Ex. 1194 is an extract of the proceeding 
book for that meetmg. Translated into English, it runs thus :-. 
, " There had been terrific rain during the last 2/3 days at Panshet dam and 

therefore, there is a possibility of water flowing over the embankment of 
the dam. As a result of the above, there is a likelihood of heavy floods 
coming to the Mutha River. Instructions, therefore by beat of drum should 
be given to people residing in all the villages on th~ banks of the river that 
they should remain vigilant and should hold themselves in readine;s for 
evacuating in case there was high rise of water. The Talathis should • 
therefore, remain present in the villages and in case of severe loss occurring 
as a result of heavy floods, they should submit independent reports ." 

The diaries of ail the Talathis and village Kamgars produced in this case speak 
of the presence of these persons in the said meeting. (I have not referred to 

. the ~xtracts of di~ries of s~ch of those Talathis who have not said anything 
specifically regardmg warrungs about floods or danger to the dam, but since 
they were ·present at the meeting, they were aware of the danger to the dam 
and the absence of that circumstance in their diaries has no significance at all). 
It appears that the Talathi meeting was held sometime in the afternoon .. That 
means that the news about the difficult and dangerous situation at Panshet was 
known by the revenue officers before or at any rate, by noon. The Davandi 
extract of Nal'lded Village (Ex. II93) shows that warning regarding danger to 
the dam was given at 4-00 p.m. on the 1 Ith. Further, this inference receives 
support from the statement of Keshavrao Janajirao Mate, a resident of 
Khadakwasla (Ex. 1173) wherein he says that when he had been to the Mam
latdar's office for the Tagai meeting at l-00 p.m., the Additional Mamlatdar, 
Barge, told him that danger had arisen to Panshet dam on account of heavy 
rains and in case the dam breached, there would be heavy floods. 

The distinction between a mere warning regarding a possible rise of water 
in the river or possible increase of floods and a warning regarding possible 
or likely danger to the dam, is extremely important in the context of the situa
tion in Poona. It is in evidence that floods of Mutha and Mula Rivers arc 

, a recurring phenomena. It is more or less an annual feature. Almost every 
year, warnings about the rise of water are given to people residing in the low
.lying arca8 and steps for their evacuation taken. The severity of these pre
cautionary measures varies according to the intensity of the floods. A. mere 
~arning, therefore, to the citizens livin~ in the lowlying areas that there w1ll be 

•nse of water in the river or that there wtll be mcrease of floods does not convey 
a!ly significance or serious news and the gravity would be ~ompletely lost o? the 
Citizens unless they are specifically told that the dam was m danger or was likely 
to breach and that the consequent floods would be very heavy and would ~~tend 
to more than the six traditionallowlying areas. In order to awaken the CJtJzens 
to the real danger it was necessary to tell them in plain terms that not only 
there was danger to the dam but there was a likelihood of breach of that dam 
an~ that the floods coming in conseq1:1enc~ thereof would ~~ unprecedented. 
It IS quite clear from the evidence led 1n this case th3:t the CJ~1zen~ wer~ never 
made aware that they were facing an unusual si!u!ltlon, a ?•.tuat!on dllf~rent 
from ·the situation of the normal floods. :rhe clVIl authontles, ~n. my v1ew, 
have signally failed in the discharge of their elementary duty of g~vmg a clear 
warning to the citizens about the impending danger of unprecedente4 floods 
as a result of the immil!e!lt gre!J.Ch of the panshet Dam, 

H 4782-22 
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.SECTION 18 

THE WORK DONE IN RAISING THE EMBANKMENT BY THE M~ITARY ENGINEERS 
ON THE :NIGHT OF THE _11TH : MILITARY MESSAGES : MOHITE'S_ DEPARTURE 

FOR BOMBAY ON THE MoRNING OF THE 12TH: HIS ROLE. 

I. The work of bag-stacking 

Discl!Ssion regarding the events of the 11th night would not be complete 
. without referring to the messages that were exchanged between the military 
engineer group on one side and Mohite on the other. I have already
referred to Mohite's letter (Ex. ~4) to Brigadier A. S. Bedi, Commander, 
Poona Sub-Area, which was written in pursuance of the telephollic conver
sation that took place between . the two. The phone message was received 
by Bedi at 2'30 p.m. and the letter. Ex. 94,' was received at about 3 p.m. 
Soon after the phone message A. S. Bedi rang up Colonel Braganza, 
Commandant, Bombay Engineer Group and directed him to keep 200 men 
ready to proceed to Panshet. Brig. Bedi. along with Col. ·v. N. Samarth, 
Senior Staff Officer went to Panshet fo~ personal reconnaissance. They 

_reached" at about 4-30 p.m. While they were returning from the reconnais
sance they met the party of military engineers headed by Col. Braganza. 
Bedi gaV,e his personal appraisal of the situation to· Braganza. After 
Braganza reached the spot. Bhalerao explained the nature of subsidence to 
him, Capt. Bakshi and Jamadar Jaysing Ghorpade. Thereafter- all the four 
went to the dam site. Braganza and Bakshi took the decision that the inain 
task of the engineering party was ,the .raising of the portion which bad 

-subsided with sand bags so as to' prevent overtopping. ___ After making his 
own reconnaissance, Bakshi estimated that 10.000 sand bags would. be 
required. Capt. Bakshi started his work of laying sand bags from about 
10-30 p.m_ Braganza left the dam at 10-45 p.m. and reached the head· 
quarters at about 11-30 p.m. -

n. The Army messages 

Braganza was instructed by Bedi to submit reports regarding the develop
ments at Panshet fi'om time to time. The first sitrep, Ex. 95. was initiated . 
by Braganza and is addressed to head-quarters, Poona Sub-Area and the 
informees are the head-quarters, Maharashtra and Gujarath areaS' and head
quarters South Command. The message after referring to the despatch pf 
the personnel of the Bombay- Engineer Group states- · . 

" Treat this as first sitrep. Next sitrep will be sent 2,200 hrs. today. 
Copy of this signal sent to Commissioner, Poona Division by hand. 

Copy by hand to:- · _ 
Shri S. P. Mohite, Commissioner, Poona Division, Poona. " 

By sitrep is meant situation report. I~ is an admit_te_d_ fact that E~hi_bit 9,5 
was received by Mohite at the conclusiOn of the Dms1o~l CommJSSJOn~r s 
meeting in the Council Hall. It is common ground that S1trep No. 2 wh1ch 
stated ' nothing to report • was not sent to Mohite. -, 

(a) The ,;essage (Ex. 96): The information It conve)llid : 
Whether Mohite received it 

Ex. 96 is sitrep No. 3. This was initiated by Braganza fi'om his Kirkee 
office at Poona at about 11-40. that is to say, immediately a(ter his return 
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from Panshet dam. One of the points h~tly in dispute in this case is when 
this message was received and by whoni and whether Mohite saw this rel'ort 
on the .lltll of Jilly or, in any case, before leaving for' Bombay on the 
morning of the 12th by the Deccan Queen, Ex; 96 runs• thus:--:. 

" operatio!l BAGALBHAGAT (.) alfa· (.) reccb ,report on task follow~ (.) 
thirty foot section of ..yest . side. , of P ANSHET e~th dam . subs1ded 
appreciabl~ (.~ crack at top caused leak (.) un?sual ra1~s. bave r~JSed level 
of reservoJI to 'POint of ·danger of overtoppmg (.) crvil .labo~ at dam 
exhausted by tWo days continuous work- to plug leaJS: and' raise substded 
portion (.) bravo (.) action by troops (.) sand bag wall being constructed. to 
raise level of ·subsided portion (.) 2,000 sand bags. to be laid during-rught 
eleventh, twelvth (.) estimate completion 08-00 lirs. twelvth-'(.) reve~men~ 
of upstream face of dam to be done by. day (.) all informe<i(.). ·~ 

,, _ , ~· • 1, ·' j I • , • . -! · . · _ ·· 

· "Copy by hand to ;- ' ? . . . . , , . 
· Shri S. P. MOHITE. Commissioner, Poona Divisiou, POONA"· . . .. - ~ . 

There is· im endorsement in the- margin of this message ·which has been given 
a separate Ex. as Ex. 95A. The' end0rsementas itreads to-day runs ~us :--' 

" Immediate Please 
11-30 A.M .. 
ad/· 
12-7 

•• sd/· ". 

The word 'BAGALBHAGAT' is ihe technical word devise{l by Brig.: Bedi 
for describing 'the operation 'which the militarY engineers were to carry on 
at Panshet The word,·' Reccd' stands for reconnaissance.~. The''relevant 
part of the rilessage begins with the words • thirty follt. 'section:::· The 
·substance of the'message•fS that 30' sei:tion o[Panshet,da~Jlad appreciably 
subsided. There were cracks ilt the top of·'the dam.' ·unusual rains had 
raised tile level of reservoir to., th,e, point .. o! danger of overtopping. It is · 
thus .e~ident that the message coptainfd

1 
grave and seri()u~ news about the 

condttion of the Pansbet Dam. It not only speaks qf subsidenct; of 30, ft. 
portion of· the dam to ~ii appreciable extent. but It also speaks of cracks. at 
the top of the dam and the fact that the level ofthe reservoir had risen ,to 
the 

1
pOintOf ~anger O~bvertOp?ing, • ·:;;, . ',, . .\ ' - . ' . , . 1 

This message was dictateg, by Bakshi (Ex. ·530) to Capt. . Murthi, .who 
was the duty. officer from:20-00 hrs. on the 11th. to 07-20 hrs. on the 12th. 
Murthi gave -this message -after the ·~a~e was typed out- to the ,duty clerk 
and the latter gave it to Gangaram Karle, the despatch rider. Murthi states 
t!Iat be bad told the despatch rider .. fuat the message was urgent lind, there
fore, should be immediately delivered to the persons concerned.. He adds 
that the despat~h rider returned round about the midnight and told him 
that he had delivered the message to the respective persons. 

Gangarant Krishna Karle, the despatch rider (Ex. 809), in his deposition 
states:-

" Capt. Moorty handed over three envelopes for being despatched to 
. H. Q. Soufuern Command, Poona Sub-Area and Commmissioner Mohite. 

All the&e envelopes wcr• closed." . . r •• 



A watchman was sitting in the Council Hall and Karle asked him to wholll 
the envelope was to be delivered. The watchman told him that the same 
may be handed ·over to him and that he would immediately go to the 
Commissioner and hand it over to lllm. Karle warned him that this v.as 
an urgent message and must be delivered to the Commission~r. Karle says 
that he handed over the envelope to the watchman at about 11·40 or 
11-45 p.m. Karle explains that as he did not know the location of the 
Commissioner's bungalow he asked the watchman al;lout it. He made these 
inquiries because he wanted to deliver the envelope perSonally to Mohite. 
According to Karle, the watchman assured him that it was part of his duty 
to deliver the envelope and added that he would do it immediately. Karle 
added that all important despatches addressed to outsiders are sent in covered 
envelopes and only messages that pass petween the ·office and the signal 
centre are on open pieces of paper. 

The fourth sitrep did not also contain any . information. Therefore its 
copy was not sent to the Divisional Commissioner. I will refer to the. 
messages sent by the military engineers on the 12th at a subsequent stage. 

' Shaikh Hussain Raj Amargol (Ex. 811) was the night watchman in !he 
Divisional Commissioner's office on the relevant date. He says : 

" I am the only person to carry on the duties of night watchman. No 
one assists me. Even if the d\iflpatch is urgent, all that I do is that I keep 
it on the table of the head clerk. I again say that if the person del;vering 
the message tells me that the despatch is urgent, then 1 show him the 
residence of the commissioner. I again say that I tell him $at he 
should go to the' Commissioner's residence. I cannot leave the Council 
Hall during night time." 

He ad~its that a messenger approached him some time before mid-night 
with an envelope and asked him to take delivery thereof. He ;liso admits 
that the messenger did tell him that the message was important and that 
it must be delivered immediately. Shaikh Hussain says that he told the· 
despatch rider that if the ·message was "urgent and must be delivered 
immediately, then the. despatch rider shoulq go to the Commissioner's 
residence and hand it over to him. He admitted that one person was 
sleeping in the Council Hall at the time when the message was brought. 

Shaikh Hussain was originally servil)g in the Collector's office as a peon. 
He retired in 1960. He was re-employed in the Divisional Commissioner's 
office from 1960 and is still in service. 

Rajput has been working as head clerk in the Divisional Commissioner's 
office since 29th June 1961. Accoiding to Rajput, he saw this message 
lying on his table at about 11 a.m. on the 12th when he went to 
the office. The message was open and not contained in the envelope. He 
says that oral instructions have been given to the watchman saving even when 
the message is urgent, the night watchman should not leave the Council 
Hall for delivering the same to the Commissioner. According to him, 
these instructions are oral and there are no written orders in that respect. 
He admits that he does ·not know who has given these instructions and 
that he learnt about these instructiona from Hussain Raj Amar Gol. 
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.. According to Rajput, even urgent tapa! remains on .his table till he picks 
it up at II a.m. and no arrangement has. been made for the delivery of 

. \!!gent tapal to the Commissioner received during night time. Rajput 
says that he made· the endorsement in the margin " immediate please " ; 

. below that .he put the figures and letters " 11-30 a.m."; below that he put 
his initials and below that he put the date·" 12-7 ". Joshi, the Assistant 
Commissioner. has put his initials below the initials of Rajput. It it 
the case for Mohite that he did not receive this message till his departurr 
to Bombay and learnt· about it on his return from Bombay on the 12th. 
lt is furtl!er bis case that at about 7 a.m. on 12th July 1961 he rang up 
the Collector and enquired about the latest. position o{ the Panshet Dam. 
His case may be put in his own language as follows (Para. 12, written 
statement' Ex. 517):~ · . . . . 

''The Collector informed me that he had received reports of the 
water levels at the Panshet and Khadakwasla Dams which indicated· that 
the level at Panshet had remained constant, between I 1-15 p.m. on lith July 
1961 and. 5-30 .a.m. on, 12th July 1961, and that at Khadakwasla ·it 
had gone down during the same period, and the !eve~ at Khadakwasla 
at 5-30 that morning was the lowest touched since the morning of the 
I Oth. I informed him that I had .. to attend an important meeting ·at 
Sachivalaya, Bombay, that day at .11-30 a.m.. concerning finalisation 
of the Agricultural programme under the 3rd Five-Year Plan of the· 
Maharashtra State, In view of the information which the Collector 
gave me and Shri Desai's statement in the meeting tne previous after: 
noon' that the dam would be saved if the night passed without a mishap. 
I though~ th-: emergency -had passed. Consequently.. 1 informed the 
Collector that I would attend the meeting at Bombay and return to 
Poona the same evening. The Collector sa1d that in view of the infor
mation· be then had about the condition of the Panshet Dam, he saw 
no reason why I should cancel going to Bombay on that' day:• ' 

In other ·words, Mohite' s case _is that he tried to ascenain from ?rabhakar 
as to what was the position of the fanshet dam before going to Bombay 
and when the Collector gave him 'information regarding water levels both 
at. Pal.lshet and Khadakwasla, he was satisfied that the emergency had 
passed, particularly because of the assurance given to him by Desai viz., 
that the dam. would be saved if the· night passed without a mishap. Now 
let_me see on this point what Prabhakar has to say. At paragraph 34 of his 
wr1tten statement Prabhakar says : 

" lt was at about- 7 a.m. that the Commissioner rang me up and 
enquired about the position at Panshet Dam. I informed him of the 
telephone message that I had received during the night and earlier that 

. morning about the water levels at Panshet and Khadakwasla Dams. He 
desired to know whether the position had improved or aeteriorated. 
I informed him that the water level at Panshet Dam had rema111ed constant 
from 11-15 p.m. on 11th Juiy.l96l to 5-30 a.m. that mommg. At Khadak· 
wasla, the level bad decreased from 30·30 at 9-45 p.m. on 11th July 1961 
to 29·60 at 5-30 a.m. on. 12th July 1961. I also told him that this level 
.at ~~~dakwas1_a. was_ th~ lowest touched since 10th July 1961. · The 
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.. Colrunissioner s3:id that :the~e was an lm~ortant conference at Bombay 
, that d~y concernmg finahsat10n of the Agncultural programme under the 
3rd Five-Y ~r Plan of Maharashtra State and it was essential for him 
to a.tten? this conference. He further told me that in view of the situation 
havmg improved a~ Panshet and Khadakwasla, he would be leaving for 
Bombay that mornmg by the Deccan Queen. I said that I saw no reason 
for him to cancel his trip to Bombay in the light of the information I then 
had." 

ln other words, Prabhaker goes a step further and attributes to Mohite a 
statement, viz. that from the information given by Prabhakar, he (Mohite) 
. concluded that the situation had improved and, therefore, he would be 
leaving for Bombay that morning by the Deccan Queen. In brief, the case 
for Prabhakar and Mohite is that before Mohite decided to depart for 
Bombay and before Prabhakar gave his consent to Mohite's departure for 
Bombay, there was a discussion between the two and on the basis of the 
exchange of information a conclusion was drawn that the dam was safe. 
That being the case there was no reason why Mohite should not go to Bombay 
to attend the meeting to be held for the finalisation of the Agricultural 
Programme under the 3rd Five-Year Plan of Maharashtra State. 

The important question to be considered is whether, if Mobile had received 
the message at Ex. 96, his assessment of the situation would have been 
different from the one he is supposed to have made on the morning of the 
12th after consulting Prabhakar. I have already cited the message Ex. 96 
in full. I have ·also pointed out that the information contained in the 
message was of a grave character and was such as to cause anxiety about 
the condition of the dam. · The message did not say anything about the 
W!lter level, nor about the difference in the level of water and the level of 

· the ·embankment. At the same time in plain terms. which are mort> easily 
understood by a layman than is conveyed by such information as water 
level etc., the message stated that there was an appreciable subsistence in 
30 ft. section of the dam, that there were cracks at the top and that the 
water level in the reservoir had risen to the point 'of the danger of overtop· 
ping. This clearly indicated that the position was such that the dam would 
be over-topped at any moment. It is this message which, for the first time, 
spoke of the likelihood or imminence of overtopping. From that point of 
view, this is the most important among the messages sent so fa~ on the 
wireless or otherwise. Overtopping in the case of an earthen dam 1s neces
sarily fatal. Of course, grotesque attempt has been. m_ade to attribut.e 
to Desai, the S. E. the statement that an earthen dam 1s hkely tO' breach 1f 
overtopped. It is impossible to believe that eve~ a junior. engin:er waul? 
make such a fantastic statement, muchless an expenenced engmeer hke Desa1, 
who had risen to the status of the Superintending Engineer. One can easily 
imagine why such a fantastic statement bas been attribut~. to Desai. That 
~eason seems to be that even if by any chance the Comm1sS1on comes to the 
conclusion that the message at Ex. 96 was received by Mohite, still that 
.would not prevent Mohite from departing to Bombay. because all th~t ~e 
message said was that there was danger of overtoppmg .an~ overtoppmg IS 

by no means necessarily fetal because it involves only a hkel•hood of breach 
and not certainty of breach. 



Mohite was asked questions by the Commission in regard to his 
appreciation of the contents. of Ex, · 96. Mohite admitted that it was an ' 
important message. These questions ·and answers are worth-citation :-

" Q. Do you not thirik that the impression that you gathered by 
reading this message was· that the situation at the Panshet 
Dam was grave and serious? 

' 
A. I would agree tha.t the condition of the dam was dangerous. I do 

not think that the condition of the dam was grave and serious. 
I say this because in the latter part of the message it is stated 
that the military ·engineers would put up 2;000 sand bags by 
the night to raise the level of the subsided portion and next 
morning take up revetment work." 

Mohite has tried to make a distinction between the grave and serious 
condition of the dam and dangerous cono!lition of the dam. He was 
prepared to agree that it was a dangerous condition. · But he was not 
prepar~d to agree that the condition was grave and serious. The distinction 
sought to be made by Mohite is a distinction without difference. At the 
same time, it is interesting to see the reason he has given for repudiating 
t)le suggestion that the condition of the dam was grave and serious. That 
reason is that in the later part of the message it is stated that. 2,000 sand 
bags would be laid during the night. which would require about 8 hours 
and the next morning the work of revetment of the upstream face would 
be undertaken. The figure ' 2,000 ' is an unfortunate mistake and it should 
really have been 10,000. But that does not matter so far as the inter
pretation of the message and Mohite's understanding thereof is concerned. 
For that purpose we will have to take that ' 2,000 ' is a correct figure. All 
that Braganza stated was that they would be laying down 2.0DO sand bags 
during night time which work would occupy about 8 hours and ov the 
next morning they would undertake tbe work .. of revetment of the upstream 
face. · Do these words convey any assurance, by any stretch of imagination, 
that the dam would be saved if 2,000 sand bags were dumped on the 
sinking portion, during night time ? . Braganza was merely referring to the 
Lature of the work to be done by the party. The party was going to 
undertake the construction of a sand bag wall and in case that was success· 
ful, it would be possible to. undertake the work of revetment next morning. 
This part of the message in no way minimises the gravity of the situation 

· as del'icted in the first part of the message, Mohite's .quibbling and 
playing upon words suggested to me that even if he had received the 
message at Ex. 96, he would still have left for Bombay under the belief 
that the dam would be saved in view of what is contained in the second 
part of Ex. 96. That is why a specific question was put to ·him to the 
.followin~?; effect :- -

... Q. Supposing you had received the message at Ex. 96 earlier on 
the night and read it with the usual care as a highly placed 
officer, would you still have left for Bombay on the r.ext 
morn in~. assuming that you had . received no further message 

- from Panshet ? 
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-: 4. tam 'l,lllapie to give •any reply:io the ;questipn.'' 
I_ c_ould not understand _why. Mohite should dodge the issue and evade 
glVmg ,a reply to a stratght question. Another question had therefore to 
l:!e put to. hun .to, the following effect : """";,. ' · ' 

" Q. Would you not. agree that it would have been unwise to have 
departed on a JOurney to Bombay in the face of tile situalJon 

, as revealed by Ex. 96 ? · · · · ' 

A.~- I~ • is n?t. possibl~. fo~, me. to a~swer that question.' I would add 
. , th,at It lS .not poss1b,le for me to say what I would have don~ on -
: .Jhe morning ofthe 12th." · '' · 

Thes~ 'a\;swers, fn, ~y 'view, 'betr~y a guilty consciousness on the part of 
Mohitl:). ~hey md1cate that. Mohite mus.t have received the message and 
yet act~d ~ th~ '!'a'! he did. It was . not possible for him to give 
a poSitiVe reply VIZ., fha:t he would still have departed for Bomba}. the 
messll;ge notwithstanding. 'That is why he has taken recourse to this double 
talk. Wheri asked as t<i why he did not try to secure the Iate;t informa· 
tion from Desai · or Khursale. Mohite replied that he expected them to 
:bforin the Collector ·if there· was anything' adverse or worsening of the 
situation or if there was anything worth-reporting. Gopal Ganesh Joshi, 
the Assistant Conunissioner •(Ex. 819)_ frankly admilted that on reading 
the contents of the message, he did realise that it was a very urgent 
message ·as·. it contained important information about the condition of the 
datn. Later on, he stated :-'- " 

' ; ·('-.' . , ,::I do consider .. that'it is unfortunate ,that this important message 
shou),d not. have )."eached .the hands of Mohite during the night between 
11 and 12." · · 

ThiS reply is quite ·in consonance with the plain reading of the contents 
of Ex.) 96 and ·einbodies the reaction 'of a man of commonsense. 1 •. there· 

''fore,' hiw'e' n6 hesitation in . coming to the conclusion that in view of •IJe 
fact that the dam breached on the morning of the .12th, while Mohite 
was away. from· Poona, Mohite bas realised the rashness on his part in 
departing for Bombay in the face of the impending crisis, and, therefore, 

• would be, prima facie, interested in putfing forward the. plea tha~ he had 
not received the message at all .. 

That ~kes me to the. analysi~ ~o{ the circumstances wliich lead me to 
the conclusion, !P-at the message must have ~en received by. Mohite on 
the night of the ·11th. It !s tile· case for Moh1te that no spec1al arrange· 
menr was. made for receiving . messages from the military authoritie~ .on 
the night of the . 11th. According to him, there was no ~eea of makmg 
any such arrangement, because it was decided th:'-t De~t sho~ld be the 
recepient of these messages. I propose to examme th1s quest1on rather 
closely because it has an important bearing· upon the point that is urged 
on behalf of the civil authorities, that there was no need of making any 
special arrangement for_ihe receipt of. messages from the. military ~rsonnel. 
Ill. this connection reliance is placed on. Ex. 94, the letter wntten by 
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Mohite to Brig. Bedi in the afternoon of the 11th of July 1961. The las~ 
sentence of that letter runs thus ; -

" Shri. S. V. Desai, Superin~ending Engineer, Deccan Irrigation 
C1rcle (II), Poona is the Officer-in-charge of these operations . on -our 

· side. His telephone numbers are : 
Office : 3407 
Residence : 7332." 

It is necessary to remember that this letter was written before Brig. Bedi 
had .given instructions to Col. Braganza for mobilising army engineers to 
go to Panshet. It was necessary ~at army engineers were informed about 
the situation at Panshet and instructions given to them about the nature 
of the work. S. V. Desai, of course, would be the best person to explaiJ! · 
the situa.tion and also to give instructions to the engineers as to hew the 
work was to be carried ou~. That is why Mohite says that ·s. V. Desai 
was the officer-in-charge of the operations on the civilian side. That 
means that so far as the work of operations was concerned, S. V. Desai 
was to serve as a iink be.tween the civilian authorities and the military 
engineers. After the receipt of this letter 'Ex. 94, Bedi instructed Braganza 
to mobilise military men. In his written statement Ex. 93A Brig. Bedi 
says: 

"I then rang up Col. J. V. P. Braganza Commander, Bombay 
Engineer Group and ordered that 400 men were to be ilifmediately. 
earmarked for this task and that he was to work ou.t the details of the 
requirement in consultation with. the Superintending Engineer." · . 

This clearly supports .the inference drawn by me above. It was the task 
of Desai to keep contact with the military engineers and to explain to them 
the details of their requirement. Col. Braganza in. his written statement, 
Ex. 294, says : 

"He (Brig. Bedi) had agreed to make troops availabfe and as the 
work was considered technical, he ordered me to contact the Commis
sioner, Poona Division, Capt. S. P. Mohite, and render all assistance as 
soon as possible." 

It is significant that Brig. Bedi had asked Braganza to keep contact with 
Mohite generally. At para. 3 Braganza says : 

" Shonly after Brig. Bedi's telephonic instructions, The Commissioner, 
Capt. S. P. Mohite, telephoned me to say that the Superintending Engineer, 
Shri. Desai was in his office and could give me details of the work to be 
done and the help required. Shri. Desai who came on tbe phone said 
~t the task was to assist in plugging leaks and building up with sand 
bags a portion of the earth dam which had subsided. He estimated 
that 200 men would be required immediately to work through the night 
and they should be relieved by a similar party of 200 men to carry en 
wor~ the next day. I ~old Shri. Desai, I would get the first party 
movmg as soon as poSSible and expected it to reach Pansliet between 
18-00 and 19-00 hrs. I also mentioned that I would come witli "the parfjl 
myself to gauge the resources required and report to the Commander 
~oona Sub-Are_a. Shri. Desai said he would be at Pansbet about that 
tlme and would meet me there." 
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It would . be clear from .the above that Desai was to explain the nature of 
the work and. give details of the requirements. Desai did explain his· 
requirements and also the nature of the work on the phone and aSsured 
Braganza that )le would be 1on ·the spot at the time when the engineer 
party would arrive at Panshet. 

Incidentally, Braganza's statement ai5out the talk he had with Desai 
disproves Mohite's far-fetched interpretatiQ!l vii., · that Desai wanted 
400 me~ ~o work at one time and ac~ually he remained contented with 
tiie services of 200 men that were offered to him. According to Braganza, 
Desai himself estima_ted that 200 men would be required to carry on the 
work for t~e night and they would be relieved by 200 men to carry on the 
work the next day. Taking advantage · of the fact that Desai was to 
explain the nature of the situation and the details . of the work to the 
military authorities Mohite has made himself bold to put forward t.he 
tlleory that Desai was to serve as a liaison between engine~ring _group at 
Panshe.t and the. civil authorities. How was that role to be fulfilled 
by Desai ? Questions were asked to Mohite on this point imd the replies 
given by Mohite are typical :- . · 

"The manner in which Mr. Desai was to keep contact with .the military 
enginef!rs was left to be decided by him, It is, lloV{ever, true that .he 
was to be a sort of liaison between the civil authorities on the one 
hand and the . military authorities o~. the other. Neither I nor 
Prabhakar was to remain in direct touch with the military engineers. 

Q. That being the case, did you not think it appropriate that Desai 
should be asked to remain in the control room to receive 
messages from the military engineers ? 

A. T did not think it necessary to ask Desai to remain in the centro! 
room.'' 

At this stage, it is necessary to remember that copies of the communication 
that came from the military enginoors were forwarded to Mohite and copy 
of no me~sage was sent to S. V. Desai. Desai's phone number was taken 
but no message was sent to ·him on phone either. The fust message. sent 
by the military engineers was sent to M?hite. ~his was the. firsr SI~rep 
copy of the second sitrep was not sent to Mohite, because It contamed 
no information, nor was the copy of that sitrep sent to Desai or any one 
else. Copy of the third sitrep, Ex. 96. which is tl_le subjec~ matter of 1he 
present discussion was also sent to Mobile. It will be pomted out here
after that copies of all the messages, triat were sent by the military ~nj!ineers 
on the 12th were sent to S. P. Mohite and none at all to Desai. These 
messa~es are Exs. 97 and 98. Ex. 97 speaks about the breach of th(; d?m 
and Ex. <18 about breach having widened to about 500 ft. lengt~.. A questtor; 
then arises as to how is it that if Desai was to serve as a hatson. copy of 
no messllge was sent to Desai and that copy of each and everv m;ssage 
was sent to Mohite. Questions were. therefore. ad~essed to Mohitr on 
this point. The questions and answers are worth-noting :-

" Q. In view of the fact that no copy of the messaee fro~ the 
militaey ~n~il!e~r$ has been sent to Desai nor was h~ m.~n110net1 
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as an informee in any. of these messages and further in iview 
· of the:.fact _that .the- copies .of the ·:messages from the ·.milttary · 
engineers were sent to you, does it1 not follow that· the arrange· ·: 
ment _ W!IS1 that· the· military engineers -should keep · themselves • 
in touch With you'! r> . '! I~ . ·>·:~: ,_,.;· ·' 

I cannot expla4l why n<qopy was. ~ndor~eq.,lo. S. V. P.rsai.,rJJor, 
can I explairi why £OPY .of, 

1
the mes~ages were·. s_ent tp ~~, , ,1 

deny that there was any arrangement that the mthtary e,ngm~orr~ 
should keep direct contact·· with m~ or with. Mr. Prabhakljr, 
There was neither an. arrangement nor an understanding that 

·the copies of the .messa~ r~ce(ved from ·Engineer Group by" 
the Sub-Area Commander should. be sent to me. I am m;t~ble 
to explain as to how the copies of the mes_sages were seJ!t "to 
me.' I did not ask the military e11gineers 'working at . the 
Panshet dam to remain in touch ·with the emergency control 
room." · · 

In ai)swer to questions by the Commission's Counsel, Desai stated : 
"Mohite had· arranged that telephonic communication· should be 

maintained be!Yieen me and Brig. Bedi.. Soon .. after .the ml(leting with 
the Commissioner and the Collector from my .office T telephoned to 
Brig. Bedi, asking him whether he knew the route to· Panshet. He said 
that be had been· there before. Thereafter,. during. 'tlie _whole. of. the 
night, I received no. message,. nor did I telephone to Brig.: Beqi.'~ . · •. 

I • - , , " ' _ "•'. l '.- I 1' , ,·'' · , _•,I 1,•, 

Desai was severely cross-examined by Mr. Ghaswala,. but no ql!estion was 
asked tl) him suggesting' that the understanding ;was _-that t1:tl'lre ~hould be 
communication between the mi!itaiy engineer· group· on. the· one hand aud 
Desai on the other regarding inform"atio'n; 'about thb 'situation- ~t · Pan~ bet. 
The theory, therefore, that as Desai ·was' to . serve as , a liaison · between 
the military engineer group and the civil authorities, there 'was-- no need 
for making any arrangements .in the Commissioner's office for the receipt 1 • 

of communications from the military engineers has. no 'legs to • stand up;m. ~ · 

Th~ matter, however, does not rest there. Ex. 95, the first sitrep, specifi~ . 
Cally st'lted that "the next sitrep wi!I be sent zoo·· hours· today.' It 'is . 
common !Vound that a ·copy o( the second -~itrep 'was. riot .sent :to .M'ohite,, 
When Ex. 95 stated that ' the next sitrep ., would be sent that night at 
about 10-00 p.m. or so, Mohite would naturally make some arrangement 
fer the receipt of that sitrep. The first sitrep Ex. 95 was received in the 
Commis~ioner's office. The next sitrep,. as per the promise contained in 
Ex. 95, would also, in the ordinary course, go. to the Council Hall. 
OrdinJri!v, therefore, Mohite would make some arr?-l)gement for the receipt · 
of the next sitrep in his office and give instmctions to t\le .person who 
v.ould receive the same that it should be redirected to hfs· Jiome address. 
So far as Mohite was concerned, ' the next sitrep ' ,was Ex. 96 itself wll ich 
was initia!ed at 11-40. Notwithstanding the fact that Mohite yXpected to 

•receive the next sitrep and that too .at an odd hour of the nip:)lt we are , 
told that no arrangement was made in the Commissioner's Office 
for the receipt of the same and the usual ·arran~emenf continued to h!'ld 
good. And what was the usual arrangement ? The. arrangement consisted 
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in keeping a night ·watchman who had instructions not to leave tho CouncU,· 
Hall although he receiv~ an ,urgent message during that night and to 
hand over that message to the peon who brings the tapa! at about 
8-30 cr 9-00 a.m. The peon would then place the message on the table 
of the head clerk who would collect the same after· he went tc. the 
office, which would be some time after 11-00 a.m.; We are told that this 
arrangement has been working satisfactorily, all these years ir;- ·the 
Commissioner's office and ·no. urge was felt on that night foF makmg any · 
special arrangement for t}le receipt of messages . during night time and 
for their delivery to Mohite inspite of the fact that a crisis was btewing at 
Panshet and important messages were expected to come during night time 
and when actually warning was given that the next sitrep would be tent 
at a particular time during that night. Jn order to wriggle out of the 
difficulty created by- the expressio!l • the ·next sitrep would be sene 22·00 
hours. today', Mohite has found out a very ingenious excuse. The questions 
and answers are worth-quoting :-

Q. ¥our attention is specifically invited to the following message in · 
in Ex; 95 ' next sitrep will be sent 2-00 hours today '. 

A. I must have read the contents of that message. 
Q. Then you must have waited for the second message at 22-00 

hours? 
A. I was not waiting for it. 
Q. Where you not anxious to receive the . message and know its . 

contents 7 
A. There was no. r~so)l for me to be anxious. I had no discussion 

with Bedi as to 'hci:w t)le messages received from tho. military. 
engineers at Panshet 'were to be despatched and to whom. l h~d 
no talk with Bedi. on that point .. Bedi never told me that coptes 
of the messages received from Pa~het would be sent to mo. 

Q. Why did you ·not ask Bedi to . send copies of the messages · 
received during night time to you or to the Co~ector ? . 

A. It was understood that messages should be rece1vcd by Des:u 
. and Mr, Desai was expected to communicate the messages to 
me or to the Collector. . 

Q. What were your difficulties in instructing Bedi that coptes of .,the 
messages should be sent direcdy to you or to the Collector ' 

A. The question did not arise. 
Q. Would it not have been more convenient. if the arrangemen~. was 

that copies of all the messages receiVed from the mtlltary 
engineers should be sent to you or to the ~ollector or to b.oth ? 

A. The arrangements made by us were sufficient. The qhues!lon of 
convenience, therefore, did not arise. When I read t e se,nten~e 
in Ex. 95, viz., 'next sitrep will be sent 22·00 hours to-day , I dtd 
not know whether copy of the pext sitrep would be sent to me. 
I did not think it necessary to instrUct that the copy of tbe next 
message should be delivered to me." 

I have already expoSed the falsity of the theory tbat Desai ~as expe~~ ~ 
keep himself in tQuch with tbe military engineers. I have so emp 15 
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that Desai·· was not even asked to remain . in the control' room. I have· 
pointea" out that copies of all the messages that were sent by the military 
engineers were forwarded to Mohite and to none else. These circums
tances are indicative that the understanding was that copies· of the messages 
should be . .sent to Mohite. This conclusion was reinforced by the, words, 
• next sitrep will be sent 22-00 hours~ ' - Mohite says that these words did ·not 
indicate to him that a copy of the next sitrep would be sent to him. This 
is· ingenious but unconvincing. - If there was any ambiguity in the ma:ttet, 

· Mohite would have asked Bedi or Branganza to send a copy of the next 
sitrep and also to continue to send copies of all the· siterps to him. He 
did not do so because he was certain that the. copy of the next sitrep 
would be sent to him: As a matter of fact, the copy of the next sitrep, 
which in this case was the third sitrep, was sent to Mohite, and his_ expla
nation, that he did Il<it know whether copy of the next sitrel? would be 
sent to him, is clearly an afterthought. ·, · ·. . . .-

Now in this back-ground let us. turn .to the evidence of th~? watchman 
Shaikh Hussain Raj Arnargol (Ex. 811), head clerk Rajput (Ex .. 817)' ·and 
Assistant Commissioner Joshi (Ex. 842) to see what arrangement was made 

·in the Commissioner's Office for receiving messages during night time. 
I have· already- pointed out that cthe Collector had made arrangement" for 
keeping three clerks in the Deputy Chitnis' office for the whole of the 
night to receive messages and to transmit them _to the Deputy Ghitnis;and 

· also to. the Collector during ·night time._ Similar arrangement must have 
.been made 'in the Commissioner'!> Office. It is difficult tO imagine that 
the usual a,rrangement for the receipt of m.essages by_ the'- night watchman 
would .b<' allowed to continue for that critical night between the_ Hth and 
12th, when important messages, were expected to be· received from the 
m'litary engineers. The first message received from the· military engineers 

· (vide Ex. 95) did not convey any jdea regarding the condition of the dam, 
nor any idea about the assessment formed· by the military _engineers about 
the situation. Mobite, therefore, would ordinarily be anxious . to: receive 
comm1mication containing the assessment of the· military engineers regard· 
ing the Panshet situation. He was, therefore, expected. to· have his -head 
clerk or somebody, either signly or in a body, to· remain . in the COuncil 
Hall, for receiving messages and to transmit them to the COmmissioner-at · 
his bungalow. - In this connection, it may also be noted that in pursuan~e 
of the decision in the Divisional Commissioner's meeting, some trucks 
were to remain in the compound of. the Council Hall. It is plain .that, 
in that ·event, some responsible person would be kept in the Commissioller's 
Office for giving instructions to the drivers. · 

·Shaikh Hussain Raj Arnargol in his deposition stated that be was. th~ 
only person to carry on the duty of a night watchman and there was none to 
assist him. He asserted that even if the despatch was urgent, all that he 
could do was to keep it on the table! of the head clerk.. Realisin.e; that this 

· was an_ absurd position, Shaikh Hussain Raj Amar11:ol tried to make an 
improvement upon that position and said :-

. " I again say that if the person delivering the message tells me . that 
'the despatch is urgent, then I show him the residence of the Commissioner. 
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. . I agai~ s~y ·t~t l -~old him (the despatch rider) that he should go .to the 
~~!?tsstoner s, restdence. I cannot leave the Council Hall during night 

Shaikh Hussain Raj Amar Go! had to admit that _the messenger who 
.. brought the \message ·at midnight told him that the message was important 
' •and that it :must be delivered to the Commissioner immediately. Shaikh 

Hussain -Raj.•Amar Gol, however, explained that he told the despatch rider 
to go to the Commissioner's residence, in case he felt that the message was 

. urgent. ·He, however,. added that 'the•messenger who brought the message 
did' nof say that he did not know the . Commissioner's residence. This is 

· ~ontradictory to what •the despatch rider stated, to whose deposition I would 
· come presently. Shaikh Hussain Raj Amar Gors evidence, therefore, boils 

down to this : This messenger did tell him that it was an urgent message 
. and must be delivered immediately. He told the messenger that he should 

·go ·to the 'Commissioner's house and hand it over to him. The messenger 
did not say that he did not know the Commissioner's residence. The 
question then arises : how is it that the messenger delivered the roes>age 

· into the hands of Shaikh Hussain Raj Amar Go! and bow is it that Shaikh 
· Hussain Raj Amar Gol accepted the· same; The questions and answers 
' will spe~k for themselves :- ' 

" Q. . You have admitted that the messenger told you that the -message 
was urgent a'nd that it was required to be delivered to the Com

: missioner immediately. You assert that you told him that he 
· should go to the Commissioner's residence. You now say that 
you gave him the address of the Commissioner's residence. If 

· that is so, how is it that the messenger left tlie envelope with you 
' ' ·and how is 'that you accepted it irt those circumstances 1 
A: t cannot say why he ie~t the envelope with me. It i~ not true that 

I told. the messenger that, as he did not )mow the address of the 
Commissioner's residence, I would myself immediately go to the 
residence ahd hand over the packet to him.". 

':\ ' I ' ·• :•· • . (··: ; 

The absurdity of the ·position is clear for any one to see. The absurdity 
is heightened if a reference is made to the evidence of Murty, the Duty 
Officer.'and G. K. Karle, the despatch rider. Unnecessary reflections have 
been sought to be cast on Murty, because in his lettec be 10tated that be 
·consulted. M~:.. Bakhle for drafting his written statement. In answer to 
questions by· .Mr. Murudkar, . Murty explained that h~ approached 
Mr. Bakh!e, the .Senior Advocate in pursuance of a letter recetved from t~e 
Commission, stating that he should report. hims.elf !O Mr. B~kble. Hts 
attention was drawn to the statement contatned m h1s letter VIZ., that he 
dnifted the written statement after consulting Mr. Bakhle. Murty (Ex: 813) 
replied : · · · . 

"I contacted Mr. Bakhle as per the letter and the only thing that ~e 
. iold me was that I would be required to put in a written s~tement tn 

'• connection ·with'the message sitrep No. 3. I prepared. the written stat~ 
ment on my· own and there was no question of consulting Mr. Bakhle tn 

. · drafting my statement.". . 
_13efcire allowing 'this:'guestion, r tried to prevail upon Mr. Mu~dkar not tO 
insiSt· upon ·the ·question which iinplied an unnecessary reflection upon. the 
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Senior Advocate of'tlie COmmission. · Since Mr. Murudkar insisted upon 
asking this question; I allowed the question and this·. was· the reply given 
by Murty. His reply is crystal clel!-r and ought tQ satisfy any reasonable 

. man~ But· this does noLappear ·to have happened judging from the argu~ 
·meats advanced on behalf of· the· civil. authorities. Murty was a Com· 
missioned Officer in the Army of India. It is ridiculous to suggest; in the 
firstr'place; that Mr. .. Bakhle would. try .. to influence a man 10f the status of 
a Commissioned Officer in the Army. of. Independent India .. 3t is still more 
·ridiculous to suggest that Murty would in any way be influenced by what 
the Senior· Advocate told him. It was the duty of tlie Senior Advocate to • 
·help those who:.approached him for advice irt the matter of draftirtg written 
statements. Litigants are usually represented by lawyers. Ordinary wit· 
nesses called by the Commission are not represented by lawyers and that is 
why, according to the practice followed irt England they are· expected to 
approach the Senior Advocate on Record or the Treasury Solicitor. as in 
England, for. consultation .in the matter of the form and the manner ·in which 
the written statements are to be put irt. This consultation has nothirtg to do 
with the substance or the contents .of the written statement. To suggest, even 
indirectly that Capt. Murty has . been 'influenced by Mr. Bakhle in ):he 
matter pf contents is to show a very low taste and lack of sense of decency 
in these .. matters. All this attack on Murty is based on the circumstance 
tha.t Murty :did not think it. necessary to mention in the, written statement 
that he. gave instructions to the despatch" rider that the message was urgent 
.and, therefore; should -be delivered immediately. For Murty. the question 
.as. to · what instructiOJIS were given to. the despatch rider was a matter of 
no' consequence., •.It ·was. ,therefore; wholly unnecessary for ·him to make 
mention of that i,nsignificant detail. As a .matter of fact, there is little room 
for controversy on this point. If one reads. the entire evidence on the 
point, one is inevitably driven to the. conclusion that Murty ·must have 
instruc.ted Karle that the message bemg urgent,. must be ·delivered inune· 
diately, e.g., Braganza .says : 'I told .. the duty officer that these messages 
must .be sent immediately • and' Amar Gol says that Karle did tell him 
that the message was urgent. 

· ,While I am ori the evidence of Capt. Murty, I may refer to all parts 
of his evidence which would be relevant · for all aspects · arising out of 
the delivery of the message at Ex. 96 iri the Commissioner's Office. The 
first point on which his evidence is material is ':' what is' the normal 
practice in deiivering such messages, . whether these messages are put in 
~nvelppes br are sent as open messages, and Murty says .: 

. "As far as I know. the normal practice is to put the message in an 
envelope and then hand it over to the despatch rider." · - . . ~ 

The second point which emerges from his evidence is that he told the 
des~atch r~der that t?e message was urgent and, therefore. copies should 
be Immediately delivered to the addressees concerned. Thirdly, he 
stated that the despatch rider returned within about 15 to 20 minutes and 
told. him that he had delivered the messages. It is difficult to impeach the 
testtmony of Murty on any one of these points. The only point -that has 

' 
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been· urged- against the evidence of Murty. is the statement made by 
Col. Braganza to the following effect : .:_ . · 

·~No s!lecial instructions were given to the messenger." 

';.Vluit ~raganza meant to suggest· was thal he did not give any special 
mstructions to the me~senger. This is clear from what he stated subsequent 
1o the aoove answer, m further cross-examination of Mr. Murudkar, which 
portion -h~s been completely ignored by the lawyers submitting the argu
ments on belul.lf ·of the civil authorities :-

" Capt. Murty was the DutY Officer on that night. The messenger 
must have reported to Capt. Murty saying that the messages were 
delivered ....... :. I handed over the message to Duty Officer Capt .. Murty 
at 11-40. I dictated the message and Out}' Officer Murty took it down. 
I( was then typed. I told Duty Officer Murty that these messages must 

· '· be sent to the addressees immediately." · 

These answers inste11d .of detracting from the merits of Murty's evidence 
fully support. him. 

I ~ill now take up th~ evidence of Gangaram Krishna Karle (Ex. 809), 
the despatch rider. Karle states that Capt. Murty handed three packets 
for being despatched to the head-quarters, Southern Command, Poona 
Sub-Area ·and the Commissioner Mohite and all these three pakets were 
closed and addre~ses were written on these closed packets. He banded 
over the packet to the H~ad-quarters Southern Command first. He then 
went to Sub-Area Command and delivered the packet to the duty clerk. 
Thereafter he went to the office of the Divisional Commissioner. A watch
man was sitting in the hall and he asked the watchman as to whom the 
packet was to be .delivered- He said that the packet may be handed over 
to him and promised that he would immediately go to the Commissioner. 
Karle told him that this was a very urgent letter and must be delivered to 
the Commissioner. The watchman promised that he would immediately 
go and deliver it. 

In order to reinforce his statement, Karle s.tates that on the 12th Murty 
gave him two packets. one to the Head-quarters. Southern Command and 
the other to the Commissioner Mohite. Again at 1-15 p.m. the same day. 
Murty gave him ·three packets for being delivered to the Head-quarters. 
Southern Command, Poona Area and Commissioner Mobite. He delivered 
these packetS to the respective addressees. The evidence of' Karle fully 
supports the practice to which Capt. Murty has testified viz,, that such 
messages are sent in closed envelopes. In answer to questions by Mr. Sa want, 
Karle ~tated' that when he went to the Council Hall there was another person . 
sleeping. This part of Karle's evidence was vehemently attacked by 
Mr. Murudkar in his cross-examination and it was suggested that Karle was 
telling a 1i& wnenl be says that be saw some other person sleeping by the side 
of the watchman. His statement viz. that the message was sent in closed 
envelopes· was ·challenged equally vehemently in the cross-examination by 
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Mr. Murudlat~. , . The, answers giv~n by K~le will explain the character of 
the questions asked to Jilin on this point ; ~ ' , 

"I deny that I am telling a lie wl;ten I say that I told the watchman in 
· the Council Hall'fuat the packet was 1mportimt and must be delivered 
.immedia.tely to the Commissioner. '" .... ,!deny the suggestion that I am 
·telling a lie when l say tha,t there was some other person sleeping in the 
Council Hall when I met the watchman there. 1 also deny the suggestion 
put to me.thatJ .Mn telling' a lie when I say that all the 'messages delivered 
to the Divisional Commissioner on the.llth were in covered envelopes." 

The Divisional Commissioner's watchman himself has let Mr. Murudkar down 
by admitting that o/hat was ha~ed over to him by Karle :was a : closed 
envelope ancL that it was at that .time a fTiena of his was sleeping by his 
side in the Council Hall.. The third suggestion challenging the practice that 
such messages are always seo,t in closed eavelope received a rude shock when 
Murty spoke about !he prevailing practice, and this explains the eXaspera
tion to which tqe lawyers for the civil authorities were driven which may 
account for the uns'eamly attack against Mr• Bakhle, the Senior Advocate of 
the Commission, to which a reference has already been maae. I may cite 
Shaikh Hussain Raj ,Amar Gol's·answers giveq. at the cost of repetition, which· 
are as follows :-;. ·' · · · · · · · · 

, , . · ·~ So~e time. bef;re mi.dnight, a' messe~g~r came to me w1th an envelope. 
_ The messenger did tell me, (!;tat .the message was important and that it 

, ·must be delivered immediately •. ~. ·r admit that one person was sleeping 
in the Council.~iiiJ. at the. time when the messenger brought the urgent 

.. message. That man was an inmate in one of the chawls in the compound. 
' .I do not relilember his name.'~ · . .· · · -

'• . . ' l' /,-. 

·, ,(Quo,tation ,js. not . continuous-). 

It. would thus 'be: seen fuat,' th~ evidence of Karle is corroborated not only 
by the evidence· i>f Capt. Murty on all important points but also by the 
ad!hissions g\ven by Shaikh Hussain Raj Amar Gol himself. The attack 
lJunched upori Karle in the arguments advanced on behalf of the civil 
authorities is evidently due to their sense of exasperation. The most 
imp91}ant admission that has 'Qeen, given by Shaikh Hussain Amar Gol 
is that the message -yvas in a closed. 'envelope and it was that envelope which 
'IVI\S handed .ovet to him by the despatch rider. · 

• 't - ~ 

· .Shaikh·Hussain Raj Amar'Gol Iiaving made the above damaging admis
,sion tried to retrieve ·the . 'POsition by making certain statements with 
a view· to support tlie case put forward on behalf of the civil authorities; 
The first' such statement is :- . I ' 

· • · " I told hirri that if the message waS' urgent and must be delivererl 
'· imin~iately then he should go·· to the Commissioner's house ana nand 
• ta I '• · o ' • • ' Jt o:ver to hnp." 

. ·=--....... 
Had there been any substance in this assertion of Shaikh Hussain Amar 
Gol, there is no reason why the despatch rider should not go 'to the house 
of; MOhite which could have been approached by him within tWo-minutes. 



It is of course Karle1s case that he asked the watchman as to where th 
bungalow of Mohlte was situated and .the watchman told him that if wa~ 
part of_ his duty to deliv7r the mess~ge and he would do it '.immediately. 
Accordmg to Karle, that IS wh,r he did not go to the Commissioner's 
residence. Shaikh Hussain Raj Amar Gol's evidence is somewhat contra· 
dictory. At··one stage he denied that Karle told liim that he did 'not 
know the Commissioner's address,~ A.t another· stage he"said that· he had 
given the address of the Commissioners· residence ' to 1 'Karle.· Whatever 
that may b~, ~t is difficult ·to ull.derstand Karle~s behaviour in not going 1o · 
the Comnuss10ner's house and instead ·'hariding'·over' tbe'·message to 

'Shaikh Hussa~ Raj Amar Gol ~hen he kneW that thei message was Urg(lnt 
and when he· was. anxious to ··delive~ ·the'. message 'to' the· Commissioner 
himself. He must have refrained' froin going to' the Cominissi6ner:s 1iouse 
becjtuse of the assurance conveyed to him' by'-Shaikh Hussain' Rlij 'Amar 
Gol. , There is .no, other ration(ll explanation for, Karle's conduct; There 
is no reason why Karle should tell a lie ,wheJJ. he said, that .he did, not go 
to the Commissioner's house because Amar Gol ,.assured , him. that. he 

· himself 'would. deliver the •message. He has ·no .. interest , , in this · · case. 
On the contrary, Shaikh Hussain Raj Amar Gol ilra retired peoll from the 
Revenue Department and has been re-employed' by ':the Commissioner as 
a watchman. ·His continuance in service· entirely depends ·upon Uie sweet
will of the. Commissioner. Evidently, there(ore, he is .. interested in 
supporting the Commissioner's case on vital points, 

It is argued that when Shaikh Hussain Raj. Amar Ool could 'not. leave 
the Council Hall, how is that he would assure that he: .would deliver the 
message to the Divisional Commissioner ? There are t\y,o possible answers 
to this question. One is that some clerks· and, in all probability, the. team 
included Rajput, head clerk, must have bee~ seated in !he ·Commissioner's 

· office which is on the first floor to ·receive .messages and to convey them 
~o the Commissioner. It sho~ld not be : difficuit for Shaikh Amar Gol to 
go to the first floor to deliver the message to ,Rajput; .or , other clerks. 
Secondly, Shaikh Hussain Raj probably expected tha~,his friend who was 
sleeping by his side could be either asked to ~eliver .. m~ssage to Raj put, 
whether in the office or in· his house. According to me, the first alterna
tive viz. that a team of clerks was kept in the Commissioner's office is 
more probable in view· of what has beell stated· above and also in View 
of the endorsement made by Rajput in the margin of Ex. 96, to which 
a reference would be made hereafter. This ·aspect will be dealt with;· in 
all its implications, at a later stage. 

The inference about making amrigement. for r~eivi~g. ur~ent m:~s:"g~s 
during night time in the Council Hall is reinforced by certam admiSSions 
made by B. G. Raiput, the head clerk. Ex. 817, and G. G .. Joshi, the 
Assistant Commissioner Ex. 819. Rajput in .answers to questions by 
Mr. Rege,, the Commisslon's Counsel says : . . ' .' . . . , 

" Even if the night watchman is told by the ~elive~ mes5enger that 
the letter is urgent and must go to the addressee 1mm~Jately, be cannot 
leave tlie Council Hall for the purpose of delivering the message. He must 



jland ,,t oVef_neXt :mo~g tO the ta~l peo~, Th:rc ar~ DO WrJtteo. 
instructions on . th1s pomC· . The particular mstrl!ctlon, · !VIZ, tl:\at even 
when the letter is said. to be urgent,. the n'Ight watchman cannot leav~ 
the Council Hall, is an oral instruction. There are no written orders 
in that respect. I have not given the saici instructions, I do i:wt know 
.who has given such instructions. Hussain Raj Amar . Gol, .the night 
watchman, himself told me that he had such instructions. He dld .. not 
tell me from whom· he received the instruc.tions. He hac! told me thi6 
when I took over my charge as head clerk to the D~visiol).al Cqmmis~ 
sioner. No arrangement is made in the Commissione~;'~- r offi~. !or 
delivering Urgent tapa! to the Commissioner received during nigh.t: ti~p.e, 
Urgent tapa! remains on my table till I take it over' at 11. a.m .. on .my 
arrival. No complaint has so far been made about the urgent messages 
sent by night time by any one." · · 

G. G. Joshi's evidence on this point would well be reproduced· in the 
form of quesUons and answers to show that there- is no person appointed 
to assi~t the night watchman for delivering urgent messages to · the 
Commissioner at the residence of the Divisional Commissioner. · 

"Q. Do you consider this arrangement to be satisfactory ? 
A. It has worked well so far. 
Q. Do you not think that by following this procedure~: you are ' 

virtually converting urgent messages into ordinary ? 
A. We are not converting the urgent messages into ordinary ones 

by asking the messenger to go to the Commissioner's house. 
Q. It is pointed out to you that it is possible that tb~ messenger bas 

just been instructed by his office to go and deliver the ,message 
in the Commissioner's office· and when your watchman tells 
him that he should go to the Commissioner's residence and 
deliver the message personally: ·he .points out that tllat waS 
not his job. In that case, is it not clear that your arrangement 
breaks down or in any case does not work satisfactorily ? 

t4.. No alternative arrangement is made .. The watchman ~annot leave 
the building of the Council Hall under any circumstances." 

Rajput was asked questions by the Commissibn's Counsel.and he said that 
no 'arrangement is made for the despatch of a message which ;is urgent or 
very urgent and it is allowed to lie idle till the opening by the office on the 
next day. At the same time he added that there may be special 'instructions 
and arrangements for departing from the usual practice. When he was 
asked to. say •. ' what he .meant by special instruction and. arrangements' .and 
under what circumstances such instructions are issued and arrangenieJlts. are 
made, he replied : . . · · . 

" There are no precedents so far as I know of the issue of ;;uch special 
instructions." · . · 

Rajput having made the admission that under special circumstances ·special 
arrangement may be made, tried ~o beat a hasty retreat by saying that so far 
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as: b,e kp.ew. there _are n<?· pre~e.dent~ for the iss_ue of any special. instructions in 
this matter, .It 1s, therefore,. qUite likely. that special arrangements were 
mad,e on that ll,ight f9r .the n:ceipt pf messages. , What was that arrangement 
~ot be postulated. The ap-angement may be that a batch of clerks "!'las 
Jc.ept in _the Co~ssioner's oQice .or it may be that the me~m\gl;;was. to; .bp 
despatc~e4 to Ra]put fi~~t by a special messenger, This aspeqt of ~e argu-; 
ment .w1ll b~.,further elaborated at !l later stage, of the discussiog,: 1 . "i . 

Let me riow •consider the other 'evidence. relating to the question. whether 
the ,message- was contained in an envelope. Raj put says·: · " . · · ·; ·. · 

·" "fha~ not seen a'oy bpen tap~bcidiessi:d to tiJJ Commi~~lpn~r prio{t~' 
the receipt of Ex. 96A (The origil\ilr of Ex. 96). · It did nof strike .me. as. • 
unusual that a communication like this would come as ~n -open· leiter. 
T?e message was ori a full sheet of paper. ·Ex. 96A was lying -o~ my table 
With folds. It was folded to a }th size ~f the sheet. As far as I remember, 
thete was no vertical fold. · " t, 

Q. You see the document . and tell the C~~mission V:.hether -it has 
. •also .a vertical ~old ? .. ' 

A. There 'does appear to be a vertical fold.-
~·· Did you ask. the tapa! peon whether the message ;,.;as' received in 

a covered envelope ? ' : . ' - . . . ' 
A. I did not ask. him 'so.- The letter was folded in a simple manne~. 

·.··I did not ask Amar Goi when he came to the office at 5 p.m. 
· whethet the message· was in a ·covered envelope. As I was in 
. _charge of only 10 days prior to the incident. I had no opportunity 

to see any letter from the military authorities prior to this letter. 
I ·am in a position to produce some messages which were either 
received as. open letters though addressed to S. P. Mohite in his 
,name. The message contained in the letter Ex. 96A was an 
important message and also an urgent one." . 

Part of the ~ross~examination w~s directed to ·sho~ the improbability that 
such important messages c~uld not ~e contained in open.sheets. This cross
examination, in a· sense,· is superfluous in view of Shaikh Hussein Amer Gol's 
admission that the message was contained in an envelope. Rajput did not 
fulfil his boast when he stated. that he was in a position to produce messages 
which were received as open letters though addressed ~o Mohite in ~is. na~e. 
The circumstance that the paper is folded bothways IS a further 1DdJcat1on · 
that it must have. been put in an envelope. Questions were_ als.o asked_ to 
Rajput as to whether the Jetter, Ex. 96, contained confidential mformat1~n 
and whether it was possible that such information WO)lid be de~patched m 
open letter. Rajput admitted that he information was confidential between 

· the two officers. When: he was asked to say whether he would expect such, 
an important and urgent letter containing confidential information would be 
sent as open Tapa}, his reply was : 

'' I only say that it was received so." 

These 'answers clearly corrob~te Shaikh Hussain _Amar Gol's adffi:issio~ 
that what was delivered to him was an envelope if any corroborauon 1s. 

necessary on a point like this. 
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' A good deal of argument has been ad.Yanced as to· wheth~ 'the m~ssag¢ 
was contained in an envelope'or not. Karle's statemeiit'tha'tthe nio:issage was 
contained in an envelope was challenged irt cross-examiilatioir·'by Mt~ Muriuf• 
!Car, Karle explained : "All important. despatches with dtits!dCrs" art ~~ 
covered packets. Only messages that pass between : otir . offi.ce. ·and. .'signal 
centre are on open chits. All despatches sent out from our'office, tO,'perrons' 
outside the signal office are in covered packets." Capt Miky; who was 
examined after Karle, was not asked any question about ~Jprac.~ce cl>PQken 
to ·by Gangaram Karle. · It is significant that silnilar pra£t.~ce reg~rding, 

, 'despatch of messages prevails in ~e Police Department, a~. will be clear 
. from the following passage at page. 179 of the BoiJlbay Pcliee Ma~ual 

Vol. ill:- · 
"Messages addressed to the police officers will si~ply be {olded. a~ !he 

name of the addressee written .on the folded Jl)essage, form. ,Messages 
· addressed tQ officers outside the Police Department ~hould .b~ ~ent in o)d 

envelopes with utility labels.". 

It may be noted that the address of Mohite· is nof written;on 'the message 
itself, which is a further indication that the message·mu_st::liave; Jjeeru con
tained in an envelope. In the present case, the position is put beyond the 
(iale· of controversy by the admissiort of Hussain Raj Ain!!,r · Gof'when he 
said that what was handed over to him was an envelope: · 

Assuming that the message came in. an envelop~ ; se~e~al quesii~ns ~auld 
fall to be considered. The first is in whose hands this envelope fell. The 
second is who opened it. The third is if it is opened by R,ajput. where would 
he put his initials or where he would make his endorsement. . The fourth 
i$, s.upposing it is received by Mohite. where would .he P!lt his initials or 
endorsement. Rajput (Ex. 817) says : . r .. 

" When an envelope is received in office which is addressed to the Com· 
missioner in his personal name, it is not opened in the office. It is for
warded to the Assistant Commissioner. The Assistant Commissioner. opens 
it. If the envelope is not addressed to th~ Commissioner. i!l. ·'hjs personal 

. name, it is. opened by the office. It. is not the practice to P.Utthe- irt!t!a1s 
of the officer on the envelope when the envelope is opened. . The. imtials 
are put on the letter itself. I tis .not the practice to preserve the envelopes. 
The envelopes are either used for other purposes or .are . destr()yed.:' · 

'At a later -stage Rajput says : . 
" The ·practice is that if the Divisional Commissioner Mohite himself 

opens the envelope, then be will put his initials ori the open letter, iri 
which case it is not necessary for me to put my initials when that letter 
comes to me." · · 

Joshi, the Assistant Commissioner (Ex .. 819), has contradicted Rajput on 
some t'f these points. Joshi says : r 

" It is not my practice to put the date or the time of baving received 
the. document. I merely put my initials. I am entitled to ·open all the 
envelopes, whether they are addressed to .the Commissioner in his personal 
name or whether they are marked secret. I am not, however, entitled to 
open such letters which contain an endorsement to the effect that it is 



not to be opened by arty one except the addressee. I put my initials 
on· the body of the letter in token of having opened the envelope: and 
below. the same I pu.t the date; If the envelope is opened by the head 
clerk. I put my initials' without the . date. When the Commissioner opens 

. ·envelopes, he puts 'his intitials and the date on the envelope." 

.Wheri · ask<:d t? state whether _both the letters iuid the envelope would go 
pack. to hun If the ei;Ivelope IS opened by Mohite, Raj put stated that in 
thatcase only. thele.tter would go to him and not the envelope. In view 
of the contradictory evidence, it is difficult to_ gather what is exactly the 
practice prevailing in the Commissioner's office. The Commissioner says : · 
· : "If it was sent in an envelope and the envelope contained my address, 

. it could have been opened by my office. I cannot say what is the 
practice prevailing in my office. and whether the person receiving the 
envelope in my office would put the time of receipt on the envelope 
and initials on tlte · envelope.'~ · · · ; 

At. any rate, Mohite does not support the statement of Rajput when he 
says that the only person who is entitled to open an envelope when it is 
addressed to the Commissioner in his name is the Assistant Commissioner 
?.nd uot the head clerk. Mohite generally says that the enveiope cculd 
be opened by the office. The arguments advanced by the Commission's 
Counsel as also by Mr. Murudkar are based on the assumption that what 

·Raj put and Joshi have said about the practive prevailing in the office 
relatinJ to the opening of an envelope . addressed . in the name o! the 
Commissioner is gospel . truth. I am inclined to the view that thesf· two 
llflicers who' were examined long after Mohite was examined have tried 
tc make a distinction between ordinary envelopes and envelopes addres~ed 
10 the Commissioner in his personal name. No such distinction was 
present to the mind of Mohite himself. The distinction has been made 
with a view to explain away the admission given by Shaikh Hussain Raj 
Amar Go! viz., that the message came in an envelope and also to explain 
away the fact that they bear the initials of Rajput on the letter itself. 
Rajput's initials on the letter clearly suggest that the envelope must have 
been opened by Rajput. (I am proceeding on the footing that the message 
caine in an envelope relying oil the .evidence of Shaikh Hussain Raj Amar 
Go! himself). Let us see what anomalous 'consequences result from ·the 
yvidence of Rajput and Joshi once it is establish~ that the m:ssage __ cam_e 

. Ill an envelope. The envelope would lie on the table of RaJput tul h1s 
arrival in the office. Seeing that the envelope is addressed to Mohite ~ 
his personal name, Rajput would not open it. It will then go .to. J?~h1, 
tlte Assistant Commissioner. Joshi will open that envelope. put h1s IDJtJals 
and date in the body of the message. If that i~ ~o:. then is it gossible 
that Rajput would make an endorsemen~ an~ put h1s mJhal~ thereon . Does 
it not contradict the evidence of boili RaJput and Josh• when they say 

· that it wa~ Rajput who received it first and ma~e the endorsem~nt and 
later on passed it to Joshi ? · We are, therefore, dnven to the conclusiOn ~at 
the me;sage was contained in an enyelope, that the envelope was received 
by Raim1t on that night, that it was opened by hi~, that he ni~d.e endorse"' 
ment • Immediate please ' on that very night and, m all probability, passed 
it on to the Divisional Commissioner. It is evident that the statemenl 



of Rajpni viz. that he received the message a~ open Tapa! is false, • Rajput 
has admitted that only the letter would go to him and riot . the envelope, 

. in case, the envelope is opened by Mohite. Of course, this answer was 
given to a question which presupposed .that Mohite opened ,the ;enveiope. 
That pre-supposition is nei.ther here nor there. • It appears to me . that 
Rajput after' opening the envelope and after putting the 4:1itials' sent . the 
letter a~' also the ·envelope to the Divisional Commissioner ··and- then· wliat 
was sent back by the Divisional Commissioner and· was "receivea· by Rajput 
was only the open letter. No explanation whatsoever ha$' be~n attempted 
as· to what happened to the envelope.' It was--:the '·bounden' !!Uty '-to 
use the expression which has been used by the· Commission's Counsel.::..of 
those who are in the know of things or who ought to be~ rii; the, know of 
things, to explain as to what happened to the 0 envelope; c becau£ti, as 
repeatedly pointed out, it is not merely Karle who statedtha.f: the message 
was contained in the envelope, but it was Shaikh Hussain _Raj Amar Go! 
who stated that he received the envelope from the messenger. 

That takes me to the vital endorsement on the margin of Ex. 96. The 
endorsement is as follows :- · 

" Immediate please, 
11·30'A.M . 

. Signature, 
12·7, 
Signature." 

Rajput says that except the last initials as against the figures 12-7 (which 
are of G. G. Joshi) all the other writings have been made by him. He 
further says that below the time ' 11-30 a.m.' and above the date ' 12-7' 
he has put his initials. . Prime facie, there is a re-writing in both the 
figures '11' in '11-30 '. Similarly the figures '3' and '0' also appear to 
have been written in thick ink. . The letters. ' a.m. ' are also written in 
thick ink and appear to indicate that ' p ' has been turned into 'a '. . These 
circumstances aroused the suspicion of the Commission at a . very early 
stage of the enq!Jiry. During the evidence of Brig. Bedi when the attention 
of the Commission was first attracted to :this endorsement, . the Commis
sion called the Advocate Mr. Ghaswala and Ml:. Rege to Jhe dias and 
showed them the pecularities in the writings. It is idle to suggest :that the 
figures ' 11 ' and ' 30 ' and the letter ' a ' dQ not show· any· signs of altera
tion or rewriting. The alterations and rewritings are clear even to a naked 
eye, and the question is whether these alterations or rewritings are natural 
or deliberate. I put the position very clearly before the . Counsel and th~ 
Advocates at the time when I showed .the peculiar features al\d told. them 
that the matter required further investigation. The Commission:s <:;ounsel, 
iri' an unusually virulent language, has pointed out that . the COmmission 
has proceeded investigation into this matter with ·suspicion and suggested 
that this was not proper. He has proceeded to give ai long homily by citing 
authorities fl:om the Privy: Council and the Supreme Court judgments say-

, ing that the distinction between suspicion and proof must always be. kept 
in mind and .suspicion can never take the place of proof. These are propo
sitions which are known even to a tyro in law and do not require any 
length!' elaboration nor ci~tion of authorities. in their support. As 
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regards the criticism that the Commission has proceeded with the investi
gation on ~e ~asis of susp!cion. i~ m~y be pointed out that every enquiry, 
whether scientific or otherwise, beg1ns m doubt. If there is no doubt, there 1s 
no scope for en~uiry and n? ~ibility of advancement in knowledge. If there · 
IS no doubt an~ rf the CommissiOn is to take things on trust, then there is no 
need for ·en~u~ at all an~ theo Government might· a&' well have not appoint· 
ed a ComllllSSion of Inquiry. .Of course, a Counsel is entitled to criticise 
the Commission if the Commission proceeds to deliver its verdict merely on 
the basis of suspicion. But to say that investigation should not be made on 
the basis of supicion, is to say that there should"be no investigation and no 
enquiry: . . . . ... . . • 

. I have. already pointed out that even a glance at the figures ' 1 ' and '1 ' 
in·"ll ', '3' and' 0' in' 30' (11-30) and the letter • a' in' a.m.' with a nak· 
ed eye shows signs of rewriting and alterations a·nd this fact was brought 
to the notice of the Counsel and the Advocate at a very early stage of the 
inquiry. viz. during the evidence. of Brig. Belii. Before proceeding further 
it was necessary for the Commission to ascertain certain facts regarding the 

-authorship of the endorsement in the margin at Ex. 96. Questions were 
·asked first to Mohite on this point and this is what Mohite stated : 

" The words ' immediate please ' put in the en,dorsement are in the 
hand-writing of Mr. Rajput, the head clerk. I cannot say in whose hand· 
writing the figures ' 11-30 a.m.' are made. The initial below • 11-30' and 
le~ters 'a.m.' are made by Rajput, head clerk. Below that figure, ' ~2·7' · 
is put: I cannot say in whose hand-writing these· :ligures are wntten. 

· 'The initials opposite the figure ' 12 (7 ' are made by my Assistant Commis· 
sioner Shri G. G. Joshi. The endorsement 'immediate please' means 

'that the message should be shown to the addressee, i.e, myself, immediately. 

, Q. . Do' you see any alteration in . the figure ~ ll.JO '. and the letters 
• a.m. ' or do you notice that the two figures in ' 11 ' i.e. ' 1 ' and ' 1 ' have 
been .rewritten.? 

A. I cann~t say whether it is so. The figure '30' in '11-30' is not 
. very distinct. 

Q. .Do. you notice that the word 'a,m ' is rewritten 1 

A. I cannot say whether it is rewritten, but I can say that it is not distinct . 
. Q. Supposing. originally, the figures ~nd letters were to read

1
as

1
'
2
I-7370 

a.m.' that will be consistent w1th the date put, name Y -

A. That is correct. . , 
Q. Do you not thing that the two figures 1, 1 in 11-30 are differently 

drawn? · · 
A.· The first • 1 • is in one line and the second ' 1 ' is in two li~es. 

The first • 1 • is more thick and also longer. The two hnes 
·in second ' 1 ' are short and thin. 

Q Thi
. · h. 

1
.ch e.manated at. n-40 from Kirkee could nave 

.. s message w · · · 1 30 
. been received by you or by your office at or before . - a.m. 

, 0o you agree with this 1 
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A. It would have been physically possible . 

.I cannot say wheLher the messenger went to my house and, not 
finding me there, came 1o the office. Thatis not likely, be~use 
there is a peon in my bungalow. I WaS sl~~ping in my 
bungalow between _11-40 p.m. and 1-30 a.m. -1 had ~ot 
instructed my office that if any. second sitrep was received, it 
should immediately be despatched to me at my house. 

Q. Please have a look at the document. and in particular, the folds 
and tell me whether it is likely to have been sent iii 
an envelope ? 

A. 1 see the folds. but I cannot say whether this document was sent 
in ~e envelope. 

Q. Supposing that this was sent in an envelope and the envelopp 
contained your address, could it have been opened by any 
person? 

A. It could have been opened .by my office. I cannot say wli.at is 
the practice prevailing in my office and whether the person 
receivfnif the envelope in my office would put the time of 
receipt of th«? envelope and initia~s on the envelope." 

Questions' were asked by the Commission with the object first of all of 
establishing the authorship of the endorsement Ex. 95A and also - to 
ascertain Mohite's opinion about the peculiar lq_ok presented by the 
figures and letters in a part of the endorsement viz. " 11-30 a.m." It is 
from Mohite's evidence that .the Commission came to know that the author 
of the endorsement was Rajput. Of course, Mohite has been unable to 
say whether the figures '11-30' and '12/7' are in Rajput•s hand
writing. He has identified the hand-writing of Rajput so far as the 
remaining part of the endorsement is concerned. He has also identified 
the hand-writing of G. G. Joshi eo far as the initials opposite the figure. 
'12/7' are concerned. Another thing which emerged trom._the evidence 
of Mohite is that certain figures were indistinct and certain other figures 
presented a very peculiar appearance. Mohite admitted that the figure 
'30' in ' 11-30' is not· very distinct. He also admitted that the letter 'a' 
was not distinct although he was unable to say whether it was re-writt~n. 

·He also admitted that the figure first ' 1 ' in ' 11 ' (11-30) is in one line 
and the second ' 1 • is in two lines. He also admitted that · the figure 
<first ' 1 • is more thick and is also longer and the two lines in the figure 
second ' 1' are short and thin. These . were undoubtedly very importan~ 
admissions, and it is idle for the Commission's Counsel to suggest that 
inspite of these admissions about the :very strange features of the writings 
of the figures and letter 'a •, the Commission should nof proceed with 
an enquiry into the matter. It is still more strange that tlie Commission's 
Counsel should criticise the Commission by saying that the Commission 
was inspired by suspicion when it probed deep into this matter. . 
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Let us now turn to the admissions of Rajput, the head ·clerk. He 
stated : 

, " The. endorsem~nt · i.J:t the margin is in my hand-writing. It reads : 
. ~ediate please , below that '11-30 a.m.', below that 1 have put my 

· rnitials, and below that Lhave put the date ' 12/7'. In- the second 
·figure of figure ' 11 '. there are two lines drawn. The first figure does · 
not appear to me to be~in thick line. 

To the Commission-

Q. Your attention is . invited to. the letters ' a.m.' Does not the 
letter ' a ' appear to have been re-written ? 

A. It is not· re-written. I was writing with a pen holder and when 
there was short ink, I wrote the letters ' a.m.' 

Q. Did you not find anything unusual -in the same ? 

. A.. I agree that ·the letter ' a ' is rather dark. 
Q. See the. letter ' a ' again. Don't you see a line. in thick ink behind 

the letter ' a ' ? · 
A. l do not see any line at all. 
Q. ~ave a look at figure '30' and see whether that is written in thick 

ink? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. See the figure ' 30 ' carefully and tell the -Commission whether it 

appears to have been squeezed in a narrow space ? 
A. Yes, it does look like that. 
Q. Was this figure written later on ? 
A, No. 
Q. Does it appear from the present letter 'a' that originally 'p' was 

written and has been turned into ' a' ? 

A. I deny the suggestion put to me. 
Q. Would it be like this, Mr. Rajput, that originally what was written 

was ' 1 a.m. • on the 12th, and was attempted to be turned into 
'11-30 a.m.'? • 

A. No. That is not correct.'' 
It is clear from Rajput's evidence that. Rajput is the author of the entire 
endorsement including the figures and letters '~ 1-30. a.m.' and '12e '. It 
would be recalled that Mohite was unable to Identify the hand-wntmg of 
the figures and letters '11-30 a.m. • and figures ' 12/7', and it is only after 
Rajput's evidence that the authorship of the entire endorsement was traced 
to Rajput, barring,· of course, the initials of G. G. Joshi made opposite the 
figure ' 12 /7'. The admissions of Raj put may be summed up as follows :-

(1) He agreed that the letter 'a' in 'a.m.' was rather da~k. He denied 
~e suggestion that this was re-written. He also denie? that there wa; ?"Y 
lme in thick ink behind the letter ' a '. He also demed that the ongmal 
letter ' p ' was converted into ' a'. 
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(2) He also admitted that the figure ' 30 ' was Written in thick ink. 

(3) He also admitted that the figure ' 30' has been squeezed in a narrow 
space. He, however, denied that the figure ' 30 ' was written later on. 
The admissions given by · Rajput were again very significant. The 
Commission's Counsel has vehemently argued that the Commission ·was . 

- wrong in putting the suggestion to Rajput, asking him whether ' p ' was 
turned into 'a' in what now looks as ' 11-30 a.m.'. r 

In tlie first place, the Commission asked the question on this point from 
the appearance of the figure as seen even without the aid of a magnifying 
glass. At that time the Commission had no particular theory of its own. 
It was merely exploring the various possibilities and wanted to ascertain the 
truth. of the matter. Strangely enough, the Commission's Counsel has 
argued that this suggestion is contradictory to the entire theory of fabrication, 
because if the figure ' 1' ' 1-10' or '1-30' are written, then necessarily 
that -wouid go into the next date i.e., 12th, and the time would necessarily 
be 'a.m.' and not ' p.m.'. The Commission did put a suggestion to Rajput 
himself asking him whether ' 1 a.m. ' was attempted to be turned into 
'11-30 a.m.' In the same way, the hand-writing expert Mr. Phansalkar; to 

_ whose evidence I will refer presently, also suggested that the original figure 
must be '1-10 a.m.' and that has been turned into '11-30 a.m.' .. The 
Commission was exploritig all possible theories. If the Commission's 
Cpunsel had given some thought to the matter, he would have realised the 
futility of the argument that the suggestions were contradictory. Let us take · 
two possibilities into account and consider· the logical consequences arising 
therefrom. Let us first assume that the endorsement was being written by 
Rajput really at 11-30 a.m. on the 12th. Jn that case, is it possible that the 
writer would wfite ' p.m. ' instead of ' a.m.' even by mistake or slip of pen ? 
11-30 is the normal time of working in the office. Eevry one is accustomed 
to write that time. Every one is fresh at that moment. It is impossible 
to imagine that if Rajput were to write the endorsement at 11-30 a.m. on 
the 12th, he would write it as 11-30 p.m. in the first place and then trY to turn 
it into 11-30 a.m. There is no possibility of any such mistake being com
mitted by Rajput at all. On the other hand, take the other possibility : 
Rajpiit is writing the endorsement either at 1 a.m. or 1-10 a.m. or 1-30 a.m. 
on the 12th. That is an odd hour of the night, w!Jen ordinarily people do 
'not work. There is always a possibility of the writer putting the time as 
'p.m. ' instead of the correct ' a.m. '. In this connection, I may .refer to 
Dandavate's evidence and his jottings at Ex. 831. Dandavate wrote 1 p.m. 
which is the last but one entry on. the right ·side in Ex. 831 which mentions 
the level of water at 67 ·SO. According to him, the entries of the 11th were 
written on the right hand side of the paper and entries of the 12th were 
written on -the left hand side of the paper. In the oridinary course, this 
entry would come under the date 12th July 1961. Dandavate says that 

. through mistake he put the time as 1 p.m. as he was writing it at an odd 
hour. This explanation offered by Dandavate is not only plausible but 
ap:pears to be satisfactory. By sheer habit, instead· of I a.m. any one would 
wrtte 1 p.m. and. then after realising _the mistake that p.m. was wrong; he 
would correct it and turn-it into a.m. In my view, the same mistake appears 
to have been committed first by Rajput and instead of writing ' a.m. ', he 
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';"r?te-' p.m. '. Of course, h; does not admit that 'p • has been turned. into 
~ . But any .o~e-who sees the letter carefully and particularly with the 

aid of a magmfymg glass would be convinced that the original letter was 
'P' and "that 'the same. has, been turned into • a'. It ·is equally possible 
that one •may put down the date .as, 11 when one makes the entry at an 
?d~ hour. The ti~e' 11-3~ p.m.' or· 1 p.m. • or' 1-10 p.m.' or· 1·30 p.m." 

. ~s m no ·way .consistent With the case. of the civil authorities, then how is 
It that E.ajput wrote 'p.m.',in.the first instance after the figure, whatever 

.. t!lat may ibe .. It is ridiculous on the part of the Commission's Counsel to 
~uggest that the. question that was asked by the Commission as to whether 
' p : was turned· into 'a.! is contradictory to. the entire theory 'of fabrication. 
1 his argu;'llent merely shows that Mr. Rege has not given serious thought to 
the question. Secondly, it is necessary to remember that· the Commission 
had no theory of its O\\ln and till the end the Commission was exploring 
various possibilities. It was only Phansalkar who put forward a d~finite 

· theory. I will consider how far that theory is valid in the circumstances 
of the case a little later. 

Before that; I will dispose of another argument which has been very 
, vehemently advarrced by the Commission's Counsel viz.. that definite 

suggestions should have been put to Mohite as also to Rajput as to the 
case of fabrication. This argument is again based on a misconception. 
Neither Mohite nor Rajput was on a trial for an offence of forgery, nor 
. was he being civily sued in tort in a Court of law. The Commission was 
investigating into certain facts at the end of which it would . record its 

. findings on the facts referred to it. The Commission had no case of its 
. own .. had ~:~o theoi-y of its own.. It had not levied and could not levy any 

charge against any one. The Commission, of course. is entitled to record 
censorial findings. on the basis of the evidence adduced before it and the 
circumstances elicited in the case and the probabilities. That being the 
case, it was enough for tlle Commission to see whefu.er _any alterations had 
been made in the endorsement and, in particular, in the figures and letters 
' ll-30 a.m.' (as they appear today). Once that was established. then the. 
only question that remained for the Commission to decide was : whether 
the alteration fs made in the ordinary course of events or has been made 
deliberately and intentionaJly. The enquiry was being pursued from that 
point of view. The matter was referred to tlle hand-writing expert for 
finding an· answer to tllis question. Once the Commission is satisfied that 
the original, entry was either '1 a.m.' or' 1-10 a.m.' ~r '1.c!O a.m.', it !s 
not necessary for the Commission to stick to any particular figure, nor JS 

it possible for it to do so. It is for Rajput or Moh.ite, whoever wants to 
rely upon that document to explain how this mistake came to be committed. 
The Commission had. never excluded the possibility that the alteration 
could be naturiil. But it is for the partY who asserts that· the alteration is 
natural to satisfy the Commission about its genuineness. Has . ~nv 
satisf~ctorv answer ·been given to the queries made _!>v the <:omm1ss1on_ 
on this ooint ? How is it that 'p.m.' came to De written at 1111 tf the entrv 
was being made at 11-30 a.m. on the 12th ? On the other h~ocl. there i• 
every possibility- of • pm.' being written through mistake when the entrv 
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wa~ being made either at 1 or 1-10 or 1·30 ~.m. Equally ·the!.'e is a possi- . 
. bility of the date ' 11 ' being put instead of 12/7. _ Phansalkar tms poin~ed 

out that the· original figure ' 1 ' in the figure ' 12/7' has been converted 
into ' 2 '. This mistake is also natural. Has any satisfactory explanation 
.·been offered as to why the two figures ' 1 ', ' 1 ' in ' 11 ' present such odd 

• appearance '/ Why should the first figure 'l ' be written not only in thick , 
ink but lengthened upwards to an abnormal extent ? One has to compare 
this ' 1 ' with.' 1 ' in ' 12/7 '. Further it is necessary to note that no 
satisfactory explanation has been given for the writing of two lines in the 
second_' l ' in· ' 11 '. Again Raj put has not offered any explanation · as 
to yrhy ' 30 ' has to be squeezea in a narrow space. · · 

The most important circumstance in this case is the endorsement 
' immediate please '. I am assuming that this endorsement was made by 
Rajput himself and that is exactly what Rajput, Moliite and Joshi have 
said. The Commission's Counsel has . argued that unless it is established 
tha.t the wdrds ' Immediate please ' are written by Mohite, the endorsement 
~annot be regarded as a fabrication. This is a fantastic argument ·and. has 
only to be stated to be refuted. At no time the Commission suggested 
that these words or any part of the endorsement is in the hand-writing of 
Mohite. Pages after pages have been devoted by the Commission's 
Counsel in point:ng out that it has not been established, nor illis it been 
suggested that the· endorsement is in the hand-writing of Mohite. It is 
nobody's case that it has been in Mohite's hand-writing. It appears that 
the Commission's Counsel's suggestion is that if the envelope· was opened. 
by Mohite, ilien the endorsement in the margin of Ex. 96 would perhaps 
be in his hand-writing._ Who ·must have opened the envelope is a question 
which has to be considered independently and I will put forward my own 
hypothesis in that respect. For the time being, I assume that the endorse· _ 
ment is in the hand-writing of Rajput. This presupposes that Rajput was 
the first to have a look at this document Ex. 96. · I nave already pointed 
out that on the admission made by Shaikh Hussain Raj Amar.· Gol, the. 
message was contained in . an envelope~ If that is so, it follows that the 
envelope must have been opened by Rajput himself. After opening the 
envelope Raj put made the endorsement ' Immediate please'. I will now 

. consider the consequences of this endorsement. Here again I will asspme 
two possibilities. The first is that this endorsement,' ' Immediate please ' 
was made by Rajput at 11-30 a.m. on the 12th and the second that it was 
made either at 1 a.m., 1-10 a.m. or 1-30 a.m. on the 12th. Ihheendorse
ment is made at 11-30 a.m. on the 12th, would Rajput write the· words 
'Immediate please'. It is necessary' to remember that the ·dam Iiad 
breached in the early hours 'of the morning of the 12th. Several streets of 
Poona were . submerged in flood , waters. The water was still· increasing. 
Mohite at that time was in Bombay. i:n these circumstances, could there 
be any action that could be contemplated in respect of the ·messaj!e· at 
Ex. 96? There was nothing to be done' and ·the endorsement 'Immediate 
please • would be absolutely meaningless. On the other band; take the 
second possibility viz., that the endorsement was bdng written, some time 
a~ 1 or 1-10 or 1-30 a.m. on the 12th; that -is to say, soon after the 



envdope was receive4 i.n the CQuncil Hall,. As J have pointed out in the . 
eo\lrse. of the .above · discussion .. the message contained very graVe and 
S.erious news about the. conditioll.J. of the dam. Undoubtedly, it was 
an important. message and to .use j:he .words of G. G. Joshi, Assistant 
Co~~ioner,. f'!t.•is .. unfortunate that thi~ message was not received by. 
Moh1te· .. Now ILRaJput ,were to t"ead this message, he would be struck 
by the gravio/ .of the'11ituation and would, therefore, desire that the message 
should'.iall m ·.the• hands .. of Mobite, immediately, so that necessary action 
woul<J:.bertaken: in that matter:' It is · only in these circumstances that 
the endorsement ' Immediate please ' would acquire meaning and . signifi, 

'cance. This ·most important circumstance, w1ifch clinches the issue and 
cleatly iddicates· that the date arid the time of the making of this endorse· 
iifent have: beeri: deliberately and intentionally changed, has been ignored 
oy 'the-'hW)'er:. on: ·behalf of the civil authorities. The Commission's 
~~unse1j however, bas proceeded to offer his own exptanation with regard 
to this' endorsement .' Irriinediate · please '. · The explanation may be put in 
the language used by the Coll1l!lissiori's 1 Counsel in · his written 
afg\lJ,llents : , 1 

"J(·: ~' r.;·j . - ·,- •• ·;. .• r ". - ' 

. ,;:· l Agam, ~e, w,ord 1'.iriun~~ate.'. would not suggest anything ~o any 

1:.p,~~son,.~or~,~hom" !)lat r~~ark mtg~t hav~ been meant. The message 
Itsei( does not. requu'e. Mohlte. to do any. thmg.. It would be absurd then 
to suggest 'that this remark 'Immediate please' must have been made 
by bini. Mohite is not asked any question on this point. But if we 
take. the evidence of Rajput, it is but natural that he should write the 

".1:emark to ·enable Joshi, the Assistant Commissioner, to contact Mqhi~ · 
:;m)~ombay, Jo~hi in. fact acted on .this immediately by telephoning to 

Sa'· .. 'Bo ba .. . Hi,• ifl ~~:- ~ Y,w,(" ; ;-,•. _: .. · ;._ , ', .· , I 

,_... , r· , , , : ) · ·. · --· --- .: ;. · • · • 
"}specifiq, question. ,was asked tq , Mr. Mohite by the CommissiOn o~ ~IS 
i>9irit: .1ri. ,the. lengthy . cross examination undertaken by the Com~ISS!Oll, 
Y.:h!'P4 ·c~!IS ,'become IIJl. eY~~so,re not only to the Iawy:rs On . behal: o( the 
9!Vll authorities buf to ·the Commission's Counsel h1mself. Moh1te . was 
~~~,~J~-~*W~i~: ih~. ~~eani~g of :the. endorsement • Imm_ediate pt~ase ·: a~d 
~Is,,W,:tft; ~nsweLtlJ.at he gave.:.:, 

" The endorsement • immediate please ' means that the ·message. should 
: · be shown to j:l:ie ·addressee, i.e., myself immediately." 

In.spite qf thi$ 9jear qu~stio~ and answer. the Commis~ion's Courtsel in 
tli.e passage 'cited above has the audacity to ·say that Moll1te was not asked 
hlif c'J.uestio:Al 6n thi~ point It !s clear that' the Com111ission's Co~nsel has 
!lot carefully read the record or having formed his o~ conclu~Ions bas 
ilecided to ighore whatever·· went against these conclusions. This along 
:Witl1 other· circumstances which 1 will be presently pointing out. clearly 
shows that the .Counwl has' not cared to read the record carefully. Had 
the COmmission's Counsel applied his mind to the above admission of 

· Mohite; wherein he says that the endorsement meant that tJ_Je ~as~ge 
should be shown· to• himself immediately and tried to follow 1t~ unpl·~~ 
tions, he would not" have proceeded to give the imaginary explanatiOn which 
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ne hils given in the last lWO sentences of the passage cited above. ACCI'Id· 
ing to the Commission's Counsel, the endorsement did not indicate that 
Mohite should take any action, nor did, it indicate -that the message should 
be shown to Mohite immediately, Although Mohite himself admitted that 
the endorsement meant that the message should be shown to him immedi· 
ately, Mr. Rege says : 'no, no ; it did not mean that but that it meant that 
Joshi, the Assistant Commissioner, should contact Mohite in Bombay and 
convey the message to him on telephone.' The Commission's Counsel 
has. proceeded to add : " Joshi in fact acted on this immediately by 
telephoning to Salvi in Bombay ". 

In order to understand the perversity of the argument of the Commis
sion's Counsel and the twisting of facts, on which it is based, it is necessary 
to refer to another message which is at Ex. 97 and Joshi's statements in 
respect of the same. Ex. 97 which is also a message from the Bombay 
Engijleer Group, copy of which was addressed to Mohite, was initiated 
at 09-15 hrs. on the 12th and runs thus : · · 

"Operation BAGALBHAGAT (.) dam badly breached at 120655(.) 
heavy flow through breach(.) no repeat no repafr measures possible for 
present(.) ·~oops standing by at the site for detailed- plan as directed by 
Chief Engineer Irrigation Maharashtra State(.) alert all units about 
possibility of rise of river MULLA Mutha Copy by hand to :- · 

Shri S. P. MOHITE, 
Commissioner, Poona Division Poona." 

· Joshi ·states .that this message went straight to his table and he puf the 
time of receipt as 12-15 p.m, and made his initials iii" token of tlie receipt 
of the same. This document does not contain Rajput's initials. I will 
refer to the significance of the absence of Rajput's.initials a ·little later,_ There 
is an endorsement in the margin made. by Joshi which shows that P. G. 
Salvi was informed. It appears that Mohlte was staying with .P. G. Salvi 
!it Bombay and the trunk message was .given to P .. G. Salvi, saymg th~t 
the substance of the message should be informed to Mohite. There IS 

no similar endorsement on Ex. 96, nor is it Joshi's case that he communi· 
cated the substance of Ex. 96 to P. G. SalVi on phone and yet the Commis· 
sion's Counsel has. the· audacity to say·:· .. · · · 

"Joshi in fact acfud ·on this ~mmediately by ·!telephoning to Salvi 
. in Bombay.'' . , · 

Let ~; see if there is even the slight~~t justification for this jumbling at all, 
or whether this is a case of deliberate twis_ting on the part of t!J.e Commis• 

,sion's Counsel. In his written statement, Ex. 820, Joshi says : 
" After some time (i.e. after Joshi put his initiaTs in the margin of 

Ex. 96) one more copy of a wireless message was sent to me containing 
the information about · the breach of the Panshet dam. This wireless 
mesimge ·was also initialed· by me after noting the date and time as 
u~ua~. . As the Commis~ioner was not at head-quarters, · I immediately 
tried to contact him through Shri P. G. ·sal vi at Bombay· address but 
he Wl!s·not available on phone. Then I requested Shri Salvi to communi· 
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-~te th~ message about the br~ach of Panshet dam to the Commi~sioner 
·. unmediat~ly as the matter was urgent and important." 

T)le sentences cleW:l.Y show that what was communicated to Salvi for being 
passed on to Mohite ,was the me.ssage containing information about the 
breach of the dam (Ex. 97). There is not even a remote hint that the 
subs~a:n~e of .E!f:. 96 was communicated to Mohite. Turning to Joshi's 
depoSitiOn we find the following about the .talk on the phone with 
P. G. Salv~ of ;Bombay : · 

· "Had'• Ex. 97 come through the head clerk, he would put his Initials 
belo~. On trunk phone, I informed Mr. P. G. Salvi of :Bombay to com
murucate this message to the Commissioner who was at :Bombay on tour. 

·I have made the endorsement to this effect below Ex. 97." 

The words 'this message' have clear reference to Ex. 97. From ·where has 
Mr. Rege gathered the information that Joshi in fact acted on the endorse
ment immediately, by telephoning to Salvi in Bombay?· Such arguments 
are apt to mislead an unwary Judge; How is it that · the Cqmmission's 
Counsel came t6 make such a serious mis-statement on ·a crucial poiut? 
Either he did not have the patience to refer to the original endorsements 
ort'Exs. 96 and· 97 and to the written statement and deposition of Joshi or 
he was determined to put forward any and every plea, whether b&sed on 
facts· or not, in his chivalrous attempt to defend Mobile. The endorsement 
' Immediate please ~ is most crucial and afforts the besf circumstantial 
evidence to show• that the endorsement was made on the night of the 11th. 
whatever .the time. N9 less a person than Mohite has admitted that tho 
endorsement ~Immediate please • was-meant for him and suggested an action 
to be hlen by him and yet the Commission's Counsel has the cheek to say : 

" If we take the evidence of Rajput it is but natural that he should 
' write the remark to enable Joshi; the Assistant Commissioner, to contact 
· Mohite in Bombay." . . . 

This is another piece of legerdemain. What is there in Rajput's evidence 
to show that he wrote that endorsement to enable Joshi, the Assistant Com
missioner to contact Mohlte in Bombay ? There is no· indication, even. in 
a· remote· degree, in the evidence of Raj put that he wrote that remark w1th 
a view to enable Joshi to contact Mohite in Bombay. Does not the Com· 
mission's·Counsel realise that his explanation clearly contradicts what Mohite 
himself admitted vii. that the endorsement meant that the message !!_~ould 
be shown to himself ? . It is possible for me to point out sC?res of msta· 
nces in the written arguments submitted by Mr. Rege, wh~em half truth.s 
ha11e been stated facts have been twisted and evidence m•s-quoted to su1f 
inferences which 'he was bent upon drawing. If I were to embark upon 
exposjng his fallacies, .I will have to write a separate book on the Sl:me. 
I have .cited the passage in this particular part of Mr. Rege's arguments 
and exposed the misstatements and deliberate twistings at so~e lengt~. 
because this is; ,in ,my view, a very crucial and _important p01~t a~d if' 
Mr. Rege's argument on this point collapses, there 1S n~ .explan~tJon "haf: 
soever as to how· it was _possible that such endorsement 1mmed•ate plea~e 
could be made by any one who got this message at 11-30 on the 12th. 
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Witnesses may lie but circumstances do not.. and the strongest circumstance 
· which corroborates the inference suggested by crucial re-writings and altera· 
tions in the figures and letters " 11-30 a.m." is the endorsement 'Immediate 
please •. It is not necessary to go to the evidence of the hand-writing expert 
for drawing the inference that .the endorsement was written on the night 
of the 11th and time and date were changed to show that it was dont.: at 
11-30 a.m. on the 12th. Although the Commission is not enquiring into 
any charge of fabrication against any one, still it will be necessary for the 
Commission to consider the question as to at whose instance, the fabrication 
was done, if the Commission finds that there is a fabrication. Fabrication 
presupposes an intentional or deliberate alteration. In that case, the impor
tant question will be, who was interested in making the alteration ? It is 
quite legitimate to infer that the alterations in time and date must have 
been done at the instance of some one who was interested in making those 
filteraticns. On Rajput's own showing, the alterations were made by him, 
although he says that he made them immediately. It is not necessary to 
show that the writing was that of Mohite, nor is it anybody's case. We are 
proceedinr on the footing that it is Rajput's writing and the question is 
if the time was altered by Rajput, why did he do so ? If the object was 
to show that the message was received at 11-30 a.m. on· the 12th and not on 
the night of the 11th then the clear inference is that Mobile was vitally 
interest<!d in the alteration which was effected by Rajput. There was 
a furore raised as to why Mohite should depart for Bombay on the morning 
of the 12th when the dam was in critical condition. Not only that, it was 
an ironical coincidence that Mohite should depart for Bombay by the 
Deccan Queen at about the same time when the dam actually breached. 
It is no wonder that Mohite himself suffered from gUilty conscience, at any 
rate, looking at it from hind side, for having left at a critical time in the 
history of the Panshet dam. Mohite was anxious to make out a case thati 
he haJ not received the message at Ex. 96. Not ·only this, but he was 
anxious to show that he received the message in the morning from Prabhakar 
that the situation at Panshet had improved. I will deal with this aspect ot 
the matt~r some time later. 

(b) Hand-writing expert's evidence 

Before doing so, I will proceed to deal with the evidence of the hand
writing expert which has been the subject matter' of a particularly virulent . 
attack not only at the hands of the lawyers of the civil authorities but 
also a( the hands of Mr. Rege. After the evidence of W. M. Deshpande, 
the Stenographer to the Commissioner, was over and V. S. Dandavate was 
in . the witness box, the Commission passed the following order 
(Ex. 833) :-

"In view of the condition of the endorsement in the margin of Ex. 96 
· and in view of the admissions made by Rajput in his evidence the Com· 
. n:tission deems . it necessary to have enlarged photographs ~f different 
· stzes of the .satd endorsement. The matter may, therefore, be referred 
. to th7 Exammer of Questioned Documents who should be requested to 
· submtt the photographs to the Commission within as short a time as 

possible. The Examiner may be requested to bring the app11ratus to th~ 
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Council Hall and take the photographs here only in the presence of the 
Assistant Secretary of the Commission. 

Copy of this order be sent to the Examiner of the Question~d Docu-. 
ments and to the D. I. G. (C. I. D.), Bombay, for immediate action." 

Accordingly, Mr. Phansalkar, the Examiner of Questioned Documents took 
enlarged photographs and submitted them to the Commission on 23rd July 
1962. On the 24th of July, the Commission made a second order 
Ex. 839: 

" The dovernment Examiner of Questioned Documents has forwarded 
to the Commission enlarged photographs as per the d irections given 
on the 20th of July. The d irections did not speci fically ask for 
the observations in regard to these writings. That may be the reason 
why observations have not been forwarded along with photographs. 
I hereby direct that the Examiner of the Questioned should send his 
observations to the Commission at an early date." 

By the first order, the Commission called upon the Examiner of Questioned 
Documents to take enlarged photographs of d ifTcrent sizes of the endorse· · 
ment Ex. 95A. By the second order, the Commission requested the 
Examiner to submit his observations in regard to the writing of the endorse
ment. The object of securing enlarged photographs was to see the condi· 
tion in clearer relief of the figures and letters of the endorsement on Ex. 96 
which appeared to have been altered or rewritten. As Osborn has 
observed at page 71 to the effect : 

"That microscopic examina tion of documents affords testimony which 
does not clearly amount to a statement of opinion but a visible exhibition 
of facts which can be interpreted by the Court and the Jury." 

On the same page, Osborn has observed : 
"The fact as seen from an etTI!~o: t ive visible illustration cannot be 

successfully cross-examined : it answers back in a universal language that 
needs no interpreter and verifies the old adage, ' Seeing is believing'." 

These observations apply with greater force to photographic representa· 
tions. The 'Photographs that were presented to the Commission by the 
Examiner of Questioned Documents did make a revealing reading and 
confirmed the suspicion previously entc:rtained that the figures and letters 
were re-written or altered. At the same time. the Commission felt th1t · 
the observations made by the Examiner of Questioned Documents would be 
of some help to the Commission. That is why the C0mmission asked the 
Examiner to submit his observations to the Commission. Here it is 
necessary to remember that the object in calling for the photographs and 
the Examiner's observations was a limited one. The object was not to 
show whether the author of the writing was some one other than Rajput. 
The Commission proceeded on the footing that the writing including tho 
re-writings and alterations were made by Rajput himself and by no other. 
The question to be investigated was : whether it was possible to read what 
was the original and what were the alterations though made by the same 
person. The problem, therefore, was not the usual problem that is pre• 
sented to a band-writing expert regarding the authorship of ~e impugned 
letters. 
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It is in this back-ground that we have to consider the observations made. 
by Mr. Phansalkar, the Examiner of Questioned Documents and also the 

, evidence given by him. In appreciating , his evidence it i~ necessazy to 
bear in mind that Phansalkar is attached, to the State C. I. D. a!!~I is ,directly 
working under the D. I. G. (C. I. D.), Bombay .. In the prese~~:t enquiry, two 
important police officers i.e. Heble and Majeedullah are . mtereste!l and 
both have appeared through the same lawyers. In these circumstances, iii 
is difficult to imagine that Phansalkar would go out of his way t_o ... submit 
incorrect observations and perjure himself. Further, his experience in the 
department where he is working is vast. He is working as Chi\~( Examiner 
for 7 years and during the course of his · career as Examiner, he : bas 
examined 20,000 documents. ·His views, therefore, are entitled to great 
weight. The observations submitted by the Examiner are at Ex. 867. .In 
the preamble, he has explained the nature of the enlargements. He points 
out that the enlargement was made to 10 times of the original and ,three 
different photographic enlargements were obtained :-

(1) without the aid of a filter and indirect lighting, 
(2) by using the combination of two filters . viz. blue and yellow in 

direct "lighting, and 
(3) by u~ing transmitted light. 

At .paragraph 2, the Examiner states that two points are revealed by the 
_enlarged photographs. They are : 

(a) (1) A major portion of the first vertical line, 
(2) The so-called figure 3, 
(3) Dot· or ' 0 ' following the figure 3, 
(4) Letter ' A', and _ 

(5) A major portion of ' M ' show distinct denser colouration than the 
J;est of the writing. . 

(b) The first vertical line shows the intense colouration in. abollt 
9/1 Oth of its lower portion. The remaining portion at the top shows 
distinctly the faint . colour. · f • 

·(c) The next double line is composed of two vertical lines meeting 
· · only at the top ; both these show faint colour. , · 

. (d) Wh~t. is now appearing as figure '3 ' app;rs. to. have bee~ ma~e 
up of addmg of different parts to an originally different figure, sinClt this 
does not sh?w natural pattern in any accepted modified form of the said 
fi~re, particularly . the top slanting line, the junction portion in tile. 
m1ddle part, the starting of the. lower .curve and also tlie slanting 
ending of this lower curve all show as separately added componentS~ ~r' 

(e) The dot or 0 following 3 is only a heavy filling fu· of ink" Unlike. 
a regular zero, whether hollow or otherwise. · · · • · ·: · 

~ The letter ' A' shows double writing, the· dense colouratiort pre
senting mostly as letter ' A ' is also associated With faint coloured ·curve 
at. the ·beginning part thereof ; the ending part of this 'A • also shows 
faint colour. 



(g) About 2/. 3rds of tha letter ' M ' in its initial part shows denser 
. oolouration, while the remaining portion in the ending pan is faint. 

(h'f- The dot before figure 3 is in faint colour. 
(I) The dots following the letters ' A' and ' M ' are in denser colour." 

It- will be at 01ice . evident that these observati()n~ are summed up results 
of visual representations. · They do not amount to an expression of opinion. 
Any one can see and verify the correctness of the observations made above. 
At paragraph 3, the Examiner has then set out the inferences which follow 
from the above observations. The inferences may be set out as 
follows.:.~ · .. 

"The writing of time is not 'an original writing as • 11-30 a.m.'. The 
original writing could possibly be read as ' 1-10 a.m.'." 

He has given his reasons at sub-paragraph (a), (b), (c) and (d) in support 
of this view. With regard to the date '12/7' his observations are : 

" (a) The colour of figure ' I ' is much faint in the whole of this wriUng. 
(b) The slanting line after ' 2 ' except in its near top portion shows 

. similar dense colouration as in figure ' 7 ' with . due variation thereof in 
the tapering portions of these both viz., the slanting line and figure 7. 

(c) Figure '2 ', as it now appears, shows considerable dense coloura
tion and also the near top portion of the slanting line following it. 

(d) The curve of figure ' 2 ' does not show natural curvature 
(e) The starting of the base liile pf figure ' 2 ' is at an unnatural part in 

this portion of the figure, i.e. the base line starts before the complete 
downward passage of the main curve part of figure ' 2 '. 

(f) The near top portion at the junction of figure ' 2 ' and slanting line 
following figure ' 2 ' shows heavy· accumulation of ink. The small top 
portion above this part of this slanting line, however, does not show such 
denser colour and accumulation of ink." 

On the basis of these observations, the Examiner has drawn the inference 
that the present writing of figure '2' of date '12/7' is not an ori~ 
figure ' 2 '. The original figure in this case can only be :.1', thus ~mg 
the date as ' 11 f 7 ". The Examiner has then added that the portio~ of 
the document being time '11-30 a.m.' and date '12/7' were exammed 

· under sterescopic microscope ", and the observations, as noted down, were 
confirmed ·upon this examination. 

I have appended photostat copies of the endorsements at this place. so 
that the observations mentioned above could be verified and the diSCUSSion 
which is to follow can be fully comprehended and appreciated. 

Before proceeding further, it is necessary to mention a few m~re ~!; 
The enlarged photographs and the observations of the Exammer 
exhibited and Mr. Murudkar was asked to state whether he wan~ ~: 
Examiner for cross-examination. On the 27th of July, I asked Mr .. u: 
kar as to whether be wanted Mr. Phansalkar for cross-examma ':; 
Mr. Murudkar said that unless he consulted another expert •. it would no~na
possible for him to say whether be wanted Pbansalkar for h!s cro~~exa~ wa't 
tion. The Commission pointed out to Mr. Murudkar that It cou no 
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md~finitely for Mr. Murildkano get ready with the opitiion of another expert 
fo~ the p~ose of cross-examining Mr, Phansalkar. It, therefore, fixed 2nd 
of August as the date for the cross-examination of, Phansalkar. iOn J30th 
July 1962, Mr. Murudkar submitted an applicatio_n stating .inter_ alia i: ,-

(I) it was necessary that .Phansalkar be examined and cross-examined ... 
(2) Permission· may be granted to have the photograpbS taken of the do.cu: · 

., ment Ex. 96 and the marginal endorsement thereonby 'out expert'. ,, 
· · (3) The date {or the cross-examination of Phansalk:ar, wbich. was fiii.ed 
· as 2nd August 1962, should be adjourned (vide EX:. 873). · · " · 

Therimpon the Commission passed an order on the same day acceding 
in sub~tance to the request made by AMC!lcate Murudkar. · 8th of August 
was fixed as the date for the examination and . cross-examination of 
Phansalkar, and Mr. Murudkar was directed to have enlarged photographs, 
prepared by his expert before that date. By a f11rther order on. 31st July, 
1962;Mr. Murudkar was directed that if he wanted to examine any expert, 
then the photographs taken by his expert and the observations made by him 
should be placed before the Commission at least one day before the 
expert was examined. On 6th August 1962, Mr. Murudkar put in''an 
application (Ex. 899) stating that C. T. Bhanagey, Criminologist and 
Additional ·Government Examiner of Questioned Documents o1 Madhya 
Pradesh State be allowed to inspect and examine the endorsements on 
Ex. 96 and if necessary may be allowed to photograph them. The Com· 
mission .passed an order below the same ' Allowed'. Phansalkar 
went into the witness box on 8th August 1962. Enlarged photographs· 
taken by C. T. Bhanagey, if any, were not produced before the Co~s
sion, nor were observations produced. On that day, Mr. Murudkar made 
an application (Ex .. 912) stating that he had no experience of ha.nd-writing 
of questioned documents and that Bbanagey, who is an ·expert, may' pe 
,allowed to cross-examine Phansalkar on behalf of his client. This request 
was turned down by the Commission. The Commission pointed out that 
Bhanagey had not produced alternative photographs, nor had he submitted 
his observations. After all, Bhanagey was a professional man and it was . 
. not proper that a professional man should be allowed to cross-examine · 
another professional man, particularly when the former had riot submitted · 
his. observations. If such cross-examination was al!owed, then it. would · 
be open to one expert to ask all kinds of questions to the othet. expert,.'as · 
no ethical obligation attaches to the professional expert. A lawyer .is·c 
always expected to take an objective and detached view of the matter •• h}s 
loyalty to his. client notwithstanding .. It was also . pointed out that an 
Advocate ·can never be considered as incompetent in the matter. of .cross- , 
examination, because several experts have been cross-examined very effeC
tively by the Advocates. Bhanagey was, however, allowed to sit by' the 
side of Mr. Murudkar, while the cross-examination was going on, and wa:s · 
a:Uowed to suggest questions to Mr. Murudkar. He was also allowed ·to .· 
pllt one 'qr two questions and was. also al!owed to make elucidation off and 
on. My object in detailing the above circumstances is to point ont that 
not only no rival photographs have been produced before the Commission,. 
but that the observations made by Phansalkar based on the photographic · 
appearance of the do_cument set out above jn detail; have not been. 
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challeriged' ill' the course · of tlie cross:examination. Whlr. · has been 
~halleilg~d are the ~ferences formula~ed by Phansalkar on the basis of the 
observat!ons: The photograplrs themselves are ;revealing and the visual 
o~servatiO~s throw a good ~eal- of light upon the question under considera
tion ~~d ~ustrate. the maximum that ' seeing is believing •, . 
·' It, appears ·_·that the lawyers foi:· ·the civil· authorities, as also the 
C:oJIF!fsion's <?<>unsel, ·who has joined hands with these· lawyers, on. this 
pomt,. are convmced that the photographs are extremely · effective and 
revealing. Orie or· two photostat copies were published in a number of 
~~per.s _inCluding the-~T!rnes o~ In~a ': Mr. Murudkar made an application 
reque.stmg the CommisSion to ms!itute an immediate enquiry into the matter 
aild· 'issue notices to the newspapers concerned, ,calling upon them to 
d\sc!bse the source from which they received the above photographs and 
P,lia~salkar's observations and to take appropriate steps against them. It is 
SI~dicant to note . that the Commission's Counsel objected to this appli· 
9lltion. ancL pointed out that the Commission has no power of instituting 
any kind 1of inquiry und~:r the provisions of the Commissions of Enquiry 
Act. ·. IIi. his written ·arguments, however, the Commission's Counsel has 
complained that a lot of .mischief bas been done by the publication of the 

· facsimile of tb,.e. photograph. As poin&ed out in my order below Ex. 904, 
~ve. copies. were distributed to five Advocates and any enquiry into the 
-question would mean that explanations would have to be called for from 
these Advocates. It'. is surprising that the Commission's Counsel in his 
arguments has suggested that the question of the publicaBon of the fac
similes in newspapers require further investigation. As stated above, he 
4imsel~ pointed .out that .the Commission bad no power of making any such 
enquiry., FUrthermore, when Mr. Rege was sitting in my chamber, the 
correspondent of the " Times of India " entered the chamber and requested 
the Corriinission to hand over a copy ·of the photograph and also to grant 
~¢1.'1Ilissiori. to publish the same in the " Times of India ". This request 
was .turned down and this happened in the presence of Mr. Rege, 

. Mr. ~ege's volte-face in his argument on this issue is, therefore, not only 
surprising but also distressing. But that is not the. point which. I am 
~oncerned ·wi~ at this stage. The point to be _noted. 1s that th~ ,gnev~ce 
hsted in Mr: Murudkar's application and repeated m Mr. ReJe s wntten 
arguments appears to be that the photographs were very effective, which _is 
_euphemistic way of saying that a mere look at the photos rev~ale~ certam 
aspects which are unpalatable to the interested parties. ~ am mtngued br 
the; arg\iments advanced by the Commission's Co~s~l, VIZ., that, the pu~h
cation of these photographs has done a lot of llliSChJef. The ComllliSSJOd 
had already··seen these photographs and read the observat~ons. If anybody 
was: entitled. to· give a verdict upon these photographs, Jt wa~ the Com· 
mission .and no one else. The publication of the photographs ~ the news· 
Pf!pers. obviotisly could not produce any effect on the mmd of the 
~mmiss'ion.. If at all, the publication may have p~oduced an effect on the 
mmds of the readers- of the newspapers. Supposmg the rea~e~s formed 
certain impressions, how was that going to . affect the deCISIOn of the 
~mmission is really beyond my comprehensJO~- _What does the Com· 
mission's Counsel mean by saying that .the pubhcatJOn h~s done a Jot f!f 
mischief ? . If it means anything at all, it means that his sympathies lie 



with Mohite. · Of course, Mr. Rege has made no secret of this in his, 
arguments. Mr. Rege has advanced. a fanta,stic argument. to. justify !,he 
remark made by him viz., that the publication ofl the photographs has done 
a lot of mischief. The argument is that because of the publication of the 
photograph, Phansalkar stuck to his observations, as if Phansalkru; had made 
his observations without giving proper consideration and thought _to the 
matter ! What was after all the cross-examination which would compel 
Phansalkar to resile from the inferences suggested by him earlier in writing. 
I will point out presently that the cross-examination was not· onl? 
ineffective but completely beside the point. To say that but for the publi· 
cation, ithansalkar would have re.siled from his observations or ·inferences 
put in writing, is to attribute dishonesty to Phansalkar which was never 
suggested to him in cross-examination. This argument may lead to diverse 
inferences. For instance, it may be that the publication did not allow scope 
for making an attempt to influence Phansalkar. 

It is again neces.sary to observe that beyond ge_tting the enlarged photo· 
·graphs and the observations ·formally proved, the Commission's Counsel· 

did not proceed to ask a single question to Phansalkar challenging his 
observations in any way. The entire cross-examination was. done by 
Mr. Murudkar. Surprisingly, however; the Commission's Counsel who did 
not think it worthwhile to ask a single question challenging any part of 
Phansalkar's evidence has now relied upon the questions asked. by 
Mr. Murudkar for the purpose of demonstrating that Phansa!Kar's evidence 
is worthless. 

That takes me to the cross-examination undertaken by Shrf Murudkar 
on behalf of the civil authorities and the answers elicited by him from 
Phansalkar. The first point that was suggested to Phansalkar was that the 
enlargements made by him were excessive. Phansalkar denied tha~ 
suggestion and stated : · " It is essential for such examination and it is 
usually done." Mr. Rege has complained that the magnification was 
e:'cessive, but has not produced any authority in. support· of that proposi
~on. On the other hand, he has ignored the ·reply given by Phansalkar 
m answer to questions by the Commission, wherein he has referred to 
certain observations made by Osborn to the following effect : ,_. 

At J:lllge 70 Osborn says : [2nd Edn, (1946)]. 
(Sixth Printing, 1947). · 

" Many erasures and changes of a· fraudulent character are made in .. 
documents which entirely escape detection when examined· .PnlY with· 
t~e unaided eye but when examined under the magnification of a good' 
microscope they appears so plainly that anyone can see them."· · ' 
Again at page 335 (foot-note) Osborn makes the following observations :-

" Retouched writing and pen lifts should be exanlined · under different 
degrees of magnification by both direct and transmitted light and should 
be accurately photographed in enlarged form. Transmitted light photo· 
graphs enlarged from two t? four diameters or direct light photographs 

. enlarged from_ three to ~en d_Iameters, as the conditions require, will usually 
show retouchmg so plamly It cannot be denied and requires some excuse, 
apology, or explanation. " · 
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111, the, face of these weighty pronouncements, it is idle for any one to 
contend . that the enlargement was excessive.· 

· 'Another line of cross~examination pursued, on which the Commission's 
Counsel' l~ys heayy. stress, _is that no standard writings of digits and letters 
were obtamed · for companson. Phansalkar pointed out that he was not 
asked t~. formulate his. opinion about the authorship, and all that was 
required · of him ·was to make observations about the condition of 
the writings in question. It seems to have been forgotten both 
by the lawyers on behalf of the civil authorities and the Commissi0u's 
Counsel that no dispute was raised· by any one about the 
authorship of the impugned writings. The author of those writings was 
undoubtedly Rajput. There was, therefore; on question of obtaining 
standard writing for the sake of comparison. The only question for 
consideration was : what is the condition thaf is revealed by the enlarged 
-~hotographs of the writing as it is. Whether there are retouchings or altara
tions and whether it was possible to detect what was the original ? I fail 
to understand how any standard writing ·would be .of any relevance for 
answering that problem. It was pointed out to the witness that the writings 
of digits or letter forms may .or may not conform to the copy book style. 
After the witness· agreed to this proposition, he was asked to say whether 
it was not necessary to ascertain the natural way of the said writer, as to 
how he draws digits or letters. To this question again Phansalkar gave 
an effective reply by saying that that would be necessary only when the 
authorship of such digits or writings ·was to be determined and not when 
the condition of such digits or letters is under examination. It was suggested 
that digits or letter forms may appear to be natural to one person and 
unnatural to another as compared with the writings of other persons. 
Phansalkar denied the suggestion and stated that when dig~ts or writi~gs 
appear in a state which even on a first inspection strikes as htghly defecnve, 
there would be no difference of opinion of any two persons even if they 
be laymen· about their being in that defective condition. 

A ·good deal of cross-examination centred round the t observations Jl!ade 
by Phansalkar regaramg the figure ' 3 ' in ' 30 '. Phansalkar had opmed 
that the figure ' 3 • appears to have been made up of adding of different 
parts to an originally different figure. This view was . based on the 
consideration that this-did not show any natural pattern ID any accepted 
modified• fom{ of the said figure, particularly the top slanting line, tlie 
junction portion of the middle part, the starting ·of the lower curve and 
also the. .. slanting ending of the lower curve, all of which show thes~s 
separately added components. A good ileal of argument has n 
advanced by tlie Commission's Counsel on Phansalkar's statement ~at 
there are three accep~ patterns for figure- ' 3 '. Phansalkar expla!ned 
these patterns in very clear language and also he drew the three ~odtfie(J 
forms of figure ' 3 '. When asked to state wh~t was the authonty for 
ihese modified forms, Mr. Phansalkar referred to copy book forms ~nd 
asserted .that this was. an accepted fact. This statem:nt. w~s not fu :~ 
challenged, and it is extremely unfair for the Commtsston 8 ~unset ly 
say thaf tliere are no such copy book forms, and we have to re Y mere 
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.Jil Phansalkar's word for it~ Mr. Rege's argument also ignores lhe fact 
that Phansalkar in fact pointed to various- modified_ forms of ·figure 3 at'
page 299 of Osborn's ,book. 'Phansalkar admitted that ~er~ is_~elY. to 
be a wide range of variation in the form of figure 3 as wnt!en, by dilieren_t 
persons. When Phansalkar was asked to state whether i_t wa~ ·not n~_s: -
sa:ry to obtain the natural writing of, the figure '3 ' of the person concerned 
for determining whether there were any ;variation in the figure ~ 3 l_ in_ the 
impugned writing, Phansalkar replied : . _ r · _ _ 
- " The glaring defects_ as prevail. in the figure ' 3 ' require no further 

examination to ascertain whether these c;ould_. be natural writing 
-characteristics. They. proclaim themselves .to , be o,ther than natural 
-ones. Observation was the main point in the present case and it is the 

·crux of any Expert examination of any Questioned Document." ·. · 
It is Significant to note that Bhanagey, who was 'giving iristructions 'to· 
Mi. Murudkar in. carrying on the negative type of cross-examination, had 
not the courage to step into the witness box to deny what Phansalkar: 
boldly emphasised by saying that the glaring defects proclaim themselves 
to be other than natural ones.· As far as·.r was able to make out, this Is' 
the main argument advanced by the Commission's COunsel and this argu· 

. ment centres round the absence of any natural writing of the ·figure ' 3' 
for comparison with the impugned figure. ' · 

Another line of cross-examination that wa8 p~rsued was :- whether ·!lie 
writing of the digits and figures b,r the same author may vary from writhlg 
to writing. Phansalkar's reply in_ answer to this question is. equally clear 
an:d scientific : - _ - · . , -

"Variations in form may. be present in such writings~wri!fen on 
different occasions. Bu.t they would not show inconsistencies, parti
cularly as unnatural retouching or patching." 

No explanation whatsoever has even l:ieen- attempted or obtained in regan:l 
to the inconsistencies, retouchings and patching in the 'writing --of fi~ 3, . 
and the cross-examination was a futile attempt to create suspicions about 
the validity of the replies given by Phansalkar. · 

The cross-examination of Phansalkar then turned to 'the question of. 
the nib and the pen holder. Phansalkar stated that in view of the several: 
re·wri.tten parts, even in single strokes,· it was not possible to· state whether 
the,mb used for subsequent wtitfugs was the isani.e one· as might have 
been 1;1sed for the original Writings .. ' . ~- · 1 · ·; 1 · · . ' 

- Questions were then asked . regarding the comparison of strokes i of 
different figures inter-se. Phansalhr stated :-' · ··, · · · · • · · · : 
. "I did not take measurements of width of 'Strokes in comparison 
:beCause what was apparent by inspection: did not require. measurements. 

to further establish th~ same." ·· ·. · · · ·, ' · ··- ' · -
~en asked to state whethe_r it was ~~I essetiti1it to. elfe~ comparisort. 
lietween the broader and thmner strokes, Phansalkar stated : '- · · · 
· _ · ·: (1) That the broader strokes showed not· as one writing buf .That they· 
-were the result of more :than ohe writing ·and in some cases, i.e., on 
· some occasions, tliere w'ere frequenf over-Writings,' and' c • • • · • 
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,! · (2) the identity. of ·non-identity of the "b · m :m question was not 
a point at· issue." · · 

.;,; .· c ; 

:It' was 'vagueiy ~uggested that Phansalkar had not applied any test at all and 
,~Ci ~erely relied. ~pon visual obs~rvations; and Phansalkar replied that he 
subjected the wntmg to examination by direct light, by inclined and oblique 
Jighp ;andc by transmitted lig~t a~d that he also used the hand magnifier, the 
·ultra lens .and the sterescoptc microscope for these examinations. He added 
•that it was .?nly ~fter care~! examination. with the above appliances that 
~~e had fi~ahse~ hts observatto?s. ~e admitted that he had not applied two 
modem atds, VIZ., (I)' Ultra vtolet hght and (2) infra-red· photography. As 

,regards .the first, he pointed out that it was unnecessary because the micros
·copic. examination confiJ;med ·his.' findings obtained by examination of 
·phot?graphs and ultra lens. As. iegar,ds 'the second, he stated that" the film 
reqwred for the infra-red-photography. was not immediately available. He 
ruso. P?!nted out that in view of the frequent over-writings, there was little 

Jlosstbiltty of getting result about deciphering the originru writings below the 
:present ove:.;-:wqtings: He admitted. that in some cases it .is possible to 
~epar~te ~e, originru writing from J:he subsequent over-writing by injra-red
,,photography. But this is not possible in all cases. No question was asked ' 
:t~ him as. to. whether •it was possible in the present case. As regards the 
rexamination by ulitd violet rays,' Phansalkar stated that this is helpful when 
writings have been obliterated by chemical treatment . 

. i:._. :-.: -#. • ] ~. ' . ... . -

\ · ' Questions were : theri ~sked about· the ink used for the original and the 
ink used for the alleged . over-writing. , Phansalkar stated that he examined 
1J:he. ink for one pllrp?se and that is. to· differentiate the· intensity of colour 
~between the di.(ferent parts of· the. letters.· and be did this under ~he 
,stereoscopiC, e)lal)lination: He ,admitted that he did not examine the mk 
.rhemically, nor pid .he , examine it. under ultra violet rays. He expressed 
;his readiness to examine .the ink under ultra violet rays if he was asked to 
.do SOc by the Coimnission. He also admitted that he did not examine the 
ink under tinto-meter glasses, nor cromatographically nor under filter. He 
cp6inted •.out that the facilities for the detailed examination of the ink are 
iiot available. in· his· offiee. He, however, added that ink examination for 
l:leterminh1g. the· identitY or non-identity 0f inks. or the age of the inks !s 
)lot earned .out in his office. He also admitted that he would not be m 

•.a pos(tibntosay what was the ink of the original writing and what was the 
ink of oyer-writi~g. At the same time he pointed out that no such pr?ble?' 
WI\S. presented to .him. When asked to. state whether the shades of mk m 
the disputed writing including the ru!eged ruteration are the same, .Phansalkar 
·~tated thai they are not. He pointed out that the sha~es of mk of .the 
Jtght strokes are not the same in rul the cases. He demed the suggestion 
put to him that the stroke in letter ' a ' is of the same light shade as the 
two sti:okes in the second figure ' I ' in ' 11-30 a.m. '. Pliansalkar s~ted that 
they :Were not ,of 'the same shade and pointed out that the stroke m !~tt~r 
~a' is tighter in shade than the double stroke of the second figure I m 
' ll ~30 '. He also pointed out the difference in shades in' m ' and figure ' I '. 
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Questions were then asked about the texture of the paper and whether 
there was a possibility of uneven spread of ink film on that paper. Phansalkar 
pointed out that the texture was neither rough nor absorbent enough as to 
cause an uneven spreading of an ink film. The cross-examiner then turned 
his attention to the determination of the age of the writing on the basis of the 
ink. The witness stated that it was not possible to determine the age of the · 
writing on the basis of the ink alone. He further stated that he was not called 
upon to determine the age of the writings. He further pointed out that it· 
was not possible in the present case to determine the age of the writing because 
the time lag is short, and moreover, the quality of ink used for the present 
writing was not known. By time lag he meant the present date and the pur
ported date of the writing of the document. Then an important question 
was asked as follows :- . . 

" Q.-There is, therefore, nothing in the disputed endorsement to 'indicate 
that all the writings, including the alleged scored' writings were not 
made at one and the same time ? 

'P4ansalkaf's reply is worth-quoting : _ 
" A.-I do not agree with the view suggested, because the conditions · 

· of different strokes can be examined and as from that examination 
according to the authority of Harrison on this point, alterations 
and additions of ink lines can be stated from such examination . 
even though there may not be any considerable lapse of time 
between them. In this connection, I refer to page 231 of the Book 

-' Suspect Documents ' by Wilson R. Harrison, 1958 Edition 
(last paragraph). " . - · 

After this thumping reply, the cross-examiner did not pursue the point at all. 
It is worthwhile to cite the etire passage from Harrison's book at page 231/ 
232; ~ 

" Once the ori~nal ink has dried, ~e order of writing of any additionai 
strokes can be settled, because of the nature of the outline between the ink 
of the original stroke and that subsequently added. This enables the 
fraudulent nature of 'raised' cheques, where sums such as six and eight 
pounds are increased to sixty and eighty, to be demonstrated. If the .addi· 
tion is made at the time of drawing the cheque, there is a merging of the ink 

· which is absent from the cheque which is ' raised' after the original ink 
has dried. " 

It is clear from the above passage that, whether it is possible to determine 
thp age of the original writing and the age of the additional writing by exami· 
nation of the ink or not, it is possible to say whether the additional stroke or 
additional writing was not made at the same time as the original writing and 
that is exactly what is wanted in the present case. It is significant that although 
the Commission's Counsel has made a sarcastic reference to Phansalkar 
referring to Osborn, the Commission's Counsel has said nothing on this most 
important passage from W. R. H. Harrison. The Commission's Counsel 
has also forgotten that Phalsalkar referred to Osborn, Harrison, etc. only 
when he was asked by Mr. Murudkar to say whether he considered thell' 
works as a!lthoritative. J_:le agreed with the suggestion and added that he 
would cons1der the authonty of Scotton ' Photographic evidence' and treated 
it with respect. He also referred to another book ' Leica Manual ' by Willard 
De Morgon and Henry Lester in the context of photography. . · , 

At the resumed hearing, questions were directed to figure '1 ' in.~ 11·30 '. 
Phansalka~ ~tated tha! ~he faint portion of the first part of figure ' 1 ' was, ~ 
all probab1lity, the ongmal figure. He pointed out that he had not based his 
views only on one circumstance, but he has taken the totality of circumstances 



into -~~unt; ~i~stly,_ 9/10th portion of figure ' 1 ' is dense in colour and the 
remru~ng 1/10 ISm frunt cololl!· Secondly, the distinct demarcation between 
tile f~t and til7 _den~e colour m the first figure '.1 ' leads to the inference that 
there .'s over-wntmg m tile second part of the figure. Then a very importat1t 
question was asked as follows :~ · . · 

"Q.-During YOW: experience as an ~nd-writing expert,,have you co~e 
across ~e!lume or ~tat1dard wntmgs where there is no retouching 
over-wntmg wherem the same stroke contains faded ink at the 
top and tile remaining lower portion is darker or denser in shade ? " 

PhatlSalkarreplied : ' 
. " ~ng the ~ourse of exa!Jllnation of thousands of stat~dard genuine 

· ink wnting~,. which were exammed by me during the course of comparison 
· of other wntings, I have come across strokes varying in intensity from place 

to place. In some of tilese instances, there were noticed certain gradations 
of shades ; but in none of such intances, where there were faint and intense 
colorations in the same .stroke, there were present distinct demarcation of 
the two zones and also any difference in width of the stroke at the junction 
of these tWo colourations ; such differnce in the width .being extended in 
one of two parts. " 

In my opinion, tile distinctive characteristics, as mentioned by Phansalar, 
:!lfe. conclusive on the point at1d clearly establish that the different shades 
mdicate that writings were made at different times. T~ is because of the 
presence of distinct demarcations of two zones and also because of the difference 
in width of the strokes at tile junction of these two colorasations. · The atten
·tion of the witness was drawn to figure '204 ' on page. 372 of Questioned 
DoCUlllents by Osborn, 1943 edition. The. witness pointed out that tile faint 
at1d dark portions in tllat figure were not similar although tiley appear to be 
~o at a first glance. He then reiterated these distinctions which it is not neces
sary to discuss here. 
· . The attention of the witness was drawn to the remarks in the foot not on · 
page 372_ 'of Osborn's ' Questioned Documents '. Phansal~ar ~tated tilat he 
a~e~d With those observations, particularly because the. cau_tion 1s me~nt to b.e 
given by the author in regard to not very careful exammation by an m~xpen
enced person. In the same connection Phansalkar drew the attention of 
the questioner to remarks of Osborn at page 33 at1d the illnstra_tio'? on figure 

~-- 185 ' •. The observations of the autilor at page 333 are worth-c1tat10n :-
" Fraudulent retouching, however, is delicately an~ carefully ~one and 

often shows tile intention of concealing .the operatiOn and, as 1t finally 
appears, may be the result of mat1y delicate touches of IJ!e p~n t~ the paper 
· t different points. The important principle to keep .m .mmd IS that ~e 
more unnecessary, delicate and hidden it is, ~he more s1gnifican.t retouching 
becomes as pointing towards lack of genwneness; It someumes cannot 
reasonably be explained and accounted for when illustrated and pr~perly 
interpreted. In some Courts, however, a witness is not J?~rmitted to dis~s 
tile comparative significance of various kinds of ov~rwntm!l '!r retouching 
as evidence of forgery and it is obvious how fatal this restriction may be to 
effective testimony. 

This delicate and hidden quality of retouc~ing i~? a writing is to say the 
least, very suspicious and must be interpreted m a d1fferen~ manner from the 
plain open correction or re-making of a stroke whe~e the mk was exhausted 
and the pen failed to write, or where it is perfectly eVJdent that a part or the 
whole of a wrong letter was first made and the second letter or stroke was 
afetrwards made over it. " 
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The figure appearing on the same page, whic~ ~s figure '.185' is very si~i
ficant. It is an enlarged photograph of the wntm~ showmg ~he retouc.hmgs 
in clear perspective. If th~ qt~ality o~ r.etouclung IS much ~ehcate and lud~en 
then that by itself is an indication that It JS not. a case of plrun open correction 
or a case of remaking of a stroke where the mk was exh.auste~ and the I?en 
failed to write. The plea, therefore, advanced by RaJput VIZ. that the mk 
was exhausted and hence the retouching has no legs to stand upon. 

Phansalkar has given very good reasons as to why he considered that the 
double line in the second figure ' 1 ' in' 11 ' must be regarded as subsequent 
writing. He stated : . 

"Thus the very fact that t.he double line .starts much ~clow the . starting 
point of any of the three adJccent stroke.s, 1. e. three adjacent digits, . an.d 
that th !re is ditfcrence in colour gradatiOn and also the fact that 1t IS 

apparently intended to. r~ad a.s figure' 1 ', though it is composed of two 
vertical strokes with their JUnctiOn near the top, leads me to conclude that 
it should be a subsequent writing." 

This is very convincing and any one who looks at the double line and compares 
it with the other digits will have no hesitation in agreeing with the view expre
ssed by the expert. The~ at? ingenuous suggestion was made saying that. the 
double line may be an mdJcatJOn of carelessness on the part of the wnter. 
Phansalkar replied : 

" This sort of double line writing, possibly meant to represent the present 
figure ' 1 ', may or may not be on account of carelessness on the part of 
the writer or may be equally on account of bungling on the part of the writer." 
In regard to what appears as figure ' 3 ', Phansalkar pointed out that there 

are large number of retouchings and over·writings which have gone to make 
up what appears to be figure' 3 '. It was then suggested that excess of ink 
would give such appearance as presented by figure' 3 '. Phansalkar replied: 

"I do not agree with the proposition that mere excess of ink in the pen 
would render an appearance to figure' 3' as that in the present case." 
The cross-examiner then harped upon the question of modified forms of 

digits and figures. The witness replied : 
"Even accepting certain excessive idiosyncracies on the part of certain 

writers and certain other types of idiosyncracies, some of which have been 
illustrate~ in Osborn's stand~r~ boo~ •. it may be stated that, usually 
most wnters do conform to wntmg d1g1ts after the accepted forms with 
due allowan~e for p~rsonal variation as developed in the course of writing. 
(Osborn's IllustratiOns are on pages 301 and 299 of the same edition 
' Questioned .Documents ' )". 

I have already pointed out that the Commission's Counsel has raised a hue 
and cry saying that Phansalkar has not shown any copy book form of digit 
'3' and one has only to rely upon Phansalkar's word for the same. It is 
clear that the Counsel has not cared to glance at page 299 of Osborn's book 
in which the various modified forms of figure ' 3 ' have been mentioned. 
This is the c~valie~ fasl~on. in which the Commission's Counsel has pro
ceeded to dchver his UnJUStified attack upon the hand-writing expert. 
A~y one who r~ads .Phansalkar's. evidence in. a dispassionate way will be 

convmced that his evidence remams unshaken m cross-examination and if 
anything, the inferences stated by him in bald terms in his observations recei~ed 
full support and authority by the manner as also the content of the answers 
given by him in cross-examination. 

The C?mmission's Counsel'~ .comments in his arguments on the usefulness 
of the evJdl!nce of the handwntmg expert ~re absolutely beside the point. In 
the present case we are more concerned With the visual representations of the 
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. figure, as appearing jn the photographs and the observations flowing there· 
from. The mfercnces drawn by Mr. Phansalkar havo a close relation to 
his observations. The views expressed by Phansalkar have nothing to do 
with the usual problem which an ~xpert has to tackle viz. whether the impugned 
hand-writing simulates thed'ndard hand-writing. On such a point, tho 
opinion of the hand-writing expert will have to be accepted with considerable 
caution. Assuming that the same caution also applies to the opinion expre-

0 ssed by Phansalkar in the present case-a proposition with which I do not 
agree for reasons elaborated above-the question is : whether there is sufficient 
corroboration in the opinion expressed by him. The Commission's Counsel 
complains that there is no corroboration whatsoever and one is left to act on 
the uncorroborated opinion of the hand-writing expert. The Commission's 
Counsel bas arrived at this startling conclusion because he has completely 
missed the importance of the endorsement, • Immediate please·. The endor· 
sement • Immediate please ' is the most authoritative corroboration, if any 

. corroboration was needed, . to the inference drawn on a bare look at the 
endorsement and the enlarged photographs • 
. The internal evidence afforded by the following circumstances clearly point 

to the conclusion that the endorsement was made by Rajput on the night of the 
11th:-
., (l) The words" Immediate please .. could be written only if the message 

was received during night time. They could never to be written at 11-30 a.m. 
' on the 12th. !hey would be entirely meaningless ll\ the context of the 

happenings on the 12th viz. · that the dam had collapsed and that Mohitc 
. was in Bombay. 0 , . -

(2) Mohite has himself plainly admitted that the words' immediate please' · 
are meant for him and that they indicate that he was to tak.e action imme· 

· diately on that endorsement. • 
' · {3) The over-writings in all the digits and letters in what ' n<?W appears to 
·· be J l-30 a .m. · The first • 1 '• · in • II • is over-written. Tho second • J • in 
· • J 1 • also shows signs of being the r~ult of deliberate labour. In any case, 
the circumstance that it consists of two fines clearly shows · that it is arti4 

· ficial. Then the figure • 3 ' in • 30' is also over-written. The zero in 
• 

0

• 30 ' is also over-written. ·Again the letter • a ' in ' a. m. ' is over• 
, 

0 written. Similarly the lettl!r ' m • is also over-written. The dots after 
· • a • · and • m • also appear very artificial and their location Is at awkward 
places. One can understand a mistake in one figure or one letter 
and an attempt at correcting the same. One cannot understand mistakes 
in every 0 letter and every figure and over-writing and correction in every 
one of them. · · 

0 ' 

In view of the above internal evidence, it is necessary for Rajput to 
explain how such an endorsement came to be made if it was made on the 
motning of the 12th at 11-30 and how there were so many mistak.es in writing 
and why attempt was made to correct these mistakes. These are matters 
within the special knowledge of Rajput. Rajput has taken a stand that 
he made the endorsement at 11·30 on the 12th, and that whatever correc· 
tions he made, he made them immediately. When he took such a stand, no 
useful purpose could be served by puttin~ to him definite sugg~~ions.. nor 
was it possible to make a suggestion to h1m that he must be s1ttmg 1n the 

. office of Mohite on that night or he must have received the message, 
either open or in an envelope. while he was sitting there. To each of 
these suggestions he could only give a denial. Furthermore, when the 
Commission is exploring facts, so long as the exploration is not completed 
and the stage of recording findings has not been reached, the Commission 

H "i12-2~ I 
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has no specific case of its own to put to these _witnesses. The contentions, 
therefore, that have been vehemently raised both by the Commissions' 
Counsel and Mr. Murudkar that this case was not put to Rajput and 
that case was not put to him, has no substance whatsoever. " -

The same comments can be made· with regard to similar arguments that 
a particular case was not put to Mohite. Mohite's stand is clear. He says 
that he had not seen the message till the 13th. There was, therefore, no· 
point in putting him suggestions viz. whether he received it in an envelope 
or an open message, nor in putting forward any other suggestions. - It is 
·only.at the end of the enquiry that certain conclusions can be reached. The 
Commission's Counsel has argued that it was necessary, while they were in 
the box, to give them an opportunity of making such explanation as was open 
to them if it was intended to impeach Mohite or Rajput. There is no question 
of impeachment of either Mohite or Rajput, so far as these persons are 
concerned. The Commission's Counsel has again complained : 
. ·~ Rajput is not even asked a bold question that what he was telling 

the Commission was a deliberate falsehood, that a particular portion_ of 
Ex. 95-A was in Mohite's hand-writing and the rest was in his hand-writing, 
that he did the. over-writing with the intention of suggesting that he received 
it on the morning of 12th July 1961 and this fabrication was either done by 
him suo-motu to help the master or at the instance of Mohite to mislead 

-the Commission." 
The Commission's Counsel has raised ghost out of his own imagination and 
has tried to beat it when he says that Rajpilt or Mohite should have been 
asked a question that a particular portion of Ex. 95A was in Mohite's _hand
writing. As I have repeatedly. stated, there was no question of disputing 
Rajput's statement that the entire endorsement. was in his hand-writing. ' 
Furthermore, when the Commission was exploring as to whether the docu· 
ment was a fabrication, the Commission could not put a definite suggestion 
in cross-examination that it was a fabrication and that the fabrication was 
done for a particular purpose. ·At the _end of the enquiry on the basis of 
circumstantial evidence and on_ the basis of the intrinsic- evidence afforded 
by the document itself, the Commission can tiow formulate certain conclusions 
and if these conclusions are accepted by the Government, then the Govern· 
ment may consider as to what enquiry is to be held against Mohite and Rajput, 
and if th~y hold any enqniry at all, then obviously there will be sufficie~t 
opportumty afforded to these officers to put forward their defence. It IS 
no use complaining that opportunity has not been given to these officers to 
put forth their case. As stated above, in view of the stand taken by them there 
was no need at all of putting forward any suggestions to them, because the 
o_nly reply that one could get to these suggestions would be a denial pure and 
Simple. If those who are in possession -of special information sit tight oyer 
the same and .refuse to disclo~e. the same, then it will be open to the Commiss.IOn 
to draw such inferences as legitimately follow from the _circumstances establish· 
ed in the case. In a criminal case, it is always open to the accused to- sit on _ 
the fe!l~ and to take a negative stand. In an enquiry whose object is to ~nd 
facts, It IS the duty of every officer to help· the Commission in recording findings 
of facts. If they do not choose to render help for fear of the consequenc:es 
thereof, no one, least of ali the Commission's Counsel can blame the CommiS· 
sion for not giving an opportunity to them to unfold their stand. , 

It is idle to complain that no suggestion was made to Rajput saying that 
he was present in the Co~l!lissioner's ?ffice on that night: I cannot under· 
stand l;to~ can such positive suggestion be put forward to Rajput by the 
Co!lllDISSIOn .. ~he ~ommiss!o.n. is not in the know of facts. It may be that 
RaJpUt was sitting m the DtVlSIOnal Commissioner's Office. It may as well 
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~e :t~~t he was 'sittiiig. at: his ~~use _and he. recei~ed the envelope whiie sitting 
m his !Iouse~ ·' I:;Iow I!; ~t pos~1ble for the, Commission to make a positive 
suggestiOn on a. matter like this passesmY: comprehension? lf is agairi idle 
tq ask the questiOn how can Shaikh Hussam RaJ Aniar Go! leave the Council 
Hall? Mr. Rege has gone to the extent of saying that if the_ watchman leaves 
the C?uncii"Hall, there . will be ·an: _oppartunity for burglars to enter the 
Co.u!l~~ ~al,l _and comnut thd"t.. l'his s~ows -!o. what .ludicrous length the 
Co~mis~I<?n.s~ Counsel has g9ne m ad,va~c1ng his arguments which, according 
to hi~, ~t.ls his bound~n. duty to do, to dispel ':"hat he calls prejudices against 
the Dms10nal Conumss10ner. are we ,aej:eptmg the evidence which shows 
that there was only one watchman kept in 'the Council Hall even on that critical 
day, as . gospel ·trtith 7' AssUining that there was only • one watchman, it is 
an adnutted fact that a neighbour aqd probably a friend of Shaikh Hussain 
Raf Amar Go! 'was sleeping ·on thaf·night in the Council Hall. This may 
either be an _accident or Shaikh Hussain Raj Amar'Gol may have asked his 
friend's assistance for that'.IIi'ght,· ·Was it 'difficult for Shaikh Hussain Raj 
Amar (]ol to rouse. his friend from :s1eep and' ask him to send the message to 
Rajput eithet in· the ·Conimissioner'S office' or at hi~ house ? -.Furthermore, 
acc9rding to the evidence led on behal~ of the civil authorities; some trucks 
were _asked to· park in the· compound •of the Divis.ionai' Commissioner's office 
on that night:· Was 'it difficult fot 'Shaikh Hussain Raj A :mar Go! to request 
one ·of-the drivers· to take the -envelope either to Rajput'or •to •the Divisional 
Co!llmissioner ? _ These qu~stions suggest that unless qne is prepared to. take 
whatever fall_s: from the lips of the· witnesses, who·· are supporting the ~e 
for the'. Civil authorities 01:1' trust, several inherent difficulties are in the way 
bf:accepthi.g the"story viz!, that th~re'was•only•orie- watchman inthe Council 
!fall, that he was instructed not to leave the· Council Hall, that he received the 
:me~sage knowing that .. it was urgent and yet he l:lid not send . it to proper 
authorities: and 'that such li message was allowed to lie idle on the table of the 
head !Jlerk till the same wa,s picked up at about 11-30 a.m. op:t~e 12th by hiln. 
In' VIew of the fact that it wa~ a critical night and further m v1ew of the f~ct 
thattlie messages from the Military Engineer Gfoup were expected to amw 
and also in view of the fact-tlutt'the!Collector,himself had kept three clerks 
il:l ~is office fot teci:ivirig messag~s, it is. Ql/ite·:reasonable _to_ conclude that 
snmlar .arrangement tnust have been made by the CommiSSioner and ~o~e 
officers must have' been kept in. the Commission~r·s Offic;· for receiVIng 

_ messages. · The ·argument' that has •been: advanced. m all senoi!Sness by the 
qommissiorl's ·Counsel as alsO by Mro' Murtidkar,1tha~ no suggestio_n was made 
either to the •Commissioner: or •to Rajput :ot to Joshi, that a specific arrange
)llen~ was made and that Rajput Wl!-S kept in, the ·~ffice [or the purpose _of 
!CCeiviiig messagbs;- is devoid of substanee, ·-A ~uestion was asked to Mohito 
m. the following· term!r·:= · .. _. · '' · · 
· _-· .- ';Are you'~~gge,s,t~g that po aira~~ent has btlflri m~de for the despatch 

_to the· addressee of a' message which IS urgent, .very_ urgent or very vary 
urgent?,.. · ,_.: ,_,. · ' -· --· 

Mohit!l's answer was ' Yes '; · 
If a certain inference follows from the intrinsic evidence affor~ed ~y tll&l 
document itself and that inference is supported by the surroundmg cm:~m
stances, it is quite legitimate to draw that inference, whether _or n?t s~gges~I'i::s 
have been made.to the witnesses in regard to each and every Jmplicauon ans _ g 
from that inference.. _ · · · · ' , · ~ 

I will now formUlate the conclusions that follow from the above somewha 
lengthy discussion :--' '' _ ' · . . -· · . · · E · 
. ' (l) The messag~ at Ex. 96 was. despatched from ' the Military ngmeer 

Group and centre, Kirkee, in an- • envelope. · 
H 4782-25a 
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(2) The message was delivered by G. K. Karle, despatch rider to Shaikh 
' Hussain Raj Amar Go! in the Council Hall. · 
. (3) While delivering the envelope, Gangaram Karle told Amar Go! that 
the message was urgent and should, therefore, be forwarded to the addressee 
immediately. 
· (4) Shaikh. Hussain Raj Amar Gol assured G. K. Karle_ that that would 

be done. 
(5) In all. probability, Rajput was sitting in the office. of Mohite during 

that night and Shaikh Hussain RajAmar Go! must have handed over that 
message to Rajput. . 

(6) Rajput must have opened the envelope and must. have written the 
endorsement " Immediate please " in the margin of the message mentioning 
the time of the receipt. · . ·. . · .. 

(7) Mter this, the message with the envelope must have been sent to· 
Mohite and Mohite must have read it. 

(8) It is not possible to say when the message was returned back to the 
_office and what happened to the envelope. 

(9) The time and the date were altered so as to make them appear " 11-30 
a.m. "· and " 12-7 ". 

· . .(10) The object of these alteration was to show that the. message was 
lying on the table of Rajput and was .only opened by lrim at about 11 or 
11-30 on 12th July 1961, suggesting thereby that the message never reached 
Mohite. · . · · 

(11) Mohite was interested in securing the alterations in regard to time 
and date with a view to avoiding the reproach that he departed for Bombay 
on the morning of the 12th although he knew from the message that the. 
dam was in a critical condition. . . , ·· · 

· (12) The endorsement " Immediate please " is very significan~ an~ is 
consistent witjJ. only one hypothesis, viz., that it was made on the mght 

.of the lith and was meant for Mohite. 
(13) Mohite himself has admitted that the endorsement meant that the 

message should be sent to him immediately. In view of the fact that on 
the morning of the 12th the dam had collapsed and further in view of the 
fact· that Mohite was- not in Poona, it is impossible that anybody would 
write the words "Immediate. pl~ase" at 11-30 a.m. on the 12th. · 

(14) The evidence of the hand-writing expert shows that the ~e has· 
been altered from 1-10 to 11-30. This evidence is corroborated, if any 
corroboration is needed,'1by the intrinsic evidence of the contents of the 
endorsement, viz., " Immediate please " and the condition of the figure 
and letters indicating time. . • · · 
· (15). The alterations could not be in the. ordinary course, as sugg~ted 

by RaJput, but must have been deliberate and intentional. · . 
. It ,now remains to consider some minor arguments advanced by the Com~

s!On s Counsel and by _Mr. Murudkar. On some of these points, there IS 
remarkable identity of view between Mr. Rege and Mr. Murudkar. Mr. Rege 
at page 176 (vide his written arguments) says : .. 

" I may be peimitted to say that the suspicion attached to this exhibit . 
(Ex. 95A) was mainly responsible for suspicions being attached to every 
possible writings produced by the police and revenue officers, such .as 
Dandavate's jottings, Heble's jottings, Kekre's jottings, Faraskhana ~olice 
records and other. But the same suspicions were not extended to unsigned 
plans or scratches on the plans produced by the Irrigation Officers or even 
to the.place~~nt d.ata pr~duced by them. If at all there was any gro~d 
for any suspiCion, 1t was m respect of these documents on which a definite 
allegation was mad~ by C. G. Kale, the Ex-Chief Engineer of Bombay. 
But he was not exammed as a witness." · , . · . _ 
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tet us llOW'see what Mr. Murudkar has lo say on the s~me point ! ' ' . 
" When the ~gation Officers were under examiltation, no allegation!! 

_ ~ere made regarding any of the records submitted by them. In this connec
tion we would refer to the statement filed by C. G. Kale retired Chief 
Engineer, who had after taking inspection of the record submitted by tho 
Irriga?on Department, observed in his written statement, that these records 
contam a number of erasures of the signatures on the original plans and 
other. documents. He has stated that some of these documents were un

. signed and others appeared to be not the original papers. For obvious 
.reasons Mr. Kale was not examined by the Commission. " · 

Although the language is not identical, the substance underlying these two 
sets of arguments is the same. It could either be a case of intellectual commu• 
nion or a spiritual affinity or two great minds thinking alike. I will show 
immediately that the Commission's Counsel as also the Advocates for the civil 
authorities have fallen into the same error, which it is difficult to believe is 

. a matter of accident. In view of the importance attached by these Advocates 
on this point, I would discuss this question thread-bare and expose the utter 
falsity of the allegations contained in the two passages cited above. C. G. Kale, 
the retired Chief Engineer to the Government of Bombay, has submitted three 
written statements at three different times, the. first on 8th February 1962, 
the second on 14th February 1962 and the third on 21st February 1962. In 
t~e first statement in the very first paragraph he refers to the files shown to 
him and says : · · 

" Files dealing with the correspondence relating to the Panshet dam 
were made available to me, but I could not get the final plans and estimates 
thereof as sanctioned. For information of the Commission certain cross 
sections of the Panshet Dam, as sanctioned and as actually executed, were 
made out and they were shown to me. Among them the plan showing 
damage to the inlet tower and another one were not with the other three 
i. e. plans 3 ·and 4 were kept back. None of these plans bore any dates or 
'fascimile signatures of any P. W. D. Officers. It is surpris~g that a host of 
plans in the files bore no dates of preparation ; neither did they hear any 
names of officers. This struck me as peculiar, indeed, as all sequen17. of 
thought and planning is thereby destroyed and it conduces to i~egulanues. 
The plan submitted to the Commission had only one cross section, wher7as 
changes over the sanctioned plans were made at several places, thus leadmg 
to transition zones, the latter contributing to weakness. How far . the~e 
plans given to the Commission can be considered by them as genwne. IS 
a point. That the original plans cannot be given to anybody one can easily 
understand. " 

On an analysis of this paragraph we find that four distinct complaints were 
made by Kale : . . 

. {1) Final plans and estimates as sanctioned were not made available to 
him. . ·' .. 

(2) In the drawings of cross sections produced before the Comnnssion, 
two drawings do not find place i. e. drawings Nos. 3 and 4. In other words 
they have been kept back. · . . · 

(3) None of the drawings produced before the Comnnssion e1ther bore 
any date oi fascimile signatures of P. W. D .. Officers. 

(4) Host of plans in the files (probably this has a reference to C. D. 0. 
files) bore no dates of preparation, neither did they bear names of any 
Officers. 

It is, therefore, a question as to how far these plans given to the Commission 
can be considered as genuine is a point. 
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. As a late~ Stagtj IJ.!lJh;!S ma(je a lifth.compl~ni:~!lyillg t4\l:Ui.le,;No,)p ortJ!p 
· .register recordi~g ·la5~ levels. has no_tbeenmi~a,Ileqby .any ,oqe .. fie ha:' 

Jaised the que,stion whether th1s call be regarde~ ~s authentic at all.. . . . 
' - , /... • • •• •' • - • -·· •. I " 

· · As regards the first viz.,'tha't the final plans and estiniates,as·sanctioned were 
·not made available to Mr: ·Kale· for examination, Mr. ·Kale fiimself has given 
the answer in. ·the last sentenCii' of the paragraph cited ·above:" ·'He says· that 
the original plans cannot be 'given' to anybody· orie'can· easily understand, 
'Apart from this,· it is neeessary td remember that •such of the documents· as 
were· asked for· were made available'-to the: experts;'' · Mr.· Kale 'does not say 
that he asked for final plans and estimates and he was refused mspection regard
mg the same. All that he says is that these documents were not made availa
-ble to him. The Commission has maintained.a.register·of the documents 
·that were made available and were inspected .by the experts. , It is clear from 
this register that Mr. Kale had inspected C:,D. 0. files Nos. 5, 18, 19 and 25 
and a set offour drawings Nos. 1, 2, 5 and 6 on 29th January 1962 ... Again 
on the 30th of January 1962 he examined C. D. O.:files Nos.J8 and 19 and the 
four drawings Nos. 1;2, 5 and 6. File No.J8 contains fipa:l·pJans of the dam 
and file No. 19 contai.ns revised design values. and other data.. It. seems. that 
Mr. Kale probably was not able to find out these plans and estimates from the 
file and .his complaint appears to have . been based on a misunderstanding. 
It is nobody's case that there were no final plans or estimates as sanctioned. 
Padhye in his deposition has referred to the various.plans Exs. 132 to 146 in 
answer to questions by t_he Commission's. Counsel. In answer. to further 
questions with permission by. the Commission's. Counsel he ,agairi referred to 
ten plans, Exs. 172 to 180. It is necessary to remember that the plaris in respect. 
of an earth dam are in the. state of a continuous evolution ... It is significa~;tt that, 
the evidence givt;n by Padhye was not challenge!~ either by the Commission's 
counsel or by .the Counsel on behalf.o~ the civil authorities so far .as the pla~s 
and drawings an~ concerned. Again G, N. Pandit,.the .Chief Engineer,m 
answer to ·questions by Shri H. ~· Gokhale, tl!e Counselforlrrigation Offi.c~rs, 
asserted : · · ' · · 

:·, : .. r accorded my approval· ~~d saU:ction' to the pla::s ~~d d~sign; regarding 
the Panshet Dam.'~: . · · . . : ' . . · . .. .; ; . . " 

Earlier'_in. answer to the 'quesfions by tpe Commission's Collr!iiei,"~Pandit 
Stated.r .. '- _. .... : . .,~. : .. ·.-. ·-n~~- :·· __ ,. ".,. ·. _'~: ·-. ·.:_::_rj~}~-~~,, :-:_·! -~~ 

"The designs and plan~ .for the.Panshet D~ we;~ prepartld by the c:.n. 
0. ·After the plans were prepared they wer~: shown to mec,for technrcal 
sanction .. ", ··· . --~ J 1: •. ,-· · · . .:: .< :,:. _ _, . • : ;•; :l ~-

These statements also have gone unchallenged. It is not as if .there :were no 
sanctioned 'final plans and estimates· so far aS- the Panshet dam is ¢on<;erned: 
The first complaint, therefore, is meaningless. . The second :complaint has 
reference to the planS' produced before the ·Commission. It_ appears· from 
the i~dex submitted by the irrigation authorities that they had prepared these 
drawmgs, but they produced only four of these drawings and did not' produce 

. the thi~d. and the fourth.· These d~':"ings are prepared for the use of. the 
CommiSSion. These are not the ongmal drawings at .all and the question, 
therefore, of putting signatures or dates by the P. 'W. D .. Officers does· not 
arise. These drawings· were produced· for ready ·reference. These drawings 
were submitted on 12th January 1962 by G. N. Pandit along with his report 
Ex.· 1?. • These drawings have been· exhibited as Ex. 78. · These drawings 
were r~spected by Mr .. Kale both on the 29th and 30th of January 1962. 
There IS no substance. 1h Mr. Kale's contention, that. drawings 3 and.4 have
been kept back. Nobody had asked, for :drawings N:os,: 3. and ·4., Thes~:~ 
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drawings; •as stated above, :were not orig_inal drawings "but were prepared at 
a later stage and for a specific purpose VIZ., of s)lowing the modifications in 
the original' design, the damage t?. the i,nlet tower a,nd the s?-called prog;.ess 

_of the w~rk done and also _regardmg the permanent waste werr and temporary 
waste we1r. Kale never sa1d that he wanted drawings Nos. 3 and 4. There is 
no. guestion C?f keeping back drawings Nos. 3 and 4 because they were not 
ongi~al drawmgs and wer~ prepared for a specific purpose. I had a look at 
drawmgs 3 and 4. Drawmg No . .3 relates to the damage to .the transition 
box and drawing No. 4 relates to the breach in the Panshet dam. The 
Commission did not think that these drawings were in any way relevant or 
necessary for the present enquiry. It would thus be seen how baseless the 
charge about drawings Nos. 3 and 4 having been kept back, is. Equally 
baseless is the charge that these plans did not bear signatures or dates of the 
P. W. D. Officers. Since they are not original drawings and since they were 
produced by Pandit along with his report, there was no need of Pandit or 
anybody else putting his signatures and dates on these documents. The fourth 
charge of Kale is that hosts of plans in the files bore no dates of preparation, 
nor did they bear any names of officers. There is no substance in this 
complaint either. It is not necessary that every tentative plan or drawing 
should bear the signature of the maker, So far as the final plans are concerned, 
Pimdit has .stated that after they were prepared they were shown to him for 
techni~ sanction. He has also stated that he has accorded his approval 
and sanction to the plans and designs regarding the dam. These statements 
were-not challenged in cross-examination. As regards the last charge, Bhale
rao has explained as to why some pages were left blank and also as to why 
page No. 26 remained to. be uninitialled. Bhalerao says : 

" The register of lake levels is shown to me. The writing showing 
the lake levels started from 13-6. The entries were made by Sakhalkar. 
The entries in this register have been made in the regular course of busin~ss. 
The entries from the 25th have been taken up on a subsequent page 1.e. 
from page 26 onwards, This was done probably be~use the ~iter ~anted 
to show observations at closer intervals. The register remamed m t~e 

~ ~ustody of the S. D. 0. It is not necessary that the writer should put his • 
Initials below these entries." 

Th~se ·answers were elicited by Mr. Rege in his cross-examination. These 
answers afford a complete reply to the vague charges made by ~r. K~e. 
It is significant that Sakhalkar was not cross-examined a~ all on this pOint. 
The last· charge is so flimsy that it does not deserve any notice. 

Mr. Rege has put the placement data on the same footing " as the unsigne~ 
plans ... · ..... that suspicions were not extended to the placement d~ta. 
It is dif!icult to understand what exactly he is hinti~g .at. If a reference IS to 
the register relating to the placement data, then Jt IS notewo~hy that no 
questions were asked to any witness by Mr. Rege challenging the date 
mentioned in these registers. Mr. Kale has made DC? reference to the place· 
!Den~ registers at all. This is the state of the allegations made by Mr. Kale 
m his written statement. 

It is. surprising that the two senior Advocates viz. the Commission's Counsel 
and the Advocate for the civil authorities shou!d ~a~e I?roceeded to _ler:l 
r17kless charges against the Commission fo_r discnnunatJOn and pa~J~J. 
Without examining the substance of the allegations made by C. G. Kaleh him bee· 
Mr. Murudkar has gone to the length of suggesting that Mr. Kale as n 
d~liberately omitted for fear. that his evidence would make ~p!e~~ 

· disclosures so far as the plans, designs and other documents of the rrnga 
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department are ~oncern~d. It ~ay be pointed out _at this stag: t~at-!Yfr. Kale;s 
name appeared m the list of Witnesses tp be exa~med as an Irrigation ~x~ert. 
The question as to whether he should be exammed before the Comnuss10n, 
was discussed by the Commission on 29th June 1962 with all the Counsel 
including the Commission's Counsel Mr. Rege and also Mr. Murudkar. It was 
decided with their consent that the following witnesses should be dropped :-; 

. Mr. P. N. Damry, 
Mr. B. P. Kapadia, 
Mr. C. G. Kale, 
Mr. V. D. Satbye, 
Mr. S. R. Ranade, and 
Mr. M. S. Sohoru. 

Having agreed to drop Kale, it is idle now to contend that Kale ~as been 
deliberately kept back. It is also idle to suggest that Kale has been pehberately 
dropped by the Commission because his evidence would have been unfavourable 
to the Irrigation Officers. I have pointed out above, that each of the ~h~rg~s 
levelled by Kale, on which much store has been laid by the Commissions 
Counsel and by Mr. Murudkar is baseless. It may be pointed out ..lllat the 
Commission had expressed that Thosar Engineer should also be dropped. 
The Commission's Counsel insisted as also Mr. Murudkar insisted that Tho~ar 
should be examined and, as a matter of fact, the Commission did exanune 
him as a witness .. If the Commission's Counsel or even Mr. Murudkar had 
insisted that Kale should be examined, then certainly the Commission. wou!? 
have acceded to that request. It is very unfair at least for the Commtssw~ s 

•counsel to have relied upon Kale's allegations without trying to ~erjf'y 
their accuracy and without insisting that Kale should be examined a~ a witness 
before the Conunission .. The discussion regarding Kale's allegati~ns re_a!ly 
amounts to digression, as it has rio relevance upon the issue under constderatwn. 
I have been, however, constrained to discuss this aspect at some length 
because of the sinister suggestions and imputations contained in the arguments, 
not only of Mr. Murudkar but also of the Commission's Counsel. The above. 
discussion again will illustrat~ what has been stated earlier that the arg~mentf 
advanced by the Commission's Counsel are based on misrepresentation ° 
facts, half truths and twists given to certain admitted or proved aspects. Why 
did not Mr. Rege insist on a strict proof of the documents about w~ich Kale 
had made allegations or about which he had suspicions ? Why dtd he not 
ask any .question to any of the irrigation officers in regard to these docum~nts 
challengmg their genuineness and suggesting that there should be a oet_ailed 
investigation about the genuineness of any of these documents ? It is pe~I?ent 
to not~ that none of the experts, who were examined before the·Commtsston, 
has ratsed any doubt about any of these documents. Why did he not ~hallenge 
at least those documents which, according to him, did not bear the stgnatu.res 
of the officers concerned ? It is now unfair for Mr. Rege to make a sweeping 
charge that whereas the Commission looked upon some of the docUlllents 
produce<! .on behalf of the civil authorities with suspicion it did not at.~ch 
an:t suspicion to the documents produced on behalf of the irrigation auth<?nti.es. · 
It IS no u.se making a generalised statement regarding documents of t~Is stde · 
or that stde. !t was the duty of the Commission's Counsel to specify .the 
docu!llents Which, according to him, were suspicious and which reqmr~d 
scrutmy. Not only the Commission's Counsel has failed to do so while 
these d_ocuments were brought on record, but even in his arguments he has 
not pomted out one document as being suspicious. This itself shows that 
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the Commissioif's Couns~l was. app~o'aching this case from a prejudiced mind 
al).d bas dep~ted from the· detached 'Objectivity which was expected of the 
CoJ]ns!ll · appomted to assist the Commission. 
· · It may be J!lOin~ed o!!t that the Commission's C~unsel has devoted as many 
as 60 pages m d~scu~smg _Problems arising out of Exs. 96, 96A. and 95A. 
He ha~ started his discussion at page 115 of his arguments and prefaced it 
bysaymg·: · · · · 
' "It is needless to say that these matters are not relevant so far as the 

· "se.cond reference to the Commission is concerned; But I propose to deal 
· With them as they are matters of prejudice· and should not be allowed to 

remain unexplained." · 
At the end of this part of the discussion at page 185, the Commission's Counsel 
observes: . · 

" ~ ~ust apoiogize for devoting a lot of time to this topic of alleged 
fabncation, though as stated at the outset of the discussion of. this topic 
I fran~lY. confess that the topic is not the subject matter before the 
C?~nuss1on. The reason why I have dealt with it at this length is to 
elin?l~ate further unnecessary suspicions in appreciating the evidence and 
<j.ec1dmg the only two references before the Commission." 

The Commission's Counsel has called the questions arising out of the above 
·documents as irrelevant because he thinks that Mohite's role as a Commissioner 
was to co-ordinate the ·activities of the various departments so far as the 
precautionary measures and other arraugements were concerned. I will 
presently deal with this aspect and will also discuss the question about his 
responsibility which has been raised both by the Commission's Counsel as 
also by the Advocate on behalf of the civil authorities. For the time being, 
it is _sufficient. to note that the questions arising out of Exs. 95A and ?6 have 
a VItal beanng on . the matters •under enquiry. The fact remams that 
Mohite departed for Bombay on the morning of 12th, at about th~ s~me time 
a~ ~e dam was overtopped. As a fact finding body, the Comnuss10n m!l~t 
consider whether Mohite. was justified in leaving Poona at a moment of cns1s 
and . what effects his departure produced on the administration in Poona. 
It has already been pointed out, that left to himself, P~a~hakar ~ould n'?t . 
have even convened a meeting, which is a measure of his lllllDatunty. It IS 
n?t difficult to visualise Prabhakar's plight when he was confronted 
With an unprecedented situation created by the breach of the . da~. The 
Commission, therefore had to scrutinize the case set up for Mohite VIZ. that 
he believed that the da:U would be safe, in case, the night passed off p~ace_fully 
and that he had not received the message at Ex. 96. Mr. Rege has dis';llis~ed 
the. considerations arising out of Exs. 95A and 96 as matters of preJU~Ice. 
This shows that he was not approaching the question with an open mmd. 
He h~s frankly admitted that he regards the ~nquiry ab~u~ thes~ documents 
as futJli: and has only resulted in the accumulatiOn of suspiCIOUS circumstances 
against Mohite. He, therefore, feels that it is his bounde~ dutr to ~o to 
Mohite's defence'. Any one who has followed the above disc~ssJon will be 
convinced that Mr. Rege's approach is superficial. Furth~r, 1t w~ wh?IIY 
unnecessary for Mr. Rege to import heat and vehemence m the discussion 
of this problem. There is no place for vehemence in the d~velopment of 
a logical argument. A mere perusal of these arguments will show. how 
unbalanced Mr. Rcge's arguments are. He seems to have forgotten that his role 
was not to defend this party or that party, but to present 
~anner. Of course, it was his duty to place both s1des of the problem and to 
d_Iscuss the pros and cons of the situation. Actuapr he has ~r~sented o_nly one 
Side, that is the side of Mohite and some of the c1vil authontJes, and hiS argu
ments amount in fact to ali extension of the arguments by Mr. Murudkar. 
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iii. Did Mobite attend the dinner at the Lions Club 1 
At this stage I may refer to anoth~r i~teresting episode i.n this case wh!ch 

arose out of Mr. Phadke's cross-exammatwn of Moh1te. rel.atmg ~o the ?raftmg 
of the press-note Ex. 428. The wit.ness had stated earlier m Slm Rege s c_ross
examination that the task of draftmg the press-note was left to the Reg1onal 
Publicity Officer because he was in a hurry. When Mr. Phadke asked the 
reason for this hurry, Mohite slated that the hurry was on account ?f the 
illness of his mother. Then it was suggested by Mr. Phadke that he d1d not 
apply his mind to the arrange!11ents th~t were d_ecided upon, because of his 
mother's illness which suggestiOn Moh1te repud1ated. Then what followed 
may be set out in the form of que~tions and answers which were exchanged 
between the Advocate and Moh1te :-

" Q. Is it true that you had to attend some function on the night of the 
11th in the Lions Club 1 

A. I do not think I attended any function at the Lions Club on that 
night. 

. Q. Could you not be more positive or assertive on that point 1 
A. I am giving a reply to the best of my recollection. I am not a member 

of the Lions Club, nor of the Rotary Club. During the last two 
years, I attended one dinner held under the auspices of the Lions 
Club. That was about over eight months ago. A dinner took 
place either at the Turf Club or Poona Club." 

These replies were given by Mohite on 4th May 1962. 
The answer given by Mohite viz., " I do not think that I attended any function 
at the Lions Club on that night" was obviously evasive. He was afforded 
an opportunity to be more positive and specific. Even then, he refused to 
avail himself of that opportunity and said that he had given the reply to the 
best of his recollection. What he stated thereafter was a denial of the fact 
that he had attended the dinner on the night of the 11th under the auspices 
of the Lions Club. The performance of Mohite on this point is obviously 
not honourable to any man of his position. It is impossible that Mohite 
would not remember whether he attended the dinner in the Lions Club on the 
night of the 11th, particularly in view of the fact that early next morning he 
departed for Bombay and that the collapse of the dam took place resulting 
in a great tragedy and also resulting in a number of accusations and recrimi
nations by the public against the civil authorities. Again, it is significant 
that Mohite had not the courage· of denying straightway that he attended 
the dinner. The evasive reply given by him did betray a guilty consciousness 
on his part. Evidently he was trying to conceal an unpalatable truth. At the 
resumed sitting on 7th May 1962, Mohite told the Commission of his own, 
that he made enquiries and found that he attended the dinner of the Lions 
Club at 9-00 p.m. on 11th July 1961. Was it necessary for Mohite to make 
enquiries that he attended the dinner on that fateful night 1 The admission 
about his attendance at the dinner evidently was forced on him because he felt 
certain that evidence would be led to show that he attended the dinner. That 
is why he had to tell the Commission that he made enquiries and found that 
he a~tended the dinner on the night of t~e _11th. Every one expects an officer 
of h1s rank to tell the truth and to tell 1t m a very frank and straightforward 
way. Mohite has ·evidently fallen from that standard and he has done so 
not without an ulterior ?bject. Mohite was. further cross-examined by 
Mr. Phadke. and the followmg are the answers giVen by him :-

"I now say that the dinner of the Lions Club was held in the Poona Club 
and when I went there, the dinner was almost half. I reached the place 
at about 9-30 p.m. and I was there till about 10-30. There was a film show 
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u1ftcr the dinner. I attended it till the picture of the arrival of the Qu" 
s wwn. Even now I would not agree tl . t I d'd ccn was 
Pres. t b [ . . la I not draft myself the 

.. s~no e ecause . was m a hurry to go to the Lions Club dinner " 
Mol11te s memory wh1ch was hazy on the previous da has suddenl · . . , 
up, so that he c~nrld rem~mber all the details relating ~0 the time ofh~t~;:~~~~d 
the place, the t1me of h1s departure and the fact tll"l a f' l J g 

d tl t I d ' " ' I m s low w;~s sl'tged 
an 1~ 1e atten ed to that show till a particular stage viz. the a~ri·v,;l of 
the Queen. ~ould the~e be any more condemnation of Muhite's pcrfllrln-lnce 
about the hazmess of h1s memory, to which he tried to take recourse in , .' .· 
an~~ers, on the previous day ? This matter has been di~misscd by 'the ~vm~ 
m1~sron s Counsel as a matter of preju~i~e. , This again clearly evinces a part~1,~1 
altJtud? ~>n ,the part of tl~e Comm1ss1on s Counsel. l ran understand the 
CommiSSIOns Counsel saym~ that the answers given hy Mohite ure rdevant 
only for the purpose .o~ sh?wmg whether Mohite w~s a straightforward witness 
or not. . The CommiSSIOn s ~o~nsel does. not cons1der Muhitc's pcrforma~~:c 
a.s relevant ~ven on tha t s1gnrficant po1~t. The. rckvan~:e of this episode 
can be constdere~ also from. another pornt of v1ew. If Mohih: thought it 
fit to attend the L10ns Club dmner at 9-30 p.m. and continue to sit there even 
after tl~e .dinner was over ~or witnessing, at any rule, a part of the <.:inema 
show, tt ts clear ~h.a t he did not take things seriously, notwithstanding the 
fact that the condrt~on of the dam was .dan~erous. _lt. ~~·as Mohite's duty to 
see that the precautiOnary measures devised m the Div1s1onal Commissioner's 
meeting were implemented. Jt was also his duty to take rounds in the city 
to supervise the warnings that were being given and also to sec whether 
there was co-ordination between the activities of the three agencies. It should 
be recalled that on the night of the 19th of July 195!!, when warning·; were 
being given, Mr. Sri Prakasa, the then Governor, himself took rounds 
apparantly to satisfy himself that proper arrangements were made. The 
Governor did not think it either below his dignity or a matter which did not 
fall within his domain to take rounds in the low-lying area~ in which warning~ 
were being announced. Beyond the bare word of Mohitc, there is no evidence 
to suggest that, as a matter of fact, Mohite went back to his hou~e after the 
dinner at 10-30 p.m . . It is diflicult to pla~:c implicit n.:liance upon his un
corroborated testimony because of the evasive replies and the final confession 
which he had to make most reluctantly about his attendance at the Lions 
Club dinner. It is quite conceivable that Mohite went ho111e late at night so 
that when the message, Ex. 96, was sent to him he was witlc awake. It may as 
well be that Mohite might have gone to the Council Hall on his way from the 
Lions Club and collected the message himself or, at any rate, seen it. Finally, 
not only Mohite's veracity but als.o his memo~y are i~ qul:stion in the present 
case Mohite testifies to a certam conversation havmg taken place between 
him 'and the Collector on one side and the two enginc~:rs on the other. Why 
should Mohite's word be preferred to that of the two engineers in view of 
Mohite's attempt at suppressing the truth ? Al.ternattvcly, how_ cun we 
rely upon Mohite's memory and take the a~count gtven by ht~ of h1s convcr· 
sation with the two engineers on trust, parttcularly w~en he did not remcmba 
such a memorable event as his attendance at the Lwns Club dmner on the 
event-packed night of the II th ? 

IV. Mohlte's departure for Bombay 
The question then arises as to why Mohite should think of departing for 

Bombay in spite of having received the . messa~e Ex. 9?. Several a~swers 
to that question are p ossible and we are evtdently m the rcgton of speculatiOn. 

1. Let us discuss two possibilities- . . 
(I) Mohite did gather from the message that the SJtuat_JOn at P;rnshct 

was serious and overtopping of the dam may occur at any ttmc. 
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On the above hypothesis the following possibilities are opened out :'"-"" 
· · (i) Mohite considered that the measures designed were appropriate· 

and there was nothing more to be done about it. 
{ii) Mohite considered the measures as utterly inadequate and, therefore, 

the best. way was to run away from the field of operations. . 
, II. Mohite did not regard the ·situation as serious because the latter part 
of the message suggested that the work of bag-stacking would continue for 
the night and the work of revetment would be undertaken the next morning. 

On the first alternative viz., that having regarded the condition of the dam 
as serious, Mohite's departure is unjustified on either of the two assumptions. 
Mohite's assessment about the precautionary measures was obviously rash and 
based on insufficient understanding of the magnitude of the floods. The 
second alternative also involves want of application· and consequent incorrect 
appreciation of the situation.. On either alternatives, it was wholly wrong on 
the part of Mohite to· have departed for Bombay, in the face of imminent 
danger to the dam. . 

That being the case, it is unlikely that Rajput would alter the time of the 
receipt of the message without Mohite's knowledge and approval. There can
not be any direct evidence on a point like this, and the question will have to be 
c;letermined on probabilities. . If there is an alteration, the question is, who was 

-interested in effecting the alteration ? For whose benefit the alteration was 
made ? Evidently the alteration was made for Mohite's benefit with the object 
of covering his apathy or indifference or recklessness in making a departure 
to Bombay on the early morning of the 12th. · • 

It is the case for Mohite that he had to go to Bombay on the 12th because 
a meeting was held by the Secretary for Agriculture in connection with the 
finalisation of the Agricultural Programme under the Third Five-Year Plan 
of the Maharashtra State. Questioned on this point, Mohite in his deposition 
(Ex. 516) stated : 
· " The meeting that was held in the Sachivalaya on the 12th was to be 
with the Planning Section. Shri Yardi and Kasbekar were to represent 

· the Planning Section in the meeting. From the Agriculture Department, 
Secretary, Agriculture Department, Shri G. V. Bedekar, myself and 
officers of my department were to represent. That means that the officers 
to attend the meeting were myself, my officers, Shri Yardi, Shri Kasbekar 
and$hri G. V. Bedekar, who was the Secretary of the Agriculture and 
Forests Department. Originally, the meeting was scheduled to take place on 
the· 8th of July. I think I had received a written invitation for attend
ing the meeting to be held on the 8th. I am prepared to produce it 

.tomorrow. The letter was in the form of a circular. ·That meeting was 
postponed to 12th. The Department of Agriculture received a message on 
the phone stating that the meeting was postponed to 12th. Mr. Sukhatan
kar, Under Secretary, sent that message. As far as I remember, the copy· 
of the circular of the meeting to be held on the 8th was addressed to all 
the Secretaries and a copy was endorsed to me as an Agricultural Commis
sioner. The meeting that was convened to take place on the 8th of July 
was a regular meeting and not merely meant for informal discussion. 
The agenda was not mentioned, but the subject was mentioned. . My pre
sence at this meeting was essential.. I . would not suggest that the meeting 
was so essential that it would not brook a delay by a day or two. I agree 
that I could. have suggested postponement of the meeting. It was, 
however, With ~he Govern_ment whether to accept the suggestion or ~~;ot. 
On the 11th mght, I decided not to attend the meeting by cancelling 
my departure to Bombay and, therefore, I did not think it necessary to 
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inform Mr. Bedeka!, Secretary, that the meeting should be postponed to 
some other convement date. · My stenographer. has now taken out the 
cyclostyled copy of the circular which I am producing (Ex. 520 with 
Annexure A)-

Q. Your attention is invited to the following sentence in the circular 
Ex. 520 : ·" I trust time and the date of the meeting will suit 
you and your officer and will be convenient. Will you kindly 
arrange to call the meeting of the officers as far as you are con
ce~ned on the date and the time shown in the programme." Does 
this not suggest that your convenience was consulted and it was 
open to you to say that the 12th day, to which the meeting of 

· the 8th was adjourned, was inconvenient tb you ? 
A. The Circular, Ex. 520, was not addressed to me or to the other 

departments, but the circular was addressed to all the Secretaries 
to Government and a copy of this circular was sent to me. So 
the convenience which is mentioned in the sentence above is the 
convenience of the Secretaries concerned. The meeting was 
really a conference for discussions between the Head of the Depart
ment, i.e. myself and my officers, the Secretary of the· Adminis
trative Department, i.e. . Mr. Bedekar on one side and 
Mr. Kasbekar, who represented Planning Section, on the other. 
Yardi, the Finance Secretary may remain present during these 
discussions or may not remain present. · . 

Q. Could the meeting have been postponed to some other date on 
a representation made by you to that effect ? 

A. I will·not be able to answer that question. 
Q. Do you seriously believe that your request would have been turned 

down though strongly pressed for and supported by good reasons? 
A. I am unable to make any guess on that point. I am unable to say 

whether they would have turned down my request. 
Q. You said that you could not depute any of your s~bordi~ate officer 

to the meeting and that your presence was essential. Smce, there
fore, there could be no discussion without your presence, would 
it not be reasonable to assume that the discussions would have been 
·required to be postponed on a suggestion or request made by 
you? 

'A. Perhaps they may discuss certain maJters during !DY a~sence, but 
again they would postpone finalisation of the dJscussJon to some 
other date. 

Q. When you had already taken the decision o? the night of th~ ·1! th 
to cancel the visit to Bombay, will you enhght~n the Co~JSsJon 
as to the reasons which prompted you to revJSe the decision and 
again to decide on the journey to Bombay." . . 

(It is not necessary to refer to the reply given by Mohite on this questiOn 
anhis stage). · . 

It ls clear from Mohite's replies that he was playing upon words and resorting 
to verbal jugglery for answering a simple question whetner he could ha~e 
secured adjourmnent of the meeting. When his attention was drawn to. t e 
Word.ing of the circular asking whether the date suggested was ~nv~hnt, 
~ohite pointed out that the circular was addresse~ to the Secretanesd d 
It was pointed out to him that his request for adJournment on goo groun 
could not be turned down he stated that he was unable to make any gues~~ 
that point. At one stage' he stated that he would npt ~ able to answer . 
question.. When it was pointed out to him that m his absence no senou 

5 
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discussions could take place, he had to admit that the preliminaries would 
oe discussed, but the finalisation would be postponed. In appreciating this 

_ -aspect of the matter; it is necessary to remember that, on his own· admission, 
lie had decided to cancel his visit and it was only in the morning after he had 
a talk with Prabhakar that he cancelled the cancellation of his decision and 
again decided .to embark upon a journey to Bombay. -It:is clear that Mohite 

; could have postponed his journey to Bombay. To be more accurate, he 
ought to have done so, particularly when he had decided on the previous 
night that the should not attend the meeting. His remaining on the spot was 
more important in view of the brewing crisis, and his cancellation of the trip 
would not have affected the position one way or the other. ' 

Here again it may be 'pointed out that the Commission's Counsel has found 
fault with the Commission for questioning Mohite about the contents ·of the 
cireular suggesting that these questions were asked because the Commission 
doubted the existence of the circular itself. This is a most perverse suggestion 
to make, particularly for the Commission's Counsel. Questions were asked 
because the Commission did not doubt that a date for the meeting was fixed. 
·But the Commission wanted to know whether the meeting oould have been 
postponed. I have set out the questions asked by the ·commission and the 
answers given by Mohite in full, because here again Mr. Rege has tried to 
-criticise the Commission by saying that all sorts of undignified suggestions 
were made to Mohite and that Mohite answered them in a most·polite manner. 
The following passage is typical of the attitude of Mr. Rege on this point :-

. " One cannot, however, forget the fact that all sorts of undignified sri~s- -
t10ns were made to Mr. Mohite in the course of his cross-examination which 
al?y high placed officer in his position would have been entitled to rep~l
w_Ith contempt.. Mr. Mohite answered them :in· a mo&t polite manner as IS 
disclosed by his evidence." - . , . . , , · 

Which is the suggestion which the Commission's Cotirisel regards aS undi,gfii· 
fied has no_t been made clear ? The charge, that undignified suggestiOnS 
were made m the course of the cross-examination· .js aimed at no other•than 
the Commission.. It is pertinent to note that Mr. Rege ·did not point out 
that any suggestion put to Mohite was undignified nor did Mr. Ghaswala 
who was present at the time raise any protest. 'The Commission's Counsel 
has rem~rked that these suggestions could have been repelled with contempt 
by Mohite. Mr. Rege has given a certificate to Mohite that; on the co~trary, 
tha~· he answered these suggestions with utmost politeness·. What IS the 
politeness sh?wn by Mohite in answering the questions which has evok~d such 
fulsome pra1se from Mr. Rege ? To two straight questions Mohite has 
declined to give replies. One was : " Could the meeting have been 'pos):poned 
to some other date on a representation made by you to that effect ? And the 
answer is : !' I will not be able to answer this question." The other question 
was:- · . . 

" Q. Do you seriously believe that your request would have been turned · 
down though strongly pressed for and supported by good reasons ? -

A. I am unable to make any guess on that point. . I am unable to 
say whether they would have turned down my request.".• · . :, 

Are the~e ·answers indicative of Mohite's politeness or indicative of his defiance 
o~ evasiOn ? ·• Further, the questions and answers in regard to the Lions CIJ!b 
dmner, to which I have already made a reference also show how evasive Moh1te 
was. In fact, if the deposition is read as a whole, it will be crystal clear that 
the remar~~ made by Mr. Rege have no basis whatsoever. On the other hand,~. 
the deJ?O~ItJon r~ as· a w~ole will show that Mohite was handled by the 
ComDUssiOn With utmost politeness combined_ with firmness. . On one 
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oc~asion, when Mr. Chasw~~ rlc?culed Mohite on hls knclwledge of English. 
Ethis ~as. re~;rence to the ~stincti?n between the W'ords "continuous " and 

contin_umg ), Mr .. Rege sru.d nothing and the Commission gave him protection; 
. Mohite has admttted that he would not have cancelled his decision to cancei 
the trip taken on the previous night, had he not received the reassuring news 
from Prabhakar. I have cited the entire paragraph 12 of Mohite's written 
statement on tbfs point at ~ ear~er stage in which Mohite has put down the 
substance of his conversation w1th Prabhakar which took place at 7 a.m. 
The Collector informed him about the lake levels which indicated that the level 
at Panshet had remained constant between 11-15 p.m. on lith July 1961 
and 5-30 !l·m· on 12th July 1961 and that at Khadakwasla which had gone 
down dunng the same period. On the basis of this information and in view 
of what Desai had told him that the. dam would be saved in case tho night 
passed off peacefully, Mohite considered that the emergency had passed. 
He added that Prabhakar told him that in view of the information he then had 
about the condition of the Panshet Dam, he. saw no reason why he should 
cancel going to Bombay on that day. Accordingly, he left for Bombay by 
the Deccan Queen on 12th July 1961. I have also cited the relevant passage in 
Prabhakar's written statement in full which is praragraph 34. · The relevant 
portion may be cited even at t~e cost of repetition : 

Prabhakar states ; 
" I also told him that this level (29·60) at Khadakwasla was the lowest 

touched since lOth July 1961. The Commissioner said that there was 
. an jmportant conference at Bombay that day concerning finalisation of 
the Agricultural Programme under the Third Five-Year Plan of Maharashtra. 
State and it was essential for him to attend this conference. He further 
told me that in view of the situation having improved at Panshet and Kha
dakwasla, he would be leaving for Bombay that m_orn!ng . by the Decc~n 
Que~:n. I said that I saw no reason for him to cancel h1s tnp to Bombay m 
the light of the information I then had.". . 

Prabhakar has attributed a 'statement to Mohite viz., that Mohite remarked 
that in view of the situation having improved at Panshet and Khadakwasla, 
he ·would be leaving for Bombay that morning by the D~n Quee~. As 
stated above, the information collected by Prabhak.ar was the mformatlon of 

· ~e levels prevailing at I-00 a.m. It has· been. pmnted out that Prab~akar 
did not try to collect information about the. relative _levels of the :eservq1r and 
the embankment. The information was collected m a mechamcal w~y and 
pas$ed on in the same way to the Commissioner without understanding_ tho 
significance of the same. When Prabhakar was questioned on these lmes, 
the replies given by him are typical of his attitude. : . 

" I did not bring to the notice of the Coml!llssJOner when ~e ~ng me .UP 
a little before 7-00 a.m. that I did not have the level of the s1~king portion 
of the dam. i passed on to him such information. as ~ had rece1ved till then. 
I did not suggest to Mohite to contact the ImgatJOn. Officers for bebepcr 
Particulars. I did not think it necessary to contact Shn Dandavate. •.ore 
I consented to Mohite leaving Poona by Deccan Queen that ff~1;/i 
In my opinion, from the messages received at 11-45 p.m. ~n lith d Y Tha 
and 6-30 a.m. on 12th July !961, situation at Pans~et had ll!lproye · t 
is why I did not object to Mohite's statement that smce the ~Jtuauon ;t P~n
shet and Khadakwasla had improved, he would be leavmg for1 . om J:it 
that morning by the Deccan Queen. I would not be able to exp am w k 
~as the urgency for Mo bite to go to ~om bay. I dshw n~d C::t:e ~o~d 
him to remain in Poona. He is the supenor office;, an e sru . 

· go. I saw no reason to ask him to stay in Poona. · 
(The quotation is not continuous.) 
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These answers speak for themselves and no further comment is .necessa,ry. 
I will now cite some passages from Mohite's deposition, which will show that 

- the excuse of improvement · of the situation ·put forward, is lame and 
unjustified : 

" I did not think it necessary to ask for the latest information from Desai 
or Khursale, because I expected them to inform the. Collector if there was. 
anything adverse or worsening of the situation. I did not contact Manerikar 
because I felt that if he had anything to convey, he would either report it 
to the Collector or to me. The only information that I got from the Collector 
in the morning of the 12th related to the water level at Panshet and Khadak-

- wasla. The Collector told me that he had received reports which indicated 
that the level at Panshet had remained constant between ll-15 p.m. on lith 
July 1961 and 5-30 a;m. on 12th July 1961, and that at Khadakwasla had 
gone down during the same period and also the level at Khadakwasla that 
morning was the lowest touched throughout the morning' of the I Oth. The 
Collector did not convey to me the level of the top of the sinking portion 
of the darn; nor did he convey to me the difference between the level of 
water and the level of the sinking portion of the dam. I agree that the 
information regarding the level of the dam at the sinking portion ani! the level 
of water in the lake is material for assessing the situation of the dam. 

Q. Then why did you not ask that information from the <;::ollector '! 
A. The only answer that I can give is that I did ~ot ask that quc:tion." 

At a later stage, Mohite added that it was not merely from the infor;aation 
given by the Collector that he came to the conclusion that the danger to the · 
dam had passed away, but that he relied upon the statement of Desai on the 
pre~iol!s after-noon thatthe dam would be safe if the night passed offwitliout 
a mishap. Another factor was that it was a clear bright 'day and there were no 
rains in the morning. When asked to state why he did not ask ' Desai the 
reason of his opinion that the dam would be safe in case the night passed off 

.without a mishap, Mohite's answer was that he did not raise that question 
and accepted Desai's opinion without hesitation. Again at a later stage, 
Mohite stated : ' , 

~ 

" Prabhakar did not tell me in the course of his talk at 7-00 a.m. on the 
12th that the situation at Panshet had improved. He only rnentioned··that 

·the water level at Panshet had remained constant from I I-15 p.m. qp. the 
I I th to 5-30 a.m. on the 12th and that the level at Khadakwasla had decreased 
from 30·30 at 9-45 p.m. on the lith to 29,60 at 5-30 a.m. on 12th July !961. 
From these facts, I concluded that the situation at Panshet had improved. 
I did tell Prabhakar that in view of the fact that the situation at Panshet 
and Khadakwasla·had improved, I would be going to Bombay that morning 
by the Deccan Queen. · · 

Q. Your appreci~tion that the situation at Panshet. and Khadak.wasla 
had improved was based on the information· ·given to you by 
Prabhakar about the levels of water at Panshet and Khadakwasla. 
reservoirs. Is that correct ? 

A. · I say that it wa& based on two factors :
(!) The information given by Prabhakar. 
(2) The dam stood during the night of the 11th. 

Q. · How !s t_he ~act that the dam did not collapse during night time 
an md1cat1on that the situation at Panshet had improved ? 

A. I thought from this th3:t the danger had receded and this, according 
to me, amounts to Improvement in the situation.". • · 
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Later on·. again he :says: · . 
:' '/"} did 11;ot _mak~; a11;y .enquiry with Mr. Desai or Mr. Khursale about 

· the rat~ of smki~g .. I did not make an enquiry at the time I left for Bombay 
. as tq whether sinking had come to an end." 

· 'J,'lien a pertinent _ques~ion was asked ,to him by the Commission as follows :- "" 
. Q. i! ·Is it your case that V<hen you left for Bombay in the morning of the 

· ' : : . ·.12th; Y~~ :felt . that, as Commissioner, you did not have direct 
«:·,,, .. _responsibility m the matter ? - . . 

.d :_A • .- No •. Thatis not the case.". 
If ).~o?ite had realjy been serious to gather up-to-date information abou~ the 
conditiOn of the dam before taking a final decision for embarking upon a jour
ney ~<>-'Bom~ay,he would certainly have made enquiries either with the Superin
te~~mg Eng~p.eer .or Manerikar or with · Col. Braganza, the head of the 
Military epg~neenng party at Panshet. It is evident that he was anxious to 
d:aw ·a most favourable conclusion which would justify his departure to Bombay 
YJZ: that the situation at Panshet had improved merely from the levels of lake 
I~timated to him by the Collector, which indicated nothing about the condi· 
tion of the dam. It is significant to note that it is neither the case of the 
Collector nqr of the Commissioner that the entry in Dandavate's jottings viz. 
·~No rain'no danger" was brought to the notice of the Collector and by the 
C<;>llector to the Commissioner and, therefore, the Commissioner felt it safe 
t~· embark upon a journey for Bombay. Nor is it the case of the Commis• 
Sioner . that he felt that as Commissioner he did not have any responsibility 
legally; andJhe responsibility was that of the Collector and, therefore, it was 
not necessary for him to remain on the spot. It is clear from the totality of 
the circumstances set out above that Mohite was determined to go to Bombay 
at all costs regardless of the condition of the dam and the adequacy or other• 
wise of the precautionary measures devised by him in the Divisional Commis
sioner's meeting. I have no doubt in my mind that Mohite was aware of 
the gravity of the situation. In any case, with ordinary diligence, it was 
l'~ssible for him to post himself with the facts of the case. . · 
.. I have already attempted to answer the question as to why Mohite sho_uld 
have thought of leaving Poona that morning. I suggested two possible 

, answers to that question : Either he felt that the measures adopted would ~e 
sufficient or he felt that the measures were Utterly insufficient and, therefore, It 
would be better to run away from the field on the principle of discretion is ~e 
better part of the valour. The first alternative presuppo~es ~at . Mobile 
failed to make a correct assessment. The second alternative IS still more 
damaging to Mohite. Whether Mohite's departure to Bombay on !fiat 
morning was justified oi: not, it is clear that the attempt made by RaJ~Ut 
with Mobile's knowledge or connivance at correcting the endorse~ent With 
a·view to show that Mohite did not receive the message at Ex; 96, IS not only 
unjustified but is utterly dishonest. 

V. Mohite's :Role 

It was strenuously contended by the Advocate OJ?- ~ehalf o~ the civil ~uthori· 
ties as also the Commission's Counsel that Mobiles role ~ !I?e entrre C8:5e 
was that of a co-ordinator and that there was no legal responsibility on Mohite 
and whatever he did was in the discharge of self-imposed duty. (The ~xpre~ 
sion " self-imposed duty " appears in the arguments _of the <;ommiSSIOn s 
Counsel). This again is a remarkable case of the meeting of nunds .be~een 
the two Advocates. Both of them have referrc:d to the Bombay ComffilSSIOners 
of Divisions Act and the-Government Resolution, R. D., ~~tc:d 28~ ~~"bZ 
l9S8 and have argued that as Commissioner of the DIVISIOn, o e 

li 4782-26 
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neither any powers nor responsibility except that of a co-ordi~~tor. It .h:as 
already been pointed out that the Advocate on behalf of the c1vil authonties 
has gone to the length of contending that neither the Collector nor the D. S. P. 
nor the Municipal Commissioner is, in any way, legally liable for his acts or 
omissions in respect of the measures taken by them to meet the flood emergency. 
I have refused to enter into a discussion of this aspect of the matter, because 
that discussion does not fall within the purview of a Fact Finding Commission. 
If none of the officers mentioned above is legally answerable for what he did 
to meet the flood situation, then it must follow that the Divisional Commissio
ner is not also legally liable for what he did or for what he did not do. It is, 
however, argued that the Divisional Commissioner stands on a different footing 
and even if the Collector is liable, the Commissioner is in no way liable, as he 
has no legal duty to discharge in the matter of taking steps to meet disasters, 
such as flood. In the present enquiry we were not dealing with the question 
of the legal or statutory liability of any of the officers concerned. The question 
oflegal or statutory duty and corresponding liability has reference to 
culpable negligence of a particular officer. If any officer is charged for having 
been guilty of culpable negligence, then it would be open to him to plead that 
there was no legal liability, as no duty was cast on him by any Statute. The 
special case that has been pleaded on behalf of Mohite is that his role was 
that of a co-ordinator. It is significant that in the written statement Mohite 
has not pleaded that he, as Commissioner of the Division, was in no way 
responsible for any of the measures taken during the floods of 1961. For the 
first time in the course of the arguments that the question of the legal liability 
of the Divisional Commissioner has been raised both by the Commission's 
Counsel and the Advocate for the civil authorities. (The Advocate for the 
civil authorities has also raised the question about the legal liability of the 
other officers as well for the first time in the course of his arguments). It is 
not my intention to discuss all the legal aspects of the liability of Mohite as 
Divisional Commissioner, nor is it necessary for me as a Fact Finding 
Commission, to do so. I am referring to a few provisions relied upon by 
Advocates Mr. Rege and Mr. Murudkar with a view to see whether Mohite 
could play any other role except that of a co-ordinator and if so the role played 
by him actually was merely that of a co-ordinator. • 

Let us first of all see what Mohite has to say on this point in his deposition. 
His evidence would_best be followed if it is set out in the form of questions and 
answers:-

" Q. In view of the fact that the Collector approached you along with 
the two S. Es. and apprised you of the situation of the Panshet dam 
and also in view of the fact that you asked the Sub-Area Comman
der to render military assistance for saving the dam and further 
in view of the fact that you directed the Collector to convene 
a meeting, would it not be reasonable to assume that you took the 
lead in dealing with the :flood situation ? 

A. I took initiative in co-or~atin~ the activities of different agencies 
who were concerned m takmg the necessary precautions and 
measures. 

Q. Could not this co-ordination been affected by the Collector ? 
A. Yes. 

Q. That is why I am asking you whether it would be correct to say that 
you took the lead in taking the measures in regard to the situation 
of the :floods '? -

.4, Even then I would not admit that I took the lead in the matter. 
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Q. Shall we say that at least you took the responsibility 0 • 
e> shared the responsibility of the Collector 1 r m any case 
A. Yes to the extent of bringing about co-ordination. 
Q. Supposing, the Divisional C?mmissioner, who has a su erviso 

. contr?! over the Collector, IS present on the spot and a ~ituatiZ 
ohf cnsts h~s _developed, would it not be open or even proper for 
t e Co~s10ner to take up the reins in his own hand and assume 
responstbility ? 

A.:~ The Commissioner ~as no power to issue directions or instructions 
. · to the Collector m th~ matte.r. of dealing with such a situation • 

. That would be so ~ven if the cnsts has no relation to law and order. 
So far as p;eca1;1tionary measures in respect of a situation similar 
to a_fiood sttuaf:ion are .concerned,_ the .Commissioner has no power 
to Issue. a~y mstructi?ns or drrections. I, as Commissioner, 
can only gwde and advtse and help the Collector. 

· Q. Axe you maintaining that, so far as the present case is concerned 
the role played by you w~s only that of an adviser or a guide ? ' 

· A. I played the role ?fa co-ordinator and also the role of giving assistance, 
wherever posstble. 

Q. 'Considering that the Collector in the present case was a young and 
inexperienced officer, did you not think it your duty to take up 
the reins in your hands and take the necessary measures throughout 
the crisis ? · 

A. That would happen only if I had doubted his capacity. Government 
have appointed him as Collector who is an.indeperident authority 
to take action on his own." 

Again, in answer to questions by Mr. Phadke, the Commissioner stated : 
" The role played by me was to co-ordinate the activities of the various 

departments· so far as precautionary measures and other arrangements 
were concerned. By co-ordination, I mean the assignment of definite tasks 
to definite authorities and abo to explain the sources from which, for 
instance, the vehicles were to be obtained and the arrangement about the 
disbursement of the police force and arrangement of the buildings for housing 

· 'the evacuees was to be ril.ade. The Collector could have done all this work." 
In answer to further questions by Mr. Phadke, the Commissioner said : · 

•• I did not contact any of the officers, such as the Collector, the D. S. P., 
the Assistant' Commission~r in my office, the Municipal Commissioner 

· or the· Assistant Municipal Commissioner (Special) after 8-30 p.m. on the 
11th to enquire as to whether the arrangements decided upon in the meeting 
were made or whether there were any deficiencies in the arrangements." 

; I have .already referred to the answer given by the Commissioner Mohite 
to the question put to him, viz. "whether it was his case that.h~ left for B~mbay 
on the morning of the 12th because he felt that as CollllD1sSioner he did not 
have direct responsibility in the matter, to which he replied that that :was not 
his case. The Commission's Counsel has gone to the length of argwng that 

·_under the law the Commissioner has no responsibility and no role to play, 
but that whatever the Commissioner did, in the present case, was out of 
a sense of " self-imposed " duty. ' 

Let me take a general review of the l7gal provisions relating to the .P~sition 
of the Divisional Commissioners. Section 3 of the Bombay CollllD1SSIOners 
of Divisions Act 1957 is relevant in this connection. Sub-section {I) of 
section 3 provide~ that the enactments specified in column 1 of the S~hedu!e 
to this Act shall be amended in the manner and to the extent specified m 

' ' 
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~Column 2 ·for the purpose of constituting offices of Commissioners of Divisiom 
and conferring powers and imposing duties on Commissioners for certain 
other purposes. Section 6(a) of the Bombay Land Revenue Code, as amended 
by the Schedule, in effect provides that the Commissioner shall exercise the 
powers and discharge the duties conferred and imposed on the Commissioners 

. under this Act or under any law for the time being in force and so far as it is 
consistent therewith and all such other ,powers or duties of appeal, superin
tendence and control within their respective Divisions and over the officers 

_ subordinate to them as may from time to time be prescribed by the. State 
Government. It also provides that the Commissioners shall subject to the 

· control and the general or special orders of the State Government exercise 
· such powers and discharge such duties as the State Government may confer 
or impose on them for the purpose of only carrying out the provisions of any 
law for the time being in_force and orders as are consistent therewith. It will 
thus be clear that the Cornmissiqners shall exercise the powers and discharge 
duties conferred and imposed upon the Commissioners by the Bombay Land 

- Revenue Code or under any law for the time being in force and also all such
other powers as may from time to time be prescribed by the State Government. 
Clause 4 of Government Resolution, R. D., dated 28th February 1958, in effect 
provides that the Commissioners of Divisions shall perform the powers, 

·functions .and duties mentioned in statements Nos. 1 to 7, subject to 
any special or general orders which Government may issue in this behalf. 
Sub-clause (2) of clause ( 4) provides : 

" The Commissioners shall be the chief controlling authority for their 
Divisions in all matters concerned with and revenue and shall be responsible 
for the following :-

(a) Supervision and control over the working of the revenue offices 
throughout the Division. 

(b) Exercise of executive and administrative powers to be "delegated 
by Government or conferred upon them by law. . -

(c) General inspection of offices of all departments within the Division. 
(d) Inspection of local bodies on the lines done by the Director of 

Local Authorities in the pre-organized State of Bombay. 
(e) Co-ordination and supervision of the activities of all Divisional 

Heads of department with particular reference to planning and 
development. · 

(j) Integration of the ad]Dinistrative set up in the incoming area:" 
·.The statement (1) relates to powers delegated to the Commissioners which is 
· an accompaniment to the aforesaid Government Resolution. Statement No. 1 
lists the various powers that have been delegated to the Commissioner by the 
State. Government, and in so far as these powers are ·concerned, the 

. Commissioner exercises the powers. of the State Government. It is not 
nece~sary to refer to these powers for the purpose of the present discussion . 

. Section 6A of the Schedule to the Bombay Commissioners Divisions Act 
Jays down that the Commissioner shall exercise the powers and discharge· 
the duti~ confe!red. and imposed upon him under the Act or under any law 
for t~e tJme bemg m force and. a!~ such other powers or duties of appeals, 

· supermtendence a~d control Wlthm their r~spectiv~ jurisdiction and over 
the officers subordmate to them as may from time to tJme. be prescribed by the 

. State G'?vernment. That means that the Commissioner will exercise powers 
· of supermtendence and control over the officers subordinate to them in so far 
as they have been prescribed by the State Government. Sub-clause (2) of 
clause (4) of th7 Government Res_plution referred to above prescribes the 
powers of supenntendence and control over the officers subordinate to them 

·as contemplated by section 61\ mentioned in column No. 2 of the Sche~;htle, 
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We have, therefore, 'to analyse sub-clause (2) of clause (4) of th 0 R 
to find o~t as t? ~hat exactly are the powers conferred upon the Com~ssi~ne; 
and duttes en)omed up~n th~; Commissioner by the Government Sub
clause (2) begms by saymg, that the Commissioner shall be the chi f 
controlling authority for his Division in all matters concerned with the land 
!evenue a_n? shall be responsible for the following'\ Sub-clause (I) speaks 
of SUJ>.~~ston and control over th'e working of Revenue Office~ throughout 
the. J?~VIston and ~u~:clause (e) speaks of co-ordination and supervision of 
actiVIties. of all DIVISional Heads of Government with particular reference 

, to plannmg and development. The remaining clauses need not be considered 
for th~ .Purpose of t~e present discussion. The main power of the 
CoiiiilllSstoner, as pres,cnbed by clause (a) is the power of supervision and 
control. over the working of rev~Il:ue offices throughout the Division. This 
p~W?f IS no~ confined t~ superviSIOn but extends to control. The, Oxford 
Dictionary g1ves the meanmg of the word " to supervise " as follows :-

, .. Direct or watch with authority the work or proceedings or progress of." 

The meaning of the word " to control ", as given in the same dictionary is : . 
"Dominate, command ; hold in check." 

And the meaning of the word " control " as noun is given as "power of 
directing, command". It is thus clear that under sub-clause (a) of sub
clause (2) of clause 4 of the G. R. the ·Commissioner has not only powers of 
supervision but has also powers of control meaning powers of giving dirctions, 
commands. That means that the Commissioner can issue dictates or 
commands. A dictate or a command is a categorical imperative, which has 
got to be obeyed implicitly. If the Collector has certain powers to exercise 
or certain duties to discharge, then certainly the Commissioner can command 
him to discharge those duties and exercise those powers. In his capacity 
as supervisor also, the Commissioner can watch the activities of the Collector 
and even give directions. The role of co-ordination referred to in clause (e) 
has a reference to the activities of the Divisional Heads of Departments with 
particular reference to planning and development. The work of co-ordination 
does not come into the picture when steps are being taken to meet the emergency 
situation like floods. It is not the powers of co-ordination, but it is the power 
of supervision and control over the working of the Collector. If the argument, 
that even the Collector has no power or in any case no duties to discharge is 
accepted, then it would follow that the Commis~ioner a~o has no responsibil~ties 
~o discharge. But if the Collector has duties ~o d1scharge, then certainly 
.the Commissioner who is the controlling authonty also can assume control 
and compel the Collector to discharge the du~ies :which he is e:aUed upon to 
discharge. As stated above, we are not considenng the quesllon of a legal 
liability of any particular officer so far ~s the pres~ntyroceed1.ngs are con~~ed. 
Nor are we holding any one responsible for comma! negligence or Cl1mmal 
·dereliction of duty. Incidentally, sub-clause (e) of sub-c~u~e (2) of clause 4 
of the G R referred to above imposed upon the CommiSSIOner the duty of 
co-ordin~tio~ and supervision' of the activities of all Divisional Heads of 
Departments with special reference to planning and ~e":eJopment. That 
means that Mohite as the Commissioner of the Poona DIVISion was the. co
ordinating authority so far as the execution of the Khadakwasla project, 
which included the Panshet dam, is concerned. It is idle to suggest that the 
officer on whom the responsibility of co-ordination has been fixed by Jaw 
did not know about the progress of the vari?us items of the Khadakwasla 
project including the proposal for stren~henmg of th~ J<.!ladakwasla dam. 
It is only in this context that the question of co-ordination would come. 
Surprisingly however the Commissioner has tried to suggest that the role 
played by hlm is only that of a co-ordinator. In this case, he was JlOt 
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neither any powers nor responsibility except that of a co-or~~tor. It -~ 
already been pointed out that the Advocate on behalf of the Civil authonties 
has gone to the length of <:o~tendi~g t!Jat neither the Collec:tor north: D. S. P. 
nor the Municipal CotnmJSSJoner 1s, m any way, legally liable for his acts or 
omissions in respect of the measures taken by them to meet the flood emergency. 
I have refused to enter into a discussion of this aspect of the matter, because 
that discussion does not fall within the purview of a Fact Finding Commission. 
If none of the officers mentioned above is legally answerable for what he did 
to meet the flood situation, then it must follow that the Divisional Commissio
ner is not also legally liable for what he did or for what he did not do. . It is, 
however, argued that the Divisional Commissioner stands on a different footing 
and even if the Collector is liable, the Commissioner is in no way liable, as he 
has no legal duty to discharge in the matter of taking steps to meet disasters, 
such as flood. In the present enqniry we were not dealing with the question 
of the legal or statutory liability of any of the officers concerned. The question 
of legal or statutory duty and corresponding liability has reference to 
culpable negligence of a particular officer. If any officer is charged for having 
been guilty of culpable negligence, then it would be open to him to plead that 
there was no legal liability, as no duty was cast on him by any Statute. The 
special case that has been pleaded on behalf of Mohite is that his role was 
that of a co-ordinator. It is significant that in the written statement Mohite 
has not pleaded that he, as Commissioner of the Division, was in no way 
responsible for any of the measures taken during the floods of 1961. For the 
first time in the course of the arguments that the question of the legal liability 
of the Divisional Commissioner has been raised both by the Commission's 
Counsel and the Advocate for the civil authorities. (The Advocate for the 
civil authorities has also raised the question about the legal liability of the 
other officers as well for the first time in the course of his arguments). It is 
not my intention to discuss all the legal aspects of the liability of Mohite as 
Divisional Commissioner, nor is it necessary for me as a Fact Finding 
Commission, to do so. I am referring to a few provisions relied upon by 
Advocates Mr. Rege and Mr. Murudkar with a view to see whether Mohite 
could play any other role except that of a co-ordinator and if so the role played 
by him actually was merely that of a co-ordinator. · •· 

Let us first of all see what Mohite has to say on this point in his deposition. 
His evidence would best be followed if it is set out in the form of questions and 
answers:-

" Q. In view of the fact that the Collector approached you along with 
the two S. Es. and apprised you of the situation of the Panshet dam 
and also in view of the fact that you asked the Sub-Area Comman
der to render military assistance for saving the dam and further 
in view of the fact that you directed the Collector to convene 
a meeting, would it not be reasonable to assume that you took the 
lead in dealing with the flood situation ? 

A. I took initiative in co-or~atin.g the activities of different agencies 
who were concerned tn takmg the necessary precautions and 
measures. 

Q. Could not this co-ordination been affected by the Collector ? 
A. Yes. 

Q. That is why I am asJ?ng Y?U whether it would be correct to say that 
you took the lead m takmg the measures in regard to the situation 
of the floods ? · 

A. Even then I would not admit that I took the lead in the matter. 
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Q. · Shall we say that at ~e~~t you took the responsibility or in any case 
shared the respons1 bility of the Collector ? 

A. Yes to the extent of bringing about co-ordination. 
Q. Supposing, the Divisional Commissioner who· has a supervisory 

. contr_o~ over the Collector, is p~esent o~ the spot and a situation 
·of cns1s h~s _developed, would 1t ~ot be open or even proper for 
the Comnuss10ner to take up the rems in his own hand and assume 
responsibility ? · 

· A . . The Commissioner has no power to issue directions or instructions 
·" to the Collector in the matter of dealing with such a situation. 

That would be so ~ven if the crisis has no relation to law and order. 
· So far as precautionary measures in respect of a situation similar 

to a flood situation are concerned, the Commissioner has no power · 
to issue. any instructions or directions. I, as Commissioner 
can only guide and advise and help the Collector. ' 

· Q. Axe you maintaining that, so far as the present case is concerned, 
the role played by you was ouly that of an adviser or a guide ? 

· A. I played the role of a co-ordinator and also the role of giving assistance, 
wherever possible. . 

Q. Considering that the Collector in the present case was a youn:g and· 
inexperienced officer, did you not think it your duty to take up 
the reins in your hands and take the necessary measures throughout 

· the crisis ? · 
A. That would happen only if I had doubted his capacity. Government 

have appointed him as Collector who is an. independent authority 
to take action . on his own." , 

Again, in answer to questions by Mr. Phadke, the Commissioner stated : 
'' The role played by me was to co-ordinate the activities of the various 

departments· so far as precautionary measures and other arrangements 
were concerned. By co-ordination, I mean the assignment of definite tasks 
to definite authorities and also to explain the sources from- which, for 
instance, the vehicles were to be obtained and the arrangement about the 
disbursement of the police force and arrangement of the buildings for housing 

· 'the evacuees was to be made. The Collector could have done all this work." 
In answer to further questions by Mr. Phadke, the Commissioner said : · 

. "I did not contact any of the officers, such as the Collector, the D. S. P., 
the Assistant: Commission!lr in my office, the Municipal Commissioner 
or the Assistant Municipal Commissioner (Special) after 8-30 p.m. on the 

· Uth to enquire as to whether the arrangements decided upon in the meeting 
· were made or whether there were any deficiencies in the arrangements." 

:I have .already referred to the answer given by the Commissioner Mohite 
to the question put to him, viz. " whether it was his case that he left for Bombay 
on the morning of the 12th because he felt that as Commissioner he did not 
have direct responsibility in the matter, to which be replied that that was not 
his case. The Commission's Counsel bas gone to the length of arguing that 
.under the law tbe<·commissioner has no responsibility and no role to play, 
but .that whatever the Commissionrr did, in the present case, was out of 
a sense of " self-imposed " duty. 

Let me take a general review of the legal provisions relating to the position 
of the Divisional Commissioners. Section 3 of the Bombay Commissioners 
of Divisions Act, 1957, is relevant in this connection. Sub-section (I) of 
section 3 provides that the enactments specified in column 1 of the S~bedu!e 

. to this Act shall be amended in the manner and to the extent specified m 
' 
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· column 2 for the purpose of constituting o~ces of Commi~si~ners of Divisio':ls 
and conferring powers and imposing duties on CommtssJOners for certam 
other purposes. Section 6(a) of the Bombay Land ~ev_enue Code, as a~ended 
by the Schedule, in effect provides that the c .omnussiOner shall exe~ct~e the 
powers and discharge the duties conferred. and t'!lpo~ed on the CommtssJO~e~s 
under this Act or under any law for the ttme bemg tn f?rce and so far as 1t. IS 

consistent therewith and all such other powers or duties of appeal, supenn
tendence and control within their respective Divisions and over the officers 
subordinate to them as may from time to time be prescribed by the State 
Government. It also provides that the Commissioners shall subject to the 

·control and the general or special orders of the State Government exercise 
such powers and discharge such duties as the State Government may confer 
or impose on them for the purpose of only carrying out the provisions of any 
law for the time being in force and orders as are consistent therewith. It wiU 
thus be clear that the Commissioners shall exercise the powers and discharge 
duties conferred and imposed upon the Commissioners by the Bombay Land 

. Revenue Code or under any law for the time being in force and also all such 
other powers as may from time to time be prescribed by the State Government. 
Clause 4 of Government Resolution, R. D., dated 28th February 1958, in effect 
provides that the Commissioners of Divisions shall perform the powers, 
functions and duties mentioned in statements Nos. 1 to 7, subject to 
any special or general orders which Government may issue in this behalf. 
Sub-clause (2) of clause (4) provides : 

.".~he <;ommissioners shall be t~e chief controlling authority for their 
Dtvtstons m all matters concerned wtth and revenue and shall be responsible 
for the following :-

(a) Supervision and control over the working of the revenue offices 
throughout the Division. 

(b) Exercise of executive and administrative powers to be delegated 
by Government or conferred upon them by Jaw. 

(c) General inspection of offices of all departments within the Division. 
(d) Inspection of local bodies on the lines done by the Director of 

Local Autho~itie~ in the pre-organized State of Bombay. 
(e) Co-ordmatton and supervision of the activities of all Divisional 

Heads of department with particular reference to planning and 
development. 

{f) Integration of the ad,ministrative set up in the incoming area." 
·The statemen.t (l) relates to powers delegated to the Commissioners which is 
~n accompa!l1ment to the aforesaid Government Resolution. Statement No. 1 
l1sts the vanous powers th~t have been delegated to the Commissioner by the 
State 9~vernment, .and m so far as these powers are concerned, the 

· Commtsstoner exerctses the powers of the State Government. It is not 
~ece~sary to refer to these powers for the purpose of the present discussion. 

ect10n 6A of the Schedul.e .to the Bombay Commissioners Divisions Act 
l~ys d d~wn that the Co~mtsswner shall exercise the powers and discharge 
t e utte~ confe_rred. and unposed upon him under the Act or under any law 
for t~e t1me bemg m force and all such other powers or duties of appeals 

· shper:fitendence a!ld control within their respective jurisdiction and ave~ 
~teto ders subordmatc to them as may from time to time be prescribed by the t e ?vernment. That means that the Commissioner will exercise powers 
~s ~h~cn~.tendence and co.ntrol over the officers subordinate to them in so far 
1 Y ave been prescnbed by the State Government Sub clause (2) of 
~~use (4~ of th~ Government Resolution referred to a·bove ~rescribes the 
as ~~~~e~p~~kd•~tye~~~nt_ce a6nAd contr.ol ove_r the officers subordinate to them 

1cn mentioned m column No. 2 of the Schedule, 
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. We have, therefore, to analyse sub-clause (2) of clause {4) of the G. R. 
to find o~t as t? ~hat exactly are the powers conferred upon the Commissioner 
and duties en)omed upo_n the Commissioner by the Government. Sub
clause (~) begms _by saymg, "that the Commissioner shall be the chief 
controlling authonty for his Division in all matters con~:crncd with the land 
revenue a_n~ shall be responsible for the following". Sub-clause (I) speaks 
of su~e~v~smn and control over the working of Revenue Olllccs throughout 
the. J?~vtston and ~u?:clause (e) speaks of co-ordination and supervision of 
actlVIties. of all Dtvtslonal Heads of Government with particular reference 

.to p1annmg and development. The remaining clauses need not be considered 
for the purpose of the present discussion. The main power of the 
Commissioner, as prescribed by clause (a) is the power of supervision and 
control over the working of revenue oftkes throughout the Division. Thi! 
power is not confined to supervision but extends to control. The,Oxford 

, Dictionary gives the meaning of the word " to supervise " as follows :-
~·Direct or watch with authority the work or proceedings or progress of." 

The meaning of the word" to control", as given in the same dictionary i! : 
"Dominate, command ; bold in check." 

And the meaning of the word " control " as noun is given as " power of 
directing, command". It is thus clear that under sub-clause (a) of sub
clause (2) of clause 4 of the G. R. the Commissioner has not only powers of 
supervision but has also powers of control meaning powers of giving dirctions, 
commands. That means that the Commissioner can issue dictates or 
commands. A dictate or a command is a categorical imperative, which has 
got to be obeyed imJ?Iicitly. If the Col!eetor has cert~~in. powers to exercise 
or certain duties to d1scharge, then certa1nly the Commtsstoner can command 
him to discharge those duties and exercise those powers. In his capacity 
as supervisor also, the Commissioner can wale~ th_e activities of t~e Collector 
and even give directions. The role of co-on.hnat10n referred to m clause (e) 
bas a reference to the activities of the Divisional I leads of Departments with 
particular reference to planning and developme~t. The work of co-ordination 
does not come into the picture when steps are bemg t~ke~ to met:t .th_e emergency 
situation like floods. It is not the powe~s of co-ordmatwn, but 1t IS the power 
of supervision and control over the worktng of the Collector. . If the _argumen~, 
that even the Collector has no power or 111 ~uy case no dut1cs to dts<:h_a~~e. 1s 
accepted, then it would follow that the Commts~wner al~o has no responstbtht1es 
to discharge. But if the Collector h~s dulles to d1scharge, then certamly 
the Commissioner who is the ~ontrolhng auth_onty ~!so ca~ assume control 
and compel the Collector to d1scharge the dut_1es :Whtch he IS c_alled upon to 
discharge. As stated above, we are not cons1denng the ~uest10n of a legal 
1' bTt of any particular officer so far as the present pro~:eedutgs are concerned. 
Ia 1 1 Y we holding any one responsible for criminal negligence or criminal 
~~!li~~fon of duty. Incidentall~, sub-clause (e) of sub-cl~u~e (2) of clause 4 

f the G R. referred to above, 1mposed up<?~ the Comnuss~~ncr the duty of 
0 d ' ·fon and supervision of the achvtttes of all DIVISIOnal Heads of 
cDeo-or :na 

1 
ts with special reference to planning and development. That 

par men Mohite as the Commissioner of the Poona Division was the co
me~ns ~hat authority so far as the execution of the Khadakwasla project, 
or~t~a~m~ ded the Panshet dam. is concerned_. l_t is idle to sug~est that the 
Whlc me u hom the responsibility of co-ordmat10n has been fixed by Jaw 
o!ficer 0~ w about the progress of the various items of the Khadakwasla 
d1d . not. now.n the proposal for strengthening of the Kbadakwasla dam. 
pr~Ject ~ncl_ud•th~s context that the question of co-ordina tion would come. 
It IS ~~ Y1 

10 however the Commissioner has tried to suggest that the role 
Surpnslbng Yhi•. ·s only' that of a co-ordinator. In this case, he was not 
played Y m 1 
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cio-ordinatilig the activities ?f the Heads of Departments with re_ference ~o- :plan
ning and development. Neither the Collector nor the D. S. P. IS the DlVlsiOnal 
Head of Department, nor were they engaged in any planning or developmental 
"activity. The S. Es. would be the Divisional Heads of Departments, and 
the Commissioner can exercise powers of co-ordination over the activities 
of the Superintending Engineers with reference to planning and development. 

' : ' . ~ " ' 
· The question, therefore, that was put to Mohite in his cross-examination 
by the Commission was : Whether in view of the fact that he decided to con
:vene a meeting for devising precautionary measures regarding the flood arising 
out of the inlminent breach of the Panshet dam, he took the control of the_ situa
tion in his hands ? And Mohite's· reply was that he only took initiative ·in 
co-ordinating the activities of different agencies who were concerned in taking 
necessary precautionary measures. He was forced to admit tl!at this kind of 
activity which he called ' co-ordination ' could also have been effected by the 
Collector. He still clung to the view that he took the responsibility of 
bringing about co-ordination. Mohite went so far as to say that even in 
a situation of crisis the Commissioner has no power to issue directions or 
instructions to the Collector in the matter of dealing with such situation. 
If that is correct, then the word ' control ' would be devoid of any meaning and 
significance. Mohite's contention, that he can only guide, advise and .help 
the .Collector is belied by the powers of control <;onferred upon him by sub
!Jlause (a) of sub-clause (2) of Clause 4 of the. aforesaid Goverurnent Resolu
tion. After realising the mistake in making the statement that the only authority 
he has is to guide, advise and help the Collector, Mohite resiled from that 
position and admitted that his role was not of an adviser or a guide but that 
of a co-ordinator, and of giving assistance wherever possible. Eventually, 
he was forced to admit that if he found that the Collector was not in a position 
to control the situation either due to his young age or due to his inexperience 
he would take the reins in his hands and talte necessary measures through 
tl!e whole of the crisis. I have also referred to Mohite's admission viz., that 
it is not his case that he owed no responsibility as Divisional Commissioner 
during the floods of Poona and, therefore, left for Bombay on that fateful 
mornings of the 12th. I do not think it is necessary to discuss this question 
any further. 

Considering the question from any point of view, _Mohite's departure for 
Bombay on the morning of the 12th was unfortunate, indiscreet and the 
product of indifference bordering oil callousness to the fate of the thousands 
and thousands of citizens of Poona. It is a matter of ironical coincidence 
that the overtopping of the dam and Mohite's departure for Bombay were 
more or less coeval and in that back-ground Mohite's statement that the 
situation had improved and that is why he thought of leaving for Bombay 
appears tragic. As the C_ollector himself has stated in his report at Ex. 431! 
that the race that was gomg on between the rate of sinking and the rate of 
raising the embankment through the whole of the night was lost in the early 
hours of the morning and ~e rate of sinking over-stripped and the rate of raisihg 
the embankment by dumpmg the bags.. The Collector was conscious of the 
heroi~ struggl.e that was going on at !f!e Panshet dam through the whole of 
the m~t agamst nature and also agaiDSt the destructive forces that were set 
afoot m the Panshet dam. Was not the Commissioner aware of the same titanic 
struggle or rather cou~d he not have, with the exercise of ordinary diligence; 
become aware of th~ rn:e and de~th struggle taking place at Panshet ? It was 
c~ew; from the begmmng that It was a struggle against heavy odds. The 
sinking had never come to an end. The embankment was being artificially 
kept. a)love the ~e:vel of water by stacking bags. Are we to suppose that 
such high authonues as the Collector and the Commissioner, to whom tiu> 
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fate of I!liilions of people is entrusted, were not aware of what was going 
on at Panshet ? Could they be regarded as diligent officers, if it is assumed 
in their favour that they were really ignorant of what was actually going on ? 

·The struggle that was going on at Panshet through the whole of the night was 
a struggle to· keep a free-board by dumping bags on the sinking portion of 
the dam. The struggle succeeded to the extent that the collapse of the dam 
was deferred at least by 12 hours. It is a piece of astonishing luck for the 
citizens of Poona that the heroic efforts carried on by the military engineers 
prevented the collapse of the dam during the night of the llth. Had the dam 
collapsed during the night of the 11th, not only the so-called fragile structure 
of precautionary measures have crumbled to pieces but thousands and thousands 
of citizens of Poona would have suffered a water-grave without even coming 
to know what was happening. The situation would have been anomalous 
to the situation of an imaginary deluge depicted in Indian epics. But for 
preventing the occurance of such an incalculable disaster we must thank 
the the heroic efforts continued through the whole cf the night under very 

. adverse conditions by the military .engineers.. It is unimaginable that such 
highly placed officers like the Collector and the 'Commissioner should exhibit 
an attitude of indifference, apathy and strange aloofness towards such 
a struggle which had all the potentialities of a supreme tragedy. That is exactly 
what these officers would have us believe if their stand is to. be accepted . 

. Admittedly, none of these officers cared to go to the dam site to see things 
for himself. None of these officers stirred himself out of his house to see whe
ther warnings were properly given and in proper areas and whether proper 
arrangements for evacuation etc. were made. The most ·highly placed 
among them finds time to attend the dinner in the Lions Club but has no time 
to take a round in the city, nor has he time to suggest to Prabhakar or advise 
him that he should undertake such rounds. These officers were sitting in then 
ivory towards as if the struggle going on at Panshet was a matter of no concern 

· to them and as if the engineers were solely responsible for saving the dam. 
The theory of panic, which is a peculiar feature of bureaucratic complex, 
seemed to have paralysed the thinking capacity of these. officers and lulled 
them into inactivity. Everything would be alright if only people are kept 
away from knowledge of the ugly possibilities of the situation. ·According to 
them, ignorance is bliss and it is all to the good of the people, that they are 
continued in the state of blissfulness. The infection of blissful ignorance 
has spread even to the brains of these officers who apparently have lulled 
themselves into the belief that after all, the worst may not happen. The only 
redeeming feature in the enveloping gloom is the heroic struggle carried on by 
the military engineers through the whole of the night for keeping the embank
ment above the level of water by dumping sand bags. This was the only 
effort that could be done during the night and the rest was left for destiny 
to decide. Destiny took its hand and the dam collapsed almost with the 
break of the day on the 12th. . 

There is an anti-climax to the grim tragedy arising out of the collapse of the 
dam. 'Bhalerao wrote out a message at 6-45 a.m. on the 12th (Ex. 329) 
saying " Lowest portion topped over. Alert all people. Flood expected. " 
This message was addressed to S. E. D. I. C. (II). But the Collector was men
tioned as the informee. Unfortunately the operator did not put down this 

· message before 6-55. The message (Ex. 3&9) was. received; at Poona at 6-59 
by Shinde operator." Shinde (Ex. 462) says that he gave 1t to Tamhane the 
head operator and Tanihane says that he informed the substance of the message 
on phone to S. E. D. I. C. (II) first. Desai says that he r~ived the message 
at about 7 a.m. At the instance of Desai, Tanihane informed Khursale 

· S. E. D. I. C. (I). According to Tamhane (Ex. 467) he read out the message 
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to the Collector at 7-15 or so. I cannot understand why 'Jamhape sboWd' 
have delayed the relaying of the message to the (::ollector till 7.-15 · a.Jil. 
Prabhakar says that he got this message at 7-20 a.m. But Tamhane says that 

. he read out the message at 7-15 or so. Deccan Queen was to start at 7"25 
which was the scheduled time of departure. Was it dijficul~ for.J>rabhakar 
to· inform Mohite about the tragedy, which had oyer-taken Panshet dam be[o~e · 
the. train embarked on its journey for Bombay ? Prabhak~ (E;x. 421) c \,VIIS 
cross-examined on this point, and this is what he has to say : . .. i ; ·:·· .. ;:' . 

"I did not try to contact Mohite after receipt of the news about,the 
overtopping of the Panshet Dam. The departure time of. the Deccan Queen 
was .7-25 a.m. I did not attempt to convey the message to. Shri:Mqhite 

.. at the Railway Station because I thought it more important Jto take steps 
· for evacuation and warning etc. rather than stop ·Mohite from. going• to 
Bombay. I did not send a message to Shri Mohite at KiJ:kee or. Lonavala, 
nor did I send a car for his return to either to those places baoause. my 
attention was concentrated more on the measures to be taken.; ... Ldid 
not inform the Commissioner in 'Bombay about the overtopping of the dam. 
He learnt it from other sources and then he rang me up. " . · ' ' 

(The quotation is not continuous). 

I am inclined to think that Prabhakar must have received the message at about 
· 7-00. a.m. There was no reason why the sendlllg of the message should have 
been deferred to 7-20 as he says it was. Even assuming that he. received · 
the message at 7-20, it was still possible for him to inform Mohite about it; 
It is ridiculous to accept the plea put forward that he considered .the taking . 
of steps for giving warnings etc. more important; Prabhakar ,could have 
conveyed the message to Mohite at the railway station by senging an emissary 
or by informing the station master. This would in no way have interfered 
witli Prabhakar taking appropriate steps. Prabhakar is speaking about his 
more urgent duties, as if he himself would be required to run to the statiop. 
This illustrates more vividly than· any other circumstance that Prabhaka~; 
throughout the crisis behaved in an extremely in different and cavalier way. 
He never comprehended the gravity of the situation, nor could he realise what 
steps were necessary to meet the situation. This emphasised the. need for 
the presence of Mohite on the spot. There is another piece of evidence 
(adduced by the D. S. P. himself) which shows that the message of overtop
ping was received by Mohite himself on that morning. Bhalerao's message 

· that the lowest portion was topped over was received in the V. H. F. control 
room on the R/T link, as it was received at the Bhamburda Head-quarters 
on W/T link. Ex. 1249(17) is the report of R/T operator, S. G. Sawant· sub
mitted on 31st July 1961. In this report, Sawant says.(rendered in Engllsh) : 

"I received a message at 7-18 from the Khadakwasla Wireless Station 
that the Panshet ~m had breached at 7-.1~ ....... Simil~rly I informed 
D. S. P., Poona City, Collector, Poona, DJVJS!Onal Commissioner Poona 
Municipal Commissioner, Poo~a on phone on my responsibility' at 1-20: 
All these officers personally rece1ved these phone messages. " · '· . 

This report was tendered and admitted in evidence after the lOth Augus{J962 
. pursuant . to the ~mmi~sion's order Ex. ~23. There was, therefore, no 
.. opportumty of putting this ~tat~ment to Mohite. Had it been put to Mohite, 

perhaps he would have demed It. But after all the report is a near contem
poraneous do~~ent an~. was admitted at the instance of the Advocate on 

,behalf of !h.~ Civil authorities. That .means that the civil authorities, who have 
" put up a JOmt case want to rely on It. The contents of the report, therefore 

must be taken as true. .If the conten~ of the report are ture, then it me~ 
that Sawant personally informed Mohite about the over-topp~g of. the dam. 
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-In other words, Mohite departed for Bombay, after learning about tb.tl over
topping of the dam. 'Studious attempt has been made to deny any knowledge 
_by Mohite about the overtopping of the dam. : · Sawant's report lends an entirely 
new complexion to Mohite's departure for Bombay on the fateful morning.: 
Does this not indicate that he wanted to run away from responsibility ? 
~ . 1 
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SECTION 19. 

MEASURES TAKEN AFrER THE DAM WAS OVERTOPPED 

I. The attempt of the civil authorities to understand the situation 
the Panshet dam was overtopped at· about· 6-30 · a:ni. ~D.· the 12th. The 

message in regard to the same was sent by Bhalerao at 6-45 a.m. to which 
a reference has already been made. According to the Collector, he received 
this message at about 7-20. The Collector in his written statement at para
graph 38 says that he at once telephoned to his Deputy Chitnis at the emer
gency control room asking him not to leave the control room as he had 
received the message that. the dam had been overtopped. He also !15ked 
him to warn everyone and to put into action all the arrangements preVIpusly 
made. Mr. Heble also says that he learnt about this event at about 7-2~ 
from the wireless operator on phone. According to S. B. Kulkarni, the Mum
cipal Commissioner, he got the news that the dam was overtopped at about 
7-30 a.m. from some unidentified source. It is now interesting to see what 
were the reactions of these 3 principal authorities and what measures they 

· devised on receipt of this news. 

Prabhakar in his written statement at paragraph 41 says that at about 
7-30 he rang up D. S. P. and enquired whether he (the D. S. P.) had received 
the message about the Paushet dam having breached. The D. S. P .. confirmed 
having received the message and told the Collector that he had immediately 

· taken action and had issued instructions to his staff to warn the people as 
well as to start evacuation operations. The Collector then rang up tl;le Police 
Inspector, Poona Rural, and after having informed him about the over
topping of the Panshet dam asked him to arrange to control traffic on the , 
Khadakwasla-Panshet Road in view of the expected floods. The next step 
which the Collector took was to inform Major Kadar Ahmed, Security Officer, 

. N. D. A., at 7-40 about the overtopping of the Panshet dam. Immediately 
thereafter he rang up Brig. Bedi, Sub-Area Commander, Poona, and requested 
him to warn all units on the river banks and also to inform the executive officers 
of Poona and Kirkee cantonments about the heavy floods expected. The 
Collector continued to receive telephone calls from officials and non-officials 
enquirying whether the Panshet dam had breached. He received also a call 
from R. D. Kale of Pulachi Wadi who complained that there were not enough 
people to carry the moveables of the residents in the area of Pulachi Wadi to 
the trucks and to the places to which they were to be shifted. Kale having 
requested for some help in that connection the Collector rang up the Deputy 
Chitnis at the emergency control room to send men to render assistance for 
the removal of the belongings also. This was at about 8-00 a.m. It was at 
8-45 a.m. that the Collector reached the Municipal Corporation Building. 
I will refer to the Collector's activities after he went to the Corporation build
ing a little later. 

In the mean time it. is necessary to refer to the reactions of the D. S. P. 
The D. S. P. states in his written statement at paragraph 19 that when he asked 
the Home ~pector t~ warn the inhabitants. of the flood threatened areas 
and to put mto operation the scheme drawn up the previous night, ho (the 
Home Inspector) informed him that he (the Home Inspector) had already 
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arranged to seild out the loud-speaker vehicles as also the wireless mobiles for 
warning the people in the flood threatened areas that the dam had breached 
and that they should vacate without delay.. The Home Inspector also told the 
D. S .. P. tha~ tlle Police personnel detailed for the Bandobast had already 
gon_e mto aCtion. · He then proceeded to the Motor Transport Section of the 
P~lice Headqua~s. At that place he examined the transport position. and 
directed the Police Sub-Inspector, Motor Transport, to see that every available 
vehicle was kept in readiness to move into action as and when necessary. 
He also directed him to send the second Police vehicle fitted with loud-speaker 
on a warning round. At the Headquarters he informed the Reserve Police 
Inspector and two Reserve Sub-Inspectors that the Panshet dam had breached 

· ll!ld heavy floods were expected. He, therefore, directed them to follow him 
tO the emergency control room with 75 policemen from the reserve at the Head
quarters. The D. S. P. then reached the emergency control room at ·about 
7-40 a.m. ·He met Home Inspector Kekre, who had arrived there earlier: 
The Home Inspector informed him that he had directed the officer in charge 
of the V. H. F. control room to telephone all Police Stations and chowkies 
to warn people in their jurisdiction that the Panshet dam had breached, and 
that heavy floods were expected and that they _should evacuate immediately 
to places of safety with their belongings. After giving some more instructions 
to, the Police personnel the D.S.P. took a round of Asha Nagar, Pulachi Wadi, 
Narayan Peth and Shanwar Peth. After iinishing his rounds of the flood 
threatened areas he returned to the emergency control room at 9•45 a.m. 
and joined the Collector, the Municipal Commissioner, the Assistant Municipal· 
-Commissioner and the City Engineer who had mean while arrived there. 
Soon afterwards, the Mayor also arrived at the emergency control room. · 

The Municipal Commissioner, according to his written statement, who 
learnt about the breach of the Panshet dam at about 7-30 a.m. telephoned 
to Darp and conveyed to him the news he had received. The Assistant 
Municipal ·Commissioner (Special) told Kulkarni that he had already 
received -the message and that he was himself proceeding to the Corporation 
Office immediately. At about 8-15 he went to the Corporation Office 
where he met Darp. Some time thereafter he paid a visit to Pulachi 
Wadi where he. noticed that the evacuation was almost completed. While he 
was at Pulachi Wadi he learnt that the Collector had arrived in the Corpora
tion. Building and that he wanted to discuss certain matters with the Municipal 
Commissioner. The Municipal Commissioner immediately therefore, returned 
-to the Corporation office to meet him. . 

Before discussing the measures that were set afoot by the various authorities, 
it is necessary to refer to the talk that . took place between Manerikar, the 
Additional Chief Engineer and the Collector at about 7-20 a. m. The 
~ollector at paragraph 39 of his written statement says that Manerikar 
informed him on phone that the Panshet dam had overtopped. The Collec
;tor informed him that he had already received the message and that the 
previously arranged programme for warning and evacuating the people ha~ 
been set in motion. Prabhakar was questioned as to whether he asked Manen
kar about the extent of floods and Prabhakar stated that he did l).Ot ask 
Manerikar about the extent of the floods. He added that Manerikar on his 

;owif. part did. not say anything about it. The Collector admitted that he 
·apprised 'him about the measures of warning and of evacuation taken by 
'the civil authorities. With reference to the talk that took place between the 
·collector and Manerikar · Manerikar gives a somewhat different version in 
·his written statement- ' · · 

. , " The Collector said that he had already received the message and that he 
Would be doing the needful and would be evacuating people in one and 
a· half mile ·wide belt along the river in the rural area. I expressed the 
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.opinion that likewise the people in Poona urban area-should be moved 
. , to the localities at high levels." · , 
The passage in Manerikar's statement cited above was put to the Collector 
a:nd he was asked to say whether that was correct. ~e C_ollector stated that 
he did not mention the distance· i. e. one and a half mile Wide belt but that he 
only said that people of the river side villages would be evacuated and so far 
as Poona area was concerned people living in low lyi!lg areas ~ould be 
evacuated. He admits that _ Manerikar suggested to him that 'CitJze~· of 
Poona living in low lying \\teas should be evacuated ~o !Jigh level~. Manerikar 
was examined at a later stage before the Colll!lllssiOn and m answer. 'to 
questions of Ghaswala, Manerikar stated as follows := · ' 

" The Collector mentioned to me on the 12th that he would be evacuat
ing people within a strip of a mile and a half along the river. I understood 
him to mean that this meant 6 furlongs on each side of the river." ' 

Q. Is it ture that the Collector's statement was restricted .to the rural area 
ouly and not to the City of Poona ? 

. A. No, that is not true. 
My attention is invited to the following sentence at paragraph 16 of my 

statement:-
" The Collector said that he had already received the message and that. 

he would be doing the needful and would be evacuating people in one and 
a half mile wide belt along the river in the rural area." . 
A. That is correct. But the Collector mentioned the rural areas Jirst. 

I immediately told him that similar action was necessary in the City 
and I added that the people should be moved to localities at high 
levels. The Collector did not mention the belt of a .:miJ.e and 

. a half so far as the City area was concerned. I, however, told 
him that he should do likewise so far .as the city area was concern~. 
By ' likewise ' I meant that people living within a belt of a :mile 
and a half of the river in the City ·should also be evacuated. I 
mentioned to the Collector that action similar to the one taken in 

. regard to the Rural area was also called for in the City area and 
in addition I told him that people should be moved to localities 
at high levels. I considered the belt of a mile and a half area as 
adequate in the state of our knowledge. The belt of one mile would 
also have been adequate for the purpose of precaution ·and 
evacuation.. This was based on pure and simple gness work and 
not on any calculations. The Collector did not ask for any 
explanation of the localities at high levels nor did I offer anyone 
in addition to the belt." . · 

" It is necessary to remember that these answers were got elucidated in cross~ 
e~mination by the counsel on behalf of the civil authorities. I have already 
discussed the question about the possibility of Collector telling Desai and 
Khursale on the previous day that he would be giving warnings within a belt of 
four furlongs on each side of the river and pointed out that even without 
any kind of calculations or technical knowledge or hydraulic data W is 
necessary for an administrator to make some sort of emperical or pragmatic 
gness about the poss1ble spread of water. If Manerikar's evidence is 
believed then the Collector made a similar statement to him with this diffe
rencet~at insteaao_ffourfurlongs oneachside hem~tionedsix furlongs on 
each ~1de of the r1ver. Although the Collector has denied having made 
any such state~ent t_o Man7rikar, it .is difficult to disbelieve Manerikar's 
~Mdence on this . pomt particular.ly. when .we take into l!-CCOunt the evidence 
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of Gadkary aild also the fact that at a later stage an attempt was made by 
Kulkarni ·and Prabhakar to assess the extent of floods with the aid of maps in · 
the Corporation building in the afternoon of the 12th. . 

Ga~y who was then IJirector 'of Minor · trrigation had gone to _the 
Insp~~tion ~ungalow .at about 8-40 or so ·where he met V. B. Manerikar, 
Additional Chief Engmeer, N. V. Khursale, S. V. Desai R. V. Tambe 
and M.G. Padhye, all,Superintending Engineers. At about· 9-15 a.m. 
Prabha:J<;ar rang up Manerikar and had some talk with him. Gadkary asked 
Manerikar to request Prabhakat to hold on for some time so that he could 
talk .to Prabhakar. ~ccordinglJ: Ga~kary talked to Prabhakar on phone 
and !-ll the. course of this co.nversat10n w~th Prabhakar the latter told Gadkary, 
that warmng to people m about a ll:J.i!e and a half strip along the Mutha 
river was given. Prabhakar admitted that Manerikar rang him up at 9-15 
:a!!d that at the same time he had a talk with Gadkary. He has of course 
denied that he told Gadkary that warnings were given to localities within 
a belt of a ll:J.i!e and a half from the bank of the Mutha river. This is what 
Prabhakar says in his deposition : 

" At about 9-15 a. m., I rang up Manerikar from the control room. At 
that time, Gadkary, Director of Minor Irrigation, also spoke on the 
phone. 
My attention is invited to the sentence in written statement of Gadkary :-

. 'He (Prabhakar) also told me that warning was given in about a ll:J.i!e 
and a half strip along the Mutha river. As regards the Poona City area 
he stated that he had .made arrangements for evacuation of people in 
the banks.' 
I did not mention the distance of a ll:J.i!e and a half out I told Gadkary 

exactly the same thing as I told Manerikar." 

Assuming that Manerikar was an interested witness the question remains 
as to why Gadkary should attribute.tq Prabhakar a false statement, namely, · 
that he had already given warnings to localities within a belt of a ll:J.i!e and 
a half of the Mutha river. It is significant that although the Commission's . 
counsel asked questions to Gadkary on this point no questions were asked 
·whatsoever by the counsel . on behalf of the civil authorities chaiiengfng 
the veracity of Gadkary. This is what Gadkery says in answer to questions 
by the Commission's counsel : · ·· · · 

" I had a talk with Prabhakar on the morning of the 12th only as an 
old friend and had. asked him whether be had given warning and .taken 

· necessary steps. I did not, therefore, discuss the matter further when he 
- told me that warnings were given in a strip of a mile and a half and arrange-

ments for evacuation of the people on the banks were made." 

· No reason whatsoever has been shown as to why a man of Gadkary's position 
should come forward to attribute a false statement to Prabhakar. It is neces
sary to remember that at the time when Gadkary gave evidence, he had retired 
-from service. He had no interest or stake in the present inquiry. If Gadkary's 
evidence is believed, then it throws a flood of -light on the following two im- · 
portant questions, namely, whether it is likely that Prabhakar would tell Desai 
and Khursale on the morning of the lith that he would warn within a belt 
of one ll:J.i!e (i.e. four furlongs on each side of the river), and whether Jle would 
tell Manerikar soon after the breach of the dam that he had made arrangements 
for the warnings being given within a belt ofa ll:J.i!e and a half. As the evidence 
discloses, Prabhakar had not carried out these promises and that the assu
rances given by him a~nted to merely empty boasts. 
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-In the same context, I would take ~P the question of the admitted ·attempts 
made by Prabhakar, and Kulkarni, in assessing the extent of floods after the 
receipt of Bhalerao's message at 10-00 a.m. saying that _people shou~d be 
evacuated to highest places. We are told that at that time Kulkarru and 
Prabhakar made frantic efforts to obtain a contour map. This is what 
Prabhakar says·: · 

. "I and the Municipal Commissioner wanted to ascertain the _areas whi~h 
were likely to be affected by the floods and for that purpose we tned to obtam 
a contour map from · Corporation office. This attempt was made. after 
the message was received from Panshet that schools and colleges should be 
closed and people evacuated to higher places. At that time the water had 
just started entering Shivaji Akhada. Although I knew that we could 
not ascertain the extent of the floods or the levels to which they would rise 
in the City, still we were trying to make some efforts on an arbitrary basis. 
It was a blind guess. Though the engineers had told me that it was not 
possible to estimate the extent of floods I attempted to do it. It was a :first 
impulse which came uppermost in my mind." · ' · 

Prabhakar's statement that it was the first impulse which prompted him to 
make the attempt can hardly be believed as true. Again, it is Prabhakar's 
case that the engineers had told him that it was basically impossible to estimate 
the extent of floods. Had there been any substance in this statement, it is 
impossible to imagine that Prabhakar would attempt to do the impossible. 
The atterr pt which was admittedly made by Prabhakar with the help of Kulkarni 
to estimate the extent of the floods belies all his previous statements, that 
he .did not tell the engineers that he would give warning within a belt of four 
furlongs on each side of the river and that engineers had told him that no 

· estimate about the extent was possible even approximately. Kulkarni in 
his writtm statement has stated : 

" The map was consulted· and efforts were made to estimate how far 
the water would spread in the City." 

It is significant that althOugh Kulkarni, a layman, was trying to make an 
attempt of estimating the extent of floods with the aid of another layman, 
Prabhakar, Kulkarni did not think it worthwhile to ask City Engineer, Yadav, 
about the extent 'of floods. . 

In the same context, I would like to refer to Office Order issued by the 
Municipal Commissioner on 12th July 1961, Ex. 653. The Office' Order 
as rendered in. English runs thus : · · · 

" The level of water in the Khadakwasla Dam had arisen far highei: than. 
the usual one. Therefore there is a possibility of very big floods coming 
to Mutha river which water is likely to spread to a distance of a mile and 
a half to two miles on both sides of the river. It is, therefore, necessary 
that citizens residing within these areas should move to safe places." 

The second paragraph of this Office Order is not necessary. The draft of 
this ~rder. is at Ex. 652. The relevant portion runs thus : : 

. . Owmg to the unprecedented rise in the level of Khadakwasla. Dam, 
1t IS apprehended that the level of Mutha river in the Poona City will affect 
the area within one and a half mile to two miles on either side of the river. 
It has, therefore, become necessary that the persons who will be affected 
should take proper care to shift to the areas which are safe." 

This draft was prepared by Deputy Engineer, Jathar, under instructio~s from 
Kulkarni. Kulkarni in his deposition says that the estimate that water would 
spread i!l the town to a distance of a mile and a half to two mil~s on the sides 
of the ?Ver must have been made by Jathar. He has tried to evade the issue 
by saymg that he did not pay much attention to this para. All the same, he 
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Vfa5 f?rced to. admit tllat he must be ?eemed to have .accepted this estimate 
smce It forms part of.the Office Order ISsued by him. He also admitted that 
he,di~ try to findasto what would be the extent of water in the.City ofPoona. · 
He .did consult others .with a view to find out the extent and various estimates 
were placed before him and there was no definite data. He added that one 
estimate 'put ~t as one· mile on either side of the river and another put it as one 
and a ha.lf mll.e to ~o n;riles on ei~er side of the ~ver. It appears clear from 
Kulkarm s eVldence that the wording of the English draft prepared by Jathar 
is not quite accurate and the .estimate was that water would spread to a belt 
of o~ and .a half mile to two miles in areas adjoining to the river. Jathar 
who IS the author of the draft at Ex. 652 was cross-examined on this point 
and he says that he prepared the draft as per the·instructions given to him 
by the Municipal Commissioner. He of course added that it was his guess that 
water would spread to a distance of one and a half mile to two miles on either 
side ofthe·river. He, however, explains that he mentioned as large a aiea as 
possible extending almost upto hills. He also stated iliat the draft was ap
prove<! by the Municipal Commissioner. Incidentally it may be pointed 
out that neither the draft Ex. 652 nor the order Ex. 653 make any mention 
of Panshet dam having breached. It may also be pointed. out that this fact, 
na!llely, that in the order issued for closing the schools it was mentioned that 
the areas that were likely tp be affected would be one mile on either side of 
the river, has been referred to in the report Ex. 643, to which a reference has 
ahcady been made. . · · 

Two conclusions emerge from the above discussion :-
(1) Attempts were made from :time to time to make a rough estimate 

about the extent of the floods. The Collector had at the beginning con
templa~ed to give warnings within a belt of one mile round about the Mutha 
river. After the breach of the Panshet. dam he revised his estimate and 
thought that water would spread to a belt of a mile and a half and accordingly 
told Manerikar and Gadkary that he had given warnings to localities within 
that belt. As a result of Bhalerao's message that people should evacuated 
to highest places the estimate was again revised and at any rate S. B. 

- Kulkarni felt that water would spread within a belt of 2 to 3 miles round 
about Mutha. river. 

(2) Even till 10-00 a.m, when the order for the closure of the schools was 
given and people were warned that· water was likely to spread within a belt 
of two miles, an attempt was made to suppress the fact that the Panshet 
dam had breached. . Even at that late stage all that was stated was that the 
level of water In the K.hadakwasla reservoir bad risen far beyond the normal 
level. · 

n. Warning and Evacuation . 
The principal and important measures that were required to be taken after 

the dam was overtopped related to warnings and evacuation. So far as these 
two measures are concerned the Collector on his own admission has not played 
any role at all He says that on learning about the overt?pping ?f the dam 
he asked Deputy Chitnis to warn everyone and to put mto action all the 
arrangements previously made. He further says that at 7-30 a.m. he rang up 
the D. S. P. and enquired of him whether he had r~ceived t)le me~sage about 
the breach of the Panshet dam. The D. S. P. replied to him saymg that he 
had received the message to that effect and had already issued instructions to 
his staff ~o warn the people as well as to start evacuation operations. In his 
deposition the Collector admitted that he did not ask the D. S. P. to make 
arrangements for giving warnings regarding the breach of the Panshet dam. 
1.1la~ being the case we have mainly t~ deal with the evidence of the D. S. P. 
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· and his subordinate officers to see what kind of warnings were gi.~en, to ·what 
areas they were given and through which agencies. We h,ave also to tum to 
their evidence to see what steps were taken for evacuating the flood affected 
or fiood threatened persons. It is difficult to discuss these questions in ~ell; 
chronological order of the events. As a matter of fact these two questions, 
namC!y, warning an~ evacuation a:e inter-nJ.!xed wit!}. one another. It will, 
therefore, be converuent to deal With them s1de by ·s1de, · 

III. Nature of the scheme chalked out and put into action-its adequacy 

'Itis Heble's case that he prepared a programme of evacuation on the 
previous night after he went home from the Divisional C~mmissioner'sm~ting .. 
Heble in his written statement at paragraph 10 has outlined the scheme m the 
following words :- · 

· " After tl:e meeting the Home Inspector and I proceeded to my residence 
where I drew up tite following scheme to meet the flood situation :-,.· · 

Operational Sectors :- · · · 
(1} Mangalwar Peth including Bhimnagar and Gadi Tal areas. 
(2) Kat:ba Peth including Kumbhar Ves and Kagdi Pura. · 
(3) Shanwar Peth including Amriteshwar, Apte Ghat and Nene Ghat. 
(4) Na:-ayan Peth including Sitaphal Bag. 
(5) Asl.\8 Nagar. 
(6) Pulachi Wadi. 

Police Inspector R. K. Jadhav ofPharaskhana Police Station was detailed to 
be in charge of sectors 1 and 2. Police lnspector;I. M. Risaldar ofVishram
bag Police Station in charge of sectors 3 and 4, and Police Inspector, T' H. 
Karande_of the Local Crime Branch in charge of sectors 5 and 6." _ 

According to Heble, page 2 .of the Ex. 538 contains in miniature form the 
. scheme chalked out by him. Page 2 mentions certain localities and the Police 

Stations under whose jurisdiction these localities lie. It also mentions the
number of school buildings which have been allotted against these localities. 
As against Pulachi Wadi (in Shivaji Nagar) which is under Deccan Gymkhana 
Police Station, School No. 19 is mentioned. As against Sitaphal Bag and 
Amriteshwar in Narayan Peth, School No. 75 in Dhangar Ali is shown. 
Against Asha Nagar which is under the jurisdiction of Deccan Gymkhana 
Police Station, School No.'s 61 and 14 and varandah of the Congress Bliavan 
have been set out. As against Bhim Pura which is shown as falling under the 
Pharaskhana Police Station in Mangalwar Peth, School Nos. 12 and 15 have 
been mentioned. Then mention is made of 7 trucks and 8 jeeps against which 
the following entry appears :- • , 

"Agricultural College, M. T. Section." 
I have already discussed the question as to whether there is any other documen
tary evidence to say that more than 15 vehicles were detailed on· the night of the 
11th for the purpose of evacuation. I have not so far referred to a very impor
tant piece of evidence in this connection and that is the report submitted by 
Kekre to the D. S. P. on 31st July 1961, Ex. 607. In that report Kekre who 
was also present at the Divisional Commissioner's meeting stat~d :-

' "Accordingly, it was decided to keep 20 policemen each from the above 
3 police stations and 60 policemen from the Headquarters standing to at 
Municipal Corporation together with Police Inspectors of Pharaskh~a, 
Vis~bag, and Deccan CJ:ymkhana ai!-d 6 Sub-Inspectors, 5 trucks to be 
supplied by .the CorporatiOn and 3 Jeeps by Agriculture Department. 
FurtJ;ler Pub~c Health Department to keep 8 other vehicles ready. The 

. meeting decided ~o warn the public in the Bhininagar, Gadi Tal in 

. Mangalwar, Amnteshwar and nearby localities in Shanwar and Sitaphal 



Colony an~ nearby localities in Narayan Peth and Asha Nagar, that Panshet 
dam was m danger and, therefore, there may be. bigger floods than 1958 
and that the public in this area should be ready to evacuate within 2 hours 
notice .............................................................. . 
The localities mentioned abou:> and Kumbhar Ves and Kasba would be 
divided into six sections each under one Sub-Inspector who was to be given 
20 men. The Police Inspect?rs, Pharaskahana, Vishrambag and Police 
Inspector, L .. C. I. B: (as _.Police. I~sp7c~or, Deccan ~ymkhana was sick) 
would superVlse 2 sectiOns m the JUnsdlctiOn of each Police· Station. Out of 
the 120 men to be used for this pUfPOSe, Headquarters would provide 60 and 
each station 20 men." ' 

The report makes it clear that the localities to which warnings were decided 
to be given were the six localities which were divided into 3 operational sectors 
for the pu[pose of evacuation. It is equally clear that the vehicles that were 
arranged for the purpose of evacuation numbered 16 in all. This contempo· ' 
raneous document corroborates the entries in the other contemporaneous 
documents referred to above, namely, Ex. 538 Gottings of Heble) and Ex. 439 
Gottings of Dandvate ). Kekre in his deposition stated that the sectors 
mentioned OJ.l page 1 of Ex. 538 is a mere restatement of what DarP stated in 
the meeting and do not represent the decisions of the meeting. In his deposi· 
tion Kekre stated : 

"The area was divided by the D. S. P. into 6 sectors, 2 sectors to be under 
the charge of 1 Inspector. Two Sub-Inspectors were to work under each 
Inspector with 20 men. The Sub-Inspectors, Inspectors and Policemen 
were all stationed in the Corporation building. The Inspectors were instruc~ ' 
ted by me to move into action into respective localities as soon as the warning 
was received that the dam had breached. I gave the following instructions 
to my Inspectors at the Vishrambag Wada. I had given them the numbers 
of the schools buildings. I gave numbers of about 6 or 8 buildings. I asked 
them to verify from the CorPoration authorities whether the buildings v,:ere 
vacant and were ready for housing people .......................... . 
I know that the work of evacuation was entrusted to the Police as well 
as the M unicipai authorities. It was necessary that the Police Officers 
and Municipal Officers should meet together to discuss a common plan of 
evacuation. But nothing of the kind was done. Trucks ~ere necessa!¥ f~r 
the purpose of evacuation. Somebody from the CorPoratiOn was to distn• 
cute the trucks. I do not know his name. I had told Inspectors that 
wherever they required the trucks they should contact the control room. 
No one was placed in charge of the control room as such. 

Q. Would this, then, be not a case of a control room without 
a controller 'l 

A. That would be so. 
The trucks were not divided localitiwise, that is, according to the population 
of the localities. Each Inspector was left to determine his own needs. 
Somebody from. the control room was to comply with the demand. 

Q. Do you consider tlris to be a satisfactory arrangement 'l Would it 
not lead to chaos 7 

A. According to me, it is a satisfactory arrangement. There would be 
no chaos. 

I had given no instructions to the persons sitting· in the control room as 
to who is to distribute the trucks and how. To my knowledge, no one 
bas given any such instructions. Some time after receiving information 
about the breach of the dam on the morning of the 12th, I contacted 
Sub-Inspector Naik of the Traffic Branch an~ told him to !Jive '!'arninfrS 
in the same localities in which warnings were g1ven on the prev1ous mgltt wdh 
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ihe aid of the same loudspeaker van. I gave information to all the ~olice 
Stations in the City through the V. H. F. control room. I mentio~ed 
the wording of the warning to the V. H. F. control room. The wordmg 

. was like tl;is : 
The dam has breached, big floods are expected, people living on the 

banks should evacuate to safer places. " - · 
It is evident from Kekre's replies, as also the replies given by _the Di5!rict 

Superintendent of Police, that the scheme that was prepared on the previous 
night for evacuation of flood affected people was put into operation on the 
morning of the 12th .. It is nobody's case that any fresh scheme was prepared 
on the morning of the 12th. As pointed out above, the localities have been 
mentioned in Ex. 538 and these localities were divided under 3 operational 
units. These localities are no other than the traditional low lying localities. 
It· is to these localities that warnings were to be given on the night of the 11th 
and it is to these localities that warnings were to be given after the breach of 
the Panshet dam. Furthermore, the number of trucks that were kept 
ready to operate in these localities varied between 13 to 16. The. :figure of 
23 mentioned in Sawant's report may not be quite accurate in the face of the 
contemporaneous records dicussed above or it may be that in the course ·of 
the night some more trucks came to the Corporation building and Sawant · 
included those trucks in his estimate. Whatever that may be, it is ·quite 
dear that the preparations were utterly inadequate to the requirement~ of the 
situation and the only claim that is put forward by the District Superinten· 
dent of Police is that the scheme prepared on the previous night was 
brought into operation on the morning of the 12th after the breach. 

Heble in his written statement at paragraph 28 states that at about 8-00 
a.m., the police personnel on duty in the various operational areas 
numbered 10 Police Inspectors, 10 Police Sub-Inspectors and 545 police
men, as mentioned in Appendix I of his written statement. In his 
cross-examination, Heble has explained the scheme of evacuation as 
follows~ 

" As soon as the information of the breach of the dam came, the police 
were to move round and give warnings to the people about the breach. 
Four Inspectors, 13 Sub-Inspectors and 382 policemen were to carry out 
this work on the night of the 11th. Three Inspectors, 6 Sub-Inspectors 
and 120 policemen were stationed at the Corporation building. Tl).e rest of 
the police force was kept in reserve in or near the flood-threatened areas. 
These policemen were stationed in the Police Stations and chowkies. 
None of them were moving in the streets. They were all kept in reserved. , 
The people living in those localities were to be taken out either. with 
their consent or by use of force, if necessary. Invalids, cripples; old 
men and children were to be taken in vehicles and the rest were to be evacua
ted on foot to the places assigned for the purpose. The vehicles were to 
be called out by the officers giving the message to the emergency control 
room as and when necessary. 55 vehicles were deemed sufficient for this 
purpose on the ba~is of available data. We could not estimate the 
number that would be required to be evacuated .......... The number would 
be bigger than the number affected by the floods of 1958. I knew which . 
. we~e _the l?w-lying are~s, but I did not know the number of the people 
res1dmg m the lo~-lymg areas, e":en approximately. Darp mentioned to 
me that the populatiOn of the low-lymg areas that were affected in the floods 
of 1958 v:as 6500. ~his is record_ed in Ex. 593. According to me there 
were also other Jov:-Jymg areas wh1ch were in our contemplation. I could 
not, ho~ever, estimate the. number of people residing in .those areas, 
as we did not have sufficient data for knowins this. I mean that the· 
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census figures-were not available at that mo;uent in respect of these locali
ties. I had not allotted specific vehicles nor decided the number of vehtcles 
which should be allotted to each of the low-lying areas. The allotment was 
le~t to each of the Inspectors according to their requirements' I do not 
think that the Inspectors had allotted any vehicles localitiwise.· ....•... 
I agree that in order to carry out evacuation· operations successfully, it is 
necessary to know the number of population of the affected areas. " 

Again, at a later stage, he stated : . 
. " I did not gather the· impression at the meeting that the night ot the 
llth was a crucial night from the point of preparation for rescue opera
tions. I did not gather the impression from the discussions in the meeting 
that the situation at Panshet dam was serious.• At the same time, we 
considered that the situation was such that some preparations were 
necessary. 

Q. Would you say that serious and well organised preparations were not 
considered necessary for the night 7 . . 

A. According to me, well-organised preparations were made and th~' 
preparations were sufficient for the situation as we understood it. 

Q. Were you making preparations to meet the contingency of the dam 
bursting on the night of the 11th ? · · 

A. Yes." 

The answers given by Heble are riddled with contracdictions. On the one 
hand, he says that he did not consider the night of the 11th as crucial ; 
on the other hand he says that he was making preparations to meet the 
contingency of the dam bursting on the night. Again he says that he con
sidered that the situtation was such that some preparations were neces~ary. 
· As regards the preparations for rescue operations and evacuation qpetation 
Heblesays: 

" I assert that we had made preparations for rescue and evacuation in 
respect of the population of not only the low-lying . areas mentioned by 
me, but also all other low-lying areas. I agree that rescue operations 
during night time are more difficult and require a greater planning. 
-I would also agree that large n]Jlllber of people would be under the spell of 
sleep during night time. I, however, expected at !.east one member from 
each household to remain awake because the warmng was already gtven. 
We contemplated the giving of the second warning as soon as we received 
the news about the breach of the dam ..... The strength of the police force 
in the City of Poona.is about 2500. According to me, this force is. 
sufficient and adequate not only under the normal c<?nditions, but also 
to meet abnormal conditions ....•.. About 1350 policemen would be 
available for emergent duties." · 

According to him 1300 policemen would be adequate for evacuation, guarding 
proper~es, dea!in'g with gundas, ~rding roads and bridge~, preventing 
traffic jam and patrolling and cordonmg of the areas. According to Heble, 
1350 policemen could be mobilised for emergent duties. He never says that 
he had mobilised that number. When asked further questions on this point, 
Heble admits · · 

" On the i lth, I had no idea that so many policemen would be rc:quired 
for meeting the situation. On the night of the 11th ~bou!. 382 policemen 
were employed and this number was considered suffic1ent. 

~tis _necessary to remember that this figure of 382 included .wnat Hehle calls 
. police(llen ~ept in reserv~ '. . · 
li ~7S?-27<> 
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With regard to the nature of the organisation for evacuatio~ and rescuo, 
Heble admitted that the organisation must be so complete that 1t can be t~Ut 
in operation within a space of 2 to 4 hours. He, howeve~, added that acc~r~g 
to him the 9rganisational set up was complete but_ a certam amount of fleXIbility 
was left, meaning that more men and more yehicles c'?uld be d~a~ from all 

· Police Stations and Headquarters. He adlJlltted that if evacuation lS to take 
place during night time the following factors are important :-

. " (1) dark night, (2) possibility of failure of electric supply (3) difficulty 
of access, (4) panicy atmosphere:' 

He, however, aserted that all these 4 factors were taken into account in making 
preparations for rescue. Immediately thereafter he had to admit that no 
alternative lighting arrangements were made to meet the contingency of the 
failure of electric supply nor were any instructions given for making prepara• 
tions for rescuing the people marooned as a result of floods. He also ad· 
mitted that in the matter of evacuation it was necessary to acquaint people 
with such basic information as (1) the places where the evacuees were prop-osed 
to be accommodated, (2) transport arrangements, (3) clear warning mentioning 
the time when floods would visit, (4) the names of officers should be clearly 
announced so that the flood affected people should know whom to approach 
in the event of need for help of any kind, required by the .evacuees and to fix 
some responsible leader or a committee of citizens in that locality. Heble has 
the audacity to say that the appointment of a citizens' committee was not 
considered necessary. So far as the other items are concerned the matters 
were Ut to the s·aff • on duty. He admitted that the help of fire brigade 
would be useful and necessary for rescuing people from high and inacces
sible places. He, however, asserted that he expected the Municipal authorities 
to move the fire brigade. He admitted that he was not aware of any first aid 
posts having been established anywhere in the low-iying areas. These ad
missions cleary supported the propo$ition made by me earlier, namely, that 
the preparations made for evacuation were insufficient and unsatisfactory. 

Even Heble had to admit that on the night of the lith he had not made any 
preparations for evacuation of the people that night be affected by the floods 
due to the breach of the Khadakwasla dam. He explained that that was 
becau>e he had already prepared for much larger population meaning a popula· 
tion 2 to 3 times the population affected by the floods of 1958, i.e. 6500. He 

, fu:ther stated that he fixed the proportion of policemen required for evacila· 
tion operations on the basis of information given by Darp as to how many 
men were engaged during the floods of 1958. He was, however, forced to 
admit that Darp did not give the number of persons engaged for evacuation 
operations during the floods of 1958. He finally explained that he arrived 
at the figure of 120 policemen as he calculated that 20 policemen will be suffi· 
cient for each area and there were six areas. Incidentally this confirms the 
co~dusion l;lrrived at by _me earlier. That it is only .t~e six lowlying areas 
wh1ch were m <'ontemplatwn both for the purpose of glVIng warnings and also 
for making pr~parations about the evacuation. No estimate of the people 
that may be iu\ olved in the evacuation preparations was ever attempted to be 
made. 

WARNINGS 
. It is the case for t~e Polic; Department that on the 12th, warnings were 

gtven on three occastons: ,I) Soon after the breach. (2) After 10 a.m. 
when Bhalerao's message that the breach and widened was received, and (3) at 
3 p.m. after the breach of the Khadakwasla Dam. · 

As. regards the warnings the most important point to be noted is that the 
warrnng was not broadcast from the All India Radio on the morning of the 
12th even after the dam had breached. Questioned on this point,. Heble 
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retuctantiy conceded that one of the ways of giving warning is to b~oadcast 
them from the ~ India Radio, and the other is to put posters during cinema 
shows. He however denied that this is a, better way of giving warnings. 

(a) First Warning 

Let us now see how the warnings were given on the morning of the 12th 
!o w!llch _areas and what information was contained in t~ese warnings. Hebl~ 
m his wntten statement says that the Home Inspector informed him that he 
had directed the officer in charge of the V.H.F. control room to telephone all 
Police Stations and chowkies to warn the people in their jurisdiction that the 
Panshet dam had breached and that very heavy floods were expected and that 
they should evacuate immediately to places of safety with their belongings. 
In answer to questions by the Commission, Heble stated : 

"I arranged to send out the mobile loud-speaker vans and wireless vans 
to broadcast the warning about the breach of the Panshet dam. The message 
was also communicated to each Police Station on telephone by the telephone 
broadcast. " 

Pausing here for a moment, it is necessary to remember that Heble has made 
no mention of the fact that he sent loud-speaker vans and wireless vans to 
broadcast the warnings regarding the breach of the Panshet dam in his written 
statement nor has Kekre mentioned this fact in his report Ex. 607. All that 
Kekre says in his report is that he sent traffic loud-speaker jeeps for conveying 
the warnings and he makes no mention of wireless vans at all. Heble further 
says that he himself fixed up the text of the warning and he repeated the text 
from his memory in his deposition. The text according to bim was as follows:~ 

" The Panshet dam had bre:~ched, very heavy floods were expected and 
that the people in the low-lying areas should be evacuated to safe places. " 

Under the impact of further cross-examination by the Commission he had 
to change his front and had to make the following admission :-

"I now say that I did -not personally give instructions to the vans nor 
did I personally dictate the text of the warning. I told the Home Inspector 

·on phone ali about what I hav.:: stated above, i. e. to give instructions to the 
vans and also the text of the warning. I asked the Home Inspector to 
arrange to convey the warning to the public through the agencies mentioned 
above. I gave the details to the Home Inspector as to h~w the warning~ 
were to be given. I did not dictate the contents of the warrung to the Homf' 
Inspector on phone. I gave him general lines indicated above on which 
the warnings should be based. '' · 

~eble began by making a tall claim that he fixed up the text and gave instruc• 
tions that wa~ing should be given. accord!ng ~o this ~ext. He ~as, ho?'ever1 
forced to adnut that he did not htmself gJVe mstructions nor did he himselt 
fix up the text but he gave a general indication to the Home Irspcctor as to 
how the warnings were to be conveyed. Kekre in his deposition howevet 
gives entirely a different version. He claims that it was he who asked the Sub• 

· Inspector, Naik, of the Traffic Branch to issue warnings and. it was he who 
gave f!le text of the warning on his own. He makes no me~tton. of any ~o~· 
Versat1on having taken place between him and Hebl~ on this pomt. . This 19 
'Nhat Kekre says in answer to questions in cross-examination : 

•• Some time after receiving the information about the br~ach of the dam 
on the morning of the 12th I contac_ted Sub-Inspect<?~ N:uk of the Tr~ffic 
Branch and told him to give warnings m the same localittes m which warnmgs 
Were given on the previous night with the aid of the same loud-speaker van. 
I BaVe Information to all the Police Stations in the City thorugh the V. H. F., 
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control room. if mentioned t:be wording of the warning to the V. H. F. 
control room. The wording was like this : 

~The dam is breached, big floods are expected, people living on the 
banks should evacuate to safer places ' " · 

I~ view of the conflict in the version of Heble and that of Kekre, it is difficult 
to relv on the evidence of either in regard to warnings aUeged to have been 
given· on that morning. . 

According to Heble, till 9-00 or 9-30 a.m. on the 12th, 1 jeep fitted with 
loud-speaker and 2 wireless mobiles were utilised for giving warnings and 
after 9~30 another vehicle fitted with loud-speaker and a third wireless mobile 
were also used. He asserts that the first 3 vehicles must have commenced 
~he work of giving warnings from 8-00 a.m. The log books of t:he respective 
vehicles are at Exs. 541, 542, 543 and 544. (in regard to vehicles No. BML. 
4771,, BYP. 2851, BMC. 2968 and BMC. 2762, respectively). It is significant 
to note that not only these log books do not mention t:he text of the warning 
but t:hey' do not even mention the fact that these vehicles were utilised for the 
purpose of giving warnings. Exs. 541, 542 and 543 merely mention that the 

-vehicles were engaged in doing Bandobast duty during the floods. When 
asked to offer his explanation for the entry, Heble came forward with a bold 
and extraordinary .explanation :-

" That is a failure on the paft of the driver to make a correct entry." 
Ex. 544 refers to the fact that the vehicle was utilised for giving warning of 
danger. This entry shows that the vehicle was utilised at least for the purpose 
of giving warnings. Even then it is of no help to the Police Department 
because it does not refer to the fact of the breach of the dam nor calls upon 
people to evacuate immediately. Heble has admitted that beyond Exs. 541, 
542, 543 and 544 there is no documentary evidence to show that the vehicles 
were used for giving warnings. He also admitted t:hat these vehicles were 
working till the evening of t:he 12th and they must have done other work besides 
giving warning in t:he course of the day. A specific suggestion was put to him 
by the Commission's counsel to the effect that the warning did not state that 
the dam had breached- but simply stated that heavy floods were expected. 
~eble of course denied that suggestion. ·. · 

While I ani dealing with Heble's evidence, I may refer incidentally to his 
claim for having kep~ a large contingent of police force in reserve, though 
that is not strictly germane to the question of warning which is under discussion 
here . 

. ~sked to ~xplain as to what he meant by a large contingent of police force 
bemg kept m reserve, Heble replied : • 

"These policemen were stationed in the Police Stations and chowkies. 
None of t:he policemen was moving in the streets. They were all kept in 

• rr.~erve. · 
Q. Does it mean that these people were mobilised and ordered to remain 

in the Police Stations and chowkies ? 
A. They were ordered in 3 Police Stations and 6 or 7 ehowkies. The 

normal strength at night of policemen in a Police Station would be 
, about 5 or 6 and in a chowkey one or two. , • 

The strength from 3 Police Stations and 6 or 7 chowkies would conie to 
about 24 or 25. Additional men from oilier Police Stations were called 
and directed to remain in the Police Stations and chowkies. There are 
no written orders to indicate this mobilisation. The orders were· oral. 
I have made no enquirie~ as to whet.her t:here is written record showing 
the mowment of the pohce. No policeman was moved from one Police 
Station to anot:her on the night of the 11th." · 
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These answers expose the hollow claim made by Heble namely a large 
contingent was mobilised or kept in reserve. The sum ~nd sub;tance of 
Heble's statem~nt is that the work ofeyacuation was started with a very small 
numbe~ of policemen (not more than 120 even if their case is accepted) and 
that this work was started in the 6 low-lying areas and with the aid of-trucks 
varying from 13 to 16. • 

Resuming the thread of discussion regarding working, it is the case for 'the 
D. S. P. that in addition to announcements made from loud-speakers mounted 
on jeeps on the morning of the 12th for conveying warning to the people, 
the V. H. F. control room gave news and instructions to the Police Stations 
and chowkies from the morning of the 12th till the evening. 

The reports ofthe offjcer in charge of the V. H. F. control room who was 
responsible for conveying messages to the Police Stations and chowkies from 
time to time as al~o the reports from the officers in charge of the Police 
Stations. and chowkies have been produced in the present case. It will be 
interesting to examine the contents of these reports as also the Khabri reports 
of the various Police Stations and chowkies. [Ex. 604=Ex. 1249 (1)], is the 
report of Dange of K.irkee Police Station who was put in charge of the V. H. F. 
control room from 0900 hrs. on 12th July 1961 upto 0920 hrs. on 13th July 
1961.. This report is submitted on the 31st July 1961 to the D. S. P. At 
paragraph 2. Dange says : · 

"After taking over the charge, I used to contact the authorities and was 
informing them regarding the rise of water in Khadakwasla dam, its over
. flow, and was also informing the public who were phoning me about the 
breakage of the Panshet dam and the danger. On that day morning, lot 
of persons visited the control room enquirying about the breakage of the 
Pansbet dam· and the situation of the flood to whom I gave the correct 
picture." 

~The third paragraph is more important and says what kind of warnings were 
conveyed to the public. Apart from the answers given by Dange to persons 
making enquiries on phone etc., Dange says : · 

"I was instructing the river side wireless mobiles to make the propaganda 
that the river-side public should vacate their houses quickly as tl;e water was 
increasing and heavy floods expected. " · 

It is necessary to remember here that according to Heble, warnings were 
being conveyed by these wireless mobiles. It appears that two mobile vans·. 
w7re not fitted with loudspeakers. Dange says tha~ all t~at he in~tructed the 
Wireless mobiles to do was to propogate to the nver side public that they 
should vacate their houses quickly as water was increasing and ·heavy floods 
~xpected. It is clear that he never mentioned to them that they should tell 
the people that the dam had breached. Even in the broadcast message~ that 
he gave to the Police Stations at 10-15 a.m. (i.e. after the receipt of Bhalerao's 

· ~essage that people should be evacuated to highes~ places) Dange says that he 
informed them to inform the public about the likely hea~ floods. In the 
same context it is necessary to refer to the report of ParanJe (Ex. 606) who 
was in charge of the V. H. F. control room on the lith and 12th morning 
till 9-00 a.m. It was Paranje who received the news about tl~e breach of 
the Panshet dam. Paranje of course in his report states that he mformed the 
Police Stations and chowkies that the dam had breac:1ed and asked them to 
instruct the people to shift to safe places. This report is submitted on 31st · 
July 1961. To similar effect is the report of Inamdar (Ex. 609) who was also 
~itting in the V. H. F. control room along with Paranje and Inamdar says t~at 
information about the bursting of the Panshet dam was conveyed to al_l the Pohce 
Stations and they were asked to give warnings to the people to shift to safer 
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-places. The Khabri reports, however, do not support these, statem~nts. 
The Khabri reports are contemporaneous records a~d therefore must be g~ven 
greater importance than the reports tha~ were subnntted l!iter. These reports 
were called for by the D. S. P. for a specific purpose to which I wl11 make some 
reference at a later stage. It is also necessary ~o remember that these re.P~rts 
were submitted after Shri Bavdekar was appomted as one man Comnnss10n 
to enquire into the Panshet disaster. Ex. ~45 is a ~abri report of the Pharas· 
kbana-Police Station. As regards the information rece1ved at 7-45 a.m. 
on the 12th, the reports, as rendered in English, reads thus : 

_ "The informer Inamdar, Head Constable, Co,ntrol Room. He tele .. 
phoned at 7-45 saying that the Panshet dam had burst at 7-10 and therefore 
bandobast should be done within our jurisdiction!'. -

There is no mention whatsoever that a warning in regard to breach of the 
l>anshet dam should be conveyed to the people by the Police Stations concerned 
nor does it say that evacuation operation should be started by the Pharaskhana 
Police Station as such, nor is there any intimation given for calling reserve 
police, if any. Ex. 546 is the extract of the Khabri report from the Vishrap1bag 
Police Station. Rendered in English it runs thus : 

" Constable Inamdar informed from the control room at 8-00 a.m. that 
•the Panshet dam breached at 7-10 and that there were likely to be losses 

on the river side as a result of increase in water and, therefore, bandobast 
should be kept within the jurisdiction. " 

Here also there is no mention that warning should be conveyed to the people 
nor is there any mention about evacuation. Ex. 547 is an extract of the 
Khabri report from the Kirkee Police Station. H, says that Paranje informed 
from control room at 7-45 that the dam had breached and that 20 persons 
from the Kirkee Police Station should be kept as reserve. Here also there is 
no mention that warning should be conveyed to the People or arrangements 
for evac;uation to be made. Ex. 548 is an extract of the Khabri report of _the 
Bund Garden Police Station. It says that Inamdar informed at 8-00 a.m. 
that the Panshet dam burst at 740 and there was a likelihood of danger to 
the people living on the banks of the river and, therefore, bandobast should 
be made. Same comments apply to the entry in this extract. Exs. 549, 550, 
551 and 552 are the extracts of the Khabri reports of the Lashkar Police Station, 
Military Lines Police Station, Khadak Police Station and Bhamburda Police 
Headquarters respectively. The Khabri reports from these Police Stations 
do not contain any entry regarding the message about the burst of the Panshet 
dam having been broadcast from the V. H. F. control room. That means 
that no information was given to the aforesaid Police Stations about the burst 
of the Panshet dam. 

The most significant circumstance to be noted is the absence of information 
to the Headquarters. It is an admitted fact that a parade of the Police Officers 
was held fr<_>m 6-30 to 8-30 a.m. on the 12th; Of course Heble says that it 
was held With a depleted complement. At the same time he admitted that 
he could not say how many officers and policemen attended the parade. Had 
~~ messag~ about the breach of Panshet dam been received in the Headquarters 
1t IS most Improbable that the parade would be continued according to the 
usual course till 8-30 a.m. In vi~w of the absence of entries about the message 
from the V. H. F. control room m the four Police Stations mentioned above it 
is not possible to accept the word of Paranje on trust when he says that he 
_conveyed information to all the Police Stations in the City of Poena about the 
breach ~f the dam, with instructions that they should warn the people. Onco 
doub~ u cast on t~e statement of Paranje on an. importan~ par\icular, tho 
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shadow of that. doub.t. is bound to pursue· him in other respects. It would, 
there~ ore, no.t be legitimate ~o. accept Paranje's statement, namely , that he 
gave mstruct10ns to the mobde vans stating that Panshet dam had burst and 
instructing them to inform the people accordingly and asking them to evacuate 
to safer places. . 

The reports of the constables. who were in charge of the V:,ireless mobiles 
on the morning of the 12th are at Exs. 1249(2), 1249(3}, 1249(4), 1249(5), 
1249(6}, 1249(7}, 1249(14} and 1249(15). Most of these reports_ are submit
ted on the 31st July 1961. It is clear from the reports of Khomane, Rane, 
Ghorpade, Bhumkar, Varule, Patel and Manke that all that they were instruc
ted to do was to inform river side people about the breach of the Panshet 
dam. That being the case, the question as to in which localities these warn~ 
ings were conveyed pales into insignificance. Even if these warnings are 
c~n~eyed in ~e localities in which it is stated that they were conveyed, the 
Sigruficance will ·be lost on people who were not living on the river side or 
who would not consider themselves as living on the river side. Secondly 
the question arises as to how far the statements of these constables can be 
accepted as true in view of what is contained in the report of M; G. Bhorde, 
Ex. 1249(7). He too was sitting in one of the wireless mobile van on that. 
morning, BMC 2968 (the log book of which is at Ex. 543). He says (as rendered 
in English) : · · 

"I moved in the wireless motor from 7-00 a.m. to 12-00 noon and from 
· 5-00 p.m. to 11-00 p.m. along with Headconstable Lalate ......... I started 

doing the wireless patrolling duty from 7-00 a.m. in the areas on the banks 
of the river, that is to say, Narayan Peth; Shanwar Peth, Nava Pul, Topha
khana, Bhamburda, Sambhaji Park Road, Pulachi Wadi, Lakdi Pul etc. 
I told all of them that the level of increased water was 33-50, 35, 36. After 
the information about the last level was received, I consulted my superior 
officers and then started telling people loudly that they should take out and 
shift their articles. Thereafter, I told them that the Panshet dam had 
breached. " 

It appears from the context that the information about the breach of the Panshet 
dam was received by Bhorde a little before 10-45, because he says that after 
he infQrmed people about the breach of the Panshet dam he went to the Corpo• 
ration building at 10-45. This indicates that information about the breach 
of the Panshet dam was conveyed to the people after the receipt of Bhalerao's 
message at about 10-00 saying that 500 ft. section of the dam had breached 
a~d that schools and colleges should be closed and P~c;>ple evacuated to the 
highest places. I will point out presently that the citiZens who have been 
examined in this case and who have also submitted their statements, by and 
large, do not support the case put forward on behalf of the civil a1:1thorities, 
namely, that socn after the breach of the Panshet dam clear warmngs were 
given to the citizens stating that the dam had breached and asking people to 
shift to places of safety. · · · 

Another serious defect about the warnings alleged to have been given on 
the morning of the 12th is that these so called warnings do not mention within 
what time the water from Panshet reservoir was likely to visit the City of Poona 
~nd to what areas the water might spread. Nor does it say that people must { 
unmediately vacate their residences and shift to safer places. It appears to • 
me clear that civil authorities were taken almost unawares and the news of 
the overtopping of the Panshet dam must have taken them by surprise. They 
do not appear to have fore-warned themselves about the impending disaster. 
and not having fore-warned themselves they have failed to fore-arm themselvea 
in such a way as. to meet the emergency. 
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(b) Second Warning 
Before discussing the merits of the reports of the Police Officers inciuding 

the 302 plolice constables, it is necessary to discuss the evidence that has been 
led about what are called the second and third warnings. In his written state-

- ment at paragraph 33 Heble says· : -
" At about 10-00 a.m., a telephone message .was received from the Police 

wireless station to the effect that 500 feet of the Panshet dam had been 
washed away, that all schools. and colleges be closed. and that peof!l~ shout~ 
be warned to shift to the htghest places. Immedmtely on recervmg this 
message, the following steps were taken :- · 

(a) A fresh warning on the above lines was given through police vehicles, 
fitted with loudspeakers and wireless in the following areas : Gadi Tal, 
Mangalwar Peth, Kasba Peth, Shaniwar Peth, Narayan Peth, Navi Peth 

. Pulachi Wadi, Asha Nagar, Karve Road, Prabhat Road, Erandavana 
· and Deccan Gymkhana areas and river side areas in the jurisdiction of 

the Bund Garden Kirkee and Military Lines Police Stations. 
(b) A telephone broadcast was given to all Police Stations and chowkies 

informing them of the latest- situation, directing them to warn through 
their staff the people in their jurisdiction on the above lines an.d to assist 
in their evacuation and further to send reinforcement into the flood 
threatened areas at the rate of not less than 25 policemen from each Police 
Station. · 

(c) In view of the traffic situation having become very difficult with 
the approaching floods the Police Inspector Administration (traffic) 
was directed to see that a sufficient strength of the traffic police were 
pressed into service, wherever necessary. 

(d) I got in touch with the Home Guards Headquarters and requested 
them to send to the assistance of the police as many Home Guards as they 
could muster. " 

In his deposition, Heble, says : _ 
"On receipt of this message, (Bhalerao's message at 10-00 a.m.), I directed 

that warning should be given in further localities. These additional areas 
were : Deccan Gymkhana, Jangli Maharaj Road, Karve Road, Pi:abhat · 
Road and Ghole Road also. " -

This implies that the first warning 'about the breach was not given to these 
areas. It is extremely doubtful whether warnings were really given to these 
areas at least after the receipt of Bhalerao's message at 10-00 a.m. Heble 
says that these areas have been mentioned in the log book of the 5th vehicle 
used for giving warnings which he had not produced, at the proper 'time and 
which he sought to produce at a later stage. 

According to Heble this warning in the above localities must have been 
given some _time after 10-30 a.m. Heble has tried to give the text of this 
warning issued after Bhalerao's message as follows : 

" Khadakwasla dam was overflowing, the situation was very grave. and 
people should go to safe places. " · 

- According to Heble, this warning was conveyed through the sanie vehicles 
and the warning was also broadcast by telephone broadcast system. He 
added that Sub-Inspector in charge of the V. H. F. control room conveyed 
the message sent by Bhalerao on telephone broadcast to other officers. As 
Heble was conscious that the Khabri reports did not incorporate the substance 
of Bhalerao's message, he hastened to add : ,. 

" !\t the same time, he also conveyed the substance of another message 
rece1ved from Khadakwasla that the Khadakwasla dam was overflowing 
_:md the situation was grave. " 



According to him, the warning was intended to cover both aspects namely 
Khadakwasla dam was overflowing (as was conveyed by the mess~ge fro~ 
Khadakv;'as}a) ;;tnd people should go to highest places (as was conveyed by 
Bhalerao s m his message). Heble then began to prevaricate and stated that 
the Home Inspector was sitting by his side all the time but he was not sure 
whether it was he himself or the Home Inspector who conveyed the text of the 
warning to the various police officers. Ex. 545 to 552 are the extracts from 
the Khabri books of the Phaniskhana. Vishrambag, Kirkee Bund·IGarden 
Lashkar, Military Lines, Khadak and Bhambilrda Police He-adquarters Polic~ 
Stations, respectively. When Heble's attention was drawn to the contents of 
these Khabri reports he admitted that the message sent from the control room 
~y Inspector Dange ·did not make specific reference to the warning conveyed 

.m the message by Bhalerao. · 

· While reading the Khabri reports at Ex. 545 to 552 another point that 
strikes the attention immediately and which has some significance in this case 
is this : As regards the entry based on the information conveyed at 7-45 a.m. 
(to which a reference has already been made) all that is stated is that bandobast 
should be maintained within the respective jurisdictions. It is only at the time 
of conveying second message at 10-00 a.m. that it is stated that attempt should be 
made · to evacuate people and render them necessary assistance. This 
clearly shows that evacuation was contemplated, except perhaps in the 6 low-

. lying areas only after the receipt of the second message. Even here the 
evacuation that is contemplated is in river side areas within the respective . 
jurisdictions of the Police Stations. The distinction suggested above receives 
confirmation from Dange's report at Ex. 604 to which a reference has already 
been made, as also from Bhorde's report [Ex. 1249 (7)]. As regards the first 
message conveyed by Paranje at 7-45 a.m. all that is stated is people should be 
warned, that heavy floods were expected and they should vacate their houses. 
It is only while conveying the second message at 10-15 a.m. that Dange informed 
the Police Stations that they should take steps in evacuating the people and 
render necessary assistance to them in that connection. . 

• It may now be mentioned that an attempt was made to produce the log book 
of tli.e 5th vehicle on the 31st of May 1962. Heble in his cross-examiuation 
on the I O~h stated that he had not produced the log book of the 5th yehi_cle 
used for giving warning after the message of 10-00 a.m. The cross-exammatlon 
of the witness went on for the whole of the 1 Jth. The cross-examination 
was not. completed on that day and had to be adjourned to the 31st of May 
and it was on this adjourned day that the log book has been produced before 

. the Co_rimlission. Actually, this log book ought to have been yroduced at 
an earlier stage as per the orders issued by the Government. It IS clear from 
the application asking for permission to produce the log book, _that as :arly as 
January 1962 Heble had made a discovery that the log book m ques~JOn pad 
not been produced before the Commission. It is clear from the replies given 
by him that he realised the importance of this log book. It is also clear from 
the application that he secured the log book in the second week of January 
.1962. It was therefore his clear duty to have produced the log book soonafter 
he h;ad secure'd the sam~ or at any rate on the lOth whe? questions were as~ed 

· to him or at least on the 11th the next day after the questions were asked to him. 
· Heble asserted in the application that he consulted his·cou?sel and .the ~ounsel . 
. advised him that the log book should be tendered at the tm~e of his eVIdence. 
I do not think that any co1msel would give such an advice. The counsel 
~s not put in any affidavit in support of such a statement, The reasons 
,given by Heble for allowing production of the document are completely 
lJ?Satisfactory. I have also gone through the log book and I find that the 



entries are not free from suspicion. I have written an exhaustive order ?n 
this point and it is not necessary to repeat all that I have stated therem. 
That order is below Ex. 612. 

(c) Tlzird Warning 

According to Heble the third warning was given after the message was 
received that Kh1d1kwasla d1m had breached. According to him the message 
about the breach'ofthe Khldakwasla dam was received at 3-00 p.m. Actually 
the dam had breached at 2-05 p.m. Heble has stated in his written statement 
at paragraph 75 that he received the message about the breach of the Khadak

. wasla dam at 3-00 p.m. from the emergency control room. It may be pointed 
out at this stage that the reports of Dange who was in charge of the V. H. F. 
control room and Sa want who was the R. T Operator in the same room [vide 
Ex. 1249(l)=Ex. 604 and Ex. 1249(17)] do not support Heble's statement. 
Bedi in his written statement asserts that the Collector rang him up at 2-15 hours 
to say th1t the Kh>dlkwasla d>m had breached. Bedi was cross-examined 
by Ghawasla on this point and Bedi gave assertive replies as follows :-

" I do not accept the suggestion put to me that the message given by the 
Collector of Poona about the breach of the Khadakwasla dam was given 
to me some time after 3-00 p.m. In view of the fact that the message about 
·the Khadakwasla dam having been washed out has been noted as having 
been received at 2-15 p.m., I can positively say that, that -message must 
have been received at 2-15 p.m." . 

It is the case for the civil authorities that on receipt of this message, Messrs. 
Anand and Gadkary were consulted about the consequences of the breach. 
Heble in his written statement at paragraph 75 says : 

"They (the engineers) stated that t11e first serious rise as a result of the 
breach in the Khadakwasla dam would be felt in Poona in about an hour's 
time, that there would perhaps be a further rise of 5 to I 0 feet in the flood 
level. Immediately on this, I had a broadcast issued to all the wireless 
mobiles with the object of issuing warnings along these Jines to the residents 
of the areas likely to be affected by this fresh rise in the flood. Similarly, 
as many Police Stations and chowkies as could be contacted on the telephone 
Were apprised of the breach of the Khadakwasla dam with the object of 
having the warning repeated in their respective jurisdictions. In addition, 
the loudspeak~r vehicles were again sent round to warn the inhabitants 
of the areas which were threatened by the new .floods." 

·Heble in his deposition stated : 
" the text of the third warning if I remember well was· as follows :-

' Khadakwasla -dam was breached, and there will be further rise of 
10 feet in the water level. This flood will reach Poona within an hour's 
time'." 

According to him, the text is noted in the log book of the V. H. F. ~ontrol 
room (Ex. 553). The entry shows that the rise of 10 feet in the river water 
would take place within half an hour. It further states that warning should be 
given to the people living in the areas where the water had entered. I fail 
to understand what useful purpose such a warning would serve when the 
warning was confined to the areas where the water had actually entered. The 
statement in para. 75 of Heble's written statement is belied from the contents 
of what, according to Heble, is the authoritative text of the warning. 

I m~y refer to a v~ry sig~ficant circ:umstance as regards the third warning. 
The V1shrambag Police Station Khabn report makes no mention of the third 
warning at all. This suggests that the information about the breach of the 
Khadakwasla dam was not conveyed to the Vishrambag Police Station on 
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the I~th at all: It appears that t~e floods in Poona were so heavy after 3-00 p.m. 
that 1t was dif'licult for the vehtcles to move in the areas in which warnings 
could be usefully given on the basis of the third message 

(d) The trucks and the po~ice personnel utilised for evacuation. 
Let us now try to find out as to how many vehicles were actually used for 

the ~urpose of evacuation on the 12th. It is significant that Heble has 
submttted no statement showing the number of vehicles used for evacuation 
on the 12th. He admitted that he had produced no such statement. He tried 
to explain away the absence of any such statement by saying that the log books 
of the police vehicles show the details regarding the work done by them. When 
asked to say whether he had produced log books he had to admit that he had 
not produced all the log books. He also admitted that he would not be able 
to say how many vehicles stationed on the night of the 11th near the Corporation 
building were used on the 12th for any purpose including evacuation. He 
added that he saw some of the vehicles actually in operation in Pulachi Wadi. 
(It may be mentioned that the only evacuation operation which Heble has 
witnessed in the course of his rounds was in Pulachi Wadi where only 2 trucks 
have been used according to the evidence adduced in. the case.) Heble was 
closely questioned on the vehicles and he S<;JS, he saw vehicles in operation 
and this is what he has to say : · 

"I could identify them (i.e. vehicles) becuase they had markings, I have 
stated in para. 1'! of my written statement that I asked the Home Inspector 
to put into operation the scheme drawn up the previous night. By scheme 
I mean the plan, the only record of which that I prepared is at Ex. 538. 
I won't call Ex. 538 by its~lf as a scheme or a plan of evacuation. It is, 
however, a record covering the essential points of the scheme. I have 
jotted some points at Ex. 538 which according to me, form the crux of the 
scheme." · 
That takes me to the Appendix I(a) showing deployment of police personnel 

on 11th July 1961, 12th July 1961 and 13th July 1961. According to this 
statement, the number of police force deployed on the 12th comes to 13 Police 
Inspectors, 34 Sub-Inspectors and 1,275 policemen. According to Heble's 
statement,•it was after the receipt of Bhalerao's message at 10-00 ·a.m. that 
some more police personnel came to be deploy_ed and at paragr~ph 34 _h~ says 
that t~e nnmb~r of policemen deployed at tlus stage was 870 m add1tto~ to 
12 Poltce Inspectors, and 28 Police Sub-Insp~ctors. Heble _was cross-examwed 
as to how this statement came to be prepared by him and h1s answers are : 

" I myself prepared the. statement with the help of the Inspectors and 
the staff which had taken part in the evac1:1ation operatjons. T.he st_ate· 
ment (A), Appendix II, is prepared on the bas1s of the oral mformatJOn g1ven 
to me by the Police and also the statements which these officers had pre
pared and brought with them. The officers had prepared. the st<}tements 
about the same time at which the statement (A) and the wntten statements 
were prepared. Statement (A) was prepared a few days before filing ~f 
the written statement. The officers had prepared the statements from the~r 
own memories and also on the information gathered by them from t~e1r 
subordinates The time as mentioned in these statements shows the starting 
;point of the' evacuation, but does not mention the termination poi_nt nor 
any intermediate points of time. The claim of my department 1s that 
the number of persons mentioned in the statel!lent relates to those who 
have left the places at the instance of the pohce. M_o~t of these persons 
mad.e their own arrangements and did not use. the veh1_c e~. AI~ that I can 
say 1s that 22 police vehicles were used for vanous dut~es mcludmg eva_cua· 
tion on the 12th, I cannot, however, say how many vehicles were exclus1vely 



used for the purpose of evacuation. The statement' does not cover the cases 
of those persons who left the places on their own without the help of or af 
the instance of the police. About 75,000. to 80,000. persons may have !7ft 
their houses on their own without any kind of assistance from the pohce 
and not even at the instance of the police. The statement (A) refers to the 
people evacuated by the Police Department. I did not come across any 
Municipal authorities or staff engaged in evacuation operations. Our 
scheme contemplated that.the evacuation was to be carried out by us and th.e 
Municipal authoritis. There was no discussion between the Police anthon
ties and the Municipal authorities at any time regarding the plan of evacua
tion. , No areas were allotted or distributed between the two departments. 
Subsequently I came to know that the Municipal authorities did carry on 
evacuation operation independently. I again say that they assisted the 
police in evacuation." _ . 

Heble has not explained as to when and how such a large contingent of police 
force came to be mobilised nor has he explained as to at what time such a big 
force came into operation. It is impossible to believe that such a large force 
could ,have been mobilised by Heble for actual operation in ~ few hours ti~e. 
If at all such a large number of people came to be deployed m the evacuatiOn 
or in any other operations, that may be perhaps by the close of the day. At 
this stage, it is interesting to note that the number of policemen who have 
submitted reports to their superior authorities which, have been produced 
before the Commission is only 302. This number includes constables and 
Head constables. In addition to the above we have the reports of 9 Police 
Inspectors and 10 Police Sub-Inspectors who speak bout having done some 
sort of flood duty. It is not the case for the civil authorities that there were 
any more reports which have not been produced before the Commission. I had 
already made an order that all the reports that were produced before the 
Commission should be exhibited without any evidence having been led for 
proving them. It is very easy now for Heble to say that he orally consulted . 
the constables and prepared statement (A) on the basis of information given 
by them. If such a large contingent had really been deployed, the diaries 
would certainly show that these persons had done some kind· of duty during 
the 12th. Hebl~ has admitted that he prepared the statement at l(A) with 
the help of Inspectors and the staff which had taken part in the evacuation 
operations. He added that this statement was prepared on the oral informa· 
tion given to him by the police and on the basis of the statements which were 
recorded by these officers, which statements were brought to him. That means 
that statement l(A) is based on 302 reports that were taken from the policemen_ 
by the officers which were eventually submitted to Heble. It is impossible 
to believe that Heble would question the other 973 policemen besides 302 
who had already submitted their reports. Nor is it imaginable• that these 
constables were questioned by the officers but they were not asked to submit 
reports .. No explanation is forth-coming as to why reports from 973 persons 
were not taken nor placed before tbe Commission, if taken. The· state· 
ment 1 {A) is a supreme instance of bluff and bravado which are being attributed 
by the Advocate on behalf of the civil authorities to Chaturvedi. · 

(e) Ar~angements for accommodation of the flood affected persons 

Let us now deal .with another allied aspect of evacuation, that is to say, 
w~t arrangements wen~ made for accommodating the flood affected victims. 
It 1s the case for the c1vil authorities that it was decided in the Divisional 

'1 Commissioner's meeting that all the primary school buildings in the City of 
1 Poona should be reserved for accommodating the refugees. It is an admitted 
':fact that there are about HlO primary schools in the City run by the Corporation 



It appears that before 11th, six schools .were kept reser-Ved for housing the 
victims of the floods (vide Ex. 625) which are a recurring feature in the City 
of Poona. It is contended that in view of the apprehension that the floods 
in 1961 would be bigger than the floods of 1958 in case the Panshet dam 
breached, it was considered necessary to make arrangements for accommodat
ing the refugees on a larger scale and that is why it was decided that all the 
school buildings in the City of Poona should be reserved for accommodating 
the refugees. Let us now see ·how far this decision was implemented and 
as a matter of fact how many schools were kept open and what arrangements 
made for receiving the refugees in these buildings. Ex. 629 is the report of 
M. ·R. Vedpathak, Chief Encroachment Officer, Municipal Corporation, 
dated 14th July 1961. ·He says that at about 8-30 p.m. on 11th, he along with 
Head Clerk, Padve, went on a motor bicycle to the house of Mr. Kale, the 
Administrative Officer, School Board, and told him that it may be necessary · 
that all the municipal schools are taken possession of for the purpose of the 
Panshet dam (probably it means Panshet disaster). Ex: 631 is the report of 
Y. J. Padve, Head Clerk, Assistant Municipal Commissioner (Special). In his 

. report at Ex. 631 he reiterates Vedpathak's statement. It appears from Padve's 
statement that the two had gone to the house of Kale at about 9-30 p.m. 
It is clear 'from these two reports that all that Kale was told was that it•may 
become necessary to. take possession of school buildings in the City of Poona. 
These reports do not suggest that the idea was to take possession of all the 
school buildings nor do they suggest that any more school buildings other than 
those already reserved, were actually reserved for housing the refugees. Let 
us now. turn to the report of\ Kale, the Administrative Officer, which is at 
E:c. 632. Kale begins by saying that Padve and Vedpathak conveyed the 
dir_ection of the Assistant Municipal Commissioner (Special) to the effect that 
more school buildings than those that were already allotted on the IO.th of July 
would most probably be required to meet the high flood danger. Thts comple
tely c:xposes the falsity of the theory that it was decided. that all the scho~l 

,bwldings were to be reserved for housing the refugees. . It IS clear from Kale s 
· report that the idea of Darp was that some more school buildings perhaps 

would be necessary to meet the flood danger. Kale fwther says that he-assu
red PadYe and Vedpathak that arrangements would be kept ready to nu:ke 
school buildings available " if the need arises". This was the ouly action 
that was taken on the night of the lith. 

T-qrning to the question as to how many buildings wer~ actually utilised on 
the: l~thfor housing the refugees, I find from Kale's report Ex. 63~ that 22 school 
bu!ldmgs were actually made available for accommodating the flood 
-st~ck.en people. It is significant to note that Kale says that these sch?ol 
buildings were made available when there were high floods due to the bursting 
of the Panshet darn. This suggests that 22 school buildings must have been 
made available some time after 10-00 or 10-30. In order to get over the 
difficu.lty created by Kale's report Ex. 632, Darp ~ hi~, deposition has .the 
~udacity to go to the extent of saying that the expresston m?re school build
mgs " appearing in Kale's report is inf!ccruate. The. wording sh~uld have 
been all the school buildings. He was forced to admit that alt~ough all the 
school buildings were kept ready, all of them we_re not occupie~ but only 
some of them were occupied. It is not clear what IS meant by saytng that all 
the school buildings were kept ready. Nobody knows who h~d kept. them 
ready and on what date and at what time. Is there at least reliable eVIdence 
to sh~w that 22 school buildings were. kept ready for housing the refugees ? 
~ow If these school buildings are kept ready the~ someb?~Y would ~e kept 
mcharge of these buildings so that he would be m a position to receive the 
refugees and make arrangements for them. At least the Headmasters would 
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· , be put In charge of the respective sc~o?l buildings •. Darp had to ad~lt.that 
pno person was kept in charge of receiVIng evacuees m. these school b~d111gs. 
: Darp had also to concede that all that is meant by keepmg the school butldings 
i ready was that the doors of the school buildings were kept open so that the 
. refugees could enter those buildings according to their own vims or conveni· 
' ences. He admitted that there was no police officer kept in charge of thes6 
'refugees centres, nor any municipal officer. When he was asked to explain 
what he meant by evacuation he said : 

" By evacuation I mean that a shelter was provided for the flood affected 
persons. The evacuees remained in the school buildings for serveral days· 

· after the floods. From 13th onwards food was given to them regularly 
every day. Government provided the food." 

This shows clearly that at any rate on the 12th no arrangemt'nts for distribut·' 
ing food to these victims wa~ made. If 22 or any other number of school 
buildings was really reserved and kept ready and actually these buildings were 
occupied by the refugees we -should expect some documentary evidence in 
that connection. We should at least expect a register being maintained in each 
of these schools showing the names of the persons who were kept in these 
buildings and also other details such as how many days each of the refugees 
stayed there and for how many days he received food in that centre. Darp 
had to admit that he did not visit any of these centres because according to· 
him all the arrangements were taken over by the Divisional Commissioner 
and the Government. 

It is an essential part of any arrangement for evacuation that provision is 
~ade for sheltering the victims. Was any thought given to this vital aspect 
e1ther by the D. S. P. or by the CoiJector ? Heble in his deposition stated : 

"I cannot say who was in charge of the various buildings for receiving 
the evacuees. I understand that some arrangements were made by the 
Corporation authorities. That was the responsibility of the Corporation 
and not of the Police. The responsibility of the Police was to take the · 
refugees to the buildings and no more. I again say that it was not necessary 
for the Police to take the refugees to the respective places but their responsibi· 
lity was to guide them, i.e. to meation the places to which they were expected · 
to go. I came to know that some responsible member of the Municipal 
staff was kept in charge of each centre. I gathered this information in the 
course· of discussion with the Municipal Commissioner or Mr. Darp. I do 
not .remember how many days after the floods. I have not put this infor· 
matH0>n on record. I had no talks either with Darp or with any other 
Murucipal officer regarding the evacuation GD the 12th. I met Darp in the 
control ro.om in the Corporation building on the morning of the 12th. I did 
not ask him whether he had carried out decisions arrived at in the meeting 
of the previous day. I am not aware of any record having been kept in the 
~uilding in :cgard t~ the arrival of the refugees. . No arrangements, accord· 
mg ~o my mformatton, were made for feeding them on the 12th. Many 
contmued and some more persons also came to the camp a little later. 
From the ~3t.h onwards, arrangements were made to feed these people. 
The .Comnuss10ner and the Collector were looking after the arragements of 
fcedmg the pcopl:-. 1 .do not know whether any register has been maintained 
-of J?crsons wh~ li\'Cd m these c.~mps and were fed by Government agencies. 
I dtd not enqmre from Darp either on the 11th or on the 12th as· to which 
school buildin1;s. were earmarked for receiving the refugees. So far, I have 
made no enqumes 2.s to whether all the schools started their work on the 
12th according to t.he normal practice. I am not in a position to accept or 
to deny tl:~ assertion that all the schools started their work according to 
usual pract1ce on the 12th. I can neither accept nor deny the suzzestion 
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-~ow put ~o me that sc~ool No. 19 in Dhangar Ali in Narayan Peth started 
1t1> work m the normal course nor whether the boys g_ot stranded on the 
first floor as a result of the floods and required to be evacuated. i have 
made no enquiries in that respect so far. I visited parts of Shanwar Peth, 
parts of Narayan Peth, parts of Kasba Peth and part of Mangalwar peth 
before these areas were cut off as a result of submergence of three bridges 
bef<;>re 9-30 a.m. I did pass by some of the school buildings. I did not 
notice whether they or any of them was under lock." 

(Note.-The quotation is not continuous). 

H~ble has admitted that it is the responsibility of the Police Department to · 
gutde the refugees to the various centres of shelter. It is necessary to note 
that neither in the warnings alleged to have been announced on the night of the 
11th p.or ln any of the 3 warnings alleged to have been announced on the 12th •. 
~entwn has been made of the centres of shelter for different localities. There 
Is not even a general reference to these centres in the warnings alleged to have · 
been issued. The warning at Ex. 427 says that people should get ready to · 
move to safe places with their belongings within 2 hours. The warning does 
not explain within 2 hours of what event. It is suggested by some witnesses 
that within 2 hours means within 2 hours of the warning to be given after the 
actual breach. If this is so, then, at least the warning issued after the breach 
of the dam should say clearly that people should immediately leave their places 
and go to places reserved for them. Heble says that he learnt either from 
th6 Municipal Commissioner or from Darp that some responsible members 
of the Municipal staff were kept in charge of each of the centres. ·I ha~e . 
already referred to Darp's admission wherein he says that no one was kept m 
charge of !!tty of the centres. Municipal Commissioner, Kulkarni, does not 
refer to this aspect of the matter at all. Heble's statement therefore, that 
he came to know that some responsible member of the Municipal staff was 
kept in charge of each centre and that he gathered the informatio~ in. the 
course of discussion either with the Municipal Commiss,ioner or Darp, IS etther 
a bluff or invention. It is surprising that Hcble should. make hi~elf bold to 
say that he has made no enquiries as to whether the boys m a schoolm Dhangar 
Ali were stranded on the·first floor as a result of the onrush of floods in the 
building. The reports of some of the Police constables submitted to him 
llhow lhat the boys and also some evacuees were marooned in the buildin~ of a 
~ch'ool in Dhangar Ali, Narayan Peth. And, yet, Heble ha:> the audacity to 
~ay t~at Appendix 2(A) (work done by constabl~s for ev~c~atton) was pre~ared 
0 Y hi.m on the basis of the enquiries made by him. T~s .tllu~trat~s how .mes-

' ponsJbly Heble has given his evidence before the CorniiiiSS!On m this enqwry. 

The evidence· given by Home Inspector, Kekre, will throw a flood .of ligh~ 
upon the attitude of the officials on this aspect of the matter. Kekre says · 

. •• It never occurred to me that in case a large nwnber of evacuees were 
®ven shelter in public buildings it might be necessary to. make 3:rrang:fuents 
for giving them food. The D.S.P. never discussed this questlo~ WI ~: 
'at any time. It did not occur to me that I should apply my mtn~ t~h~se 
<question as to whether there were proper lighting arrange~e?ts m . 
<public buildings. My experience is that very often lights faillfuPo~h~~ 
•the damp and cloudy weather .. The question as to whether ~ s b 
'Were open or had remained closed on the 12th was left to be c'?ns!dered er~ 
·the Police Inspectors I do not know whether the school butldmgs 'hl 
kept in. charge of re~ponsible persons. I again say_ that I know not ng 
about It even today." 
(Nole~T~ quotation is J)Ot continuous) 

H 471lt.-z§ , ... · ... 
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It is clear from this that nobody·applied his mind to the questi<_>n as -to whether 
the schools were opened on the 12th and as to who should b~m carge of these 
school buildings. Nobody again applied his mind as to what arrangements 
for food should be made for the flood victims who were expected to be honsed 
in the -school buildings. 

'The fact that there was no clear guidance to the refugees as to where they 
should go for shelter becomes clear from ~he estonishing ad~ssio!ls made 
by Pharate, Additional Deputy Collector, m answer to questions m cross
examination. He said that a large number of citizens came to the Collector's 
office compound for· shelter. He admitted that some people did enter the 
Collector's building. He also admitted that some of them were uttering angry 
words and were asking the authorities to make arrangements about the future 
rehabilitation. In making this admission, Pharate, confessed that people 
were using angry words. · He also admitted that people were saying in a~ger 
thaf they had lost everything and they were saying this out of desperation. 
Pharate proceeded to say that he had made arrangements for supplying food 
to the persons who had taken shelter in Morarji Gokuldas Dharmshala, 
Moledina Hall. and at the Railway Station. That shows that people. had 
gone te the Morarji Gokuldas Dharmashala, Moledina Hall and the Railway 
station on their own. This suggests that there was none to guide these people 
to the centres of shelter. This evidence throws considerable doubt upon the 
case put forward on behalf of the civil authorities, namely, that proper 
arrangements were made for accommodating the refugees and guiding th~m 
to the centres of shelter.' Pharate finally admitted that refugees were allowed 
to stay in the Collector's office, Sassoon Hospital, Moledina Hall and 
Mora:rji Gokuldas Dharmashala. . 

The evidence of Shirole, the Ex-Mayor of the 'Municipal Corporation, throws 
a good deal of light upon thi; aspect of the civil authorities' case. In answer-
to questions in cross-examination, Shirole says : . 

" About 3000 to 4000 people from Shivaji Nagar gaonthan had to go out 
. for shelter on the 12th night. Their arrangements for shelter and food 
· were made by the villagers. I did not see any Municipal auth_orities or 

officers in these localities nor any Government or Police officials. The 
arrangement for food etc., was made by the villagers on their own for a 
continuous period of 15 days. Thereafter, i.e. 3 to 4 days later, Government 
supplied some grains." . 
The conclusions that emerge from the above discussion' are:- • 

· (1) After the news about the breach of Panshet dam was received, instruc
tions were issued to carry on Bandobast work in the river side areas, i.e.> 
the traditional low-lying areas. . · · 

(2) Moce areas were contemplated after the receipt of Bhalerao's message, 
saymg th?t people ~h~uld be evacuated to highest places. 

(3) Nehher the Civil authoritis nor the Municipal authorities rendered 
any kinu of hdp to the citizens in the matter of evacuation . 

\ 

t4) Accorcing to Heble the number of trucks employed o~ the 12th was 
, 22. , The. !og bo_oks of these vehicles have not been produced. The evidence 

of ~e police ofticef!' suggest that at its most 3 or 4 trucks belonging to the 
police depa~ent were utilised for the purpose of evacuation and that alsc;> 

. m the traditi_onal low-lying •areas . 
. (5) No Police officer gave any guidance to the refugees to go to any parti· 

cillar P!aces for shelter, nor there is any reliable evidence to support the 
tall claun that 22 school buildings were utilised for the occupation of the 
refugees c;>n. the 12th. In any case· there is nothing to suggest that these 
sr.hool buildings wer~ kept ready for occupation by the evacuees. Admitted· 
ly uobody WI\~ \cept Ill chi!Tge of these school buildings. It does not a_{)J?eal; 
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that any inst~ctions had been given to the Headmasters that these, buildings 
would be utilised for the purpose of evacuation. Most of these schools 
appear to have opened at the usual hour according to normal .practice. 
It may be that some refugees did enter these buildings for shelter. It may 
be that some of them came to be occupied by the refugees before the evening 1 
of the 12th.. That does not mean that the refugees were systematically 
evacuated mus:h less that they were afforded shelter in the school buildings 

. (6) No arrangement for feeding these refugees was made at any rate 
on -the 12th. 

(7) Admittedly, thousands and thousands of citizens left their places on 
their own and occupied such places as were available to them. At least 
one Dharmashala was occupied by the refugees. Some' refugees had 
entered the Collector's compound and even the office building. There 
were others who had gone to the Railway Station for shelter. The admitted 
fact that as many as 75000 to 80000 people evacuated on their own 
without even any kind of suggestion from the Police, establishes that 
there was no organised plan of evacuation, and people were left to their fates. 
As a matter of fact, the authorities were unprepared and were caught napping. 
It was impossible to organise evacuation operations on such a vast scale 

. without pre-planning and prior organisation. 
(8) I am not suggesting that so far as the activities of the Police on the 

12th are concerned, the Police did not ·do what could be done in the circum
stances of the case. Individual Police officers do appear to have done what 
they considered to be possible to be done in the circumstances of the case. ' 
The graveman of my charge against, the civil authorities is that they did not 
properly comprehend the situation and did not try to apply their mind 
seriously to the problems arising in case any of the ugly possibilities materia
lised.· That there was no proper planning nor organisation either for the 
purpose of rescue or for evacuation and what is worse is that there were 
~o proper warnings given either on the night of the 11th or even on the morn
mg. of the 12th. 

(f) Warning by individual Policeman (as per the reports) 
.I no'Y propose to take up the evidence in the form of reports s~bmitted. by 

t~e Police Officers in support of the work done by th~m on the 12th, I.e. ~arrung 
given and steps for evacuation taken. Ex. 1252 IS the report subiDitted by 
S. S .. Naik, Sub-Inspector, of the City Traffi~, Poona. In thi~ report he has 
mentioned not only the work done by him In regard to warmngs ~ut he has 
me.ntioned the work done by him in regard to evll;cuation. The most Imp?rtant 
pomt to be noted is that the time of the warrungs has not been mentioned. 
We cannot make out therefrom as to at what time warnings were given in 
each of these localities.' Time' is the essence of the matter, so fa~ as .warnings 
are concerned.. It may be that the areas of warnings went !Jn bemg mcreased 
as. the water went on spreading to more and more areas. The preamble of 

. this report is very important. It says : 
"At about 7-30 a.m. the Home Inspector informed· me on the phone t~at 

a portion of the Panshet had been washed away and thc:re wo~ld be te~c 
floods in the City of Poona. He asked me to give warmngs with the aid of 

· loudspeaker jeep for remaining vigilant to the p~ople living on the banks 
of the river in the same way as was done on the previOUS day, an<! tell them to 
quit the houses and move to safe places." ·. . 

The first point to be noted is that the warnings were to be giVen m the a~eas 
adjoining the river. The second is that the warning was the same as was given 
on the previous day. The third is that people w.ere merely .to be asked to 
quit the houses and to go to safe places. There IS no mention that people 
were to be informed that th~ dam bad breached. In any case the s!lbstancc 
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of the warnings was the same as given on the previous day with this tlill'etefice 
that people were asked to q,uit the houses i!nfuetlialely. 'f!le ·areas also w~re 
the s•me. In other words this \varhing wa~ at best, an extension· of the warnmg 
given on .the previous day. rt should be recalled that it is· the ~ame jeep 

• which was used on the previous night by Chand. The log book IS also the 
same. The log entries of the 11th night as. also the entries of the 12th are 
cdntained in the same log book. The localities in which warnings are alleged 
·to have been given by S. S. Naik from 7-00 a. m. to 6-00 p.m. on the ,12th have 
been mentioned in the extract of the log book Ex. 541. (Photostat copy, 
p 1408-A). The car was. taken out from M. T. section Vishrambag Wada. 
F~om Vishrambag Wada to Narayan Peth and then the localities through 
which the jeep passed are as follows :- • 

Vishrambag to Narayan Peth, then Kasba Peth, Sadashiv Petb, 
Shanwar Peth, Kasba Peth, Nava · Pul, Narayan Peth, Kasba Peth, 
Shanwar · Peth, Kasba, Narayan, Kasba then M. T •. section. 

The mileage covered in the journey which went on for about 11 hours is only 
13 miles. It should be recalled that the extract at Ex. 540 shows that the vehic· 
le in which Chand is supposed to have announced warning from 8-30 p.m. to 
1-10 a.m. covered a journey of 19 miles. It is surprising that· the vehicle 
which moved from 7-10 a.m. to 6-00 p.m .. on the 1'2th when actually the 
dam had breached and heavy floods were coming is"less in· mileage than the 
journey undertaken on the previous night. Yet the Commission's counsel 

. wants to treat the mileage mentioned in Ex. 540 as sacrosanct. It is significant 
that S. S. Naik himself bas put his signature in the user's column. It is diffi
cult to imagine that S. S. Naik who bas the rank of sub-Inspector of police 
would put forward the same plea as was put forward by Chand, namely, that 
he put his signature in the signature column in the Jog book before entries 
wer~ made by the writ~r, whoever he was. It must be presumed that· the 
entnes were already wntten down before S. S. Naik put his signature. It does: 
no~ appear f~om the report that .warnings were given in all the localities through 
which the Jeep moved. .In his report at Ex. 1252 Naik has asserted that· 
warnings were announced at a place near Anath ·Hittdu Mahilashram. It i~ 
difficult to believe that the Managers of the institUtion or those who were in
charge of the institution would not .stir themselves into activity and take out 
fue young girls ~hat were kept in the,; Ashram had they really heard the. an
nouncement statmg that Panshet dam had breached. S. S. Naik has· gone 
to the e~tent of s~ying that when the jeep had stopped ·at a place :near the 
Anath Hmdu Mabdashram people residing in the round about areas told him 
that .they had alr7ady got directi~ns on the previous night and that they wer~ 
m~king preparatiOns for evacuation. It may be pointed out that even i.bJ 
this log ex,t,ract, Ex. 541, th~ PU!l'OS~ of the journey is mentioned as·" waterc 
b~dobast . . Ev~:n the entnes m this extract do not say that wa.rnings"\vere. 
giV~n mu~h ~e~s 1~ t~ere any reference to the nature of the warnjjig. As .. 
agamst this It !s sigruficant that the same log book contains an errtr~ ()n the· 
next p~g~ relat_mg to ~e duties done· ?11 the 13th July in which the.:' ~osc:. 
of the J?urney IS mentioned as "warmng against rumour bandobastt".f · · 

In VIew of the statements contained in the MuniC' · aJ. eon.. .. ,J~;. ' 
report, Ex. 643, to the effect that the work of warn in Ip · d · ~··~oner ~ 
started in the (traditional) low-lying areas and in vieg an f ~acual1,im "Yas 
ofP.Prabhakhar, Kulkarni and Kekre, regardingtheextenr'otfloo~sex(~~~ 
re,erence as alrendy been made) it is im 'bl · · " ""'lllo.U. 
were really given in any areas beyond the slxoslsoJw el ~o belie~ that Y'~i~ 

A I d . . - ymg areas. « ' • sa rea y stated accordmg to civil au tho 'ti · · . ' · 
tn the-jeep but also by constables movi fl es warnmgs were., given nqft oJrihy 
movins in the other 3 vehicles filled 'withg ~n 

1
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of the co~ta)'les in the various Police Stations have been produced before 
the 0>.mnuss10n. I have carefully gone through these reports and I am 'in 
a positiOn to set out the sum and substance oftheS\l reports in a few words : 

(I) Most of these reports speak of warning having been given about rise 
ofwater. . 

(2) The areas of warnings were extended as per the rise of water. 
The reports including the report of Inspector Jadhav attached to 

the Pharaskhana Police Station are 42 in number. Except the report 
of M. J. Bhosle, Ex. 1241 {22), no other report speaks of warning 
having. mentioned the fact of the breach of the Panshet dam. It is 
si~ificant that D. B. Tamboli [Ex.. 1241 (90)] who was moving along 
w1th M. J. Bhosle does not support him on this point. D. B. Tamboli's 
report instead of supporting M. J. Bhosle in a way contradicts that report 
by saying that he informed people at Gadital that dam was likely to 
breach. It is somewhat interesting to see what instmctions were given to the 
constables attached to the Pharaskhana. Police. Station to whose reports 
I have referred just now. The report of ·B. S. Londhe, Ex. 1241 (37), 
says that he and constable Gaikwad were instructed by Inspector Jadhav 
to go to Bhimpura, Mangalwar Peth, and to inform people that there was 
a likelihood of rise of water and asking them to get ready with . their articles 
togotosaferplaces. Thereport ofconstable J.Y. Gaikwad,Ex. 1241 (12); 
is equally significant. He says that at 9-30 a message was received from the 
control room saying that water was going to increase and therefore, warning 
shoUld be given to the people and &andobast maintained. This again suggests 
that till 9-30 a.m. the only information ·received by the constable was that 
water was likely to rise. Another point which strikes the attention of the 
reader of these reports is that the areas .in which action was taken by the 
constables are included in the six low-lying areas. 

That takes me to a consideration of the reports of the officers attached to the· 
Vishrambag Police Station. These- reports are at Ex. 1242 (collectively). 
Most of these reports undoubtedly speak of warnings havlng been given about 
the breach of the Panshet dam. But the contents cannot be accepted as true 
in view of the fact that the Khabri report of that station, Ex. 546, merely 
says that Bandobast should be kept. It does not say that warnings should be 
given. There is, therefore, no likelihood of warnings having been given at 
that stage. Although the reports speak of warning having been given about 
the· breach of the dam they do not mention the' time when these warnings 

·were given. Only a few reports mention the time when warnings were given. 
But they refer to 10-00 or 10-30 ll-00 or 11-30 a.m. It further seems that 
whatever work was done by the~e constables about the evacuation depended 
upon the rising level of water. As the water went on ris~ng the cons~ble~ went 
on thinking of taking action in those areas. Just to Illustrate th1s pomt let 
us have a look .at the report of S. A. Koli [Ex. 1242 (33)]. He says : . 

" We gave warnings to people to get out o~ therr houses after locking 
the same with their clothes and valuable articles, as the water went on 
rising." · 

Ex. 1242 (5) is the report of Head Constable S. ~- P 1than. · He also 
uses similar language iri his report. The language used m a large numbe_r _of 
these reports is similar. It is in this context that we have to se~ t~e local!t!~S 
~here warnings were given. Though som_e_ of the rep~rts. do md!cate addi
tional areas adjacent to some of the traditiOnal !ow-lymg ar~as, 1t may be 
·that warnings were given there, when water actually entered m t~ose ar~s. 
The report of M. H. Chowdhary, Ex. 1242 (11), is _extremely !nterestmg. 
He says that ··after warning the bewildered re~ugees takmg shelter m a ~chool 
that, water would enter in their building, he w1th the help of. Head Constable 
Pathan, constables Hirgude, Konde, Deshmukh, Suryavanshi, removed 25 to 
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• was not apprised about the· breach of the Panshet dain. The report of'N. M. 
Waghmare, Police Inspector, in charge of Khadak Police Station, Ex. 603, 
does not speak of the breach of the Panshet da~ .. His _report s~ggests that he 
got instructions after 10-15 a.m. to remove men m Nav1 Peth, Tilak Road ~d 
Kasba Peth etc. The tenor of the reports of the constables attache4 to Khadak 

. Police Station· suggest that they went in action in the areas. as the water went 
on rising. Before concluding this part of the discussion, it is necessary to 
refer to the fact that a ·number of Police chowkies were affected by floods and 
records and furniture either washed away or damaged. Heble also admitted 
that these police chowkies were affected by the floods : They are, Gadital, 
Mangalwar Wes, Kasba (under Pharaskhana Police Station),· Shanwar Peth, 

'Narayan Peth and Sambhaji Pul Chowkey. · Of cours·e, he has suggested that 
·the records of these·chowkies were removed ;·-but he is cautious enough to 
clarify that statement by adding 'as far as I remember'. He al!;o ·admitted 
that water entered the building in which the office of the D. I. G., C. I. D. 
is situate. This office is opposite the District Judge's bungalow .. He has the 
audacity to say that a large part of the records of that office were removed from 
that office and saved. But he shyly adds : . 

" I do not know whether part of the record was submerged or washed 
away." 

The Railway Police also had their office in the same building. . With regard 
to their record, Heble says he did not know whether that had beet!. washed away. 
He tells us that he has made no enquiries till today about that record. The 
office . of the Supermtendent, Wireless, is· also located in the same building. 
The equipment of the Wireless Superintendent is kept in the Government 
godowns and it is an admitted fact that that equipment was eithet washed 
away or submerged in water. These tell-tale circumstances destroy the foun
dation of the theory set up for the first time during enquiry that more areas 
than the 6 traditional low-lying areas had been fixed upon for the purpose of 
evacuation. 

·on a review of the reports, it is clear that whatever warnings were given 
on th~ morning of the 12th were initially given in the six low-lying areas. It was 
never contemplated that water would rise in any areas beyond the six low
lying areas. As the water went on rising the areas of warning appear' to have 
been widened. This conclusion is supported by certain outstanding circum
stances which would outweigh any amount of evidence and they are worth 
reproducing at this stage, even at the cost of repetition :- . 

The control room was established in the Corporation building in the 
compound of which water during floods of 1958 had spread and touched 
the road behind the Corporation building. Not only the control room 
was located in the Corporation building but it was kept on functioning 
till 12-00 p.m. when water entered the ground floor. Prabhakar ·admitted 
that he did not anticipate that flood water would enter the Corporation 
building when a decision to locate the control room there was taken on the 
evening of the 11th.. He has conceded that if he and his colleagues had 
anticipated that the flood water would enter the Corporation building then 
they would have perh~ps selected some other place for that purpose. He 
went further and adrrutted that even after the breach of the Panshet dam 
he and ~~. coll~a!pleS did not anticipate that the water would enter the 
Corporation buildmg and. that th~y were a_ctually taken by surprise when 
they s~w the. ~ate~ entenng the Corporation building. The evidence of 
S. B. ~1ilkarm, IS still more clear. He admitted that tillll-00 a.m. the exact 
magrutu~e of the flood was not realised. He also admitted that it never 
struck h1m that the water would enter the Corporation building till the· 
water actually rus!!i;!d :n. 



Another significant circumstance is thanhe grain 'godowns wnich are ~tuaie 
near the Toph~h~na were submerged in water and 45,000 bags of grain were 
affected. Gram m 38,000 bags wa~ rendered unsafe for human consumption. 
In one of these. god owns cos.tly wtreless apparatus was kept, part of which 
was subm~rged m water. It IS suggested that Chand moved in this area and 
gave w~nmgs. on the previous night and Naik gave·warnings on the 12th. 
Had thts locality been m the contemplation of the authorities as being likely 
·to be affected by tlle floods, certainly prompt and effective action would have 
_been taken on .tlle morning ofthe 12th when it was learnt that the· Panshet 
,dam had breached.· In this connection, it is interesting to refer to an admission 
made by Kekre. Kekre says : · · . 

. " I did not ask Chand to inform people living in; J~na Tophkhana that 
m case the dam bursts that area would be submerged In water." -

· Thirdly, we may refer to another admission of Kekre wherein he says th~t· 
although according to him tlle areas round about Shanwar Wada and Kasba 
chowkey are low-lying areas he did not anticipate-that these areas would be 
affected by floods even after he came to know that the Panshet dam breached. 
He has added. that ~)ley had no idea that water would enter these areas till 
tlle water actually started coming there. · 

Fourthly it is the case for the civil authorities that a school in Dhan~r Ali 
(Narayan Peth) was reserved for the · accommodation of refugees. This 
school is very much adjacent to tlle low-lying part of the Narayan Peth. It is 

. an admitted fact that the ,school building was submerged in water on the 12th 
as a result of the breach of the Panshet dam.· · · · 

These facts expose the falsity of the clim made at the eqquiry that warnings 
were given to areas other than the six low-lying areas on the 1 I th and 12th 
and that. evacuation was carried out in these areas and so on, 

(g) By the Revenue Authorities( Warnings). 

It is the case for the civil authorities that the work of giving warnings was 
entrusted to the police and municipal authorities and the R.. P. 0. and that 
revenue authorities had no responsibility in the matter. The Coll~ctor ~as 
frankly admitted that he did not. give any instructions to anybody .mcludtr1!:: 
the D. S. P. on the morning of the 12th that warning should be givert a~~ut 
the Panshet dam having been· breached. · He says t~at. he made enqumes 
about the warnings having been given on the· 12th· wtthm 10 days after ~he 
actual breach of the dam. He claimed that he would be able to mention 
the ·l<;>calities after seeing the report of the Mamlatdar, M. S. B~osle. He 
~xplamed that tllese warnings were given orally by persons movmg r~und 
tlle streets. The Collector's attention was drawn to- the report submitted 
by ~hosle on 17th July 1962 in which the Mamlatda~ stated that he personally 
moved from the river side right upto Yeravada and mfornted· about·the breach 
of t~e Panshet. ~am artd requested· p~ple to ev~cuate at once. The Collec!or 
admttted that m this -report there IS no mentton of announcements havmg 

· been made about the breach of the Panshet dam by any other method. There 
is a note below. this part of the Collector's deposition which runs thus : 

. "The witness was given File No. 3 of the Collector's office. He took o'!~ 
the report submitted by Bhosle, Mamlatdar, Poona, dated 18th July 1961. 

Then he proceeded to say -: . . 
"Mter referring to this report, I say tha_t warnin~s w~re given ~twee~ 

7-30 and 8-00 a.m. to people living on Jangh MaharaJ Road,_ Pulac~ Wadt, 
Narayan Peth, Shan war Peth, Kasba, Mangalwar Peth, qad ttal,. Bhtmpura, 
Sangam Bridge, Civil Court Lines, Ashanagar colony; behind RaJa Bahadur 



Mills, portion upto Bund Garden, Dhobi Ghat, Yeravada, Vaitag Wadi and 
East Kirkee, The report also gives the text of the warnings as follows :-

' Panshet dam had breached, a big flow of water is coming, get out 
immediately, you should leave your houses with your valuables and go 
to safe places.' ." 

It will thlls appear that there were two reports by the Mamlatdar, one-of the 
17th and the other of the 18th. In fact, there are 3 reports, one of the 17th; 
Ex. 442, and two of the 18th both of which have been collectively exhibited 
as Ex .. 443. The first report Ex. 443 relates to damage due to flood in the 
City of Poona and other adjoining villages situated on the Mutha river. That 
report is preceded by a letter which says that this was in continuation of his 
letter dated 17th July 1961. Then comes another report Ex. 443 dated 18th 
July 1961 but signed by the Mamlatdar on 19th July 1961; which is styled 
as letter. Reference is shown as "telephone instructions of 18th July 1961 ", 
which apparently suggests that Bhosle was given certain instructions on tele
phone as a result of which he was submitting that report. It was in this 

·second report that the localities which he, the Mamlatdar, visited on that 
. day for giving warnings as also the text of the warning, j!ppear. If this report 
is to be believed, then it means that practically all the areas were covered by 
the Mamlatdar in a jeep. The question that falls to be considered is why 
did not the Mamlatdar mention the localities in which ·he had moved for the 
purpose of giving warnings in his first report Ex. 442. Not only he did not 
mention the localities, but he stated that he visited the river side right upto 
Yeravada. Evidently, the areas which are mentioned in his report at Ex. 443 
cannot be considered to be river side areas, for instance, Jangli Mabaraj Road, 
Civil Lines, East Kirkee, etc; Wby did the Collector deem it necessary to give 
special instructions on phone to the Mamlatdar to submit a fresh report ? 
No satisfactory explanation is forth-coming. The Collector was questioned 
on this point. This is what he has to say : . 

" I did not 'ask the Mamlatdar as to why he had not mentioned these 
details (about localities and the text of the warning) in hi~ report of the 
·nth. I knew that some complaints were voiced about the failure to give 
warnings. I will not be able to say whether this was before 17th or-18th." 

The Collector had admitted earlier that an uproar was made in the newspapers 
of the 16th that proper warnings were not given. It is, therefore, evident 
that on finding that the details regarding the localities and the text of the 
warning were not mentioned in the report submitted on the 17th, the Collector 
thought it fit to give special instructions to the Mamlatdar. What those 
instructions are of course is a sealed book for anyone except the Collector · 
and the Mamlatdar. Reading between the lines, it is clear that second pal:t 
of the report Ex. 443 dated 18th July 1961 is more or less an inspired document 
and no ·reliance can be placed on the same. There is also internal evidence 
afforded by the contents of the report itself to show that its contents cannot be 
true. According to Bhosle, he was sitting in his office when be learnt about 
the breach of the Panshet dam -from the Corporation office. He speaks about 
th~ staff at th~ Corporation. office having promptly despatched the police 
With trucks which were ~ept m ~e Cc;>rpora~IOn of!ice with specific directions 
to alert t~e gen:rai public and nver s1de res1dents m particular to leave their 
houses w1th the1r _movabl_es to places of safe!y an~ adjoining schools. It may 
be noted that f!J.e mstructions were to warn nver s1de -people. The instructions 
matte no m_entio~ that people were to be told about the breach of the Panshet 
dam. If nver stde areas y.-ere the only areas in contemplation, is it likely 
that Bhosle wodld fl?.OVe ~n a:eas oth~r than river side areas ? Whatever 
that m_ay be, the question ~ses tf the Pohce went in jeeps to announce warnings, 
why d1d the Mamlatdar himself think it necessary to take rounds in a separate 



jeep arranged as he says by the Public Health. Further the report 
makes P? fl!ention of the tim~ when the warnings were given· by Bhosle. It is 
further srgmficant that, accordmg to Bhosle, he and the Superintendent C. T. S. 
went in a jeep through all the localities mentioned by him. The report 
of S .. A. Sudame, Superintendent, C. T. S., is at Ex. 1196. This report was 
submrtted on 17th August 1961 as an explanatory note showing the details· 
-ofthe.wo~k done on the 11th and the 12th. In this report, Sudame, speaks 
of the arnval of the Taluka Mamlatdar to the Corporation office. .He .then 
says: 

"The Mamlatdar then left for supervising the alerting work. By this 
time; the Collector and other officers had also come. The Taluka staff 
which started coming was asked to go for alerting people by telling them 
that the dam has given way and people should vaqate and go to shelter places. 
The Collector told me to go and to alert the people. I took a station wagon 
and went to the following destinations :- . _ 

(1) Pulachi Wadi via Sambhaji Park. I saw the Mayor of Poona 
Corporation alerting and evacuating .the people at Pulachi Wadi, personally. 

(2) Narayan Peth Police chowkey via .Lakdi Bridge by route of ~us 
Nq. 2., . . ·. 
, (3) Sitaphal Bag colony and later to Omkareshwar side., 

(4) From Omkareshwar to Shanwar Peth Police chowkey ........ 
. (5) Then I took up to Nene Ghat, Apte Ghat and Amriteshwar temple 

side." . 
··Iiis clear from the above that Sudame, Superintendent, C. T. S.,never accom

panied the Mamlatdar in the latter's itinerary, but that he himself went in 
a separate station wagon to separate localities. Incidentally, it may be pointed 
out that Sudame tells us that he was asked by the Collector to go to alert the 
people, and, therefore, he took up a station wagon and went to various locali
ties. The Collector does not say that he gave any such instructions to any
body. Sudame's report (Ex. 1196) completely contradicts the ~eport ofBhosle, 
Mamlatdar. In itself it also bears intrinsic indications of falsrty. 

The report of S. G. Upadhye, City Survey Officer, is at Ex. 1226. He says 
that he went with the Mamlatdar, City, to the Corporation office at. about 
8-30 a.:n. in a jeep. He asserts that Sapre, Maintenance Survey?r and Gaikwad, 
~alatht, and many others were seated in the jeep. After reaching the Corpora
~ron Office, the party learnt about the breach of the Panshet dam. They were 
mformed that they should give warnings to the people that the people should 
go to safe places. Thereafter, the party started moving in a je~p. They went 
first to Nava Pul and then to Arnriteshwar, People were rnformed about 
the breach in loud voice. Upadhye says that he was aske~ by ~e Mamlatdar 
to get down and give warnings in that very locality. It IS qwte clear ~~t 
Upad;Itye did not accompany the Mamlatdar in his itinerary of the localities 
mentioned by him in his report. 

Turning to the report of V. R. Sapre, the Mainte~nce Surveyor, Ex. 1230, 
~e find that Sa pre got down from the jeep as it was gomg towards t~e Corpo!3-
tton building. According to Sapre they reached the CorporatJO~ ~wldmg 
~t 9-00 a.m. After waiting for 5 minutes at the Corporation building the 
Jeep went towards the corner of Shanwar Wada via Na':a J?ul· U:padhye was 
the!! asked to ·get down but Sa pre continued to remarn m the Jee~. After 
t~e Jeep reached Pulachi Wadi, Sapre was asked to get down to g~ve mforma
tron to. the people in that locality. It is clear from Sapre's report that the work 
regardrng warning was not commenced before 9-00 a.m. -

B. H. Gaikwad, another Maintenance Surveyor, Ex. 1234, says that after 
he went to the office, he was informed at 11-30 a.m. by H. D. P~war, Su~eyor, 
that they had to go to the Corpor?-tion building as water had mcreased Ill the 
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Muti1a river. Accordingly, the two along with Jigjini and S. G. Kulkarni, 
Clerks, went to the Corporation building. On the wa'y near the P.ost Office 
of the Khadak Police Station the party met S.G. Upadhye City Survey Officer. 
All of them went to Nava Pul. As they were not allowed to cross the Nava 
Pul, they had to return. The statement of Gaikwad clearly establishes that 
even at 11-30 he was not informed in his office that Panshet dam had breached 
and all that he was told was that water was rising in the Mutha river. .· · 

The report of K. A. Gaikwad, Talathi, is at Ex. 1214. According to him 
he went to .the Corporation building with the Mamlatdar at about 7-00 a.m .. 
on· the 12th. At 7-30, he and Mamlatdar went to give war:nings to people 
living in the river side areas. According to him, he moved with the Mamlat<J.:u' 
in the localities such as Shanwar Peth, Sitaphal Bag, Omkareshwar Mandir, 
the area round about Shanwar, the area near Narayan Peth Police Chowkey, 
the area near· the Kasba Peth chowkey and Gadital. This itinerary was 
completed by about 8-00 a.m. Thereafter, according to Gaikwad, he and the 
Mamlatdar went to the huts near the Sangam Pul as also near the. Bund 
Garden and the area round about Raja Bahadur Mills. By this time it was 
8-30. Thereafter, they went towards the Y eravada Darga and gave warnings 
to the people on the river side and then returned to the Railway Pul. After 
giving warnings to all these areas they went back to the Corporation building 
which was at about 10-00. He has never spoken of ha,ving undertaken 
a journey in a jeep. · Apart from this it is significant to note that Mamlatdar 
Bhosle never mentions that he was accompanied by Gaikwad, Talathi, in 
his itinerary. As regards timing, his report contradicts the timing mentioned 
by Upadhye in his report. 
· The report of A. S. Kambale, Head Talathi,Yeravada, Ex. 1216, is equally 
·interesting .. He says that he was taken by the Mamlatdar to the Corporation 
office on the 12th. He adds that on going there it was learnt that the level 
of water had increased and therefore, it was necessary to give warnmgs. and 
accordingly the Mamlatdar put some people from the office in the jeep· and 
took them towards the Shanwar Peth and S. S. Kamble was one of them.· 
According to Kamble he was dropped near the Sitaphal Bag colony. 

The evidence detailed above speaks for itself. The impression that one 
gathers on reading these reports is that Bhosle's story about taking rounds 
through most of the flood-affected areas and moving right upto Y eravada for 
giving warnings is a cock and bull story and has been manufacture<:! on 18th' 
July 19'6! and it is impossible to -reconcile one version with the other. On 
reading this part of the evidence one is reminded of the remark in ' Alice in 
Wonderland ', that things begin to look ' curiouser and curio user '. 

Though it is not necessary to refer to all the reports submitted by the Talathis, 
Clerks, and other members of the staff of the City Mamlatdar, it would be 
interesb.'ng to have a look at some of these reports. A number of these reports 
are in pencil and bear no date. Generally; it is the case of the clerks and 
talathis that they were called to the Mamlatdar's· off;ice on the night o(the 
11th, that they remained there through the whole of the night that thereafter 
on the morning of the 12th. the~ were ~tructed to go to the Corporation· 
office and there they were gtven mstructtons by the superior officers to carry 
on p~ticular wor~ such as warning etc., and, _accordingly, they went to certain 
lo!=llhttes and. ~med on that work. The eVIdence on these points is riddled 
wtth contradictions. Some people say that they were instructed to . warn 
people that the dam had breache~ .and others say that they. were instructed 
to tell the people that water was ~smg. As an. instance in point, J may r~fer 
to the report of D. V. Raut, Asststant Talatht, Poona City, Ex. 1217. He 
says that after he reached the ·Corporation office, Sudame, told him that he 
should go to places on the banks of the river within his jurisdiction and warn 
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jieop!e that wate~ was coming and there was a possibility of danger .. He thexr 
~entions t~e ~afiau§ areas ~ which he gave these warnings and helped people• 
m evacuation. One carl easJ1y understand the nature of the warning given 
by Raut. It is significant that R!M attributes to Sudame the statement that 
.he (i. e. Sudame) instructed him and others to warn people abouf the on-• 
coming of water only in localities on the banks of the river. D. V. Raut ! states that at that time he was accompanied by Gaikwad, Talathi, Poona 
and Adwant, Talathi Parvati. Raut's statement contained in the report 
is fully supported from the extract of his diary Ex. '1177. The extract further 
shows that Gaikwad, Raut and Adwant moved in various localities together. · 
In his diary a\so.he has mentioned that the only warning that he gave to people 
living on the river-side places was that water was coming and it was likely 
~o rise very high. . I hiwe referred to Gaikwad, Head Ta\athi, Poona's report 
m connection with the movements of the Mamlatdar, Poona City. I will 
now refer to his report and also his diary for the purpose of showing that these 
c?mplete)y coniradict the report and diary of D. V. Raut Grukwad in his 
d1ary (Ex. 1176) says that he went with the Mamlatdar to the Corporation 
Office, that there he was told by the Mamlatdar that the Panshet dam had 
breached and that he went with the Mamlatdar in his jeep. Gaikwad says: 
the same thing in his report, Ex. 1214 already referred to. Adwant, who was 
the second companion of Raut in his diary, Ex. 1175 as also in his report 
speaks of having moved with the Mamlatdar on that morning and having; · 
told about the dam having breached. It is impossible to reconcile the evidence 
of Raut with the evidence of Adwant and Gaikwad. As pointed out above,, 
the report of the Mamlatdar suggests that the only two inmates of the jeep 
we~e himself and Sudame, Superintendent, C. T. S. I feel no hesitation iru 
saymg that all the reports, at any rate, some of these reports, are got up docu
ments and have· been brought into existence to sup~ort the case that. the: · 

- Mamlatdar's office took adequate steps on the mornmg of the 12th. It IS at 
least clear that there was no co-ordination between the Mamlatdar's office: 
anu the Police Department nor was there. any co-operation betw~en the 
Mamlatdar's office people and Municipal staff. At its best the action that 
was taken by the Mamlatdar and the members of his office was in the nature of 
a spontaneous response to a stimulos. There was no planning nor any or.gani
sabon behind the efforts made by the members of the staff as1 also the village 

· officers. That some of these reports at any rate are got tip will be clear from 
the following :- · . · 

Ex. 1200 is the report of N. S. Kanvinde, Clerk in the Mamlatdar's office. 
Kanvinde claims that he was sitting in the Mamlatdar's office thro_ugh the 
Whole of the. night along with Peatet ·Borges, E. A. K., Poona· Ctty, and 
s~e ~thers. He says that Sudame, Superintendent, C. T. S. who was
Sittmg m the Corporation office informed them on .phone at 6-10 on the 
12th that the danger to the Panshet dam was completely averted as a result 
of the work of bag stacking. It is nobody's case that any such mes~age 
W!ls received either by Dandwate or anyone else iri the Corporation. 
Although Sudame in his report at Ex. 1296 says : 

"Till 6-00 a.m. on 12th July 1961 no danger was reported. " ·. 
He does not say that he Informed anyone in the Mamlatdar's office that there 
:as ilo d!J.nger to the Panshet dam or that the danger was averted. T~e matter 

oes not stop there. Kanvinde .says that he went to the Corpora~on o~ce 
at 9-00 a.m. on the 12th and after going there learnt that water was mcreasmg 
as the Panshet dam was in danger; That means that till 9-00 a.m. at least. the 
Mamlatdar's office had no information that the dam had breached. Kanvmde 
adds that this information was conveyed to Peater Borges. He also .adds that 
t!J 9-~() <t,TI\, i\ w~sage was receive~;! that the Kbadakwasla dam was m danger 
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and that thereafter that he and others were asked by Borg~s to go to. the
Corporation building. In accordance with those mstructions ~anVInde, 
Maintenance Surveyor, Pote, S. T. Pawar and Deshpande start~d gon~g ~o the 
Corporation building. But they could not go to t~e Corp~ration ~mldmg as 

-the Lloyd's bridge was already closed. Another mstance JS supplied by the 
report of S. N. Gonekar, Ex. 1201. He says that on the mo~g. of ~e 
12th he had heard nothing about the flood etc. He started for carrymg on ht.s 
duty of recovery of non-agricultural assessment at about 8-30 a.m. A number 
of clerks in their reports have said that they did not know anything about the 
floods or about the breach of the Panshet dam till 10-00 a.m. or 10-30 a.m. 
The report of Bhalerao, Clerk, Ex. 1203, is equally interesting. He says that 
he learnt from Peter Borges after going to the office at 8-15 that the Panshet 
dam had breached. According to him, he and some others were asked to go to 
Pulachi Wadi after giving warnings about the breach of the Panshet dam. 
Bhalerao then described various duties performed by him till 6-00 p.m. He 
says that thereafter he started going to his house a:nd noticed that the ho~se
was under water and had fallen down completely. He adds that his old mother, 
the only inmate in his house, was rescued from the second floor of the house · 
by people. This offers a sad commentary upon the efforts made by the-police 
and the fire brigade so far as the rescue operations are concerned. The report 
of R, B. Sa want, Bill Clerk, Ex. 1206, is equally revealing. He says that when 
he went to the Corporation building on the morning of the 12th Sudame (old 
him that water in the river was likely to increase very high. He, therefore, 
asked Sa want to go to Navi Peth and give warnings to people. He adds that 
accordingly he and Raut went to Navi Peth and other localities to give warnings·. 
He then refers to the nature of the warnings, that he and his colleagues gave 
and says that they told the people that water was going to increase. To the 
same effect are the reports of S. V. Apte, and R. G. Rode, Exs. 1207 and -1208, 
two more clerks in the Mamlatdar's office. They also speak of Sudame having 
told them about the· likely increase in the water. Accordingly, he· and Rode 
were asked to go to Pulachi Wadi and Sawant and Rant were asked to go to 
Yeravada. Rode in his report Ex. 1208 fully supports Apte. I find it, very 
difficult to reconcile the position taken up by some of these clerks who .say 
that all that they were told was that water was likely to increase and that the 
warnings shoul<;i convey the same information to the peo111e and those who 
say that they were told that the dam had breached. , 

Let us now turn to the report of Mahamuni, who according to the evidence 
given by the Collector, Dandwate and Pharate, was pne of the persons who 
were sitting in the Corporation building on the 11th night. . In his report at 
Ex. 1205 Malramuni says (as rendered in English) :- · · 

"The Corporation people appeared to be in a hurry in collecting cement 
bags and sending them to Panshet between 2-00 and 3-00 a.m. Immedia
ately thereafter Dandwate made enquiries on the wireless about the condi
tion of the dam and water and learnt that there was no danger. On that 
night whenever Dandwate rang up every time he received a reply that there 
was no danger to the dam. Whatever information Dandwate got either 
I or Sudame used to convey the same to the staff in the Matnlatdar's office." 

Mahamuni wants to be more royal than the king himself. It is not Dandwate's 
case that he made any enquiries between 2-00 and 3-00 a.m. after learning that 
the Corporation staff was en.g~ged in se_nd.ing ·cemen! bags, nor does he say 
.that .whenever he made enqwnes on the w1reless the. mvariable reply received 
by h1m was that there was no danger to the dam. W1th regard to the activities 
on the morning of the 12th Mahamuni in his report says that he along -with 
Mamlatdar went on a round in a jeep and first went to Narayan Peth. ·n 
would thus appe'lr that cveryop.e claims to be in the same jeep as the Mamlatdar. 
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The jeep appears to be a maji~ vehicle so that it could accommodate any and 
everyone who wanted to sit in or any and everyone whom the Mamlatdar' 

. wanted to seat in the same. With regard to his activities on that morning it -is 
clear that they were confined to Gadital, Ashanagar, Sitl\Phal Bag colony and 
adjoining areas on the river bank. . 

I may now refer to a few documents reflecting the activities of the Revenue 
.office in the rural area. It may at once be conceded that the work done in the 

. rural area appears to have been more systematic and proper than in the City 
area. Ex_. 1193 contains extracts of the Davandi Register in respect of the 
following villages :~Kondhavt!-Dhawade, Shivne, Barje, Hingne, Kothrud, 
Khoradi, Manjri, Kusale, Nanded, Vadgaon, Hingne Khurd, LoniKalbhor, 
M~njri Budruk, Theur, Kolvade, _ Saste, Biwari, Ashtapur, Hingne Khurd, 
Na1gam, Koregaon, Math, Bhavrapur, and Khangaon Tek.. All these villages 
are on the banks of the Mutha river. These registers indicate that the warnings 
conveyed to the villagers in most of the villages on the night of the I Ith also 
mentioned that there was danger to the Panshet dam. This completely explodes 
the theory put forward by the Collector, namely, that no danger to the dain 
was apprehended on the evening of the II th. The time about giving informa
tion by beat of drums about the danger to the Panshet dam on the lith how
ever, varies from village to village. In some villages, the announcement was 
made at 8-00, 8-15, 8-30 and in others it was made at 9-30 or 10-00. In some 
others it was made in the afternoon at about 4-00 p.m. 

The report of the 5th additional Mamlatdar Haveli, E. P. Barge, fs at 
Ex. 1238. Y. T. Deshmukh is the Additional Mamlatdar at Hav~i aDd his 
report is at Ex. 1239. In this report Deshmukh has given the text that was 
used for . publishing the news regarding the condition of the Panshct dam on 
lith July 1961, as rendered in English, is as follows :-

" Water is increasing in the Panshet and Khadakwasla Dams. Therefore, 
there is a likelihood of bigger floods coming. So all people 'should remain 
cautious and should move to safer places immediately in case of floods." 

It is significant that the warning does not mention any danger to the Panshet 
dam and yet extracts of Dawandi Register quoted above speak about the 
warning having been given that danger to the dam was apprehended. This 
illustrates how risky it is to rely upon the so-called texts which are mentioned 
in the subsequent documents and which evidently are spun out of their imagi
nation by these officers. 

. (h) B)J Municipal Authorities (Warnings) 
c'o'ming to the work done by the Municipal staff· in relation to the 

wai,nings and carrying out evacuation operations, it is necessary to remember 
that the report submitted by S. B. Kulkarni, Ex. 643, does not refer· 
to any warnings having. been given by the members of the Municipal staff 
on the morning of the 12th. On the other hand, the report says that 
on learning about the breach of the Panshet dam, the Police vans went 
round the City warning the people in the aforesaid areas (i.e. the 6 lowlying 
areas).. Neither Kulkarni nor Darp says that he asked any of -the members 
of his staff to give any warnings to the people. J. T. Sa want, the Chief Market
ing Inspector, in his report at Ex. 627 says that at about 8-00 a.m. he went 
out to see whether schools had opened. He adds t)lat on his way at Narayan 
Petb. near the Ashtabhuja temple he informed some people that the Panshet 
dam had breached. He also adds that on his way at Mangalwar Peth 
also he informed some persons in regard to the same. He admits that 
he saw that school Nos. 12 and 15 were opened. Therea,fter he went to 
.Ashanagar and saw school No. 61 as having been opened and gave information 
to the teachers. He then met the Administrative Officer at 10-15 and informed 
J(;tle the Administrative Officer, that all the schools should be closed and the 
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beads of these schools instructed to give proper warnings to the students. 
It is clear that Sawant's object was not to give warnings but ttl see that the 
schools were opened for receiving f!!e refugees: Vedpathak in ~is repor: at 
Ex. 629, further says that he was provided wltli. a Jeep c.ar for conveymg warmngs 
to people living in Lakdi Pul, Ashtabhuja Devi and Sitaphal Bag areas. Rane 
in his report at Ex. 630 says that he went in a jeep and himself opened school 
Nos. 14, 30 and 61. Be saw police trucks in Pulachi Wadi area and some 
activity for moving articles etc., goi,ng on in that area. According to him 
Vedpathak was with him. It is significant 'that Rane does not say that either 
he or Vedpathak gave any warnings sitting in this jeep. It is significant that 
Rane's house opposite Sambhaji Park was submerged and it is clear from the 
tenor of his report that he had no idea that his house would be submerged. 
It further appears that the authorities <lid not have the locality of the Mang 
colony in their view as one of the areas likely to be affected by floods. Padve 
<does not speak of having taken part in giving warnings or helping in evacuation. 
<(vide Ex. 631 his report). Kale, the Administrative. Officer in his report l!-t 
Ex. 660 says that on receiving information from Sawant at 10-30 a.m. he gave 
'instructions for closing all the primary schools at about 10-55 or so. Yadav, 
1he City Engineer, in his report at Ex. 659 says that at about 8-30 he started 
:going out in the company of Kirad, the then Mayor and first went to Pula
·chiwadi and thereafter to Narayan Peth. According to him, warnings were 
·conveyed by hiq~ to people in these localities. In his cross-examination he 
.admitted that he was not in a p_osition to say whether warnings were given 
by the police in this locality before he went there. He also admitted that he 
did not come across any policeman engaged in giving any warnings except 
in the locality of Anath Hindu Mahilashrai:Jl. He admitted that the inmates 
of the Ashram who were girls did not quit· the Ashram till 9-30 when he was 
in that locality. Ex. 661(4) is the report of M. G. Phule, who was working 
as a clerk in the transport section. He resides in Dhangar Ali, .near the house 
of City Engineer, Yadav. He went to the store-room at 8-30. At about 
9-30 he learnt that water was rising in Mutha. At 10-30 he learnt that the 
dam had breached. He was asked to go home .. On going home he found 
that ·water was entering his house. Ex. 661(6) is the report o_f .Dnyaneshwar 
Kale, a cleaner. His house 'is situated on the bank of river in ,Narayan Peth. 
He had gone to the workshop on the Deccan Gymkhana. There at about 
9-30 he learnt that Panshet dain had breached. · He was allowed to go. After 
going to -his house, he informed the neighbours that the dain had- breached 
and unprecedented floods would come. This is corroborated by the report 
of G. R. Bhide Ex. 661(8) who is the neighbour of Kale. This evidence 
clearly establishes that not only no. warnings , were r•iven on the night 
of the 11th (in this area) but no warnings were given on the ~morning of the 12th 
regarding the breach of the dam. It is eqmilly clear from the reports .of M. M. 
Dalvi, the assessor and collector of taxes (Ex. 644), R. G. Godbole, Chief 
Accountant (Ex. 645), Dr. Gracious, Health Officer, and ~lome others that no11e 
of .them had any ~no':"ledge about the breach o~ the da.rn and that they were 
domg normal duties till the water rose · very high. It is evident that the 
Municipal authorities have played very little part either in the matter of giving 
warnings or evacuation on the 12th. Whatever that may be, the part played by 
the municipal staff is, of a mi,nc;>~ ll;nd insignificant _character. Each appears 
to have acted on his own mJtlative and according to his impulse: · 

The description about the activities of the municipal sta tr cannot be comple
ted without dealing with the activities of the Transport S'e<:tion and the Fire Bri
dge. Ex. 635 is the report of V. D. Desai, the Trans;:>ort ·Manager. Desai says 
that he learnt from a member of the staff at about 9-0(): a.m. that the Panshet 
dam had breached. He further says that when he went t4 1 Pulachi Wadi he met 
Mr. Lad, the Fire Bridge Su!~erillteQd\l!lt who tQld !iin1 that the water in the 
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KhadakWas!a: dam was overflowing to. a height of 4 to 6 feet. . At this time 
Traffic. Inspector,. Deshpande, Assistant Traffic Inspector, Darekar and 
Deshniukh, CI7rk of .the Transport Committee, were present. Desai then 
gave necessary mstruct10ns to Traffic Inspector, Deshpande. He then informed 
Traffic In_spector, Kadam, to stop the bu~ traffic via Holkar Bridge and Sangam 
Bridge. , At ~0.-40 he along with his colleagues went to Swar Gate. Thereafter 
he went to the workshop. He says that he noticed several school going boys 
~tandin~ on the various bus s~ops in the City and cantonment areas. He gave 
mstructions· to Jhe boys that they could not be taken to areas beyond river. 
U is :clear. from the report of V. D. Desai, that he had no instructions in the 
morriing that some areas in the City of Poona would be flooded and, therefore, 
traffic· should pe regulated accordingly, nor did he give any instructions to 
assist. in the work of evacuation. It is equally clear that whatever instructions 
Des~i gave to. his subordinates were based on the changing situation. Can 
anyone say that .this was a satisfactory state of affairs ? It is clear from the 
evidence of, Prl(bhakar, the_Collector, that the bus ,traffic was going on as 
us:ual till 11-30 a.m. when S. B. Kulkarni gave instructions to the officer to 

·. stfoJ?. service: ~his is what Prabhakar says in answers to questions by Phadke : 
. ' , :;.1 ·did .not ask the officer in charge of the bus service as to why he was 

carrying· on the bus traffic when there were floods coming in to the City. 
The Municipal Commissioner instructed thj: officer to stop service and move 
the buses away from the river." 
S. B. Kulkarni confirms this and says : 

"Dnring the course· of the second round at about 11-00 I gave instructions 
that the b:uses standing on the Deccan Gymkhana Stand should be taken 

· to . higher •. places." · 
He further adds that Traffic Manager had already given _ instructions to stop 
plying buses in the low-lying areas. It is implicit in this that the Deccan 
Gymkhana ,·area. was not a low-lying area and when Kulkarni spoke of the 
Manager having given instructions. to stop the plying of the buses in the low
lying areas he had in his mind the 6 traditional low-lying areas. 

The only evidence that needs to be considered to complete the circle regarding 
the evidence adduced on behalf of the Municipal authorities is the report 
of R;. B. Lad,, Fire Brigade Superintendent. That report is dated 6th 
February 1961, Ex. 654. In this report, Lad says that at 8-15 p.m., Rane, 
;w_elfare ·Officer, informed him that he should be in readiness as ususal for 
duty. in.cotmection with flood. This itself suggests that Lad was not alerted 
to be in ,readiness to meet an extra-ordinary or difficult situation. He was 
expected to get himself ready to meet the normal flood situation. From 
paragrl(ph 5 of the report it appears that he had received no authoritative 
,communication regarding the breach. of the dam nor did he receive any instruc
.tions to go , into action. He hear.d from Khire, Stores Officer, that the 
-Panshet dam had breached. Lad then went out and saw Kadam, Watch 
and Ward Officer.. He then sent a message to various fire stations as follows : 

_, " Panshet dam breached, serious threat to the City, alert staff, await 
· instructions from Darp and take immediate action." 

He was- then awaiting instructions from Darp, the Assistant Municipal 
Commissioner {Special), but he could not contact him till 8-50 a.m. He 
·then speaks of having taken rounds to draw the attention of the citizens to 
the gravity of the situation by ringing fire bell. According to Lad the Fire 
Brigade , Headquarters at Budhwar received the first emerge1;1cy call at 
11-25 a.m. saying : · · 
· " People trapped inside a flooded house ". 
50 people were rescued by the firemens' lift. The rescue work was attended 
to near Virachi Taliin, Shanwar Peth and other places. Lad has frankly 
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admitted that rescue party was assisted by local youths and with their help · 
people could be rescued in these localities. , When Lad came to the road _ 
opposite Kanya Shala he was told that number of persons needed help. 
He proceeds to say : . · · 

- " without a boat it was not then possible to go inside the flooded streets . 
. I returned back to Budhwar Fire Station and tried to contact high officials 
but it was all in vain due to the destruction of the tele-communication." 

Lad then 'describes how he saw a large number of women clingfug to the 
dome of Shr1 Shiv temple in Bhimnagar colony. He was convinced that no. 
human efforts would save them without the help of a boat. He therefore; 

·returned to Budhwar station along with Botre. He then sent BYL 1203 to 
Peshve Park in the hope of getting a boat, generally used for giving joy rides · 
to the visitors of the park. There was a boat which was lifted and brought 
to Mangalwar Peth. The boat was put into water in the Chuna- Bhatti 
lane and Lad started moving to Bhimnagar area, in that boat. --When the' 
boat came across main road a sidewall of a two storied building gave way and 

-about 8 women with children in their arms came out ih the gallary shouting 
and crying. The boat was turned to that direction. 4 people were seen cling
in to the electric post of a collapsed building. On the way he saw about 70 
men, women and children residing on a roof · of building which was then 
completely under water. Lad trransported women and children to Jhe _ 
opposite. building. He then sighted another small boat and with its assis- . 
tance proceeded to Bhimnagar. He found it difficult to go through debries 
of fallen houses etc. He however, prepared an improvised bridge and brought 
women into the boat and carried them to places of safety. Lad says that he 
made about 11 trips till 7-00 O'clock each time carrying about 10 to 15 
persons thus making a total of about 150 persons. Thus the picture emerging 
frolll this tell-tale report . is gloomy and does little credit to the civil. autho'
rities. Had waruings been given and proper preparations for rescue made, 
so many persons would not have found themselves in the' desperate and · 
precarious condition in which Lad saw them. 

{i) The Army Help 
Let us not forget that boats were available from the Sub Area Command, 

Poona. · No attempt was made on the lith to secure the help of the military 
either in the matter of securing boats or in the matter of securing the' help . 
of the Jawans who are experienced to carry on rescue work in difficult condi
tions. It is necessary to remember at this stage that during the crisis of 
1958 floods, arrangements were made for securing boats as also the help 
of the military Jawans. Yet we are told by· rio less a person than Mohite 
that the measures devised in 1961 were superior to the measures devised •in 
1958. At the eleventh hour 3 or 4 boats were called from the Engineer
ing College ~oat Club. The boys of the Engineering College ferried these 
boats and heroically came to the rescue of the citizens. Does this reflect credit 
upon the foresight of the civil authorities ? Should conditions be created 
when it should have been n~ssary for young boys to endanger their Jives 
when the help of the expenenced boatmen from the military was ·available 
for the asking ?. As ~t31ted in one of the paragraphs above, fortunately,.for 
Poona, the~e 1s a m1l!tary centre, the Sub-Area Headquarters of which 
are located JD Poona Itself. Unfortunately, however, for the citizens due 
to complacency and arrogance of the civil authorities this help was not 
asked for, wh1ch help would have made a world of difference, to what took 
place on the 12th o~ July 1961. Even the Fire Brigade chief was not 
alerted on the 11th mght. He had to face the flood situation almost without 
any preparation a_nd he did what was possible to do in the circumstances of 
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the case. It is not my,contention that the individual officers· did not contri" 
bute their mite. Most of them did their best in the circumstances 
then prevailing. ·'Even t~e citi~ens ~ncluding . young boys heroically came 
forward to help people m therr plight to rescue them from the grip of 
!he .d~adly floods. But tc;>ul~ ~he civil authorities take any credit for what was 
,?dlVldually. done by the IndiVIdual officers and the citizens ? Their organisa
tion ·was evidently poor. There was no co-ordination between 'the· different 
·~overnment ·a~enCies. · The highly place~ officers got demoralised, their 
JUdge!Dent ·havmg been co.mpletely paralised. The highest and the most 
expenenced among these · officers, namely, Mohite, had already· left Poona 
and by doing so had abandoned the citizens of Poona to their fate. · The 
Collector got himself immobilised in the control room almost from 9cOO a.m. 

1 to 11-00 a. m:. All that he could do was to go on ringing people and officers 
making frantic calls upon them for saving the situation and rendering help . 

. The District Superintendent of Police and . the Municipal Commissioner 
hlso got themselves closetted in the control room which itself was in the 

' .diuiger zone. . .. .· . . . 
I tis interesting to see at what thne the Collector thought of asking for t11e 

help of the Arnly. In paragraph 62 of his written statement the Collector 
says that at about 11-00 a.n:i. he requested the Sub-Area Commander to send 
25 vehicles and 100 army personnel to the Municipal Corporation building for 
assisting in . evacuation work. In .view ·of the very late rquisition it was not 
possible for the Sub-Area Commander to send the trucks and men to reach 
the Corporation building in time. At about 12-00 the Collector had to ring 
up the Sub-Area Commander to tell him not to send trucks and men to the 
Corporation building as the building itself was· under water. It was at that 
time that the· idea of requisitioning boats occurred to the Collector and ·he 
says at paragraph 69 of his written' statement that he requested the Commander 
to send boats to the Police Headquarters, Bhamburda, for being used for rescue 
operations. The boats were not received till 1-00 p.m. The Collector made 
several efforts to contact the Commander on phone but he could not' lie con
tacted .. :He, therefore, requested the D. S. P. to contact his A. S. P. who was 
on the other side of the river to. personally go to the Sub-Area Commander, 
Poona to repeat the request for boats. ' It is an admitted fact that ultimately I' 
no boats came for helping in the rescue operations· which .. were carried on 
heroically by the boys of the Engineering College and by Lad who had secured ! 
a sniallferry boatfrom the Peshve Park. It is an admitte4 factthat the Colle
ctor sent numerous messages· on phone to 'the Sub-Area Commander. The 
first·1nessage was at ·7-45 )lrs. stating that the Panshet dam was giving way, 
the second was a~··1 0-00 hrs. saying that that the dam had broken and water 
overflowing.' It ·was only in his third message sent at. 11-00 hrs. that ·the 
request for '25 vehicles and 100 men was contained. Again, in his message 
at 12~00 hrs. the Collector informed the Commander that vehicles and men 
were not req~ired as the roads to the Ganesh Khind Police Station were under 
water. '(Ganesh · Khind is a ·mistake fot 'Bhamburda). On behalf of the 
Collector· the D. S. P. rang up the Sub-Area Commander at 13-00 hrs. telling 
him that the Collector had shifted to the Police Headquarters and boats would 
be tequired there. This request was repeated at 14-15 hrs. It is significant 
-to note that at no :time request for mobile kitchens, mobile medical ambu
lances was imide either by the Collector or by the D. S. P. ·At 20-45 hrs. 
Brig. Bedi told the Collector that mobile kitchens, mobile medical ambulances 
and boats were available, if required. There is nothing to show that .the 
Collector grasped the significance of this offer or at any time attempted to utilise 
this magnificient offer. ·Did not the situation show that it was absolutely 
essential to ask for military assistance on the night of the 11th itself in antici
pation of the breach of the Khadakwasla dam and yet Heble has the audacity 

H4782-29a 
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to say that on the night of the 11th they did not think it necessary to ask for 
military help. Could not the authorities an~icipate what was anticipate~ by 
Mone during the floods of 1958 ? All this speaks of want of forestght, 
lack of planning, complecency and indifference.. It may b.e mentio~ed that 
tlie help of the Home Guards was "l!Ot secured m proper time. Thts aspect 
will be discussed in detail while dealing with Heble's appreciation of the 
situation. It is equally interesting that even at that critical moment he did not 
think of contacting the A. I. R. Station, but as a piece of happy co-incidence 
the Assistant Director of the A. I. R. Station; Poona, himself came to the 
Corporation buil~ng to meet the Coll~ctor. This is a. case of. mountai!l 
going to Mohmed mstead of Mohmed gomg to the mountain. lh vtew of this 
delay, it was not possible for the A. I. R. to broadcast any news about the 
breach of the Panshet dam or the extent of the floods, till 12-30 p.m. ·• 

(j) Traffic Jams and normalcy of day to day flctivities 
There is another way of finding out as to whether warnings about the breach 

of the dam were properly conveyed to the citizens of Poona on tlie morning 
of the 12th. There is ample evidence to show that traffic on the morning of 
the 12th was going on in a normal way in all the areas which have been called 
by the civil authorities as additional low-laying areas. It is also noteworth)! 
that crowds of sight seers were gathering at impotant bridges such as, Lakdi 
:Bridge, Sangam Brioge and other places to see the rise of water. It is euqally 
important that most of the offices, including the Collector's office, Commis
sioner' a office and the Municipal Commissioner's office, were working with 
normal complement on the 12th. These phenomena are indicative that people 
were behaving as if nothing unusual had happened or was likely to happen. 
In answer to questions ~y Phadke on behalf of the Citizens' Committee, 
Prabhakar gave the following interesting replies :- · 

"I did not make enquiries even then (between 8-45 a.m. and 11-00 a.m.) 
as to who was put in overall charge of the evacuation operations nor did· 
anyone tell me about it. I did not notice whether Modem High School 
was running after II-15 a.m. when I was takill.g a round .............. ,.'.. 
~raffic was quite normal at the o!d Rai~w~y bridge when I passed by that 
SJde on my way to the CorporatiOn .building at about 8-45 a.m; on the 
12th •....... ~· . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I noticed Police 
bandobast on the Jangli Maharaj Road at 11-45 a.m. I did not notice whethC!r 

- the traffic was as usual but I noticed that people were moving away .from 
the river side. I noticed that a few of the shops were open. I _cannot 
say whether the banks and the schools were also open. My object in 
taking a round after 11-15 a.m. was to see whether evacuation was alright . 
. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. ... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . ·.. I did not ask the 
officer in charge of the bus service as to why he was carrying on the bus 
traffic-when there were floods coming to the City ....................... . 
. . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . ....... I did .not notice whether Deccan Gymkhana 
Post Office was runmng at that time. We were on a quick-run. I passed 
by the Lakdi Bridge at about 11-30 a.m. on the 12th. There were sorne 

. policemen who were advising men not to pass by the Lakdi bridge. 
I can~~;ot however say whether they were preventing people from going to 
the bndge nor "Yhether th~y had formed a cordon with a view to preventing 
them from passmg the bndge. The D. S. P. Mr. Heble was with me at that 
time. If I r~member right, the D. S. P., issued instructions to stop the 

. tra.ffic. Earlier, at a~out ll-20 a.m., I had passed by the side .of the New 
Bndge ~d at tha~ time a large crowd was standing on both sides of the 
New Bndge watching the floods. I gave a direction that the bridge should. 
be cleared. I do not. exactly ~now whether the bridge was actually cleared 
thereafter because l did not watt there. It did not strike me as extraordinary 
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that the bridges ancl stteets should be crowded by ~i~ht-seers inspil-. of the 
fact- that the warnings were announced saying that the Panshet dam had 
breached .. I add that I did not stop to think about these things as I was 
busy. I dtd not get down from the vehicle and ask the citizens as to how 
it was that when warnings were given they were crowding .in the streets 
inspite of the warnings. I was so preoccupied that it was not possible for 
me to make any such enquiries. " 

The statements made by the D. S. P. on these points are also interesting·:-
, " On the 12th July, the Collector and I started from the Corporation 

building at -about 11-00 O'clock for taking rounds of the flood threaiend 
localities ..................... At that time, flood water. started coming 
over the approach road of the Lakdi bridge. We noticed that a few shops 
on these roads were open. Most of the shops had been closed and the shops · 
that were open were also winding up their business and were in the process 
of evacuation .. We did not pass by the Modern High School because we 
took a turn towards the left near the Statue of Rani of Zanshi. I do not 
know whether the Municipal authorities had issued orders for closing the 
schools, the buildings of which were requisitioned for sheltering the evacuees. 
I did not notice any corporation bus running on the roads by which we were 
passing. But I saw some buses stationary at the bus terminus near the 
Hind Vijay Talkies ...................... I should say that at about 11-15 
traffic had almost came to an end. There was a crowd of people on the 
bus stop on the Deccan Gymkhana Bus Stop. I cannot say whether some 
of them were passengers who were waiting for the bus. My impr~ssion is 
that most of them had gathered to see the rising level of water.. Some of 
the shops on the Deccan Gymkhana were open. I do not remember whether 
the International Book Depot was open. I do not know at what time the 
Proprietor and the staff of the International Book Depot were eva.cuated 
from the shop. I have not yet heard that they had to be evacuated from 
the shop after the level of water had risen to a height of some feet inside 
the building. . While starting. from the Corporation building, Mr. Kirad, 
Mayor and Nabar, Superintendent of Wireless, were also with us. The 
Municipal Commissioner gave directions to the buses that were standing 
at the Deccan Gymkhana stop to remove themselves to the Shivaji Nagar 
Police Chow key.~ ................... Till then, it was not deemed unsafe 
.to immobilise the buses at the Deccan Gymkhana Bus Stop. My attention 

· . is invited to the following sentence at paragraph 45 of my written sentence :-
• The Municipal Commissioner ·also issued instructions to the Poona 

Municipal Transport authorities to suspend the bus service in the low• 
lying areas and to render such assistance as was necessary at that time '. 

That is correct. I now agree that the Municipal Commissioner gave 
instructions to buses that had stopped at the Deccan Gymkhana Bus Stop 
to suspend the bus servic.e in the low-lying areas. The only locality in which 
we could notice evacuation operations going on in the course of our round 
was Pulachi Wadi. There were large number of sight-seers on the Lakdi 

, bridge. Inspite of the warnings telling people t_hat. they shou_ld ev_acuate. 
to safe places, I noticed large crowds on the Lakdi bndge. It did strike me 
as odd that people who were warned to go to safe places still crowded near 
the Sangam bridge and the Lakdi bridge which stood the danger of sub
mergence. .Traffic on the Lakdi bridge was not prohibited. We saw few 
persons crossing or coming or going over the Lakdi bridge. , We did not 
notice any vehicles. Only 3 vehicles were being used by us _for P.assing ~he 
Lakdi bridge. All of us got down at the Bus St?P near the HmdviJay talkies. 
I ·and the Collector asked the people there to dtsperse. From the bus stop, 
we went on foot to a spot in front of the Deccan Gymkhana Post Office. 
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As the vehicles approached the Sambhaji bridge, I alone got down at 
Sambhaji bridge to warn the people to disperse. . My companions remained 
in the vehicles. The car was stopped at the entrance of the Narayan Peth. 
All of us got_down there. I ~id not_ notice whether t~e Post O~ce on ~he 
Deccan Gymkhana was runnmg while-we were passmg nor d1d I -notice 

·.whether the International Book Depot was open. I do not· remember 
whether the Bank of Maharashtra was open. I did not come to know that 
the staff of the Bank of Maharashtra had to be. evacuated in a hurry whjle 
the· water was rushing in the building with considerable force.· Till now, 
I have not heard that the Account Books or currency notes of the Bank of 
Mahara5htra were submerged .... , .•.............. I did not have time 
to observe what was going on in the shops because my mind was pre,occupied 
with the question of dispersing the large crowd that _was collected near. the 
Sambhaji bridge and its approaches. Even when we were walking- on .foot 
after stopping our vehicle at the Bus Stop, I did not notic~ whether. any 
shops round about were running .... , , ................ I agree; that. the 
pedestrian traffic was going on at that time. I gave instructions to close 
that traffic also. My attention is invited to, the following sentenqe in my 
written statement :.,--_ , · . ~ . . . L, · 

' I also instructed the Police· personnel in this area to. close· the traffic 
on the b~dge.' · 

I have used the general word ' traffic' and I should have used more speCific. 
words ' pedestrian traffic ' to distinguish it from vehicular · traffic .. ·My 

· attention is also invited to the following sentence at paragraph 47 of my 
written statement:- · ., -

'I directed the Police personnel on duty there to ciear this ,area as well as 
· the bridge immediately and to stop all traffic.' . · . ' ., · 

. By traffic, I mean all kinds of traffic, pedestrian as well atvehic~Iar •. , My 
attention is further drawn to another sentence in _the same paragraph. 

' Our cars had to proceed at snail's speed over the bridge owirig to the 
traffic jam caused by vel;licles as well as pedestrians tr.ying to rush to safety 
before the bridge got submerged.' ·,, 

My explanation is that several cars were stopped'at thp. end· of the Tilak 
Road and Laxmi Road. They made a rush to cross the bridge when police 
tried to clear the crowd on it. ·'That is what I mean by saying a traffic jam 
was caused by vehicles. There were several policemen· standiilg' at the 
Tilak Road end of the bridge. I cannot say the number, ~en approximately. 
I cannot say whether they were 25, 50 or more; I cam1ot say whether they 
were less than 25. ' The motor vehicles rushed past the· policemen 'across 
the Tilak bridge and created a jam. I was not in my uniform while I• was 
taking -rounds. I had no time to put on the uniform after hearing the news-
of the breach of the Panshet dam ......... , •. : . ....... The policemen 
on the bridge had to use force to disperse the crowd on the bridge. I have 
seen caneing resorted to by the police. l do not think that the unwillingness 
of the people to disperse inspite of on-the-spot warning indicated that 
thP.y had not any previous warning about the breach· of the Panshet dam. 
After we went back towards the Shiv Darshan Lodge, I again warned the 
crowd to disperse and directed the policemen on duty to stop all traffic 
proceedmg towards the bridge. I did not stop to· see whether the traffic 
was actually stopped .............. _ .•..... We went to the emergency 
control room after our rounds via the Modern High School. I did not 
notice whether the High School was running or closed, ...... : . .. ; ........ . 
I did ~ot notice any boys in the school building or outside. I deny the 
suggestion put to me, namely, that the warning issued. was insufficient and 
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further the police force d~tailed for the task ~as inadequate even for the 
purpose of stopping vehicular traffic," _ . 

-I.hit.ve cite& the passages in their full length' because I am sure that the 
passages speak for themselves. Jt is clear .that Heble's statements are evasive 
and Heble is out for dodging every inconvenient aspect. He made a positive 
Statement in the first instance saying that most of the shops were closed. When 
confronted with specific names of shops, he said that he had no time to see 
whether the shops were open or not. He was unable to say even whether 
t~e · Deccan Gymkhana· Post Office was working. · He does not know even 
hll today what happened to the inmates of the International· Book Service 
3:nd how they were rescued. We have got the statements of the postal authori
ties and the authorities of the Batik of Maharashtra which -clearly show that 
botli these institutions were running till they were submerged in water. We . 

. have also the evidence of Dixit, Proprietor of the International Book Service, 
which gives a: very vivid and graphic description as to how they were marooned 
and as to how they had to be pushed through a small opeiling of a window 

. and how they were precari.ously perched on the gallery till they were rescued 
by the neighbours. , Heble wants to bury his head like an ostrich and blink 
the facts which stare in our face. Is this the evidence of a straight forward and 

_ truthful officer ? It is insulting to our intelligence to ask us to believe state
. ments like, those which have been cited above, .when there is oyerwhelming 
evidence to show that the ·activities of the people were going on in a normal 
way, that the shops and offices were running in their usual way and at the usual 

· time and people were running to the river side (which were the most dangerous 
. areas) just to see the fun of floods. On the question of working of offices the • 
.following passage from Prabhakar's evidence will throw considerable light :-

" I have mad,;: no enquiries till to-day as to whether all tbe 'Government. 
offices were open and functioning in a normal way and with a normal comple
ment till after 11-00 a.m. on the 12th. I had not asked my office to be 
closed and it t unctioned all the ·day. I know that the residential houses 
and flats of a number of Government servants· were either sub-merged or 
washed away in floods with or without belongings while they were working 
in their offices. I know that the residential flats of some of my•own staff. 

· includiQg my Deputy Chitnis, Dandwate (who stays in Kas~a _Peth) 
·. have been affected by floods .. :. o •••••• , •• o •••••••• :· I have not mst1tuted 

any enquiry with the members of my staff or with other Government servants · 
as to' whether they or their .family members.had received warnings in the 
morning about the breach. of the Panshet dam.· 

It is. interesting to, note that Pharate has to say about the office attendan~ 
on that day (12th); as also whether the members of the staff were affected Jil 
the floods. This is what he says : · . · · · · 

· " Majority of the members of the staff did attend the office at the usual 
office hours. I cannot say whether any of these members of the staff was 

· aware of the breach of the Panshet dam. I now know how many families 
of the members of the Collector's office have been affected by the floods of 
the 12th July. I am certain that at least 40 of the e~ploy~es in the <:;ollector's 
office were affected· by the floods. . I cannot say if th1S number 1s greater 
than 40, Out of these 40 persons. only 2 did not attend the office on the 12th 
........................ I came to know where these 38 employees who 
attended the office resided. Some of them stayed in Kasba Peth, some in 
Somwar Peth som~ in Shan war Peth, some in Narayan Peth, some in Deccan 
Gymkhana, including Jangli Maharaj Road. In res~ect of some of ~he 
employees everything was washed away and what remamed was the wearmg 
apparel. in respec;t of some, few things remained, b~ most_ was lost. 
I did not ask them why they came to the office that mornmg. I did not make 
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enq~icies whether these sufleiers knew about the likelihood .of the floods 
on the night of the 11th. Nobody among them .told me·that they s1,!lfered 
loss because they did not come to know anything about the impendin~ floods." 

(k) The significance of the submergence of certain areas ·. ' 
Had there been any truth in the statement that the Deccan Gymldi~ria 

area was treated as a Iowlying area, then certainly the Deccan Gymkhana 
Police Station at least would have .been shifted on the morniil.g of the 14th. 
It is an admitted fact that the records of the Deccan Gymkhana Police Station 
were washed away, Heble, after having reluctantly admitted thacfact, pro
ceeded to say that he did not know whether the Police Station furniture. was 
also washed away: He also admitted that the Station was working till 'about 
1-00 p.m. and that the records were washed away a little after 1-00 p:m, .. '~It: 
also admitted that the water had risen to a height between 6 feet and I.P feet 
above the cell in the building where the Police Station is located.' In thname 
context, let us have a look at the admissions made by the Collector with regard 
to the Government godowns : : " . . .' · 

"The Government godowns containing grain are loc.ated between''the 

\

left bank of the Mutha river and Justice Ranade Road.. There were about·· 
'7 godowns and 45,000 bags of grain belonging to the State Government 

· wa~ stocked in these 7 god owns.. In add_ition }O the State, Qo;vernm~ht 
grams, there w~re also bags of gram belong~ .. l:lg. to C.en~r~l Gove .. rnm.ent.; ... ·; . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . Till 9-00 a.m. on the 12th, I did not anticipate that the flood 

' water would enter these godowns. Between 9-00 and 11-00, I anticipated 

\
'that the floods might enter the· godowns. I myself made these estimatbs 
on the basis of message regarding the closure of the schools and· 'colleges. 
Even at that stage, I ~d not take the help of any' engineers to estimate the 
extent of floods. I made no attempt to remove even a single bag from 
the godown. I sent a message to the godown staff to remove as· many · 
bags as possible from the godowns. This message was sent. between 
9-00 a.m. and Il-00 a.m. I cannot mention even approximately the time 

· of the despatch of this message. Actually, not a single bag was removed 
· from the godowns. · · , 

' ' oj 

Q. Does it not mean that your message for removal of the stock was not 
, received in time so as to enable. the staff to rem9ve the bags· 1

1 

A. I cannot give any answer to this question. I do not know what 
time the water started entering the godowns." · , . ~ 

When questioned by Phadke on the same point, Prabhakar stated : , · , .. , 
"There was a District Special Officer by name, D. H. Gokhale, but he 

handed over charge on the evening of the 11th to A. T. Pharate. A Technical 
Assistant is stationed in Poona to look after the godowns of the Central 
Government. One Mr. Bhavnani was then the Technical'Assistant. ·.He 
was not informed on the I I th about the possible floods. . I do liot know 
if he was informed on the 12th about the actual breach of the dam." · ' 

Could this be r~garded as the behaviour of a vlgilent )!Od watch(ul public 
servant ? At this stage, I may take notice of a note which Prabhakar had 
kept ready and which h~ produced during his cross-ex~Jmination by Ghaswala, 
(Ex. 456). An attempt IS made to show that 576 hamals and 19 trucks would 
be required to work for 17 hours for removing' all the bags inall the godowns. 
T~is is ~vidently an. attempt to mislead the Commission. Assuming that the 
arithmetical ca:Icul~t10ns are correct, the question is, did Prabhakar anticipate 
the need of removmg the bags before 10-00 a.m. on the 12th and if so did he 
make any attempt .at doing so ? Had the attempt been started and 'Iert incom
plete for w~nt of ttme, there would be some sense in the mathematical jugglery 
attempted m the note. 
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AL:!his. stage, i feet it necessacy to .. nieet an argument which h~s iieeti 
advanced· __ both by the Commission's counsel as also by the Advocate on 
behalf.'oOLi the .. civil authorities; That argument is- ·that the Mutha Canal 

,Office which is .located near the Sangam bridge was also submerged ip. water 
. on ·the l2th;,:and the •record. was drowned in water>' M.- V. Nagarkar, 
Executiie •Engineer;. Poona Irrigation Division, is in the overall ·charge of 
this Canal Office; The argument is thatif Nagarkar could not visualise the 
extent of floods, it.is hardly•fair to :expect the. civil :authorities to visualise 
, the. extent-, ofcfioods. ·The argument proceeds that had Nagarkar ·visualised 
. .the pessibility,of the .Canal •office · beirig·:submerged iii water, he would 
·_certainly have .taken. steps :to -see· that the record was removed in proper 
-time from this ·office. It is true that Nagarkar bad accompanied .the two· 
; ·superintending Engineers on , the' morning visit to the Collector. At the 
-same. time; it must be remembered that .Nagarkar ·was not' present when the 
. Colle.ctor toid the,, ,engineers that he would warn people within a belt of 
4 furlongs on either side of the- river. 'At ;that very time, he was busy in 
talking on phone to .Ghaisas who was the Sub-Divisional Officer, Mutha 
Canal. It is also;'tnie that he admitted that at 3-30 p.m. on the 11th he 

,,had,llle;t JS:\lursalt; aQd; Desai, .He.has; hf.lwever, added that he did not come 
.,to:)S!J<;>,)'l-abotit the .details regarding the Panshet situation and all that he 
~ear,nn W!lS,J~at the situation, was grave and. serious. , Nagarkar.in answer to 

,.questio!J!! qy ~hadke. admitted that there is• one Sub-Divisional Officer, two 
1 
_Overseers, 4, cls:fks,i 4 dafter _clerks and 3 or 4 peons attached to the above 

,pffic(l.,, He.alsqcadmitted that. the building ·of the Mutha Canal Office was 
, )V:j,shed away,,~lqng_ )<Vithc<!III11i.ture. Part .of' the furniture and part of the 
-records,were ;supsequently .recovered.- Nagarkar added that during every 

_ flooqs, 'the recprcl~. of.the_ Mutha Canal Office are removed at higher levels_ 
}md t)la,t it was r~ported to him by -the Overseers that the record was partly 
~emoved. on the ll th,,, ' He, however, had to admit that he was not ·sure 
.about it. Then the, following questions and. answers took place between the 
.,Advo~ate anc~ the.J<Vitness : 

. " Q. '. Why did y(nhiotgive a direction' that the records and the furniture 
from the Mutha Canal Office should b\l removed on the 11th? 

A. As' Sub-Di'visional Officer' was .iri charge, 1 did not. give any 
' ~ ',-: direction: l cannot say why I did not give such a direction to 
1 ' ·'theS.-D.O: · ,I) I 

Q. Cart We take it that ybu did not anticipaie that this office VlOUid be 
,, : · submerged ?• · · 

A. ' No thought wa~ given to this ~spect of .the matter. 
Q." \Vhy was no thoughtgiven ?, . 
1• :;, :i ~.~noi say.". · · · 

- . . \~i _j • ' ; •• ' - • ' '. 

In answer to further questions, he maintained that part of the record was 
· removed from ·that office. It must be conceded that answers given by 
Nagarkar are far from satisfactory. There is no justification for the way in 
which be has behaved in this matter. He ought to have given .clear instruc

. ti.ons to Ghaisas that the record should be removed from, the office as there 
' . ' . 
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wa~ a Hkeiihtiod of the oflic;e being submerged in water; One .thing, hovi• . 
ever, must be noted. in this connection and· it is this-, that Nagarkar had 
asked Sub-Divisional Officer, Ghaisas, to proceed immediately to Khad~k
wasla to carry, out some of the instructions given by him, .. Acoordingly 
Ghaisas was at Khadakwasla dam till 1-00 p.m ... on the 12th. Nagarkar's 

·failure .to take. steps to remove the, records from the office must be judged 
in the context of the possible danger at Khadakwasla and the- need gf oon· 

. centration of efforts in tha.t respect. It must be noted that Nagarkar and his 
sub-divisional officer Ghaisas _were preoccupied with · the work at the 
Kh.a_dakwasla dam, such as keeping the gates open. etc., ~rom the 11th and 
it . is possible th<J.t the comparatively minor danger of the records of the 
canal office being washed away was ignored; , No inference ean legitimately 
be drawn from this ,that the, Superintending. Engineers had. not .visualised 
t)le possibility. of . water spreading . beyond Mutha Canal Office. The 
Counsel and the Advocate are responsible for having .fallen into fallacy of 
considering that one mistake justifies the other. '. 

· 11. Cordoning and Other Security Measures . 
. - . '' . 

The D. I. G., Pooua~:wa:s camping at Nagar on the 11th and 12th Ulld 
on. receipt of the information about the Panshet disaster, be returned ~o 
Poona some time in the afternoon. After his arrival in Poona, consultations 
were held. between ·him, the D. S .. P., and·. the COllector as to tlle line of 
further action to be taken after the flood. :receded. ,. Hebl~ 'in his 'Written 
statement at paragraph 87 says that in· the course of these consultations 
held at 8-45 ·p.m., it was decided that priority should be given to the task of · 
rescuing marooned persons and the cordoning of houses arid buildings which 
h.ad collapsed or were rendered dangertms by the flood.. He further . says 
that accordingly, a wireless broadcast ·was! issued to the entire personnel 'on 
dut~ Heble also sets out the other decisions' that were -taken in this 
meeting. · One of them was that the Police should take all pos'sible measures 
to enforce strict night patrolling. The remaining decisions are not relevant 
for the present discussion. . Again at. paragraph 101 of his written state· 
ment, Heble says : · 

" Duri~g our round, (at 10-30 p.~. along. with .the D. I. G.), special 
attention was paid to ensure that the cordons around the affected areas 
were adequate and that night patrols and pickets were·. ale~t. Areas or 
points where reinforcements were necessary were noted down. " , 

'This suggested .that a cordon of p~lice~e·n was .thrown around the floOd· . 
affected ar~as or in any c~se. around the houses that had collapsed or were 
on the pomt of collapse; Prabhakar . in. his deposition admitted that 
a decision was taken at 4-45 p;m. that areas where houses had ·collapsed 
or were likely to be collapsed should be cordoned off by the 1 police and 
that the police should also undertake night patrolling. Heble was cross· 
examined with reference to these statements al)d the replies aiven by him 

. ~ _ (11ay be summarised as follows :- · · ' "' 

. ~:-ia~._tha~ the cordoniil~ of fue ~ood~affected""'areas was· an important 
part of the Po bee duty. I d1d not tbmk that cordoning of· the areas 
th.a t were likely to be affected by the floods was necessaey before the 
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.the .. 11$ to cordon off the flopded areas to prevent pilferage, theft and 
,lpo~g as soon a,s, the floods receded: By cordoning, I do no.t necessarily ~ 
.mean that there .~hould be a chain of policemen erected around the 
ar_e~ ... P?neral.ly, by .~rdo?ing, we ~ean that the approach roads for 
a,s~a!egl~ pomt to a parucular Iocahty ar.e blocked or approached by 
postmg picket~. , After the Jioods, a literal cordon, that is, .a chain of 
· policewen, however, was, erected by me personally around the Go~ em- . 
·!UeJ!.J; ,,graip.. god owns~ According :tq me, while inspecting the flood
il~e<;teq, areas, I saw. that the areas were protected in the manner I have 
·.stated. , T deny that.· .incidents of looting, theft or pilferage took place 
.()!1 a large .scale:. ip. the flood-affected areas. Only 12 offences were 
reported on the 12th July and 6 on the 13th~ Cordoning of the flood
affected areas was staited after 5-00 or 5-30 p.m. No attempt was 
made to do· so wnile the floods were· still on. ·I maintain that the entire · 

Jlo()_d:affected area was cordoned off.. I .have not heard any complaints 
:~~a.tmg .that !he. floodcaffected areas were not cordoned off. My attention 
· is" im;ited to the following sentence in paragraph 87 of my written 
,statem.ent : · · · , 
' : · i .: It was decided tha.t priority should be given to the task of rescuing • 
" the marooned persons and the.cordoning off of the houses and buildings 
··c which haa collapsed or rendered dangerous oy the floods.' 

' .Tills' cbrdon, 'according to m~. was supplementary to .the cordoning of 
the: areas. The. obje~t · of the generl\1 cordon was to .prevent bad 

. c.haracters . an\~ . intruders. Bad characters could be identified by the . 

. police. themselves. By ]?ad. characters, I mean !llstory sheeters and also 
·persons of bad reputation~ ·Local police are expected ·to know and 
. sort out s~ch persons: The object ' of cordoning of the dangerous 
. buildings . wa~ to . prevent occupants from entering the dilapidated 
premises, On the night of .the lith, we_did not envisage •the cordoning 
.of tlie houses. At that time, we. had no idea as to how many liouses 

: would collapse oi be rel,ldered dangerous for habitation. All the "bridges 
in the city of Poona were cordoned off. So far as the new 'bridge is 

;;c.oncerneq,, we futd posted .sufficient number .of policemen to ·regulate 
. itraffic but ingr~ss and egress were not prohibited. In respect of other 
bridges, ingress . and egress were banned. Arter the flo.ods receded, 
I took round ill some of the· flood-affected areas along Wltb: Collectot. 
I J10ticed that some of the cordons would be more effective if they were 
strengthened.. Accordingly, the D.[G. gave instructions at 10-00 p.m. 
to strengthen the cordon. This aspect is emphasise<!_ in. paragraph 95. of· 

. ,my written statement (sub-paras; 1 and 2). Any person · passmg 
, by the fringe of the flood-affc;cted areas could notice the cordoning posted 

at. the. borders. What I mean to say is that he would 'see policemen 
posted a( the street corners or other stra.tegic points. He would not 
come .to know that the policemen were performing the function of 
cordoning, unless he tried ·tO enter the areas cordoned." · 

It·will be at once evident that D.S.P. 'Heble has trioo to give an extremely 
'original definition of cordoning. The wot'd ' cordon ' is quite common 
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and its meaning is wellknown. It is not· even neeessaty to fefer to the 
d.ctionary for finding iis meaning. But since Heble has trie<f to give the 
definition which is ingeni9us and original, I will as well refer to the meaning 
given to the word in thl' Oxford Dictionary. ' "Chain of Military Posts, . 
Lin~ or circle of Police etc.'' !feble began by making a talf claim that,he 
had given instructions to the Home Inspector to cordon . off the flooded 
areas Jo prevent pilferage, theft, looting as soon as the floods receded. 
Having realised the hollowness of this tall claim, he · proceedea to ·give -his 
explanation of cordon and said that by cordoning, he did not mean a chain 
o( policemen erected around the area but lie meant tha.t the approach roads 
or strategic points of a particular locality are blocked by posting piCkets. 
By taking recourse ~o this absurd definition of cordoning, he again 
proceeded to lay a stlJ1 more t~ll claim by saying : 

" I maintain that entire flood-affe'cted area was cordoned off." . 
' 

According to H~ble, the entire area must be deemed tO have been cordoned 
because the roads leading to these · localities were blocked by posting 

•pickets. 'It is necessary in 'the first 'place to remember thar no such claim 
was even hinted in his written ·statement. The only claim ·made in the 
written statement was that at 4-30, it was. decided in consultation with the 

· D.l.G. and the Collector• that the liouses ·which had collapsed or were 
about to collapse shoul~ be cordoned off. ·It does not appear. that even 
this decision was implemented. But Heble pr()ceeds to say tliat not only 
the entire flood-affected areas were cordbned off but that in addition to 
the above the houses that had collapsed or were about to collapse were 

, also cord.oned qff and the cordoning of the houses, was supplementary to 
the cordoning-of the areas. He then tries to make a distinction oetween 
the 'first cordop and the second cordon. According to him, the first cordon 
was meant to prevent .the ingress of bad characters and intruders in the 
flood-affected areas and the object of the second cordoning, was to prevent 
,occupants from entering the dilapidated premises. I have yet io ·nea:r tliat 
a cordon makes a distinction. between good characters and bad characters 
and whereas the first set of people are allowed to emer, the second set are 
prevented from entering the areas. It is ridiculous for Hebie to suggest 
that each ;md every constable who forms par.t of the picket knows who are 
good characters and who are bad characters in the city of Poena. He has 
given a· very wide definition of the word " bad character " by which, 
according to him, is not only meant the history sheeters but men of bad 
reputation. Is it possible for each and every constable to know which man 
bears a bad reputation and whiCh man bears. good reputation ? It is 
necessary to remember that according to Heble, police constables from 
other places were also on duty in the. flood-affected· areas. How would 
these constables know about bad characters in flood affected areas ? At 
paragraph 101, Heple has specifically stated that in the course of the round 
at 10-30 p.m .• special attention was paid to see that the cordons around 
the affected areas were adequate. ThiS obviously has a reference to the 
cordons spoken of at paragraph. 87. HeOie, E:owever, tries to suggest that 

·all that was decided at the time of .the 10-30 p.m. round was to ·strengthen 
the cordons and by strengthening the cordons. he meant that policemen 
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were posted at streets. corners or other stra.tegic points. He admitted that · 
one ~ould not co~e to know wheth.er tile policemen were performing tile 
function of cordonmg unless he tried to enter tile -areas concerned. Heble 
claimed tilat all the bridges in tile city . of l'oona. were cord6ned off .. • He 
then ~xplained tilat sufficient number of poli~;emen. were posted at the new 
bridge to regulate ·traffic. In respect of . o_ther. bridges, even ingress and 
egress were banned. It is interesting tc r!lfer to what l'harate has said 
on this point. Says Pharate : 

"!··started' far the' Po!i~e Headquarters at about 6;00 p.U:. (from the 
Collector's office). I wanted. to go to the Headquarters via Somwa~ 
Petil, Rasta Peth,. l'hadke Ho4d and Jijamatabag, but at Jijamata, 

. I was held up. I was. ,seeing. crowds at different places on the roads. 
These crowds were in the flood-affected' localities. I then tried to go 
via the Lakdi bridge, but I was told that it had become weak. TJwre 
were some crowds on the Lakdi bridge, but not large. These people 
were moving freely to and fro across tile I.:akdi bridge. I again say 
tilat nobody was moving across_ Lakdi. bridge. I . say. that people were 
moving. freely in the flood-affected areas. I returned to the office at 
8-00 or 8-30 p.m. I came from Vishrambag Wada. I came tp· the 
office via Laxmi Road, Somwar Peth and l'l)adke Houd. I was moving 
in a jeep: On ,my return to the office, I was seeing people on the streets, 
but not big crowds." . ' ' . 

' This exposes the hollowness of Heble's claim that there were cordons 
around the flood-affected areas, ~- also hi~. claim tilat pickets wen· posted 
blocking ingress and egress to jind from the flood-affected areas. 

Before coming to other asp·ect of the D. S. l'.'s evidence on this pC'int, 
it is necessary to refet' 'to the evidence given ''py S. CJ;. Barve. Of course, 
S. G. Barve's evidence has reference to what he saw on .the morning of 
the 13th. Barve says: ·'' · · 

" On the 13th morning, I' moved through the floodstrickim areas of 
Poona along with the Chief Minister. ~ did not see that the policemen 
had pnt a cordon around the entire flood-affected areas. There were 
poljcemen here and there. I could se_e people moving about in those 
places I did not notice any organised rescue .party either of the police 
or of the Home Guards during that Jl!O'rning. I was moving with the 
Chief Minister at about 11-00. or 11-30 that morning. In the afternoon 
of th~ 13th, l may have moved about on my own in some of the flood" 
affected localities. In the early hours of the 13th, I visi!ed the Lakdi 
bridee, the. Sangam bridge and .also tile Railway bridge along with some 
engineer friends .. While going to the bridges, I passed through the flood
affected area. At tilat time also, I did not notice that the flood-affected 
area was cordoned off by the police. I did not notice tilat any portion 
of the flood-affected areas which I visited that . morning was phlced 
under . a · military guard either. The . Chief Minister held a hurried. 
conference on tile night of. the 12th in the :Police Headquarters. ! was 
present in that conference. I have no recoiiection of any mention having 
been made by the :Police officers present in the conference about l.!1Y 
measures having b~n adopted by . them to. safeguard the prop~ ~:nd 
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houses in the ,flood-affected area ..................... I have no , recollecrlOri 
whether any question-was raised- in the conference about the necessity of 
taking steps to safeguard the property in the flood-affected area during 
the time when I was in the room ............... _ ... After the qonference was_ 
over; I went ·to one or two ·bridges. -I visited the San gam Bridge ',arid 
the Old Railway Bridge; I did not notice any cordon arourid tliese 
bridges. There may have been some policemen at those bridges .... · .. ~ .. -'' 

• ·,1 ;:•. 

Barve's evidence gave a knock-out blow to the theory of cordoning ·al)d t_hat 
is why Heble resorted to the verbal jugglery regarding the meaning , of 
' cordoning '. A specific -question was asked to Heble with rafere!l~c; to 
what B~rve stated and Heble's replies are t~pical of his audacity :- · · ; _ 

"B~rve says that he aid not notice any cordoning in the. areas through 
wl)ich he toured and the bridges he visited. The reason- _may b\l) ei~her 
that he was too pre-occupied or being a well-known personalitY! be would 
not be prevented from entering such localities." -.j. 

-The statement from Barve's deposition set -out above was then put to Behle 
and he was asked to o(!'er his explanation in regard to the same. Hcble 
s~: - - ·-

"'the one ·explanation that I can offer is that appar~ntly the definition 
of cordon which was present in the mind of Barve.is different from mine. 
)'vly attention is further invited to the following passage in the deposition 
of .Barve :- · ' 

' fly cordon, I understand the encirClement of an area by Police or 
military so as to prohibit passers by from entering inside the area; 

' Encirclement does not necessarily mean the policemen standipg arm
in-arm. I saw people. moving about in the course of my visits to, the 
bridges on the 12th night. I cannot say whether there were only 1)ne 
or two policemen at these bridges ·or more.' . · 
I still maintain that the definition of Barve is different from mine." 

When his attention was drawn to paragraph.lOl of his written statement, 
Heble says : · · ' · 

"I do not think that this (statement) implies that the cordon already 
set up was inadequate.'' , 

With reference to certain in{tructions ·alleged to 'have been given by hiin for 
tightening up of the cordon, Heble was again quell,tioned ; and this is what · 
he says in that respect : 

"After the departure of I. ·a. P. at aboutl0-00 p.m. on the 13th, I lield 
a meeting of the officers and police Inspectors on flood duty. One of .the 
instructions given to them was the tightening up of the cordon with a dual 
object of keeping out pilferage and bad characters. These instructions 
were thought necessary because in the course of my round on the 13th, I 
heard complaints of pilferage at one ·or two places. And, secondly, itwas 

' necessary to ensure complete isolation of the 'floOd-affected hreas so as 
to facilitate the army personnel to carry 'out their work of demolition of 
dangerou~ buildings and clearing of the debris. Pilfe111ge · took ·place 
evel when there was cordoning in some areas. · I ' have not heard any 
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· c_ompla~nts that the_ ·cordons were inadequate nor that there· was· a Jar;e · 
' scale pilferage .on accoun~·of the absence.:of cordoning." ·.. ,, '". 

Readin~ .~etween th~ !iries, ~t appea~ to ~~-,that if at a!~ ~ny. attetPpt: at' 
cordonmg was m~de, It. must have been for ~e first time, pn the 14t~. lt 

. may be that ~ertam policemen, wer~ · kep~ at . tlle entrances. to the bridges or 
street _corner~ .. But to make a claim that cordons were thrown off on l:he 
ni~ht of the 12th and duri!lg the whole .of th~ 13th .i~ highly pret~ntious and 
evidently, false. , · · · · · · 

/·;· . ,, - - ' ., -
With regard to the evidence about •picketing of the approach roads and 

streets, Heble ·was closely questioned • and this is. what Hehle has 'to· say 
·.on this point.l. , .. : : · .... , . - ., · 

" Except 3 or 4' of the, pollee ' constablds of the P)iaraskrulna Police 
Station, none of 'them has. stated ·in their reports that he was given the 
work of picketing the approacb :road and ·the streets:" · ' . · · · " 

I , . _. ' ~ ~ . ; . . . . 

Heble, therefore, .comes . forward with an ingenuops , explanatiqn. and says 
that· these reports were_ not intended to cover all _the .details and were. 
intended for considering as to. whether any meritorious work was gone by. 
them. How false, this execuse: is can ,be easily seen from the reports 
which •speak of the details in regard to the work done by them. . Beyond 
Heble's word, there is no. evidence,to show-t.hat the. reports were called for 
merely for the purpose .of determining who~ had done meritorious work., 
Evidently, the reports from· the Police. were called for because a Commis
sion of Enquiry •was already appointed and Heble.- wanted to have a~ the 
details of the work done. by his department, just as the Collector. and th~ 
Municipal Collll'!li~sioner also wa~t~ .to .have all the details of the work 
done by their 'pepartmel)ts iii the' .shape of reports of, their subordinates. 
In answe~ ~o funhei questfops, Heble admitted : · . . · · _ -

" Similady; except ·4' or 5 constables none has ·stated in his report 
that he was detailed for cordoning the affected areas or affected houses. 
The reason. for this is the same as .I, have mentioned above. I 'have not 
submitted any report as such to my higher authoriti~s' in regard to the 
floods and the work done by the .Police at any time .. The weekly 
confidential diary did contain some information in · that ',:espect :but it 
did not not give' all the details; This :confidential diary. has not~ been 

· >suomitted to" -the :Commission. Without looking in the · confidential / 
diary, I cannot' say whether I have .mentioned :in it the fact that flood
affected areas or houses were cordoned." 

" . 10. - Ov~~all assessment :of the work done by Hebie 

. A:~ ~~ied ab~v~. F.i~bie has suBmitteci ~b ·report tci his superior officers 
in regard to-the work done by him or his department during the floods nor 
has he ,p~oduced•'· the''weekly confidential diary. ·A_ specific suggesti?n 
-was made to Heble/ namely, •. that· all the preparatiOns he ha~ maile 
were intended · to meet the floods · created l;ly heavy rams. He 
denied that suggestion. He also . de~ied the sum:esti~ns ~ade to 
him that he never realised the. graVIty of the Situation tlil the 
waters rushed in the streets . of, Poona. According to him, there was 
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no .question of consulting the MunicipaL engineer or other : engineers 
with a view to evaluate .the gravity of the situation. because according ro 
what, he gathered· at the Commissioner's meeting. the Superinte~d"ing 

1 

Engineers themselves had plainly stated- to .. the Collector that they. wefe 
not in a position to estimate the extent of the floods. He' admitted· that' 
he did not remember 'whether he· gave instructions for tile ·regul~tion.'of 
traffic on the 12th .. He then tried to throw the re'sponsibility' on the 
Traffic Inspector by saying that' he was in exclusive charge· of · iraffic · 
branch and the regulation of traffic. He was, however, forced ·to 'admit 
that in an emergency · he . could intervene and give instructions to the 
Traffjc Inspector.. He admitted that in .the morning of the 12th, his J::hildren 
started going to the school at about 8-15 or 8-30 according to usual 
course.. Heble says that while. :they were , taken in- his c.ar by the ,Police 
driver, the driver having heard warning regarding the .jmpep.ding. ,,Hoods 
took the car back w_lth the childrel\ to his residence. . He. admitted. tha.t in 
'the morning when he heard about the breach of the Panshet dam he did 
not realise that any' of the bridges would be submerged .. He has further 
admitted that a parade of the Police Officers was· held as usual• from. 6"30 
to 8-30 a.m. on the 12th.· He thas also admitted that no work was assigned' 
to either of the 2 S. Ps;; 2 A. S. Ps:, and il D. S. P. who were working 
under him. He ascertained that he did noti know on the night/ of the II th or 
even oil the 12th that the Home Guards and the military were alerted' 
during the floods of 1958. He admitted that he knows that army men are 
Well trained . for ·carrying but rescue '· operations;• Then . the following 
questions and answers were · exchanged between the Commission and 
Heble :- ' • 

, . . ; .. , . . :• _ .· : · ·r·-. . ) 1 • ; 1 o 

" Q. Why did you not consider +t necessary. or. prude~t to ,secure ·_the 
helpoftheArmy.onthrnij:ht~fthe ll,tlj'ai~o? . · .. >.··;. 

A. The situation as we unde)(li(ood. jt did,not require th7"1lelp; of the 
army. . ., 

Q. Would any harm have been· caused if armyi help would have. been 
'-' secured ? · ' 

I '- ' . 
. A . . No harm would have ensued. 

. • . ~: , . , . . . .-. r·. - . . , .. • .• , , - ___ ,~I , .. 
· Q. 'At least as a inatter of abundant. caution, why did you, not ,!;OQ~~ider 

! ! of alerting the army and securing their help 4u:as~ 9f ne~~\ty, 
· · particularly when you knew that the army help w(luld be availaJ:>le 

to Poona within a few hours·oLthe•alert ?.:· ., , ··:·'" ' ... 

A. I did not consider ~t i1,1 any W!\Y necessary, on,Jht;.nig¥!pf the lith. 

Q. ' ,Was it due to over-confidence or under-estimation of the situation ? 
A. It was due to n~ither.: I won't accept the ~rop~~ition that.i~ be 

able to carry on rescue operation during nigh~ time it requires 
. special training. I did not suggest that the help of the, fire. 
brigad~ people should be taken. I do not accept the suggestion 
that during hours' of the night, the sense, of direction: ·would be 
·lost particularly, in respect of those' who ·are familiar with the 
locality and who are moving through them." , · ,,, ,· .~ 
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At :a,la~r stage, he admitted tbat.till · 10-00 AM., it had not struck him or 
the Collector to requisition .the' military. He also admitted that after 10-00 
on the 12th, he !lid not realise th!it more police force was necessary to I 
meet the situation. He also··admitted that policemen from Ahmednagar.\ 

·_.Satara. and the State Reserve P~lice For~e were requisitioned. The number 
of police whose help was taken from outs1de came 'to 600 on the 13th. These 
answers illustrate the proposition laid down by me above, namely, that :there I. 
was lack of fore-sight, lack o.f proper organisation and indifference in the 
·implementation of' whatever decisions were· taken in the matter of giving 
warnings and' arrangements for evac11ation. 

Some of the answers given by Heble will illustrate his indifference and 
defiant attitude to the enquiry conducted by the Comq:rission : 

" So far, I have made no enquiries as to whether all the schools started · 
their work on. the 12th according to: the. normal practice.· I am not iil 
a position to accept or deny the assertion that· all the schools started their 
work according to the usual practice on the 12th. I can neither accept 
nor deny the. suggestion now put to·. me that school No.: 19 in Dhangar 
Ali, Narayan Pethr started its work in a normal course nor whether the 
boys got stranded on. the. first floor as a result of the floods and required 
to be evacuated.. I have made no enquiries .in that respect so far. I am 
not in a position ·to ·say whether news about the danger to the Panshet 
dam was. known to all or majority .of the policemen in the police lines. 
More than 10 Prosecuting Jamadars have been working in the Magistrates' 
Courts in Poona I cannot .say how many of them attended :the Courts 
at the usual' hour oil the 12th." ..: 

Again, later Heble says : 
" I deny tl)e suggestion put to. me that till 8-30 or 9-00 A.M. on the 

12th, no info'rmation vias· given to Police StationS that the Panshet dam 
had breached'. · Mr. Sidiki was 'one, of the Sub-Inspectors attached to the 
Phataskhana Police Station. As far as I remember, Sidiki was in charge 
of Padamji. Gate Police Chowkey. There are telephones in all the 
chowkies in Poona, but the telephone broadcast system covers on~y 8 Police 

,· Stations and not the chowkies. Information is required to be conveyed 
individually to each chowkey on the phone. Kurdikeri, Sub-Inspector, is 

. attached to Kirkee Police· Station. , He attended the parade in the morning. 
- I do not know whether he attended the Sessions Court in the afternoon. 

Waghmare, Inspector was in charge of Khadak Police Station. He has 
said that he attended the parade in the morning. I do not know whether 
he was not aware till ll-00 A.M. about the breach of the Panshet dam. 
Pikale was. in charge of the Local Intelligence Branch." 

As regards his statement that about 233 Home Guards joined the police 
by about 1-00 'or 1-30 P.M .• Heble was questioned on this point by the 
Commission's counsel and this is what he .has to say : 

"After. the.· receipt ·of Bhalerao's message · 'the people should be 
evacuated-to .highest pla:ces-'; I got in touch with Home Guards at Head
.quar.ters and requested them to send to the assistance of police as many 
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Home Guards as possible. The Home Guards started coming· to ~elp 

I 
the police within· about- half an hour of this message. They went on 
coming in small batches. Till about 1-00 or 1-30 P.M.; about 233- Home 

i Guards ·joined the police to assist them;~ ' . 

Then he had to make a very important admission.: 
" Had tlie Home Guards been alerted on the night of the J 1 th, they 

would have been available to help the police in the early hours of the 
morning of the 12th. The Home Guards were not, however, alerted on 
the night of the 11th because their help y.-as not co,nsidered necessary." , 

Mr. Phadke on behalf of the Citizens' Committee put a specific suggestion 
to Heble saying that no Home Guards went ·to the Police Headquarters on 
the 12th. He denied that suggestion.· He admitted that some Home Guards 
may have assisted the citizens on their own. . He ~sserted that air the Home 
Guards· who reported themselves at ¢.e Headquarters were in uniform. 
But he. admitted that there is no record to show which Home Guards reported 

· themselves at the Headquarters on. the 12th.' He was also forced to admit 
that he has not. mentioned in his written statement that 50 or 60 Home 
Guards had come to the Police Headquarters on the 12th. 

The answers given by Heble in ·regard to his statement about the number 
of vehicles indicate that he was prepared to make any statement regardless 
of whether it was supported by documentary evidence. · In answer to question 
by the Commission whether the figures of vehicles mentioned in paragrapQ. 6 
in h~ written . statement were mentioned froni memory. Heble replied : 

"I won't accept tliat the -figures of. vehicles mentioned. by me at 
paragraph 6 of my written statement are froin my memory. I have men
tioned these figures from the actual use made of these. vehicles on the. 
12ti). The documents concerne4. are log books of my ,department. So 
far. as the vehicles of the other departments are concerned, I got the-figures 
confirmed from the Divisional Commissioner. I consulted· him ,while 
pr~paring .my written statement. The Commissioner did not show me 
any documents. He only mentioned the figures orally." 

At a later .stage, Heble had admitt~d ·: ·. . 
"-I have submitted no .statement showing ho~r many vehicles had to be 

used on the 12th for evacuation purposes. The log books· of these police 
vehicles show these details regarding the work done by theni. · I have not, 
however, produced all the log books." · ' 

It is thus evident ti)at H~ble~s a~iiments · m~ved in vicious circle. When 
asked to say how many vehicles were reserved on the lith, be says thathe 
~scertained the number from the number that was actually used on the 12th. 
He did not produce the log· books of the 55 vehicles alleged to have been 
kept ready on the night of the 11th, nor has be produced the log books of 
I the vehicles which are actually alleged to 1have been used on ,the. 12th .. H~ 
admitted that the log books would provide a clear and incontrovertible 
.evidenc!l about the use made of those vehiCles~ . He has not offered any 
explanation as to why he did not produce ·the log books ''in regard to the 
vehicles mobilised on the 11th or used· on tlie 12th. The reports and the 
oral evidence does not indicate that ·more than 3 or 4 vehicles· were used 



for the purpo~e of eVacuation. All these Cifeumstances indicate that Heblo 
wants the Commissio)l .t~ place implicit trust on whatever he says even if 
\!hat he says amounts to "a hollow claim and an empty boast. The Advocate 
on behalf of . the civ~ · authorities has put- forward an ingenuous argument 
saying that the fact that the casualties in .the City of Poona were very few' 
shows that not only proper warnings were given but .also ·proper arrangements : 
were made for evacuating ·people, It is argued that but for those arrange- · 
ments many people would have lost .their lives during the floods. This·. 
argument really takes my breath. Admittedl)'. floods came during day time. ~ 
Admittedly, the rise- in. the floods was :by stages. People were watch
ing the rise-. of. floods.~ It is. not as if. :the , floods entered the house · 
of the people all of a sudden and took them unawares; It is not as if the 
floods pursued the people like a tiger. bent upon taking the life of its victims. 
When people are wide awake and ,when they ~e watching the situation,. 
whel). they see the rise of water in the river from stage W stage, they would 
certainly tak~ precautions. to see that .theY themselves will not submerge in : 
water. Even if the rush of floods is sudden, still the instinct of self-pre~er
vation: will operate and:people will take to ·theirheels "for saving their liv~s 
on seeing that the· floods were coming; .-:Had· 'the floods come during the 
night time, then, possibly; • the argument that 'vezy few lives were lost is 
a tribute to the efficient organisation ot:rescue operation& would be valid. 
On the other hand, the fact thaf at least some lives were lost, may be 30 or 40, 
is ari ·, indication that there was no proper organisation fur evacuation . and 
rescue. It is true that many people have been rescued, some were maroon~ 
and some stood the danger of being marooned. At the same time; it is clear 
that many"lives· were saved by the efforts of volunteerS and voluntarY organi
sations. · It 'is ridiculous for the Police Departinerit to take credit for saving · 
the lives·.of an persons'.wbo."had been marooned in'the"'eolirse'of the floodiL 
• •• - •• f : ' j,~ ;-'' . .., • 
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THE INciDENTS' OF• THE·l3m 

Thee~ verdig_t, l'li~s~ ~j ~e: abo~~·~P H~b~~·~- ac~ley~roents. w~Id. be J~y 
· vin~eateil by;r~f~.rrin& to. the strange)1appe.~gs 9f ~e 13th, Lam..<levoti!lg. 
· SQ. .nmc)l spac;ll~. on Reble'i!: wprk, beca!Jse:,It· 1s 011 his. perf~rlllance ~at the. 

question', abol!tJ th.e. a4e<lJlllcy•of. the .steps tl!ken. bJ[-.the .ctvil authontles.?n. 
the .. i2th:. and;, I;ith. Illa.WlY tqrn_s: On .. the. morning. of ~e; ·13th<. the Chief 
MinisteL was tl!king· rounds o( the fio.od~affcPted: areas, m · the com~any. Qf 
Mobite · Heble, Pra.bbl!kar and S:. G; Barve. As .. the. party was .takmg ~e 
rQu~ds' th~y ·qro~e, across, pc:ople;IU.Dhing antuck iii. panic. ' S. G.. Barve m 
hi.&;depos.ition states : 

.. When l was gOing rowid alOng' With c. M;, we ciune aCrOSS people, 
. running' alii'ucll:· in' panic.•: They were s~outing < Kbad~wasla; dam bad 
breached imd· floods'arecoming ..... · . ·· · · .. ·. · 

P~).iJl!lkar ja ~n~~~, ~o.' qu~ti~~- i~ ·~oss.7~l(~minatiori. ~tated :. · . · • 
. ·" On,t,be)~th -IIlOJ::niiig. ~ :was •. ~~ing; wit!\. tl)~1 CbieCMiniste~ tbr~u?n • 
th,e.ppod.:aff~ep ;i!f~S;-; Mr..Barv~. ':"li~.IJIS9 .. tbCfe, V.:i~~the.C:::l!iefM~Is
ter,; as., a~o,, the .Dtvu;I~; C,O~ISSIOD,er,.,: We,_ VISited, the . follpwmg 
I~ptieii::-P~ <Jf,. Kasba.:. P.e~. ~ of Mang!li_W!I( Petb._ but<. we .c~~ld, 
not,,visit, Sh!llli}V,ar PC?th :o.r. N,a!J!yan. Peth .•• Ther~ wer.~ .ltorrnal acnvmes 
in,.,t~ef~r: .. P_kzC~s, an!l, pe(/P.l(!;·, J;Vere aflowf!d tp "cpme: ®d. go . in . these 
locq/jttes, .} noti,cCfi .Iarg\l, _cro:wfi§ ,on:tQ~.,:Naya:.l'ul .. I ,calll1ot say wbe-. 

. the.t: there.,were.,crowd& on the other: roads.nelll'; the~tlood-affected· areas • 
. In tllij ~otir.sfi!. if ~es~,\{sit~< -;ii(;\Vd~ us~_tQ ~tope: the Chief< Mi.nister and 
tell;~iqi_ in vialj!ntdang/.lag~th(J/· pr.oper w,arn.ings; were" not; given about 
tht::_Qf!Collfiptr-pt. t}jft flpqjl~,:aml.ihfit .they were• kept in: .dark, .There: were 
also several other complaints from the people." · 

It i~ significant to note .that the ~e which made the people to run amuck 
was about the alleged breach of the Kbadakwasla dam and the consequent 
release .of floods. People apprehended that there would be a fresh wave 

l
-of floods. As a matter of fact the Khadakwasla dam had breached at about 
'2-00 or 2-15 P.M. on the previous day. The second wave of floods that 
visited the City of Poona was really due to the breach of the Khadakwasla 
dam. It is the case for the civil authorities that warnings were given 'to 
the people in regard to the breach of the Kbadakwasla ·dam. Inspite of 
lbi&, how is it that rumours were set afoot on the morning of the 13th 
and· bow is it that people were inclined to believe those rumours and really 
acted on those l!lmours ? Mobite was cross-examined 011 this point and 
.he admitted : · · · 

" I was surprised to see the scare antong the people on the 13th. When 
we noticed crowds running amuck away from the river side saying that 
water was to come from Khadakwasla dam. The C. M. also was taken 
by surp~se. The C .• M. di~ not ask me as to how it was that people 
were still under the ImpressiOn that Kbadakwasla dam contained water 
:and water would come therefrom. The C. M. did not ask me whether 
warnings were given to the people on the day or on the night of 'the 
12th that tlte ~dakwasla dam had breach~ in ~ ~orning of the 12th..'" 
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· Mohi.tet allriiitteii 'that" 1le Was lifken 'bjr ·sil~rise to . 'See tlfat" 1 PeoPle -5h~uld 
run away on· tl:ie'basis of a false· rurilour 'that 'Water was coming· from the 
KhadakWa5la dam .. He also admitted'that·C; M. was, also taken-by surprise 
at thisiodd ·behavioUr :oLthe crowds. Yet he ;has the raudacity to say that 

'the C. M. made no enquiries'as 'to how such·a:Jantastic phenomenon could 
occur, if 'warniilgs ; had. been .broadcast ~n r 1he ·'Previous -evening or night 
regarding the breach of the KhadakWasla dam. The ·replies given by Heble 
in .answer to . questions in cross-exanlination reveal 1 Heble lin his· true 

. colouci : Says Heble, : · · 

" l 'was :moving along 'with C. :M. 'and'his 'party 'on ihe 'hlOrning of 
the 13th; We ·saw a 'very large nu111ber ·of people runiling helter skelter 
with their belongings in the Mangill\Var 'J>eth. This was between 9-30 
and 9~45 A.M. Later on, 'I .learnt that this kind. of scare was fairly 
widespread throughout the City. The C. M.; the Collector, the Commis
sioner, Mr. Barve and. myself were moving. ·some. of us were ask.iilg 
questions to tlie people who were running a'way. ·-~ remember one or 
two persons 'telling that they ·had ·fieard that .there was ·a further breacli 
in the Khadakwa.sla dam and theY were· afraid thilt'there -would be another 
flood." · · ·· · · · · 

Again, at a later 'stage of.: the cross-examination, Heble says : 

" I was with' the Chief Minister in ··the Mangalwar ·. Peth when' peoplll 
v.rere rui1ging in scare. ·Nobody· abused or ·uttered angry words about the 
authorities in Poona for their ·failure to give proper warnings and take 
proper .steps within my hearing. Everyone of us was asking the people. 
not to run away. 'But ·the people were not in ·a ·mood to hear us. It 
did not strike me that this scare must have been created because proper 
warnings ·were not given on 'the 12th disClosing the fact that the 'Khadak
wasla .dam had .breached and 'the lake· had become almost empty. Our 
warnings on the previous ·day'did.'state that the Khadakwasla dam had 
breached. This warning did -not refer· to the ·Jake having been practically 
emptied." ~ · 

- Feble's statement' that a!tliough he ~as .moving . with. the Chief Minister. he 
· .did not hear what Prabhakar says 'be hearo, was .prima facie yecy strange. 

Therefore, Phadke • further : · cross-exatnined . him . for . further 'c1arification. 
Mr. Phadke ;pU:~ Prabhakar's sttteinent to. lite witness · ~d asked him his 
elucidation 'in ·regard to the same and this is what the witness says : 

. ·. ":Ort fue:lJth m~ing, I was moving fu the company-of Chief Minister 
and the Collector. · My :attention is •invited to the following ·statement 
.of Prabhakar, the Collector : . · . · · · · · • · 

. ' In the course of this. visit, crowds 1.1sed to stop .the Chi.ef Minister 
, , imd tell him in ·violent language .that proper warnings 'were n?t given 

· · . .about the oncomi11g of. the floods and, that _they were kept 1D dark. 
Tber~ were. also several·. other . comp1aints ·_from th_e people.• 

· ·The distance between 'the Chief. ·Minister;: arid. myself during. this visit 
.. · ·used to 'vary from· plai.:e -w ]!lace.· )Cva'r\ed'.frOm 2 'feet'tO· a niaitiritum 

- ~ -· • -. • ·- t • • 



Q • • 1f it was more than -10 'ft., it is impossible to say ~ithout violence 
. to language that you were in the company of the Chief Minister ? 

A. Occasionally, the disll!nce between me and the Chiefi Minister may 
' have been more than 10ft. But I used to make up that difierence, 

I cannot say by how much the distance .exceeded 10 ft. I cannot 
say whether it was more than IS ft. ,or less·than "10 ft. Mr. B!IIYe' 
was in close. proximity wil:h the Chief Minister. So . wru. the 
Collector .llp to a certain ·extent; > I .still maintain that I was 
unable to hear the complaints of the people;·' : f · 

:Q. Can you assign any -reason for not hearing these complaints when 
other members of the.:p!uty; ·such as, for .instance, Barve,. the 
Collector, heard the same? . -. . ·i 

' -
A. That may be because I. was-busy persuading'. panicky people not 

to ,run away." -

I do not know whether Heble really believes that these answers ·would 
deceive :mybody. I feel" that these aruiwers would not even decive Heble 
-himself. Having adnutted that he was moving in the company of the Chief 
Minister· he; tried ·to get oiver the ·difficult position created by the. straight 
admissions given by Prabhakar, namely. that people were lodging angry 
1lfotests in regllrd to improper warnings by saying that at· some points he 
was a littl~ further away from the Chief Minister. At the same time he 
tried to oodge the issue by saying that he could not say whether the distance 
varied between 2 ft. and IS ft. or more or less. In the first placetliese 
answers indicate the defiant attitude adopted by the D. S. P. and in the second 
place illustrates ~e irresponsible manner of giving answers to the· questions 
put.: - ~-· . 

. A very interesting and intriguing qu~tio!l)las arisen as to who was resp~n• 
sible first for. originating this scare an~l,;secopq for spr~ding the same. . When 
Heble told the Comm~ion that one or two among )he persons ·)"hO were 
fleeing said that they had. heard !ibout the f\lrth!!r. breach of the Khadakwasla, 
dam, and they were afraid that another flood would be coming, · he was 
asked to say whether this scare was started by the Police themselves,. and 
!he ·anSwers gi\ieri by Hehle deserve serious consideration. .. . . 

"~one of them said. that this scare was started by the ·Police themsehes. 
:' ~ ·,ha,•e J:ieard later· that· some policemen had given a warning to the 

people on the morning of the 12th that there _had been a further breach 
in the Khadakwasla dam.· This warning was· given after panic ·started. 
This warning: might bave somewhat aggravated . the panic and added to 

: the confusion. I deny the suggestion put to me that Jt was really to poJice
men who were at the bottom of this false rriri:iour and the resultant panic." 

liehfe b~~ to ~<~Dlit th~t ~om~ poli~emen dlci. giv~ w~fng. that Khadakwasla, 
d.am had broken but he suggested- .that this . warning was given . after the 

· panic bad already originated and spread. Very reluctantly he admitted 
that this warning may have aggravated the panic and added to the confussion 
to ·a certain extent.· Heble's ·attention' was then drawn to·a· certain entries 

· marked. in red pencil .in the V. H. F. ;control room log book (Ex. 554) ·under 
tbe date 13th July 1961. Heble stated that it was ei~er on the 13th;or on the 
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:14th 'that he 1eamt. that the poliCe had given warriings to the effect that there ( 
a further breac~ a~ Khadakwasla. dam· and that there .was a possibility of 
more water commg, When asked ·to .state whether this struck him as strange 
or _whethe~ he. was ·taken. h.Y s~rise '. when he ·heard this, Heble. gave 
a reply which IS c_haracterJstic of his lev1ty, and light-heartedness., He said : . 

"This did not strike me' as strange in any way nor was i taken by 
· surprise. I agree that it did not strike me as a normal·piece of news. 
At that stage, I was not able to say whether that news was true or false. 
I ag~i:n. s~y that it struck me as false.' I did realise that these· messages 
on the morning required further investigation at my hand." · 

'. , ·, . . . 

H~ble made· an . unsuccessful . attempt saying· ·that at -th~t .stage i.e. on the 
13th .or 14th .when he he\!Id :the news he COIJ!d not make up his mind 
as to · wb.ether . that news· was true or false. This ·is fantastic nonsense. 

· Heble at any ~;ate knew that• the Khadakwasla -dam had breached on the 
12tb .and that the reservoir, had practically emptied. Ther~fore, any piece 
of news spread, on. the 13th suggesting that the dam had breached or. as 

.· .Heble ~hooses to call it, there was. a further breach of the dam c,n the 
J3th and fresh floods were coming, would be dismissed by him as meaningless. 
Certajnly· he was the best person to know that that news was false. Yet 
he hesitated to say ·in the. first- instance at any rate that he was not able 
to say whether the news was true or false. Does this not indicate a guilty 
consciousness on Heble's part ? . Or was it an attempt to shield the police 
officers who were responsible for spreading that news ? He was however 
forced to admit that the news struck him as false. This admission do.:s no 
credit either to Heble's intelligence or· to his integrity, both of which 
become suspect on account of his light-hearted dialectical exercise. Finally 
he.had to admit that he felt it necessary either on the 13th or on the 14th 

, tha,t tbe. matter :i:equired investigation and entrusted th.e matter to Gharpure, 
Dy. S. P. He has admitted that Gharpure submitted a report to hir11 but 
that he has not. produced that report before the Commission. In giving 
lhe details. of this enquiry, Heble sta~s as follows :- .' 
' "This ~nquiry was started within a few days after the 13th. I am 

·definite that this enquiry was started before the appointment of the Enquiry 
Commission. 'The appoiqtment of Enquiry Commission was in tr.e air 
some time after the 12th. , I cannot say whether our enquiry was started 
before the rumour about the 'appointment of the Enquiry Commission. 

, Our enquiry was completed within a day or two. I cannot say how many 
· witnesses were eJtamined by the Dy. S. P. The enquiry officer examined 

witnesses orally. No statements were recorded." 
' On the 13th itself the Chief Minister bad announced that a Commission 

would be appointed to enquire into the Panshet disaster. That being the 
ease, it is quite clear that the enquiry whatever its character, was conducted 
by Gharpure in the full knowledge that there was going to be an Enquiry. 
Commission. Yet Gharpure bas not recorded any .statements and eve!! the 
:0. S. ·P. is not in a position to say how many Witn~ses were que~ttoned 
by Gltarpure. If is significant that the report submllt~. by Gharpure to 
the D. s: P. has not been produced before the Com!IIISSIOU. That report 
perhaps would have revealed which witnesse~ were ·examined and w!:at 



.transpired.in ·the i::ourse :Of their.evig.ence. "Jll:li$1eiadmit!OO.~that. he ,referred 
two que~tions to Gharpure ;for enquiry,'.(l) that .the police •Were "responsible 
for the rumoui. leading. to. .. the panic, ,(2). that •the .:scare· .was · starteJ .. by 
goondas so, that •they :n:ifght succeed .in ·pilfering or looting the properties. 
He· has howevc;r admitted,.thllt:.the enquiry ·did not·-refer to .the entries in 
the log book and . he did not give any direction that the entries should 
be the subject matter of Gharpure's enquiry. Again. he dodged the issue 
by saying that he did not remember. if Gharpure made enquiries into the 
correctness of 'the entries in the log book. This so called enquiry by 
Gharpure is evidently an eye· wash.. Gharpure did not record the state· 
ments of any witnesses. We do not know whom he questioned !:':nd what 
are his conclusions. No explanation has ·been offered as to why .Gharpure's 
report has not been produced before. the· Commission. Had this ·t·eport 
been pr'ldJICed, either .the report would have been ·admitted in evidence 
along w'th oilier reports or <Gharpure would have been- called as a witness. 

· The reason why a curtain is sought to be. drawn over- 'the :enquiry alleged 
to· have been made by Gharpure is to be found in the nature of the entries 
t!Jemselves. That is why Heble cunningly stated that .he did .not refer the 
correctness of fue entries to Gharpure's enquiry. I ·cannot understand l·ow 
Gharpure could proceed with the enquiry without ascertaining whether 
the entries contained in the :Jog ·book w&e correct or ·not. The enquiry, 
if any such enquiry has been made ati all by Gharpure,'is a hoax. 

Let us now turn our atte~ti~n t~ the entrieS in t!Ie Vishraii!bag V. H. F. 
control room log book of fue date 13th July 196T. The. entries are. 
exhiblt~.d as Exs. 554 and 55~, The. entry at Ex. ,555 as rende.red in English 
runs thus:-

Time To 

'09·25 c 

CQ 

From. 

B 

c 

l'articulars Int 

The water ·has come towards. Narayan Peth. 
People . are running towards the. City. 

.. The water 's fising in Narayan Peth ; people 
are running. · 

------------·------~--~------~~--------------~-----'" 
Heble explained that the letter : C' stands for V. H. F. control •TOPII\, and 
letter ' B ' stands for wireless ·mobile van BAKER; ' CQ ' means, broadcast,. 
'CH' means, wireless yehicle CHARLIE, ·~ RC' means, received correctly, 
and 'HQ' means Emergency Control· Room. The entry means ·that fue 

_news wa~ relayed from the' wireless mobile van in Narayan Peth to the 
V. H. F. control room. On reading t!Ie above entry by ·itself it is dear 
that whoever relayed that news, purports to have· done so as an eye-witness. 
·Because what t!Ie entry says is, ·' water is coming towards fue Narayan Peth 
and people are running'. The second entry means that from the V.. H. F. 
Control Room, fue above news was broadcast to.all w~o were on the circuit. 
The entry gives the text of that broadcast, ' t!Ie water is rising in Narayan 
'Peth, people are. running'- That mea,ns t!Iat the message .contained tw.o 
items, (J) t!Iat wate~ was coming to Narayan. ~eth, (2) 11e9ple were runni~. 
None of these entries 5a¥S t!Iat people were saying. that water· is· coming 
w~ H: t!I~v -~ere Tl!n?ing. The filet ·of water comin~ is .stated as a fact 
eXISting, SUI geneYIS. , .•. '. · . 
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:.Let ;us mow turn•:.to··the centries at Ex. <554. ·;They tare, ,as rendered .in' 
English; as follows:;~: 

·09-30 

09-31 . 

To 

.. HQ. 

.. 

c 

B· 
c 

.HQ 
:CQ 

,F.tom : :Particulars . 

c • . A ·panic bas arisen among· the people as 
· · .. a• result of increase ·in the level•ofwater. 

· ,pl"'ple are. shouting and running .. 
HQ. 

... ·.-C 
..cHQ 

·C. 
c 

••.. RC.. . . ,. 
·we ·are· iriforming all responsible officers 

· accordingly. · 
Is the- water.leliel increasing 1 
l'be Kbadakwasl"' dam ·bas. again' breached • 

,.to certain extent. '-There -is a possibilit}' 
~r: flood. water coming. .and there is 

·mcrease m·water. · 
'RC t·· 

:The Kbadakwasla dam bas· again breached 
.to some extent. There is a -possibility 
of floods coming. Therefore, give warn- · 
ings to aU people to·remain vigilant and 
.stop traffic on the .New Bridge; 

----~----------~--------~------------~----~----~" 
'[tis cleadrom the entries.(Ex. 554) that theY. H. F. control room relayed 
the news to the Headquarters about the ·panic~ created in. the minds of. 
the •people by the ·increase ·in. •the level· of water ... •On this the Emergency: 
Control Room informed V. H. F. control room: that .the. 'llews ·will ·be 
broadcast to aU ·responsible ·officers. Then 'the v~ .H .. F. :control ··room 
made ·a query ·to the -wireless :mobile. ·van BAKER :asking whether ·level 
of water was rising. This 'is ihe substance of the messages appearing under 
the time 09:,30. .Turning .to the ·messages -under the time 09,31 we fitld that 
!he Headquarters informed 'the V. H. F; ·control room .that the Khadak· 
wasla dam had, broken . to a .certilin .extent· and the ·flood water ·was increa· 
sing. To this the V.: H. ·F. control room -replied that they' had received 
the message correctly... Then again :the V. ·H. F. control ;room. relayed ·the 
news to all the mobile> vans that Khadakwasla .dam had breached :to a cer· 
tain extent and there •was· a possibility of flood coming and asking all people 
to remain vigilant; : It also gave a :direction for. stopping traffic ·.on ·the New 
Bridge. What ,is ·the ·impression :that one .:gathers on reading all these 
messages,.Exs. 554 and 555 1 .It is quite dear-that ihe operator in wireless 
. mobile van, BA{(ER csaw ·people ·running :away ·in :panic and relayed the ' 
news to the V. :H. rE control-room saying that .water was.coming in Narayan 
Peth and people were running in panic. It is significant to note \that 'ibis 
was at 09-25. Five minutes thereafter the V. H. F. control room itself 
tells the· Emergency Control 'Rooni that 'the ·panic 'has 'been created by the 
rise· in. the leve1 of ·water, : It was· on ·the ·basis of the news received from· 
the V~ H. F. -control room •that the Headquarters assured the V. H. F. 

_control room: that all responsible officers would be in'formed. On~ minute 
thereafter, i.e., ·at 09-31, strangely enoug'h, the 'Headquarters transmttted·the 
news to the V. H. F. :control room saying that the'Khadakwasla dam bad 
broken to a ·certain extent and •flood water was rising. ·Immediately, on 
receipt, •the v. ·H. E control rooin 'transmitted 'the news to all the wireless 
mobile vans saying that the dam bad 'breacned and 'there was •possibility of 
the floods coming and therefore people ·should 1le · vigilant. Heble has 
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oxpl!tiried that the V. H,_- F. control rooJJt.is always under the charge of, 
·a Sub-Inspector. He is, however, .not in a position to· name . the ' Sub· 
_ tnspector, who was holding charge of theV. H. F. control room on the 13th. 
According to Heble; S .. K. Kulkarni, Superintendent, Crime Branch, C. 1 D., 
was in charge of the emergency c-ontrol room· from J4e 13th morn_ing. On· 
the basis .of this reply, the Commission's counsel has argued that in the 
last analysis, S. K. Kulkarni, who was in charge of the emergency control 
room from the morning of the 13th, may be ·responsible for broadcasting 
th~ news to all the wireless vans at 09-31 4ours saying that the Khadak· 
wasla dam had breached and there was a- possibility o,f . floods coming. 
S. K. Kulkarni has not been examined. in this, case. , There is no. eviden~;e 
to- show· that this particular message was originated by S. K. Kulkarni . 

. We do not know whether S. K. Ku1karni was sitting in. the same room where 
the apparatus was located nor do we know W]).!)ther the . operator obtained 
instructions from S. K. · Kulkarrii, before sending the . instructions to all 
mobile vans. The Emergency Headquarters have broadcast the information 
at 09-31. hours i.e. within one minute from 'the receipt of the news from 
the V. H. F. control room. There is no evidence to show as to who was 
operating on the wireless set up in the Headquarters. · Significantly, his 
report has not been produced: Merely .because.S. K.· Kulkarni was put iii 
charge .of the emergency. control room; it. does not follow that he was 
responsible for that news.· Whatever that may be, it is quite clear that 

\

the Police Department is responsible 'for 1the ~ews that was relayed on the 
morning of the 13th at about 9-30 or so, saying that there was fresh breach 
of the Khadakwasla dam and that floods were coming and therefore people 
should be on their guard. It is futile, as. is sought to be done by Heble, 
to attribute the responsibility for this rumour to the people in Narayan Peth. 
Assuming that operator in .the· mobile van BAKER ·saw crowds running 

· amuck saying that water was coming, was it not the duty 'of the •police to 
ascertain from the V. H. F. control room as to whether there was any 
substratum of_ truth in the rumour. The vans that were operating on the 

' 13th must' be deemed to have heard on the 12th that the Khadakwasla 
dam had alreiuiy breached and the reservoir had become practically empty. 
Assuming that the mobile vans did not know anything about this, at least 
the V. H. F. control room was expected to know about it. How could 
the V, H. F. control room take this rumour .on ·trust and proceed to -act 
upon the same 'l · Does not this bungling suggest that· the news about the 
breach of the Khadakwasla dam was not ·even known to the responsible 
quarters 'l •· 

In the light of these entries, let us now see what Heble has· to say on the 
point. Heble has tried to absolve the V. H. F. control room of · any 
responsibility in this matter by saying that the news emanated from the 
mobile van working at Narayan Peth and the operator of the mobile van 
gave that news on the basis of what he actually saw was happening in the 
Narayan Peth, namely, people running amuck crying that water was coming. 
It is however significant that what Heble calls·the source of the news (Ex. 555) 
nowhere makes any mention ·of. the breach of the Khadakwasla dam. All 
that it says is water was coming in Narayan-Peth. What the entry xeally 
means is that people were saying, while they were. running, that water had. 
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_ coine to Narayan Peth. N.ow· how is it that this 'nlinlmr of ·water 'having 
entered Narayan Peth was eventually_ linked .up .with the breach of the 
-Kh.adakwasla dam?.: ·!fa~ the D. S. 1'. eolfered any. explanation: on that 
,porn~?. ,The Com~liSSlOn, tht~refore, had to -put pointed question~ to Heble 
and 1t 1s -worth: while to: set out ,the question9 and .answers : -. -~ 

·~ Q. _Do you-realise that the :news sent out from 'B 'to 'C'•at 09·25 hrs. 
-' ' · makes rio mention· of the further breach' of the Khadakwasla dam 'I 

· · Do you still maintain that this is the souti:e of news at Ex. 554 ? 
.. A. , I still maintafu that that is tlie ultimate s_ource bf all the subsequent 

news. I admit there 'is rio other evidence to· snow that the news 
. about the Khadakwasli dani emanate!~ froiD' the citiiens ~iving in 

' Narayan or arty 'other Peth:' ·. · .. · · ._, • · ,· 

,Q.- .\VhY do you-say that the ~eWs sent t;r,o~ 'B,' .to 'C;at09-25hrS. 
· marked in red pencil, Ex. 555, is' the ultimate source of the news 

: at EX:: 554 1 · - · --· ' ·' :.• ·· · - · · 

A .. . (1) the fact .that people started· running. 'first 'i!i Naraya~ Peth 
appears clear from the entry at Ex .. 555 .. , ' 1 _ · · , . . 

(2) Subsequent. enquiri~s also show that ilii.s was the-_place where the 
rumour about the breach of the Khadakwasla dam had started. 

Q~ Thaf means, that you are r~lying on what ~spired in the police 
1 . . enq_uiry held by Gharpure, Dy. S. P. ? 

A. Yes. . Tha_i is correct:" 

Heble started by making a claim that there was a rumour in the Narayan 
Peth to the effect that Khadakwasla dam had breached· and water was 
coming and that, that was the· ultimate source of the new·s relayed· from the 
V. H. F. control to(lm and the emergency control room. Under the impact 

. of the cross-examination he had to resile from this position and admit that 
there was nothing in the news relayed by the mobile vart at 09-25 hrs. to 
show that people were saying that Khadakwasla dam had breached. Heble 
also admitted: that there was no other evidence to show that the news aboy_t 
the Khadakwasla dam emanated from the citiiZens living in the Narayan 
Peth or a11y other Peth. He had finally to rely upon what transpired . in 
the enquiry held by Gharpure for saying that the rumour that the Khadak: 
wasla dam had breached first emanated from the citizens of Narayan Peth. 
I_ have· already pointed out that Gharp1.1re's report is not before the Commis· 
S1on. Gharpure has not been examined in this enquiry. Gharpure has 
not recorded any statements of any witnesses. There is nothing to show 
·whom he questioned and what conclusions he . arrived at. In the circum· 
Stances, the D. S. P. wants us to accept his uncorroborated statement, namely, 
that it was in the' course of Gharpure's enquiry that it transpired that the 
tumour about the breach of the Khadakwasla dam started in ·Narayan Peth. 
What a ludicrous attempt to justify what is unjustifiable ? It wouJd have 
been straight-forward on the part of the D. S. P. to have acknowledged 
~racefully the mistake committed by his department. The D. S. P. of course 
did not do so because the implication would have been very serious. That 
implication would be that •the news about the breach of the Kbadakwasla 
datn was not announced to the people in the City of Poona. It is clear 



from the evidence of J. :S. 'Tilak 'that ;peopl~ in ·:Narayan ·.Peth ·were shouting 
that the 1>olice themselves were ·spreading the news that the 'K.hadakwasla 
dam had •breached and -they •wete fleeing -under the -very·:nose of Dy. S. P. 

-Gharpure. The fact ;that police were. so sedulously spreading the news, 
accompanied by ·the fact that people, so •readily believed it,. casts serious 
doubt on the publication of the news .of •the. breach of Khadak:Wasia dam 
on, the .previous day. There cannot be.·a .. greater condellliiation of tho 
conduct Of the Police. Department and, in particular, ·the .conduct of the 
D. -S. P. than the .rumour that was so assiduously broadcast by 1he police 
to the citizens. This itself is a very serious matter and, .apart from whether 
the Police Department has talcen ;tdequate. steps for mitigating. the conse· 
quences·ar ·not, their conduct on the morning .of the -13th which was· 
responsible for spreading a widespread panic among the citizens stands 

1 self-condemned. The . officers who have been showing excessive zeal . for 
!avoiding panic. even at the cost of suppressing truth have themselves now·· 
been responsible for spreading widespread panic not on the basis of truth 
but on the basis of a falsehood. The Police Department hi the City of 
Poona headed by Heble must ·hang 'its head iri 'shame ·on what took place 
on the morning- of .13th._ 
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SE~ON.21· 

WHAr HAVE THE CITIZI!NS ro· s'r.ABOUT THB !!VENT~ oF .THB·12m 
. AND' THE. 13m ? 

'·, 
t propose .tQ. 'be yery brie{ in ;dealing,with the eviden~ or' the citizens •. 

both examined and une:tamined, ·so far as the events of the. -12th. and 13th 
are concerned because, as will be clear from the above diseussion, I have 
rested my conclusions mainly on the· evidence· adduced on behalf of the 
civil authorities, oral and. documentary, and, in particular, the admissions 
made by the officers~ · · 

Dr: Bodhe (Ex. 102) who bas _his. nursing home on the Jangli Maharaj 
Road says that he had heard no -news· oii the morning of the 12th about 
the breach of the Panshet dam till some Pn~e after 9..()0. · According to 

.him, he received that, message from V •. G .. Bbagwat, a practising lawyer 
residing in the Natubag colony.~ Dr.,Bodbe asserts that he met S. B. Kulkarni 
at.the fulachi 'Wadi some time after 9-3() and asked him about the extent 

·of the rise .of water. and· Kulkarni told him that the ri~e would be about the 
same as during the floods of. 1958. According· to him, Police Inspector 
Karande .. was. present1 during this . conversation. Dr. Bodhe says tlu!t at 
about 11 ,oo a.m ... the . water- rushed in the rooms on the ground floor of. 
his hospital and. a. little later, even entered the first floor. Dr. Bodhe. says 
that. he coulcLsee some person~ struggl\ng in .. water by the side of his building. 
According to him, he shouted to these . people to come as near as possible 
toward$ his .. building and he with:f}le.help of other persons pulled two persons 

- wh~ were, struggling .with the surging ,water. After. going to the terrace, 
· :QL Bodhe

1 
tbreY,. .a rope ~prepared ;out ot chaddars and lifted about seven 

· persons .. one .py one., One .of. them was .seriously. injured due to a glass cut. 
In answer to questions ,by.,Advoeate Phadke, Dr. Bodhe stated that there 
were no.· signs.,of alarm or paniq noticed. by him while be was going towards 
Sass.oon HospitaL at about. 9-30 am. He added ·that on his way from the 
Sassoon Hospital,, he . .ndticed that. buses were plying as usual and many 
people standi11g at the bus, stops. According to him, life was. normal till · 
a:Oo,ut ll-3Q a,m, · The only. point that was made .out against this witness 
was that .. he had,not filed a .. written,statement in. pursuance of the notices . 

.issued by this Commission but., that he filed .his written statement only after · 
a letter was,written .tQ.Jilin, by.th~ Secretary. I will discuss this aspect of the 
Il!at~r after, dealing w~th the.. eviden~- of. othc:r citizens. 

. . . . . . . ·. , .- - ' .- .. r' , . , . , . , . 
Dr:)". V:. Phatak •. Ex. 87C.(has. his 1bungalow ;on the Prabhat Rqad and. 

hospital on the Tilak .R<;>ad ncaf( the· ,Alka Talkies.. He had not heard any 
warning till 10-00 a.m. H~ went to hi~ .hospital at 10·00 am. on the 
Ti!ak Ri>ad: ' H'e returned from' his hospital at about 10-30. a.m, and passed 
by tlie _Lakdi'brldge.''.He's~w crowd~ bf pt;oplt; .crossing.~e Lakdi bridge. 
Arter· going home 'he went back to. the river si!Jl! on foot near the M. E. S. 
College. He noticed that .water was rising in· the river. He admits tha~ 
polit;e W((re asking the student$ in. the. boste~ til vacate, the premises between· 
Ie-30 aitd:ll-00. The oi!ly .poin~ that<w~~.ma(je,against tl).is witness.was 
thflt}l~-~1ateW.t£ii('Yarpx.:eu~fr4 ·1?~. B~kJUe. andJhllttlle ~itness: did nqt.puf 

' - '' . . \ . ..... 



his signature over· the sam~;. The witness planuy admitted that the state~e~t 
Wa.s correct. . I have already referred to .this aspect. of the argument and 1t 1s 
not necessazy to repeat ,the same, The . witness has asserted that till he 
started evacuatiug his house after 10-30 a.m. he l:)ad received no warni~g nor 
any information that the Panshet dam had breached and the water m the 
river was rising. · · • 

VlthaLNarayan Dixit, the Proprietor of the Inte~ational Book Service -
(Ex.· 881) is .one of the most important witnesses .. in this case because he. 
does not fall within the Category of what Mr. Murud!mr calls. ' invitee 
witness '. The International Book Service, as stated already, is located on 
the Deci:an Gymkhana 'near the Post 0~. He, (Dixit} asserted that 
information about the breach of the Panshet dam ·was not relayed- by any 
recognised ot accepted means of: transmission, namely,· beating of drums, 
or wireless or by ilidividual: information. He 'wenf to the ~pop· at about· 
9-00 a.m; on the 12th. Till ·11-00 ~or 11-30 ·a.i:n; when water actually' 
entered his shop he had heard ·no warning ·nor' any·-announcement about' 
the breach of the Panshet · dam. He: has asserted that the·. tax officers of . 
, the Corporation were carrying· ori their routine worR: -of collecting taxes , 
from the cycle owners on the morning of't~e 12th till u~oo a.m: and this 

. work: was oeing done ·by them in· front- of his' shop.· The' Central Bank' 
and the Post Office which were just by the side. of his shop were also carrying . 
on their business as usual till about 11-00 a.m:• According to hirii \vater · 
began to rush in his premises suddenly· at 'about 11~00 or .1.1-30 a:m. As, 
he was trying to get out of the shop by 'the front door he':was told that·_ 

. water was rilshing· from the front side: It was suggested to :him ·tpat lh( 
front door shOuld be 'closed. · Dixit says that one seeing that water was· 
rushing from the front door, some of his· customers entered his shop With 
their · bicycles. Inspite of th~ fact that the 'front door was 'clo'sed, water 
entered his shop and the inmates were trapped: Dixit .and the other inmates • 
climbed up· the mazanine · ~oor and aftet getting on the floor broken open · 

. the glass pan of the widow and with great diflic~lty thrust their bodies. ·· 
one after the other, 'through ·the bars of the windi:iw and _ in · tha't 'way 
JiesCimded on the weather . shed. By this time • water entered even the floor 
of the· weather shed. Some ·people from the ,Central Bank' had gone to the 
terrace. But they could not ·see' Dixit and 'J!is companions as they were . 
standing on the weather shed. ' ,Some people were standing o~ the. terrace 

_ of a _building in front of the' International· Book Service. They shouted to
, the p~ople standing on the terrace of the _buildiJ~g. Thereafter the peqple 

standmg on the_ terrace lifted Dixit an!}, oth~rs by 'giving them helpipg hands .. 
hi answer 'to questions by Murudkar, DiXit has 'stated : ' . . .'.. · ·· ' 

, , • . ' i , • -·: l I . . - j- . , ; { " • I' - i ',. , . f - ! ' ; • ' ; ! , ~ \' ; !~ ·. 

, "It is only l!;f~r. we ~ot ()u,t.of the shop and d~ce~dlitl om thq platform : · 
that I could,real1s~.that the Panshet dam hac1,breached., I.assert that no· 

. 'policeman came:rby the side of. my. shop' either (or giVing info~tion or. 
'for gi~ing any.~ of help.'~ ·., . ·., 1 

. Dixit. is a highly "resoectable wlhi~~s.' '~e ~fitted that on the 29ili. ,rtily 1961, i 

P~ndtt Ja~~hayla:I Nehru, the Prime Minister of. India;_ whom he,happened· 
tO' know smce· ·before, stopped' the 'jeep, on Dixit saluting hiin, · and then · 
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t!nt~red .his shop .along with the Chief Minis~er, the Governor and. the 
Divisional· Commissioner; When Panditji asked· him· how he succeeded iD. 

.· making his escape good, he narrated the whole stocy to him.- Panditji then 
said: · · 

' . . . 
"'Mr. Dixit don't be dishearteneP. we will· see whlit could be done." . 

In answer to questions by Mr, Phadke, Dixit stated that the bus traffic ~as 
going on in a normal way till 11-oo· a.m.' on the 12th. He asserted that 
had any warnings been gjven, about the breach of the Panshet dam either· 
from loudspeaker vans or on fOot the inmates of the Post Ollie; as also 
the inmates of the shop 'would not have failed to hear the same .• · He 'added 
that the Bank people also would, have heard it. He asserted . that ·there 
w~ no policemah: in front of the shbp' or Oil 'the' Deccan Gymkhana road 
while they' were standing o~ the platform and while they were standing on 
the terrace till 9·00 p.m. The' evideJ;Lce of· Dixit coniple.tely contradicts 
the evidence 'giveri by some· police constables, to which a reference has . 
:already been made; saying 'that they res,cued Dixit and hiS companions from 
t?e shop. . · · ' . · 

· . Miss Sindhu Dinkar Sawarkar gave hei evidence at Ex. 885. She is the' 
Superintendent of Ahilya Devi Girls'. School, _since 19<17. She stated that 
she went to. the school at 10-15 a.m. on the morning of the· 12th. The 

'school opened as usual at 11-i5 •a.ni. 60 pupils· of the' VI! standard 
attended the special class -held by her at 10-.15. She asserted that while 

· the ,special class was going ·on one of the teachers entered the ·room at about 
- 11-00 a.m. and announced ;the 'breach of the Panshet dam; By that _time 

as many as 1 ;1 00 students · had attended the school. They were all girl
students whose ages varied fro:m 8 to 16 Y.~ars. . By U -45 water .reached 

· the rear portiori -of •the building.. Sawarkar asse~\~ that she 'had received 
no warning from any authority ·at any time about 'the impending danger: 
She added that she did not learn that there 'was any danger to·the 'dam 
till 11-tro a.m. Even at 11-40 when she got a call from the Collector's 
office to say _that the school should pe closed; all that she was told · was 
that bad floods were likely to visit and therefore the , children should be 
asked to go home.' She•was·not.tolp even then that the Panshet dam .had 
breached. Miss Sawarkar pointed out that even if 'she had received a warn·· 
i!lg say at about 8-0o a~m. she would l!ave succeeded in removing the 
articles like books, furniture, etc;; to 'tlie first floor ·and thus saved them .• 
She estimated the· loss -suffered by the school at R,s. · 45,00p. In answer to 
question• or Shri Murudkar she poiiltea out that there is a , Care Taker 
livin$ .on the premises of the school ·imd he stays in the premises_· even 
during night time: Had· ariy: ·warriing been given iri the localiti'es where 
the school building' is .situated the Cilre Taker would certainly Ji·ave infoj:med 
her about it:, There: are: 2 'other· schools belonging ·to the DeccatfEducation 

• Society. The" New English School is si(¥at~ in the Raman Bag area an4 
the Navin Marathi Shala is situate half a· furlong away- .from the Ahflya 

· Devi Scliool. The· Superintendents of these schools live" .on the school 
preniises. · 'Accoi:ding to her if the Superintendents of these schools had got 

· the news about the breach of the Panshet dam she would certairily have learnt .. -, . . 
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it from· them. She eJ~plainedas to why. she did not file a statement be!ore · 
the Bavdekar Coiiiiilission by saying. that she submitted two statements one · 
to the. management and one to the Director of Education and she was assured 
by the management that all the statements relating to all the institutions 
would be sent together to the Coiiiiilission. There is no reason why the 

· evidence of this respectable lady should not be accepted as true. The. 
statement of her. coJ.4!ague in the similar institution, • NaviQ Marathi S~. 

· (Ex .. 937) fully corroborates her on all points. 

The next witness before the Commission is Dr. Madhumalti Gune, Ex. 887. 
She has. a Maternity Home situate on the Jangli Maharaj Road: There 
are about 25 beds in this Home, and the Home has been running for the 
last· 25 years. I have. already dealt with her evidence so far as the warn· 
ings on the 11th are concerned. As regards the_ happenings on the 12th; 

, Dr. Gune says that she heard no warnings about the breach of the Panshet 
·dam- on that morning till 10-15 a.m. At· abo1.1t1!-00 a.m., she perfort)led 
a caessarian operation in the Operation Theatre on the; first floor. The.
operation went on till 9-00 a.ni. At about 10-00 she came to the ground 
floor for carrying on the work of the outdoor patients. 7 or 8 patients _ 
were waiting at the-outdoor.· The.brother of the woman, who had delivered · 
that morning, came to her at 10-15 at the outdoor room and told her that 
the Panshet dam. had-. breached and asked, her as ·to how it was . that she 
was still working, She .asked him about: his . estimate about the extent of 
.water. The. informant suggested that the gr~mnd floor would be· submerged 
in \v;iter •. Dr .. Gune,. therefore, started- removing the- patients·-· ftom the ' 
gtound 1loor- to the, first floor.-· Before. however the work of removing the 
patients could be completed th.e ground floor was: flooded wit!~- water. 
Dr •. GJ1ne, therefore, had to. consider the. question as to:whe'ther the-patients 
that. were removed to the first floor as also the patients who were· already 
on. the first- floor ·should be shifted to the ·second floor, Patients were on 
c_oming to her. hospitar till 11-30 as usual Dr. Gune did not notice any 
extraordinary activity on the Jangli. Maharaj Road nor any excitement or 
noise on the road. The water. in her building rose to a height of 30 ft . 
. submerging the ground floor and the first floor and 5 out of 9 steps leading 
the second floor. As she went to the gallery· and looked around, she could 
only see-a mass of water all around her. She asserts that no attempt was 
made by anyone for rescuing the people i.n. the localities round about her 
bUilding. No buses were plying nor any boats ferrying; She suffered a.loss . 
pf about. 40,000. In answer. to questions of Mr. Murudkar, she explained 
tli.at she was not taken by surprise vvhen the person· concerned told' her 
that ground floor of her building would· be submerged in water because the 
personhad.a~so.toldher: that the Panshet dam had breached: She explain· 
ed that. dunng. the . .floods of 1958 water· had entered her building and· 

. reached. the first, step leading to the. ground floor.. She could, therefore, 
easily conclude that the:" ground floor of her building would be under water .• 
~e denied having .~de..a~y. application to· the. Government for compensa• 
t1on. She. also d.emed.. havmg filed, any suit in this: connection. · No satis• 
factory, reason .has. been, shown .as' to .. why. Dr. <June's. evidence. should· noll 
be accep~ed as. ~e. . ·. 
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. . We will. now :;co~sider.)the; llVide_9.~ _Pf fi·. S.J Pathak, .a pfeader, ';residing. 
m_ the ho]lSe .of, his daughter c wh,cll lS_ S!~at~ to _ th<:; e11st .of the Lloy~s 
bndgedEx. 889.).··· I have ~;~!ready dealt witll his evidence so.lar as the' 
warning part· of it on .the lJ.th iS COJ;Icerned. Pathak says that lle heard no' 
warning between 6-00;a.m. to Jl-00 a.m. to the effect that the Panshet aam' 
had ,breached. According to J;tiJ!l he was sitting i~ .4is otp.ce till 11:00 a.m. 
Clients started 'Visiting his .offi~e from 8~00 a-m· to ll-00 a.m. None of them 
disclosed to him-.thaUhe· Panshet dain. ~d.breached, At about Ii-30 a.m.· 
as he .was going to .tne C.ourt he noticed o/jlt~r ;rushing from the side of the 
~tage of the open .!:h.eatre in front. o~ the, <;;pngr~ss Hou~e. He, therefore •. 
returned home._ By the time,he~~eacbedc4is.house he.saw·water entering 
inside. Even at that time .no. warQings :)Vere.,given by· anyone. According 
to him nobody seemed. to kngw any_thing of w)mt had happened and there 
was general panic. and PeOPle. Vll\IIe movi'fl.g;helter-skelter., . He asserts that he 
saw not a single policeman p0r'any .:Other <>fficer between Nava Pul and the 
si~e of .his house. . Whep the, water rose_ to '!I !leigllt of 11bout 3 feet in his 
house he decided to quiU!)e. ho)lse. -, .fie and t)le inmates. of the house then 
waded . though waist;})igh -. ~<J,ter with 9nly clotlles ou . their persops and 
went out. Fie ~qtild 1 pqt t!lk~ .. a-si;lgl~ _l\rticle with him.· He says that as he 
and the other .Jnm<J.tes. weQt <JUt some yo11ng boys .in the neighbourhood 
came to tlleir ;succour. T,hes~ !Joys. also. had g9ne to the houses of the 
neighbours to help :tht<_ people.··, Ac«ording. to Pathak, -Pleader, there was no 
official assistanqe . nor could.,..h~ lligllt any .. trucks ,and vehicles nearabout. . 
~e. admitted having. submitted gjs 1$tatement ,about . the losses suffered by 
h1m to· the Collector because -he was told that S)lcll statemeJ;I,ts were called 
for. He denied having filed. any suit. He. pointed out that through. the 

· good offices of Mr. Wagle, the then :Qistrict Judge, he .was given sht;lter in 
the convalescent. home near Sangam 'bridge for a month arid a half. In 
answer to question bY .Mr. Murudkar he stated that the estimate of the loss 
suffered' by him was about Rs. 10,000. In answer to questions by· 
Mr. Phadke,. the. witne~s stated that till I I -00 a.m. traffic on the bridge was 
!lOJ;'maJ and everytl)ing Wll,~. moving ln a normal way in· the neighbourhood. 
He .heard no; noise nor saw any activity for evacuation of the neighbours. 
He hl'id. D9t submitted. a written statement in answer to the notices issued 
by the Commission and he was asked to explain why he did not do so by 
the Co!llmission. _. ,H,i~ reply was :: ,, · , · .. ·_ - - . . · . · 

"I was mentally upset .. rwas also in. extremely adverse circumstances. -
I -had no ·place to l-ive in, I was at a loss to know of the fate.. My 
Statement :h!!d ·been delayed because of this." · · 

Is there any te<:tSOO wh1 this senior . practitio~er should ,come to perjure . 
falsely before the Commission ? · · · 

The n~xt witn~ss -to• be. ~nsidered is Mr N. Bhat; the former Pri~cipal. 
?(the M E. S. College, Ex. ·892. _ r·have discussed his evidence·so -far as 
~~ ·related to tile warning 011 the night ·of the ll tlr iS' concerned. · Blla! stays · 
Ill a llouse -'at the 'junction of Prabhat Road:·and Karve Road. The M. E. S. • 
~oiJ~ge ·is at a ·distance of about one furlong -from his residence. He was-
Ill h1s house' till 9-00 -a.m; •on the 11tll: . He asserted that lle had heard no 
announcement that the Panshet dam had breached till 9-00 a.m. After 
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9:.00 a.m. h~ started going to the College. The· College hostel is situate 
in the same premises as the College but lies almost on the ~dge of ~he 
river. By the time he reached the hostel (9·15 a.m.) some pohcemelj had 
arriv,ed near the hosteL . They ·were asking· the students. 'to go obt;: 
Principal Bhat explained that the policemen di~ not tell. him that the dam 
had breached and all that the policemen told him was that the water would,, 
rise. Because of the experience during tbe floods of 1958, Principal Bhat 
got the cellar of the hostel cleared, !]le grain and articles were removed to. 
the ground floc:n' of ·the same building which was Considered safe. He 
asked all the boys from all the floors however to quit. He was o~ the 
pre!llises till 12·00 noon. The hostel was subm.I'I'ged in water except tn~ 
top floor. The ground floor of the College was also submerged. in water~ 
The physics laboratory which was located·. on the ground floor could not be' 
saved. 80 per cent. of the books in the library which is also situateGI on the 
ground floor were taken out and kept on the .first flqor .with the help of 
a few boys staying nearabout. Principal Bhat adds that the houSi: where be 
was staying was submerged in water. Therefore, he had to go to a friehjl 
ro~ residence. In .answer to questions by Mr. Murudkar, Principal· Bhat 
asserted $at the Police had not bronght.any vehicles and. all1hat 1hey did 
was that tjley d,rove the boys out of the gates. In answer to fUrther 
questions he stated. that he came to know .tha( the Panshet 4am had breached 
only after 12-00 noon when people started. talking about it. .. He denied that 
Kekre told him that the dam had breached and, therefore, it was necessary 
$at the hostel and· college premises were vacated. He asserted ·that. if 
any warnings had ~en given either on the night of the 11th. or on._the 
morning of the 12th, he. would certainly have heard about that. · He further 
sta,ted that he had no information on the morning of the 12th that any 
arrangements were made by the authorities for evacuation, or warnings etc. 
According to Principal Bhat, no articles in his house could . be saved because 
both the gr.ound floor and the first fioor were Submerged ·in water. He 
a~serted that as he was going from his house to tiie hostel he did not notice · 
anyone going. with beiongings except a maidservant .who was staying just · 
on the edge of the river: Principal Bhat has given evidence in a vef'/ 
straightforward and clear way and his . ev_idence inspires co'nfidence in 'me. · 

The evidence of J. S. Tilak (Ex. 894) is vecy important. He is· one of 
the trustees of Kesri·Maratha Trust and the Chief Editor of Kesri: He is 
the President of t'1F Citizens' Committee and he has submitted two state-" 
ments, one in his individual capacity and the other as the President · of 
the. Citizens' .Committee. In his state:tiient Ex. 895, submitted jointly with 
the others, several technical matters have been discussed, but Tilak plainly 
stated that he did not wisl;l to give any evidence on those matters and than_ 
that part of his statement need not therefore be taken into· a.Ccount. Tflak 
stays in a building known as Gaikwad Wada in Nai:ayan Peth. Kesri office 

. is located in the_ same buifdirig. . Tilak went to his· office at 9-00 a.m. 
·according to his usual practice. Till then, he had rei:eivea no ·news about 
the breacl1 of the. Pansliet dam .. · No ann<nincement acct~rding to him was 
made saying that the dam had breached. 'At 9-30; he· called the editorial 
conference. At about 9-30 a.m., he received a phone from· his' reporter 

' 



that he had heard the news that the .Panshet dam had breached. Tilak asked 
him io him~ the: message corifirmed by" ringing up_ the · Collec;tor or. the. 
Divisioijal Commissioner, ··The reponer to!(l him that his attempts to eontacg. 
tije officers proved ·rutile. ·. Tilak disclosed the news to -the Assistant Editors., 
rilak concluded that the flood WOUld be very much bigger than the floOd!;. 
oi 195& because the.-watel: contained in the Panshet reservoir was 3 times 
the volume in ·the Khadakwaslli reservoir. 150. workers attended the office 
on thilt morning, 40 of"whom had the,ii residences on ·the bank; of' the river.' 
He asked· the5e persons to _go ·home to save :themselves and members. oi 
their- families. Tilak's mother .is the . Secretary. of. the .. Anath Hindu 
Mahilashram and had gone tq·the Ashram that morning., The Ashram is 

- about·one and half furlongs away.{rom theXesri office., Tilak then started, 
going _to the ·Ashram. At that time; ;he ·noticed· that the. water had come. 
upto theJ:ate.and the· road wascconipletely,,blocked"· 'I;ilak; therefore turned 

_.his Citr and joined the Laxmi Road :and went tO,' the Maternity Hospital 
of Dr. Cha:plabai Khadilkar just at the back of the Anath J:iindu Mahilashram; 
On his· way, .he noticed no policellllln: either engaged.-in giving,·warning or 
trying to evacuate 'people. :With ·great· dilliculzy .he .could enter the gallery 
of the primary school iri the Anath Hindu Mahilashtam -and from the gallery 
he went to :the back door and froni the· backc door,he entered the' Ashram; 
By. that time, all 'the girls were shifted to the fitst floor bf. the Ashram by 
h.is mother. . 6 or 1 women and girls,. howeveii; were trapped on the ground 
floor becauSe 'they-- had'· gone inside· the store for. the ptirpose of keeping 
&i"ams on higher'Ieveis; · Tilak weniinside and pulled 2 or '3 of the-se women. 
2 -or 3 persons who ha:d · conie to' the shelter in. the Asliiam lie! pea· Tilak 
in t:tulling out the remaining women.. AU these -trapped women were theh. 
ta"keit_ to the first floor. · By this time the ·entire ground flooi: was submerged' 
under' water.. The nilmber· 6f inniates •,vho· were in the Asl:Itam at that' titne 
~as alioti( fi7: Tilak'.says that 'his mdtlier to!d'·hii11 that tlie' iilniates ,had 
received no· warnings ·and riorie ii.ali' asked 'them' to' ~c!lte' th~"Ashram. 
~nee th~ grounq'tigor"was sgbli_lel.'ged"aitd theie' was ~ea Qf water al~aro?~d., 
1~ was impossible. t.o. 'get 0uf of 'this AshranC The )va~~nvas still· nsmg 
and the first floor also came under water. All the· inmates including Tilak, 
the<efore. '~limbed ih~ roof qf th~ A~hril.iri by · putqrii, up table~ and cba)_i:~. 
Ti!ak and the inmates' of the Ashram rested on the roof till _about ~-00 p.m. 
Tilak sah . that he could see the buildings around tumbling dow.n:. A~ . the 
>.ya~e~, came .'~m the Iower part of th.e ro~f; they climbed up to' ~~e higher 
part, 'I;ilak .cou,ld l!Ot anticipate to' what, height the wate_r would r~se:. ' He, 
tl1er~f9~. felt, that _the only 'way to saye their. Jives· was. to estabhsh some 
col\tact with the ~hadilkar's. Matenxity ,Home. · Th~ mmates frolll. the 
I<h~dilkar's Maternity Hoine: threw. a cgtton rope (Nawar) !o the ro?f_of 
t!le Mahilasqra,m .. A. sort _of b3ijey _bridge 'was p~epared w1th the a1d. of 
spveral anicles that ·w:ere .coining flowing in the current of ~ater. 35 g1rls 
were ;SUCCessfully shift~ to ,the MaternitY Home of Khadrlkar, by about. 
~~00 p.m .. Thereafter,· there was decrease ill the water and therefore. the 
\I'Ork p{ the transhipment of 'the girls and women was stopjJed. At about 
9.·00 "Qr 9-30 Tiiak imd other inmates· got down from the roof. · All the 
i!t~tes were then r~riloved to the Shivaji Nagar for the mghL . 'Tilak: asserte_d 
.. l.f ,41s~rp ; r~ · · · · · · · · · 
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that he could see no policemen round about upto Shedge Vithoba on the 
Laxmi Read till 4-00 p.m. when the water was still on its rise. According 
to Tilak, one Police Inspector was trapped in the Maternity Home of 
Dr. Khadilkar. He did not know his name. Tilak says that he was in 
that home till 5-00 or 6-00 p.m. He asked the Police Inspector as to where 
the policemen were and what they were doing when anti-social elements 
were picking up articles coming flowing. The Inspector gave him no reply. 
Tilak saw some policeman round about Ashram between 4-00 to 9-00 p.m. 

I 

With regard to the happenings of the 13th. Tilak says that the traffic on 
the Lakdi bridge was going on till 9-30 and there was no stoppage of it nor 
any prohibition for anyone to pass and repass the bridge. He admitted that 

1 there was a policeman standing at the Tilak end of the bridge. He suggested 
to him that the traffic over the bridge should be stopped. As Tilak was 
returning from Lakdi bridge towards his house, he met several persons on 
the way who complained that many persons were coming and going freely and 
some of them were resorting to pilfering the articles and there was no effective 
police protection over them. He then went to Shanwar Peth and was there 
till 10-00 a.m. He saw no policeman nor any cordon at that place also. 
There also many people complained to him that the articles rescued by them 
were being wrested from the hands by anti-social elements and that they 
were helpless in the matter. Tilak then returned to Gaikwad Wada and on 
his return he heard a rumour that the Khadakwasla dam also had breached. 
He saw several persons running away saying that the Khadakwasla dam had 
breached. He told them that the Khadakwasla dam had breached on the . 
previous day. Some of them asked him to make enquiry with the police 
because they said that the police themselves were spreading the news. 
A police wireless van was standing in front of the Gaikwad Wada. Tilak 
went near the van and told the operator that they should proclaim on the 
wireless that there was no question of Khadakwasla dam breaching and 
water coming and there should be no reason for panic. The operator gave 
him no response. Tilak, therefore. went to the Narayan Peth Chowkey and 
asked the Dy. S. P., Gharpure, that announcement should be made from the 
wireless loundspeaker that there was no possibility of any further floods 
coming. Gharpure told him that no loudspeaker van was available. He 
however asked 3 policemen who were standing by to go about and inform · 
people. Tilak felt that it was necessary to issue a pamphlet with a view 
to reassure the people and put an end to the panic and stampede of the 
people. A small issue of Kesri was published on Friday. Tilak stated that 
he adheres to the views expressed by him on the floor of the Assembly 
that the administration had completely collapsed on the 12th and on the 
13th of July in the light of the knowledge gained by him subsequently. He 
c~mp.lained that no information was given to the news-papers or to . the in· 
st1tut10ns. In answer to questions by Mr. Murudkar he stated that as a 
Member of the Legislative Assembly be tried to seek information from the 
Divisional Commissioner on the night of the 11th but he could not contact 
him. In answer to a further question he stated that it was only after he 
learnt that the Panshet dam had breached and having known that Khadak· 
wasla dam was weak. he felt that the floods would be much bigger than the 
floods of 1958. He aserted that he expected the officials to keep' in touch 
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with him as a Member of the Legislative Assembly in view of the fact that 
ours was a democracy. According to him there was discussion in the 
Assembly regarding the weakness of the Khadakwasla dam. He was, how· 
ever,_ unable to mention the month or year when the discussion took place. 
He asserted that he did _not see any policeman rendering any kind of help in 
the afternoon and evenmg of the 12th while he was standing on the roof 
of ~he Anath H_indu Mahilashram. According to Tilak, people were 
gettmg out of the1r houses as they noticed that the houses were about to 
fall. He admitted that individual policemen may have rendered some 
assistance out of humanitarian considerations. He, however, asserted that 
there was no well-directed or well-organised plan on the part of the Police 
for rescuing or evacuating people in any quarters. He admitted that he 
was a Member of the Samyukta Maharashtra Samiti in September 1961. 
In answer to challenging questions of Mr. Murudkar, Tilak stated : 

"I have not heard any announcement on the morning of the 12th in 
the streets of Narayan Peth to the effect that the Panshet dam had 
breached. I did not hear any announcement while I was in the Ashram. 
at 4·00 p.m. to the effect that Khadakwasla dam had breached." 

. The evidence of Tilak completely disproves the story set up by some 
policemen, namely, that they rendered help to the inmates of t~e Anath 
Hindu Mahilashrarn for evacuation. 0 His evidence clearly establishes that 
in an area, which evidently fell within the category. of additio~al low· 
lying areas, neither on the night of the 11th any warnmgs _were g•ven nor 
on the morning of the 12th any warnings were given regardmg the _Panshet 
dam. It is also evident from his evidence that there was no police help 
available in the area that came under floods in the afternoon of the 12th. 
It is ridiculous to suggest that Tilak is exaggerating matters mere!~ . beca~se 
he happens to be a Member of the Samyukta Maharasht!a Samtll or the 
Chairman of the Citizens' Committee. I was very ~uch Jmpresse_d by ~he 
manner in which Tilak gave his evidence and I am inclined to believe h•m. 

S. N Gadekar retired D. S. P .• in his evidence at Ex. 902 has tried to 
' ' · h t h h ard the announce· 

support che case of the civil authorities by saymg t a e e d' . f nt of 
ment at about 8-15 a.m. on the 12th while he was stan mg 10 ro 

0 
• 1 p The announcement 

the Jangli Maharaj Road by the stde of the petro pum · m nt was . . d' to him the announce e 
was bemg made from a Jeep and accor mg 
like this : 

breached.' people living on the banks of the river 
" Plfishet dam has 

should vacate." 
. . ld this be regarded as an 

Assuming that such a warni~g was_ gJven, cou The warning is addn.:ssed 
&dequate warning about the 1mpendmg danger? d k them to vacate 
to ~he people living on _the ban.ks of th7 ri~ert:: fa:ts t~at Panshet dam 
thetr houses. Even if the warnmg mentiOne th effect that the floods 
breached, still in the absence of any statemen~ to ~uld be unprecedented 
would be bigger than the floods of 1958 or t er~ w of the situation. The 
floods, pt'ople would not unders_tnnd the gr:V~ ywhen the announcement 

' importanr~ of the announcement ts comple~ly fo~h river 1 hav~ crit;ciscd 
. i& addre·>sed to the people living on the ban s 0 e · 
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Gadekar's. evidence on the point that he heard the announ~emen~ of a warning 
on tiJe previo·us· night and I feel that his evidence· about. the warning' on 
tJJs 12th also does not stand on: better footing; The house .. of · Gadekar 
is situated in the Ghole ·colony which-is about·soo ft. from theJangli 1\fuharaj 
Road. After 'hearing the announcement he went to his house. He and the 
members of the family stay on the ground floor. He asked the members 
of his family to keep the articles on the first floor ·saying( that although 
there was' no· possibility of water entering .his hous~. -it was better that some 
·precaution was taken;. After about an hour-or-so he went to the Brooke 
Bond office ·and from· there· he ·went·· to the Camp.- He started going back 
'at-about 11-00 p.m:•or so,; He took .Qis meals with his-friend and took 
'round ·on his scooter. In answer-.to questions )ly the Con:unission, ht' •stated 
·that aft{'f .hearing the news of the breach .of the Panshet dam. he did not 
:feel that something serious would happep but on:ly felt that the iloods would 
be a little bigger than the floods of 1958. Although he knew several p~rsons 
from th.! police department, he .did not ·think it n~essary to. ask anyone as 
to what was• likely to happen as a .. result of· the breach of t,he. Panshet 

· d1m. Then comes l1on important admissiqn ·: , 
''I felt no urge that this -was il. critic;ll time a;o.d that many. people 

might suffer on account of the. floods an~ therefore I should be some· 
thing for the flood affected victims." . · 

. . . " ~. ., -

· Jn answer to question.s. of Phadke he went much further that what he had 
· stated. earlier 'in answer tq the· questions- ·by the . Commission's counsel 

regarding, the annouqcement. ae added for the first 'time that the announce· 
me,nts st!lted~ that there would be imprecedented floods., ,He admjtled,-that 
:altltough he. heard. the news about the breach . of the Panshet dam he was 

· .z:ot sure about the. truth of it. He stated that he tried to verify the truth 
of it and aU that he _learnt was that (he police were- requesting ihe -people 
residing on the river side to vacate their houses. · What follows is very , I . . . . . .. 
Important :'-- · . , . , . · ... ,. . · , 

. "I did not get ~onfirmatimi about the breach of the' Panshet dam till 
the ~nd of the. 12th., I have not' seen: 'any evacuation carried ·our by the 
police." .. _ : · .. -.. ,.' :>. ;··,_-~ · -~ 1 ;~-·- :··: ~.-~ .. \ ·:.· • • _· • \ 

He also admitted that ,he never realised that 'some social'service WO\lld be 
'reqiJireJ to be done towards the rivel' sid~ on . ~a( morning a net that is 
why he preferred to attend to his personal business than f6 socii!!' work. 
Gadek:.n'~ eviden~t; does not .support the case set up on behalf of the ciyil 
at~thorities. · · · · · · 'c · · '· · · " · · ·· ~ 

That takes me to the evidence of Rohidas Kirad, Mayo~-'~r th~ Municipal 
. Corporation, Poona, at th~ relevant time: He ·says that he learnt at about 

8 a.m. from .the Municipal Commissioner about the breach of the Panshet 
dam and; thereafter.: he went to the Corporation: He met the Collector 
and, the Municip\11 Co}llmissioner- at the ·corporation and asked thein ·as to 
what steps they had taken. • The Municipal Commissioner. told him that he 

, h1d deSJ?Utched ;tli the available m\inicipal Vehicles .ancl staff tO. the ·ncod-. 
. affec!ed lo~lities._. 'rite' Collector told· him that' he had despatched abont 
, 101 or 150 'poli~efrieil,' wliO. wer.e' in 'the''<!:6rponitiort 'Building·to. the' flood-

affected locality. Thereafter, Kirad took rounds along with City Engineer. 
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Yadav. He went to the Mang Colony, then to the Pulachiwadi ancf then 
·to the Deccan Gymkhana. He says that he personally gave information to 
the people whom he met about the breach of the Panshet dam. He admitted 
that he did not go to Punam Restaurant nor to the Maternity Home of 
Dr. Gune nor to the hospital of Dr. Bodhe to convey any information to 
them, because he felt that these persons must have already been given 
information about the breach of the Panshet dam. Then he maqe a very 
important admission : • 

"From the· Corporation Building up to the place where Kale resides 
ilear the· Jangli Maharaj Road, ~ met no policemen. I :met two police

. men near Kale's building. Thereafter, I noticed four policemen at the 
Deccan' Gymkhana bus stop ...•..... ; ..... : ... The only_ activity that J could 
see during these rounds was the activity going on in the PUlachiwadi 
atea and such other Iowlying areas. The activity consisted in people 
carrying their belongings on their heads, shoulders, etc .. (fro,n Pulachi
wad.t)." . 

H~ th~n .;,;ent i~ Na~yan Peth. He ~aw· a· car 'parked in front. of the Anath 
Hindu Ma.J:Ii.lashram at' about· 9-30 a.m. One hundred to one hundred 
twenty-five persons had collected on the road in front of the Anath Hindu. 
Iylahilashrani. Two policemen were standing there. Kirad told, the people 
collected there that the Panshet dam had breached .. He says that Yadav, 
City Engineer, went inside the Anath Hindu Mahilashram and came ,out 
after some time but he cannot say whether he gave any warning to anyone . 
th_ere. Yadav has been examined in this case and he has not stated that 
he went inside .. the Mahilashram and .eonyeyed any warnings to the ·inTQiltel!, 

· Kirad then went to Sitaphal.bag and from there to Shanwar Peth and Kasba 
Peth. In the course of this entire intinei'ary, he conveyed warnings 
,personallY.. . He adds that Ii.e saw police vans giving wap~ings In two places, 

. namely, in front of the Anath Hindu Mahilashram and the other iil Kasba 
· .Peth. In regard to the work done l?Y the, m11nicipal staff •. Kirad .. says : 

" I was told by the Municipal Commissioner that members of the 
municipal staff had been asked to give warnings and arrange evacuation. 
But through the· whole of my round, I did not come across ·a single· 

· member of the municipal staff doing any such work at any place ... ·· ······• 
· I did feel that municipality was not properly organised for meeting . the 
situation, such as giving warnings and making arrangements for evac~atJ.o~ 
·I told the Commissioner that he should send more trucks· for helpmg tn 
the· evacuation and also more men for the same task .... ,· .................. . 
I pointed out to the Commissioner that while I was in Kasba Peth, people 
demanded more trucks." · . 

He then. narrates what he iiaw in the eourse of the second round started 
at . 11 a.m. in the company of the. Municipal Commissio_ner, the Collector 
and the District Superintendent of Police. The most Important part of 
Kirad's . admission comes here : . 

' ".On o~r way, ~.noticed no trucks evacuating people. In the course 
of my second round, the impression I. formed was that although arrange
ments were generally good, there. was deficiency in the number of trucks. 
I .did feel that things could have been organised in ~ better way." . 
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He- stated- that th~y went'' t~ -the C~rpo~!ltip; 'vi?, 4kdi ---!3ridie_ an~'at 'tha 
time,_ water_had, cciine .op t\le ~oad ?n, ·tp.~ Lak~ Bndge., He, aomltted _tha 
there were crowds· o-n both ends .of the l.,akdi Bridge. J:Ie. a1so admate< 

'that he ma\le no e~q!liry.~s to what.wa~, taki;Jg piace, -~the Ami.~ Hindu 
Mahilashram, when. t!J-e C<!r Pl!SSed by tha~ side: He f\]Ithe~ ,admitted _thai 
thc;re were Jarge (_:ro~~s seen on_ the, roads in th~ course . oi the secon: 
roulid. . In answer to questions by Mr. Phadke, Kirad admitte~ : 

'.' i heard :com plaints from people saying that proper: ~~~nings ~ere !JOI 

given to the people nor prope~- afr'!n!\ement~ made for "evacuation. I die 
not question the· Municipal Commissi<l>ner as_ to how arrangem~nts we~~ 
not made and as to . why P.eopl~. -~l10uld go about, comp~ainjng. I did 
not try t9 satisfy" myself, even later on, whether .any of the truck~ wen 

. really utilised for eyacuation.-- I was not told either by the Collector 01 

. by the Municipal C()mmission~r. when I JYet the111- fi,rst in ~e Corporatio~ 
Building, that they had organised a plan and devised measures· of warn· 

·ings and evacl!ation. Even Yadav did not disclose the plan of action 
while he was moving· with me. Neither Yadav ·nor ariy of the municipal 
officials took me to schools to shpw where and how ·people were to be 
housed after evacuation. He did not tell m~ how many schools were kept 
jn reserve and ·what was the accommodation. -I ·relied upon what was 
stated to me_ by the Municipal Commissioner and Yadav, namely, dlat 
trucks and men were sent for evacuation. -I did not question the Com
missioner as to how complaints were raised· about proper ·arrangements 
not having byen made lior did I ask him to submit to me· a full statement 
about the arrangements made. During the firs~ round, I could notice 
that business transactions were going on as_ p~r normal practice· to some 
extent. · Buses ,were coining and gojng 'from the bus stand on the Deccan 
Gymkhana bus stop, when I went to thaf side· ori the fitst. round. _ I_ did 
not ask the Stand Superintendent flS to how it was that they were allowing 
buses to ply when the dam had breached and large floods were expected." 

• . ' • c -' • ' ' 

In answer to questions by Mr. Mu,rudkat:. Kirad stated that e~en on the 
12th, he did not learn that the Divisional Commissioner had held a. meeting 
in which. questions . regarding the warnings. !!-nd measures for meeting the 
floods were considered. To further questions by_Mr. Murudkar, the witness 
stated : 

-"I did not ask either the :Collec~or or th~ Commission~r on the .i2th 
as to what arrangements were made by thein on >-the previous night tci 
meet the flood situation. I· cannot say why I did- not ask the officers as 
to whether they had made proper arrangements:' ·on seeing --the extent 
of the. floods, I fdt that it was necessary for _,the authorities tq make 
arrangements for the trucks on a more elitensive scale. At about I0-30 
a.m., I saw about two to three trucks in Narayan Peth. I cannot say 
w~ether _the~e- trucks bel~ng to the Police or to the MllJlicipaiity or to the 
pr.Iv~te mdtvJdual.. I. dtd. not • ask _th~ Collector, the Municipal Com· 

_ nuss10ner. or t?e DJstrJct Superintendent of Police as to whether they had 
taken rounds m th"e morning· of the 12th." - ' 

Kirad has tried to suggest that in . the. cotuse of his -. first round ]n the 
company of City En~ineer, Yadav,_ he stopped the car at different -places .. 
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io . convey- wammgs i:o i:he · people coneded · ''thai the -Panshet -da:m had 
brea~hed; It i~ · ·difficult to accept this 'Part: of: his ·evidence. ·He has 
admitted, as Will' be shown:- _presently, that. he • . was' not undertaking the 
~ound · for.t~e JlUrpose_ of giVIng v.:arnmgs, but ,for the purpose of supervis
~g evacuatiOn. operations. That. 1s. why .he: had· not taken ·any peon 'with 
him. • He ~dmitted that he· sho_u_ld ;~ave taken :&orne persons from .. the staff 
and a~so a: ·loudsp7aker for .fac!l,tatmg the announcement of warnings. He 

·.has vrrtually admltted-:that he knew that warnings were given. previously. 
-Then, where was the need for. the Mayor to repeat the warnings'?. To that 
. question, Kirad has given an ingenious reply ; . .· · . . , · 

" It 'was necessary to' din: that fact into their ears.;, 

If th~t is •so, why did ~e npt ,take an,";nnoun~er and a.loudspeake~? To 
"that, his reply is that it~ was not his,origi?.al:intenti~!l to. give wan:iings at 
~1. Then why: this sud<\eJ?. . brain-wave.?. Ejthe~ prio~ warnirigs were 
given or they were not given. If given, the second warning WlJ.S super· 
f!UQUS. If not given, it was ineffective. and clumsy. Tpe matter does not 
rest there. B. N. Rajhans,. one of the . citizens; in· his written ·statement 
submitted on 6th 'October 1961 stated (Ex.- '965)': · ·· · ' · 

,.-r, J" , .•• ·_, , 

" This belief (floods would be of the same order as previous years) 
was strengthened by the :visit of the Mayor and City Engineer on the 
;12th mo.rning. These officers visited our co1ony at 9 a.m They told us 
to· vacate the houses. ·1 asked them whether the• da'm had failed. They 
did not tell us anything in that behalf. I further asked them, how high 

· . the water will rise. . The reply was, about six. to eight feet.'' · 

~ada~ .has ~mitted that he a~d ~d m.et. Rajhan~. !hat-~or~ing. · :r<i~d's 
case about. his having himself given ·warnings .to people- in,.var.ious localities 
in the ·course of the round undertaken . for the . , purpose pf supervising 
eyacuation operations is. unnatural._; Jt receiv?s. · a se'(ere jolt, from t?e 
disclosure made by Rajhans. : F1,rrther, dol!bt , IS cast . on K~rad s v:racity 
by two circumstances : (1), Kirad says that after his. second round m the 
company of the officers,• he went back to. the Corporation Building and 
thereafter he shifted himself to the Police Headquarters with the officers. 

·.B. L. Shelar, Pleader, himself a fellow corporator, belies him on this point. 
In his statement $x. 1079), Shefur. says : ., · ' ·· 

. ''At 1-20; I saw the Mayor's car at the c~rn~~ of the. stati~n. I stopp· 
· ed him and went with him to Yeravada ............ , ... At 1-25 we went to 

. , Holkar bridge. • We could not cross. the bridge as water. was· oyer.flow
ing the 'bridge.-· • The· car of Namdevrao Mate was. go.mg behmd , our 
car. ·The Mayor•asked him how much water had nse11 m_the town ...... 
Thereafter, w~ went ·to Police Headquarters !at 2-15 p.m.'~ . ' 
f2) .:Wheieas Heble ·says. that h~ was in chis mufti at t~e ~me ~f the 

second round in the Mayor's car, K1rad says that Heble was m his umfonn. 
Kirad evidently wants to be more royal than the king. '' · 

'Then a question D,l~Y be asked as to W~Y .. Kirad 'made admissions- incon· 
venient to the case of the civil authonties. The answer may, be,. .-the 
arrangement about trucks etc. was so palpably unsatisfactory th11t1 he:Jmd 
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.. 11ot the courage to.suppQrt.the.unsuppona~le .. !.,.have a,Irc;ady, ,statedthat 
. :the .manner. of conveying iri.formation adopted <by $i:rad' w~ artifici!ll'lmd 
. ,ineffective. In answer to,que.stions by th~ Commission, Kirad stated :' 

· ·· " I had not taken any peons with -m~: whe~ 1 started going o~ ·th~ ftrst 
. round with Yadav .. I ·started my round not· :ovit)l. a view to give warnings 
. to the peoplt< about the breach of . the d!lm .. b~ with a view ·to Sl\pervise 
the operations anlf_with a view to see the condition of the .floods. . ,W)).at· 
ever warnings I gave; J .gave after >getting.,pown from. the car. I used 
to. stop my· car at places ·where there we,:e crowds oLpeople ~tanding . 
. Warnings ·were given by me •a11 .well as -by· Yadav. l. was .not (:ailing · 

~ people aloud. .f \Vas making. gestures anll also Can_ing peoph; 'to whom 
·I knew ·and then I started giving them . warn4J,gs .. I did noCask these 
.. people as to whether they had• heard about the breach- of the.dam: .It is 
··not as .if I .. proceeded ol( ·the footing that people did no~ ,know· that;the 
Panshet dam had breaclied·and therefore it- was necessary to-apprise them 
about .it, • ··· • · 

J can repeat the words which I Uttered : · 
.. '.The Pan~het da~ b.a~ brok~ri;' there is da.riger of high floods, people 
s~ould, be cautious.' · · . · ' ~ · · · · ·. " - .· ~ · 

·'·······'·· I feei thai I sho~ld. have taken some 'II,lor'e persons from the 
stalL of the Corporation and.· also a louilsp~k;~t ·for . facilita~ilg_ the 
announcement o( ti).e. warnings. This .thing did not strike nie ar that 
timeo"--.. t. ~-•-' ,., : : · ,_ ~~- · · · 

·.Iii thesi· cirCumstances; ·the; \Winings given· b; Kirad; if ~ny, w~~~ , n~t of 
much help t<?·:the people as"the t:each.of these warnings. was•very much 
limiteil : · Kitad has stated point. blank that very few vehicles were us~d for 
the evaCJ,Iat1ort purpose and that it 'was necessary that- more vehicles. should 

hay( been br<?US!lt'int<i' operation for meeting . the ' situation. Kirad has 
.Ja.keri rounds in all the flood'affected areas and yet he, tells. us that he saw 
e'vai:?ation operations being conducted in Pulachiwadi and some .. other Jow· 
lying are.as. He has finally admitted that there was -no proper organisation 

·-for meeting the flood situation and he wished many more . things_ had been 
done_ ·in that"respect: •· 

,;; . ' . . ~ll '. ...... . - . . . ' . 

. . Here .• it i_s .necessary to .remember that Kirad iS one· of those witnesses who . 
falls in the category of 'invitee witnesses. (aecotding to: 'the. -phraseology 
used -by the Advocate on behalf of the, civil authorities).· ·He had not 
submitted his, written statement before the Bavdekar Commission :nor before 
this Commission till a letter of request waii sent. to him' by the . Secre~ry 
<lf the Comlflission. · If this is the case with respect to a man of the· status 
·of the Mayor of the Corporation, th.en can anyone ·blame the other citizens 
for remaining indifferent in the matter and not su~mitting any statement 
before the . Commission. in answer to the notices. This is sufficient to 
·expose the hollowness of ·the -criticism· that-some- witnesses are invitee 
witnesses. 

· • .. The evid~nce of B. L: Shirole, 'ex-Mayor is not of much avail, becau-se 
. so far as the events_,of the 12th, ai:e concerned,'' he knew· nothing, as he '. 

was not in foopa_ on ,the mofll\ng lll!d afte~oolirbf the 12th July; . · '· 
. ' . . . ·.. .':,;.~.-- .. · ... 



) will"then come· to the e~idenee 'o_o~·ilkahth Waman: 'Lunaye~ Proprietor 
of Pg?nam ~~staurant , L~maye went to·. the hotel at about. l! · a;m. : At 
that time, . !Us serv~nts told him that · somi;. policeman 'bad gm:ie 'to the 
:ho_tel and mformed them ~t· there was a :possibility of fiodds , in the river 
and:· therefore, they cailtione~ them th~t they should' be-on-their.- guard. 
A little)ater he heard some gadbad'~' m·th1l"lane leading ito Pulachiwadi. 
~e ')Vent to that side and saw 'some women coming from-the•·Pulachiwadi 
·s!d~. _. They told Limaye •that the -police'Were: asking· them ;to vacate:. There 
wasno __ pol~ceman, ~o~ever,'at that time. He allowed the women to keep their~ 
. belongmg m · a buildmg where Poanam Restalli3nt :w~s· .originally Jocated. 
'According to Limaye, at about 9,30 ·a.m. o)::-. so,- about 100 persons. had 
collected · at the Pulachiwl!di side to, see ·'the:· floods :and .there . were, two 
_policeinenat that spot for baridobast ·.Before he had-learnt from Gokhl.e, 
Regional Publicity Officer, that the 'Panshbt ·dame had breached. at, about 
10 or 10·15 a.m.,·he· saw'.the water rising-rapidly: ·He then ·Started remov·. 
ing his articles from the godown to the ·terrace and then went--- tct the 
Pulachiwadi. He asserts that till -11 ·a:in. •he cheard no. warnings from the 
police or from' any 'other ·source that the Panshet dam 'hMbieached' or 
that there was likeliho_od of unpreeedented rise '6Lwa'tef_in: tlie river. Within 
a : ~hort ,time, fu.e. entire ground flo9r. including" ~e • mazanihe floor was 

'submerged in water and water rose to· four feet" even- on ·the first fioo~ 
, He-.s~ifted_ thtl lodgers s~ying on the first fioor'to .the:seeond':fioor:. Till 
10 a.m. customers -were visiting the restautant-for taking tea•as:usual. :: Some 
pressmen had come to the Poonam Restaurant for taking tea in"the mom· 
ing; None .. of them. told Limaye that the police,. had gi~eJ;J. w11rning~ in 

. the morning that.th~ -Panshet . ,dain had . b~e;i:ci)ea,: 'I~,, the.: aftetpqol), the 
water rgse to a height .of about f2 J.'<et hi,:the buil!ljrig:·; H!l.fu.ei:r~es~ribed 
·the area of the town. thatcame under water ... Limaye_ ass.~rted __ f¥t 1t _·was 
only on the 13th that he learn( that the Kbadakwl\sl!l. dam h~.4 breached 

-on the previous. day. H~ also .asserted that. h~ d~d · noi see any policem,en 
· ~- army·men or·;Home.Guard.kept,anywher~ iD tpe. fi.ood a~e~ted_l<!ca· 
litles .. · He then made a very. impor!anl> compl~.mt ; __ 

. "'By about'the end of July 1961, :some .people came. to JIIC :and-. com· 
plained that police were bringing pressure on them fop maki~g th_~. state· 
m_ents 'to .• the · effect that warnings were given b¥ the polrce and that· 
they had heard these warnings. · I ·was the SecretarY 9f the Zonal' R:lief 

_Committee of. which -Dr. n: R .. Gad gil -was_ the. Chail1}la11; Several-big 
and petty !D.e~chants used. to 'come to me in ·my capai:ity a~ ~e S~etary 
of the_ Committee, The complaintsreferred toa~ove were. m partlc~lar.
voiced by petty traders, sin~h as; proprietors · o~ the. cycle shops, gr~cery, 
hotels and pan ·tnerchants. Our office _was opened m Punam bot7l lts.elf. 
I tl)ld these _petty ~aders and merchan!s that th~y ~l).ould send the pollee· 
men or the authorities wh.o were trymg to bnng pressure on them fot 
maklng stateme,nts, to ~Y. office. and. then I. would' t'I!;~.l ~ith them. _ This 
complaint was not ~epeated to me at any t1me later. . · _ 

It is noteworthy that this part of Lima_ye's eviden.ce remains unshake~ in 
cross-examination. Iri answer to questions by Mr. Murud~ar: he adnutted 
that he took i!Ctive part in qrganising relief to -the floc? V!Cbms. He w~s 
then asked the question as to why he did· not subnut- the· statement m 



-pursuance oLthe notices · issued by the Bavdekar Commission and thls 
.Commission :_ 

,; Q: . Can you explain as' to. why_ you, who were the prominent social 
· worker, did not think it fit to submit a statement to the Com· 

I , - , J -.1 

missio.n 'in pursuance of 'the publiq notices ? , ' 
~ . ' ' . .) . 

A. 'At that'tirne,I was thinking-of contesting elections-to the Assembly. 
I "felt that if I make a statement to the Commission, "that may 
affect my election one way or the other. That is 'one rt~ason 
why I did not submit any .statement The othe,r. rea~on was · 
tha.t, Government appoint$ fact finding Commission on matters 
of public importance but finally does not endorse or accept these 
findings. . I, tP,erefore, felt that I would be, wasting my time in 
submitting the ·statements before the CoiD)llission. When I said 
that .my statement. might affect. the elections. I mean to convey 
that a propaganda may be made ag;1inst me saying- that I was -
sponsoring the cause of the people .because, · I, wanted to get 
· e~ected." . • · · · 

I 
_In answer to further questions, Lirnaye asserted that on the 13th, when 
people were engaged in :i frantic search of their belonging's there were n~ 
polic-emen -seen on the side of his restaurant. He admitted that he suffered 
a loss of Rs. 50,000 on account of the floods in addition to the intangible 

·damage due to loss of business· for a long time after the flood. In answer 
to questions by Mr. Phadke, Limaye stated that there are sixty to seventy 
servants working in his hotel tili 11 a.m._ and six ot seven servants continue 
to' work from n a.m. to 12 noon. None of these nor anyone amongst the 
lodgers told him, on the morning of the 12th, that during the night time, the 
police had made an ann'ouncelllent that' there was danger to the Panshet dam 

· and th~t unprecedented flo9ds were likely to visit the cit)l. With regard to 
what was happening on the Jangli Maharaj Road on the morning of the 
12th, tli.e follow,ing answers were elicited. in his cross-examination by 
.Mr; Phadke :- ' 

" There are quite a nunlber of shops' on the Jangli Maharaj Road· near 
the Punam .. Business was going on in a normal way in all ,those shops 
and also in the Maharashtra Bank. In the shop of L, D. Bhave, however,
attempt was made to remove . articles because that shop had suffered 
4uring the floods of 1958. The traffic- of buses, trJicks, ears, etc., was 
going on by the road as usual. The Jangli Maharaj Road and particularly 
the ~ea in front and near my_ hotel is a -crowded locality.· People come 
and go in large crowds by this road. All this was. going on as usual till 
1.1 a.m .. Customers came to my shop till 10-45 a.m. as daily routine. -
None of these customers told me that he had heard from the police that 

. the Panshet dam· had. breached. On the night of the 12th, I went to my 
house via Nava Pool. _This was sometime after 11 p.m. The traffic on 
the. Nava Poo1 was going on. There were no policemen picketed on this 
bridge prohibiting the traffic. I went to my house via the Nava Pool, 
Phutka Buruj, Appa Balwant Chowk ·and Seva Sadan: Water had 

, entered· iri all the houses in the area between Phutka Buruj to Appasaheb 
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:: Patw~rdhan's house and Appa Balwant Chowk' ami through the 'whole 
of th!s road. I saw no policeman ·whatsoever. -Therefore, ·there is· no 
questiOn of any bandobast by the police.'~ . 

' With regard to th~ \Vork of evacuation' in l"ulach\wadi, Lima)re s~ted' : 
"" " I saw ~o police truck on the side of Pulachiwadi engaged in carrying 
the bel?ngm~s oLthe people .. .!.did .not· notice. any poli~;eman keeping 
any arttcles m · any of the. trucksc 1 mean to say, that I saw only one . 
truck on _the· side. ot:. the Pulachiwadi.. This was a private truck. . No red _ 
cross vans ,_or first-aid vans had _come near our locality. for giving relief 
to the .• people. The .people that _evacuated from Pulachiwadi ·went to . 
places of their -OWn choice for .shelter. Nobody. showed them ariy assigned 
places for shelter. No arrangements were made l)earabout .the Jangli 
Mabaraj Locality f01; housing re,fugees.:' . . . · · - .. , . , . . 

Limaye has given' art explanation as to why he did not think it fit to submit · 
a )Vritten statement to the Commission in answer to the public notices. It 
is possible that this answer may ·not satisfy all. But what we have to. 
consider is whether there were inhibiting factors operating on the. mind of 
Limaye; He has mentioned them and they are plausible. enough. Lirnaye's 
evidence also shows thitt ··proper warnings were not given about the breach 
o_f the Panshyt dam nor any arrangements made· for carrying on the evacua- , 
tton of the· people in the fiood"alfected areas: ··' . 

·The last. witness examined on this point is N. B. Parulekar. 'But, his 
evidence is not of much importance as to what took place on the 12th. 
I. will, therefore, deal with his evidence in a few words. I have already 
dealt with the part. of ·his evidence at length so far as the events on t~e . 
11th are concerned. With regard to the·events of ·the 12th, Parulekar, 1n 
answer to questions by Mr. Phadke, says : ' 

. " On the l.2th I went to the Sakal office at about 8 or 8-lS a.m. During 
~ight,time, som~ · ~orrespondents and members of the editorial staff remain · 
m Saka\ office. 'None of my staff told me ~hat he bad ~eard on ~he 
previous night ariy warnings having been issued by the pohce regardmg 
the danger to the Panspet darn.. The, attendance of the staff in l_IIY office 
was as usual. Fifteen members of the staff carne from the Jowlymg areas 

·near the banks of the river. They also attended the office on the morning
of ,the 12th. ·r passed by the 'Council Hall via Rasta Peth to. my office .. 
On my way, there are iwo police chowkies, one near the Counctl Hall and 
the other n.ear the Daruwahi bridge. Water entered my office at about ~ or 
2-30. Froin''8 or s:Js a.m. 'when 1 went to the office till the water en~e~ed 
my buiiding, no warnings. weti announced by the police o: any authormes. 
At about 7-30 or so, our Sub-Editor. Mr. Deshmukh ·mforrned me on 
phone tha:t Pa'nshef dam had breached. When I beard about the breach 
of the Panshet dam 1 did have feeling that the Khadakwasla dam would 
also; breach and thad he bridges in the city of Poona will 'give way."· 

This evidence co~~bo~te~ the e~idence given by. other· citiz~ns that wa~- -
ings were·)lot given. about the breach .of the Panshet dam pn the rnommg. 
of the 12th. · · · 
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. ·'· . cCS:iti;zens·-whOse .statements .. have been brought" on Record:', .... 

. " . .Having d~t- ~!th the e~lde~ce given by the ~itizens: ~h~-were examined 
before the Commission, I will take a bird's eye view of the evidence in :the 
form o~ statements of such of .those _witnesses whose statements ,have beexf 
tak~n oii record. : I will set out in a nutshell the effect of these statements. 

' , •' '. - I ·. - . . • • - . . .• ' "i!> 
,Kasbt~c·l'eth,..,.,.Sta,tement$ of forty _~;itiz!,ns in the Kasba ·Pe.th: locality 

. have-been brought 9n_ re~ord.. Out of .them thirteen do not ·speak of having 
heard 11ny. -warnings,. One of these .is a pleader. of twenty years standing 
and the.:remaining .are .men in service etc. Sixteen of these citizens. speak. 
about .having.heard warning regarding the breach· of the Panshet dam; but· 
-the .time. mentioned: •by )hem of their having heard the warnings varies. 
from .7-30 a.m.-to 12 noon .. One .. of them is ·a G()V!)rnment seryant, who 
says that .he .learnt about the .breach, when water actually . came in that 
lbcality, -i.e. at about l2 noon. .. lt.is not possible to find out tJ:te.stalus of 
most· of: these •.citizens .!rom .their-. statemen~. One .•. of them.bas.made 
a turious. statement ~aying .that .he .Wa$ told. that· the. breach took place ,0n 
the llth.-night. .Seven citizens speak ·about the breach. of the Kbadakwasla 
dam as .having. taken .place between 7-30 and 1:2 noqn, when .act]!al).y the 
dam breached at about 2 p.m;· It- is obvious that,. no reliance • could, be 
placed =on:•thec·statements oJ' these, citizens .. Three, citizens say that,rthey, 

• heard )he wariling about the anticipated rise of water , and .• o,ne· says tl!at ' 
~e Wl!rning was .addressed. to p~qele living on river banks and .thex. were . 
called \I POD ;.to Yllcate, )he~ house~.· · , · ; ·. . · · . · 
" N(ll'a,varr Peth·inc[!fditzg Sitaphplbag.-;-Stat.ements of . twenty·fi~e. citizens· 
from>thiS'. area ·have .been· brought on reco~d .. Eleven <>f _them do. not 
spea~ of-. hllvi,ilg hear.d any •. warning. This number .includes. one. proft;sscir, . 

•two sociaJ .. workers .. and one-doctor. Five out of. the. twenty-five citi7en~· 
say, they :heard«wamings regarding the breach of the P11nslrel dam. .'I'bi~ · 
number includes one social worker. The rest 11re traders or fa!)tory owners .. 
Two ~ay., tbatthe breach. of .the Khadakwasla dam .. was announced in .#J.e · 
morniqg.. This caru:io.t. betnie,' Four say. that the warning· was. aiuiounced. 
on the river side or it was stated ~hat the danger \vas .to the areas on the . 

•.t:iver. banks, They, include .a .factory ()wner, _Out of the remaining diree, 
one speal<;s of pqli(\e having' asked the citl'zens _·to Vacate, another says that 
t~ poli&e stated..,that,they did not lcnow the exte'r).t of'the floods a~a ·the· 
thrr.d,. Sli.Y:S the,t .he learnt about. ~e breach in another shop: . . 
' Shanwar.Peth,-The. statements of ·twenty-one perso'ns',hav'e · bee!l brought 
on record from. this l()cality .. Twelve. among them. say Uja~ they did nqt 
heanm.y warnings regarding the breach o(lhe Panshet dam. One of them 
i~ a Superintendent of a. School, one is a journalist and one is' a Govetnment 
servant. Three citizens speak having beard a . warning about the breach 
of the·-dam.. One among_ these three is a trader. Three citizens ·speak 
of having ·heard a warning that there would ·be a rise in water. · One of 
pic;m Js _a social worl<;er an4 the rest are shopkeepers.· The remaining three 
speak:'qCwarniilgs mentioning_ the danger to· people .living on. the ,river 
-"~n.ks. _One of 'them is K. p, · Vora (Ex. 927). He says that at 9, he: 
b~~ ~warning to the effect that the dani had breached and 'people residing 
on ·the river :side sl!ould go to higher levels. S. R. Mohankar (Ex. 1133) 
-says that the'police van wu moving·on ·the ·banks of..the.£tve~ ~JI~n~\lncing 
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that there"' was dangerto 'the dam and aski)rg. people on' the :biuik f ih 
r.vef' to evacuate .. The· remaining one savs •h~t warnings 

8
. 

0 
. e 

about. 10 -a.m. . · • tt ":""' . were g1ven-at 

lfl!lgli' ¥ahl_lrai Road, Deccan Gymkhana, A pte Road and Gh~le ~oatt.~-
• Statements' O! thuty·~our ~itizens in these lo~tieS. have been brought on 

record. E!ev~n of them-d1d not heat any warnmgs having been-announced • 
. One of them :IS a pr~fess~r, two. are high officials of Banks,• one is a p~l·· 
m~ster.- one IS a L1branan · of Bhandarkar Research -.Institute.. Twelve 
CitiZens say tha.t -they heard warnings about the 'breach.: Two of ·these 
come from Pulachiwadi · There is :wide variance about the time when the 
wamingS were- gtven. For- instance, Joshi (Ex. 1167) Manager.of the Hind' 
Vijaya- Talkies, states that he· beard that the dam: had breached on· the 
night _of the· 11th. One says that he heard a warning to the effect that 
there would be rise in water. Two citizens speak . of having heard 
warnings -regarding the breach -·of -the Khadakwasla dam on _the mommg. 
Three ·citizens say -!hat lhe warning stated that danger was only to the 
persons on lhe banks of the river. One citizen says thlit he heard· the 
announcement that the dam was in danger. He is a social worker. Two 

·speak of having heard the 'announcement from policemen about the breach 
of the-_dam~ ' One does not, however, get i clear· idea about _the time o( 

, the.se a.nriouitcements. 
· K.'ar~e Roail, Prabhai Road and ErimtlOvana;-Th~ statements of sill 

citizens in this locality have been broughf on record.· One of them says 
that he did not h~r any warnings on the morning_ of the 12th: ·He· tS 

a retired 'Inspector of Prisons:· ·Bomblly. Two speak of having heard the 
amiouncemelit regarding UJ'e breach of the dam ; one- of them is a taXI 
driver and ·tlie other, a hotel owner. One citizen merely· speaks of the 
assistance : rendimid 'by the· police and one says that the warning was that 
people ·should watch the water level. · · ' · · · · · · 

Mangalwar and Gadital . .:.:.,Statements of nineteen cititens ·m this locality 
• have been brought on record. Eight say _that they did not hear any 

warning having been announced on that . morning. Two .. of tliem are 
doctors. and one is a Government servant ... Seven citizens speak ·of having 
heard th~ announcelllent regarding the breach of the Panshet dam; Five 
out of them, however:, hail from Gadiial. locaTity. · One; who speaks abou~ 
~he warning re!!llrding the breach of the dam, adds that the danger lay to 
persons on .the" banks of the river. Three -citizens. speak of having heard 
the waming ·about the rise of water or about oncoming of floods. • -
So~ar.Peth.-Statements of.fourte~n pitlzens from this area have_ been 

brought on record.. Nin'e of J;hem say that. they did :not hear any warnings. 
about the .breach. of the Panshet dam on that moniing .. Three speak of 
having heard the warning about the breach of the d~m. one says ~at the 
warning , related only to the rise of .the water level. -. · . . . __ 

Budhwar Peth:-'-Statem~nts .of three persons from this locality have been 
tlrought on record. One says that he heard no warning; about the breacl~ 
of the Panshet dani. He is a pleader. One, who i~t a Corporator. ~vs 
that he· heard a 'IV3ming ·about the breach ?f :the• ~an~bet dam; . 'I]!e thud 
one 'Says 'that the w~.was !hat J]ler~. -wi11. ~ -~~ JU.' ~t-~r~ ••. 
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. Sambhaj{ Chowkey;· Laxmi Road and Alka :{alkie~r.~Sta'tements . of 
eleven citizens in these localities 'have been brought on 'record-. ·F1ve 
citizens who are all men of status say that they did not hear any warning · 
about the breacb..of the Panshet dam on that morning .. Four say that they_ 
heard warning about the breacl:t of the Panshet dam. ·O;.ze says that .the 
warning was not proper, and one is silent about fbe warrung. ·, . ~ 

Shivajinagar; Bhamburda area opposite · Corporation 'iJitilding.~tate
meJits of fourteen citizens from this area have been brought . on record. 
Five citizens say' that they did not hear any warning having ·been ·announced 

_regarding the: breach of the dam. One ,of them is an· Advocate and one 
is 11, Governineni servant. Seven citizens speak of having heard· a warning" 
about the breacli" of the dam: One says that :the warning 'statea' tnat there 
was danger to people on river' banks and one speaks · of having heard 
a warning statjng· that there was· danger to the Papshet dam.' There is 
an extraordinary statement made· by ·s. R. Telang (Ex. 1053). He says 
that the wireless van announced that there was danger to the dam at about 

' 8 a:nt. 6n fhe 12th. , , . I . 

Ashanagar.--Statemel1tS of seven citizens from this locality !iave been' 
brought on record. One of them who is a Government servant &ays that 

· he did not hear any wami~g announcuig the breach of the Panshet dam. 
Five citizens speak of having heard a warning regarding the breach o( 
the Panshet dam and O!le says 11bout the breach · of the Khadakwas1a 
dam' also. . · · · 

r ha\(e carefully. gon~ tb.rough the statements of such of those' citizens 
who, have neither been examined nor whose statements have been brought · 

' on record. The advocate on behalf of the _civil. authorities was all along 
insisting that all the cftizen~. who have put in their written statements 
(about 1,300 in number) should be ~xamfued. Alternatively, it was 
suggested. that; a~ least their statements should be brought on record.- It is 

. necessary to. remember that about one thousand citizens who have put in. 
' their statements have asserted that no warnings of any kind wert; giv~n 
either on ihe 11th or the 12th. Out of the remaining, about 250 citizens, . 
who have .put_ in statements, speak of some K:ind of warnings having· beeri 
-given. -Some of these statements have been brought on- n;c0rd and the 
present analysis deals with the statements that_ have ncit been brought. on 
recGrd. Some of-these citizens reside. in- the traditional lowlying areas'·arid 
some in areas adjoining the lowlying areas. . The picture emerging from 
the statements of this group of citizens is extremely hazy. Some of them 
do say that warning_ about the breach of the dam Wlls announced. But 
the tenor of thes·C( statements suggests that these warningS'- were extended 
as water" wenf ·on rising. No clear. picture ;tbou( . the time when these 
warnings were given can possibly emerge from these statements.· ·Nor ·do -· 
these statements support the theocy put 'forward ·by · Heble that. ·on' the 
12th, wat!lin~ were given thrice, first time at about 8 a.m.; second -time' at 
about 10 or 10-30 a.m: and third time· at about 3 p.m. I have already. _ · 
pointed out thanhe statements CJf these citiiens, so far as warnings. on the -
night of the 11th- are concerned; are corifiicting. Their statements about 
the warnings on-the 12th do not 'stand on a better footing. In ·any case, 
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b.ey do not support the theory put 'forward on ·behalf of the civil 
.~utl!o~ties. If $e matter is J9 . be decided _by numbers, evidently, the 
lreponderance is in- favour of the view that no warnings were at all given 
:ither on the· 11th or on the 12th. - · 
' . .Ori a: review of the evidence of ·the citizens it is clear that there was no 
eentralised direction- and the -members of the subordinate staff were acting 
on their own and· according to their understanding of the situation. Some 
policemen were announcing ¢at the Pansbet -dam bad breached, others 
were merely speaking about the rise of water ete. The numoer of the. 
cjtizens who. have not heard any of these warnings is vezy large and _ 
Jirimq facie indicates_ that the warnings, if announced at all, . were not 
anti,ou~ced on loudspeakers or at any rate. were not announced 
m . aU the - lpcalities, · If is at least certain _ ~that the , warnings did _ 
not indicate the gravity of the situation. Whatever evacuation bas taken 
place has taken place in the traditional.lowlying areas. In other a~eas, the 
people left their .houses on seeing the danger and most of them (even 
Heble agrees on this) made their ·own arrangements for shelter. It is . 
significant . to note that the citizens faced the situation boldly and even 
went to the help of their neighbours on their own. So far as ~he civil 
authorities were concerned, their activities showed lack of foreszght and 
absence . of planning and organization. · -
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SECI'ION .221· 

stiMMAii.Y oF FINDiNGs ~siNG oui oio Tim orsc.ussiON OF THE SI!COND PART 

In the course of the discussion, I have· set out the conclusions arising out 
,of dJf~rent Wpics discussed in different Sections; In this Section, I will 
summarise-the general conclusions in a broad manner and in a succinct 
-form:~ • 
· -.....,.. (1) The ·measures taken by the irrigation officers for averting the disaster 

were 3S good as they could be iri the circurilstances of the case: 
. . . . 

(2) l'he civil authorities viz., Mohite and Prabhakar, jook _the prompt 
measrire of supplying the help of the army engineers for continuing bag
stacking operation. 'which was all that could be done in the circumstances 
of the case for averting the disaster of the failure of the Panshet dam. 

(3) Prabhakar received the message sent by Bhalerao in the early hours 
of the morning· of the· lith- July· saying that 'Panshet dam was in danzer 
·and_ heavy floods Wfll"e expected •. In any case, · Prabhakar · came to 
know the substance of that message from Desai and· Khursale. when they 
went to him on the 11th morning: · 

(4) Prabhakar told the two engineers that he would take steps to 
alert people living in areas extending to about four furlongs on either 
side of the river. 

(5} Prabhakar conveyed the substance of the message to G. S. Joshi. 
Home Inspector. D. S. P .•. Rural. The latter was not then in Poona and 
that must be the reason why tl:\e message was conveyed to his Home 
Inspector. 

(6) Similarly, Prabhakar must have conveyed the substance 'of the 
messa<Ze to the Dist'"ict Superintendent of Police, Poona City, or to his 
Home Inspector. The District Superintendent of Police, Poona City, .also 
must have independently come to know of the message or its substance. 

-..J (7) For reasons best known to himself, Prabhakar took no steps to 
!llert the people in the areas as per his promise to the -two engineers. 

(8) Desai and Khursale approached the Collector, a second time after 
their visit to the Pansbet dam and informed him that a portion of the 
dam was sinking and breach of the dam was also imminent. · 

(9) At that time, the engineers told Prabhakar that in case the Panshel: 
.dam brt".ached in a wide section, which was more likely, the tloodF would 
be far bil!l!er than the floods of 1958. They also told him that the 
Kba.takwasla dam was also likely to breach in case !be Pansbet uam 
breached. ' 

(10) Prabhakar must have conveved the same infonnation to Mohite 
when he went to the latter alonl! with the two engineers for requesting 
Moh:•l" to ask for the help of the army enl!ineers. · 

'v (In The civil authO'"ities tonk no- stens even after the .informlltion 
about the bre11ch of the Plll!shet l111m beinl! imminent. was conveye4 
to them (except that they arranged for the army help). 
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{12) Left to ~imself, Prabhaka~ would not have even convened the 
emergency mc:e_ung of the authonties for devising measures to meet the 
,::~gency ansmg out of the likely or imminent .breach .of the ~anshet 

(13) Mohite did well in _convening an ernetgency w.eetlng;p,r. dev_ising 
such measures. The meetmg should, however, have been more broad
based and invitations should have been issued to the Sub-Area O:ini~a,~cer 
the s_uperint~~ding _Engineers, D. I. c. Nos. I and II, the Mayor, som~ 
promment c1t1zens mcluding the Members of the Parliament a.nd··oi the 
legislature and press representatives and the Head of the Home Guards. 

(14)_ Mohite is not telling the truth, when he says that the engi:leers 
told h1m that, an earth dam was likely to breach, if it is overtopped and 
that the Khadakwasla dam being a masonry dam would not breach. 
even if it was overtopped. He is also not telling the truth when 'he says 
that the engineers told him that it was not possible to make even an 
approximate estimate of the floods arising out of the breach· of the 
Panshet dam. 

(15) The Collector and the Divi!iio'n31l Commissioner. and jni any 
case, the Collector. must have gone through the files from the Collector's 
office relating to the floods of 1958. . 

(16) From these files and also by reason of tl;!e official infonnution. 
which they had, they knew that the Khadakwasla 'dam was a weak dam. 
They also knew that it was apprehended during the floods of. 1958 that 
the Khadakwasla dam would give way. 

(17) The Divisional Commissioner's meeting decided that warning should 
be given to the traditional six lowlying areas and no more. The case, 
which has been developed in the course of the inquiry before the Commis
sion viz., that it was decided that warning should be given in all ihe 
lowlying areas, is an after thought. 

(18) The story that an emergency control room was decided to be 
set up and was actually set up in purusance of the decision taken in the 
Divisional Commissioner's meeting in the Corporation Building is also 
an afterthought. What was decided in the meeting· was that a few officers 
should be kept in the Corporation Building for co-ordinating the acti~i~ies 
of warning and evacuation. No arrangement was made for rece1v10g 
information relayed on wireless from Panshet and Khadakwasla. 

(19) The meeting decided that 13 or 15 trucks should be made available 
for the purpose of evacuation. 

(20) Warnings were given only in the traditional six lowlying areas. 
(21) It is clear from the localities in which warnings were given and 

the other measures devised that. the authorities contemplated that the 
floods likely to be released by the possible breach of the Panshet dam, 
would not reach beyond the traditional lowlying areas. 

(22) The civil authorities estimated that the number of persons to be 
evacuated would not exceed 6,500. There was no idea that transport 
facilities should be made available to all the JleOple. who would be 
required to the evacuated, but only to a few among them such as, the 
sick, the infirm and invalid ones. 
H 4782--33 
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(23) The compliance report below the 'Jahir Suchana' (Ex. 427), which 
purports to have been made on 12th July 1961, was not made on that day, 
but sometime later. 

(24) None of the civil officers thought of making a trip to Pausher and 
seeing things for himself. This indicates that they were not seriously 
applying their mind to the question. 

(25) The civil authorities did not inform the All India Radio, Poona 
Station, to broadcast the news, that there was danger to the Panshet dam, 
en the night of llth July 1961. 

• . ...,(26) Although it is said that arrangements were made for rescue and 
evacuation to be carried out during night time, no preparations were made 
in that respect, such as, provision for torches, petromax etc. No boats 
were requisitioned from the military ; army help was not sought or taken ; 
fire brigade was not alerted and Home Guards were not alerted. 

·· (27) Everything pointed to the conclusion that the civil authorities 
were unprepared to meet the situation, which actually arose on the morning 
of the 12th July on account ofthe breach of the Panshet dam. 

(28) Mohite must' have received the message at Ex. 96 on the night 
between the llth and the 12th July 1961. 

(29) Mohite departed for Bombay on the morning of the 12th July by 
the Deccan Queen inspite 'of having received the above message. It is 
a tragic coincidence that Mohite's departure was just after the intimation 
about the overtopping. of the Panshet dam \vas received in Poona. 

(30) It seems from operator Sawanfs report that Mohite was perso1_1a1!y 
informed by Sawant on the morning of the 12th July that the Panshet 
dam was overtopped. Mohite left for Bombay ignoring even this report. 

(31) It was for Mohite to explain as to why he departed for Bombay 
on that crucial morning and the explanations offered by him are unsatis
factory. 

(32) The result of Mohite's departure was to further paralyse the civil 
administration in Poona, which was already unprepared for meeting tho 
unprecedented situation. · · · 

v(33) The measures taken, after the r;;ceipt of the message that the 
Panshet dam had overtopped, were improvised, unsystematic and insuffi
cient to meet the requirement of the situation. 

(34) No proper arrangements for broadcasting the message that the 
dam had breached were made. The All India Radio, Poona Station, was 
not instructed to broadcast the message that the Panshet dam had over
topped. 

(35) There is conflicting evidence about the nature of warnings conveyed 
on that morning. There is also conflict about the areas to which the 
warnings were given . 

. ·' (36) There is no satisfactory evidence to prove that warnings were 
conveyed thrice on that morning (12th July) as Heble claims it to have 
ibeen done, the first at about 8 a.m., the second at about 10 or 10-30 a.m. 
:and lhe third at about 3 or 3-30 p.m. · 
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(37) T~e ar~as of warning _were extended from time to time, according 
to the exigencies of. the SituatiOn and to the extent of the rise of water. 

(38) Only a few vehicles were used for evacuation and the attempts at 
evacuation were largely confined to the traditional lowlying areas. 

(39) The evacuation of thousands and thousands of citizens took place 
on a voluntary basis. It was largely due to the voluntary efforts tha\ 
many persons, who were marooned, came to be rescued. 

(40) Individual policemen and the officers did take part in rescuing the 
marooned people and evacuating the flood affected victims. Their efforts, 
howevet, were on their individual initiative and were unco-ordinated. 

(41) It is doubtful whether the citizens were properly warned about the 
breach of the Khadakwasla dam at any time in the conroe of the 12th 
July 196!. 

(42) Life in the city of Poona was normal through the whole of the 
morning of the 12th July. Shops were opened. Traffic was going on as 
usuaL Schools and colleges were running and municipal governmental · 
offices were working with almost full complement. 

(43) Hundreds of spectators were flocking to the riverside and watching 
the rise of floods by standing near bridges like Lakdi bridge, which was 
fully submerged. 

(44) No arrangement was made for regulating the traffic on roads rutd 
bridges, which were likely to come under water. 

(45) The officers continued their operational headquarters in the 
Corporation Building till the water entered the building. 

(46) There was no one to guide the refugees to particular centres of 
shelter and no one was kept in charge of any of these centres. 

(47) Several refugees \Vent to and took shelter in public buildings such 
as, Dharmashalas. Railway Station and offices. 

(48) On the !3th morning the police themselves were responsible for 
~preading the rumour that the Khadakwasla dam had breached and fresh 
floods were coming. As a result of this rumour, a scare was created among 
the public who started running amuck to places far away from the nver. 

(49) On the whole, the measures taken by the civil authorities in tho 
matter of warnings, rescue and evacuation were utterly inadequate. 

(50) The defence set up on behalf of the civil authorities is false anil 
is sought to be bolstered up by false evidence. 

(51) The entry 'No rain. No danger • in Dandavate's jottings (Ex. 831) 

is an interpolation. 
(52) The endorsement in the margin of the copy of Bragai!Za's Rlessage 

(Ex. 99) sent to Mohite has been tampered with- The original figur~ 
and letters have been altered with 11 view to make it appear that the 
message was received by Rajput at 11-30 a.m. on 12th July 1961, 
H 478~33a 
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SECJ1:0N 23 

THANKSGIVING. 

This inquiry WlfS ye!Y ~ifficl:llt, complica~ _and :taxing-. i bad to :wade 
through a stream of documents and statements. The oral evidence led also 
js' c;o~ideral?le. I must, therefore •. offer my tha$ to. thQ~ who ~sisted 
W.Jl jJJ. perfoJW.ing this difficult task. Mr. ff. R. G.o'ldlale, who. repre!lented 
the irrigation of)!cen;, rel).de~ whql~~heartl;d co_-qperation lind assi~tance in 

· t,he work of the Coli).IIlission- His conquct of the case has been dignified 
~nd his. behaviour \\>i~. the Co!llniis~ion' eif!~~ely .. co~u~ .. A.fte~. his 
de~e, O!l ~Ievation 1o fiit: :ijigh ~urt 'bench, A<J.vocate J3han4_are carried 
on' the same traditions assisted by Advocate Shahane. These advocates 

. were ·.as. mucbr. co-operative as Mr. Gokhale; My -thanks ate, therefore, due . 
• to:all·these three advocates. · Mr; K.·N~ Phadke, Advoeate, Poena, assisted 
by Mr. P. B. Sawant, Advocate~ from Bombay, rendered signal .help to. the 
~JP.pli~si.o.IJ m .. p).l~g . fqzyvl!.rd. ~e Cl/-Se Rn . h!:b,alf ~9f. th.e .· qtizens• 
C9~ille!l .of ~oona- 'Il:!e ~ttiWd~. 9f tl!e a,~yocatesr .<!q J;rebalf.~~f the 
fit~?$!!)~, 9>UWY1.tCll': WM ~1:-Y!!-Y~ .~·ORef!!-tiye ·l!ll~ ?elpf~, . .';f~eir ~ ~on~uct 
of the case and theU" ~~YIQUf. }yiP~ t~?-e, 9J'P!ll,ISSA<m yrpr~ . po,Jte 11nd 
exemplacy. They never adopted any obstructive or dilatoiy tactics and 

'.tbrougllout were ·extremely lfair' .to the 'Commission· 'as: :.alstJ" to ·au the 
interi:8ted witD.esseS. . •'they Stuck to . the ardous job notwithstatiditig thai'the 
inquicy was prolonged beyond their expectation, which is :a trio'ute tii their 

!9;w.s~ Pf.dllf:Y 311~-~oY,alty)p ~~_<;a!!$6 in _the J?ur~it. !Jf tJ;uth. ~~ qt~refore, 
smcer~l~ thank th~m fo~ ~Hc;u::,,«9'f?P.e,a~l~, .I. )'i~ .. I ljad. be~.JL.able, to 
pay Similar compliments to the counsel and advocate on behalf of the civil 

tanthorities . .r Th.eir-oaftitrlde >has; l;t0wever, never:. been · ·helpful : innich less 
co-operative and :1! reserve'.niy t:omments m· tha:t ·respect' -to·a:< separate 

. Section. • ·.o ,_:·vr:--) 1·. 
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' ... ~ - . • • '' . - ,_ -·:' • ..• J .-:: • ; ~.J ••• ~ 

· PROCEDURE FPIL()WED BY .THE. COMMISSION 

• A lot ofcomment hail beeii made by Mr. Mutudkar in his written argunl.ent~ 
m regard·to the proced\Jie adopted by the Collllilission· in this inqUiry ··.These 
comments can be' divided into five parts : · .. . . . ' , .. · .. : . 

' (I). The Comlnission cailnot take part m the mveStigatii>n· aiicl c~lleciion•-
of eVIdenee. · .. > • · . 

. (2) ~V,i~ence which woUld not ·bfi· aclmisSible under the Evidence Act has' 
been admttted: . .. · . . · · · · · . · · · · · . · 

·(3~'.Invitatioils were ~~tend<xh~_Wit!tesses~.m.o~t of whonfhave displayed• 
hostility towards ·the Civil authonttes·m thetr eVIdence:''' . : • ·· . 
· (4) On the wh~le,_ the proced\lre adopted is inquisitoriat . r . . .. . . •• 

. (5) The Coiiiiillsston refused to examine all persons who had put in written· 
statements· or submitted reports: 
These comments are ill-informed and devoid of substanco. The pro~ditro · 

fo~owed by this Comtllission is similar to the procedure followed by the 
Tnbunals in England in recent times. The Commission under the Commissions 
of Inquiry Act can. prescribe its oW11 procedure so far as the Maharashtia · 
St~te_ is concerned; I have cited the relevant extracts from tile roports of the 
Tr!bunal investigating in.to the Budget Leak, 1936 ; that of the' Lynskey 
Tnbunal, 1948 and' that of the Parker's Tribunal, 1957; in my order below 
~- 828-with a ·view to iri.dicate the·procedure that is followed by the TribunalS 
m England. I have referred to certain of these aspects also in the body of 
my report. It is not necessary to. repeat those passages here.. It is sl!fficient 
to _draw 1!-ttention ~o. a few sentences frol!l these reports. The report of the 

· Tnbljnal mvostigatmg into the Budget Leak, 1936, observed : . , l 
-~-·In the case of an inquiry such as that on which we· have been engaged;. 

there iS. no prosecutor~ Stich evidenco as the Treasury Solicit_or. has beeti 
abl~.to obtain_ or as the Tribunal has thought fit t<_> permit or reqwre, has ~n 
f!lfmshed. But the testing of the witnesses' stones by way of cross-examma~ 
t1on or otherwise -has necessarily been undertaken by the members of th~ 
:~ rigunal themselves, with th~ resultant possibility of creatin~ tl).e inpres
_ston tha~ they were froni the start hostile to some of tho Wltlles~es whe> 
appeared, before thel;it.:," . . . , · . ... • · . ".,.. . . . · . · · 

The follo~ng l'enl\U"ks from the report of the Lynskey Tribunal are opposite 
to the pomt :- , . . .· . . _ ._ . . . .. . , . , : 

. ",The l;'re~s'ucy' Solicitor with the 'assistarice of the police intemewed 
all persons ·whom they .thought . Ibight be able to give useful information 
totbe Tribuna4 and statements were. takeri from them. ~e. ~tatements 
W~re then placed before us, and we, directed what further mqwnes sho~d . 
be made, and eventually decided which witnesses should be Called to giVe . 
evidence before us." 
Siniilarly, the Park~ Tribunal observed : · . 
• ~·There is no prosecutor and accU:Sed as in a-~al ~ase, and no plam· 

tiff and defendant as in a civil case. It is an inqwry wtth no charg~ and 
no pleadings.· Accordingly, all witnesses are . witll~ses of the Tnbunal, 
called. to elucidate the facts: To this enci, the semces of t_he Treasury 
·Solicitor and his staff were placed at our disposal. It ~ therr task l!Dder 
'0!-IT direction tcf collect all relevant documents and ~dence. V(e mter· 
v!ewed all perSons whom we-thought might be able to gtve useful infonna"' 
t_ion 'to th6 Tribunal; and statements were taken from them. Tbt:;W 51_a!e
ments' were the'o: placed before us, IJ:Ild wo ~ect~ what further mqwnes 
should· be·m:ade ·and eventually dectded which mtllesses should be called · 
to·give·evidenc.:on1oatlr before' us." 
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It is ci~ from the observations .cited abp.~ from _the !cport o~ ~e Lynskey 
Tribunal as also from the report of the Parker Tnbunal that_ tt ts the . d_uty 
of the Tribunal to collect evidence wit~ the assistanCe ?f th_e·_Treasury Solicttor 

. anli it ls also fonhe Tribunal to decide as_ to. wltat 1!1-qmn~s s_hould be, madt1 
fo( collectjng the evidence and finally Jo d~de w4ich. wttnesse& i ,shoqld be. 
called to give evidenoe. In the present case, a. large ',volume, __ oL!Jooll.me~ 

· w~ plaoed at the disposal of the ComrnissjOI!• 1 J;'hese ,documents came from 
various departments. It wa.S neoessary' \O scrutinize these doc1,1men_ts ·ani\ 
this task W<\S to ·be p¢ormed \>y the ~emor. Advoqate ,<>n,; Record WJ,th the 
assistance of the Junior Advocates on Record. Thereafter, the St;nior.Adyocatq 
on; R~ord yvas;tl> give 'i!JStructions -t~ the,, 9>ll1!Jlission's •qj>unst;l. · In, ;thjs 
connection, I may refer to the. instructions, gtVCn:,bY Mr. :S.,y, Gupte,:.whq 
was the counsel for _the Bavdekar Comtni~ion, Jo the Advocate~ on Record 
viz,, M/s,. ~<!.'!cha!e and A •. V,. Dalv~. Mt:. Gupte. has made pointed reference 
to "the role played by the Treasury Solicitor i~ ,the two.TribJJ.na,ls referred to. 
abp_ve ... Mr .. Gupte.then says.; ·· · ·, r.r .. ·, ' .. lr : , .. , . ~-- , .. . . _ 

; ''You are als<>,aware that your investigation cannot--be confined to an 
exatnirtation of .the facts . disclosed · by . the · files made available to the 
Commission but that yeur inquiries must extend to other sources of informa
tion in regard to the terms of referenoe which you can think of as, being 
'l'elevant in regard to. the Inq:uiry,.such as inq:uiries withthe Military autho
rities, the A.· I. R., Poona Station, Central Irrigation and Power· Research
Station at Khadakwasla. The Inquiry should be · directed to finding out 
·whether there are any materials with ·them· which"·would help in the 
investigation ................ • ........... • , .· 
' Until now it seems it has not been possible for you to obtain statements 
from the witnesses; such as, the Chief Engineer and· other engineering 
staff no!' of the Execittive ·Officers in charge of the administration in Poona 
at the rdevant time. If they dd not respond to 'the Public Notice, the 
Advocates on Record would (subject to the direction of the Cotimussion) 
have to obtain their statements in the nature ofcproofs,for the purpose of 
their examination-in-chief. . .. ; .. , .... .-... ·•. ; .. 'unless stich' statements 
and statements of other witnesses, who are to be examined, are before me 
well in advance of the date to be fixed for the hearing~ it would be impossible 
for me to examine-in-chief or to think out the line of crciss•examinatlon /'i ·· 
• • -~---. , ·-,-- •. ,. ·- _ r ,.11' ___ ~- ... ', , -. :. -~- ,· _, • 1 

Mr. S. V. Gupte's exposition of the duties Of the Advocates ori"Reci>rd, conforms 
to ,t"he- principles adppted and followed by the Tribunjils in Eriglahd. It jg 

-clear that the Commission iSincapable of proceeding· with the inquiry with 
a view 'to discover the facts unless proper investigation· has .been· inade ·and 
materi~ls~ifted _by ~ome agency. This task is akinWtbe·f!tsk of investigatio11 
and this uwestrgation has to be done under the -supetvision · and directiem 
of'the Commission. It is, therefore, futile tcr say t:Itat the Commission cannot 
take part or cannot even give directions in the matter of carrying on further 
inquiries or ,investigatioq. As ju,stice Lynskey· remarked : '• :. . · ' 

: "These statements were then placed before us, and we dtrei;ted what further 
inquiries should be made, and eventually :decided· whiCh witnesses should be 
called to give evidence before lis... . . . . ' . . . . . 
-It h~ _already bee~ explained in .th~ order, below :Ex; 82~ as to .why th~ 

Commtsston t~ough~ 1t n7cessary to wnte letters t~ certam cttizens requestini 
them to put m. thetr wnt~e!l stat~ment~ and agree to give ~:vidence. The 
reluctanoe of. resp~c!a:b~e c~t~z~ns tn lndta to appear as witnesses is notorious 
.llfld has reoetved Judtctal no_tice. There were. also. allegations that pressure 
W~s. br9u_~h.t t~. b_ea~ upon_ Witnesses to make statements on .particular lines. 
The C:ommtsston, tliereforc, felt that it w~uld_ bc.n~~{~.Jf .. ~JS:)VJlitiz;ens~ wh_(l 
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enjoy statug in life, agree to disclose the facts within their know1edge. That 
does not mean. that the evidence of. these witnesses would be accepted on 
trust. That evidence would be subjected to usual judicial scrutiny. The 
argument, therefore. th_at certain witnesses are ' i_nvitee·~itnesses 'and by reason 
of that fact alone their evidence ~hould be rejected, ·1s devoid of substance. 
In a sense, the officers who gave eVIdence are also invitee witnesses. 

T~e Commission has power ·to examine any witnesses whose evidence it 
~ons1ders useful or who have volunteered to give evidence, at any stage of the 
mqmry .. Keeton in his book" Trial by Tribunal" at pages Ill and 112 
Ill refe~nng to the inquiry held by the Tribunal into certain accusations against 
the Mm1ster of Mumtwns, m 1921, makes the following observation :-

" HO\~ever, when the Tribunal reconvened on Tuesday, May 3rd, the 
proceedmgs took a fresh turn. A Mr. D. Carpmael of the Disposal and 
Liquidation Committee of the Ministry stated th_at in August 1920, he 
had been told by Mr. Sutton to destroy all workmg papers that did not 
refer to contractors' accounts at that moment in progress ............•• 
The Chairman also stated that a number of persons had written in, saying 
that they Wished to give ev1dence. Although such evidence would not be 
admissible in a court of law, ............ he was not prepared to exclude 
it. Sir Harold Smith for the Ministry said that the Ministry was willing 
to submit to the fullest investigation and eventually Lord Cave decided 
that he was willing to receive evidence from any new witnesses whose names 
were given that day." 

It is noteworthy that this ruling was given by Lord Cave after the arguments 
in the case were over. 

Again, it is noteworthy that the Tribunals in England repeatedly pointed 
out that their powers of reception of evidence were wide and were not limited 
to technical rules of evidence such as, hearsay. Some Tribunals have not 
hesitated even to admit evidence, which was irrelevant and which had no 
bearing on the questions in issue. The Tribunal in, what is known as, the 
Savidge Inquiry, has observed (vide p. 116-Trial by Tribunal) : 

" The evidence led was very voluminous, to some extent irrelevant, and 
in many cases dealt with trivial incidents of little or no bearing on the ques
tions at issue. I did not, however, feel justified in limiting the scope of 
the Inquiry or the evidence led, as would certainly have been done in a civil 
action." 

Again, the Tribunal appointed to investigate the Budget Leak in 1936, observed 
as follows (vide p. 136-Trial by Tribunal):-

" By the terms of reference it has been remitted to the Tribunal to investi
gate twos pecific matters of civic adminis_trati<?n, namely~ the l_ettiJ:g of stan~es 
in the Corporation Markets and the !Icensmg admtmstratwn m the Ctty, 
the period of investigation bemg from January lst, 192S, until the present 
time. We do not propose to confine our attention to these two specific matters 
of remit but shall be prepared to receive evidence as to all departments of civic 
adminisirationin which there exists the possibility of bribery and corruption •.•• 
We propose to give to these general te~ms of reference the most libe~al inter
pretation, and to act on the assumption that we _have ~en appomted to 
ascertain the truth or falsity of the general allegation which we Understand 
has been repeatedly made that b_ri?ery i_s widely prevalent in th~ ~unic!J'a~ty, 
and that the whole civic admmistratlon IS corrupt. . In this mvestJgahon 
we shall consider all evidence which may be offered affecting either members 
of the Town Council or permanent officials employed by the Corporati~." 



Xsain, In' another part of the report, 'the Tribunal observed (vfde p:-137--'.1 
1'I;ifl!'by Triblplal)~. . . . . . . . .. • . • . I• • - . 

. ,., "I. have only one other observation to make. We are anxious to leave: 
'. open, no lpop:-hole for the sugge.stion ·that ev!dence of gen_eral ':orruption 
. was available and was not adduced. The Tnbunal accordingly Instructed, 
advertisemetns to be made in the leading Glasgow newspapers inviting' 

;' evidence• •••••• in substantiation of the gene.ral allegation, and offering any 
,. witnesses who might Come forward the immunity enjoyed. by those whct 
. ·give ' King's Evidence'.". 
· Af·this stage, I may dispose of another complaint, which has- been• made' 
from time to time' viz.-, that the Commission has subjected some ofthe officers,• 
in. particular Mohite and Prabhakar. to S~af':hiilg cross-examinati~n: · I have 
already poirite<L out that the cross-exammation of some of the· Civil officers 
took a· searchiilg form, because. of the pecnliar cha.rncter of the stand taken by 
theiri.· and their studious attempt at departing, from the version reflected in 
their own. contemporaneous or near contemporaneous documents. If the 
Commission. is to discover the facts,. then it is its duty to conduct the cross
eXamination regardless of the status. of the witnesses.. :rhe attitude displayed 
by the Commission during the. cross-examination of these witnesses has always 
been one of politeness combine& with firmness. It is well-known that the 
burnt of the examination. of the various• witnesses was home by Justice Porter 
himself. in• the Budget DisclosJIIelnquiry;: The. conduct of one of the minister 
of the Government viz., J. H. Thomas was under scrutiny by that Tribunal. 
With. r.ega.rd to. the treatment by Justice Porter, Keeto~ observed as follow!\ 
(}·Ide p. 14-8-:-Ti:ial by Tribunal):~ · · . .· . 

'". "He was treated with.great consideration, but with conspicuous fumness 
: ·by Mr. Justiee Porter." · 
}i.ir. Morris, counsel for Thomas, submitted that there was· no evidence against 
Mh Thomas of an:y disclosure.. He pointed out that no witness had alleged 
that Mr. Thomas had disclosed Budget secrets and he mmself had denied it, 
Mr.'Morris also referred to.the duty of the Tribunal to probe and. test evidence; 
since there was no one to cross-examine, and ·indicated that in consequence; 
persons· might be-misled into thinking that the Tribunal was disbelieVing the 
eVidence submitted (see· page 149'-Trial by ·Tribunal). Justice· Porter 
~eliied· that 1)le questions askedtindicated any: hostility ·to the witness. 
' in The! Lyriskey Tribunal, which was apponi.ted: in 1948, there was a devia
tion from the procedure adopted by the Budget Leak Tribunal, in· that; Sir 
~I!!y:.,ShaV>!cross, the Attorney-General himself took a. leading. part in the 

· proceedings and that he declared .at the commencement of the inquiry, that 
hewould discharg~ that duty with·complete indifference to personal or political 
·consequences (vide p, 158-'-Trial by Tribunal). · The inquiry showed a growing 
tendency to·~regard the Attorney-General as appearing for the Crown, 
~ven though there were no char~es, It iS·. necessary to note the change in the 

. role of the• Attorney-General, smce the time of the Lynskey Tribunal. The 
Att_orney:-General assumed· the ·role of ·a semi-prosecutor ; stated the ·case 
which ·he wanted to prove and adduced evidence in support-of that case. Such 
a· development has'not·yet taken place in India. In.any case so far.as the 
~ori:tmission's coll~el, .. wli:o· stands in the same position as tlieAttomey-General 
til the present 'CaS~ is concerned;' his rolli•was-more or less passive~ . He:did not 
state any case and had no definite plaa.' It'is ·now' clear':.ifromJ the•written 
ar~mentS'''advanced by him that he had liis'definite:-predilection·s,in:favout of 
th~ civil- authorities. In these circumstances, the Commission wonld have 
failed in its duty, if it had not carried on a searchiilg cross-examination· of 
t b.e key witnesses 'in this inquiry. · · · · · 
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. Tlie following· passage ~Jr ~!ustrate the attitude adopted by the persons 
whose conduct was under mqrury· and that of their counsel as also the role of·' 
Attomey-Gen~ral (Lynskey Tribunal; vide p. 175-Trial by Tribunal):-

. "• Befo~e ~ examination began, Mr. Aitken Watson, K. c;, who was 
r~presentmg him (Mr. Belcher), rose and said : 

' Before Mr. Belcher is examined, I would like to make a statement 
which mar assist the Tribunal." · ·• 

, ;wJtile Mt; ~elche:r vehement!~ denies. that he ha~ r~ceived any money, 
or other constderation or pronuse; to influence him m any decision he' 
may have had to take as a Mili.ister; he admits quite frankly he has received' 
from: Mr .. Stanl~y, Sir Mautice Bloch, and Mr. Matcham, the gifts that 
tlley have descr1bed. · · 

· . He n~w realises, of course, that afthough he did not receive these gifts . 
. corruptly, nor allow tllem to influence him in any way in the decisions 

Jxe had to make, these gifts were incompatible with his position as a Minister· 
of ,tile Crown. . . 

· Accordingly, it is his intenti~n as soon as he has completed his evidence: 
before the Tribunal, to· tender his resignation. . . • . 

1 should add thatthis is a course he desired to take before the Tribunal; 
sat, but- which he did' not take, on the advice of his legal advisers. Fol' 
that action- I must -assume responsibility. _ 

Isholild also make it q,uite plain that the statement I am making is :iloi 
~tep.ded to lesson in.any way the rigours of cross-examination.' • 
Mr. Belcher's examination concluded on D~cember 13th, and he .resigxied-

on the same day. . 
· Mr: Belcher's ordeal was as severe as any that a public man has been, 

called, upon to face, and his cross-examination by Sir Harfley Shawctoss· 
, . was , searching and . prolonged.'' · . . _ 

_ · Tncidentaity, it may be pointed out that the important part of.fue evidence> 
led: in the Lynskey inquiry as· also in the earlier Bank Rate inquiry consisted; 
of hearsay, not only at second hand; but at third or fourth hand (vide p; 159--.. · 
Trial by Tribunal). ' ' . 
~With regard to the comment thanhe procediue'adopted ii1 th~ present In.i 
qiili)' was-of an· inquisitorial character, I may again 'cite a few passages from' 
the book " Trial by Tribunal" by Keeton. At page 228 the author remarks :· 

. ' .. " On the other liand; the. activities of conlmlttees whose competence 
· .corresponds with that. of the modern tribunals may be regarded al; a kind of 

censorialjurisdiction .. The Committee or' tribunal is investigating qllegati~n 
that activities o(persons in positions of trust, .whether in or out of Parliament, 
fall below what is required by public morality even' though such !lctivities • 
may not give rise to any criminal. charge ........ 'YJt~r~ ili;ef~ction to be 

. discharged is primarily fact-finding, ~owever, the JUdicJalmqmry has very 
.. considerable. advantages.~' · . · 
At page 255 the author has pointed'out the distinction between the procedure 
of Star Cha'mber and that of the Tribunals under the Tribunals of Inquiry 
Act:· ' He :points.out1hatrwhereas·.the Star Chamber sat in private, the Tribuniil . 
conducts•:its• inquiries in full glar~- of publicity, . He. also points out that 
fue,object.Qfthe Tribunal is to discover•fac:ts·whe~eas that of ~e Star Chamber 
trial. was to discover< and plmish wrongdmng; Frnally, he pomts out that the 
foundation of.the·modem.procedure by the Tribunal is the independence,of 
-the Tribunal alike. from Executive and- Parliament. He then r_efers t~ the 
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speech of_ Lord ~~~w~;~~s! in which the Jatter·poil).te~~ out fltat t~e procedure 
Qf the Tnbunal.JS ,mcwtsttwnal. rat1J"~ thll;Q !lCCusatopal,_ J(ee~on.s; .c:;oip.IP.e)lt. is (vide .p. 225-:-:'Tr;a~.I?Y Irib¥n.al)-::,,, : -_,,,_.:. ;· . 1; .J, ,, ... ,, ... ,__:. ,: 'Jiif, 

<. ".This _js, quite ~navl)idable; if ~e ~~UJ?ipal, f\11\C:ti~~ of ID,;e .':fr~bunal is• 
. to remain fact-iin?mg a~d ~p;llp~t censon_al ;, :and, I~JS tru~ :o,t;Uy, .!f:}?DI[ J9r 
, ~ore ~f fu,e pri~ctp~_, WI,tlj~~s~s 1s1 r~!~~de?;.a,s a ~_uas)~a~cy~?d·. ~ . :·<f , 

· As regards the com~ent t~at t~e ·comtnission ·refused :to ;exami~e 'all: the 
witnesses w~o, \liid put m ~eli Wf!:tte!l i>tate~ents, I ~ave a}Ie~dy pqm_ted out 
that. this· request. was unreasonable and a1sp tqesponstble. , . J .wonder ;wheth~r 
such a requesr'would ?ave qeen lllade bY; the civil.~u~oriti~s.;iftheY;,~ad !Jeen 
required to foot the bill of the fees ofthe1r advocates. As Will, be clear to any
one; who· reads this report; ·me Commission has based-·ix~ finoings largely 
on the documents adduced on beha~ of the, civil authorities 'and 'the ·admissions 
thade .by them. -The evidence o('the citizens has('in •no way,' influenced the 
findings. ' Further, it is n~essary to remember thatthe! number· of citizens 
who haVe -stated that rio -warnings were given either on· the ·11th or· the '12th 
July 1961 and no proper steps were taken to meet the flood' emergency is far 
in excess• of the number of:witnesses who speak about son'!e kind. of- warnings 
in some localities. So, the non-examination of all the .citizens·is really·favbur
able to the • civil authorities.• ·So far ·as the reports . of. the- Police,. • Revenue 
and l\tl;unicipal Officers and their subordinate·~ ;tre . concerned, they have been 
admitted in evidenee for all purposes. This is .obviously more f;lvourable 
tO..:the civil authorities than their examination before the Coi:ni:p.ission,, which 
automatically exposes for cros~~elGimination. 'It ·may• be· incidentally men
tjone~ th)l.t the Parl,cer Tribunal considered written Statements of 236 persons, 
apart from the oral evidence. -' '·' · : , · ; , ' · 

. . . ' ) 

. It is surprising that a complaint has been. voiced. ag11inst· the ·commisSion 
for its direction to submit.written arguments. ·ImpliCit-in 'this is the assump
tion that oral arguments are necessarily su~rior in merit to written arguments. 
It is true that in England, oral arguments ·have always found favour with 
courur of law including .the appei!Jite courts.: . Tb,e, practice prevailing-~ the 
Supr_em~ .Court of Aplerica is somewhat differeJO!.t a!)d the, British lawyers are: 
con_s1denng the _questJO~ as to. whet)l.er ~ ~en~J!:pr.a:c_~ce. should !>e ad~pt-, 
ed m J?ngl~nd m certam. cases. In this connectiOn, I may· .refer -to ,an article· 
l)ppe~mg m July. J96. 2 IS. sue of ·L.aw Q.,uarterly R_eyiewl... Vol, ~~ •. under }he 
heading 'Appeals 111 England .abd, the United States •; J llle opening remar~s. 
are worth-quoting·: · .. · _.; · · ·. · ·· · .. ·"'· .. 1 ''' · - .. ,. ' • > • · • , ·? 
. . ·• In the United Staies,' or~! iiriDu1i'~t~J aie Jmi~eci' in 'dJraii~n a~d sebouciarY 
··in importartee to written btiefs ;'in ;England, they'are1unlimited in duration 

and of. primary importance, yn:itteil brie~s beint virtually unknown. ~ In 
the Uruted States! t~e Judges do most ofthe1r workin·chambers ; in Engl~d, 
they do most of 1t m_ open court." · · · · . ' · · · . · · · · · 

. , .1\,; ' .'" I . ,, • .•.. ·· i 

The writer has then referred. to an experiment that was launched in the study 
of th~ Ang~o-!-merican pro_cedure by a team of English jurists and another .of 
Amen~ junsts ... Th~ wnter then refers to the.-outstanding difference ,jo 
the. practice prevailing m the courts of England and the . one prevailing in the, 
Uruted States, as follows :- · · 

"An outstanding difference between the the two nations .is the-fact that 
• briefs.' a_re required in the Unit~ S~~es, whereas in England they are not. 
The bmf IS a full-dress argument 1n wrumg, often running fifty or more printed 
or mimeographed pages In length. It states the facts outlines the claimed 
errors in the proceedings below, and cites and diS::usses the authorities 
tlaimed to justify reversal or affirmance .•.. , ..... ·• ~ .•• :.-.1 .. c .. , : 



I_n pnglat;d sue~ a document i~ virtually_ unknown. The closest approach 
to 1t IS the case normally required from both sides in the House of Lords. 
and _Privy CounciL _This, however, is'~ very abbreviated paper, seldom 
runm~g . more th~n SIX or. seven pages- m length, ~and _is intended only as 
a prelil1llnary outline qf the extended ~Jral argul,llent t<Y be made later._,_ .:•," 

Agam,-at_a.later stage, the writer obsecye~ 1 :~. • . ' • . . ' . • 

"In the· United States, oral arguments are seaondary -in importanae to· 
-the -briefs and are rigidly limited ,]n;_duration: Jn the United States 
'Supreme Co~rt, .one ·hour _is· allov:ed to. each side; but in many appellate 
.courts, less time than that 1s penmtted, .. frequently :no more than .fifteen 
minuteslor a half-hour- for each: side .. Reading by .•counsel. is frowned. 
upon. ·The Judges.do.not wish·to hear what -they can read for themselves.' 

:They expect to get all the infonnation they nelld about the judgment below,, 
.the evidence and-the authorities relied upon from studying the briefs and 
record on appeal;~ They do not even encourage-counsel to discuss.in detail 

. the precedents claimed to govern. the decision preferring .to do that job by · 
themseh•es in the relative' privacy .. of ,their chambers,-,with. or without the 
assistance,oflaw clerks. ; ;\-., ... . 

In England, whoce there 'are· no written briefs; oral arguments are 'all• 
important. They are ne;ver arbitrarily ·limited .in duration. While some 
last for only a few minutes; ·others go on for many days, even weeks." 

Followit~g' the exchange of views between the two teams, . an experiment 
Was tried in .one division ofthr: Court of Appel to detenn;ne whether the _amount 
of time consumed in reading aloud to the court' could_ be materially reduced. 
]t appears tl;Jat the Briiis)i jurists are veering round to a modified form of .the 
pr~cti~ prevailin~ i1;1 the United St~tes. It would _thus_ be soo!l that th<:re. is 
no intnnsic supenonty for the practice of oral arguments even ln an ordinary 
court .of Jaw .. We are a<:customed ,to _the English practice and, therefore, 
are apt to regard tl;le practice of oral agi-uments as having merit par excellence. 
If the need js felt iri regard to the modification· of the practice of oral argu
ments in. a court of 1aw in a conservative country like England, thi:n, it is idle _ 
to contend . tb.at ·the. Coinmission by. in~isting upon written • arguments has 
deprived the parties of a .fair opportunity .of presenting their _case. The oral 
arguments, had they.' been allowed, woUld. ._have ·occupied several months 
and any attempt ~t curtaihnent of )ength, v;puld 'u~dou9tedly hav~ res~te~< 
in considerable. qttterness. Apart from . this practical . constdciratlon, 1t 1s 

' clear to me that written arguments are 'more beneficial and in this case, if' 
properly availed of, _,would have· been of greatef. ;JSsistance. -y The advocates 
on behalf of the civil authorities have frittered away the advantages by indulg• 
ing in recriminatio.ns rather than in logical a!ld coherent arguments. 
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SEciTON 25' 

SoME PRoBLEMS 

. f. Conduct of ale civil officers 
This inquiry ha~ rais~ a number of problems. The task of the Coxi:iinissio 

was onerous. The Commission was' ilot only called upon the to conside 
adequacy or inadequacy •of the measures taken by the variouS authori~es fo 
averting the disaster and for mitigating the consequences thereof, but, 1t wa 
also called 'Upon to inquire into the causes of the failure of. the Panshet an; 
~adakwasla dams and· the circumstances· in which that failure occurred 
The inquiry relating to the causes of the failure was highly technicaL Thel' 

· was a· general feeling, not quite unjustified, that this part {)f the inquiry shoulc 
have been entrusted to a technician or to a team of technicians. At the sam 
time, there is something to be said in favour of a public judicial inquicy 
There is a• general complaint, which was voiced by some engineers before tb 
Commission, that the results of the inquiry into the failure of the Bhakan 
hoist chamber; have not been made public. It was pointed out by the som 
engineers that had the results been known, then the pitfall of using a gat' 
suitable. as a fiood gate could have been. avoided and not used for regulator: 
purposes at Panshet. Thus, a lot of mischief could have been averted. Th' 
present inquiry was held in public. Full opportunity was given to exper 
engineers to put forward their respective points of view and a sort of publi< 
debate went on before the Commission,. Whatever that may be, the resul 
was that the Commission had to handle an extremely difficult and coroplicatec 
job. In these circumstances; the Commission expected full co-operation 01 

the 'part of the officers, who were interested in the outcome of this inquir: 
aild were allowed to be represented by advocates; The officers, whose conduc 
had to· be scrutinized by the Commission in order to record a finding on thc 
question of adequacy or inadequacy of the measures taken by them, continue< 
t<f hold the pos~ as before. Government thought it fit not to transfer thesc 

. officers from Poona for certain reasons, which need not be discussed· in thi: 
report. IIi taking this decision; the Government was probably motivate< 
With the best of intensions~ .. The Government probably felt confident tha 
these officers· would· not take undue advantage of the circumstance of thei 
continuing· to hold the same posts and render full co-operation to the Com 
mission· in finding out the truth. Unfortunately, ·however, as' indicated i1 
th~ ear~e~ portions of this report; these expectations were completely belied. 

· In ·thiS' connection; I may· refer to another· aspect and it is this. Thc 
GoVerli.irteilt decided to defray the expenses of the counsel and advocates 
who would appear on behalf of· these officers· before the Commission. · Thc 
appointment of the counsel and advocates was made by the Govemmen 
and their fees and remuneration were fixed by it. Chapter 14 of the Lav 
Officers (Conditions of Service) Rules and Rules for the conduct of the Lega 
Affairs of the Government relates to the grant of legal assistance to Govern 
ment servants. In terms, these Rules relate to grant of assistance by thc 
Government to the officers, who have to institute. or defend civil or crimina 
proceedings in respect of acts done by or purported to have been done by then 
in the discharge of their duties. These Rules, evidently, do not apply t< 
de~artmental in9uiries, because in. these inquiries the person charged is no 
entitled, as of nght, to ask for bemg defended by a legal practitioner .. The 
present inquiry is neither a civil proceeding nor a criminal proceeding no1 
a dep~ei!tal. inquiry. No charges are levied against any of the officer: 
and the mq_wry IS purely for the purpose of finding out facts. The Government 
therefore, 1s not bound to make provision for financial assistance for !ega 
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r~resentatio~ of these, ()fficers in this ·inquiry under the ·Law Officers (Condi
·~ons .of Serv1ce) Rules ,or any other Rules. In :my view, the Government 
should not have made a J>Ianket .provision for' meeting tho expenses of legal 
representatioJ?- of the 11-~t~orities,. who were i?terested in this inquiry and, as 
such, stood m the position of Interested witnesses. In England it is not 
the practice to make a provision for the expenses of. legal rep;esenta'tion. 
George W. Keeton in his book " Trial by Tribunal " at page 233 has discussed 
tP;e question as to whether legal costs of those whose conduct is. found to be 
Without reproach, should be met by the Treasury. That means that it is at 
the end of the inquiry and on the basis of the findings recorded by the Commis· 
sioi:J. that Government will have to consider the question as to whether legal 
co~ts should be met by it. The author, on the same page (223), has referred 
to the speech made by the Lord Chancellor in connection with the debate 
in the House of Lords in regard to" Waters inquiry" and says: · 

" The Lord Chancellor also made an important contribution on the gener~l 
question of costs. He pointed out that if the costs of legal representa
tion of a witness were to be paid by the State, the duty of deciding what 
witnesses should be entitled to their costs would devolve upon the Tribunal. 
This was not an insuperable objection, but .it required full examination· 
before it was adopted." 

With regard to the 'suggestion that legal costs of those, whose: conduct ls 
found to be without reproach, should be met by the Treasury, the aut)lor 
remarks: · ·. . 

· · i. If it is sugge~ted that to make such a provision would be to encot!rage 
· unnecessary {)r unduly- lavish legal representation, it would be ai1 easy 
· matter io provide that the Tribunal should have a discretionary · ·pow!'f 

to gran~ or withl10ld . costs,'' 

' It is clear _from the above passages that the question as to whether the legal 
·costs of the interested witnesses is to be met by the Government or not falls · 
·to be considered only at the conclusion of the inquiry and will largely be 
influenced by ·the findings recorded by the Commission. Indeed, as was 
pointed out by the L01d Chancellor in the debate of" Waters inquiry", if 
the costs of legal representation pf a witness were. to be paid by the State, 
the duty of deciding what ·witnesses should be entitled to their costs would 
devolve upon the Tribunal or COIIimission. The matter·must be left to the 
discretion of the Tribunal ang it is for the Tribunal to recommend the grant 

. of costs to particlilar witnesses. The Tribunal, of course, will exercise its 
discretion in the light of its findings. Tl)e Tribunal, naturally, woilld recom
mend the grant' of costs only in respect of such officers whose conduct has ' 
been found to be without repmach. In my view, this is the correct pers
pective which Governments in Indi~ should adopt in all cases of inquiries 
started under the Commissions of Inquiry Act, wherein the conduct 
of Goveriunent servants comes ~c;ler scrutiny. 

· I am not interested in the question as to whether !~e Government was right 
or wrong, in this case, in making a blanket proVISion to cover the costs of 
l~gal representation o_f th~ officers from the fund;> of th~ Treasury. I a~?> 
however, concerned m this matter from two pomts of VIew. The first Is, 
that it is the duty of the Government to set up salutary precedents, and 

'secondly, the possible e1fect that may be produced on ~h~ inquiry by reason. of 
prior provision of legal costs of these officers, . The Ciyil officers ~ad a fee~ng 

. t}:Irciughou~ the inquiry that .the GovemJ!lent was mteres~~ m defending 
them. On :many. occasions their advo~tes stated ~ the <;Ivil officers were 
the Government. Probably, these offi~ 4.ad IJ. f~liiJg that. the Govtlfllll1.ent 
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·had-a· stake in thefr defeice · ot they'had afeeling·t!i.at Gov~rnmennad 
ranged them~>elves behind them, and 'this feeling manifested itself •• in their 
.conduct as also in the conduct ·. of.their advocates: · · 
. ori· ·th~ 19th July 196:4 these officers put in ·an application (Ex. 82S) 
through their Advocate, Mr. Murudkar. In 'this application, ·a definite 
allegation was made saying that the attendance of certain · witne$ses was 
secured by the Commission by writing letters to them and it would be unfair 
and highly prejudicial to these officers to have these witnesses examined 
liefore the Commission. This application was. not countersigned by the. clients 

· of Mr. Murudkar. · In my order below Ex. 828, I. stat~d that although the 
. application ·is ·not coul!tersigned by the clients of Mr: Murudkar, still, it 
must· be presumed that' the application was made. under their instructions. 

· I also stated that if Mr ... Murudkar's cli.ents did not have confidence in the· 
-Commission, it was open to them . to ·move the the Government for can-
. ceiling the·Cominission •. Mn Murudkar had expressed his inability: to move 
.. the Government for getting the Commission cancelled :on the ground that, the · 
··civil officers.were·part:and parcel·ofthe Goverrrinent; ·,I,: therefore,•: directed 
that a. copy of this· order' should be sent' to the :Government• soc as to enable 

. them to take such steps >as :it; deemed -l!ecessal)r: inpluding the termination of 
the Commission. Government did not take any action:·on this.order even by· 
way . of exerting a. moder;:~.ting 1 infiuenc<(, perhaps, because they _did, ript 

'think :it'·p'roper' to· interfere' ar-'tha;f'sta'ge: Th!' resul.t,c ho\\·ever; iS' cleafly 
. noticeable iii the:'writtl!ri atgurifants' subnutted' 'dri 'behalf or' the~c~vil . officers 
and the attitud~ underlying them. It is significant \hat the argulneJ1~, the 

. real purpose ·or whi_cli is to persuade'-the .Judge and wilfhlril over, nave b,een 

. utilised 'for the purpose of making allegations . of partiality iind prejudice. 
·The .Senior Adv<~cate on Recorddn his •notes submitte~· to :the Commission, 
terms this attitude as one of blackmail. I shall however cdnfent' myself by 

. saying that-the attitude was most l.\nfortullllte· and was; ,in no way, . calculated 
· !o ,facilitate the investigation wh~q., thll Cmpnlission: was making. .Ip. any case, 

1t IS clear .that these. charges. are, not meant f.or. the assistan~e .of, the Judge 
agaiflst whom they are levied. · ;Evidently, ·these"charges arc: meant for_consu-

. mpt10n elsewhere, Most of the allegations have. ~ready .been· refuted in the 
course of the discussion, · It is sufficient. to observe .that. there'·is no substanCe 

. in any.of them .. The inquiry w,as condui:ted.under.'the,full glltre of pu\?l#:ity 
a~d in. the preSe'QCe . of tl"\e la"i"yers., TI}e~r.ei:on( viiU .speak jor >~tS(ljf •• , , ; . . • 

"·: : . · ' R. . Conduct or the Advocates of the 'civil ~fficers 
". In conSidering the. ~onduct of the Advocates, ifis necessary to beai in mind 
the nature of the duty of an advocate. In this connection,. I may cite the 
follo":ing passage f~om t~?-e book "Miscellany-at-Law " by R. E. Megarry, 
1n which Crampton J. sa1d (vide p. 51) :-

" Such, (to be th~ -mouth-piece of the client) I do. conceive, is not tlie 
office of an Advocate. His. office is a higher one. To consider him in that 
light is to degrade him. I wo~ld say of him as I would say of a member of 
the House of Commons-he 1s a representative, but not a delegate. He 
gives to his client the benefit of his learning, his talents and his judgment ; 
but ill through he never forgets what he owes to himself and to others. He 
will not knowingly misstate the law-he will not wilfully misstate the facts, 
though it be to gain the cause for his client. He will ever bear in mind 
that if he be the Advocate of an individual, · and retained and remunerated 
(often inad.equately) for his valuable services, yet he has a prior and per· 
petual ?-"Ctainer !'n ~ehalf of truth and' justice ; and there is no Crown 01 
o!her license, wh1~h m any case, or for any party or purpose, can discharge 
hlm,from that l'nmary and paramount retainer."· - - · ·-- · 
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" th this light, 'let us ~oW consider the way in -~hich the def~nce, w;s 
<conducted on behalf of1he civil authorities by .Mr. _Ghaswala and pis aSsis
tant, Mr. Murudkar. ' At a very eiJ.r!y stage Qf" the .. inquiry, that is .to say, 

during the cross-exanil~ation· of,$: G: Barve, . who ,was the first witness to be 
·examined .before the Commission, ii happened that _.I overruled some questions 
'put by Mr. Gbaswala.· · Mr; G~swa,la was:' evidently irritated· and in an 
•-excitement exclairtled,: · "When ·questioi)S asked_ .by. other Advocates were 
·:not 'objected to·by the Commission, why is it that the Commission is object
. ing to- D1Y 'questions":. I poi#t"d ·out to' Mt .. Gbaswala that : generaliza-
tions ~t;e n~r ,good, becaus~ each. que~tion wa~ .c()nsic:Jered on its own merits. 

'At ·thiS;· Mr .. ·Gbaswala ra1sed .h1s vorce and_ made angry remarks clearly 
· sugge5tirig:discriminatcity :'treatilJ.ent:.'_I did: not take serious 'notice of this 
flurry' !Jil -his part ·at 't_ha:t' time.:' Mt'. G~~sviala, however;, 'continued to 

· repeat,'the·same,',charge 8~ .o~e,:<;>~ two ,in~f(.occa __ .s_ion,s and it 'th_ en b_ ecame 
. · necessary •for -me to 'take senous note. I pomted out. to Mt. Ghaswala tlle 

implications of what he was saying and told-him that it was improper for an 
advocate of his standipg t_o st,oo.J:>,. tq that level. 1!1ereafter, -Mr. Ghaswala 
behaved himselfptdperly·for 'quite sdme'·tilrie.""Cfrie'·day: he' came to my 

, cham!:Jer aiJdr,oife[e_d 9ilt, apolqgi_es. fPr t]Ae. :in¢ic!enls that. took .place. :illi ,the 
open. :sessiqn and,- ass!Jf~ .full, ---eo~qperati!ln• · , ].1!l.-c.Ghaswala ·:continued to 

·take --:Part .il;l .. thCf;PTo.ce~qings ,.tU!· the lOth.,.ofJuly 1962 on which date, 
: Yadav, .pty 1.Engm_eer (~<',;, il'l}J E;l!me, t~, be examjned,; ;I- hl!Vd discussed 
• the incic!ent au,ri,qg ~y <;~OSS·l;Xlli!Ilination pf _ ):'adaV.; ·, in ;full, lll • IllY Order 
-.below. Ex~ 828-3;n4, al~o i~. IllY. reP.qrte~ ,J <;lq not, wish to repeat, what has already 
:bee~ ~taied 1~hereT.I;1;--i~ .~uf!if:i~n.t;•tlLJlQ\nt . out\,'th.at Yadav -admitted, ·in 
answer to a question by Advocate Sawant, that he was called by Advocate 
Murudkar to the Poona Club for giving him (Yadav) instructions. This 
admission eviden~ly contained grave implications. Mr. Ghaswala did not 
attend the. session.-from this date. He never'infonned me that he had with
drawn: froni 'the case, but continued to remain absent from the session, 
although •on some occasiohs,. he-was present in Poona. Mr. Ghaswala did 
try tq interrupt 'twice or thrice· tluring: the .cross-:examination- of' Yadav at 

·Vital points, and I had to ask him nbt to do so. There was no discourtesy 
shown to him on any of these occasions. If; Mr. Ghaswala had, therefore, 
stayed away from attending the sittings, the reason must be found elsewhere. 
After Mr. Ghaswala ceased to attend the sittings, Mr. Murudkar continued 
the conduct of the case in the same spirit. 

I do not propose to deal here with all the aspertions cast against the 
Commission in the course of the written arguments. One of the allegations 
is that the Commission granted speci.al privileges to the press. The only 
facility that was given to them was to give them copies of short summaries 
of the written statements of the witnesses. I am inclined to the view that 
the furore against the press has been raised by the Advocates on behalf of the 
civil authorities (in this, the Commission's counsel also has joined hands 
with the advocates on behalf of the civil authorities), because the aceounts 
appearing in all the newspapers do not support the wild allegations made 
against the Commission in the written arguments. The allegation that the 
irrigation officers used to meet the Commission is devoid of substance. Some 
of the expert witnesses, sucb as Dr. K. L. Rao, Dr. Joglekar, Prof. Govindarao, 
Mr. Dhanak, Mr. S. B. Joshi and Mr. Champhekar did see me in my chamber. 
Chief Engin()er Pandit did not meet me except on the occasion of presenting 
applications on behalf of the Government. 

ill. Commission's Counsel 
It is a matter of deep regret that Mr. Rege, who was appointed to assist 

the Co~miuion, has fhou&ht it proper tG make some comments ajlaiftat tht 
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orders passed by the Commission (Ex. 499) and the two notes (Exs. 458A 
· and 515A). As Commission's counsel, jt was Mr. Rege's quty to brfug to 

my notice any irregularitie~ committed by ~e office or any ~tat~m,.e!l;~&! ~h.j«h 
he considered incorrect or Improper and which had gone on, th~ !llCor<! of. ,the 
Commission. I do not think this report is the proper place where Mr. Rege:s 

· comments should be dealt with, since it is a matter between the Commission 
and its own counsel. I do not think, I shall be justified in dealirig with·.the~e 
matters which concern the .Commission and its own officers . only,. merely 
because Mr. Rege, forgetting his proper functions as the Commission's counsel, 

· preferred to raise them in his written arguments for the first time:.,. An entirely 
different version in regard to the aforesaid matters is found in t}je ·notes 
submitted by the Senior Advocate on Record, Mr. Bakhle. I have. cirefully 
considered both the versions and I am now inclined to the view that the version 

· put forward by the Senior Advocate on Record is more probable. However, 
these matters are extraneous to the merits of the ·case and, therefore, .[do not 

, propose to deal with them here. · · 
. '. 

IV. Lawyers . on behlllC of the. Citizens' Committee 

· .I have already mentioned that Advocate Phadke assisted' by Advocate 
Sawant rendered full co-operation to the Commission in this difficult tas!l;. 
They conducted the case purely in the spirit of disinterested pursuit of truth, 

. without bringing any political or other considerations. That is why their 
co-operation was more valuable. · I would suggest that Government should 
pay the fees of these two Advocates, who have rendered such yeomen service. 
The fees, however, should be on a reasonable basis, and not on a lavish scale. 

Bombay 1, dated 5th January 1963. 

· (Sd.) V. A. NAIK, 
Commission oflnquizy~ . 

l'anshet and Khadakwasla Dams,· 
.Poona. 
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